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Review

This monograph written by a group of authors under the title “Simplified Forms of Procedure in 
Criminal Matters - regional criminal procedure legislation and experiences in application” de-
als with a particularly significant and above all current issue related to the process of reform of 
the criminal procedure codes of the countries in this region (Serbia, BiH, Croatia, Macedonia, 
Slovenia and Montenegro) and elsewhere. The process of reform of the criminal procedure legi-
slation in the countries of the region has lasted for over a decade now. The said codes share quite 
a few of the characteristics whichever country we choose to look at. One of the most prominent 
characteristics is that tremendous effort has been invested in their reform. As a result, all of these 
countries have passed new CPCs and, in addition, the said codes have subsequently been altered 
through one or in some cases more amendment laws (primarily in Serbia and BiH). The objecti-
ves of the reforms of the criminal procedure legislation in the countries of this region are almost 
identical as well. The key objective, in all of the codes, is to create normative grounds for more ef-
ficient criminal proceedings, and not only through providing for such proceedings but by con-
stantly broadening the area of the application of the simplified forms of proceedings in criminal 
matters. Namely, starting from the fact that the criminal proceedings are inefficient in these (and 
other) countries, over the last few decades significant interventions in criminal procedure legi-
slation, speaking in general, have been undertaken in order to ensure normative grounds for the 
increase of efficiency of the criminal proceedings. Their common denominator is the creation of 
the normative grounds for criminal proceedings to be as efficient as possible by regulating the 
simplified forms of proceedings in cases in which the criminal matter in question justifies their 
use in terms of how serious the offence is, the amount of evidentiary material, and the conduct of 
the individual charged with the said offence. The rationale for such regulation is found in the in-
disputable fact that although the reasons for insufficient efficiency of criminal proceedings out-
side of the criminal procedure legislation are important, the normative grounds are also among 
the very important factors that influence the efficiency of the proceedings as a whole. It is due to 
this that one of the more important characteristics of the modern criminal procedure legislati-
on in general, therefore of the countries in this region as well,  is the simultaneous – parallel exi-
stence of a single general – ordinary form of criminal proceedings prescribed as a rule and the 
increasingly used simplified (less complex) forms of proceedings in criminal matters. Parallel co-
existence of several forms of criminal proceedings in one particular criminal procedure legisla-
tion is justified by the heterogeneous structure of crime – heterogeneous structure of the crimi-
nal offences and their perpetrators. The procedure suitable for one type of criminal offences or 
of the perpetrators does not have to be and, as a rule, is not suitable or rational for another type. 
Similarly, a uniform procedure is not in compliance with the relevant international documents 
which guarantee the right to a trial within a reasonable time. In other words, it is not in compli-
ance with the defendant’s interest, who has the right to speedy and adequate proceedings, or with 
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the public interest of the society as a whole since its objective is an efficient fight against crime, 
which certainly cannot be achieved in uniform proceedings used in all criminal cases. Bearing 
in mind all this, in the modern criminal procedure law and criminal procedure legislation whi-
ch follows its tendencies, from the point of view of regulation, possibilities for increased efficien-
cy are sought primarily in the introduction of special, summary, simplified forms of proceedings 
in criminal matters for certain categories of criminal offences. It may be claimed with certainty 
that simplified forms of proceedings in criminal matters are one of the extremely important in-
struments for the efficiency of criminal proceedings. As such, they are intended, as a rule, for less 
complex criminal offence trials (minor and medium-level of seriousness). If we add the fact that 
this particular category of criminal offences occupies a prominent place in the overall structure 
of crime, then the importance of such proceedings is seen as even greater. In addition, in terms 
of the justification under criminal policy of such proceedings it is necessary to take into account 
another fact. Such proceedings, through their practical application, directly contribute to the in-
creased standard of quality of trials involving more serious cases by reducing the caseload co-
urts are dealing with, thus creating more room for more serious, more complicated cases. In view 
of all this, it is not surprising that criminal procedure codes in the countries of this region have 
been characterised by multiple simplified forms of proceedings in criminal matters for a num-
ber of years. Nowadays, when it comes to, for instance, the category of adult defendants, in ad-
dition to the traditional and relatively well known two forms of simplified criminal proceedings 
(summary criminal proceedings and the proceedings for the pronouncement of judicial admo-
nition), a number of other forms of simplified criminal proceedings also appear. For instance, 
in cases where a plea agreement, criminal order, witness immunity, prosecutorial discretion, di-
rect indictment etc are used. As such, all of these simplified forms of proceedings are based on 
the elements related to the criminal matter, the state of the evidentiary material and the con-
duct – demeanor of the subjects in the proceedings and they are characterised by a lower degree 
of complexity of the structure of the proceedings compared to the general form of proceedings. 
Instruments used for the simplification of the procedural form are three-fold and are manifested 
in: the elimination of certain procedural phases and stages, which depends on the specific form 
of the simplification; shortening of the deadlines during the proceedings and deformalisation of 
the proceedings (elimination of certain formalities and guarantees).

Considering the nature and reasons related to the criminal policy when making provisions for 
such proceedings, the regulation of simplified forms of proceedings in criminal matters is not 
easy. When regulating this matter it is necessary to ensure one thing and that is not to compro-
mise the basic principles of criminal procedure and the ratio legis of its detailed regulation in or-
der to achieve the desired level of efficiency. This especially applies to new legal provisions, par-
ticularly those that require in depth theoretical analysis and expert interpretation. In addition, 
it is an indisputable fact that the norm itself is not sufficient and that its adequate application is 
also necessary for which the prerequisites are a carefully thought through and executed prepa-
ration, i.e. the fact that the compatibility of the criminal policy of the legislator and the policy of 
the subjects applying appropriate norms of the criminal legislation is necessary (practical appli-
cation of the said policy) which adds even more to this type of claim. Only in the cases in whi-
ch these two aspects of criminal policy are mutually compatible may we refer to it as the instru-
ment of a successful fight against crime in general, which is otherwise not the case.  Considering 
everything, the publication of the monograph which offers a critical, scientific and expertly ar-
gumented overview of the subject matter in question, as is the case with the submitted manus-
cript, is more than fitting.
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In terms of content, the analysis of the said monograph, i.e. the manuscript at hand, revolves aro-
und five sets of issues. Firstly, we have the reasons related to the criminal policy when providing 
for the increasing number of simplified forms of proceedings in criminal procedure codes of the 
countries in the region and in general. Secondly, plea agreement as a crucial example of simpli-
fied forms of proceedings in criminal matters. Next, the principle of prosecutorial discretion as 
first and foremost specific form of simplified proceedings in criminal matters. This is followed by 
the issues related to the summary proceedings and other simplified forms of proceedings used 
as an instrument of criminal proceedings efficiency. Finally, the fifth set of issues deals with the 
relationship between the basic principles of criminal procedure law and the simplified forms of 
criminal proceedings. 

The issues dealt with in this monograph are looked at from different angles. Aspects which par-
ticularly stand out are: the normative aspect under which each of the aforementioned issues 
is analysed in the light of the existing criminal procedure norms of the countries of the regi-
on that are being discussed (Serbia, Montenegro, BiH, Macedonia, Slovenia and Croatia), of the 
appropriate international standards and relevant comparative criminal procedure legislation and 
the degree of their harmonisation. Next, there is the aspect of practical application of the anal-
ysed subject matter pointing to the ways of practical application of the provisions of these laws. 
Finally, as a separate issue there is the aspect of their theoretical component in criminal (and not 
just criminal) law offering the analysis of various theoretical views related to the subject matter in 
question. In view of the method used to discuss these issues and the analysed aspects of the said 
issues, it may be concluded that this monograph may be greatly relevant when trying to assess 
the degree of implementation of modern tendencies in legal science related to the criminal pro-
cedure law in the newly adopted criminal procedure codes of the countries in the region in terms 
of simplified forms of criminal proceedings and when assessing how and in what way can these 
be implemented more fully in the said codes, which is one of the objectives of the reform of the-
se forms. Moreover, the monograph identifies the methods of adequate application of thus regu-
lated solutions which adds to its importance, since only adequately applied norm has its justifica-
tion under criminal policy. In addition to the aforementioned it may be said that the monograph 
undoubtedly offers a critical, scientific and expertly argumented analysis of the subject matter 
from all of these standpoints, which makes the stated claim even more relevant. Consequently, 
it may be stated that the said monograph serves the purpose of meeting this objective of the re-
forms of criminal procedure legislation in the countries of the region, which have been in pro-
gress from the turn of our century. Analytical and comprehensive interpretation of the new rules 
of procedure which are discussed makes the content and the meaning of the analysed institu-
tes understandable, while the critical overtones of arguments in certain cases shed some light 
on the imprecision and ambiguities of the legal norms, their internal and outward contradicti-
ons, which ultimately should alert the legislators that these should be re-examined once again at 
the very least. Essential explanations of the new procedural institutes or rules, the reasons ari-
sing from the criminal policy and procedure law which have led to their introduction and of the-
ir intended purpose may be safely relied on for accurate interpretation and application in the ju-
dicial practice. Although the subject of this discussion is the existing legislation, the monograph 
suggests a considerable number of proposals de lege ferenda with a view to improve the text of 
the law and its coherence, which competent authorities may take as a signal for certain actions. 
Theoretical explanations of the regulation of the simplified forms of the criminal proceedings, 
interpretation of the principles of the procedure upon which they are founded and of the positi-
on of the subjects in the proceedings, their application in practice all make the said monograph  
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current literature for further study of the doctrine and accurate application of the legal regula-
tions in the judicial practice, while well-defined and definite proposals de lege ferenda may be 
of great help to the legislators when regulating further the simplified criminal proceedings and, 
when it comes to particular forms of simplified proceedings, restoring the seemingly disturbed 
balance between the efficiency and fair proceedings which provide optimal guarantees for the 
protection of human rights. 

In view of the aforementioned, I offer the following 

Recommendation

Monograph written by a group of authors and entitled “Simplified Forms of Procedure in 
Criminal Matters - regional criminal procedure legislation and experiences in application” de-
als with a particularly significant and above all current issue related to the process of the re-
form of the criminal procedure legislation of the countries in this region (Serbia, BiH, Croatia, 
Macedonia, Slovenia and Montenegro) which is still in progress.  In view of the method used to 
discuss these issues and the analysed aspects of the said issues (normative, theoretical and practi-
cal), it may be concluded with certainty that this monograph may be greatly relevant in terms of 
evaluation of the reasons under criminal policy to provide for the simplified forms of proceedin-
gs in criminal matters and for the evaluation of their regulation ensuring that their expected fun-
ction is fulfilled – efficiency of the criminal proceedings. Furthermore, the monograph suggests 
the ways in which thus regulated provisions may be adequately applied, which adds to its impor-
tance. This follows from the position that only adequately applied norm fully lives up to its justifi-
cation under the criminal policy. Otherwise, it just acts as a backdrop without any practical value. 
Theoretical elaborations of a considerable number of the analysed solutions offered by the co-
des in question, may serve as a valid scientific resource for further study of the doctrine and con-
frontation of the arguments on the nature, structural elements and principles of regulation of the 
simplified forms of proceedings in criminal matters in the countries of the region and in general.

Systematics founded in expertise, valid theoretical viewpoints, comprehensiveness of the discu-
ssion, critical analysis of the normative provisions and judicial practice ensure the scientific and 
expert level which makes this monograph currently relevant and original. Theoretical elabora-
tions and extended presentations of particular issues in question may be helpful not only to the 
criminal procedure law of the countries which are being analysed but in general as well. The in-
terpretation of the simplified forms of proceedings in criminal matters which are being discu-
ssed is analytical and comprehensive which makes their content and meaning understandable, 
while the critical overtones of certain arguments of a number of solutions used in the analysed 
codes indicate that these need to be studied further, not just in a theoretical sense but in terms of 
its further legislation which is probably in progress even though all of the countries in question 
have passed new criminal procedure codes. Expert criticism and well-argumented explanations 
of the new simplified forms of proceedings in criminal matters (primarily, various modes of plea 
agreements) and the analysis of the reasons under criminal policies which justify their regulati-
on and their application may be safely relied on when regulating, interpreting and applying them. 
Although the existing legal norms are the subject of the analysis, this monograph offers a signifi-
cant number of proposals de lege ferenda with a view to improve the text of the law and its cohe-
rence. Theoretical explanations of the regulation of the new provisions for the simplified forms 
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of criminal proceedings in the countries from this region make this monograph relevant litera-
ture for the further study of the doctrine as well as for the adequate application of the legal regu-
lations in the judicial practice, while proposals de lege ferenda, well-defined and definite may be 
of great help to the legislators in all future interventions regarding these issues no matter which 
particular legislation it might concern and may provide some guidelines on how to strike the ne-
cessary balance between the desired efficiency of the criminal proceedings and the proceedin-
gs which provide optimal guarantees for the protection of human rights in the application of the 
simplified forms of proceedings. In view of the aforementioned, it is my pleasure to recommend 
to the OSCE – Mission to Serbia to publish the monograph written by a group of authors entitled 
“Simplified Forms of Procedure in Criminal Matters - regional criminal procedure legislation 
and experiences in application”. The publication of this monograph would prove to be more than 
useful – an indispensable reading for all those it is intended for (scholars and experts in the field, 
legislators and drafters of the law) and the  OSCE Mission to Serbia, as the publisher, would, as 
it has done many times in the past, give its contribution to the standard of quality of the reforms 
of the criminal procedure codes of the countries in the region and to the widening and strengt-
hening of the professional network among criminal jurists (theorists and practitioners) from the 
countries whose representatives have participated in writing this monograph and the proceedin-
gs of the conference which has prompted its publication in the first place.

 Belgrade,    REVIEWED BY

 6. May 2013    Professor Stanko Bejatović, PhD 
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Stanko Bejatović, PhD1

FormsofSimplifiedProcedure–
aKeyCharacteristicofCriminal
ProcedureReformsintheRegion

1. Forms of Simplified Procedure in Criminal Matters and  
Reform of Criminal Procedure Laws in the Region – an Overview

In the last ten years or so, one of the most typical features that is shared by the criminal procedu-
re codes of the countries in the region have been highly intensive efforts to reform them. This has 
resulted not only in the fact that all of the countries have adopted new Criminal Procedure Codes 
/CPC/,2 but some of the texts have been amended once, while few have been amended several ti-
mes.3 The reforms of criminal procedure laws implemented in the region have had not only mul-
tiple but also almost identical aims.4 The key aim, regardless of the text of the Code, has been to 
create a normative basis for more efficient criminal proceedings primarily by providing for in the 
law as well as constantly expanding the scope of application of simplified forms of criminal pro-
cedure.5 Namely, if we take as a starting point the fact that criminal proceedings in these countri-
es (and not only in them) are inefficient, we can see that in general, over the last several decades, 
not so insignificant changes have been made with the aim of providing the normative basis for 

1 FullProfessorattheFacultyofLawandPresidentoftheSerbianAssociationforTheoryandPracticeofCriminalLaw(st.bejatovic@
eunet.rs)

2 Intermsofindividualcountries,SerbiaadopteditsnewCPCin2011(Official Gazette of the RS,No.72/2011),Montenegroin2009
(Official Gazette of Montenegro,No.57/09),Croatiaalsoin2009(Official Gazette,No.76/09and80/2011)andBiHin2003,keepingin
mindthatnumerousamendmentshavebeenintroducedintoallthefourtextsinthemeantime–CriminalProcedureCodesofBiH,
FederationofBiH,RepublicofSrpska,andtheBrckoDistrict(See:Simovic,M.idr.,Krivični postupak Bosne i Herecegovine, Federacije BiH 
i Republike Srpske,Sarajevo,2009)

3 ThisprimarilyreferstoSerbiaandBiH(See:Bejatovic,S.,“PleaAgreement:Serbia’sNewCPCandaComparativeAnalysisofRegional
Legislation”,ProceedingsoftheRegionalConferenceNew Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and 
Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012,pp.102-119

4 See:New Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012
5 See:New Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012
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improving the efficiency of criminal proceedings. Their common denominator is the creation of 
a normative basis for making criminal proceedings as efficient as possible by regulating the forms 
of simplified procedure6 in cases in which it is supported by a particular criminal matter taking 
into account the seriousness of the offence, body of evidence, and conduct of the person charged 
with an offence. Even though important causes of this lack of efficiency lie outside of the realms 
of criminal procedure laws,7 reasons that justify introduction of such provisions can be found in 
an undeniable fact, namely that a normative basis is one of the major factors determining how ef-
ficient criminal proceedings are.8 Taking precisely this as a starting point, one of the more impor-
tant characteristics of the modern criminal procedure law taken as a whole, and consequently of 
the countries in the region, is the fact that a common or regular form of criminal procedure laid 
down as a rule has existed simultaneously and in parallel with simplified (simpler) forms of cri-
minal procedure which have been more and more frequent.9 Parallel existence of several types of 
criminal procedure in a particular criminal law system can also be justified on the grounds that 
criminality is not homogenous – the structure of criminal offences and their perpetrators is he-
terogeneous. A procedure that is suitable for one type of criminal offences and their perpetrators 
is not necessarily and as a rule suitable and rational to be applied in the case of a different type 
of offence. Similarly, a uniform criminal procedure is not in accordance with the relevant inter-
national instruments which guarantee the right to trial without undue delay.10 In other words, it 
is contrary both to defendant’s interests because he is entitled to have an expeditious and proper 
trial and to the public interest because the goal of society as a whole is to successfully fight cri-
me, which most certainly cannot be achieved using a uniform procedure in all the criminal cases. 
Therefore, from the normative point of view, introduction of special, summary, or simplified pro-
cedures to be applied to certain classes of criminal offences have primarily been explored as po-
ssibilities for increasing the efficiency of criminal proceedings within the current criminal proce-
dure law and legislation which follows its trends.11 Presently, it can be stated without any doubt 
that simplified or simpler forms of criminal procedure are highly instrumental in achieving effi-
ciency of criminal proceedings. As such, they are intended to be used as a rule in trials for simpler 
criminal cases (less serious offences and offences in the middle range of seriousness). If we add to 
this the fact that precisely this class of criminal offences occupies a prominent place in the total 
structure of criminality, the importance of such forms of procedure increases in its intensity even 
more. In addition, it is necessary to consider one more fact when discussing the reasons for in-
troducing such procedures from the point of view of criminal policy. When such procedures are 
used in practice, they decrease the workload of courts and thus directly contribute to improving 

6 Brkić,S.,Racionalizacijakrivičnogpostukaiuprošćeneprocesneforme,PravnifakultetuNovomSadu,NoviSad,2004.
7 SeeProceedingsoftheConference“Krivičnozakonodavstvo,organizacijapravosuđaiefikasnostpostupanjaukrivičnimstvarima”,

Srpskoudruženjezakrivično-pravnuteorijuipraksu,Beograd,2008.
8 Lowe-Rosenberg-DieStrafprozessordnungunddasGerichtsverfassungsgesetz,Grosskommentar,23.,neuberbeiteteAuflage,Zweiter

Band,Berlin,1987, seit.68-92:Larguier, J.,Procedurepenale,Paris,2001;Radulović,D.,Efikasnostkrivičnogpostupka injenuticaj
nasuzbijanjekriminaliteta,ProceedingsoftheConference“Realnemogućnostikrivičnogzakonodavstvausuzbijanjukriminaliteta,
Beograd,1997.

9 Brkić,S.,Racionalizacijakrivičnogpostukaiuprošćeneprocesneforme,PravnifakultetuNovomSadu,NoviSad,2004.
10 See:Article6,item1)oftheEuropeanConventionfortheProtectionofHumanRightsandFundamentalFreedomsandArticle14,

item3c)oftheInternationalCovenantonCivilandPoliticalRights
11 See: Roxin, C., Strafverfahrensrecth, 22.Auflage, Munchen, 2002, seit. 256-268; Lutz Meyer-Gossner, Strafprocessoerdnung, 46.

Auflage,VerlagC.H.Beck,Munchen,2003,seit.194-198;Lowe-Rosenberg,DieStrafprocessordnung und das Gerihtsverfasunggesetz,
Groskomentar,23.Auflage,ZweiterBand,Berlin,1988,seit.456-468;Bejatović,S.,Merezapovećanjeefikasnostiipojednostavljenje
krivičnogpostupka,ProceedingsoftheConference„OsnovnekarakteristikePredloganovogjugoslovenskogkrivičnogzakonodavstva“,
UdruženjezakrivičnopravoikriminologijuJugoslavije,Beograd,2000.god,str.145;Đurđić,V.,Krivičnoprocesnozakonodavstvokao
normnativna pretpostavka efikasnosti postupanja u krivičnim stvarima, Proceedings of the Conference“Krivično zakonodavstvo,
organizacijapravosuđaiefikasnostpostupanjaukrivičnimstvarima”,Srpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijuipraksu,Beograd,
2008.
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the quality of trials for more serious criminal cases because courts can devote more time to dea-
ling with more difficult or complex criminal cases. Given these facts, it should not come as a sur-
prise that for many years now, multiple forms of simplified criminal procedure have been cha-
racteristic of the laws governing criminal procedure in the region (and not only in one country). 
Presently, apart from two traditional and relatively well-known forms of simplified criminal pro-
cedure (summary procedure and procedure for imposing judicial admonition), there are also ot-
her forms of simplified criminal procedure used for instance with regard to the category of adult 
defendants. This refers, for example, to plea agreements, criminal orders, immunity of witnesses, 
prosecutorial discretion, procedure for issuing indictments without conducting an investigati-
on, etc.12 As such, all those simplified forms of procedure are based on the elements of a crime, 
body of evidence, and conduct or behaviour of the parties to the proceedings and what is typical 
of them is that they are less complex than the regular procedure. The means used to simplify pro-
cedural forms are threefold and include: omitting certain procedural stages and steps, which de-
pend on the form of simplification in question; shortening of procedural time limits; and making 
the proceedings less formal (excluding certain formalities and guarantees).13 

Trends in contemporary legal science in the field of criminal procedure and legislative solutions 
for simplified forms of criminal procedure provided by the current legislation in a comparative 
context have found their place with good reason in the criminal procedure laws of the countries 
in the region. Reasons for this are the same regardless of the text of the Code. Their aim is also the 
same – providing a normative basis for improving the efficiency of criminal proceedings.14 Given 
their aim and from the standpoint of Serbian criminal procedure law, the 2001 CPC,15 which was 
the first step taken in the reform process,16 was notable for providing for simplified forms of cri-
minal procedure. They primarily include: broadening of possibilities for applying the principle 
of prosecutorial discretion to adult offenders as well; introduction of possibility for imposing cri-
minal sanctions without holding a main hearing; increasing the scope of jurisdiction of judges 
sitting alone; broadening of possibilities for conducting summary proceedings in criminal cases, 
etc.17 The trend towards providing new legislative solutions for simplified forms of criminal pro-
cedure in Serbia’s criminal procedure law has emerged since the adoption of the 2001 Criminal 
Procedure Code and continued when subsequent amendments were made thereto. For instance, 
the amendments to the Code made in May 200418 expanded the possibility of sentencing prior to 

12 See: Schunemann, B., Ein deutsches Reguien auf Strafprozess des liberalen rechtssaats, Zeitschrift fur ewchtspolitik, vol. , 2009;
Proceedings of the Conference“Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i alternativne krivične sankcije”, Srpsko
udruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijuipraksu,Beograd,2009.

13 Formoredetails,see:New Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMission
to Serbia, Belgrade, 2012; Simović, M., Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnom procesnom pravu BiH, Proceedings of
the Conference “Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i alternativne krivične sankcije”, Srpsko udruženje za
krivičnopravnu teoriju i praksu, Beograd, 2009.god.; Nikolić, D., Sporazum o priznanju krivice, Beograd, 2009.god.; Bejatović, S.,
Sporazum o priznanju krivice i druge pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnom procesnom zakonodavstvu Srbije kao
instrumenatnormativneefikasnostikrivičnogpostupka,Proceedingsof theConference“PravnisistemSrbije istandardiEvropske
unijeiSavetaEvrope”,PravnifakultetKragujevac,2009.god.,knjigaIV;Brkić,S.,Pojednostavljeneformepostupanjaipostupaknjihovog
ozakonjenjauRepubliciSrbiji,ProceedingsoftheConference“Zakonodavnipostupakikaznenozakonodavstvo”,Srpskoudruženjeza
krivičnopravnuteorijuipraksu,Beograd,2009.god.;Đurđić,V.,Presuđenjenaosnovusporazumaopriznanjukrivice,Pristuppravosuđu,
Niš,2007.

14 Brkić,S.,Racionalizacijakrivičnogpostupkaiuprošćeneprocesneforme,PravnifakultetuNovomSadu,NoviSad,2004
15 Official Gazette of the SFRY,No.70/01and68/02,andOfficial Gazette of the RS,No.58/04,85/05,115/05,49/07,20/09,72/09and

76/2010
16 Bejatović.S.,IzmeneidopuneZKPipojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnimstvarima,Revijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo,

br.2/09,str.21-40
17 Bejatović,S.,IzmeneidopuneZKPipojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnimstvarima,Revijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo,

br.2/09,str.21-40.
18 Official Gazette of the RS,No.58/2004
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the main hearing to include criminal offences punishable with imprisonment of maximum three 
years.19 This was not the end of amendments. Quite the contrary, the Amendments to the Code 
adopted in August 200920 introduced the most significant novelty precisely in that regard by pro-
viding for plea agreement in the law.21 However, regardless of the progress, neither that was the 
end of amendments. Quite the opposite. The new 2011 CPC RS22 also introduced other signifi-
cant novelties in that regard.23 Their common feature is the widening of the scope for potential 
application of simplified forms of criminal procedure, in the first place through three elements: 
agreements between prosecutors and defendants, summary procedure, and prosecutorial discre-
tion.24 Generally speaking, the position taken by the lawmaker was welcomed by legal experts in 
Serbia. However, as opposed to this general approval, what faced a barrage of severe and valid cri-
ticism from professionals all over Serbia was the manner in which a number of individual issu-
es regarding simplified forms of criminal procedure were regulated. This prompted the Ministry 
of Justice and Public Administration to officially initiate a procedure to amend the text of the 
Code in October 2012, even before the CPC had started to be applied in its entirety. Those Draft 
Amendments to the Code also introduced some significant novelties in this regard. They were 
aimed at further establishing simplified forms of criminal procedure and providing for them in 
a different manner in the law. However, the work on this bill has unfortunately stopped. Instead 
of adopting the proposed amendments, which received support from the majority of experts, we 
now have the Law on Amendments to the Code which has changed virtually nothing if we com-
pare it to the original text of the Code, and this has led to its full application despite the criticism 
it has received from experts over its content.25 

Generally speaking, irrespective of the type of simplified procedure or criminal procedure laws 
of the countries in the region (and not only the laws of those countries), we can state that general 
characteristics of simplified forms of criminal procedure are as follows:

Firstly, not one, but several simplified forms of criminal procedure exist in all of the analysed le-
gal systems. Nowadays, in addition to the traditional and relatively well-known forms of simpli-
fied criminal procedure (summary procedure and procedure for imposing judicial admonition), 
there are also several other forms of simplified criminal procedure used in cases involving adult 
defendants. They include, e.g., plea agreements, criminal orders, witness immunity, prosecutori-
al discretion, etc.26 

Secondly, the elements on which simplified forms of criminal procedure are founded, regardle-
ss of their type, are the criminal matter, the body of evidence, and conduct or behaviour of the 

19 Article449,CriminalProcedureCode
20 Official Gazette of the RS,No.72/09
21 Bejatović,S.,IzmeneidopuneZKPipojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnimstvarima,Revijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo,

br.2/09,str.21-40
22 See:ProceedingsoftheConference“Aktuelnapitanjakrivičnogzakonodavstva(Normativniipraktičniaspekt)”,Srpskoudruženjeza

krivičnopravnuteorijuipraksu,Beograd,2012
23 See: Proceedings of the Conference“Nova rešenja u krivičnom procesnom zakonodavstvu – teoretski i praktični aspekt”, Srpsko

udruženjezakrivičlnopravnuteorijuipraksu,Beograd,2012
24 Đurđić,V., Izgradnja novog modela krivičnog postupka Srbije na redefinisanim načelima krivičnog postupka, Proceedings of the

Conference“Novarešenjaukrivičnomprocesnomzakonodavstvu–teoretskiipraktičniaspekt”,Srpskoudruženjezakrivičlnopravnu
teorijuipraksu,Beograd,2012,str.71-87.

25 BillonAmendmentstotheCPC,MinistryofJusticeandPublicAdministration,Belgrade,2013
26 See,e.g.Korošec-Jakulin,PojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnomzakonodavstvuSlovenije,ProceedingsoftheConference

“Pojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnimstvarimaialternativnekrivičnesankcije”,Srpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijui
praksu,Beograd,2009,str.456-368.
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parties to the proceedings. As regards the criminal matter as a substantial element of simplifi-
ed procedure, it is based on the type and nature of a criminal offence. In contemporary crimi-
nal procedure legislation, these simplified procedures are intended to be used primarily to re-
solve less serious offences or offences which pose danger to society to a lesser extent, which in 
itself calls for allocating less material resources and less time than in cases of more serious of-
fences.27 Such an approach taken by contemporary criminal procedure legislation is founded on 
a Resolution carried by III Section of the International Criminal Law Congress,28 which expre-
ssly emphasised that the type and nature of a criminal offence should be an important basis for 
procedural differentiation. Among other things, the Resolution recommends that national le-
gislation “should take all possible measures which are effective at suppressing petty crime whi-
le balancing between resources and aims and accepting different solutions and actions as alter-
natives to those which are traditionally used in criminal justice systems”.29 The third element of 
differentiation between forms of criminal procedure is procedural in character and it pertains 
to the body of evidence. Pursuant to this element, simplified forms of procedure are intended to 
be used when the facts of a case are quite straightforward or when its circumstances, given their 
straightforwardness, indicate that it will be easy to prove a case. Precisely the latter provides a ba-
sis for simplification of procedural forms.30 Finally, coming to the conduct or behaviour of parti-
es to criminal proceedings as a separate element in differentiating procedural forms, we have in 
mind primarily defendant’s plea and parties’ consent when it comes to selecting a specific proce-
dural form. Given the above information, it can be inferred that the principle of proportionality 
between procedure and subject matter of a trial underlines the simplified forms of criminal pro-
cedure used not only in the countries in the region but in general; however, defendant’s funda-
mental rights are the line which cannot be crossed when procedural forms are simplified in the 
process of their differentiation.31 

The third characteristic of simplified forms of criminal procedure is reflected in the fact that their 
structure is less complex than that of the common or regular procedure. The means used to sim-
plify procedural forms are threefold and include: omitting certain procedural stages and steps, 
which depends on the form of simplification in question; shortening of procedural time limits; 
and making the proceedings less formal (excluding certain formalities and guarantees, but not to 
the prejudice of freedoms and rights guaranteed to the participants in criminal proceedings un-
der international instruments and national laws).

Fourthly, from the aspect of how simplified forms of criminal procedure have been provided for 
in the law, two predominant models have been offered. The first one is reflected in complete, in-
dependent, and separate rules for special procedures for individual criminal offences or catego-
ries of defendants. In the first place, this refers to instances in which this subject matter is regula-
ted by a separate criminal procedure act used in cases involving minors in the legislation of some 
(not all) countries in the region.32 The second method was to regulate, within the framework of 

27 Grubač,M.,Racionalizacijakrivičnogpostupkauprošćavanjemprocesnihformi,ZbornikPravnogfakultetauNovomSadu,br.1-3/84,
str.290.

28 TheCongresswasheldinVienna,in1989.
29 FulltextoftheResolutionisavailableinthejournal“Jugoslovenskarevijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo”,br.4,1990,str.90
30 Brkić,S.,op.cit.str.202.
31 Bejatovic,S.,“PleaAgreement:Serbia’sNewCPCandaComparativeAnalysisofRegionalLegislation”,ProceedingsoftheRegional

ConferenceNew Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,
Belgrade,2012,pp.102-119

32 Soković-Bejatović,Maloletničkokrivičnopravo,PravnifakultatKragujevac,Kragujevac,2009.
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the Criminal Procedure Code, only departures from the regular procedure in which case the re-
gular form is also used in simplified proceedings at stages otherwise not provided for in separa-
te provisions of the Code.

2. Individual Forms of Simplified Procedure and Criminal Procedure Legislation in the 
Region

A common feature which is shared by the simplified forms of criminal procedure used in the co-
untries in the region is their multiplicity, especially when it comes to criminal proceedings aga-
inst adult offenders. At the moment, as far as this category of defendants is concerned, in addi-
tion to two traditional forms of simplified procedure (summary procedure and procedure for 
imposition of judicial admonition), a number of other forms of simplified criminal procedure 
are emerging. Among them, the following forms are particularly important.

2.1. Plea Agreements

A major characteristic ushered in by the process in which criminal procedure legislation of the 
countries in the region undergone a reform has been providing for the plea agreement in the law. 
The essence of this can be seen in plea negotiations (bargaining) between a prosecutor and a de-
fendant and his attorney and a subsequent acceptance or denial by the court of the agreement 
reached by the parties. Given the fact that plea bargaining is an undeniably important means of 
achieving efficiency of criminal proceedings, it was provided for in Serbia’s law by the 2009 Law 
on Amendments to the CPC as a one of the dominant forms of criminal procedure in general.33 
Providing for the plea bargaining in Serbia’s and other regional countries’ CPCs resulted from 
an almost unanimous position taken by legal experts regarding a plea agreement as a very im-
portant and useful means of increasing the efficiency of fight against crime in general.34  Having 
considered those facts, it was justified to provide for it in Serbia’s criminal procedure law as well. 
However, even before plea bargaining was provided for in the law (immediately after the adop-
tion of the 2006 CPC, which was also notable for introducing the plea agreement)35 as well as 
during subsequent efforts to reform criminal procedure law in Serbia, there had been critical 
objections to some of the issues concerning provisions that govern it, and it seems they were not 
without grounds.36 Not only in Serbia, but also in the region and in general, experts have been in-
volved in the discussions on a number of issues and models for their solution. Particularly pro-
minent among numerous issues concerning plea agreement are the ones relating to the types of 
agreements reached by the parties; the potential scope of their application (should this institu-
te be applied to all criminal offences or only to the specified or less serious offences); text of the 
agreement; type and length of a criminal sanction cited in an agreement; injured party’s place 
and role in the process of reaching an agreement; defence attorney’s role in the negotiation pro-
cess and judicial decision making process concerning an agreement; the moment at which the 

33 Nikolić,D.,Sporazumopriznanjukrivice,Beograd,2009
34 See:ZaključciXLVIIredovnoggodišnjegsavetovanjaSrpskogudruženjazakrivičnopravnuteorijuipraksu,Zlatibor,26.septembar

2010.
35 Bejatović,S.,SporazumopriznanjukriviceidrugepojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnomprocesnomzakonodavstvuSrbije

kaoinstrumenatnormativneefikasnostikrivičnogpostupka,ProceedingsoftheConference,„PravnisistemSrbijeistandardiEvropske
unijeiSavetaEvrope”,PravnifakultetKragujevac,2009,knjigaIV,str.85-106

36 Seethejournal“Revijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo”,br.2/2006(fullydevotedtotheseissues).
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Court assumes an active role in the process, or in other words, the issue of possibilities and gro-
unds for obtaining judicial relief in such a procedure, etc.37 However, before proceeding to exa-
mine those and some other issues relating to this form of simplified criminal procedure, four 
points need to be stressed. Firstly, not a single professional discussion either in Serbia or in the 
countries in the region analysed in this paper (and those discussion have been numerous) has 
questioned the criminal policy grounds for introducing the institute in question; quite the oppo-
site. Over a relatively short period of time since it began to be applied, this institute has proven 
fully justified from the aspect of criminal policy and all the support and arguments are in favo-
ur of finding the best possible ways of its adequate use and laying down mechanisms which wo-
uld prevent potential abuses.38 Secondly, arguments in favour of the agreement put forward by 
the experts have been met with increasing approval by practitioners.39 Thirdly, unlike the RS CPC 
which is still in force and provisions contained in criminal procedure laws of the countries in the 
region, the 2011 CPR RS prescribes three types of agreements that can be made between public 
prosecutors and defendants. They are: plea agreements, agreements on testifying by a defendant, 
and agreements on testifying by a convicted person. Only at first sight it seems that they repre-
sent new forms of agreements between public prosecutors and defendants. However, something 
else is at the heart of the matter. In the first instance, plea agreements are only a variation of the 
agreements on the admission of guilt from the CPC currently in force. Other two agreements 
that can be reached by the parties are only variations on “enlisting the help of a cooperating wit-
ness.” They provide a basis for using defendant’s or convicted person’s statement as prosecution’s 
evidence against the others who have been accused. In other words, a witness collaborator has 
been somewhat differently provided for in the Code looking from the normative point of view.40  
Fourthly, with regard to how the provisions of the 2011 CPC RS defined the agreement, the aut-
hor of this paper, and not only him,41 is of the opinion that experts’ point of view and legislative 

37 See: Simović, M., Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnom procesnom pravu BiH, Proceedings of the Conference
“Pojednostavljaeneformepostupanjaukrivičnimstvatimaialternativnekrivičnesankcije”,Srpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteoriju
ipraksu,Beograd,2009;Nikolić,D.,Sporazumopriznanjukrivice,Beograd,2009.;Bejatović,S.,Sporazumopriznanjukriviceidruge
pojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnomprocesnomzakonodavstvuSrbijekaoinstrumenatnormativneefikasnostikrivičnog
postupka,ProceedingsoftheConference“PravnisistemSrbijeistandardiEvropskeunijeiSavetaEvrope”,PravnifakultetKragujevac,
2009,knjigaIV,str.85-106;Đurđić,V.,Stranačkisporazumopriznanjukriviceukrivičnompostupku,Revijazakriminologijuikrivično
pravo,br.3/2009;Škulić,M.,Sporazumopriznanjukrivice,Pravnifakultet,Beograd,2009

38 See:New Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,
2012

39 Thebestexamplewhichsupportssuchastatement isofficial informationabouttheapplicationofthat institute intheRepublic
ofSerbia.Namely,thepleaagreementhasbeenacceptedbyan increasingnumberofpublicprosecutors,defendants,andtheir
attorneys.Accordingtoofficialstatistics,in2011basicandhighpublicprosecutor’soffices,Prosecutor’sOfficeforOrganizedCrime,
andProsecutor’sOfficeforWarCrimesconcludedpleaagreementswithatotalof441defendants,whichrepresentsa530%increase
whencomparedto theprevious reportingperiod.Outof thetotalnumberofagreements,365wereacceptedbytrialcourts in
first-instanceproceedings,whichrepresenta420%increasewhencomparedwiththepreviousreportingperiod.Pursuanttoplea
agreements,191personswere sentenced toprison terms,37were sentenced topayafine,144persons receiveda suspended
sentenceandsecuritymeasureswereimposedon71persons,while29personswereorderedtofulfilobligationsstipulatedinArticle
235,para.2oftheCPCandmandatoryorderstoreturnacquiredgainwereissuedincasesof11persons.Otheradequaterulings
were made in cases of 21 persons.The Court dismiss 2 concluded agreements by a ruling, while in 14 cases, the Court denied
concludedagreementsbyadecision.Sevenappealswerefiledagainstcourtdecisions,ofwhich5weredeniedand2havenot
beendecidedon.Attheendofthereportingperiod,therewere144pendingproceedings.Ifthisinformationiscomparedwiththe
informationfor2010,ittakesonevengreatersignificance.Accordingtostatisticaldata,in2010basicandhighpublicprosecutor’s
officesconcludedpleaagreementswithatotalof70defendantsintheRepublicofSerbia.Twenty-fiveagreementswereconcluded
intheterritoryunderthejurisdictionoftheAppellateProsecutor’sOfficeinBelgrade;24agreementswereconcludedintheterritory
underthejurisdictionoftheAppellateProsecutor’sOfficeinNoviSad;12agreementswereconcludedintheterritoryunderthe
jurisdictionoftheAppellateProsecutor’sOfficeinNis;and9agreementswereconcludedintheterritoryunderthejurisdictionof
theAppellateProsecutor’sOfficeinKragujevac.(Cited:Kiurski,J.,Sporazumopriznanjukrivice(krivičnogdela),Proceedingsofthe
Conference“Aktuelnapitanjakrivičnogzakonodavstva(normativniipraktičniaspekt)”,Srpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijui
praksu,Beograd,2012,str.166-180).

40 ComparetheprovisionsofArt.504o-504ćofthe2009CPCwiththeprovisionsofArt.320–330ofthenewCPC.
41 Škulić, M., Main Hearing as Provided for in the New Serbian CPC, Proceedings of the Conference New Trends in Serbia’s Criminal 

Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012,pp.88-124
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solutions from the relevant criminal procedure codes in the comparative context had not been 
sufficiently considered. This form of simplified procedure was kept in the new CPC; however, its 
name was not all that was changed, but the content of the provisions which govern it was chan-
ged as well when compared to how they were formulated in the CPC which is still in force,42 and 
it seems that its crucial features were altered. Such provisions contained in this text of the Code 
have been rightfully criticized by the experts.43 The best confirmation that such a conclusion is 
valid is the extensiveness of the amendments proposed in the Draft Law on Amendments to the 
CPC from February this year, which have unfortunately been abandoned at this point in the re-
form of the Serbia’s criminal procedure legislation.44 

From the aspect of the 2011 RS CPC, the basic characteristics of this form of simplified criminal 
procedure are as follows:

Firstly, the name of this type of simplified procedure has been changed. Instead of the name 
“agreement on the admission of guilt”, the name “plea agreement” has been chosen.45 Such a cho-
ice is more correct and in line with how the notion of a criminal offence has been conceived of 
in Article 14, paragraph 1 of the RS Criminal Code /CC/, according to which guilty mind /mens 
rea/ is an integral - key element of any crime.46 

Secondly, instead of stipulating limitations for its application (to offences or concurrent offences 
which are punishable with imprisonment of maximum 12 years), it is provided that plea agree-
ments can be applied to all, even the most serious criminal offences.47 

Thirdly, a minimum penalty that may be proposed in a submitted plea agreement has not been 
stipulated. Instead, it is only prescribed “that the penalty or other criminal sanction or other me-
asure in respect of which a public prosecutor and a defendant have reached an agreement is pro-
posed in line with the Criminal Code or other law.”48 Such a provison is contrary to the one we 
can find in the 2009 Code, which provided that “as a rule, a penalty may not be below the statu-
tory minimum for the criminal offence with which a defendant has been charged.”49 With respect 
to the provisions contained in other Codes which have been analysed, they stipulate possibilities 
for agreeing on the duration of penalty or other criminal sanction “in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Criminal Code”.50 

Fourthly, with respect to penalties, a mandatory element of any plea agreement is “an agreement 
on the type, extent, or scope of the penalty or other criminal sanction.”51 

42 ComparetheprovisionsofArt.282a-282dofthecurrentCPCandprovisionsofArt.313-319ofthenewCPC.
43 See:New Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,

2012
44 See:DraftLawonAmendmentstotheCPC,MinistryofJusticeandPublicAdministration,Belgrade,2012
45 UnlikeSerbianlawmakers,thelawsofothercountrieswhichhavebeenanalysedrefertopleaagreementsinawaythatitsnameis

adaptedtothespecificqualitiesofaparticularlanguageusedineachcountry(e.g.“pleabargaining”or“sentencebargaining”).
46 Stojanović,Z.,Krivičnopravo-opštideo,Beograd,2008
47 CompareArt.282aoftheCPCstillinforceandArt.313,para.1ofthenewCPC(Whencomparingthisfeatureoftheagreementwith

thesolutionsfoundintheregion,itisnoticeablethatdifferentapproacheshavebeentakentoresolvingthis,inauthor’sopinion,
crucial issueof thepleaagreement.Under theMontenegrinCPC,pleaagreementsmaybeconcludedonly incasesofcriminal
offencespunishablewithimprisonmentofuptotenyears.AsopposedtothisCode,otheranalysedCodesdonotprovideforsuch
limitations(See:SijerčićČolić,H.,Krivičnoprocesnopravo,knjigaII,PravnifakultetSarajevo,2008,str.73)

48 Art.317,para.1,item4ofthenewCPC
49 Onanexceptiontothisruleorapossibilityforimposingalightersentence,seeArt.282,para.3bofthe2009Code
50 Seee.g.Art.301,para1,item3oftheMontenegrinCPC
51 ThisisamandatoryelementoftheagreementregardlessoftheCodeinquestion.
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Fifthly, it is stipulated at which stages in the proceedings the parties may enter into a plea agree-
ment (A public prosecutor and a defendant may enter into a plea agreement from the moment at 
which an order to conduct investigation has been issued until the defendant has entered his plea 
at the main hearing).52 

Sixthly, only a public prosecutor and a defendant or his attorney are entitled to propose that an 
agreement be signed. A public prosecutor may propose to a defendant and his attorney to con-
clude a plea agreement or the defendant and his attorney may propose the same to the public 
prosecutor. After making a proposal to conclude a plea agreement, the parties and the defence 
attorney may negotiate on the terms of pleading guilty of the crime with which the defendant is 
charged. The Court is not entitled to take any actions with regard to the negotiation process and 
entering into a plea agreement.53 

Seventhly, a decision on a plea agreement is made at a hearing to which a public prosecutor, a de-
fendant, and his attorney are summoned.54 The injured party/victim is not even informed of that 
hearing. Jurisdiction of the Court with regard to its decision making on the agreement is depen-
dent on the stage in the proceedings at which it is submitted to the Court. Pursuant to this cri-
terion, “Preliminary proceedings judge shall decide on a plea agreement and if the agreement is 
submitted to the Court after the confirmation of the indictment – the judge presiding over a pa-
nel” (Art. 315, para. 1 of the CPC RS).55 

The Court may render three different decisions on a plea agreement. It may dismiss, accept, or 
deny the agreement. The hearing at which the faith of the agreement is decided is closed to the 
public.56 

Eighthly, the Court will pass a judgement accepting a plea agreement and declaring the defen-
dant guilty if it is satisfied: that the defendant has knowingly and willingly confessed to the crimi-
nal offence or criminal offences which are the subject-matter of the charges; that the defendant is 
aware of all the consequences of the agreement, especially that he has waived his right to a trial 
and that he accepts a restriction of his right to file an appeal against the decision of the court ba-
sed on the agreement; that there is other evidence which does not run contrary to the defendant’s 

52 DefiningatwhichstageintheproceedingsitisallowedtosubmittheagreementtotheCourtisfullyjustifiedandthisprovision
featuresaswellinotherCodesthathavebeen(ornot)analysedherein.Admittedly,theseprovisionsarenotidentical.Forinstance,
onlythefinalmomentintheproceedingsatwhichapleaagreementmaybesubmittedisstipulatedunderArt.300,para.3ofthe
MontenegrinCPC.UnderthesameCode,itmaybesubmitted“notlaterthanthefirsthearingforthemainhearingbeforeafirst
instancecourt”.Fromthisaspect,therearemorepossibilitiesforpleabargaininginBiH.Forinstance,underArt.231.Para.1oftheBiH
CPC,“Thesuspectortheaccusedandhisattorneymaynegotiatewiththeprosecutorontheconditionsforenteringaguiltypleafor
theoffencewithwhichthesuspectortheaccusedischargeduntilthecompletionofthemainhearingorhearingbeforeanappellate
panel.”However,anagreementmaynotbeconcludedincaseswhentheaccusedentersaguiltypleaatapleahearing.InCroatia,the
finalmomentforsubmittinganagreementisthepleahearing,but“thepanelmaypostponeasessionforfifteendaysatthemostin
orderforthepartiestocompletenegotiations”Art.360para.2oftheCroatianCPC.

53 AcertainexceptiontothisruleisprovidedforintheCroatianCPCsincetheCourtmaypostponeasessionofthepanelfornotmore
than15dayssothatthepartiescouldcompletetheirnegotiationsonthepenalty.

54 Art.315,para.2ofthenewCPC
55 This issue,aswellasmostoftheissuesfromthelegislationanalysedherein,hasnotbeenaddressedinanidenticalmanner.E.g.

accordingtotheMontenegrinCPC,asubmittedagreementisdecidedon,dependingonthestageintheproceedings,eitherby
ajudgepresidingoverapretrialchamberoratrialpanel.TheBiHCPChassimilarprovisionssincejurisdictionoftheCourtwhich
decidesonapleaagreementdependsonthestageintheproceedingsatwhichitissubmitted(apreliminaryhearingjudge,ajudge,
oratrialpanel).UndertheCroatianCPC,thepanelbeforewhichadefendantentershispleahasjurisdictionoverdecisionsonany
submittedtextofanagreement.

56 ProvisionsmadebytheCroatianlegislatorconcerningthetypesofjudicialdecisionstobepassedonthesubmittedagreements
deserveourattentionsinceitisexpresslyprescribedthatitispossibletodesistfromtheagreementproposal.Namely,pursuantto
Art.362oftheCode,“partiesmaydesistfromtheagreementproposalbeforethejudgementispassed.”
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pleading guilty to committing the offence; that the penalty or other criminal sanction or measu-
re in respect of which the public prosecutor and the defendant have reached an agreement is pro-
posed in line with the criminal code and other law. The judgment must provide grounds based 
on which the Court has accepted the plea agreement. The Court will pass a ruling denying a plea 
agreement in the event that one or more of the above conditions have not been fulfilled as well as 
when there are reasons to terminate the proceedings. In such cases, defendant’s guilty plea/confe-
ssion from the agreement may not be used as evidence in criminal proceedings. When such a ru-
ling becomes final, the agreement and all the files connected with it are destroyed before a judge, 
and a record thereof is made, while the judge who has made such a ruling may not further parti-
cipate in the proceedings. In addition, the Court will issue a ruling dismissing a plea agreement 
in two cases. Firstly, if it finds that its content is not in accordance with the law. Secondly, if a duly 
summoned defendant has failed to appear at the hearing at which a decision on the agreement is 
to be made and fails to justify his absence (Art. 316, 317, and 318 of the new CPC).57 

Ninthly, a defendant may be bound under a plea agreement to fulfil obligations based on which 
a public prosecutor is entitled, pursuant to the principle of prosecutorial discretion, to defer pro-
secution on condition that the nature of the obligation allows that it is began to be fulfilled prior 
to the submission of the agreement to the Court.58 

Tenthly, it is possible to file an appeal against a judgment by which a plea agreement has been 
accepted. Namely, under Art. 319, para. 3 of the Code, a public prosecutor, a defendant and his 
attorney may appeal the judgment within eight days from the date of delivery of the judgement 
because there are grounds for discontinuing the proceedings after examination of the indictment 
in accordance with Art. 338, para. 1,59 as well as in the event that the judgement does not pertain 

57 Ingeneral, courtdecisionsonproposedagreementsbetweenparties tocriminalproceedings,aswell asconsequencesof their
dismissalbyjudgesarealsoidentical inotherhereinanalysedCodes.Admittedly,therearesomedifferenceswithregardtohow
grounds for passing one of three possible court decisions have been defined (or not defined) and how the consequences of
agreementdenialhavebeendefinedinthoseCodes.Forinstance,ifapaneldecidestodenyanagreement,itwillgoontoexamine
the indictment and deliver it together with the case file to the court clerk’s office for a hearing to be scheduled. An exception
to thisoccursonly if therearesufficientgrounds fordismissing the indictment (Art.361,para.3and4of theCroatianCPC).Or,
accordingtotheMontenegrinlegislator,“Whenarulingonacceptinganagreementontheadmissionofguilthasbecomefinal,the
judgepresidingoverthepanelshallpromptly,andnotlaterthanwithinthreedays,makearulingfindingthedefendantguiltyin
accordancewiththeacceptedagreement”(Art.303,para.1oftheMontenegrinCPC).SimilarprovisionshavebeenmadeintheBiH
CPCaswell.E.g.pursuanttoArt.231oftheBiHCPC,“IftheCourtdismissesanagreementontheadmissionofguilt,theCourtshall
informthepartiestotheproceedingsandthedefenceattorneyaccordinglyandsaysointherecord.Atthesametime,theCourtshall
setadateforthemainhearing,whichmustbeschedulednotlaterthan30days.”

58 Thischaracteristicoftheagreementisnotuniversallyfoundintheanalysedcriminalprocedurecodes.Namely,inadditiontotheRS
CPC,itispresent,admittedlyhavingadifferentcontent,onlyintheMontenegrinCPC.Art.301,para.3ofthatCodeprovidesthat
“ThedefendantmayundertakeundertheagreementontheadmissionofguilttocomplywiththeobligationsreferredtoinArt.
272,para.1hereof,providedthatitisallowedincriminalproceedingsgiventhenatureofthoseobligations.”However,ontheother
hand,pursuanttoArt.363,para.3oftheCroatianCPC,ajudgementbasedonanagreementmayimpose,apartfromthesentenceof
imprisonmentandaprecautionarymeasure,asecuritymeasureandameasureofconfiscatingtheproceedsofcrime.

59 Thosegroundsinclude:theactwhichisthesubject-matterofthechargesisnotacriminaloffenceandconditionsforimposinga
securitymeasuredonotexist;thestatuteoflimitationsonprosecutionhasexpiredoritiscoveredbyamnestyorpardon,orthereare
othercircumstanceswhichpermanentlyprecludeprosecution;thereisnosufficientevidencetosupportareasonablesuspicionthat
adefendantcommittedthecrimeinquestion.
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to the subject-matter of the plea agreement. As opposed to this, appeals may not be filed against 
a ruling dismissing or denying a plea agreement.60 

Eleventhly, as opposed to the Code which is still in force, the new CPC explicitly provides that a 
defendant must have a defence attorney from the beginning of his plea negotiations with a public 
prosecutor until the court makes a decision thereon. Such a provision should be welcomed, and 
it also features in other herein analysed Codes.61 

Without attempting to present other provisions of the Code/s/ which govern the plea agreement, 
it seems that a question mark can be put over those mentioned above (as well as others not men-
tioned herein), which define the agreement in the 2011 RS CPC. In other words, we could almost 
arrive at a conclusion that prevailing opinions of Serbian and not only Serbian experts had not 
been taken into account when provisions governing this issue were made. At this point, it should 
also be stressed as a reminder that the above mentioned issues are as well the most current issues 
experts have been addressing with regard to the plea agreement in general.62 In author’s opinion, 
providing for plea agreement in the law is fully justified from the point of view of criminal poli-
cy. However, a valid question mark can be put over a number of provisions which govern it in the 
new CPC. Only the most problematic ones are listed below.

Firstly, any analysis of the papers devoted to the issues surrounding the agreement which is 
anywhere near serious shows quite justly the prevailing opinion that an agreement on the ad-
mission of guilt – plea agreement should be a form of simplified procedure to be used primari-
ly in cases of criminal offences which belong to the group of the so-called less serious crimes or 
crimes in the middle range of seriousness. After all, this also applies to other forms of simplifi-
ed procedure used in criminal matters. In contemporary criminal procedure legislation, simpli-
fied forms of criminal procedure are intended to be used to dispose of not so serious criminal 
offences, those offences which pose a danger to society to a lesser extent, which in itself calls for 
allocating less material resources and less time than in cases of more serious and particularly the 
most serious criminal offences.63 The underpinning principle of any simplified form of criminal 

60 The issue of possibilities for seeking legal remedy against a court decision on a proposed agreement has been solved in other
analysedCodesinasomewhatdifferentmanner.AccordingtoprovisionsmadebytheCroatianlawmaker,thepossibilityforseeking
legalremedyisdependentonthetypeofadecisionontheagreementaswellasonthegroundsonwhichitiscontested.Pursuant
tothesecriteria,itisnotallowedtoappealtherulingsofapanelbywhichtheagreementisdenied.Similarly,neitherajudgement
basedonanacceptedagreementmaybechallengedonappealonthegroundsofacriminalsanctionimposedordecisionson
confiscationoftheproceedsofcrime,costsoftheproceedings,orrestitutionclaims,noronthegroundsoferroneousorinsufficient
findingoffactunlessevidenceofexclusionofillegalityandguiltcametodefendant’sattentionafteradjudicationofthecase(Art.
361,para.3andArt.364,para.1and2oftheCroatianCPC).UndertheprovisionsoftheMontenegrinCPC,theinjuredpartymayfile
anappealagainstarulingtoacceptapleaagreement,whileapublicprosecutorandadefendantmayfileanappealagainstaruling
denyingtheagreement.Furthertothis,ajudgementpassedbasedonanagreementontheadmissionofguiltmaybeappealed
onlyinsofarasit isnotinaccordancewiththeconcludedagreement(Art.301,para.10andArt.303,para.2oftheMontenegrin
CPC).TheBiHCriminalProcedureCodedoesnotprovideforapossibilityofcontestingcourtdecisionsonproposedagreements.
Consequencesofcourtdecisionsaretwofold.Firstly,iftheCourtacceptsapleaagreement,defendant’sstatementgoesontherecord
andasentencinghearingcontinuessothatapenaltywouldbeimposedunderthetermsoftheagreement.Secondly,ifthecourt
dismissedanagreement,itsdecisionwillbecommunicatedtothepartiesandthedefenceattorney,whileatthesametime,adateis
setforthemainhearing.ItshouldbeaddedthattheinjuredpartyisnotifiedoftheresultsofpleabargainingbytheCourt(Art.238,
para.7,8and9oftheRepublicofSrpskaCPC).

61 SeeArt.360,para.1oftheCroatianCPC,Art.300,para.3oftheMontenegrinCPC,andArt.231,para.1oftheBiHCPC
62 See: Loffler, J., Die Absprache in strafrozess,Tubingen, 2010; Budimilić, M., Sporazumi i potvbrda izjašnjavanja o krivici – praksa

predTribunalomzabivšuJugoslavijuinacionalnimpravosuđima,Kriminalističketeme,Sarajevo,br.1-2/2004;Nikolić,D.,Sporazum
opriznanjukrivice,Niš,2006;Bejatović,S.,Sporazumopriznanjukrivice idrugepojednostavljene formepostupanjaukrivičnom
procesnomzakonodavstvuSrbijekaoinstrumenatnormativneefikasnostikrivičnogpostupka,ProceedingsoftheConference,“Pravni
sistemSrbijeistandardiEvropskeunijeiSavetaEvrope”,PravnifakultetKragujevac,2009,knjigaIV,str.85-106

63 See:Grubač,M.,Racionalizacijakrivičnogpostupkauprošćavanjemprocesnihformi,ZbornikPravnogfakultetauNovomSadu,br.
1-3/84,str.290
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procedure should be the proportionality between procedure and subject matter of a trial, provi-
ded that fundamental rights of the parties are the line which cannot be crossed when procedu-
ral forms are simplified in the process of their differentiation. In view of that, it seems contrary to 
the nature of the agreement to allow for it to be applicable to the most serious criminal offences. 
Additionally, such a legislative solution opens up, quite unnecessarily, a possibility for suspecting 
that it could be abused, which should also be considered when regulating this issue. If we add to 
this the fact that in general terms the Code, quite justifiably, provides for two additional forms of 
agreements between public prosecutors and defendants (agreement on testifying of a defendant 
and agreement on testifying of a convicted person) as means of detecting and proving the most 
serious crimes, then our position gains even more in terms of its validity.

Secondly, a solution according to which there is no explicit provision for the minimum penalty 
which may be proposed in the submitted plea agreement can also be challenged on valid groun-
ds. In addition to arguments in favour of opening such an issue, the general purpose of criminal 
sanctions should also be considered. It cannot be disputed that their purpose is achieved, among 
other things, only inasmuch appropriate sanctions have been imposed. Can this be guaranteed 
by the solution according to which a light, even the lightest criminal sanction can be imposed 
for serious criminal offences, which can be conceived and which would be in accordance with 
Article 321, para. 1, item 3 of the Code? The author believes that no comment is needed here.

Thirdly, in addition to the above, a question must be asked about how adequately the rights of the 
injured party are safeguarded in the plea negotiation process. Any detailed analysis of the positi-
on this party has in the process of plea bargaining proves that this Code has made his/her posi-
tion even worse in comparison with the still current CPC. We mention only two facts by way of 
example. Firstly, the injured party is not even informed of the hearing at which a plea agreement 
is to be decided. Secondly, the injured party does not have a right to file an appeal against court’s 
decision on the agreement. Or to put it briefly, the Code does not provide for any instruments 
through which injured parties could successfully defend their interests in the plea agreement 
procedure. In this context, it should be mentioned that such a solution runs contrary to the solu-
tions mostly accepted in the criminal procedure legislation which has been analysed or not from 
the comparative point of view. In order to illustrate this, we mention no more than two exam-
ples. Firstly, pursuant to Art. 301, para. 10 of the Montenegrin CPC, “The injured party may file 
an appeal against a ruling accepting the agreement on the admission of guilt”. Secondly, accor-
ding to provisions of the BiH criminal procedure law, when deliberating on the plea agreement, 
the Court must verify among other things “if the injured party has been given an opportunity to 
declare themselves on the restitution claim” (Art. 231, para. 6, item e of the BiH CPC).

Fourthly, a mandatory element of the agreement is, among other things, an agreement on the 
type, extent, and scope of the penalty or other criminal sanction.64 Given such a formulation, it 
can be inferred that the parties may come to an agreement only on the scope of a penalty which 
is within the statutory range (e.g. three to five years’ imprisonment) and the Court is left to im-
pose within the “agreed scope” a specific extent of penalty of a particular type. Such a possibility 
is contrary primarily to Art. 317, under which the Court accepts a plea agreement by delivering 
a judgement when it is satisfied that certain conditions have been fulfilled. Given this provision, 
a question arises: How can the Court accept an agreement in which only the scope of penalty 

64 Art.314,para.1,item3ofthenewCPC
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has been defined with regard to the criminal sanction? Which penalty is imposed in the judge-
ment of conviction in such cases? Also, if we allow for a fact (which is possible under Art. 314, 
para. 1, item 3 of the new CPC) that in cases when agreements stipulate only the scope of penal-
ty, the Court may freely pronounce any extent of the penalty within “the agreed scope”, a questi-
on begs to be asked: How can the Court pronounce any penalty, i.e. define the extent of a speci-
fic type of penalty if no evidence has been presented about the circumstances which are used as 
parameters for sentencing? Instead of making any comments, the author expresses his opinion 
that such a possibility does not stand to reason in any way. If the aim was to provide, on the mo-
del of some other Codes,65 for a possibility that the parties should agree solely on the scope of the 
penalty and the Court should be left, in the event it accepts the agreement, to impose a specific 
extent of penalty within that particular scope, it should have been prescribed that the Court was 
obligated to present evidence based on which it would establish the facts on which the extent of 
any specific penalty depended.66 

Fifthly, one of provisions contained in the new CPC and relating to the plea agreement over whi-
ch a serious question mark can be placed is the one which allows the possibility that a public 
prosecutor, a defendant and his attorney may file an appeal against a judgement by which a plea 
agreement has been accepted. A number of arguments may be put forward against such a regu-
lation. Three of them are particularly significant. Number one, the plea agreement should be an 
institute whose application leads to more efficient criminal proceedings. Does such a regulati-
on achieve that goal? Surely, it does not. Quite the opposite, it causes delays in the proceedings, 
which is completely unnecessary. Number two, not only are the reasons for the possibility of fi-
ling appeals unjustified, they can also suggest that principal parties in the negotiation and decisi-
on making processes related to the agreement have been inadequately prepared primarily for the 
hearing at which the agreement is decided on, which should not even be presumed. By way of 
example, a question must be asked with regard to this: Is it possible for the Court to pass a judge-
ment accepting an agreement without sufficient evidence to support a reasonable belief that a cri-
me has been committed or if the act does not constitute an offence or if the statute of limitations 
has expired, etc.? Does in such cases the Court act contrary to Art. 324 of the Code? Or, dare we 
imagine that a prosecutor along with a defendant submits an agreement without knowing whet-
her or not an act constitutes an offence or whether or not the statute of limitations on prosecu-
tion has expired, or if some other circumstances have emerged later on and represent potential 
grounds for appeal? Furthermore, how can it be imagined that any of the parties who are entitled 
to appeal is not aware of the circumstances which represent grounds for potential appeal at a he-
aring and becomes aware of them within such a short period of time after the hearing at which 
the agreement was decided on? In addition to those, other questions of similar type could also be 

65 ThisrefersinthefirstplacetotheUSA,inwhich,sotospeak,thereisrulethatadefendantconfessestoacrimeandaprosecutor
proposesanappropriatesanctiontotheCourt;however,theCourtisnotformallyboundbysuchaproposal.Thepenaltyitimposes
maybehigher,whichiswhathappensinpracticeinmaycases.Nevertheless,forourintentsandpurposes,weneedtotakeinto
accountthatintheUSAinmostcasesandfairlypreciselyitcanbeassumedwhichpenaltywillbeimposedinaparticularcase.This
isbecauseUSAcourtsfollowverypreciseandalmostmechanicallyformulatedguidelinesonhowsevereapenaltyshouldbefora
certaincriminaloffenceaccompaniedbydefinedcircumstances(recidivism,seriousnessoftheconsequencesofanoffence,etc.).
Also,theUSAlegislationdoesnotlaydowninanywaythatevidenceonwhichdependsthetypeofcriminalsanctionoritsextent
mustbepresentedandexamined.Contrarytothis,inSerbiaitisformallyimpossibleforacourttopronounceacertainextentof
penalty(thisalsoappliestothescopepreviouslydefinedbytheparties)withouthavingpresentedandexaminedevidencefrom
which factspertinent tosentencingwillbededuced in termsofArt.54–63of theRSCC (See:Brkić,S.,Dogovorenopriznanje
(pleabargaining)uangloameričkompravu,ZbornikradovaPravnogfakultetauNovomSad,XXXVII,1-2/2003;Damaška,M.,Sudbina
angloameričkihprocesnihidejauItaliji,Hrvatskiljetopiszakaznenopravoipraksu,vol.13.br.1/2006,Zagreb).

66 See:Reformaustilu“Jedankoraknapred–dvakorakanazad”,UdruženjejavnihtužilacaizamenikajavnihtužilacaSrbije,Beograd,
2012,str.99-100
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asked but answers would always be the same, indicating that such a way of regulating the right to 
appeal a judgement by which a plea agreement is accepted cannot be justified.

Sixthly, one of the elements of a plea agreement is defendant’s statement in which he accepts to 
fulfil an obligation, based on which the prosecutor has the right, pursuant to the principle of 
prosecutorial discretion, to defer prosecution provided the nature of the obligation allows that 
it begins to be fulfilled before submitting the agreement to the Court. In respect of this element, 
which in principle seems quite reasonable, a question must also be raised: What are the repercu-
ssions if a defendant fails to meet his obligations? The question results from the lawmaker’s posi-
tion that in order for the Court to accept an agreement it is sufficient that the defendant has be-
gun fulfilling his obligation(s) before the plea agreement is submitted. If we add to this the fact 
that plea agreements, of which this is an integral part, do not necessarily have to specify the fi-
nal time limit for the fulfilment of the obligation(s) – which is by all means an obligation in the 
event prosecution is deferred since it is the key form of prosecutorial discretion,67 then our que-
stion becomes even more current. 

Consequently, it is completely justified that during work on amendments to the CPC, which 
was started and then in author’s opinion unwarrantedly stopped, special attention was given 
precisely to the issues of how to provide for plea agreement. Newly proposed regulations con-
cerning the manner in which the agreement would be provided for, which were drafted by the 
Working Group of the Ministry of Justice and Public Administration, illustratively speak in favo-
ur of such an opinion. Among the proposed amendments, three of them were particularly pro-
minent. Firstly, a public prosecutor and a defendant could conclude an agreement from the mo-
ment of issuing an order to conduct investigation until the defendant pleads on the charges at the 
main hearing. Secondly, the submitted agreement should specify the type and extent of the pe-
nalty, and not only its scope, which is the case at the moment. The possibility that a plea agree-
ment may include only the “scope” of penalty would be stricken because not only would it be un-
fair, but in practice it would discourage defendants and they would be less willing to enter into 
plea agreements. On the other hand, since the Court would not present evidence because the 
agreement has been accepted nor could it be done by the parties, the Court would not be able to 
establish the facts on which depends the extent of penalty which can be obtained only through 
presentation of evidence, i.e. by conducting appropriate evidentiary proceedings, which thus wo-
uld avoid such practical problems. Additionally, with regard to this element of the agreement, it 
was proposed that its integral part should be an agreement between the parties on enforcement 
of penalty or on a single penalty for concurrent offences. Furthermore, an agreement on the pro-
ceeds from crime, which are subject to confiscation under a separate act, could be an integral part 
of a plea agreement (this refers to the Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime Act). Thirdly, 
both the injured party and their attorney-in-fact would be notified of the hearing at which a de-
cision on the agreement is passed, provided that they would not be in the position to prevent its 
conclusion, but could give their opinion on the part of the agreement which covers a restitution 
claim. Fourthly, it was proposed that the decision making process concerning the agreement wo-
uld have two stages and the issue of appeals against court decisions on the agreement was regu-
lated differently. In accordance with this, the Court would first pass a reasoned ruling on accep-
tance, denial, or dismissal of the agreement and appeals on which it would be contested would 
be allowed or not depending on the type of the ruling. Appeals against rulings accepting the 

67 Art.283,para.2ofthenewCPC
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agreement would not be allowed. On the other hand, a prosecutor, a defendant and his attorney 
would be allowed to appeal against a ruling dismissing or denying their plea agreement within 
eight days from the date of its service. The end result of the ruling accepting an agreement would 
be a judgement by which the defendant is found guilty and in case of such judgement, grounds 
on which it is contested would be reduced from four to one. It could be contested only if it is not 
in keeping with the concluded agreement. A possibility for it to be contested on other grounds is 
excluded, thus confirming that the parties were serious in their negotiations on the contents of 
the agreement. How can the present regulation be justified when it allows appeals against judge-
ments on grounds that an act which is the subject matter of a plea agreement is not a criminal of-
fence and that there is no evidence to support a reasonable belief that a defendant committed the 
offence which is the subject matter of the agreement, while only several days ago the agreement 
was accepted? What is also important in this context is a proposal according to which the Court 
would deny a plea agreement by a ruling “if it finds that the criminal sanction, type or extent of 
the penalty, or the manner of its enforcement stipulated under the agreement are manifestly out 
of proportion to the offence.”68 

2.2. Summary Criminal Proceedings

One of the traditional forms of simplified criminal procedure used in criminal matters are sum-
mary proceedings. When compared to the regular criminal proceedings, this simplified form has 
a range of characteristics, both in terms of its structure and modification of individual institutes 
from the regular criminal proceedings.69 In respect of the way in which this form of simplified 
criminal proceedings has been treated in the reform of the criminal procedure codes of the coun-
tries in the region, one of its characteristics can be easily noticed above all. It is the constant bro-
adening of its scope of application. For instance, if this issue is considered from the point of view 
of Serbian criminal procedure legislation, what can be observed is the permanent expansion of 
the scope of application of the provisions on summary criminal procedure. Under the 2001 CPC, 
which is the Code rightly believed to represent the beginning of the reform of Serbian criminal 
legislation,70 provisions governing summary criminal proceedings are applied to proceedings in 
connection with offences for which the principal statutory penalty is a fine or imprisonment of 
up to three years.71 The 2004 Amendments to the Code prescribed that a presiding judge could 
approve, at the motion of an authorized prosecutor and with express consent from a defendant, 
that provisions for summary criminal proceedings which refer to the main hearing, judgement, 
and appeal procedure be applied to offences punishable with imprisonment of up to five years.72 
Such a possibility, albeit conditional, to apply summary proceedings provisions to offences pu-
nishable by imprisonment of three to five years was heavily criticized and it was held that it did 
not promote the efficiency of criminal proceedings. In view of that precisely, the 2009 Law on 
Amendments to the CPC widened the scope of application of the summary proceedings provi-
sions to include all the offences punishable with imprisonment of up to five years, even without 
a prior fulfilment of the conditions prescribed in Article 433 of the Code.73 This was not an end 

68 SeeDraftLawonAmendmentstotheCPC,MinistryofJusticeandPublicAdministration,Belgrade,2012
69 Forreference,see:Bejatović,S.,Krivičnoprocesnopravo,“Sl.glasnik”,Beograd,2010,str.535-542
70 Radulović,D.-Bejatović,S.,Zakonikokrivičnompostupku,Beograd,Kultura,2002.
71 Art.433,para.1oftheCode
72 Art.433,para.2oftheCPC
73 Official Gazette of the RS,No.72/09
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to it. The 2011 CPC expanded further the scope of application of provisions governing summary 
proceedings. Article 495 of the Code stipulates that those provisions are to be applied to crimi-
nal offences for which a fine or a term of imprisonment of maximum eight years is prescribed as 
the principal penalty, regardless of the proceedings in question. What is more, it is laid down that 
those provisions would also apply to proceedings in connection with offences tried before speci-
al departments of competent courts.74 This practice has been taken a step further in certain co-
untries in the region. For instance, the Croatian CPC provides that this procedure is to be used 
in proceedings conducted before municipal courts, i.e. as a rule, in proceedings “for offences for 
which the principal statutory penalty is a fine or a term of imprisonment of up to twelve years.”75 

The process in which the scope of application of summary proceedings provisions is broade-
ned should be welcomed. Such a legislative solution will lead to more efficient and consequently 
less costly criminal proceedings, without prejudice to the legality of adjudication of a particu-
lar criminal matter or freedoms and rights of defendants guaranteed under international instru-
ments and national laws. By all means, this can be achieved only if its provisions are formulated 
in accordance with its nature, which cannot be maintained in the case of the new RS CPC. This 
refers in the first place to two legislative solutions in connection with summary criminal pro-
ceedings. The first one pertains to how those provisions are applied to proceedings for offences 
conducted before special departments of competent courts, while the second one pertains to the 
preclusion of its use in all criminal trials conducted on private prosecution. The way in which 
summary criminal proceedings have been regulated with regard to these two issues can seriou-
sly be questioned, first and foremost since there are no reasons from the point of view of criminal 
policy to allow for a possibility to conduct regular proceedings in connection with criminal of-
fences which are prosecuted on private prosecutions. In other words, the possibility to apply pro-
visions governing summary criminal proceedings to proceedings conducted before special de-
partments of competent courts is not compatible with their nature and purpose. In this respect, 
the position adopted by the Working Group that prepared the amendments to the new CPC sho-
uld be applauded since they argued for regulating these two issues in the manner which would 
be consistent with their nature. Or, they called for precluding the possibility of applying the pro-
visions governing summary criminal proceedings to proceedings conducted before special de-
partments of competent courts; and denying the possibility of conducting regular proceedings 
in cases of offences prosecuted on private prosecutions. However, such a position has not been 
accepted at this stage of reform of Serbia’s criminal procedure legislation.

2.3. Sentencing Hearing

The next simplified form of criminal procedure, which is a novelty in Serbia’s criminal procedu-
re legislation as well as in the region, is the sentencing hearing.76 From the aspect of Serbian cri-
minal procedure legislation, this form has existed since 2001, admittedly under a different name 
and having a different scope of application and some other normative features. Under legislati-
ve solutions from the 2001 CPC, the possibility of its practical use was relatively modest, which 

74 Article495ofthenewCPC
75 Art.520inre.Art.19a,para.1,item1oftheCode
76 This formof simplifiedprocedurehasbeendifferentlynamed in legal systemsof individualcountries in the region (Sentencing

procedure–MontenegrinCPC,Issuanceofacriminalorder–CroatianCPC;Procedureforissuanceofacriminalorder–Republicof
SrpskaCPC,etc.).
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can be explained by the fact that thus far it had been completely unknown, not only in our cri-
minal procedure legislation, but in general, in the laws which were in force in the region of for-
mer Yugoslavia. Given the usefulness of such a procedure and modest possibilities for its use in 
practice under the 2001 CPC and with a view to creating a normative basis for simplification and 
acceleration of criminal proceedings in all the cases in which the reasons pertaining to crimi-
nal policy justify it, amendments to the CPC carried in May 2004 broadened the scope of possi-
bility for sentencing without holding a main hearing to include offences punishable with impri-
sonment of up to three years and widened the scope of penalties which could be imposed in such 
a procedure. Such a legislative solution was applauded and was in line with experts’ arguments 
concerning the issue.77 However, this was not an end of it. As in cases of other forms of simplifi-
ed procedure, the scope of its application continued to be extended. Here as well, ratio legis in-
cluded the creation of a normative basis for acceleration of criminal proceedings. From the as-
pect of the 2011 CPC, if a public prosecutor believes that based on the complexity of a case and 
collected evidence, and in particular because a defendant was arrested during the commission of 
an offence or has confessed to having committed the offence, it is not necessary to hold a main 
hearing, he may make a motion before a judge that a sentencing hearing be held. Such a possibi-
lity is provided for criminal offences punishable principally with a fine or imprisonment of maxi-
mum five years, provided the criminal sanction proposed by the prosecutor may not exceed on 
average one third of the statutory penalty. In addition, as opposed to previous solutions, this he-
aring was based on the adversarial model. The parties were also given an opportunity to present 
their arguments concerning the circumstances, admittedly to a limited extent. Furthermore, with 
regard to this form of procedure, it is important to stress that putting it into practice depends on 
whether or not the Court grants a motion to that end. Namely, only in case a judge grants a mo-
tion to hold a sentencing hearing, he will issue an order setting the date, time, and venue for the 
hearing. The hearing is held within 15 days from the date of the order and the parties and the de-
fence attorney are summoned thereto, while the defendant and his attorney will receive a motion 
to indict together with the summons. The hearing will commence with a brief statement by the 
public prosecutor about the evidence which is available to him and type and extent of the sancti-
on he moves to be imposed. Thereafter, the judge will call the defendant to plead and advise him 
of the consequences if he admits to the allegations of the public prosecutor, in particular that he 
may not file an objection or an appeal against a first-instance judgement. Immediately after the 
sentencing hearing, the judge will pass a judgement of conviction or issue an order to hold a main 
hearing. A judgement of conviction is passed if the defendant has accepted the motion of the pu-
blic prosecutor put forward at the hearing or if he has not appeared at a hearing to which he was 
summoned. In case the defendant has not accepted prosecutor’s motion or if the judge has deni-
ed it, the judge will issue an order setting the date, time and venue for the main hearing. A jud-
gement of conviction is served on the parties and the defence attorney and the defendant and his 
attorney may, within eight days from the date of its service, file an objection against such a jud-
gement. If the judge does not rule to dismiss the objection either as untimely or not allowed, he 
will issue an order setting the date, time, and venue for the main hearing on the motion to indict 
filed by the public prosecutor. At the main hearing, the judge is not bound by the proposal of the 

77 See: Bejatović,S., Neophodnost donošenja Zakonika o krivičnom postupku Republike Srbije, Srpsko udruženje za krivično pravo,
Beograd,2004,str.48
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public prosecutor in terms of the type and extent of the sentence. The judgement becomes final if 
there have not been any objections filed against it (Art. 512-518 of the CPC) 78 

2.4. Other Forms of Simplified Criminal Procedure

In addition to three typical forms of simplified criminal procedure which have been mentioned 
above, criminal procedure laws of the countries in the region are also familiar with other forms 
of this manner of adjudicating criminal cases. For instance, this refers to the procedure for issu-
ing an indictment without conducting an investigation, bringing an indictment at the main he-
aring, prosecutorial discretion, etc.79 However, they will not be analysed in detail. Not because 
they are less important, but because of two other reasons, the first being our limitations with re-
gard to the length of the paper and the second one being their traditional presence in the cri-
minal procedure laws of the countries in the region, which does not apply to the two forms of 
simplified procedure which have been previously mentioned (plea agreement and sentencing he-
aring). As a result, instead of a detailed examination, we would like only to state that these other 
forms of simplified criminal procedure are also present in the analysed criminal procedure co-
des, admittedly regulated in a different manner, which is particularly prominent in the case of 
prosecutorial discretion.80  

***

The analysis of issues concerning simplified forms of criminal procedure shows that they have 
been increasingly present in criminal procedure laws of the countries in the region. Another 
characteristic of those laws is that each of them includes multiple forms of simplified procedu-
re. Furthermore, both theory and practice agree that they are fully justified. However, contrary 
to this, not so insignificant differences exist when we consider how they have been regulated. For 
example, from the aspect of the plea agreement which stands out as the most recent and the most 
current form of simplified criminal procedure in the countries in the region, there are differences 
primarily with regard to issues concerning the forms of agreement between the parties, potential 
scope of their application (to all the criminal offences or only to the specific, i.e. the less serious 
ones), content of the agreement, type and extent of criminal sanction stipulated under the agree-
ment, place and role of the injured party in the process of concluding the agreement, role of the 
defence attorney in the negotiation and decision making processes related to the agreement, the 
moment at which the Court becomes involved in the process, or the issue of possibility and basis 
of obtaining judicial relief in such proceedings, etc.

With respect to Serbia’s criminal procedure legislation, it can be maintained that, generally spe-
aking, in terms of these issues it has been following trends which have developed in other he-
rein analysed codes. Nevertheless, as opposed to this characteristic, which can be judged as 

78 Formoreoncharacteristicsofthisformofsimplifiedcriminalprocedureasprovidedforinthelegislationofothercountriesinthe
regionseee.g. Art.540-545oftheCroatianCriminalProcedureCode;Art.350-363oftheRepublicofSrpskaCPC;Art.461-464ofthe
MontenegrinCriminalProcedureCode.

79 See: Stojanović, Z., Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i alternativne krivične sankcije, Proceedings of the
Conference“Pojednostavljene forrme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i altenativne krivične”, Srpsko udruženje za krivičnopravnu
teorijuipraksu,Beograd,2009,str.11-29

80 Formoredetails,see:Primenanačelaoportunitetaupraksi:Izazoviipreporuke,Udruženjejavnihtužilacaizamenikajavnihtužilaca
Srbije,Beograd,2012
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favourable, the same could not be maintained when it comes to the manner in which speci-
fic forms of simplified procedure have been provided for. As regards its provisions which go-
vern a number of issues of this type, the new RS CPC is not in accordance with the prevailing 
expert opinion. The Draft Law on Amendments to this Code did eliminate a number of illogi-
cal elements of the new CPC. Nonetheless, at this point any further efforts to adopt the proposed 
amendments have unfortunately been abandoned. We would hope that this process would soon 
continue and we would welcome it, thus providing conditions for Serbia’s criminal laws to have 
legislative solutions of those issues which are in line with the prevailing arguments of the profe-
ssionals. The Conference for which this paper is written should encourage us to pursue such a 
course of action.
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SimplifiedFormsofProceedingsinthe
CriminalProcedureLegislationinSlovenia

I Introduction 

Criminal law performs in contemporary society two mutually opposed functions. On the one 
hand it is an instrument of protection of the existing social and legal order. It protects besides 
special values, proper to a given society, also values considered as general human values (for 
example life, physical integrity, property).  These two elements represent a protective function of 
criminal law. On the other hand, criminal law should protect people against arbitrary and un-
lawful interventions of the state apparatus. This function is called the guarantee function of cri-
minal law.2  

In spite of the growing importance of the protection of human rights and the strenhtened gua-
rantee function of criminal law, a constantly increasing number of processed cases and the un-
reasonably long duration of court proceedings forces us to look for the simplified forms of pro-
cessing which would lead to more expeditious and efficient ways of handling the cases before a 
court.

Simplified forms of processing in the Slovene Criminal Procedure Act (hereinafter CPA)3 can 
be divided to a summary proceedings and simplified forms of treatment before the court and to 
simplified forms of processing in the pre-trial procedure. 

1 LL.D.,FullProfessor,FacultyofLaw,UniversityofLjubljana
2 L.Bavcon,A.Šelihetal.:Kazenskopravo.Splošnidel.Ljubljana,UradnilistRepublikeSlovenije2013,p.49.
3 CriminalProcedureAct.OfficialConsolidatedText.OfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofSlovenia,no.32/2012
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II. Summary proceedings before a district court

In proceedings before the district court the provisions of Articles 430 to 444 of the CPA shall 
apply; in respect of issues not dealt with in these provisions, other provisions of this Act shall 
apply mutatis mutandis.4    

Criminal proceedings shall be instituted on the basis of a summary charge sheet of the public 
prosecutor or the injured party acting as prosecutor, or on the basis of a private charge.

The public prosecutor may file a summary charge sheet on the basis of a crime report alone.

The summary charge sheet and the private charge shall be submitted in as many copies as nee-
ded by the court and the defendant.5 

Before filing the summary charge sheet the public prosecutor may move for a single judge (herei-
nafter the judge) to perform specific acts of investigation. If the judge consents to the proposal, he 
shall perform the required investigative acts and thereafter send all files to the public prosecutor.

The acts of investigation shall be carried out as quickly and efficiently as possible.

If the judge disagrees with the motion for investigative acts, he shall notify the public prosecutor 
thereof. 

Upon receiving the files or information referred to in the preceding paragraphs, the public prose-
cutor may decide either to file a summary charge sheet or to dismiss the crime report by a ruling.6    

Detention may exceptionally be ordered against a person suspected on reasonable grounds of co-
mmitting a criminal offence for which the perpetrator is prosecuted ex officio:

1) if he is in hiding, if his identity cannot be ascertained or if other circumstances point to an ob-
vious risk of flight if detention is not ordered;  

2) if the act involved is an offence against public order or sexual inviolability, or an offence with 
elements of violence subject to two years imprisonment, or other criminal offence for which an 
imprisonment of three years may be imposed, whenever the grounds exist for detention referred 
to in point 2 or 3 of the first paragraph of Article 201 of the CPA.

The detention before the filing of a summary charge sheet may last as long as required for the acts 
of investigation to be carried out, but not beyond the period of fifteen days. Appeals against the 
detention order shall be decided by the panel of the circuit court (sixth paragraph of Article 25).

4 Article429oftheCPA
5 Article430oftheCPA
6 Article431oftheCPA
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As regards the detention from the service of the summary charge sheet until the end of the main 
hearing, the provisions of Article 207 of this Act shall apply mutatis mutandis; the judge shall be 
bound to consider each month if grounds for detention still exist.

If the defendant is under detention, the court shall proceed with special speed.7    

If the crime report is filed by the injured party and if, within a period of one month from the re-
ceipt of the request by the public prosecutor, the latter fails to file a summary charge sheet and 
to notify the injured party that he has dismissed the charge or suspended prosecution (Article 
162), the injured party shall be entitled to assume prosecution as a prosecutor by filing a sum-
mary charge sheet with the court.8   

The summary charge sheet or the private charge shall contain: the name and surname of the de-
fendant with his personal data if known, the description of the criminal offence and its statutory 
definition, the court before which the main hearing is to be held, the motion as to which eviden-
ce should be taken in the main hearing, and the motion that the defendant be found guilty and 
sentenced in accordance with law. 

The exposition shall contain those facts and evidence that are necessary to establish reasonable 
grounds for suspicion that the defendant has committed a criminal offence which is the object of 
the charges against him or a private charge. 

The summary charge sheet may contain a motion to put the defendant in detention. If the defen-
dant is in detention or was in detention during investigative acts, the summary charge sheet shall 
contain an indication of how long he was in detention.  

In order to submit a motion regarding the type and severity of sentence or any other criminal 
sanction contained in a summary charge sheet issued by a public prosecutor, the provision of the 
second paragraph of Article 269 of the CPA shall apply mutatis mutandis.9    

Upon receiving the summary charge sheet or the private charge, the judge shall first examine if 
the court has jurisdiction in the matter and if grounds exist to dismiss the summary charge sheet 
or the private charge. 

If the judge himself or on the motion of parties establishes that records or information referred 
to in Article 83 of the CPA have been included in the files, he shall render a ruling on their exc-
lusion from the files. The appeal against this ruling shall be decided by the court of second in-
stance, which may, in view of the contents of excluded evidence, order that the main hearing be 
held before another judge. 

If the judge does not render any of the rulings from the preceding paragraphs, he shall order that 
the charge sheet be served on defendant, he informs him in a written form about the possibility 
of admission of guilt for a criminal offence contained in the charge and about the consequences 

7 Article432oftheCPA
8 Article433oftheCPA
9 Article434oftheCPA
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(point 5 of the third paragraph of Article 285. a) and shall schedule the main hearing immedia-
tely. If he fails to schedule the main hearing within a month, the judge shall notify the president 
of the court of the reasons for this.  

The president of the court shall take the necessary steps for scheduling the main hearing as soon 
as possible. 

If the judge estimates, that it would be reasonable to conduct for the faster course of criminal pro-
ceedings a pre-trial hearing prior to scheduling the main hearing, the provisions of the Chapter 
of XIX.a of the CPA shall be applied mutatis mutandis.10   

If the judge finds that the case falls within the territorial jurisdiction of another district court, he 
shall refer the case to the court of jurisdiction after the ruling has become final. If he finds that the 
case falls within the subject-matter jurisdiction of the circuit court, he shall refer the case to the 
competent public prosecutor for further proceedings. If the public prosecutor considers that the 
court of subject-matter jurisdiction is the court which had sent him the request, he shall requ-
est that the matter be decided by the panel of the circuit court (sixth paragraph of Article 25). 

After the main hearing has been scheduled, the court may not, ex officio, declare itself as having 
no territorial jurisdiction over the case.11  

The judge shall dismiss with reasoned ruling the summary charge sheet or the private charge is 
he finds that there exist grounds to discontinue proceedings specified in Article 277 of the CPA.  

The ruling shall be served on the prosecutor and the defendant.12     

The judge shall summon to the main hearing the defendant and his counsel, the prosecutor, the 
injured party and their legal representatives and attorneys, witnesses, experts and the interpreter; 
he may, if necessary, secure objects to be used as evidence in the main hearing.

The defendant shall be instructed in the summons that he may bring to the main hearing evi-
dence for his defence or inform the court of such evidence in due course so that it can be secured 
for the main hearing. Together with the summons the defendant shall be served with a copy of 
the summary charge sheet or the private charge if these were not served on him immediately af-
ter they were examined (second paragraph of Article 435); he shall also be instructed in the sum-
mons that he is entitled to retain counsel and that, unless defence is mandatory, the main hearing 
shall not be adjourned if defence counsel fails to appear or if the defendant decides to retain co-
unsel only at the hearing itself.

The summons shall be served on the defendant so as to leave him time between the serving of 
summons and the main hearing to prepare his defence, which may not be less than three days. 
This period of time may be shortened subject to consent of the defendant.13    

10 Article435oftheCPA
11 Article436oftheCPA
12 Article437oftheCPA
13 Article439oftheCPA
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The main hearing shall be held in the place in which the court has its seat. In urgent cases, par-
ticularly where inspection is required or the hearing of evidence is thereby facilitated, the main 
hearing may be conducted, subject to permission of the president of the court, at the place of co-
mmission of the criminal offence or the place where inspection is to be made, provided such pla-
ce is in the jurisdictional territory of the court.14    

The objection of territorial non-jurisdiction may only be submitted prior to the opening of the 
main hearing.15    

If the defendant fails to appear at the main hearing although he was duly summoned, the judge 
may decide that the main hearing be conducted in his absence, provided that his presence is not 
necessary and that he has already been interrogated.

If duly summoned defence counsel fails to appear at the main hearing and does not notify the co-
urt of the reasons for his absence as soon as he learns this, or if he leaves the main hearing witho-
ut a permission, or if by reason of his disturbing order the judge denies him the further conduct 
of defence in case where defence is not mandatory, the main hearing shall take place without de-
fence counsel, unless the defendant retains one immediately.16     

A judge may decide for the record of the main hearing to be drawn up by personally dictating 
into a sound recording device.

In the case referred to in the preceding paragraph, the written record shall contain only the in-
formation under the first paragraph of Article 316 and Article 317 of the CPA and the ruling of 
the judge about another manner of drawing up the record.

The provision of Article 84 of the CPA shall apply mutatis mutandis to dictating the record of the 
main hearing. A transcript of the voice recorded record of the main hearing shall be prepared 
within three days after announcing the judgment by which the defendant is sentenced to an im-
prisonment and, in other instances, within three days after announcing an appeal. If the appeal 
is not announced the transcripts are not prepared.

When the main hearing was adjourned by more than one month, a transcription of the audio re-
cord of the main hearing must always be made. Transcripts may also be made upon request of 
the party or when ordered by a judge.17  

The main hearing shall commence with the reading of the summary charge sheet or the reading 
of private charge on the part of the prosecutor. Once opened, the main hearing shall proceed wi-
thout interruption whenever possible.  

After the end of the main hearing, the judge shall render and announce the judgement forthwi-
th, setting forth the grounds for it.  

14 Article440oftheCPA
15 Article441oftheCPA
16 Article442oftheCPA
17 Article442.aoftheCPA
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The provisions of Article 361 of the CPA shall apply mutatis mutandis to the lifting of detention 
after the judgement has been pronounced. 

If the punishment of imprisonment has been imposed, the judge may order that the defendant 
be detained or that he remain in detention provided grounds referred to in the first paragraph of 
Article 432 of the CPA exist. In such instance the detention may last until the judgement beco-
mes final, or until the commencement of the term of punishment, but not beyond the expiry of 
the sentence imposed by the court of first instance.  

If in the course of or after the main hearing the judge finds that the case tried falls within the su-
bject-matter jurisdiction of the circuit court, or that grounds referred to in the first paragraph 
of Article 352 of the CPA exist, he shall dismiss the summary charge sheet or the private char-
ge by a ruling.18     

The judge may adjourn the main hearing for a maximum of six months if the public prosecutor 
announces that the matter shall be transferred to a settlement procedure (Article 161.a).

When the public prosecutor receives notification of the fulfilment of an agreement, he shall with-
draw the summary charge sheet. If the public prosecutor has not withdrawn the summary char-
ge sheet within the specified time period, the judge shall continue the main hearing on the basis 
of the previous hearing.19    

Before scheduling the main hearing for a criminal offence falling within the jurisdiction of a sin-
gle judge and prosecuted pursuant to private charge, the judge may summon the private prose-
cutor and the injured party to appear in court on a specific day by themselves to clarify the issue 
in advance if he finds such move conducive to an early termination of proceedings. Together with 
the summons, the defendant shall be served with a copy of the private charge.

If the parties fail to reach settlement and the private charge is not withdrawn, the judge shall 
take down the statements of the parties, and instruct them to make motions for evidence to be 
secured.

If the judge does not dismiss the charge for want of grounds for this, he shall determine which 
evidence should be taken at the main hearing and, as a rule, shall schedule the main hearing for-
thwith and notify the parties thereof.

If the judge holds that evidence need not be gathered and that no other reasons exist for schedu-
ling the main hearing separately, he may open the main hearing immediately and, after taking 
evidence present before the court, adjudicate the private charge. This possibility should be parti-
cularly indicated in the summons for the private prosecutor and the defendant.

Where the private prosecutor fails to appear after being summoned as per first paragraph of 
Article 444, the provisions of Article 58 of the CPA shall apply.20     

18 Article443oftheCPA
19 Article443.aoftheCPA
20 Article444oftheCPA
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When the court of second instance hears an appeal against a judgement passed in summary pro-
ceedings by the court of first instance, it shall only notify the parties of the session of its panel if 
the presiding judge or the panel finds that the presence of parties is useful for the clarification of 
the case.21   

III. Simplified forms of processing in criminal matters before the court

The simplified forms of processing in criminal matters before a court consist of the procedure 
for the issue of punitive order (Articles 445.a to 445.e of the CPA) and the guilty plea agreement 
(Articles 450.a to 450.č of the CPA).

1. Procedure for the issue of punitive order 

Where criminal offences falling within the jurisdiction of a district court are involved (i.e. crimi-
nal offences for which is provided as a principal sentence a fine or imprisonment up to three ye-
ars), the public prosecutor may in filing the summary charge sheet, propose to the court to issue, 
without holding a main hearing, a punitive order by which the proposed penal sanction or mea-
sure is imposed on the defendant. The public prosecutor may propose the pronouncing of the fo-
llowing penal sanctions and measures: 

1) a fine, prohibition from driving a motor vehicle, suspended sentence with a specific fine 
or up to six months imprisonment, or judicial admonition; 

2) the confiscation of objects and proceeds of crime.22    

If the judge considers that the evidence contained in the summary charge sheet does not provi-
de sufficient grounds for issuing a punitive order, or disagrees with the imposition of the sancti-
on proposed by the public prosecutor, he shall schedule the main hearing to which he shall sum-
mon the persons referred to in the first paragraph of Article 439 of the CPA. In such an instance 
the defendant shall only be served with the copy of the summary charge sheet without proposal 
for the issue of a punitive order.23   

If the judge agrees with the proposal, he shall issue a punitive order through a judgement. 

In the punitive order the judge shall rule that the motion of the public prosecutor is granted and 
the defendant, whose personal data must be cited therein, is pronounced the proposed penal san-
ction or measure. The operative part of the judgement on the issue of a punitive order shall con-
tain the necessary data from the first and second paragraphs of Article 359 of the CPA. The sta-
tement of grounds shall contain only such evidence from the summary charge sheet as warrants 
the issue of the punitive order.

21 Article445oftheCPA
22 Article445.aoftheCPA
23 Article445.boftheCPA
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The punitive order shall also contain instructions to the defendant as to his right to file objecti-
on referred to in the second paragraph of Article 445.č of the CPA, and a warning that unless the 
objection is filed within a specified period of time the punitive order shall, upon expiry of that 
period, become final and the penal sanction or measure imposed shall be executed.24   

A certified copy of the judgement on the issue of the punitive order shall be served on the de-
fendant, his counsel, if any, and the public prosecutor. The defendant or his counsel may, within 
eight days of the judgement on the punitive order being served, file an objection to the puniti-
ve order. The objection may be filed in writing or orally to be entered in the record at the court. 
The objection shall contain an indication of the judgement under which the punitive order was 
issued and may also propose evidence to be taken at the main hearing. The defendant may wai-
ve the right to object and, so long as the main hearing is not scheduled, may withdraw an objec-
tion already filed. The waiver and the withdrawal of the objection may not be revoked. Paying 
fine before the expiry of the term for submitting the objection shall not be considered as the wa-
iver of the right to objection. 

A defendant who for valid reasons fails to file an objection within the set time limit shall be gran-
ted by the court the reinstatement of the case; in so doing the court shall apply mutatis mutandis 
the provisions of Articles 89 and 90 of the CPA.

If in applying mutatis mutandis the provisions of the second paragraph of Article 375 of the CPA 
the court does not dismiss the objection, it shall, by a decision, annul the judgement on the pu-
nitive order and proceed according to the provisions of Articles 439 to 443.a of the CPA (provi-
sions on the main hearing in summary proceedings).25     

In rendering the judgement on the objection submitted, the court shall not be bound by the mo-
tion of the public prosecutor referred to in the second paragraph of Article 445.a or by the prohi-
bition referred to in Article 385 of the CPA (a prohibition reformatio in peius).26     

In the proceedings for the issue of a punitive order, the provisions of Article 445.a to 445.d shall 
apply, while issues not regulated by those provisions shall be covered by other provisions of the 
CPA, applying mutatis mutandis.27    

2. Guilty plea agreement

A defendant, his defence counsel and public prosecutor may in criminal proceedings propose to 
the injured party a conclusion of agreement about a defendant’s admission of guilt for the cri-
minal offence he committed. A conclusion of such an agreement can be made on the motion of 
a public prosecutor even before the beginning of proceedings, if there is a reasonable suspicion 
that a suspect committed the criminal offence which will be the object of proceedings. A public 
prosecutor, who proposes the agreement, must in this case inform a suspect in a written form 
about a description and legal qualification of the criminal offence in respect of which he proposes 

24 Article445coftheCPA
25 Article445.čoftheCPA
26 Article445.doftheCPA
27 Article445.eoftheCPA
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the conclusion of agreement. If a suspect has not been yet interrogated, he must inform him abo-
ut his rights under the fourth paragraph of Article 148 of the CPA.

If parties agree with the possibility to terminate proceedings on the basis of a guilty plea agree-
ment and a suspect or defendant has not his defence counsel, the president of the court shall ap-
point on the motion of public prosecutor a defence counsel ex officio to participate in the guilty 
plea procedure. In the case of the conclusion of agreement, the appointed defence counsel shall 
perform his duty for the further course of criminal proceedings until the finality of the judge-
ment; otherwise he shall be dismissed, when the public prosecutor informs the president of the 
court that the negotiation procedure was not successful. A reward and the necessary expenses of 
the appointed defence counsel for the negotiation procedure are the expenses of criminal pro-
ceedings and their provisional payment in advance shall be decided by the court pursuant to the 
third paragraph of Article 92 of the CPA. 

If a motion is filed according to the first paragraph of Article 450.a, the parties can negotiate abo-
ut the conditions of admission of guilt for a criminal offence for which a pre-trial procedure or 
criminal proceedings are conducted against a suspect or defendant and about the content of the 
agreement. A public prosecutor can also negotiate only with a defence counsel, if a suspect or 
defendant gives his consent to this. The guilty plea agreement has to be concluded in a written 
form and has to be signed by both parties and a defence counsel. The criminal offence for which 
the agreement was concluded has to be described in a form which is required for the descripti-
on of the act in a charge sheet (point 2 of the first paragraph of Article 269). The agreement shall 
be enclosed to the filed charge sheet or summary charge sheet; if the agreement is reached later, 
a public prosecutor has to submit it immediately to a court and the latest until the beginning of 
the main hearing.

If the conclusion of agreement fails, than all document pertaining to the procedure of negotiati-
on must be excluded from the files.28  

In the agreement by which a defendant pleads guilty for all or for some of the criminal offen-
ces which are the object of the charges, a defendant and public prosecutor can agree upon the 
following: 

1.  a penalty or admonitory sanction and the manner of the enforcement of sanction;
2.   the public prosecutor’s abandonment of criminal prosecution for those criminal offences 

of the defendant, which are not included in his admission of guilt; 
3.   the costs of criminal proceedings;
4.   the performance of some other task.

There are also some issues that cannot be the object of plea agreement, such as legal qualificati-
on of the criminal offence, security measures, when they are mandatory, and the confiscation of 
proceeds of crime, except the manner of confiscation.

28 Article450.aofoftheCPA
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A court shall decide on the hearing, set out in Article 285 č of the CPA, what is not or should not 
be the object of agreement.29    

The agreement on sentence contains a type and severity or the length of the sentence to be im-
posed on a defendant for the criminal offence he committed. The agreed sentence has to be wit-
hin the limits of prescribed penalty; the imposition of a mitigated sentence and the manner of its 
enforcement can be proposed in the agreement only under conditions and within limits stipula-
ted in the Criminal Code. 

If statutory conditions exist, the parties may agree to impose on a defendant an admonitory san-
ction instead of penalty. The agreed admonitory sanction must contain all elements which are 
pursuant to provisions of the Criminal Code required for the imposition of such a sanction.

A public prosecutor can agree with the defendant about the abandonment of prosecution for 
those criminal offences which are not included in the guilty plea agreement only in respect of 
criminal offences under the first and second paragraph of Article 162 of the CPA and provided 
that the injured party gives his consent. A criminal offence in regard of which a prosecution will 
be abandoned by a prosecutor, must be described in the agreement as accurately as possible, in-
clusively with the mention of its legal qualification. A consent given by the injured party shall be 
enclosed to the agreement.

The parties can agree in a guilty plea agreement that a defendant, notwithstanding the provisions 
of Articles 94, 95 and 97 of the CPA, can be exempted from the obligation to reimburse all co-
sts or part of the costs of criminal proceedings. In this case costs shall be charged to the budget.

A defendant can also bind himself by a guilty plea agreement to compensate the injured party for 
the damage caused by a criminal offence, to fulfil a maintenance obligation or to carry out some 
other task under the first paragraph of Article 162 of the CPA. This should be done at the latest 
until the submission of agreement to a court.30   

A guilty plea agreement concluded between a defendant and public prosecutor shall be decided 
by the court before which criminal proceedings are conducted either at pre-trial hearing or, if the 
agreement was concluded later, at the main hearing.

When the court decides about the concluded plea agreement, it will consider whether:

1.  the agreement is in conformity with the provisions of Articles 450.a, 450.b and 450.c of 
the CPA and

2.  the conditions regarding the admission of guilt from the first paragraph of Article 285.c 
of the CPA are met.

If the court establishes that whatever requirement from the preceding paragraph does not exist 
or that the defendant failed to meet an obligation from the fifth paragraph of the preceding artic-
le, a court shall render a ruling by which it rejects the agreement and shall continue proceedings 

29 Article450.boftheCPA
30 Article450.coftheCPA
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as if the accused declared to not plead guilty to the charges. If a court estimates that all require-
ments are met, it adopts a decision to accept a plea agreement and proceeds with the proceedin-
gs mutatis mutandis as the accused pleaded guilty to the charges (Article 285.č).

There is no appeal against the ruling from the preceding paragraph.31  

IV. Simplified forms of processing in the pre-trial procedure

Among the simplified forms of processing in the pre-trial procedure are provided the settlement 
procedure (Article 161.a of the CPA) and the suspension of criminal prosecution (Article 162 of 
the CPA).

1. Settlement 

The public prosecutor may transfer the report or the summary charge sheet for a criminal offen-
ce for which a fine or imprisonment of up to three years is prescribed and for criminal offences 
referred to in the second paragraph of Article 161.a  into a settlement procedure. In so doing, he 
shall take account of the type and nature of the offence, the circumstances in which it was com-
mitted, the personality of the offender and his or her prior convictions for the same type or for 
other criminal offences, as well as his or her degree of criminal responsibility. 

If special circumstances exist, settlement may also be permitted for the criminal offences of ag-
gravated bodily harm pursuant to the first paragraph of Article 123, grievous bodily harm pur-
suant to the fourth paragraph of Article 124, grand larceny pursuant to the point 1 of the first 
paragraph of Article 205, misappropriation pursuant to the fourth paragraph of Article 208 and 
damaging another’s object pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 220 of the Criminal Code; 
if the crime report is submitted against a minor, this may also apply to other criminal offences for 
which the Criminal Code prescribes a prison sentence of up to five years. 

Settlement shall be run by the settlement agent, who is obliged to accept the case into procedu-
re. Settlement may be implemented only with the consent of the suspect and the injured party. 
The settlement agent is independent in his work. The settlement agent shall be obliged to strive 
to ensure that the contents of the agreement are proportionate to the seriousness and consequ-
ences of the offence.  

If the content of the agreement relates to the performance of community service, the implemen-
tation of the agreement shall be organised and managed by centres for social work in collabora-
tion with the settlement agent and the public prosecutor.  

On receiving notification of the fulfilment of the agreement, the public prosecutor shall dismi-
ss the report. The settlement agent is also obliged to inform the public prosecutor of the failure 
of settlement and the reasons for such failure. The time limit for the fulfilment of the agreement 
may not be longer than three months.  

31 Article450.čoftheCPA
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In the event of the dismissal of the report from the preceding paragraph, the rights referred 
to in the second and fourth paragraphs of Article 60 of the CPA shall not be enjoyed by the 
injured party, who must be informed thereof by the settlement agent before the agreement is 
signed.32   

2. Suspension of criminal prosecution 

The public prosecutor may, upon the consent of the injured party, suspend prosecution of a cri-
minal offence punishable by a fine or prison term of up to three years and of criminal offences re-
ferred to in the second paragraph of the Article 162 if the suspect is willing to act as instructed by 
the public prosecutor and to perform certain actions to allay or remove the harmful consequen-
ces of the criminal offence. These actions may be: 

1)  elimination of or compensation for damage; 
2)  payment of a contribution to a public institution or a charity or fund for compensation for 

damage to victims of criminal offences; 
3)  performance of community service; 
4)  fulfilment of a maintenance obligations;
5) medical treatment in an appropriate medical institution;
6)  attending an appropriate mental health or any other consultation service;
7)  observing the restraining order of prohibition to approach the victim, some other person 

or having access to certain places.  

If special circumstances exist, criminal prosecution may also be suspended for the criminal of-
fences of rendering opportunity for consumption of narcotic drugs and illicit substances in sport 
pursuant to the first paragraph of Article 187, family violence pursuant to the second and fourth 
paragraph of Article 191, neglect and maltreatment of a child pursuant to the second paragraph 
of the Article 192, grand larceny pursuant to point 1 of the first paragraph of Article 205, misa-
ppropriation pursuant to the fourth paragraph of Article 208, extortion and blackmail pursuant 
to the first and second paragraphs of Article 213, business fraud pursuant to the first paragraph 
of Article 228, damaging another’s object pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 220 and 
presentation of bad cheques and the abuse of bank or credit cards pursuant to the second para-
graph of Article 246 of the Criminal Code; if the crime report is submitted against a minor, this 
may also apply to other criminal offences for which the Criminal Code prescribes a prison sen-
tence of up to five years. 

If the public prosecutor imposes the task of rectifying damage from the point 1 or the task from 
the point 3 of the first paragraph of Article 162, the work shall be organised and managed by cen-
tres for social work, in collaboration with the public prosecutor. 

If within a time limit determined by the public prosecutor, the suspect fulfils the obligation  and 
reimburse the costs, the crime report shall be dismissed.  

32 Article161.aoftheCPA
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In the event of the dismissal of the report from the preceding paragraph, the injured party shall 
not have the rights referred to in the second and fourth paragraphs of Article 60 of the CPA (the 
right to start or continue the prosecution). The public prosecutor shall be obliged to inform the 
injured party of the loss of these rights before the injured party gives consent under the first pa-
ragraph of the Article 162. 

By the general instructions, issued by the Public Prosecutor General, it is decided about the re-
imbursement of costs of suspended prosecution, a manner and terms for the implementation of 
tasks referred to in the first paragraph of Article 162 and a supervision over their implementati-
on; these instruction shall also define in more detail special circumstances under the second pa-
ragraph of this Article that have a bearing on the decision of the public prosecutor  in regard of 
the suspension of criminal prosecution. 

In view of costs arising in the procedure of decision making regarding the suspended prosecuti-
on and are charged to the public prosecutor’s office, the provisions of the CPA on the costs of cri-
minal procedure shall be applied mutatis mutandis. Costs of the implementation of tasks referred 
to in the first paragraph of Article 162 are not the costs of criminal procedure.33  

In the procedure under Article 162 of the CPA, the public prosecutor shall summon the suspect 
and the injured party to the Public Prosecutor’s Office. In the summons he shall cite the reasons 
for summoning them. If they respond to the summons, the public prosecutor shall acquaint the 
suspect with the crime report and tell him that he will dismiss the crime report if the suspect be-
haves according to his instructions and performs certain tasks in due course.

If the public prosecutor needs to obtain certain information directly from the suspect or injured 
party in order to be able to decide whether to leave the case to be resolved in a settlement (Article 
161.a), to conclude a guilty plea agreement or desist from starting criminal prosecution (Article 
163), or move for the issue of a punitive order (Article 445.a), he may summon the suspect and 
the injured party, or only one of them, to the Public Prosecutor’s Office. The public prosecutor 
shall inform the suspect of the crime report and decisions the prosecution might take in acting 
upon the crime report, and the injured party shall be informed of his rights.  

In instances referred to in the preceding paragraphs, the public prosecutor shall draw up an of-
ficial note in which he shall record the statements of the suspect and injured party. He shall not 
send the official note to the court if he starts criminal prosecution against the suspect. The sus-
pect or injured party who without good reason fail to respond to the summons may not be sum-
moned again.34    

33 Article162oftheCPA
34 Article163.aoftheCPA
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V. Conclusion

Summary proceedings before the district court and the presented simplified forms of processing 
in criminal matters before the court and simplified forms of processing in the pre-trial procedure 
may actually contribute to a more expeditious and effective solving of criminal matters, yet some 
solutions seems in my opinion questionable.

Although it is explicitly stipulated in the third paragraph of Article 161.a of the CPA that the set-
tlement may be implemented only with the consent of the suspect and injured party, it is known 
from the practice that in some cases the suspect and injured party were forced to make a settle-
ment. With regard to the fact that it is essential for the settlement that each of the parties involved 
in the settlement procedure makes some concession, the question arises why the injured party 
should concede to a perpetrator. It also seems questionable why the state should put the injured 
party in the situation in which he is supposed to negotiate with a person who intentionally cau-
sed him an aggravated bodily harm or even grievous bodily harm. And finally, the injured party’s 
refusal of the conclusion of agreement is as a rule considered going in favour of the suspect.

The dismissal of crime report for the reason that the suspect paid upon the order of the public 
prosecutor certain contribution in favour of some public institution or some charity fund, remin-
ds me of the sale of indulgences, which is in my opinion completely inadmissible. 

The provisions regarding the settlement and suspension of criminal prosecution show that the 
public prosecutor can exercise the sentencing policy even before the case comes before the court 
(if the defendant complies with the instructions of the prosecutor and performs the tasks that he 
imposed on him, the case will not even be brought to the court, because a crime report will be di-
smissed by the prosecutor). These provisions are in my opinion very questionable, because they 
mean that the public prosecutor sets »sentencing frameworks« in each individual case, what re-
presents a relatively large risk for the violation of the principle of equality before the law. 

The most questionable among the simplified forms of processing seems to me the guilty plea 
agreement. The listed provisions of the CPA on the admission of guilt are in my opinion very pro-
blematic and probably even unconstitutional at least for two reasons. Provisions, by which the 
judge is limited to the formal examination of plea agreement, and in respect of sentencing, to the 
motion of public prosecutor, deprive the judge of his basic function – that is a function of jud-
ging; this is by no doubt problematic by itself, because the judge cannot exercise the function for 
which he was elected. What seems even more problematic is that the public prosecutor and de-
fendant (or his defence counsel) set the “sentencing frameworks” in each particular case, which 
implies that they create an ex post facto paradigm for each individual case. Such a conduct nece-
ssarily results in the violation of equality before the law, which constitutes one of the basic legal 
principles of every legal order. 

Simplified forms of processing in criminal matters will perhaps contribute to the faster and more 
effective solution of cases, but I doubt that they will promote better justice and increase a trust of 
people in the administration of justice.
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Summary                

The author deals in his paper with simplified forms of processing in the criminal procedure legi-
slation of Slovenia. Simplified forms of processing in the Slovene Criminal Procedure Act are di-
vided to the summary proceedings and simplified forms of processing before the court and sim-
plified forms of processing in the pre-trial procedure. He examines summary proceedings before 
the district court, a procedure for the issue of punitive order and a guilty plea agreement. Among 
the simplified forms of processing in the pre-trial procedure are treated the settlement and sus-
pension of criminal proceedings.

The author thinks that simplified forms of processing in criminal matters might contribute to the 
faster and more effective solution of cases, but he nevertheless doubts that they will also promote 
better justice and increase a trust of people in the administration of justice.

Key words: Slovenia, simplified forms of processing, summary proceedings, punitive order, guil-
ty plea agreement, settlement, suspension of criminal proceedings
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SimplifiedFormsofCriminal
ProceedingsintheNewCriminal
ProcedureCodeinMontenegro

I

Modern legislation is increasingly characterised by a more pronounced differentiation of proce-
dural forms (proceedings), i.e. by a simultaneous co-existence of a single general form of the cri-
minal proceedings (usually referred to as the ordinary criminal proceedings) and a certain num-
ber of special forms of proceedings the main purpose of which is to  contribute, through such 
special (simplified) forms, to the increased efficiency of the criminal proceedings, efficiency be-
ing one of the greatest weaknesses of our judicial system, but this is the case elsewhere as well. 

The differentiation of procedural forms in legislation is most commonly used in such a way that 
the general procedural model varies under certain conditions, in a certain way and to a certa-
in extent.2 Heterogeneous nature of the procedural form is caused by the heterogeneous nature 
of the criminal matters (criminal offences and perpetrators) The procedure suitable for one type 
of criminal offences and perpetrators may not be adequate or rational for another type of crimi-
nal offences and perpetrators, so it would not be in compliance with the binding international 
documents on the right to a trial within a reasonable time3 if the same form of the criminal pro-
ceedings were to be applied for all criminal acts. Consequently, a more complex procedural dif-

1 FacultyofLawattheUniversityofMontenegro,Podgorica
2 SnežanaBrkić,PhD:Krivično procesno pravo II,NoviSad2010,p.17
3 SeeArt.6item1oftheEuropeanConventionfortheProtectionofRightsandFundementalFreedomsandArt.14,item3cofthe

InternationalCovenantonCivilandPoliticalRights
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ferentiation is justified in principal by the need for a greater adaptability of the criminal procee-
dings in substantive law.4  

A uniform procedure would not be in the best interest neither of the individual in question nor 
the public, i.e. neither in the interest of the defendant who has the right to adequate and speedy 
proceedings, nor of the community which needs to safely and efficiently suppress crime.5 

Ordinary criminal proceedings as a general form of procedure, comprising investigation, indic-
tment, preparation of the main hearing and the main hearing, is justified for more serious adju-
dication, which due to the nature of the criminal matter itself and its complexity are difficult to 
resolve without disturbing the required balance between the need to protect the fundamental 
freedoms and human rights (of the defendant) and the need to conduct criminal proceedings ef-
ficiently. The procedure considered to be the necessary minimum for an adequate ruling in more 
serious criminal cases, has been proven to be redundant, a waste of time, effort and resources 
when applied to less complex criminal offences. Abandonment of the general procedure and its 
simplification provide simple, speedy and short proceedings, that match the significance of the 
offence in question, while making sure the simplification does not go against neither the public 
interest, nor the basic civil rights.6 

Under modern circumstances characterised by the global crisis (not only economic one) accom-
panied by an increase in crime rates, which in turn means a greater number of criminal cases in 
courts, it is necessary to seek new viable solutions in order to overcome the crisis in the crimi-
nal justice system, a system which has become highly uneconomical. One of the possible paths 
in overcoming the crisis that may be taken is the elaboration of the procedural differentiation, 
which would add to a general form of the proceedings a greater number of simplified procedu-
ral models, which are intended for minor and less complex cases. Bearing in mind the structure 
of crime statistics that are dominated by minor offences and those of medium-level seriousness, 
the introduction of the simplified forms of criminal proceedings would, on the one hand, signi-
ficantly reduce the workload in the courts, while, on the other hand, allowing the courts to pro-
vide a better level of quality of trials in more difficult and complicated cases.

II

Many of the amendments to our criminal procedure code in the past have aimed at simplifying 
the forms of proceedings and accelerating the criminal proceedings.7 In the literature on crimi-
nal procedure, we can come across various terms that imply the departure from the general form 
of proceedings such as summary, abbreviated, simplified proceedings etc. What is the rationale 
for the simplified proceedings? It is found in the principle that the form of the proceedings sho-
uld be proportionate to the subject matter of the trial (a simple subject matter requires an equ-
ally simple form of the proceedings), while bearing in mind that the basic rights of the defendant 

4 Snežana Brkić, PhD: Pojednostavljene forme krivičnog postupanja i postupak njihovog ozakonjenja u Republici Srbiji, published in:
Zakonodavni postupak i kazneno zakonodavstvo,Belgrade,2009,p.176

5 MomčiloGrubač,PhD:Krivičnoprocesnopravo,Uvodiopštidio,Službeniglasnik,Belgrade2004,p.25
6 TihomirVasiljević,PhD:Sistem krivičnog procesnog prava SFRJ,Belgrade,1981,p.689,StankoBejatović,PhD:Krivično procesno pravo,

Belgrade2006,p.511
7 Seeanotherpaperbythisauthor:OsnovnekarakteristikenovereformekrivičnoprocesnogzakonodavstvaCrneGore,RKK,issueno.2,

2007,pp.13-29
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draw the line that the simplification, i.e. abbreviation, must not cross. It is justly pointed out in 
the literature on this subject that the formulation of such simplified forms of proceedings is faced 
with two basic challenges: identifying those attributes of the legal objects and subjects of the pro-
ceedings which merit simpler proceedings, and striking the right balance in the simplification of 
the form of the criminal proceedings so that it matches the characteristics of the said objects and 
subjects in the proceedings.8  

In terms of the aforementioned, such forms of proceedings are characterised by special grounds 
(which are ratio legis of special forms of proceedings) and by a special structure. The special sta-
tus of the grounds for the simplified forms of proceedings is derived from the characteristics of 
the objects (criminal matter) or the behaviour (demeanour) of the parties to the proceedings (le-
gal subjects). As far as the criminal matter as the grounds for regulation of the simplified  forms 
of proceedings is concerned, both substantive and procedural implications of the criminal ma-
tter in the proceedings may be of importance. From a standpoint of substantive law, the following 
may bear some relevance: a) the importance and the seriousness of the criminal offence and b) 
type or nature of the criminal offence. From a procedural point of view, the most significant are 
the facts of the case and the state of the evidence.

In modern legislation the simplification of the criminal proceedings is typically associated with 
the importance and the seriousness of the criminal offence. The circumstances of increased wor-
kload in the judiciary and attempts to solve this problem dictate that minor criminal offences and 
those that do not pose a great threat to the society do not merit the same use of material resour-
ces, time and the involvement of the parties to the said proceedings as in the case of more serio-
us criminal offences and offences that pose a greater threat to society.9  

III

Regardless of the fact that there are significant variations in the regulation of the simplified forms 
of criminal proceedings, it is nevertheless possible to identify the characteristics they all share no 
matter which criminal procedure code is being discussed, and these are the multiplicity of the 
simplified forms of procedure and the special nature of the elements of such forms.10 This me-
ans we can identify European standards in the legal regulation of the simplified forms of crimi-
nal proceedings. European standards for the regulation of certain issues are not only reflected in 
the solutions provided by international conventions, but also by the solutions found in numero-
us national legislations.11  

In the process of harmonisation of the national legislations in Europe, a special role is assigned to 
the recommendations made by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe.

8 SnežanaBrkić,PhD:Racinalizacija krivčnog postupka i uprošćene procesne forme,FacultyofLawinNoviSad,NoviSad2004,p.166.
9 SeeMomčiloGrubač,PhD:Racionalizacijakrivičnogpostupkauprošćavanjemprocesnihformi,CollectedpapersbytheFacultyof

LawinNoviSad,issue1-3,1984,p.290.
10 TanjaKesić,M.A.andDraganaČvorović,M.A.:PojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnimstvarimairadnaverzijaZKPRepublike

Srbije,Pravnariječ,issueno.29,2011,p.685.
11 Slobodan Nadrljanski: Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i standradi Evropske unije,published in : Krivično

zakonodavstvoSrbijeistandardiEvropskeunije,Zlatibor2010,p.a284.
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As far as the simplified forms of criminal proceedings are concerned, recommendation num-
ber R (87) 18 made by the Committee of Ministers to the member states in 1987 is of great im-
portance as member states are in it instructed to use and further legislate standards which wo-
uld be applied in:

• discretionary prosecution
• imposing measures in the proceedings related to minor and mass criminal offences
• the use of summary proceedings
• out-of court settlements
• the use of simplified proceedings
• simplifying ordinary judicial procedure

The recommendation assumes that the historical, constitutional and legislative framework is 
different in different national legal systems, therefore the adoption of the recommendation is 
connected to the possibility of applying it within the existing legal framework, and if this is im-
possible then it should be done by changing the legal framework. The recommendation promo-
tes the following standards: it is in the public interest to simplify the form of the proceedings, an 
adequate degree of suspicion of guilt must exist that is based on the evidence, the perpetrators 
must consent to a simplified form of proceedings, as well as the elimination of some other pa-
rallel proceedings in the case of acceptance of the offered procedure, and to enable the injured 
party to file a property claim in appropriate proceedings.12  

Similar stand was taken in the Resolution of the Section III at the International Congress on 
Criminal Law held in Vienna in 198913 in which it was emphasised that the type and nature of 
the criminal offence should be one of the important factors based on which the forms of procee-
dings are distinguished. Accordingly, national legislatures are advised “to undertake all measures 
which may effectively be used to combat petty crime while keeping a well-balanced proportion 
of means and aims and accepting different solutions and alternative procedures to the ones tra-
ditionally used in criminal judiciary.”

IV

The characteristics of the criminal matter of the proceedings, in terms of legal procedure, are re-
flected in the sphere of case facts or the state of the evidence. The simplification of the proceedin-
gs related to the facts of the case may be manifested in terms of quality and quantity. In terms of 
quality, the simplicity of the facts of the case implies that the facts of the case may be easily deter-
mined. It is the easily met burden of proof that makes the simplification of the proceedings legiti-
mate either by waiving certain stages in the proceedings or by restructuring them in terms of ot-
her methods of accelerating the proceedings.14   

The state of the evidence may also influence the simplification of the criminal proceedings. 
Accordingly, if at a certain stage of the criminal proceedings, even if this stage precedes the in-

12 See:SlobodanNadrljanski:Op.cit.287
13 ThetranslationoftheresolutionwaspublishedinajournalJRKK,issueno.4,1990,p.90
14 SnežanaBrkić,PhD:Racionalizacija krivičnog postupka.....p.202
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stigation of the proceedings (during the inquiry) a certain level of quality and quantity of the 
evidence is provided so that it in itself makes certain stages of the proceedings redundant, then 
the proceedings are thus simplified. The simplification of the form of the criminal proceedings 
occurs in cases of the so-called flagrant criminal offences as well.

V

In addition to the characteristics of the criminal matter of the proceedings as the grounds for the 
simplification of the forms of the proceedings, the grounds for the simplification of the procee-
dings may be found in the characteristics of the parties to the proceedings, i.e. in the particulars 
of their demeanor during the criminal proceedings. Such characteristics of the said parties may 
function   as independent grounds for the simplification of the forms of the proceedings. Among 
the characteristics of the parties to the proceedings that are relevant to the simplification of the 
forms of criminal proceedings the legislation mainly specifies the defendant’s admission of guilt, 
plea-bargain agreement, as well as the defendant’s consent to the selected form of proceedings.

According to the aforementioned, simplified forms of the proceedings can be distinguished by 
a lesser degree of complexity in terms of the structure of the procedure compared to the ge-
neral form of criminal proceedings. The simplification, as it is emphasised in the literature on 
the subject, most often rests on three simultaneous processes: abbreviation (leaving out certa-
in phases of the proceedings or even entire stages), acceleration (setting short deadlines in the 
proceedings) and deformalisation of the proceedings (omitting the unnecessary formalities and 
guarantees).15  

VI

The new Criminal Procedure Code was passed in 200916 and it was published in the Official 
Gazette of 18 Aug 2009, while its application was scheduled to start in a year from the day of its 
publication. This prolonged vacatio legis of one year was allowed in order to secure the condi-
tions for its application starting with the human resources to material and technical resources,  
since the new CPC introduces a lot of innovations. Legislator’s estimate that a year represents a 
period that is long enough to commence the application of the CPC has not been proven to be 
accurate which has prompted the Law on Amendments17 consisting of a single article stating that 
the application of the CPC is being postponed for another year.

With regard to the simplified forms of criminal proceedings in the new Criminal Procedure 
Code of the Republic of Montenegro, nearly all simplified forms of criminal proceedings known 
to modern legislation are listed.

The simplification by omitting certain stages of the criminal proceedings is kept in the new 
CPC. Thus, the option of direct indictment is kept but with certain changes related to the 

15 SnežanaBrkić,PhD:Racionalizacija krivičnog postupka.....p.208
16 TheOfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofMontenegro,no.57/09
17 TheOfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofMontenegro,no.49/10
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requirements for such an indictment. There is no longer any difference between the direct in-
dictments for criminal offences that carry a sentence of up to five years in prison (since the 
CPC stipulates summary proceedings for such offences, and the indictment is in the form of 
a motion to indict) and those for criminal offences that carry a stricter sentence. In order to 
bring a direct indictment against someone two conditions must be met: a) that during the 
inquiry (previously known as the preliminary proceedings) sufficient amount of information 
about the criminal offence in question and the perpetrator has been collected in order to issue 
an indictment, and b) that the perpetrator of the criminal offence has been questioned before 
the charges are brought.  Pursuant to Article 261 Paragraph 5 interrogation may be conducted 
by the state prosecutor or the police (in which case the state prosecutor approves the interro-
gation by the police, and the suspect must consent to it and have the defence lawyer present). 
It should be noted that the state prosecutor must have at his disposal the information on the 
defendant (Art. 289) which has mostly been obtained in the course of the suspect’s interroga-
tion. Some writers hold that the state prosecutor should always, when the circumstances allow 
it, use a direct indictment, thus significantly accelerating criminal proceedings, which would 
simplify the proceedings to a great extent.18 

VII

As opposed to the direct indictment which is brought without previous investigation, the in-
dictment can be brought at the main hearing, which simplifies the procedure by eliminating 
both the investigation stage and the indictment stage. The previous CPC stipulated such a si-
tuation in two cases: 1) when the indictment is amended to include a criminal offence commi-
tted or discovered during the main hearing, 2) when another person commits a criminal offen-
ce at the main hearing during a court session. Both of these cases are listed in order to ensure 
the criminal proceedings are efficient and since such criminal offences are committed at the 
main hearing and fall under the category of flagrant criminal offences, judging from the point 
of view whether or not they can be proven, a ruling can be made immediately. In addition, tri-
al based on the indictment brought at the main hearing for an offence committed by another 
person apart from simplifying, i.e. accelerating, the proceedings has justification both in poli-
cyl reasons and criminal law, as the punishment should set an example for others and serve as 
a deterrent, since the offence in question demonstrates special brazenness in terms of the time 
and place of the offence.19 

The new CPC has eliminated this option for the amendment of the indictment at the main he-
aring in the above mentioned cases leaving the prosecutor with the option of following a re-
gular path to the indictment. The reasons for this change are not known, however, it seems 
unjustified.

18 MilanŠkulić,PhD:KomentarZakonikaokrivičnompostupku,Podgorica2009,p.837
19 TihomirVasiljević,PhD:Op.cit.,p.522
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VIII

The simplification of the form of proceedings, i.e. departing from the general form (of the ordi-
nary criminal proceedings), may be legislated in various ways. One possibility is to fully regulate 
a special form for certain criminal offences or certain perpetrators (as is the case in some countri-
es with the specially regulated proceedings involving juvenile offenders). Alternatively, the CPC 
can just regulate the variations of the general form of the criminal proceedings which means that 
the general form is applied in cases that are not regulated by the special provisions. The latter va-
riant is stipulated in our CPC, therefore these are not special proceedings, which is a term often 
encountered in the literature20 on this subject, but criminal proceedings that partly follow the ge-
neral form and are partly governed by the special provisions.

IX

With regard to the simplified forms of proceedings, in the light of the provisions of the CPC, they 
are most prominently featured in the summary proceedings for criminal offences punishable by 
a monetary fine or a term in prison of up to five years as the main penalty (Art. 446), while issues 
that are not specially regulated by the provisions on the summary proceedings are subject to the 
general provisions of the CPC accordingly. These proceedings according to the new CPC are no 
longer restricted to a certain type of courts (previously it was used only in basic courts), but in-
stead they depend on how serious the criminal offence is, based on the type and harshness of the 
sentence that can be pronounced for such an offence.

Summary proceedings are special not only due to the fact that pre-trial proceedings are omitted 
but also due to the fact that the main hearing stage is significantly modified in order to make 
it less formal, less restricted and faster in pace, since it is reasonable to assume that different 
structures of the main stage in these two forms of proceedings will be reflected in their length.21   
Shorter deadlines for detention and its review, for providing the written rendering of the court 
decision and for its delivery to the party in question, along with an option to omit the elaborati-
on of the decision all contribute to a faster conclusion to the proceedings.

In the new CPC there is no option that allows holding the main hearing in the absence of the au-
thorised prosecutor, which used to be allowed, while the option of holding the main hearing in 
the absence of the defendant has remained, which certainly has an effect on the acceleration of 
the criminal proceedings. Expanding the functional jurisdiction of the sole judge to include cri-
minal offences that carry a fine or a prison sentence of up to ten years (instead of the prior fun-
ctional jurisdiction that included criminal offences punishable by a fine or a prison sentence of 
up to three years) will contribute to the acceleration of the criminal proceedings.22 

20 See:DragoljubDimitrijević,PhD:Krivičnoprocesnopravo,NaučnaknjigaBelgrade,1986,p.310;ČedomirStevanović,PhD:Krivično
procesnopravo,Naučnaknjiga,Belgrade1982,p.347;MomčiloGrubač,PhD:Krivičnoprocesnopravo,Posebnideo,Službeniglasnik,
Belgrade2002,p.213;VojislavĐurđić,PhD:Krivičnoprocesnopravo,Niš2006,p.207

21 SnežanaBrkić,PhD:Pojednostavljene forme...p.192.
22 StankoBejatović,PhD:Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i njihov doprinos efikasnosti krivičnog postupka,published

in:Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i alternativne krivične sankcije,Zlatibor2009,p.62.
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X

The new CPC  has introduced into our legislation another simplified form of the criminal pro-
ceedings based on the omission of the main hearing, referred to as the proceedings for the pro-
nouncement of criminal sanctions without the main hearing23 which is used for criminal offen-
ces that are punishable by a fine or a term in prison of up to three years, provided that the state 
prosecutor offers sentencing without the main hearing, the defendant gives his consent after ha-
ving been interrogated.

If we consider the fact that our courts’ sentencing policy is characterised by a high number of sus-
pended sentences, fines and short prison sentences24 that in itself is sufficient reason for the legi-
slator to introduce this institute into our legislation as has been done in many other modern le-
gislations. This type of proceedings in its form resembles the mandatory form of proceedings as 
summary method of establishing the facts of the case and circumstances related to the rendering 
of the decision. The Code stipulates (Art. 461, Par.2): “the state prosecutor files a motion when 
he deems holding the main hearing unnecessary”, which means that the state prosecutor assumes 
the responsibility to assess whether or not the facts are clear enough without the main hearing, so 
it is not necessary to hold it. Therefore, it is necessary to establish specific facts which along with 
the information obtained from the accused through questioning will enable the court to decide 
on the criminal matter at hand.

The state prosecutor’s assessment that the main hearing does not have to be held must be foun-
ded on something and that is what is not clearly specified in the CPC. In any case, the state pro-
secutor must start from the role of the main hearing in the process of forming a court decision. 
If the rendering of the decision is based on the application of law to specific facts, which have 
been established as evidence, then the assessment that the main hearing is redundant should be 
made from the standpoint that the available evidence on the relevant facts, the evidence on whi-
ch the request to indict is judged if it is founded, is such that it eliminates the need to hold the 
main hearing.

Such a motion cannot be filed neither by a subsidiary nor a private prosecutor, which is under-
standable, since they cannot assess whether or not the main hearing is necessary as private per-
sons. Neither would that be in their best interest since this form of proceedings favours the de-
fendant, in addition to the fact that property claims cannot be made in such proceedings.

Even though these proceedings have been expanded to include those criminal offences for which 
a sentence of up to three years in prison may be pronounced, the court cannot sentence the de-
fendant to prison, it can only sentence him to pay a fine, to perform community service, or sus-
pend a sentence and issue a court reprimand.

23 Moreonthissubject:DaniloNikolić,PhD:Postupci za izricanje krivičnih sankcija bez glavnog pretresa,publishedin:Krivično zakonodavstvo 
državne zajednice Srbije i Crne Gore,Zlatibor2003,p..261-297;SnežanaBrkić,PhD:Pojednostavljene forme krivičnog postupanja i postupak 
njihovog ozakonjenja u Republici Srbiji,RKKissue1,2009;StankoBejatović,PhD:Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i 
njihov doprinos efikasnosti krivičnog postupka,publishedin:Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i alternativne krivične 
sankcije, Zlatibor 2009; Slobodan Nadrljanski: Kažnjavanje bez glavnog pretresa, published in: Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u 
krivičnim stvarima i alternativne krivične sankcije,Zlatibor2009

24 Forinstance,BasicCourtsintheterritoryoftheRepublicofMontenegroprounouncedabout70%suspendedsentencesandabout
25%monetaryfinesintheperiodbetween1995and2008,moreonthis:DarkoRadulović,PhD:Alternative kazne zatvora,Facultyof
LawinPodgorica,Podgorica2009.
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As we can see, the CPC has excluded the possibility of pronouncement of a prison sentence in the 
proceedings for the pronouncement of criminal sanctions without the main hearing, which rai-
ses the question how the court can then suspend a sentence which sentences the defendant to a 
term in prison, if we bear in mind that Art.54 Par.5 of the Penal Code stipulates: “If the perpetra-
tor has been sentenced both to pay a fine and serve time in prison, only the prison sentence may 
be suspended, not the payment of fine.”

When giving such a legal definition, the legislator did not take into account this restricting provi-
sion of the CC on the suspension of sentence, which could lead to problems in practice and the-
re are suggestions to eliminate the possibility of suspension of sentences if a prison sentence ca-
nnot be given in the proceedings for the pronouncement of criminal sanctions without a main 
hearing.25 

In modern legislation this type of a simplified form of the proceedings is used as a summary mo-
del of the criminal proceedings rather than a concession to the perpetrator. However, if one of 
the requirements for such proceedings is the consent of the defendant, it is difficult to imagine 
that the defendant would consent to this without getting any concessions. These concessions are 
granted in Art. 462, not only in the form of elimination of the pronouncement of any prison sen-
tences but also in the form of the restriction of any fines (to 3000 €) and even the security mea-
sure of ban to operate a motor vehicle (up to two years).

It is interesting to note that these proceedings have not taken on in practice although they have 
been present in our legislation for over nine years, which gives rise to a question why this is so 
and in turn, if this is the case should we keep a “dead regulation” in the CPC?  It is impossible to 
give a reliable answer to that question without any further research, but such a state is most li-
kely resulting from the fact that our judiciary is by and large rather conservative and unwilling to 
accept new institutes which have difficulty in finding their place in application. Similarly, the stay 
of criminal prosecution (diversion of the criminal proceedings) has been faced with a lot of resi-
stance during its application, but lately its application has slowly taken off.

XI

Another institute that has been introduced into our legislation and that had as ratio legis the 
acceleration and efficiency of the criminal proceedings, i.e. resolving the criminal matter without 
the court, is the principle of discretionary criminal prosecution which is represented in two vari-
ations in the CPC: diversion of the criminal proceedings or, as the CPC refers to it, a stay of cri-
minal prosecution (Art. 272) and dismissal of criminal charges on the grounds of fairness (Art. 
273). Until recently, this institute was used only in the proceedings against minors, but in other 
countries it has yielded significant results and has “relieved” the courts of the so-called bagatelle 
offences, so it has been supported in theoretical writings as well, despite certain points of conten-

25 Slobodan Nadrljanski: Kažnjavanje pre glavnog pretresa, published in:Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i
alternativnekrivičnesankcije,Zlatibor2009,p.187
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tion.26 One of these points of contention is the question whether it is in accordance with the con-
stitutional and legal position of the state prosecutor whose basic function is criminal prosecution 
of the perpetrators of the criminal offences, not the final resolution of the criminal matter whi-
ch is according to the constitution and laws the court’s domain. Since a separate paper on the su-
bject of the principle of discretionary prosecution as a simplified form for the resolution of cri-
minal matters has been prepared for this occasion, we will not dwell on this issue.

XII

Another institute until recently typical of common law, which has started to penetrate Europe, 
has found its place in the new CPC. The institute in question is the plea agreement which can si-
gnificantly contribute to the efficiency of the criminal proceedings. Since a separate appendix27  
can be compiled on the subject of this institute, we will not provide a detailed analysis, but list in 
brief what is typical for the CPC of the Republic of Montenegro.

There are numerous issues that are relevant when regulating this institute by law: such as the sco-
pe of its application (whether to apply it to all criminal offences or just minor ones), the type and 
severity of sanctions, the role of the injured party in the process of reaching an agreement, the 
role of the defence lawyer, the issue of resorting to legal remedies etc. Article 300 of the CPC  sti-
pulates that the agreement may be entered into when the criminal offence in question is punis-
hable by imprisonment for a term of up to 10 years and such a motion may be filed by the state 
prosecutor, the defendant or his lawyer at the first hearing on scheduling the main hearing at the 
latest. Agreement on the admission of guilt is submitted if the charges have not yet been brought   
to the presiding judge referred to in Art. 24, Par. 7 (pre-trial panel of judges) and once the char-
ges have been brought it is submitted to the presiding judge. What is the subject of the agreement 
is stipulated under Art.301 of the CPC whereby the state prosecutor and the defendant are reac-
hing an agreement on the severity of the sentence and other sanctions, costs of the criminal pro-
ceedings, property claims and on the matter of waiving the right to an appeal against the deci-
sion rendered on the basis of such an agreement by the parties involved and the defence lawyer.

When deciding on the agreement the court may deny it, reject it or grant it. If the agreement has 
been submitted before the charges are brought, it is being decided on by the presiding judge from 
the Art. 24, Par.7 (in which case the agreement must include the information on the content of 
the indictment), whereas the presiding judge decides on the agreement reached after the charges 

26 SeeVojislavĐurđić,PhD:Načelo oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja,RKKissueno.2-3,2011;Revizija osnovnih procesnih načela na kojima 
je uređen novi krivični postupak Srbije,Pravnariječissueno.33,2012;MilanŠkulić,PhD:Načelo oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja,Pravna
riječissueno.15,2008;SnežanaCigler,PhD:Načelo legaliteta i oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja,NoviSad1995;RadmilaDanić,PhD:
Načelo legaliteta i oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja, Belgrade2007; JasminaKiurski,M.A.: Načelo oportuniteta,published in: Evropska 
konvencija za zaštitu ljudskih prava i osnovnih sloboda i krivično zakonodavstvo Srbije i Crne Gore,Zlatibor2004;DraganaČvorović:Načelo 
oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja,RKKissueno.1,2008

27 MoreonthisDaniloNikolić,PhD:Sporazum o priznanju krivice,Niš2006;Sporazum o priznanju krivice,RKKissueno.1,2007;Stanko
Bejatović,PhD: Sporazumi javnog tužioca i okrivljenog i novi ZKP Srbije, RKK issueno.1-2,2012; Sporazum o priznanju krivice i druge 
pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivično procesnom zakonodavstvu Srbije kao instrument normativne efikasnosti krivičnog postupka,
Collectedpapers:Pravni sistem Srbije i standardi Evropske unije i Savjeta Evrope,FacultyofLawinKragujevac2009,VolumeIV;Sporazum 
o priznanju krivice i novi ZKP Srbije i regionalna komparativna analiza,publishedin:Savremene tendencije krivično procesnog prava u Srbiji 
i regionalna krivično procesna zakonodavstva,Belgrade2012;VojislavĐurđić,PhD:Stranački sporazum o priznanju krivice ukrivičnom 
postupku  RKKbr.3,2009;MilanŠkulić,PhD:Sporazum o priznanju krivice,FacultyofLawBelgrade2009;SvetlanaVujanović:Sporazum 
o priznanju krivice u praksi pravosudnih organa Crne Gore,publishedin:Savremene tendencije krivičnoprocesnog prava u Srbiji i regionalna 
krivičnopravna zakonodavstva,Belgrade,2012
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are brought. The hearing at which the agreement is being decided on must be attended by the sta-
te prosecutor, the defendant and his lawyer, whereas the injured party and his representative are 
notified about the hearing. When the decision to grant the agreement on the admission of guilt 
comes into force, the presiding judge, without any delay, and within three days at the latest, ma-
kes a ruling in accordance with the agreement.

Motion to enter into agreement on the admission of guilt, as has already been mentioned, may be 
filed by the state prosecutor, or by the defendant and his lawyer, but not by any relatives of the de-
fendant who may act on the defendant’s behalf during the proceedings in certain situations. The 
legislator uses the term “to file a motion” (to motion) without specifying the form and content 
of such a motion whereas both the form and content of the agreement itself are clearly specified.

It seems that it is necessary to file a motion in written form and in terms of law in the form of an 
offer. An offer as the content of the motion represents a one-sided statement made freely and wi-
thout duress offered to the other side in order to enter into the agreement on the admission of gu-
ilt. Such a motion as an offer may be seen only as an initiative to start the plea bargaining, howe-
ver, it may at the same time contain some or all of the conditions under which the petitioner is 
willing to enter into agreement.

The parties involved have absolute freedom during the plea bargaining process related to the 
conditions under which the agreement may be entered into, while the court has no rights with 
regard neither to the initiative, the negotiating process nor the signing of the agreement.  

The written form of the agreement is necessary for practical reasons – to be able to file it in the 
prosecutor’s and court’s records, to inform the judge in advance about the said agreement and 
to assess whether the legal requirements are met. In addition, the written form ensures the revi-
ew of the validity of the agreement, of the process of negotiating it and of the content and finally 
enables the decision on the agreement to be made. This institute is designed to accelerate the cri-
minal proceedings and the quicker the agreement is reached the more efficient are the criminal 
proceedings. The most important part of the agreement for the defendant is the part which de-
als with the type and harshness of the sentence and other criminal sanctions. While negotiating 
the severity of the penalty and other criminal sanctions, the state prosecutor, as the representa-
tive of the state, must abide by the rules of substantive law in determining the penalty, as well as 
the conditions of other criminal sanctions that are imposed. 

The provisions of the CPC related to the agreement on the admission of guilt have been first 
applied six months from the day the CPC came into force, i.e. from 26 Feb 2010 (which means 
almost a year and a half before the integral application of the CPC began), therefore we can now 
refer to a three-year long experience in the application of this institute. However, so far, this in-
stitute has not been widely applied in practice. Since the beginning of the application of the pro-
visions of the CPC on the agreement on the admission of guilt up to the first six months of last 
year, only in 29 cases was the agreement resorted to, which is a negligible number compared to 
the total number of cases.28 The reasons for such (rare) application of the said institute could be 
the subject of another research, but it seems that the reason for this can largely be found in the 

28 Moreonthis:SvetlanaVujanović:Op.cit.p.121
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fact that our judiciary is rather “conservative” and is reluctant to allow broader application of any 
new institutes.

When different legislations are compared, there are certain differences in the regulation of the 
most important issues related to the agreement on the admission of guilt. Consequently, in some 
legislations there are no restrictions with regard to the seriousness of the criminal offence, so 
even the most serious criminal offences may be subject to such agreements. The legislator in the 
Republic of Montenegro has limited the use of the agreement on the admission of guilt to the cri-
minal offences that  by law can carry a sentence of up to 10 years in prison, and in our opinion, 
this a reasonable solution, since this institute, nevertheless, cancels out to a great extent the pu-
blic nature in a legal sense of the criminal offence, and the right to dispose with the criminal of-
fence, guilt and penalty given to the defendant may lead to “reprivatisation” of the criminal pro-
ceedings of sorts.29 

There are some calls to eliminate the restrictions from our CPC as well, in terms of the serio-
usness of the criminal offences, as it is believed that the most serious criminal offences are the 
ones where the agreement on the admission of guilt is most needed in order to shed some li-
ght on such cases and resolve them. We are not familiar with the grounds on which this claim is 
made, but the experience of the other countries in the region that have been using the said insti-
tute for over 10 years teaches us that the admission of guilt in the most serious cases has not been 
as frequent as was expected.30  

Pursuant to Art. 300, Par.4 of the CPC the agreement on the admission of guilt may be submitted 
before or after the charges are brought,31 and if it is submitted before the charges are brought, the 
agreement decided on by the presiding judge referred to in Art. 24, Par. 7 must contain the in-
formation the indictment should contain. Upon analysis of these provisions, two issues emerge. 
Firstly, if the agreement is being decided on by the presiding judge under Art.24, par. 7 before the 
charges are brought, then, from a technical point of view, the verdict is reached without formal 
indictment even though the agreement must contain all of the elements of the indictment, whi-
ch is, as it is pointed out in the relevant literature, contrary to the principle of the indictment.32  
Therefore, the right solution to this would be to allow the process of negotiating the agreement 
to occur at all stages of the criminal proceedings up to the end of the first session of the main he-
aring, whereas the procedure for deciding on the agreement should be allowed after the confir-
mation of the indictment, which would of course mean amending the existing provisions related 
to the agreement on the admission of guilt. Secondly, it is wrong to ask for the agreement submi-
tted before the charges are brought to contain all of the elements of the indictment. For instance, 
it should not contain the proposal for the evidence to be presented at the main hearing, since the 
evidence is not going to be presented.

Upon comparison, legislations differ when it comes to the position of the injured party during 
the plea bargaining, in some  the injured party is included in the process and his interests are 

29 A.Eser:Funkcionalne promjene procesnih maksima krivičnog prava na putu ka “reprivatiziranju” krivičnog postupka,Collectedpapersby
theFacultyofLawinZagreb,1992,p.167

30 Moreonthis:VeljkoIkanović:Materijalnopravni i procesni aspekt priznavanja krivice,RKKissueno.1-2,2012,
31 Inothercountriesintheregion(Serbia,BiHandCroatia)whenmakingarulingbasedontheagreementontheadmissionofguiltthe

indictmentmustexist,regardlessofthefactthattheadmissionofguiltmaybenegotiatedbeforetheindictmentisbroughtaswell.
32 SvetlanaVujanović:Op.cit.,p.122
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looked after, and elsewhere he does not have any say in the process of signing the agreement. 
Our legislator has assigned a significant place to the injured party in the course of negotiating the 
agreement, so the property claims are subject to the agreement (Art.301, Par.1, item 2), the inju-
red party is notified when the hearing on the agreement is being held (Art.302, Par.5), but the 
court decides whether the injured party’s rights have been violated by the agreement when deci-
ding on the agreement itself.  

XIII

Since this occasion does not permit otherwise, we have provided a brief review of the normative 
solutions which are considered simplified forms of the criminal proceedings that increase the ef-
ficiency of the said proceedings. However, one must bear in mind that the efficiency of the crimi-
nal proceedings is not a static category independent of time and place. It is related to the state of 
the society, its homogeneity and it depends on whether, not only the legal norms are being obser-
ved but the moral norms that lead to overall human progress as well. In order to increase the ef-
ficiency of the criminal proceedings both in terms of the quantity and their quality it is urgently 
necessary to raise the level of respect for the law. Whereas the laws should be adapted to our re-
ality no matter how much they are written under the influence of foreign legislation or the sug-
gestions made by foreign experts, above all they should be applicable and free of “legislating ro-
manticism” It is not even necessary to insist on the repressive nature of the criminal legislation, 
since it has long been said that the prevention is not achieved by stricter punishments, i.e. crimi-
nal sanctions, but by the inevitability of its application to every single perpetrator of a criminal 
offence who is found guilty . 
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1. On Simplification of Procedural Forms

Simplified forms of proceedings in criminal matters have their origin in the need for rationali-
sation of criminal proceedings which is more and more evident every day by making itself felt 
in the reforms of criminal procedure laws governments have been undertaking with increasing 
frequency. In which direction the said rationalisation will move depends on the causes and fac-
tors which create the need for it. If the causes of a slow criminal justice system lie in the statute 
itself, the way out of it should be looked for in its reform. An increase in the number of new ca-
ses referred to the courts, which has not been accompanied by a corresponding increase in the 
number of judges and prosecutors, as well as the existing formalism whose purpose is to provide 
better protection of defendants are offered as arguments in favour of simplification and accelera-
tion of proceedings.2 In a joint action of its member states to speed up and simplify the working 
of the criminal justice system, the Council of Europe has also taken as its starting point a rise in 
the number of criminal cases handled by courts, in particular those which carry minor penalti-
es, as well as the opinion that delay in resolving crimes brings the justice system into disrepute 
and affects the proper administration of justice.3 Frequently, the duration of criminal proceedin-
gs is the main criterion for evaluating how successful judicial authorities are in their work and 

1 Professor,FacultyofLaw,UniversityofNiš
2 Pradel,J.,Droitpénalcomparé,2eédition,Paris,2002,p.603(quotedfrom:GoranP.Ilić,O pojednostavljenju forme krivičnog postupka,

incollectedpapers„Novokrivičnozakonodavstvo:dilemeiproblemiuteorijiipraksi“,Beograd,2006,str.361).
3 SeethePreambletotheRecommendationNo.R(87)18oftheCommitteeofMinistersoftheCouncilofEuropetomemberStates

concerning the simplification of criminal justice (adopted by the Committee of Ministers at on September 17, 1987 at the 410
meetingofDeputyMinisters).
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a synonym for the premise on the “slow judiciary”, “slow justice”, too much time which passes 
from the moment a crime is committed until “its perpetrator has received a fitting punishment”.4   

How much significance is attached to justice administered without delay is expressed in all the 
international documents on human rights, under which the right to a trial without undue de-
lay (within a reasonable time) is included in the fundamental human rights. Thus, the European 
Convention of the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms also establishes in 
its provisions which govern the right to a fair trial (Article 6, paragraph 1) the right to a trial wi-
thout undue delay. 

Acceleration of proceedings is both legal and political problem,5 so it is understandable that the 
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe has adopted a recommendation on the simpli-
fication of criminal justice, which not only advises /the member States/ to resort to the princi-
ple of discretionary prosecution but it also sets out these guidelines on how to remedy delays in 
the administration of criminal justice in proceedings for minor offences which occur on a massi-
ve scale: the so-called summary proceedings should be used; out-of-court settlements should be 
applied as an alternative to trials; the so-called simplified proceedings should be used; ordinary 
judicial proceedings should be simplified – Recommendation No. (87) 18.

Pursuant to these recommendations, the acceleration of criminal procedure may move in two 
directions, either towards of the simplification of the ordinary form of criminal proceedings (by 
implementing measures for making individual stages and phases of those proceedings more sim-
ple and flexible) or towards developing special simplified forms (then, as a rule, individual pha-
ses or stages are omitted or some instruments of out-of-court resolution of criminal matters are 
resorted to – the diversionary method).

The lawmakers move away from the ordinary and opt for special proceedings whenever they aim 
to achieve expeditiousness in trials for certain criminal offences.6 Recently, the simplification of 
procedural forms has turned towards avoiding trying cases at main hearings by moving the cen-
tre of adjudication to some earlier stage in the proceedings. It was typical of older forms of sim-
plified procedure that stages which preceded the main hearing were omitted as was the case with 
our summary criminal proceedings in which there was no investigation.

It has been noted that contemporary legislatures are characterised by frequent reforms based 
on multiplication of special, simplified forms of criminal procedure.7 However, the aspiration to 
simplify procedural forms may not cross the lower limit below which a process does not repre-
sent a stable system of guarantees for achieving a due process of law and a proper decision on 
the merits.8 

There have been more and more new models of simplified criminal proceedings in comparati-
ve law, heterogenous and distinguished from each other by the manner in which they have been 

4 DrDragoRadulović,Efikasnost krivičnog postupka i njen uticaj na suzbijanje kriminaliteta,inthecollectedpapers“Realnemogućnosti
krivičnogzakonodavstva”,Belgrade,1997,str.159.

5 DrTihomirVasiljević,Sredstva za ubrzanje krivičnog postupka,ZbornikradovapravnogfakultetauNovomSadu,1966,str.141.
6 T.Vasiljević,Značaj brzine i uzroci sporosti krivičnog sudskog postupka,Arhivzapravneidruštvenenauke,br.2/1941,str.91.
7 DrSnežanaBrkić,Nove procesne forme u Zakoniku o krivičnom postupku,inthecollectedpapers“Mestojugoslovenskogkrivičnogprava

usavremenomkrivičnompravu”,Srpskouruženjezakrivičnopravo,Beograd,2002,str.218.
8 DrSinišaTriva,Mjere koje imaju za cilj da građanski sudski postupak bude brži I efikasniji,Arhivzapravneidruštvenenauke,br.4/1972,str.421.
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structured. Their underpinning idea is that the simplification of procedural forms9 and adapting 
them to the subject matter of court proceedings will lead to faster, more rational and efficient tri-
als. Following the said trend and modelled on the solutions from comparative law,10 two comple-
tely new special criminal procedures were introduced in Serbia by the 2001 Criminal Procedure 
Code: a) sentencing procedure prior to the main hearing and b) procedure for imposing a sen-
tence and suspended sentence by an investigating judge. Those were radical and bold legislati-
ve solutions, based on the idea that procedural efficiency may be achieved by preventing all the 
proceedings which have begun from reaching the stage of the main hearing by definitely resol-
ving the subject matter of the proceedings at some of the earlier stategs which came before the 
main hearing. Thus, the Court has been released from the needless and unnecessary burden of 
bringing each criminal matter to the main hearing. In such a manner, the postulate of the tra-
ditional hybrid type of criminal procedure according to which there can be no adjudication wi-
thout a main hearing has been brought down. Unlike summary proceedings, which are also bu-
ilt upon the idea of simplification of procedural forms from which the stage of investigation has 
been eliminated, the stage of the main hearing is avoided in these newly established special pro-
ceedings, which until recently would have been inconceivable for a trial in the civil law model of 
criminal procedure. Following modern ideas about possible models of rationalisation of procee-
dings, Serbian legislators introduced another new form of simplified procedure by the 2009 Law 
Amending the CPC, namely the agreement on the admission of guilt. Simultaneously, an instru-
ment of negotiated justice was thus adopted, which until recentily would have been unimagina-
ble in the hybrid model of criminal procedure. All those simplified forms of procedure, with the 
exception of the procedure for imposing a sentence and a suspended sentence by an investiga-
ting judge, are provided for in the new Code as well. Basically, previous legislative solutions have 
been kept, the scope of application of summary proceedings has been extended to include all the 
offences which carry the punishment of maximum eight years in prison, some provisions have 
been restructured, while some proceedings have been renamed.

2. Fundamental Principles of Procedure in Relation to Simplified Forms of Proceedings

It is a feature of simplified forms of proceedings that they differ from the ordinary criminal pro-
ceedings in their structure which adapts to various reasons for simplification (nature and seriou-
sness of an offence; complexity of the case and quality of evidence; defendant’s personality; par-
ties’ attitude towards the charges, such as defendant’s guilty plea or an agreement between the 
parties, etc.). Essentially, structural changes come down to the omission of individual stages or 
even entire phases (the investigation stage is omitted or the entire preliminary proceedings or 
even the trial, after which the procedure on legal remedy may also be omitted). Precisely the said 
“defectiveness” of structure requires that procedural stages and actions be linked with each ot-
her and that primary procedural functions be structured on fundamental principles of proce-
dure which are differently applied. Since an explanation of how the fundamental principles of 
procedure correlate with simplified forms of procedure is necessarily based and dependant on 

9 Formoredetailsonthesimplificationofproceduralforms,youcanconsult:DrMomčiloGrubač,Nove odredbe o glavnom pretresu 
u Zakonu o krivičnom postupku od 24.12.1976. godine, Jugoslovenska revija za kriminologiju i krivično pravo, br. 2/87; Dr Stanko
Bejatović,Pojednostavljeni krivični postupci i tendencije državnog reagovanja na kriminal, inthecollectedpapers“Strategijadržavnog
reagovanjaprotivkriminala,Beograd,2003;andDrVojislavĐurić,Aktuelna pitanja i osnovne karakteristike glavnog krivičnog postupka,
Jugoslovenskarevijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo,br.3/99.

10 TheGermanProceduralCodeprovidedamodelforourlegislators,fromwhichtheyadoptedsomewhatchangedlegislativesolutions
(§§407bis412StPO).
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how procedural principles and their function are conceived of and how principles are classifi-
ed as fundamental and how their essence is defined, firstly, those general notions will be briefly 
explained.

Considering that in the theory of criminal procedure law there is no generally accepted definiti-
on, an opinion can be deemed acceptable according to which the fundamental principles of pro-
cedure are conceived of as general legal rules which are made through the synthesis of the rules of 
procedure from international or national law from which they emerge and focused on certain po-
stulated social values to whose achievement the establishment of criminal procedure should serve.11 
The function of procedural principles is divided between jurisprudence, legal policy, and prac-
tice of law. Jurisprudence endeavours to build a system based on theory and reduce a plurality 
of individual legal rules to a definite number of principles, a need that arises out of the econo-
my of scientific thinking which requires that as many objects as possible are reduced to the same 
explanatory notion.12 In respect of the lawmaker, principles are understood as his best choice of 
procedural institutes in the light of criminal policy, whereas in respect of the authorities in char-
ge of criminal proceedings, they are understood as tools which help them interpret the regula-
tions of criminal procedure law, especially when they include legal standards or legal gaps whi-
ch need to be filled.13 

In general, legal principles are distinguished from ordinary legal rules by the normative structu-
re which is the basis for their application – a legal rule is applied either in its entirety or it is not 
applied at all (it may not be applied partially), whereas principles include a requirement that a 
social goal is achieved either fully or as much as possible (they are “optimal commandments” - 
Optimierungsgebote14). The said lack of definition of required conduct, due to which the princi-
ples are referred to as “optimal commandments”, may lead to a conflict of principles which re-
sults in their limited implementation. This characteristic of legal principles in general, and thus 
of procedural principles as well, is revealed in particular in the realm of simplification of proce-
dural forms.

In essence, the simplification of procedural forms includes three requirements, whose subject 
matter is different, but which are focused on the same goal. Namely, those requirements emerge 
as means of reaching one and the same goal – to establish a simplified form of procedure which 
corresponds to the reason for simplification. This involves: the abbreviation of proceedings whi-
ch is achieved by omitting individual stages or entire phases; the acceleration of proceedings by 
setting or lowering time limits for taking procedural actions or on the duration of coercive mea-
sures; and making proceedings less formal (by dispensing with formalities or some guarantees).15  
A departure from the consistent application of certain procedural principles by setting up a regi-
me of exceptions in special criminal proceedings has emerged as a particularly suitable method 
for achieving the said goal.16  

11 V.Đurđić,Revizija osnovnih procesnih načela na kojima je uređen novi krivični postupak Srbije,Pravnariječ,br.33/2012,str.449.
12 DrTomaŽivanović,Sistem sintetičke pravne filozofije,1951,str.265.
13 Drsc.DavorKrapac,Kaznenoprocesnopravo,Prvaknjiga:Institucije,Zagreb,2003,str.78.
14 R.Alexy,Rechtsregeln und Rechtsprinzipien,ArchivfürRecht–undSoyialphilosophie,Beiheft,25/1985,str.19.
15 Cf.S.Brkić,Racionalizacija krivičnog postupka i uprošćene procesne forme,NoviSad,2004,str.166.
16 T.Vasiljević,Značaj brzine i uzroci sporosti krivičnog sudskog postupka,Arhivzapravneidruštvenenauke,str.96.
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A general conclusion could be drawn from the above, namely that the application of certain 
fundamental principles characteristic of the ordinary form of procedure is limited in simplified 
forms so that they could be released from the burden of guarantees in accordance with the gro-
unds for simplification and its manner and so that the purpose of introducing each simplified 
form of procedure could be achieved. It is not possible to lay down in advance a general rule ba-
sed on which principles will be limited in simplified forms of procedure, but it seems reasona-
ble that the purview of principles which dominate a stage or a phase which is omitted from the 
structure of a particular simplified form should be restricted. By way of example, the scope of the 
inquisitorial principle is reduced in those simplified forms from which investigation is omitted, 
while the purview of the principle of directness and the adversary principle is limited in simpli-
fied forms in which there is no main hearing.

Limited application of the fundamental principles of criminal procedure has relativized the op-
tional character of those simplified forms whose initiation or completion depends on the will of 
the parties. The sentencing procedure prior to the main hearing, now, truth be told, wrongly re-
named17 to the sentencing hearing, commences at the motion of a public prosecutor, while a jud-
gment of conviction is passed if a defendant agrees with the prosecutor’s motion for the type and 
extent of a criminal sanction (Art. 512 and Art. 517, para. 2, item 1 of the 2011 CPC). Apart from 
this, defendants may prevent an already commenced sentencing procedure without a main hea-
ring from being concluded and turn it into summary proceedings (in order for the main hearing 
to be held) by filing an objection to a judgment of conviction which has been passed because a 
defendant has failed to appear at a hearing (Art. 518, para. 2 and 3 of the 2011 CPC).

Generally speaking, legal principles are not related to each other in a uniform manner and they 
may be either superior or subordinate to each other, they may exclude each other, they may par-
tially overlap or there may be a lack of mutual contiguity.18 These correlations also exist between 
procedural principles, both in the ordinary form of criminal proceedings as well as in the simpli-
fied forms and they may be useful when selecting the manner in which procedural principles will 
be transformed, a process which needs to lead to the integration of structural elements (stages 
and phases) making up the abbreviated structure of a simplified form of proceedings. What this 
means is that restricting the application of a fundamental principle will not necessarily result in 
favouring a particular fundamental principle or definitely imply restrictions on some other prin-
ciple. Transformation of the fundamental principles of procedure in the process of simplifying 
procedural forms is only subject to the legitimizing grounds based on which a particular simpli-
fied form of procedure is established in the first place, whereas the said correlation between le-
gal principles may be a valuable method for coordinating the fundamental principles of proce-
dure while achieving said goal. In brief, the fundamental principles of criminal procedure must 
be transformed in such a way as to serve the purpose of the simplification of procedural forms.

17 See:Redefinisanje klasinčnih procesnih pojmova u Prednacrtu Zakonika o krivičnom postupku iz 2010,Revijazakriminologijuikrivično
pravo,br.2/2010,str.18i19.

18 U.Penski,Rechtsgrundsätze und Rechtsregeln, Juristenzeitung,3/1989,str.108(quotedfrom:S.Brkić,Racionalizacija...,str.256).
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3. Transfer of Negative Effects of the Manner in Which Fundamental Principles are 
Structured From the Ordinary Form to Simplified Forms of Proceedings

Under the influence of various factors,19 both legal and non-legal, principles are subject to chan-
ge, their scope and subject matter changes, as well as reasons which justify them and purposes 
they serve, or one set of principles is exchanged for another – therefore, they are characterised 
as relative.20 At the normative level, the changes of fundamental principles are manifested in the 
course of legislative reforms as either widening or restricting the scope of application of a parti-
cular fundamental principle, as their new redefinition in the statute, or even the abolishment of 
a particular principle.

Each of the said changes in the fundamental principles has an impact, either to a lesser or grea-
ter extent, on the manner in which the ordinary form of criminal proceedings is structured, whi-
le their effect on the manner in which structural elements of the proceedings are organised and 
interconnected is particularly prominent when it comes to limiting and setting aside one of the 
fundamental principles. Abolition of a principle which is applied in the ordinary form of pro-
ceedings and classified as a fundamental principle according to the doctrine, as was done by the 
2011 Criminal Procedure Code, has repercussions on the restructuring of the entire ordinary 
criminal proceedings, in particular if it concerns the principle which is deemed (or used to be 
deemed) to dominate all the other principles, such as the principle of the establishment of tru-
th. Numerous questions have arisen due to the abolishment of the principle of establishment of 
truth from criminal proceedings: If truth about a criminal incident is not established in crimi-
nal proceedings, how can the rules of substantive criminal law be correctly applied to any given 
case, which is a generally accepted purpose of criminal proceedings? Since in a country in whi-
ch the “rule of law” is upheld, no one may be punished unless it has been proven with certain-
ty that he is subject to the State’s right to sanction, on which will the State’s ius puniendi be based 
once the principle of truth is abolished and the Court is released from the duty to prove all the 
legally relevant facts? It is a crucial question, from the aspect of both legal theory and policy, but 
also an ethical and philosophical issue to which Serbian lawmakers have not provided an answer. 
Ultimately, should the State entrust the parties with the establishment of facts on which the pu-
blic interest to punish an offender is based or is it a civilisational approach to rely on an autono-
mous, independent, impartial and competent authority such as the Court?21 

The fundamental principles of procedure also apply to simplified forms of criminal procedu-
re, unless their application has been restricted or abolished by special statutory provisions go-
verning the given simplified proceedings. The said equally applies to the effect which legislati-
ve changes made to the fundamental principles have on the simplified forms of procedure, even 
when it involves negative effects. To put it differently, negative effects which the reform of a fun-
damental principle has on the manner in which the ordinary criminal proceedings are structured 
and used are also transferred to the forms of simplified proceedings in which the given principle 
is neither limited nor from which it has been excluded. Therefore, we will point out the effects of 
some fundamental principles redefined by the 2011 procedure code.

19 See: M. Grubač, Načela krivičnog postupka i njihova transformacija, Jugoslovenska revija za kriminologiju i krivično pravo, br.
1-2/1995,str.72.

20 DrTihomirVasiljević,Transformacija principa krivičnog procesnog prava,AnalipravnogfakultetauBeogradu,1969,no.3-4,str.300.
21 V.Đurđić,Revizija osnovnih procesnih načela na kojima je uređen novi krivični postupak Srbije,Pravnariječ,br.33/2012,str.454.
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Accusatory Principle – An erroneous statutory definition of criminal proceedings had forced 
the lawmakers to omit from the new Code a provision governing the accusatory principle. Since 
the investigation is, according to the lawmakers’ idea, a structural element of criminal procee-
dings in the narrow sense of the word and since it is initiated by the decision of a public prose-
cutor issued in the form of an order (Art. 7, para. 1, item 1 of the 2011 CPC), it was not possible 
to keep the previous statutory definition of the accusatory principle, otherwise standard in codes 
of procedure,22 which read as follows, “Criminal proceedings shall be initiated upon the request 
of an authorised prosecutor.”23 Instead of looking for a way to eliminate the cause preventing the 
accusatory principle from being properly and consistently provided for in the law, the lawmakers 
had resorted to a pragmatic, not in the least inventive intervention – they excluded the definiti-
on of the accusatory principle from the code of procedure. However, this does not imply that any 
future criminal procedure will not be established on the accusatory principle because it follows 
indirectly from other provisions, for instance those governing the authorised prosecutor, the su-
bject of a judgment,24 judgments dismissing the charges, substantial violations of the rules of cri-
minal procedure as grounds for contesting judgments, etc. (Art. 5, para. 1, Art. 420, para. 1 and 
Art. 422, para. 1, item 1, Art. 438, para. 1, item 7 of the 2011 CPC).

The lawmakers would have had an opportunity to see that a statutory definition of the accusa-
tory principle was possible even when the investigation was defined as prosecutorial only if they 
had familiarised themselves with the experiences of comparative law in which the notion of cri-
minal proceedings was properly defined. The statutory definition of indictment/charges exists as 
well in the legal systems on which we have traditionally modelled our criminal procedure law, 
even our legal system as a whole; as well, it also exists in the criminal procedure law of the co-
untry whose solutions have frequently been adopted or paraphrased by our lawmakers. There 
is a statutory definition of charges in the German procedural law, which has been our traditio-
nal source of ideas for the development of our legislation, “The opening of court investigation 
shall be conditional upon preferment of charges” (§ 151 StPO). In the legal system of Croatia, the 
accusatory principle has been elevated to the level of a constitutional principle (Art. 25, para. 5 
of the RC Constitution) and as such, it has been incorporated in their criminal procedure code, 
“Criminal proceedings shall be conducted on the request of an authorised prosecutor” (Art. 2 
of the Croatian CPC). Such a solution can also be found in the Montenegrin criminal proce-
dure law, with the exception that the very definition specifies that the accusatory principle also 
needs to be applied in the course of criminal proceedings, “Criminal proceedings shall be initia-
ted and conducted pursuant to an indictment issued by an authorised prosecutor” (Art. 18, para. 
1 of the Montenegrin CPC). Instead of making use of the experiences from comparative law, the 
lawmakers stayed consistent with and loyal to their erroneous understanding of criminal pro-
cedure even though their persistence razed many definitions of traditional concepts of crimi-
nal procedure.

Instead of establishing preliminary proceedings on the accusatory principle, whose definition has 
been left out from the procedure code, their structure (the stage of investigation, in the first pla-
ce) involves some prominent elements of the inquisitorial principle: the investigation is initiated 

22 See:Art.17MacedonianCPC,Art.405oftheItalianCPC,Art.2,para.1oftheCroatianCPC,Art.18,para.1oftheMontenegrinCPC,etc.
23 Article19ofthe2001CriminalProcedureCode(Official Gazette of the FRY,no.70/2001and68/2002andOfficialGazette of the RS,no.

58/2004,85/2005,115/2005,85/2005–otherlaw,49/2007,20/2009–otherlaw,72/2009and76/2010).
24 Inouropinion,thetitle“SubjectMatterofaJudgment”ismoreappropriateforArt.420oftheCPCthan“RelationshipoftheJudgment

totheCharges”.
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ex officio even against an unknown perpetrator, and this also applies to the criminal proceedin-
gs in the narrow sense of the word under the wording of the Code eo ipso; defendants are not en-
titled to appeal an order to conduct investigation; only prosecutors may undertake evidentiary 
actions in the course of an investigation whose findings may be used as evidence at a main hea-
ring without any statutory preclusions; a public prosecutor decides on defendant’s or his counsel’s 
motions to present evidence; the defence is not entitled to question witnesses or expert witnesses 
during an investigation so that their testimony could be used as further evidence at the main he-
aring; if an investigation was conducted against an unknown perpetrator, the indictment may be 
confirmed only based on evidence offered by the public prosecutor, etc.

Principle of Directness – If we look at the history of amendments made to our criminal proce-
dure law, one may get the impression that each new conceptual amendment has broadened some 
more the scope of departure from the principle of directness (e.g. both new codes of procedure, 
the one enacted in 2006 and the one enacted in 2011, included amendments which either directly 
or indirectly assailed the principle of directness).

The 2011 Code is specific because the application of the said principle has been called into qu-
estion although provisions which depart from direct presentation of evidence at the main hea-
ring have not been amended. The problem has arisen on account of the fact that the nature of 
investigation has been changed and as opposed to judicial, the investigation has become essen-
tially prosecutorial, whereas the indirect presentation of evidence at the main hearing has not 
been adapted to that radical change. Provisions which governed the departure from the princi-
ple of direct presentation of evidence at the main hearing were not altered, so evidence gathered 
by non-judicial authorities has been put on a par with evidence whose presentation was ordered 
by the Court. The fact that the evidence presented by a public prosecutor, the Court or the police 
has the same strength as evidence whose obtaining was requested by the Court is evident from 
the provisions on “inspection of contents of the transcripts of testimonies” under which records 
of evidence presented during an investigation may be used at the main hearing and may consti-
tute grounds for a judgment, irrespective of which authority presented each particular piece of 
evidence (Art. 406 of the 2011 CPC). Under the new statutory regulations, evidence presented 
by non-judicial authorities in the course of an investigation is not different in any respect from 
evidence presented by the same authorities during preliminary investigation. (From such per-
spective, it would be the same and even simpler if evidence gathered by non-judicial authorities 
in preliminary investigation were validated in the current procedure code instead of doing away 
with judicial investigation.) The fact that in certain cases an obligation is imposed on public pro-
secutors to obtain authorisation from a preliminary proceedings judge prior to questioning wit-
nesses and expert witnesses (when they are questioned without a defendant being present there, 
either if he has not been summoned or it is a case of an investigation against an unknown perpe-
trator), does not increase the probative force of prosecutor’s evidentiary actions nor a statement 
thus obtained may be validated by a prior judicial decision.

As opposed to the offered conception that both evidence ordered to be obtained by the Court 
and evidence gathered by non-judicial authorities in the course of an investigation has the same 
legal force, it is almost generally accepted that the presentation of evidence whose obtaining was 
ordered by the Court following strict formal rules may provide a factual basis for a judgment 
even when it is presented at pre-trial stages and that its probative strength is superior to that of 
evidence gathered by non-judicial authorities. (Physical evidence is an exception to this rule as 
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well as evidence obtained through the so-called special evidentiary actions taken pursuant to a 
judicial decision.) However, this does not imply that the prosecutorial investigation will result in 
evidence from the investigation being absolutely excluded at the main hearing. Such a rigid con-
cept had been originally advocated in the radical reform of the Italian criminal procedure, when 
a pure version of the adversarial model was introduced, but it was later abandoned primarily due 
to the so-called mafia crimes. It occurs more frequently in comparative law that evidence from 
the prosecutorial investigation may be exceptionally used as a factual basis for rendering a jud-
gment, but only under strict conditions, such as in German criminal procedure.25 

When the new conception of the probative force of evidence presented by non-judicial autho-
rities during an investigation is linked to the main hearing established on the adversarial prin-
ciple, it can be inferred that one party, namely the public prosecutor is favoured in our new cri-
minal procedure by way of provisions governing the departure from the principle of directness, 
which makes such a conception dubious. Whereas a defendant must prove each fact which goes 
in his favour at the main hearing by way of application of the principle of directness and the ad-
versarial principle, a public prosecutor may indirectly introduce evidence he has presented him-
self (even evidence presented when the suspect was not present there) into the proceedings by 
making use of the records of presented evidence and it may constitute grounds for rendering a 
judgment. Proceedings in which adjudication is based on evidence gathered by non-judicial au-
thorities are far from fair since defendants do not participate in the presentation of evidence and 
since the equality of arms has not been ensured.

Adversarial Principle – The adversarial principle is not defined by some express legislative norm 
but it follows from the very manner in which proceedings are structured. It can only exist in tho-
se models of criminal proceedings which are structured to a lesser or greater extent as a dispu-
te between equal parties before a court of law. In legislation, adversarial proceedings are usually 
provided for when physical presence of the parties is guaranteed, when an obligation is imposed 
on the authorities in charge of the proceedings to duly notify the parties of the time at which pro-
cedural actions will be undertaken and about the subject matter of the proceedings, as well as of 
the rules which provide for giving statements and making motions.26  

Limitations of the adversarial principle are typical of preliminary proceedings, but they may 
occur at a main hearing as well. Some departures from the principle of directness are at the same 
time departures from the adversarial principle. For instance, indirect presentation of evidence at 
the main hearing obliterates both the directness and adversariness of proceedings to the prejudi-
ce of the quality of judicial decisions and it is also judged negatively if viewed from the aspect of 
the protection of human rights.

In that respect, and from the point of view of advesariness, the biggest question mark hangs over 
the compatibility with the Constitution and European Convention of those provisions from the 
latest Serbian code which stipulate equal legal strength of evidence directly presented at the main 
hearing and circumstantial evidence produced at one of the previous stages in the preliminary 
proceedings, or even in the course of preliminary investigation. In such cases which involve testi-
monies of witnesses and expert witnesses or the questioning of an expert advisor, defendants are 

25 See:§251StPO.
26 See:М.Grubač,Krivično procesno pravo, Uvod u opšti deo,Beograd,2004,str.145.
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not afforded an opportunity to put questions at the main hearing as in the case of adversarial hea-
rings and they are thus denied the right to “equality of arms” and put at a disadvantage in the pro-
ceedings. Statements given during some of the earlier stages in the proceedings may be used as 
evidence, which is not inconsistent with Article 6, para. 1 and 3(d) of the European Convention 
on condition that a defendant is provided with an adequate and proper opportunity to challenge 
and question a witness against him, either at the time the witness makes his statement or at some 
later stage in the proceedings.27 When legal provisions governing evidentiary actions in the cour-
se of an investigation are linked to the departures from the principle of directness at the main he-
aring, they do not satisfy the legal standard on which the principle of fair trial is based and whi-
ch is known as the concept of “equality of arms”.

In this case, the principle of “equality of arms” does not exist for a number of reasons. During 
an investigation, evidentiary actions are exclusively undertaken by a public prosecutor, where-
as a defendant and his defence attorney may only be present when they are undertaken, but nei-
ther this right is guaranteed without restrictions (Art. 300 of the 2011 CPC). Not only witnesses 
for the prosecution, but also witnesses for the defence (this applies to expert witnesses as well), 
are questioned by the public prosecutor during an investigation because the rules on direct exa-
mination, cross-examination and redirect examination which are laid down for the main hea-
ring do not apply to investigation. It is not difficult to infer the direction in which examination 
will move when a witness is questioned by an opposing party! A defendant and his defence attor-
ney are only entitled to propose to a public prosecutor to put a specific question to a prosecuti-
on witness, a defence witness or expert witness for the purpose of clarifying circumstances of the 
case, which the prosecutor may either reject or rephrase (exceptionally, a public prosecutor may 
approve that questions be put directly). Defendants are not entitled to cross examine prosecuti-
on witnesses in the course of an investigation since those rules apply only to the main hearing. 
How can we even mention equality of any kind when defendants are not entitled to directly qu-
estion their witnesses or cross-examine prosecution witnesses during an investigation. Rather, it 
could be asserted that defendant’s and his defence attorney’s presence during evidentiary actions 
undertaken in the course of an investigation is a form of control of public prosecutor’s work, but 
that it is insufficient to ensure “equality of arms”. In itself, it does not run contrary to the concept 
of a fair trial if its purpose was to ensure the bringing of an indictment. However, since witne-
sses’ and expert witnesses’ statements given during an investigation may be used at the main hea-
ring without any restrictions, a defendant is not afforded an opportunity to contest them and qu-
estion witnesses against him under the same conditions or to directly examine his witnesses (it is 
sufficient that either a witness or an expert witness does not appear at the main hearing, i.e. that 
they “cannot be reached” or that they refuse to testify without legal grounds, for their statements 
to become a factual basis of a judgment on the motion of the prosecution and by decision of the 
Court).28 Equality of arms is directly defeated in cases when a public prosecutor questions witne-
sses or expert witnesses in defendant’s or his counsel’s absence and then their statements are used 
at the main hearing as a factual basses for a judgment without examining them by applying the 
principles of orality, directness, and adversariness. In cases when summonses “are not served on” 
defence attorneys and defendants “in accordance with the provisions” of the code of procedure 
and when investigations are conducted against unknown perpetrators, a public prosecutor is au-
thorised to question witnesses or expert witnesses in the absence of the defence attorney and the 

27 TheKostovskiCase,judgmentofNovember20,1989,А.166.
28 SeeArt.406,para.1,items1and4ofthe2011CPC.
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opposing party, for which he needs to obtain a prior authorisation of a preliminary proceedin-
gs judge (Art. 300, para. 6 of the 2011 CPC). Still, it is completely clear that without a special ar-
gumentation, any prior authorisation by the Court may not enhance the credibility of evidence 
given by a witness or an expert witness who are questioned by a public prosecutor in the absen-
ce of a defence attorney and a defendant, nor may it have any bearing on the “equality of arms”. 
Grounds for giving judicial authorisation have not been laid down, they are left to the discretion 
of a judge, so a question arises as to the ratio of such a provision. Given the fact that all the power 
in the investigation is on the side of a public prosecutor, it cannot be expected from a preliminary 
proceedings judge to prevent investigation against an unknown perpetrator by not granting his 
authorisation and as a legislative solution, it is dubious in itself.

Departures from the principle of directness have therefore remained the same as if the judicial in-
vestigation had not been substituted by prosecutorial. What this implies is that evidence produced 
by other government authorities in the course of preliminary investigation or investigation has the 
same value as that presented by the Court in pursuance of the strict legal form and procedural prin-
ciples of directness, adversariness, and publicity which dominate the main hearing. Nevertheless, it 
should not be allowed that evidence whose obtaining is ordered by the Court and evidence obtai-
ned by non-judicial authorities may be put on an equal footing with regard to its probative force be-
cause in that way proceedings stray from their primary task – the correct application of substanti-
ve criminal law to a specific incident, but due to an unequal standing of a defendant with regard to 
the presentation of evidence, such proceedings may not be called fair. 

The adversary principle presupposes that proceedings are structured to a certain extent in an 
“adversary manner”, i.e. as an adversary proceeding, which is why it is the principle which fea-
tures the most at the main hearing. The lawmakers have developed the said idea exhaustively: at 
the main hearing, evidence is presented exclusively by the parties, while the Court’s role has been 
rendered completely passive. Evidence proposed by a prosecutor is presented first, then defence’s 
evidence, and finally evidence whose presentation has been ordered by the Court acting ex offi-
cio. The law also lays down the order in which a defendant is interrogated and witnesses, expert 
witnesses and expert advisors are examined. Examination may be direct, when witnesses and 
expert witnesses are questioned by the party which proposed them, cross, when they are questio-
ned by the opposing party, and redirect, when they are once again questioned by the party which 
proposed them as witnesses (Art. 396 and 402 of the 2011 CPC). Based on the above, it appears 
that conditions have been created for a lawyers’ duel between two equal parties. Still, for crimi-
nal offences punishable by imprisonment of less than eight years, defendants do not have to have 
a defence attorney, which means that professional defence lawyers are optional for the majori-
ty of criminal offences according to the legal classification and committed criminal offences. In 
such cases, if a defendant does not hire an attorney, the manner in which evidence is presented 
and legal relevance of facts is assessed is left to his layman’s understanding, and then the equali-
ty of parties is nonexistent. In a purely adversarial version of the main hearing, the reasons of fa-
irness require that defendants must have professional defence lawyers in all cases irrespective of 
the type and seriousness of a criminal offence manifest in the punishment which it carries, but 
the lawmakers have overseen this requirement blinded by a new shiny model of the main hearing 
built on a formal equality of parties. In cases when a defendant has a defence attorney, irrespec-
tive of the fact if a defence counsel is mandatory or optional, it is also questionable in how many 
cases a defence will be competent and effective, on which solely depends actual and not formal 
equality of arms.
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4. Concluding Remarks

In the process of simplification of procedural forms, a transformation of fundamental principles 
of criminal procedure is a very suitable method for coordinating and integrating structural ele-
ments of a particular form of simplified proceedings in criminal matters, in accordance with va-
lues postulated to represent a basis for simplification and the function which the given form sho-
uld serve.

The scope of application of each fundamental principle based on which ordinary criminal pro-
ceedings are established also includes simplified forms of adjudication of criminal matters if it is 
not restricted or even abolished during the creation of the given procedural form. For that rea-
son, all the effects, even the negative ones, of redefining, restricting the scope of application, or 
eliminating a fundamental principle, are transferred to simplified forms of criminal proceedin-
gs (elimination of the principle of truth from ordinary criminal proceedings precludes ascerta-
inment and proving of truth in all the simplified forms of procedure).

The restructuring of fundamental principles of criminal procedure and prescribing guarantees 
for the right to a defence which are not adapted to the prosecutorial type of investigation and ad-
versarial version of the main hearing raise doubts about whether or not the new criminal pro-
cedure governed by the 2011 Code ensures that trials are fair. Legislative solution which qu-
estion the right to a fair trial are numerous. A defendant is not afforded a possibility to seek 
judicial relief against a decision of the prosecuting authority to launch an investigation against 
him which is under an express provision contained in the new code only the first stage in crimi-
nal proceedings, understood in the narrow sense of that word, which is in direct contravention 
of Constitutional guarantees of the right to a fair trial, namely that only the Court may decide 
“whether or not there existed reasonable suspicion which provided grounds for initiating crimi-
nal proceedings”. By providing for a possibility of conducting investigation against an unknown 
perpetrator, defendant’s right to participate in criminal proceedings conducted against him has 
been denied, even though the said right is a constituent element of the principle of a fair trial. It 
has not been provided that defendants must have a professional defence attorney in cases invol-
ving criminal offences processed in summary proceedings, which account for the great majority 
of criminal offences, and defendants have thus been placed at a disadvantage in adversarial pro-
ceedings in relation to public prosecutors when it comes to interpreting the rules of criminal law 
and presentation of evidence, which is now exclusively in the hands of the parties. The ban pro-
hibiting defendants and defence attorneys from offering and presenting evidence after a specific 
stage in the proceedings directly encroaches on the right to present a defence and runs contrary 
to the presumption of innocence because it forces the defence to offer evidence at that stage in 
the proceedings, instead of placing the burden of proof exclusively on the prosecutor. The pro-
secution is favoured and the “equality of arms” is defeated as a fundamental factor of the fair tri-
al principle by restricting the principles of directness and adversariness in the code, which was 
done when the same probative force was given to the statements of witnesses and expert witne-
sses obtained by the prosecuting authorities in the course of an investigation as if they were obta-
ined during cross-examination.
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Milan Škulić, PhD1

RelationbetweenthePrincipleofTruthand
SimplifiedFormsofCriminalProceedings

1. Preliminary Remarks

In recent years, the principle of truth, especially when understood as the principle of substantial 
truth and an antipode to the principle of formal truth, which is in the criminal procedure laws of 
the traditional civil law systems viewed as one of the essential principles of criminal procedure 
according to which it differs substantially from the civil procedure, has become one of the “most 
discussed about” issues or even the most controversial issue in our country in connection with 
the reform of our criminal procedure legislation.2 In general, two opinions can be distinguished 
in our country: one, which maintains that Serbia as a country which still belongs to the circle of 
civil law countries should remain true to the traditional principle of truth in criminal proceedin-
gs, which also requires an active or al least “more active” role of the Court in respect of eviden-
tiary actions; and another, which insists on departing from the conventional view of the princi-
ple of truth, relying on the idea that the role of the Court in respect of evidence should be passive 
as much as possible, while the presentation of evidence “before the Court” is primarily an activi-
ty performed by the parties, established on the burden of proof rules, under which the burden of 
laying charges should rest on an authorized prosecutor who accordingly must take the risk of not 
succeeding in proving them or failure to prove them.

1 FullProfessor,FacultyofLaw,BelgradeUniversity
2 IrrespectiveoftheenactmentofthenewCriminalProcedureCodein2011,thereformofourcriminalprocedurelegislationisstill

ongoing,sincenotonlyhavesomeminoramendmentsbeenmadetotheCoderecently,butitiscertainthatitwillsubsequently
beamendedevenbeforeitpossiblybeginstobeappliedtoallthecriminaloffences(itisalreadybeingappliedtocriminaloffences
which fallunder thepurviewofprosecutor’sofficeswhichhavespecial jurisdiction); thosewilleitherbemajoramendments,as
providedinthe2011DraftLawonAmendmentstotheCPCwhichwaspreparedinlateDecember2012,oranumberofother,no
toocomprehensive,althoughcertainlynotminoramendments,whichwillbeneededtorectifynumerousnomotechnicalerrorsand
certainnormativegapspresentinthatCode.Formoreonthistopic,DrMilanŠkulićidrGoranIlić,Novi Zakonik o krivičnom postupku 
Srbije – jedan korak napred, dva koraka nazad“,UdruženjejavnihtužilacaizamenikajavnihtužilacaSrbije,PravnifakultetuBeogradui
Srpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijuipraksu,Beograd,2012.
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As will be explained in more detail below, we believe that the principle of truth should not in any 
case be indentified with some sort of Court’s “absolute duty” to ascertain always and in every par-
ticular instance a “real”, “actual”, “absolutely undeniable”, or similar truth since it is often not po-
ssible and probably represents more of a “divine than judicial prerogative”. Actually, the only issue 
here is that the Court must objectively do everything which can possibly be done to ascertain the 
truth which means “to always pursue” the truth, but only within the frame of reference of other 
rules of procedure which otherwise, by the obvious logic, restrict the pursuit of truth up to a po-
int, such as the in dubio pro reo principle and other rules of evidence, even those which concern 
the inadmissibility of certain evidence, etc. The prohibition of reformatio in peius has a limiting 
effect on the establishment of truth to some extent, as well as the running out of statute of limita-
tions on criminal prosecution and some other mechanisms of criminal procedure. All of the abo-
ve implies, as it is otherwise presented in theoretical works, that neither is the principle of truth 
some kind of a “sacred cow” of criminal procedure nor is the establishment of truth some kind of 
“ideal” which must be attained without any exception at all and it is far from any central issue in 
terms of how it relates to the efficiency of criminal proceedings or even to their expeditiousness 
if we take as a starting point the presumption that efficiency of criminal proceedings is different 
from how fast they develop.

The principle of truth is very important from the aspect of the right to a fair trial and its purpo-
se which is necessarily not only legal, but also ethical in character, because on the one hand, ci-
tizens or an overwhelming majority of them expect that the Court shall establish truth in crimi-
nal proceedings, whereas on the other hand, the Court may not, or at least should not have the 
right to impose criminal sanctions or to punish (ius puniendi), in cases of judgments of convic-
tion, if it does not base its judgment on correctly and completely established facts of the case, i.e. 
the truth, and when it already does not have any duty to ascertain the truth. Also, this shows how 
utterly absurd is the existence of the possibility to appeal judgments on the grounds of erroneous 
or incomplete finding of facts, or in other words, on the grounds of failure to ascertain the whole 
truth (incomplete finding of facts) or establishment of the “non-truth” (erroneous finding of facts) 
when the duty of the Court to establish the truth does not exist at all in some criminal procee-
dings (which is unfortunately the case in the most recent CPC enacted in Serbia in 2011). Our 
theorists explain it in the following manner, “If the Court is neither responsible for obtaining and 
presentation of evidence nor is it obligated to establish the truth in criminal proceedings, it is in-
consistent with such a conception to challenge the finding of facts by an appeal.”3 

The principle of truth should not be a priori devaluated even when legislators introduce certa-
in (more) summary or (more) simplified forms of proceedings in order to achieve more effici-
ent criminal proceedings, i.e. their faster development and conclusion. Even then, the principle 
of truth should be applied when it otherwise exists in a given criminal procedure (as in the case 
of our still current 2001 CPC and the majority of civil law countries, as opposed to the Serbia’s 
CPC passed in 2011); certainly, that does not preclude placing some additional restrictions on it 
through certain procedural mechanisms since the principle of truth is not absolute in other res-
pects either, but as it has been detailed above, it may be “subject” to certain necessary restrictions. 
Naturally, even when such reasonable “restrictions” are concerned, they may be imposed only on 
condition that it is not contrary to the fair trial principle and in particular that it does not violate 
any fundamental or essential rights of defendants.

3 V.Đurđić,Priroda i procesna struktura novog krivičnog postupka Srbije,“Pravniživot”,broj9,tomI,Beograd,2011,str.770.
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2. Principle of Truth in Traditional Criminal Proceedings of Civil Law Jurisdictions

The principle of truth is considered to be a traditional principle of criminal procedure which is 
frequently and somewhat routinely referred to as the ultimate principle of criminal procedure. 
However, it is not questionable that the truth, no matter how important it is in criminal procee-
dings, cannot and may not stand for such a value which is attained at any cost, meaning that it is 
certainly the aim of criminal proceedings, but an aim which may be achieved only by using le-
gal and procedural instruments available to participants thereto and by respecting all the rights 
guaranteed to the parties, in the first place the right to defence counsel of persons against whom 
proceedings are conducted.4 As opposed to this, if the truth were such an inviolable and absolute 
value which had to be attained at any cost in the course of criminal proceedings, then there wo-
uld be nothing to limit it or in other words, it would be possible to use any means serving that 
purpose which would clear the way to torture, narco analysis, and other means which not only 
influence the will of a certain person, primarily a defendant, but are deeply inhumane and the-
ir use comes down to subjecting persons to degrading treatment. Therefore, it is necessary and 
helpful to get at the truth, although not at any cost and only by adhering to all the rules of evi-
dence as well as exclusionary rules. For those reasons, the truth is an important purpose of the 
proceedings in contemporary versions of criminal procedure, but it may only be achieved wit-
hin the normative frame of reference established by the law in cases of national criminal procee-
dings, in which process constitutional and legal norms safeguard the most important rights and 
freedoms in criminal proceedings. 

In the majority of contemporary criminal procedure laws of civil law jurisdictions, the princi-
ple of truth boils down to Court’s duty to search for and ascertain truth in criminal proceedin-
gs by presenting evidence ex officio, based on all the facts and media probandi available to it and 
relevant to rendering a judicial decision.5 Customarily, the principle of truth is less important in 
common law versions of criminal procedure since based on a dominantly adversarial nature of 
the presentation of evidence in such adversary types of criminal proceedings, the judicial duty to 
establish facts has been reduced to a necessary minimum.

The principle of truth is often referred to as the “substantial truth”6 doctrine, which is sometimes 
regarded as totally unacceptable because it implies that other than the said “substantial” truth 
there is also another truth (“unsubstantial” or “ideal”) which would be out of the range of crimi-
nal proceedings, but which might be typical of some other procedure or the purview of another 
public service; thus, adjectives such as “real” or “actual” are sometimes added to the word “truth”, 
which suggests that there is another truth outside of the criminal proceedings.7 In fact, the term 
“substantial truth” is not incorrect in itself and valid justifications could be provided for it; gran-
ted that, we nevertheless do not use it since we believe that “truth” as a noun, term, and notion 
has a meaning which is per se strong and persuasive enough. As a matter of fact, the expression 
“substantial truth” is not an antipode to some “ideal” or “idealistic” truth, but it represents a cer-
tain opposite to something which is traditionally referred to in the theory of criminal procedure 

4 Formoreonthistopic,see:M.Škulić,Krivičnoprocesnopravo,“Službeniglasnik”iPravnifakultetUniverzitetauBeogradu,Beograd,
2012,str.80–83.

5 F.Stamp,Die Wahrheit im Strafverfahren,NomosVerlagsgesellschaft,Baden-Baden,1998,str.15.
6 For more on this topic, C. Roxin, Strafverfahrensrecht,Verlag C.H.Beck, München, 1998, str. 74.This author regards the following

principlesasthesegmentsofthe“inquisitorialprinciple”:instructiveness,investigation,andsubstantialtruth.
7 B.Petrić,Priručnik za primenu Zakona o krivičnom postupku,“Poslovnapolitika”,Beograd,1985,str.11.
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law as the “formal truth”; also, it is not at all difficult or undesirable to find appropriate reasona-
ble justifications for using that term. From the historical perspective, the expression “substantial 
truth” originated in Germany at the time they were abandoning the inquisitorial model of crimi-
nal procedure and legal evaluation of evidence (formal truth).8 

We have already explained that truth, although pursued, is not always or at any cost attained in 
criminal proceedings and that sometimes it is absolutely impossible to uncover it officially. For 
instance, criminal proceedings were instituted and conducted against a particular person, an in-
dictment was issued, there was a main hearing, after which the accused was acquitted by a fi-
nal judgment on grounds of insufficient evidence or for some other reason based on which jud-
gments of acquittal are otherwise delivered in criminal proceedings. Then, the acquitted person 
could make a public statement that he actually did commit the criminal offence which was the 
subject matter of the proceedings and this could also be corroborated by other persons for whom 
it was not known at the time the criminal proceedings were underway they had any such infor-
mation, so they were neither summoned nor questioned as witnesses or other highly credible 
evidence could emerge; however, because of the ne bis in idem principle, none of it may in any 
way lead to the person who has already been acquitted by the final judgment being charged once 
again or convicted. In such cases, the fact that he did not commit the criminal offence is regar-
ded as the truth in the formal sense, i.e. the truth established in criminal proceedings which were 
lawfully conducted and concluded, although there exists “another”, “real” or “substantial” truth 
as well. Naturally, only the truth established in criminal proceedings and contained in the final 
judicial decision may be relevant to the legal standing of the person acquitted in the above exam-
ple and that person may not suffer any adverse legal consequences because there are circumstan-
ces which very convincingly or even absolutely reliably indicate that the said “formal truth” or the 
truth to which it was possible to get at in the criminal proceedings at the given moment after all 
does not correspond to reality. Similar examples could easily be provided to illustrate some ot-
her institutes of criminal law, in the first place in relation to the expiry of the statue of limitation 
on criminal prosecution and the rules on the prohibition of reformatio in peius when appeals are 
brought. This implies that contemporary legal systems in democratic countries predominantly 
give precedence to the general principle of legal certainty over the principle of truth in criminal 
proceedings, which is especially obvious in those criminal procedure systems (this also applies 
to our country) which absolutely forbid reopening of criminal proccedings for the same offence 
to the prejudice of a defendant.

The principle of truth is established by provisions contained in Art. 17, para. 1 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code which pertain to: 1) the participants which have a duty to ascertain facts correctly 
and completely, and they include not only the Court, but also other government authorities par-
taking in criminal proceedings; 2) the subject matter which needs to be correctly ascertained, na-
mely pertinent facts or facts relevant to passing a lawful decision, and it is always a question of 
fact which facts are relevant in each particular case. In that process, both the Court and gover-
nment authorities are obligated to examine and establish with equal attention both incriminating 
and exculpatory circumstances (Art. 17, para. 2). From the procedural aspect, the Court violates 
the principle of truth if it fails to correctly establish in its decision the facts relevant to making a 
lawful decision, which is prohibited in an appropriate manner by the provisions contained in the 

8 N.Matovski,G.Lažetić-BužarovskaiG.Kaladžijev,Kazneno procesno pravo 2,Izmenjenoidopunjenoizdanje,Akademik.Skoplje,2011.
str.50.
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Criminal Procedure Code. One of the causes for appeal or grounds for contesting judgments is 
erroneous or incomplete finding of facts, which exists when the Court establishes a decisive fact 
in an erroneous manner or when it fails to establish such a fact (Art. 370, para. 1).

In deliberating on appeals, courts of second instance vacate decisions based on erroneous or in-
complete finding of facts when they deem that due to erroneous or incomplete finding of facts a 
new main hearing should be ordered before a court of first instance (Art. 389, para. 1). A court 
of second instance may hold a hearing when it finds that the court of first instance has violated 
the principle of truth, i.e. if it is necessary to adduce new evidence or once again examine already 
presented evidence on account of incorrectly or incompletely established facts, as well as if there 
are justifiable reasons for not returning the case to the court of first instance for a retrial (Art. 377, 
para. 1). Also, a judgment passed by a court of second instance based on a hearing at which facts 
have been established differently than in a decision by the court of first instance (Art. 395, para. 
1, item 2) may be contested by an appeal; consequently, it will be rescinded by a ruling of a co-
urt of third instance if it is found that the court of second instance has erroneously or incorrectly 
established the facts. In addition, erroneous or incomplete finding of facts or in other words, bre-
aches of the principle of truth contained in a judicial decision constitute one of the grounds for 
filing extraordinary legal remedies or motions to reopen criminal proceedings (Art. 407); even 
though a motion for the protection of legality (Art. 426) and motion to examine the legality of a 
final judgment (Art. 432) may not be filed as extraordinary remedies on grounds of erroneous or 
incomplete finding of fact, a court which adjudicates on them may, in case considerable suspici-
on has been aroused with regard to the correctness of decisive facts established by a decision con-
tested by one of the said extraordinary remedies, set aside the decision by its judgment and order 
that a new main hearing be held before the same or some other court of first instance which has 
subject matter jurisdiction in the case.

3. Truth in Typical Adversarial Criminal Proceedings and Summary Form of Criminal 
Proceedings Characteristic of the US

Although the “cradle” of common law was England,9 presently, the US is considered to be a typi-
cal modern representative of that great legal system.10 The US criminal law still originates from 
some rather heterogeneous sources: 1) the majority of provisions governing criminal law are laid 
down in laws (statutes) of the states as well as in laws (statutes) enacted at the federal level; 2) in 
part, criminal law is contained in trade, sanitation, health care, financial and tax regulations whi-
ch are adopted not only at the federal level, but also at the state level or by regulatory agencies;11  

9 Lately,theUKhasmostlyabandonedthecommonlawasitssourceofcriminallaw,sothevastmajorityofcriminaloffencesintheUK
arenowadaysprescribedbylaws(statutes),whereasScotlandhasstillremainedmuchmorefaithfultothetraditionalcommonlaw
system,whichimpliesthattherearealsocriminaloffencesinthatcountrywhicharelaiddownbylawsorstatutes,althoughthereare
stillmorecriminaloffenceswhichbelongtocommonlaw,whilethecriminaloffencesprovidedforinthestatutehavebeendirectly
takenoverfromthecommonlawsystem.Formoreonthistopic,F.Lyall,AnIntroductiontoBritishlaw,“NomosVerlagsgesellschaft”,
Baden-Baden,2000,p.182.

10 Unlikethecommerciallaw,taxlaw,orcivillaw,whichareprimarilyregulatedatthefederallevel,substantivecriminallawintheUSis
traditionallyregulatedbythestatutesoffederalstates,inwhichprocesscodificationsinthemajorityofstatesareorientedtowards
solutionscontainedintheModelPenalCode.Formoreonthistopic,P.Hay,U.S–amerikanisches Recht,„VerlagC.H.Beck“,München,
2000,p.259.

11 Inrespectoftheseenactments,theymostlypertaintoprovidingforcertainwrongfulactsconnectedwiththebasicsubjectmatter
regulatedbysuchgeneralenactments (mostcommonly,secondary legislation), similaras in thecaseof theso-calledsubsidiary
criminal legislation inourcountry,whereas itshouldbeconsideredthat intheUS,suchenactmentsdonotprovideforcriminal
offencesasthemostserioustypesofwrongfulacts,butratherforminorcrimes,whicharebasicallymisdemeanours.
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3) a segment of the US criminal law emerges directly from its Constitution; and 4) nowadays, in 
some federal states, criminal law is rarely made as common law, which used to be the first and 
earliest source of criminal law in the US modelled on the English law and basically boils down 
to a specific kind of common law, i.e. it includes the law and crimes made by judges themselves 
(judge-made crimes).12  

In respect of the rules of criminal procedure, they are very similar in all the federal states and in 
that regard, differences are not as great as when it comes to substantive law. There are two essen-
tial characteristics of the US criminal procedure:

1) Criminal proceedings are structured as strictly adversarial, or adversary so that they 
basically represent a specific evidentiary or procedural “duel” taking place between 
the parties and before a jury made up of ordinary citizens who decide on the essential 
question of criminal procedure, i.e. whether or not it has been proven that a defendant is 
guilty, in which process the Court has a very passive role and is predominantly focused 
on ensuring that the parties observe the rules of procedure and on imposing a specific 
sentence should the jury find the defendant guilty.

2) A plea agreement or the so-called plea bargaining has enormous importance in criminal 
proceedings and the overwhelming majority of initiated criminal proceedings are thus 
concluded, even though it is formally an exception to a jury trial which must be understood 
as a rule and which is otherwise provided for by the US Constitution as well, which means 
that each citizen charged with a criminal offence enjoys the right that following a criminal 
proceedings conducted in a fair manner a jury of his peers reaches a verdict on the said 
charges and professional judges do not participate in drawing conclusions on whether 
or not charges have been proved. This represents the most typical and basic form of 
summary criminal proceedings in the US.

Some other substantial characteristics of the US criminal procedure system follow from the two 
of its fundamental and essential characteristics which have been explained above or in connec-
tion with them:

1) Almost a complete lack of formality of criminal investigation, which is not considered 
part of criminal proceedings nor is it undertaken based on some special decision, implies 
that in effect, it comes down to clearing up of the facts of a criminal offence by taking 
all the necessary actions by the police, but without making any formal decision (such 
as a “finding”, “order”, “decision”, etc.) which would formally mark the launching of an 
investigation which is incidentally dominated by the police, although the State Attorney 

12 T.J.GardnerandV.Mainan,Criminal Law – Principles, Cases and Readings,„WestPublishingCompany“,St.Paul,NewYork,LosAngeles,
SanFrancisko,1980,p.30andp.31.
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may perform a certain instructive role, which is not a rule, but reserved for some very 
specific situations, not so extremely common in practice.13  

2) Criminal investigation is markedly limited in respect of evidence, which comes down to 
the fact that any statement made in the course of an investigation may not be used in the 
very criminal proceedings except in cases of statements given to the police by suspects on 
condition that all their rights which are elements of the right to a defence from criminal 
charges have been strictly respected, in which process it is especially important that before 
taking their statements, they are ex officio and clearly advised and informed of their rights 
(the so-called Miranda rule).14  

3) In principle, the investigation is focused on physical evidence, which follows from the rule that 
physical evidence gathered in the course of an investigation may be used at a trial if charges 
are laid but only on condition it has been legally obtained, in which process a very known 
concept of the exclusion of evidence which is either per se inadmissible as well as evidence 
which would otherwise, as such, i.e. per se, be admissible but which has been obtained in an 
unlawful manner – “the fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine” – is  strictly applied.

4) The existence and practical use of ordinary legal remedies is very limited – appeals against 
judgments in the US are virtually an exception to the rule and they are very rare in practice 
and they may be filed only in respect of manifest breaches of procedural rules or violations 
of rights; in such process, the court of appeal is not obligated to hear each appeal, but only 
if it deems that there could be a violation of rights and that a decision on a particular issue 
has bearing on the future practice.

5) In principle, a lack of providing for the establishment of truth as the purpose of criminal 
procedure – follows from the adversarial nature of the proceedings, according to which 
it is only established which party is more successful in presentation of evidence on its 
behalf and not which factual elements of a criminal offence which is the subject matter 
of the proceedings actually exist; an immense importance attached to defendant’s guilty 
plea follows from the above, as well as his attitude towards the charges and prosecution’s 
version of the incident, because if the defendant himself pleads guilty to the charges in a 
plausible manner, other evidence will not be presented, same as the court will not become 
involved in any proving of the facts which are not considered a moot issue by either party 
irrespective of the fact that it sometimes may be questionable or even in some more 
extreme situation quite apparent that such a “concurrence of opinion” between the parties 
is inconsistent with what is actually true in a given case.

13 ApoliceinvestigationintheUSdoesnotresembleverymuchourcurrentinvestigationnordoesitremindalotoftheprosecutorial
investigation as it is conceived of in the 2011 Criminal Procedure Code; rather, it resembles the most our current preliminary
investigationinanumberofelements.ThisprobablyrepresentsanimportantreasonwhysomeforeignexpertfromtheUS(who 
have incidentally participated in the Working Group for drafting the 2010 draft CPC)andcountrieshavingasimilarcriminalprocedure
systemdonotunderstandthelegalroleandfunctionofthecurrentinvestigationcarriedoutbyinvestigatingjudgesunderSerbia’s
currentCPC,because the said investigation isessentiallynot toomuch investigatory in nature,but it is a kindofa“judicialfilter”
foractionspreviouslytakeninpreliminaryinvestigationandevidencegatheredbeforecriminalproceedingsareformallylaunched.
Basically,thepreliminaryinvestigationisatypical“stageinaninvestigatoryprocess”,andsincethepolicedominatetherein,although
apublicprosecutorisformallyinchargeofit,itcouldbeinferredthatforalongtime,Serbiahashadaformof“police-prosecutorial
investigation”.Whenaninvestigationislaunchedinconnectionwiththesamecriminaloffenceatthefollowingstageoftheprocess
(whichisformallyanintegralpartofthestructuremakingupcriminalproceedings,unlikethepreliminaryinvestigation),somespecial
investigatioryeffortsarenotdefactomadeatthisphaseintheproceedings,atleastnottoanysubstantialextent,butineffect,only
judicialcontrolofpreviouspoliceactionsiscarriedoutandinformationwhichhasalreadybeenobtainedinacertainformbasedon
thefindingsfromtheverypreliminaryinvestigationiscorroboratedbyevidence.

14 Thismeansthatinrespectoftheso-calledpersonalsourcesofevidence, i.e.testimoniesgivenasevidencewhichoriginatefrom
investigation,orinotherwordsthatweregiventonon-judicialauthorities(inthefirstplacetothepolice),onlysuspect’sstatement
maybeusedasevidenceonconditionthatalltheConstitutionalrightswhichpertaintosuspect’srighttoadefencehavebeen
respected,inparticulartheMirandawarning.
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The last mentioned distinctive quality of the US criminal procedure, i.e. that it lacks the principle 
of truth in the sense that there is no duty to establish truth ex officio in criminal proceedings or 
that it is not actively investigated by gathering and examining evidence,15 is the main reason why a 
markedly summary form of criminal proceedings is strongly preferred in the US criminal pro-
cedure, which entails the conclusion of proceedings based on defendant’s guilty plea obtained in 
the majority of cases by means of an agreement with a prosecutor (the so-called plea bargaining, 
plea deal, plea agreement, etc.), which is certainly the most distinctive quality of the US criminal 
procedure. This is the main reason why different forms of plea agreements, although they exist 
even now in many criminal procedures which belong to traditionally civil law jurisdictions (such 
as Absprache or the so-called Deal in German criminal procedure), get less easily “established” 
than in the US, meaning that the number of criminal matters which are thus resolved is never 
exceedingly high.16 As long as the principle of truth in criminal proceedings is understood in the 
traditional sense of that expression or at least as long as judges have “respect for tradition” accor-
ding to which the purpose of criminal proceedings is the truth, defendant’s confession may not 
have such “immense significance” as it has in some other systems of criminal procedure in whi-
ch a confession is almost officially the Queen of evidence (regina probationem).17 Our neighbour, 
the Republic of Srpska or BiH,18 provides a good example because the plea agreement has been 
used there for more than a decade, but the percentage of matters thus resolved has never amoun-
ted, not even close, to some “striking number” when considered in relation to the total number of 
criminal matters; and even if it could be expected that there would be far more plea agreements 
in the future, they would probably never come “even close” to the number of “negotiated pleas” 
in the US or for instance in Canada whose system is similar to that of the US, presently the most 
typical representative of a purely adversarial version of criminal procedure.

15 Itshouldbestressedherethatitisnotpossible,evenintheUS,thatacourt’sdecisionorjury’sverdictondefendant’sguiltisbased
onfactsforwhichitiscertainthattheyarenottrue,althoughthisissuehasbeenutterlyrelativizedbythefactthattheCourtisby
nomeansobligatedtoestablishtruthex officioorinotherwords,topresentevidencenecessaryfortheascertainmentoftruthonits
owninitiativebutinstead,theentireevidentiaryproceedingsarebasicallylefttothedispositionoftheparties,whereastheCourt,as
arule,maynotevengetinvolvedinit.Asarule,theparties,guidedpurelybytheirinterests,arenaturallynotextremelyinterestedin
thepursuitoftruthincriminalproceedings,buteachpartyseekstoachieveitsprimarygoals–theprosecutiontoprovethecharges
andtheaccusedtodefendhimself.Sinceaverdictonsomeone’sguiltorthesuccessoftheprosecutioninprovingsomeone’sguiltis
madebyajurymadeupoflaypersons,theprimarygoalistoconvincethejuryofaparticular“versionoftruth”offeredbyeitherparty.
Therefore,everythingispredominantlyinthehandsofthepartieswhenitcomestoevidencepresentedbeforeajuryasthe“court”
whichdecideswhetherornotadefendantisguiltyandaprofessionaljudgewhomostlymakessurethatalltheproceduralformalities
areobserved,butdoesnotengageinevidentiaryproceedings, i.e.heneitherpresentsnororderspresentationofevidence,etc.All
oftheabove,amongotherthings,constitutesthereasonwhyconfessionis the crown proofintheUScriminalprocedure,insucha
mannerthatalmosta“mere”admissionofguiltissufficienttoresultintheconclusionofcriminalproceedingsattheirearlieststage,
sinceitisusuallyconsideredcrediblewhenadult,mentallyhealthypersonsareconcernedandsonofurtherevidenceisneededto
supportit;essentially,itissufficienttoexcludeanyreasonablegroundstosuspectthatitisafalseconfession,andsincetheCourt
doesnothavethedutyoraformalpossibilitytouncoverthetruth,itisveryrarethatsucha“reasonablesuspicion”abouttheveracity
ofdefendant’swillemergeinpractice.

16 Admittedly,accordingtosome“morerecent”statistics,basedonnewstatutoryprovisions(becausethe“Deal”wasintroducedinthe
GermanCPCaslateasinSeptember2009,althoughithadbeenunofficiallyusedevendecadesbefore),around1/3ofthecasesin
Germanyareresolvedbyapplyingtheirversionofthepleaagreement;however,weshouldkeepinmindthatitismostlyappliedto
notsoserious(minor)criminaloffencesaswellastowrongfulactswhicharefromtheperspectiveofourlegalsystemclassifiedas
misdemeanours.ItisnotsowellknowninourcountrythatasimilarsituationexistsintheUSandthatwhenthose90%ofthecases
resolvedbypleaagreementsarementioned,weshouldnotlosesightofthefactthatitinvolvesallthepossibletypesofwrongful
acts,eventhosewhicharefromthepointofviewofourlegalsystemconsideredtobe“harmless”misdemeanours,suchasparking
offences.

17 Itissomethingofaparadoxthataconfessionusedtobereginaprobationeminthemosttraditionalinquisitorialmodelsofcriminal
procedurewhichusedtobecharacterisedbyaformalevaluationofevidenceandapossibilitythatconfessions(evenquiteroutinely)
couldbeobtainedbytortureandthattoday,aconfessionhasgained,admittedlymoreinfactthaninmatter,thestatusofthe“Queen
ofevidence”inthemosttypicaladversarialmodelsofcriminalprocedure.

18 FormoreinformationonBiHlegislation,H.Sijerčić-Čolić,Krivičnoprocesnopravo,knjigaII,Tokredovnogkrivičnogpostupkaiposebni
postupci,trećeizmijenjenoidopunjenoizdanje,PravnifakultetuSarajevu,Sarajevo,2012,str.73–78.
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3.1. Does the Truth Have Greater Significance in the US than in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure 
Judging from the New Criminal Procedure Code?

It has been explained that the principle of truth does not exist in the US in the manner it is con-
ceived of in traditionally civil law models of criminal procedure; however, it has been emphasi-
sed that the truth is not insignificant in the US criminal procedure, but that in principle, only the 
Court takes a passive stance with regard to evidence, does not endeavour to uncover the truth ex 
officio, and solely relies on evidence presented by the parties.

However, certain rules of evidence in the US virtually place more importance on the truth in cri-
minal proceedings than the new 2011 Criminal Procedure Code in modern-day Serbia, which is 
absurd in itself if we consider our previous tradition and the fact that Serbia undoubtedly belon-
gs to the circle of Continental European countries, not only geographically, but historically, cul-
turologically, and even legally.

Namely, it is true that Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, which are sometimes mistaken for a 
similar source of law such as criminal procedure laws or codes in Europe, do not mention “un-
covering of the truth” or “the search for the truth”, but something like that is unnecessary in such 
a source of law because there is a special legal discipline in common law countries – the law of 
evidence, which also represents a special source of law from the normative aspect. Within the 
framework of that field of study, rules are established which pertain to the ascertainment of tru-
th and substantiation by evidence both in criminal and civil procedure, i.e. generally in relevant 
“legal procedures” to which belongs the “matter of truth” in its procedural sense. Thus, truth is 
mentioned already in the second article of Federal Rules of Evidence which stipulates that “ru-
les should be construed… to the end of ascertaining the truth and securing a just determination.”

Rule 1.02 of the Federal Rules of Evidence literarly reads as follows: “These rules should be con-
strued so as to administer every proceeding fairly, eliminate unjustifiable expense and delay, and 
promote the development of evidence law, to the end of ascertaining the truth and securing a 
just determination”. 

4. Devaluation of the Principle of Truth in the New Criminal Procedure Code of Serbia

Truth has been implicitly labelled in the new Criminal Procedure Code of Serbia as an unnece-
ssary luxury in criminal procedure since neither the establishment of truth nor even the pursuit 
of truth by parties officially partaking in criminal proceedings are defined in any way as the aim 
of criminal proceedings.

The new Criminal Procedure Code promotes a passive stance of the Court in respect of eviden-
ce. Evidence would be presented by the parties, whereas the Court’s role would come down to 
ensuring that evidentiary proceedings are correctly conducted. The parties are formally equal. 
Thus, a public prosecutor, who can count on full logistic support of the machinery of government 
to which he belongs, will be opposed by a defendant who can be assisted by a defence attoreny. 
Naturally, on condition that the defendant has finances to pay for his services or in cases of man-
datory professional defence, when the Court appoints him an ex officio defence counsel because 
he does not have one. A mandatory defence counsel is prescribed only for more serious criminal 
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offences, so the majority of defendants may or may not have a defence counsel. However, afflu-
ent defendants, such as those who are accused of being “drug lords”, will be defended by “star 
lawyers”. They will be in a position to have defence teams on their side and to hire private detec-
tives to collect evidence.

Besides, a serious error has been made in the key principal provision contained in the 2011 
Criminal Procedure Code which pertains to the examination of evidence and burden of proof. 
Namely, under Article 15, paragraph 3, the Court presents evidence upon motions by the parties, 
which would imply that evidence is not presented by the parties but by the Court, but only upon 
their motions as used to be the case in the 2001 CPC or our traditional system of criminal pro-
cedure which was previously in force.

However, there is a number of provisions in the Code which promote a strongly passive role of 
the Court with regard to evidence and the parties are not only primarily but almost exclusive-
ly entrusted with the presentation of evidence, which completely contradicts the provision con-
tained in Article 15, paragraph 3. The same Article of the Code, i.e. already its next paragraph, 
lays down that the Court may order a party to propose additional evidence or exceptionally or-
der such evidence to be presented if it finds that the evidence that has been examined is contradic-
tory or unclear and that such action would be necessary to thoroughly examine the matter whi-
ch is substantiated by evidence. Thus, not even the said provision allows the Court a possibility to 
present evidence but only to order its presentation. Evidently, the intention has been to render the 
Court, as much as possible and at any cost - passive in respect of evidence. Although not expressly 
stated in the Code, it is presupposed that such evidence would have to be presented by a particu-
lar party or a person assisting the realisation of a party function, such as a defence attorney in ca-
ses of defendants. Consequently, the provision contained in Article 15, paragraph 4 directly and 
obviously contradicts the provision contained in Article 15, paragraph 3 of the Code, which is 
by no means a solitary example of mutually contradictory provisions found in the new Criminal 
Procedure Code of Serbia.

What are the chances of a defendant who has no defence attorney to be successful in an eviden-
tiary “duel” with a public prosecutor? Even in a Brazil v Congo football match, each team has 11 
players. Does it mean that they stand equal chances of winning? Well, only 6.5% of Serbia’s po-
pulation has a university degree.

If we known that for decades our criminal policy has been “a fishnet that catches only small fish 
and lets through the big fish”, we know the educational attainment of an average defendant. With 
the present state of things, some parties will nevertheless be a bit more equal than others in prac-
tice or in a substantial number of cases.
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A typically adversarial model of criminal procedure which exists in the US presupposes a jury 
consisting of ordinary citizens who decide the winner of the evidentiary duel.19 Only when a jury 
of his peers finds that a defendant is guilty, a judge will sentence him. If the jury acquits him, the 
judge’s task is over. However, in such proceedings, defendants always have the right, if they lack 
resources, to be appointed an ex officio defence counsel at state expense. This is not the case in 
Serbia.

On the other hand, it is not questionable that also in the US the quality of defence conducted by 
court-appointed attorneys is rarely exceptional. As opposed to this, opulent individuals “buy” 
services of top-notch lawyers. Let us remember the OJ. Simpson case, who was caught almost 
red-handed and charged with the murder of his wife and her lover,20 but, owing to skilful legal 
manoeuvring of his lawyers he managed to avoid being convicted just to recently publish a book, 
If I Did It, in which he de facto confesses to killing them.21 In addition, a jury trial is an excepti-
on rather than a rule in the US because more than 90% of the cases are resolved in summary pro-
ceedings based on guilty pleas, which are in the majority of cases “plea bargains” or officially ne-
gotiated pleas between the State Attorney and the defence.

Ordinarily, the Court in continental Europe is the sovereign and absolute “master” of evidenti-
ary proceedings, regardless of the fact that the parties may take adequate evidentiary actions and 
thus take part in the presentation of evidence to a certain extent. Such a situation is the most ty-
pical of Germany and other countries whose legal systems have been our traditional models. A 
similar situation exists in Austria as well, which is characteristic and interesting because it has 
also recently introduced the system of prosecutorial investigation, but naturally, it has neither 
adopted the adversarial structure of the main hearing in its entirety, nor has it eliminated from 
its new Criminal Procedure Code the principle of truth.22 Adversarial models of criminal proce-
dure (which are sometimes said to be an example of a specific type of “Americanisation” of crimi-
nal procedures in some European countries) now exist in some countries of continental Europe, 
for instance in the Republic of Srpska or in general in BiH, a neighbouring country, although the 
principle of truth still exists in their systems of criminal procedure.23 Also, such a system exists in 
Italy, where a defendant must always have a defence attorney and this in principle ensures a mi-
nimum of formal equality of the prosecution and the defence at the main hearing structured on 
an adversarial model, i.e. it comes down to an evidentiary duel between the two parties before a 
passive (only with regard to evidence) judge, standing for some kind of a “spectator” whose acti-
vity in the course of a trial has been reduced to a minimum.

19 TheUScriminalproceedingsarestructuredasasortof“evidentiaryduelbetweentheparties”.Theprosecutorandthedefendantor
hisattorney,becauseitisextremelyrarethatdefendantshavenoattorneys,usetheirownargumentsto“fight”infrontofajurymade
upofordinarycitizens,whothenassesswhoseargumentsweremoreconvincing.Thejudgehimselfstaysrelativelypassive.Onlyif
thejuryfindsthatthedefendantisguilty,thejudgewilltakethefloorbyimposinganappropriatesentence.Ifthejuryfindsthathe
isnotguilty,thejudge’staskisover.Evenlaypersonsknowthisfromfictionandfilms.Whatmanypeopledonotknowisthatsuch
a“textbook”trialisdefactoanexceptionratherthantheruleintheUS.Ittakesplaceinlessthan10%ofallthecases.Nearly90%of
thecasesareterminatedbasedondefendant’sguiltyplea,inwhichcasestherearenojurytrialsandtheCourtonlypronouncesthe
sentencetakingtheguiltypleaasamitigatingcircumstanceandguidedbythepleaagreement,buthehasnoformaldutytoimpose
thesentenceproposedbytheparties.IfthereweresomemorejurytrialsintheUS,theirjudicialsystemwouldcertainlycollapse.

20 Z.Erzinclioglu,Forensic–the Crime Scene Investigations, “Barnes&Nobles”,NewYork,2004,p.19.
21 Afterwards,hewasevenfoundguiltyincivilproceedings(whichisformallypossibleintheUS)ofthemurderofhisformerwifeand

herlover,whichwaswhyhewassentencedtopayalargesumofmoneybywayofcompensationfordamagestocloserelativeofhis
victims.

22 Formoreinformationonthistopic,S.Seiler,Strafprozessrecht,10.,überarbeiteteAuflage,„Facultas.wuv“,Wien,2009,p.31–34.
23 Formoreinformationonthistopic,Z.JekićandM.Škulić,Krivično procesno pravo,PravnifakultetuIstočnomSarajevu,IstočnoSarajevo,

2005,str.291.
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Turning judges into “a panel of experts” who will “give points” for how successful the prosecu-
tion and the defence have been in proving their cases may represent a very tricky experiment. 
Maybe some judges are looking forward to this, thinking along the lines of “passing the buck”. 
Now, they see themselves as “neutral spectators” of a match between the parties. However, a tri-
al is not a match or at least it should not be. Judges should not be either spectators or supporters.

Pursuant to the new Criminal Procedure Code of Serbia, the truth is no longer the purpose of 
the future criminal proceedings; instead, as in any traditional civil lawsuit, the party which is 
more successful in an evidentiary “duel” “wins” in such proceedings. The truth is not some “sa-
cred cow” of the contemporary criminal procedure in other respects either. It is pursued in a ty-
pical civil law model of criminal procedure, but not at any cost. When the truth cannot be as-
certained, a decision is made in favour of a defendant. Now, the truth will not even be pursued. 
The Court will simply weigh up the charges laid by the prosecution against the arguments put 
forward by the defence to see which are more probable and where does the truth lie, “who sho-
uld know”. Maybe the Almighty…

In the majority of countries in continental Europe, in particular when it comes to traditional le-
gal systems of the so-called Old Europe or the countries which form the “core” of the European 
Union and whose legal systems have customarily served as models for a number of other 
European countries, the former Yugoslavia included and thus the countries which emerged the-
refrom, there are some very significant differences between civil and criminal proceedings. These 
differences are primarily manifested in the rules of evidence and establishment of the facts of the 
case or they pertain in the first place to the scope and effect of certain evidentiary principles, i.e. 
principles which refer to the purpose and goal of each procedure. Procedural principles which 
apply to civil proceedings whose subject is a particular civil matter (causa civilis) in dispute are 
essentially different from procedural principles applied to the procedure whose subject is the so-
called causa criminalis or a criminal offence, i.e. an offence which is illegal and prescribed by the 
law as a criminal offence, which is resolved in a criminal proceedings.

For instance, it is traditionally emphasised in German theory of criminal procedure law that the 
principle of disposition, reflected in the fact that litigants themselves are responsible for the esta-
blishment of facts which could constitute grounds for adjudication, applies to civil proceedings 
in which primarily “private interests” are resolved. This also indicates the existence of a corres-
ponding burden of proof, so the Court, pursuant to the rules of civil procedure, may base its deci-
sion only on what litigants have argued, entered into evidence or proved, in which process a jud-
ge himself is bound by facts indisputable for the litigants; in this regard, it is underlined that the 
principle of formal truth applies to civil litigation in general.24   

Contrary to this, it is emphasised in the German theory of criminal procedure law that as op-
posed to civil proceedings, the principle of substantial truth applies to criminal proceedings, in-
cluding as well the inquisitorial principle which means that the Court shall investigate the cri-
minal matter from the aspect of its subject (“on one’s own initiative”) and that while performing 
the said task and with regard to the clarification of the matter in hand, the Court is not bound by 

24 C.RoxinundB.Schünemann,Strafverfahrensrecht,26.Auflage,„VerlagC.H.Beck“,München,2009,str.78.
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any activities undertaken by the parties to the proceedings,25 which is particularly evident in the 
fact that the Court “investigates the truth by presenting by virtue of its office all the evidence re-
levant to adjudication”.26 

Unlike the traditional civil law view of the aim of criminal proceedings and rules of evidence or 
ex officio judicial ascertainment of the facts in criminal proceedings which has been described 
above, this issue is viewed quite differently in the US; thus, the US criminal proceedings are very 
similar to civil proceedings, which comes down to the structuring of “adversarial proceedings” 
whose dominant characteristic is that each party bears the burden of proof of its contentions, 
whereas the verdict on “who has done better in proving its case” is passed by a jury.27 

It is typical of traditional civil law models of criminal procedure that the Court endeavours to 
establish the truth which is a declared aim of criminal proceedings, in which process it considers 
relevant evidentiary actions taken by the parties not unconditionally, but only when the Court 
deems they involve adequate evidence proposed by the parties. For instance, in the German cri-
minal procedure, the Court shall in order to establish the truth, proprio motu, extend the taking of 
evidence to all the facts and means of proof relevant to the decision (§ 244 Abs. 2 StPO).28   

As a complete opposite to the above example or the quoted legal rule from a traditionally civil law 
model of criminal procedure which clearly illustrates the “traditional civil law model”, the new 
Criminal Procedure Code of Serbia passed in 2011 has very consistently eliminated any effect of 
the principle of truth from criminal proceedings, thus making the new Serbian criminal proce-
dure extremely similar to the traditional model of civil proceedings, similar as in the US. We sho-
uld take into account that the concept formulated in Serbia is distinctly paradoxical considering 
that as opposed to the general rule on that type of judicial proceedings, the principle of truth is 
applied in some types of such proceedings, i.e. the Court is required, under some strict statutory 
regulations, to establish the truth ex officio, without the evidence proposed by the parties or not 
bound by such evidence, such as in cases of civil proceedings in which children’s rights are deci-
ded on or when the subject of civil proceedings are marital and domestic relations.

5. Impact of Principle of Truth on Representative Examples of Simplified Forms of 
Procedure in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure Law

Even when it is formally present in a given civil law model of criminal procedure, as we have 
explained above and which is the case in our country in terms of the 2001 CPC, i.e. according to 
our decades-long tradition in criminal procedure, certain exceptions are made to the principle of 
truth and it should by no means be understood as the goal of criminal proceedings which may 
or must be achieved at all costs. On the contrary, it is only a goal to be pursued, whereas the very 

25 Acharacteristicexampleisparticularlyillustrativeofthis,namelytheruleunderwhichit is impossible to render a judgment based on the 
fact that a party has failed to appear at a criminal trial,asopposedtocivilproceedingswherethefailureofeitherdulysummonedparty
toappearatatrialresultsinajudgmentonaccountofafailuretoappearatthetrialorifthisinvolvesaplaintiff,itisconsideredthat
merelybyfailingtoattendthemainhearing,hehasdroppedhislawsuit;however,suchrulesdonotexistinthetraditionalcivillaw
modelofcriminalprocedure.

26 C.RoxinundB.Schünemann,op.cit.,p.78.
27 Ibid.,pp,79–80.
28 Formoreonthistopic,L.Meyer-GoßnerundJ.Cierniak,Strafprozessordnung – Kommentar,„VerlagC.H.Beck“,München,2009,pp.958–959.
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Criminal Procedure Code provides for a number of exceptions to this rule, such as the institute 
of statutory limitation, the effect of in dubio pro reo, the prohibition of reformatio in peius, etc.29  

Mechanisms of criminal procedure which belong to simplified forms of proceedings represent 
on the one hand an adequate departure from the general rules of criminal procedure, while on the 
other hand they ensure faster and simpler disposition of criminal matters or in other words, pro-
per adjudication of criminal offences which are already being resolved in criminal proceedings 
or which could become a subject matter thereof. The following forms of criminal procedure be-
long to the said group: 1) acting in accordance with the principle of prosecutorial discretion; 2) 
forms of the so-called negotiated justice, such as the agreement on the admission of guilt (plea 
agreement) in our law; 3) summary conclusion of the main hearing without presentation of evi-
dence or the largest portion of evidence, based on an existing guilty plea of the accused; 4) rules 
of summary criminal proceedings as abbreviated and simplified proceedings used in cases of re-
latively minor criminal offences; as well as 5) rules of other summary forms of criminal procee-
dings, such as the sentencing procedure without the main hearing.

In respect of particular “simplified” or summary forms of criminal procedure, they sometimes 
may officially require not so much formal as actual departure from the principle of truth, whi-
ch may be justified in the first place by the fact that the most relevant summary forms of proce-
dure presuppose the existence of either explicit or implicit admission of guilty by a defendant.

An explicit admission of guilt is always required when it comes to the institute of the agreement 
on the admission of guilt (the 2001 CPC) or the plea agreement when we refer to the 2011 CPC, 
as well as when the main hearing is concluded without presentation of the largest portion of evi-
dence because there is an adequate guilty plea by a defendant.

An implicit admission of guilt by a defendant or a suspect is required with regard to other sum-
mary forms of procedure, for instance in cases when it is proceeded in accordance with the prin-
ciple of prosecutorial discretion.

6. Principle of Truth and Prosecutorial Discretion

Conditionally deferred prosecution is yet another type of a hybrid or mixed institute of cri-
minal procedure which includes both the elements of the traditional non-institution of crimi-
nal proceedings on grounds that it is not opportune and the elements of giving a pardon to the 
offender,30 on condition that by fulfilling some specific obligations he should “earn” such an 
amnesty; given the nature of such obligations which are also somewhat similar to some cri-
minal sanction (for instance, to a fine or community work), the said institute can to a certain 
extent achieve the purpose of sentencing without formal punishment and some usually adverse 
effects of administration of punishment or a stigma associated with convicted people. In addi-
tion, considering the nature of some obligations imposed on a suspect, which he assumes with 
consent from the injured party, such a solution of a criminal procedure issue may include some 
elements of reconciliation between the suspect and the injured party or a settlement reached 

29 Formoreonthistopic,M.Škulić,Krivično procesno pravo,“CID”,Podgorica,2012,str.78–79.
30 Naturally,fromtheformalpointofview,itisnot“anoffender”becauseofthepresumptionofinnocence.
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by them, which otherwise, when relatively minor criminal offences are concerned, represents 
one of the more prominent trends in contemporary criminal procedure.31 A public prosecu-
tor may on his own initiative, in order words independently and without authorization from 
the Court, stay criminal charges for offences punishable by a fine or a term of imprisonment 
of maximum three years; whereas, in order for charges to be stayed for criminal offences whi-
ch are punishable by a term of imprisonment of more than three years and less than five years, 
an additional requirement must be met, an authorization needs to be obtained from a pre-tri-
al chamber (Article 236, paragraph 2).

The very fact that the main condition for dismissing criminal charges is that while prosecution is 
suspended, a defendant should fulfil one or several obligations imposed on him by a public pro-
secutor leads to a conclusion that without an adequate “cooperative” attitude from the defendant 
with regard to his own “non-prosecution”, the public prosecutor may not act in such a manner 
which is an exception to the principle of legality of criminal prosecution undertaken ex officio. 
By taking on a particular obligation, the defendant actually in fact pleads guilty to a criminal of-
fence because if he believed that he had not committed the offence, he would by the obvious lo-
gic refuse to fulfil obligations imposed on him by the public prosecutor, which would practically 
lead to criminal prosecution and resolution of the matter in the “traditional” manner. Naturally, 
such a “guilty plea” by a defendant does not exist in this example in the formal sense of the word, 
which makes it significantly different form the agreement on the admission of guilt (plea agree-
ment). In addition, when a public prosecutor acts based on the principle of prosecutorial dis-
cretion, a suspect is “spared” not only from being prosecuted, but from being sentenced as well 
and he officially “remains an innocent man” although he has de facto “pleaded guilty” to a crime. 
Naturally, there is a theoretical possibility that a suspect who in fact believes that he has not co-
mmitted a crime at all, but faced with a contrary opinion of the public prosecutor, nevertheless 
assumes obligations from the mechanism of conditionally deferred prosecution in order to “spa-
re” himself from the inconveniences of criminal prosecution and maybe even in fear of a poten-
tial “judicial error”. Since in such cases there is no formal guilty plea by a suspect as opposed to 
agreements on the admission of guilt, a public prosecutor or the Court (when the pre-trial cham-
ber issues their authorisation) do not have any particular parameters to rely on when evaluating 
“the veracity of the suspect’s plea”, but there only remains the general rule according to which the 
authority which is in charge of criminal proceedings must in principle be conscientious and gu-
ided by the principle of truth. Consequently, the said principle is also relevant to the above case, 
which is why a problem in principle may also occur in that regard owing to the fact that the 2011 
CPC (which somewhat differently, but essentially in a similar manner as thus far, governs the way 
in which public prosecutors act pursuant to conditionally deferred prosecution) does not regu-
late the principle of truth.

31 Suchpossibilitiesareoften referredto in thetheoryofcriminalprocedureas theso-calleddiversionarymodelswhich represent
suitablealternativestotraditionalcriminalproceedingsbeforeacourtoflawwhenminoroffencesandoffencesinthemiddlerange
ofseriousnessareadjudicated,whichinthefirstplacebringsaboutaneffectwithregardtoeconomyandastigmawhichisattached
toconvictionisthusavoided.Formoreonthistopic,S.Seiler,Strafprozessrecht,10.überarbeiteteAuflage,„Facultas.wuv“,Wien,2009,
стр.22.
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7. Principle of Truth and Agreement on the Admission of Guilt (Plea Agreement)

In respect of the agreement on the admission of guilt prescribed by the 2001 CPC (the 2009 Law 
on Amendments to the CPC), the Court shall issue a substantiated ruling accepting the agreement 
on the admission of guilt and issue a decision which corresponds to the contents of the agreement 
if it has found that the following cumulative conditions have been met:

1) conditions which refer to defendant’s awareness and will and the quality of his admission 
– it is required that the defendant has knowingly and voluntarily admitted to a crime or 
crimes with which he is charged and that the possibility of his error in judgment has been 
excluded;

2) a condition which refers to a criminal sanction and the extent of penalty – it is required that 
the agreement stipulates an arrangement between the parties with regard to the criminal 
sanction or penalty which must be within the scope prescribed by the law;

3) a condition which refers to defendant’s awareness of the consequences of a concluded 
agreement – the defendant must be fully aware of all the consequences of the concluded 
agreement, which means that he must understand that he has confessed to the crime with 
which he is charged and it is particularly required that the defendant has fully understood 
that by signing the agreement, he waives two important rights: a) the right to a trial and 
b) the right to appeal a judicial decision which is based on the agreement;

4) a condition under which there needs to exist other evidence which corroborates defendant’s 
admission of guilt – there must exist other evidence which support the defendant’s 
admission of guilt;

5) a condition under which the rights of the injured party and the principle of fairness must 
be respected – the agreement on the admission of guilty may not violate the rights of the 
injured party nor may it run contrary to the reasons of fairness.

The condition under which a defendant’s confession must be supported by other evidence essen-
tially means that it is in fact imperative that the Court is satisfied that it is a truthful confessi-
on and that it must be corroborated by other evidence, which implies that this summary form of 
procedure must be in accord with the principle of truth in criminal proceedings.

The new Criminal Procedure Code introduces three types of agreements which may be reached by 
a public prosecutor and a defendant: 1) a plea agreement, 2) an agreement on testifying by a de-
fendant and 3) an agreement on testifying by a convicted person.

The first agreement between the parties is only another version of what is referred to in the 2001 
Criminal Procedure Code as the agreement on the admission of guilt in accordance with the 
amendments passed in 2009, whereas the other two agreements are variations on “enlisting the 
help of a cooperating witness” or providing for the former institute of witness collaborator in a 
another manner from the nomotechnical aspect. Since only the first type of plea agreement re-
presents a summary form of criminal procedure in the new CPC, we will analyse how it correla-
tes with the principle of truth.

One of mandatory elements of any plea agreement, among other things (particulars of the 
offence, defendant’s plea, etc.), is an agreement on the type, extent, or scope of the penalty or 
other criminal sanction (Article 314, paragraph 1, item 3). It would follow from the above 
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that the parties may agree only on the scope of penalty within the range prescribed by the 
law (for instance, two to three years’ imprisonment or alike), after which a judge would be 
left to impose a specific extent of penalty within the agreed scope. However, that is not con-
sistent with a provision contained in Article 317 under which the Court shall pass a jud-
gment accepting a plea agreement when it has found that certain conditions have been met, 
such as that a guilty plea was entered knowingly and voluntarily, in which process it rema-
ins unclear how the Court can accept the agreement when in respect of a criminal sanction, 
it only stipulates the scope of penalty. Which penalty should then be imposed in a judgment 
of conviction? On the other hand, if it is presumed that when a plea agreement stipulates 
only the scope of penalty, the Court is completely free to impose any extent of penalty wit-
hin the “agreed scope”, such a presumption would not stand to reason because how can the 
Court impose any penalty at all or determine the extent of a specific type of penalty if it has 
not presented and examined evidence concerning the circumstances which are relevant to 
sentencing?32 If the intention was to afford the parties with a possibility to agree only on the 
scope of a penalty, and then to leave it to the Court to impose a specific extent of penalty wi-
thin the given scope if it ultimately decided to accept a plea agreement, it should have been 
laid down that the Court should present evidence to establish the facts on which the extent 
of penalty depends.

The Court shall issue a judgment accepting a plea agreement and pronouncing a defendant guil-
ty if it has found (Article 317 of the 2011 CPC):

1) that the defendant has knowingly and voluntarily pleaded guilty to a criminal offence or 
crimal offences with which he is charged; 

2) that the defendant is aware of all the consequences of the signed plea agreement, in 
particular that he waives the right to a trial and that he accepts the restriction on the 
right to file an appeal (Article 319, paragraph 3) against a court’s ruling based on the 
agreement;

3) that there exists other evidence as well which does not run contrary to the defendant’s 
guilty plea;

4) that the penalty or other criminal sanction or other measure in respect of which the 
public prosecutor and the defendant have reached an agreement is proposed in line with 
the criminal and other law.

32 This isallowed in theUS, thecradleof thepleabargainingsystem,and itevenoccursasa rule,whichmeans thatadefendant
pleadsguiltytoacrimeandaprosecutorproposesanappropriatesentencetotheCourt;however,theCourtisnotformallybound
bysuchaproposalandthesentenceitimposesmayevenbestricter,whichhappensasaruleinpractice.Nevertheless,intheUS
it is possible to“assess” fairly precisely in advance which sentence will be imposed more or less in each particular case, despite
the above-mentioned. Possibly, the said US solution had served as a model to our lawmakers, who had nevertheless forgotten
toharmonisesuchasolution,whichmayhaveacertainratio legis,althoughit isquestionablethatdefendantswouldsoreadily
risk getting involved in an uncertain situation concering judicial specification of the penalty whose“scope” has been proposed,
inanadequatemannerwithotherprovisionsfromtheCodeandthusprovideforjudicialpresentationofevidencenecessaryfor
decidingontheextentofpenalty,i.e.establishmentoffactswhichwouldbesignificantasmitigatingandaggravatingcircumstances.
Namely, US courts are guided by very precise and nearly automatically formulated“guidelines” on the duration of penalties for
particularcriminaloffencesandprovidingthereexistspecificcircumstances(e.g.theoffenderisarecidivist,severityofconsequences,
etc.),thestatutedoesnotrequireeitherintheUSthatevidenceonwhichthetypeorextentofsentencedependsmustbepresented,
whereasinourcountryitisformallyimpossiblefortheCourttoimposeaspecificextentofpenalty(evenwithinthescopepreviously
defined by the parties)withoutbeforehandpresentingevidencefromwhichfactsrelevanttosentencingwillfollow.
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As opposed to the 2001 Code, the Criminal Procedure Code passed in 2011 represents a very si-
gnificant departure from the principle of truth as well as a potential departure from the princi-
ple of the fair conduct of criminal proceedings owing to fact that it is no more required that the-
re must exist other evidence supporting a defendant’s plea, but “only” other evidence which does 
not run contrary to his plea, which is in essence a substantially lower standard of proof. This impli-
es that it practically may be any kind of evidence, which, although not contrary to the plea, does 
not even have to be relevant to it. Consequently, it is possible that in practice a guilty plea per se is 
in effect and with the existence of virtually “any other evidence” sufficient, which does not appe-
ar to be an adequate solution.

8. Principle of Truth and Summary Conclusion of Main Hearing Based on Defendant’s 
Guilty Plea

Under the 2001 Criminal Procedure Code, a defendant’s admission of guilt is not some kind of 
absolutely superior evidence or the so-called Queen of evidence (regina probationem) in our cri-
minal procedure, which is also immanent in other civil law models of criminal procedure in mo-
dern democracies, even though a defendant’s guilty plea entered at the main hearing in principle 
releases the Court from the duty to present further evidence other than in two situations: 1) when 
the Court finds that defendant’s plea is not valid because there are reasonable grounds to suspect 
the veracity of his confession or if the confession is incomplete, inconsistent, vague, as well as if 
it is not substantiated with other evidence; 2) when it involves evidence which influence a court’s 
decision on the type and extent of sentence, which must nevertheless be presented. The so-called 
uncorroborated admission of guilt (an “empty” plea) which is not substantiated with other evi-
dence may not be sufficient. In the logic of things, if an admission of guilt is unquestionably true 
and a confession is full, unambiguous, and consistent, other evidence which support it will certa-
inty follow from such a confession or a statement containing it or it will provide a solid basis for 
the Court to present other evidence which substantiate such a confession.

Consequently, under the rules contained in the 2001 Criminal Procedure Code, a confession jud-
ged by the Court to be truthful allows that proceedings are concluded summarily, only with the 
presentation of evidence necessary for the Court to make a decision on the type of criminal san-
ction and extent of penalty.

Under Article 392, para. 1 – 3 of the 2011 CPC, after the prosecution has presented the charges, 
a presiding judge will put these questions to a defendant: 1) if he has understood the charges and 
if the judge is convinced that he has not understood them, he shall once again set forth their con-
tents to the defendant in a manner in which he can comprehend them the best; 2) if he wishes to 
enter his plea and state his position on a restitution claim, providing one has been filed; 3) if he 
pleads guilty to the criminal offence with which he is charged, and if the judge is convinced that 
the defendant has not understood the meaning of a guilty plea, he shall explain it to him as well 
as the consequences thereof in a manner in which he can comprehend it the best.

Under Article 88 of the 2011 CPC, when a defendant pleads guilty to a crime, the authority in 
charge of the proceedings is obligated to continue with the collection of evidence on the crime 
and its perpetrator only if there are reasonable grounds to suspect the veracity of his confession or 
if his confession is incomplete, inconsistent, or ambiguous and if it is contrary to other evidence. 
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Under Article 350, paragraph 3 of the 2011 CPC, if a defendant has pleaded guilty to a criminal 
offence at the main hearing, the proposition of evidence to be examined at the main hearing shall 
be limited to the evidence on which depends 1) the assessment of whether or not his confession 
may be regarded as valid and 2) a decision on the type and extent of criminal sanction. With re-
gard to the assessment of the “quality” of defendant’s confession, the Court will judge if it satisfi-
es the prerequisites referred to in Article 88 of the CPC, meaning its following characteristics: 1) 
whether or not it is incomplete, 2) inconsistent, or 3) ambiguous (which are all the same qualities 
mentioned in the 2001 CPC, but what is missing is the existence of other evidence which substan-
tiates it) as well whether or not there exists a reasonable suspicion about the veracity of his confe-
ssion. This indicates that should the Court assess that a confession is full, consistent, and unam-
biguous and that there are no reasonable grounds to believe the confession is false, proceedings 
are summarily concluded only with the presentation of evidence relevant to sentencing.

Not even with regard to this issue has the new Serbian CPC passed in 2011 departed from its 
principled position that the principle of truth does not belong in criminal proceedings. Namely, 
even though it may appear at first glance that Article 350, paragraph 3 in conjunction with Article 
88 lays down a requirement that a confession is truthful, which would be an adequate solution, 
unfortunately it is not the case here, because in addition to the confession not being incomplete, 
inconsistent, and ambiguous, it suffices that there are no reasonable grounds to suspect the vara-
city of the confession; this means that the Court may question the veracity of a confession up to 
a point, but that is not still enough for it to pass a judgment of conviction precisely on the gro-
unds of “a questionable confession”. However, when compared with other provisions which are 
far more “rigid” in their treatment of truth, we should applaud these rules from the new CPC 
which come rather close to the attribute “truthful” when describing the confession, because if it 
is full, consistent, and unambiguous, it can practically be characterised as truthful, which is in a 
way implied when it is said that there must not be any reasonable grounds to suspect the “vera-
city” of the confession. In fact, it means that there is no reasonable suspicion that the confessi-
on is false. Naturally, it would be even better if a condition was laid down that the Court should 
be convinced that a confession is truthful, in which regard there would obviously have to exist 
other evidence which substantiates the said confession and not only evidence which is not con-
trary to the confession.

9. Principle of Truth and Some Markedly Summary Types of Criminal Procedure

Under the 2001 CPC, there are two types of markedly summary criminal procedures which in-
clude sentencing procedures in which the main hearing is not conducted, namely: 1) sentencing 
procedure prior to the main hearing and 2) procedure for imposing a sentence and a suspended 
sentence by an investigating judge.33 Naturally, summary proceedings themselves, according to 
their definition and a name, represent a (more) summary form of procedure than the common 
(ordinary) criminal proceedings.

The sentencing procedures which do not include a main hearing are special types of sum-
mary criminal proceedings which are characteristic because they lack the main hearing and are 

33 Thesecondtypeofsummaryprocedure is in fact impossiblesince itconcernscriminaloffenceswhichareno longersubject to
investigation,whichmeansthatitonlyan“empty”norm.
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basically very simplified forms of proceedings,34 which ensure a very prompt conclusion of cri-
minal proceedings. Given the fact that in such proceedings there is no trial in the narrow sen-
se of the word and that a defendant is in principle entitled to have a trial, defendant’s consent is 
the conditio sine qua non when criminal matters are thus disposed of because the defendant and 
his defence attorney can automatically cause the proceedings to “return” to their ordinary course 
by activating a specific procedural mechanism, i.e. by filing an objection against a ruling issued 
in such proceedings. Apart from this, when such types of proceedings are conducted, rules con-
tained in the Code restrict the Court with regard to the imposition of criminal sanctions whi-
ch would otherwise be possible if the traditional summary proceedings were conducted, which 
practically provides “motivation” for a defendant to accept such proceedings, i.e. not to file an 
objection which would automatically vacate a ruling issued in such proceedings and thus lead to 
the traditional manner of disposition of criminal matters.

Both forms of the utmost summary conclusion of criminal proceedings involving minor or less 
serious crimes, which come down to imposition of a criminal sanction without holding the main 
hearing presuppose that a defendant assent to them, because if the defendant should file a pro-
per legal remedy, the proceedings are “automatically returned to the ordinary course of action”. 
Thus, by assenting to a suitable summary form of proceedings, the defendant both de facto and 
implicitly pleads guilty to the crime, which to a certain extent resembles defendant’s assent to assu-
me obligations by whose fulfilment he “earns” not to be prosecuted in cases when a public pro-
secutor (conditionally) defers prosecution by following the principle of prosecutorial discretion.

A similar, maximally “simplified” form of criminal proceedings used in cases of relatively less se-
rious crimes (punishable by a fine or imprisonment of up to five years) can also be found in the 
2011 CPC and it is a sentencing hearing. Here as well, a defendant’s assent to such a form and ma-
nner of conclusion of criminal proceedings is the condition sine qua non since pursuant to Article 
517, immediately after the conclusion of the sentencing hearing, a judge will issue a judgment of 
conviction or order the main hearing. The judgment of conviction is passed if a defendant has 1) 
assented to a motion put forward by a public prosecutor at the hearing or 2) failed to respond to 
a summons to appear at the hearing. As opposed to this, if a defendant does not assent to a moti-
on put forward by a public prosecutor at the main hearing, a judge will issue an order setting the 
date, time, and venue of the main hearing, which means that proceedings are thus “automatically 
returned to the ordinary course of action.”

10. Conclusion

Summary forms of criminal proceedings are very important because if they are introduced into 
the system of criminal procedure on a wider scale and used significantly more often in practice, 
the caseload of the criminal justice system may be reduced in an appropriate way and it may re-
sult in far shorter average duration of criminal proceedings.35  

34 Formoreonthistopic,Z.JekićandM.Škulić,Zakonikokrivičnompostupku–sa predgovorom, objašnjenima i registrom pojmova,
Beograd,2002,str.31.

35 Formoreonthis topic,S.Bejatović,Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim postupcima i njihov doprinos efikasnosti krivičnog 
postupka,proceedingsoftheconferenceSrpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijuipraksu,Zlatibor,2009,str.58–59.
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The majority of summary and the so-called simplified forms of criminal proceedings presuppose 
a corresponding “cooperating” attitude of a defendant with regard to such form of criminal pro-
cedure; on the one hand, this comes down to a requirement that the defendant must plead guil-
ty to a crime, while on the other hand, the defendant must be adequately “motivated” to agree to 
an “abbreviated” form of procedure.

Defendant’s motivation, when he “assents” to a corresponding simplified form of proceedings ba-
sically comes down to a milder criminal sanction which will be imposed on him in such crimi-
nal proceedings, which is sometimes provided for in the law, such as in our country when sen-
tencing proceedings which do not involve the main hearing are concerned, and sometimes it is 
in fact implied, such as in cases of agreements on the admission of guilt or plea agreements, i.e. 
it may be subject to plea bargain “negotiations”. Naturally, this is essentially justified or there is a 
relevant reason behind it, but in respect of this issue, a certain amount of caution is advised sin-
ce in essence, the principle of truth should not be neglected with regard to summary forms of 
conducting and concluding criminal proceedings and it is primarily reflected in the rule that the 
Court must be satisfied, based on the existence of other evidence and not only and exclusively on 
defendant’s statement, that his confession is truthful. In that regard, there are no reasons for some 
unreasonable “mystification” because, by the obvious logic, a genuinely truthful confession will 
in practice usually “produce” other evidence which substantiate it, which is why it is wrong that 
the 2011 CPC insists in corresponding provisions which govern defendant’s confession, such as 
confession as an element of a plea agreement, that there must exist other evidence “which is not 
contrary” to the confession. Such wording is not adequate since in practice it may in fact lead to 
the “survival” of confessions which are truly completely “uncorroborated” confessions. Namely, 
it may happen that there are a number of pieces of evidence which are really not contrary to a con-
fession, but are also not related to it in any relevant way, which would be completely absurd and 
may lead to a markedly unfair manner of resolution of criminal matters if such confessions were 
routinely assessed as credible.

With regard to the evaluation criteria for veracity of a defendant’s confession and in general the 
fundamental condition under which simplified forms of criminal proceedings may be conduc-
ted, which comes down to an explicit or implicit “agreement” by a defendant, in particular when 
the plea agreement is concerned, the 2001 Criminal Procedure Code unfortunately offers far 
better guarantees than the rules contained in the new Criminal Procedure Code enacted in 2011, 
which more than anything is a consequence of an erroneous and damaging devaluation of the 
principle of truth in that Code.
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Zvonko Fišer, PhD1

StateProsecutorasaPartytoSummaryand
SimplifiedCriminalProceedingsinSlovenia

1. Introduction

At the very beginning, we need to explain that Slovenia belongs to the category of those now qu-
ite rare countries which have not until this moment (yet) reformed their criminal proceedings in 
accordance with the prevailing trend that has developed in Europe since the late nineteen-eighties.

Certainly, this does not mean that Slovenia’s Criminal Procedure Code (CPC)2 has not changed 
in many ways since its adoption in the mid-1990s. On the contrary: in the first place, a number 
of important decisions passed by the Constitutional Court of Slovenia led to several Amending 
Laws to the Code and thus changing some important elements of procedural law. From time to 
time, the lawmaker himself would introduce some changes, although, some believe, such decisi-
ons happened too rarely and occasionally they were made with too much caution and even fear.

In any case, the introduction of the institutes of the so-called restorative justice, which as we all 
know result in abandonment of prosecution should be mentioned as one the above changes. 
Only afterwards did Slovenian legislators turn to the real institutes of summary and simplified 
proceedings in narrower terms, to which we focus on in this paper. Nevertheless, both directi-
ons have undoubtedly resulted in some positive and innovative modifications of the Slovenian 
criminal procedure.

In any event, an indisputable fact remains – all those changes took place within the framework 
of procedural law whose underpinning concept and structure had not been changed. It could be 

1 StateProsecutorGeneraloftheRepublicofSloveniaandprofessor
2 SeeOGRS/Official Gazette of the RS/,No.63/94fortheoriginalCPC.Itcameintoforceinearly1995.
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said that only recently, and I refer to the amendments which came into force in May 20123 when 
(true) plea bargaining was legislated, have deeper, even systemic amendments been made in 
terms of the principles underlying the 1994 Code.

One could say, without exposing himself to being proven wrong, that Slovenia’s Criminal 
Procedure Code (and this also applies to Yugoslav Codes or the Criminal Procedure Codes pri-
or to the early 1990s) did not provide for the true summary and simplified proceedings. It was a 
major shortcoming of the system. What was officially referred to as summary proceedings4 was 
nothing more than a simplified and rather uninventive variation on the regular criminal procee-
dings, its “shorter” brother, so to speak. Over time, differences between the regular and thus sim-
plified proceedings had become slighter not greater, which would be expected in our period in 
history. The lawmaker made a decision sic et simpliciter to legislate some sort of not-so-complex 
proceedings to be applied to all less serious offence. The line of division that was set was comple-
tely linear, and it took into account only the prescribed punishment, no exceptions at all.5 No ot-
her potentially relevant circumstance was of interest to him; he completely ignored the will and 
aspirations of the parties,6 as well as what is required in connection with the proceedings in each 
specific case, for instance with regard to proving the case and similar.

The fact that more room for manoeuvre for shortening or simplifying criminal proceedin-
gs was allowed and created by some variants of the regular criminal proceedings is a paradox. 
This particularly refers to the both forms of direct indictment7 and, to the evidentiary or pre-
liminary hearing,8 which is usually forgotten because it is a case of a stillborn in our criminal 
proceedings since it has unfortunately never taken hold as a potential starting point for plea 
bargaining.

Whereas the parties to the summary proceedings which have been thus formulated have mini-
mal or no influence on the selection of proceedings, the use of above-mentioned variants of the 
regular proceedings depends for the most part on a decision of the state prosecutor. The oppo-
sing side, the defence, has virtually been marginalised, so it could hardly be maintained that tho-
se cases stand for summary or simplified procedures which meet contemporary theoretical stan-
dards in this field.

3 LawAmenddingtheCPC-K,seeOGRS,No.91/2011.
4 SeeChapterXXVoftheCPCwhosetitleisSummaryProceedingsbeforeCircuitCourt.
5 IntheSlovenianCPC,thatlinehasbeensetatthelevelofthreeyears’ imprisonmentandthereare(practically)noexceptionsto

this.Itisevidenttoeverybodythatitinvolvesanenormousnumberofoffenceswhichmustbedealtwithinpractice,butwhich
differamongthemselvestoagreatextent.However,inspiteofthis,allthoseoffencesareprocessedinoneandthesametypeof
proceedings,nodifferencewhatsoever.

6 Itisclearthatthisreferstotheprosecutingauthority,althoughbydescribingandclassifyingtheactinanaccusatoryinstrument,
heexertsasubstantialinfluenceonwhichtypeofproceedingswillbeselectedforthecase.Itwouldbeinterestingtolearnifstate
prosecutorshaveusedmechanismssuchascorrectionalisationwithintheframeworkoftheknowninstitutesofcriminalprocedure.
ThisphenomenonhasnotyetbeeninvestigatedinSloveniaandasastate(public)prosecutorofmanyyearsIwoulddaretoassert
thatithasnotbeenusedsystematically,inparticularforproceduralmotives(torefercasestoasimplertypeofproceedings).Atthe
sametime,itiscompletelycertainthatthesaidmechanismshavebeenappliedtoindividualcases.

7 SeeArticle170,paragraphs1and6oftheCPC.
8 SeeArticle169,paragraph3oftheCPC
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2. Prosecuting Authority and Summary and Simplified Proceedings

This paper addresses more recent institutes of Slovenian criminal procedure law which lead to 
summary or simplified proceedings and in which the role played by the prosecuting authority is 
either decisive or very important. However, we would paint an incomplete picture if we did not 
consider in this context the institutes of restorative justice9 which exist in our system of criminal 
procedure, although, strictly speaking, they do not belong to the class of summary or simplified 
proceedings; consequently, we will briefly deal with them as well.

Nonetheless, this time we will not put an emphasis on theoretical issues (which are still very clo-
se to me) but instead, we will give priority to some practical issues, such as: how have summary 
and simplified proceedings been accepted in practice in a wider context; what results have they 
yield; and perhaps, where do their weaknesses lie which have thus far come to light. The subject 
is rather vast and complex, so it will not be possible to discuss all the procedural options on the 
same level: we know rather a lot about some of them, while others are so recent that we are bare-
ly capable of making first overall assessments of their implementation.

Summary and simplified proceedings whose use depends on whether or not they are opted for by 
the parties belong to the category of proceedings which have a subjective basis.10 In such procee-
dings, the accusatory and thus adversarial character of procedure is stressed. A party may move 
for summary or simplified proceedings to be conducted (usually as an alternative) and the oppo-
sing party must agree to it. There can be various models of such proceedings, as well as procedu-
res which must be followed to get to them, and to a certain extent the levels of parties’ consent. 
But in principle, the parties have equal roles and they should also have equal procedural rights, 
so it depends only on their interests which party will show more initiative in each particular case 
and who will wait for a move of the opposing party, while in some other case, maybe a very simi-
lar one, the situation will be reversed.

It is thus important that it is a subjective decision (made voluntarily and knowingly) by the par-
ties to accept summary or simplified proceedings or to embark thereon. If the minimum requ-
ired consent is lacking, then there cannot be (true) summary or simplified proceedings since 
the Court may not impose on the parties a decision regarding the selection of the proceedings 
it deems fit.

Only the state prosecutor in his capacity as prosecuting authority has a special task to decide on 
the number of cases he will bring before the Court. I am deeply convinced that the purpose of 
a modern prosecuting authority is to bring before the Court (only) as many cases as the Court 
may adjudicate on within a reasonable period of time. Selection of cases which will be prosecu-
ted based on their quality and quantity, abandonment of prosecution, as well as summary and 
simplified proceedings are the principal instruments which state prosecutors use to perform this 
task of theirs.

9 See:Bošnjak,M.:Konceptrestorativnepravičnosti.Magistarskirad,Ljubljana,1999
10 Groundsforshorteningorsimplifyingproceedingsmayinclude,notonlytheabove-mentioned–subjectivegrounds,butalsothe

objectiveones(seriousnessofacrime,compellingevidence,aflagrantmannerinwhichthecrimewascommitted)andacombination
ofthetwo.Advancedandwell-articulatedprocedurallawsmostlytakeintoaccountalloratleastmostofthosegrounds.Unlikesuch
laws,our lawwas lacking intrue“philosophyofshorteningandsimplification”because itsstartingpointwasthata judgmentof
conviction(onthemerits)wasalwaystheresultoffullyconductedproceedingsandamainhearing.
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As we have previously mentioned, this paper will give a short account of the Slovenian experi-
ence, including a special overview of the role fulfilled by a state prosecutor in his capacity as the 
prosecuting authority in the public interest, which pertains to:

- conditional suspension of prosecution (Article 162 of the CPC);
- settlement procedure (mediation, Article 161.a of the CPC);
- penal orders (chapter XXV a of the CPC); 
- plea agreements (chapter XXVI a of the CPC, along with pre-trial hearings).

In prosecutorial jargon in Slovenia, suspended prosecution and settlement procedure are usually 
referred to using a single expression – an alternative, because they are characterised by alternati-
ve reactions to a committed crime.

3. Slovenian Experience

3.1. Conditionally Suspended Prosecution 

(Conditional) suspension of prosecution was the first institute of restorative justice which was 
officially introduced into Slovenian criminal procedure law as a mechanism of selection11 by the 
very enactment of the CPC in its original text and form in 1994. Suspended prosecution, which 
is so well-known in the comparative law that it should not be even presented,12 was legislated on 
the model of the institute referred to in Article 153.a of the German Criminal Procedure Code.

Principal solutions are very similar to the German model, but there are also some significant di-
fferences: for instance, prosecutorial decisions are not subject to judicial review. Such a solution 
can be met with criticism, although – from the aspect with which we are particularly concerned 
here, namely powers of prosecuting authorities – it is in accordance with the position of the sta-
te prosecutor in our criminal justice system. Namely, his so-called negative decisions per se (de-
cision to dismiss criminal charges, which can also happen after successfully suspended prosecu-
tion) are not subject to judicial review in principle, which is why they are not subject to it in this 
case either.

Further development of the institute of suspended prosecution offers excellent material for an 
analysis of what the legislator has done well, where he went wrong, and then subsequently had to 
make improvements.13 What definitely comes to our attention is the fact that potential applicati-
on of suspension of prosecution was extremely limited at first, only to criminal offences punisha-
ble by a fine or imprisonment of maximum one year. It is apparent that the legislator was in fear 

11 Legislator’s intention that suspension of prosecution would function as a mechanism of selection used to prevent prosecution
ofoffencesofminorsignificancewassoclearthat itprobablydoesnotrequireanyexplaininghere.Onthistopicandmore,see
Bavcon,L.(leadresearcher),Uveljavljanjenovihinstitutovkazenskegamaterialnegainprocesnegaprava.Raziskavašt.124,Inštitutza
kriminologijopriPFvLjubljani,Ljubljana,2000.

12 Serbianlegalcommunityisbyallmeansfamiliarwithit;seeArticle236ofSerbianCPC.
13 Itisimpossibletocoverwithinthescopeofthispaperobjectionsmadetotheinstituteofconditionalprosecution,whichareknown

incomparativelawandwhichhadalsobeenraisedinourcountryatfirst.Truthtobetold,itneedstobeaddedthatafterwards,after
itwasusedinpractice,thoseobjectionshadalmostcompletelysubsided.
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of giving too much room to a mechanism of selection which was procedural in nature but with 
which he had had no previous experience.

At first, the idea was that it might be sufficient to gain initial experience, allow state prosecutors 
to get practice and get used to a new procedural situation. It proved fairly quickly that the scope 
of criminal offences was too narrow, as many of us had believed since the beginning.

Suspension of prosecution had not taken hold in practice because it was too limited to a rela-
tively small number of the least serious criminal offences, while being surrounded by its com-
petitors, other existing institutes of criminal law14 which had already at that point allowed state 
prosecutors to abandon prosecution with even less effort and involvement on their part than it 
was required by the said institute. It could be maintained that state prosecutors, looking from a 
narrow perspective, acted rationally in a way, but did not sufficiently consider the interest of the 
system which was to avoid a trial in cases of offences of minor significance whenever possible. 
That transition, in which state prosecutors started to understand what their role was in criminal 
proceedings from a broader perspective, was one of the major setbacks which prevented achi-
eving better results both in respect of the alternative and summary and simplified proceedings.

Suspended prosecution required that the average prosecutorial practice and tradition of those 
times (we must go back nearly two decades) should adopt new approaches which thus far had 
been either rare or had not existed at all. Selection criteria needed to be laid down for cases in 
which prosecution would be suspended, then procedure needed to be defined,15 and prosecutors 
who would follow that procedure needed to be trained and given instructions. Many objections 
were made for reasons of principle and they were linked to the role of the prosecuting authority 
in the system of criminal law and alike; let us avoid enumeration because so much more could be 
said on this topic than the time available for this entire paper allows us to do.

In our opinion, the central problem was the overall situation and the system into which suspensi-
on of prosecution was introduced, which was not favourably disposed towards such an innovati-
on. We failed our exam precisely at the question at which as a rule fail legislative solutions which 
are, even though well-meant, adopted primarily on a voluntary basis. There was a serious dan-
ger that an institute, already well-known and tested abroad, which could serve as a relevant and 
relatively adequate deflator and mechanism of selection in the area of criminal prosecution, wo-
uld collapse before it had become established. The fact remains that in the first years following its 
adoption state prosecutors virtually did not use it and it more or less remained an empty word.

In the years that followed, the scope of suspended prosecution was broadened in a number of di-
rections due to weaknesses which have already been described. This primarily referred to the of-
fences which could be subject to suspended prosecution. Thus, the first step was taken in 1998,16  

14 This,aboveall in this jurisdiction, includeda traditional instituteofoffencesofminorsignificance (Article14of the then-current
SlovenianCC).Althoughinterestingfromtheaspectoftheory,butlessinspiringfromtheviewpointofpractice,therelationship
betweentheinstituteswhichallowedtheprosecutingauthoritytoselectcaseswhichhewouldprosecutecanneitherbeexplored
here.Formoreon this topic, see: Izbirnimehanizmivkazenskempostopku,u: Izhodiščazanovmodelkazenskegapostopka,K.
Šugman(ur.),InštitutzakriminologijopriPFvLjubljani,2006

15 Forinstance,throughmandatoryinstructionswhichexisteveninourlegislationgoverningstateprosecution.Forpresentpurposes,
seeArt.167oftheStateProsecutor’sOfficeActandarticleswhichfollowit(SPOA-1,OGRS,No.58/2011);suchinstructionshavebeen
adoptedandstillexist.

16 SeeOGRS,No.72/98.
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when together with the introduction of the settlement procedure, which will be dealt with below, 
the scope of suspended prosecution was widened linearly to include all offences punishable with 
imprisonment of up to three years. It was a very important inclusion, even relevant from the per-
spective of statistics and phenomenology. However, the process had not been completed yet, be-
cause later on, there was another widening of the scope, which this time was not linear, but it ra-
ther included certain classes of more serious offences.17 Most recently, the number of obligations 
which a state prosecutor can impose on a suspect has been increased, but it is probably the less 
interesting aspect at the moment.

After all of the changes mentioned above, conditionally suspended prosecution has been used 
relatively frequent in practice. For instance, prosecution was suspended in case of 1,890 persons 
in 2006 (5.8% of all the charged persons), 1,379 of which had fulfilled their obligations, so crimi-
nal charges against them were dismissed. Afterwards, there was a percentage decline (in 2010, it 
was reduced to 4.7% and then in 2012, it fell to 4.4%).18 At first glance, these numbers may appear 
modest,19 but considering that the number of criminal trials thus avoided was equal to the num-
ber of people, whereby money and human resources were saved (in prosecutor’s offices and in 
courts), we believe that those results are not to be dismissed by any means. What causes concern 
is the trend of decrease in the use of suspended prosecution in prosecutorial practice. Reasons 
behind this are complex and they will be addressed in more detail below when the results of set-
tlement will be commented on, which have unfortunately somehow taken the same direction. 
Another unfavourable conclusion which must not be underestimated is that suspended prosecu-
tion is very differently applied from one prosecutor’s office to another; this is surprising for a re-
latively small country as Slovenia, in which there are no large cities and so differences between 
its regions are not particularly big.

3.2. Settlement Procedure (Mediation)

At first, Slovenian legislation did not provide for the settlement procedure as one of the procedu-
ral options which could lead to abandonment of prosecution, although it was similarly an insti-
tute that was known in comparative law. Only after facing criticism over the fact that suspended 
prosecution may not be sufficient to cover all the situations in which prosecution may not be ne-
cessary or opportune and that alternatives to it should be sought, the lawmaker decided to legi-
slate mediation as well.20 Similarly as in the case of suspended prosecution, a state prosecutor is in 
charge of making decisions on mediation. Namely, he is the one who selects cases in which the-
re will be an attempt at settlement and he also ultimately decides if a settlement procedure sho-
uld be considered successful or not.

17 Thishappenedin2004,whentheCPCwasamended(see:OGRS,No.43/2004).Some(inabstractterms)moreseriousoffences,which
inmoreconcretecasesorformscanbelessserious(e.g. someoffencesinconnectionwithnarcotics,aggravatedthefts,blackmail,
etc.)werealsoincludedinthegroupofoffencesforwhichprosecutioncouldbesuspended.Therecordwithregardtothestatutory
punishmentwassetbyallowingtheuseofnarcoticsfromArticle187,paragraph1oftheCC-1,whichispunishablewithsixmonths’
toeightyears’imprisonment.

18 Allstatisticaldatapresentedinthisandfollowingchaptersaretakenfromannualperformancereportsofstateprosecutor’sofficesin
Sloveniaandtheyrefertotheyears2006,2010,and2012.

19 By way of illustration, in 2012, all Slovenian state prosecutor’s offices received criminal charges against a total of 33,352 adult
individuals.

20 SeeArticle161.aoftheCPC,whichwaslegislatedbytheabovementionedLawAmendingtheCPC-Ain1998.
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As opposed to suspended prosecution, state prosecutors do not participate in the mediation pro-
cedure as such, either indirectly or in particular directly. Namely, settlement procedures are han-
dled by mediators, persons who do not belong to the system of criminal justice and who are inde-
pendent of prosecutors: mediators are not just any persons, but people who have to have certain 
personal qualities and specific education. Mediators in criminal proceedings are organized and 
connected into an association, but they should not be confused with mediators in civil or other 
non-criminal proceedings. The duty they discharge is honourable, but for their efforts, they only 
receive a symbolic reward from the budget of the state prosecutor’s office both for successful and 
unsuccessful settlement procedures.

Cases in which mediation is used should be essentially different from suspended prosecution: it 
is believed that in those cases a mediator should take action to eliminate a criminogenic situati-
on which exists between the parties who have engaged in a disagreement. Thus, the emphasis is 
put not only on an alternative, although still (quasi)punitive reaction to a crime outside of the re-
alms of the traditional criminal proceedings, but on a more ambitious goal: to eliminate or at le-
ast reduce the danger that the crime will be committed again.

The scope of application of mediation, which at first could be used for criminal offences punisha-
ble by imprisonment of up to three years, was later broadened into two directions. Similarly, as in 
the case of suspended prosecution, mediation can now be applied to some more serious offences 
which are expressly cited in the Code.21 In certain cases this includes very serious offences, but 
in no case does it include criminal offences which are punishable by imprisonment of more than 
five years. Another broadening of the scope, which had occurred some time earlier, was even 
more interesting since it went beyond the rule according to which it was an institute completely 
controlled by state prosecutors and limited to pre-trial proceedings. Namely, mediation can also 
be conducted in case when summary proceedings have already reached the stage of the main he-
aring.22 In such cases, the Court may adjourn the hearing and give the parties an opportunity to 
settle their case. If they succeed in settling, criminal proceedings are discontinued. This form of 
mediation is used more rarely and entails certain dangers.

In Slovenia, state prosecutors use mediation in parallel with suspended prosecution. When they 
opt for an alternative, they take into account both procedural options and select the one which 
they deem the more suitable one for that specific case. By way of comparison, here are some sta-
tistical data on the settlement procedure: 1,660 adult individuals were directed towards the set-
tlement in 2006 (5.1% of charged persons)23 and it was successful in the case of 880 persons, whi-
ch amounts to around 53%. As a rule, the percentage of settled cases is somewhat lower that the 
percentage of successfully suspended prosecutions, which is in our opinion to be expected. In 
percentage terms, in 2010, there was a decrease when the number of persons who partook in the 
settlement procedure fell to 3.8% of all the charged individuals, to be reduced even more in 2012 
to no less than 2.4% of all the charged persons. Meanwhile, the success rate of the settlement pro-
cedure has been in the range 50 to 55 percent of the persons directed towards the settlement of 
their cases.

21 BythesameLawAmendingtheCPCasinthecaseofsuspendedprosecution,consequently:the2004CPC-F(seefootnoteno.16).
22 SeeArticle443.aoftheCPC,whichwaslegislatedbytheLawAmendingtheCPC-D(seeOGRS,no.111/2001).
23 Let us mention that both suspended prosecution and settlement procedure are also applied to proceedings against juvenile

offenders.Issuesconnectedwiththeuseofalternativesinproceedingsagainstjuvenileoffendersaresomewhatdifferentwhichis
whytheywillnotbeconsideredinthispapernotwillstatisticaldatabepresented.
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Taken as a whole, the alternative is a very complex issue in terms of prosecutor’s involvement 
and it is an endeavour looking from the point of view of organisation. First and foremost, a 
network of mediators needed to be established across the country and then provisions needed to 
be made with regard to their education. Funding (not so insignificant amounts) needs to be pro-
vided from the budget for these two institutes (alternatives). It needs to be ensured that conditi-
ons in which mediators work are appropriate (premises outside of the prosecutor’s offices) and 
they need to be supervised constantly and even (by way of illustration, only one activity is men-
tioned) disciplinary actions need to be taken in case they violate any of the rules which apply to 
their work. 

However, there is more to this: if any tasks or obligations arise in connection with suspended 
prosecution or mediation which entail community work, arrangements need to be made with a 
view to that. At first glance, that seems easy, but it is not. Fortunately, other authorities and not 
directly state prosecutor’s offices are in charge of those tasks. The establishment of the Victims 
Compensation Fund is an example which proves how challenging such endeavours can be. 
Although such a fund would be beneficial to the state budget, so many problems have come to li-
ght that the fund has not been set up yet (after nearly two decades!).

Suspended prosecution may entail ordering a suspect to pay a certain sum to the benefit of hu-
manitarian organisations. Given the fact that in the last few years those sums have been in the 
neighbourhood of hundreds of thousands of Euros per year, it is reasonable that this portion of 
work, which also falls on the back of state prosecutor’s offices, must be performed in an absolutely 
correct and transparent manner. In any event, beneficiaries of those sums have great interests.

From the perspective of the judiciary (and the society as a whole), the alternative results in si-
gnificant economies. Cases are resolved faster and without court’s involvement. Nevertheless, the 
criminal justice system is not that self-contained to be able to use such economies as much and 
as completely as possible.

Unfortunately, even though mandatory instructions for suspended prosecution and settlement 
have been adopted, the practice of district prosecutor’s offices is still fairly inconsistent. Some of-
fices use the alternative more frequently than others; some, for various reasons, give precedence 
to suspended prosecution while others to settlement and vice versa.24 This can result in unequal 
treatment of persons (suspects or injured parties).

Certainly, those two legal institutes are useful and the state prosecutor is the person who is prac-
tically in charge of all of their aspects. In addition to him, the roles of a suspect and the injured 
party are also significant since those proceedings are not possible without their consent, where-
as the role of the court is completely marginal and limited to rare instances of mediation in alre-
ady instituted criminal proceedings. If criminal charges have been dismissed on these grounds, 
the injured party will naturally lose his right to institute proceedings as a subsidiary prosecutor.

24 Weneedtoberealisticwhenitcomestoselecting:criteriaarenotalwaystheoneswhichareprescribedandwhichshouldstand
intheforegroundaccordingtotheory.Ifaprosecutor’sofficehasbetterexperiencewithoneoranotherproceduraloption,thenit
ispossiblethatitfavoursoneagainsttheother.Ifaprosecutor’sofficeisshortofstaff,itismorelikelythatitwillnotusesuspended
prosecutionwhichrequiresmorepersonnelinvolvement(theentireproceedingsareconductedbyprosecutorialstaff ).However,on
theotherhand,asettlementprocedurecostsmuchmore,soinlargerprosecutor’soffices,costsofmediationmaybeconsiderable,
inparticularatthetimeofcurrentlyrestrictivebudgetarypolicy.Theissueofgoodqualitymediatorsariseswithrespecttopersons
involvedintheprocess,buttherearealsootherfactorsthatinfluencetheselectionofalternativeproceedings.
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On several occasions we have drawn attention to the trend of decreasing use of suspended pro-
secution and mediation. Unfortunately, causes which have led to such a decrease have not been 
systematically examined, so we can only speculate on them. One of them is probably their relati-
ve complexity: prosecutor’s offices must put a lot of effort into them, but their results are uncerta-
in. On the other hand, whereas there used to be a time when good quality institutes which were 
used to select which cases would be prosecuted and how were scarce, today there is an abundan-
ce of such institutes (mostly procedural) in this area and they might be even overlapping. And fi-
nally, in parallel with the abolishment of its traditional offence of minor significance, Slovenian 
legislation has provided for new grounds for dismissing criminal charges and that is dispropor-
tion between the minor significance of a criminal offence and consequences of criminal procee-
dings.25 It is not possible to critically examine this regulation in this paper, but the fact remains 
that it is a rival to suspended prosecution and mediation. What is more, it has an advantage, so 
it first needs to be established whether or not prosecution is inappropriate and only then, if it is 
not, suspended prosecution and settlement can be taken into account. And since a penal order, 
which we will introduce below, has virtually occupied the same space in the meantime, the task 
is even more demanding…

3.3. Penal Order

If we were close to the outlines of summary or simplified proceedings or even crossed them when 
we discussed alternative forms of reaction to criminal offences under the Slovenian CPC, a penal 
order is something different – without any doubt it belongs to their circle, even to its centre. Such 
procedures have been known in comparative law and presently, there are almost no criminal pro-
cedure laws which do not provide for them.26 As we have done so far, we will not enter into an 
in-depth theoretical discussion on the procedures of this type and instead, we will focus on the 
role of a state prosecutor with regard to the penal order as provided for in the Slovenian CPC.

It could not be asserted that Slovenian legislator introduced the penal order to our legal system 
because he was not satisfied with the results achieved by the alternative; certainly not, because 
there is no research or an analysis which would prove that. In our opinion, the problem lay in the 
indecisiveness of our legislator with regard to which approach to take towards the criminal pro-
cedure as a system: should he continue with introducing gradual changes (partially of his own 
accord, but also because of the decisions by the Constitutional Court, as previously mentioned) 
or should he reform it in its entirety with one broad stroke. When it emerged that for the time 
being there was no consensus on the latter model, the lawmaker opted via facti for the policy of 
small steps. Consequently, in 2003, he legislated the penal order in a separate (new) chapter of the 
CPC27 and he modelled it after the criminal proceedings of the Federal Republic of Germany.28 

25 SeeArticle161,paragraph1oftheCPC.
26 For more on this topic, Šugman, K. (ur.), Izhodišča za nov model kazenskega postopka, op. cit., str. 479-492. Compare as well a

sentencingprocedurepriortothemainhearingunderArt.449andsubsequentArticlesofSerbia’sCPC.
27 SeeChapterXXVaoftheCPC,thetitleofwhichis“ProcedureforIssuingaPenalOrder”(Postopekzaizdajokaznovalneganaloga),

Article445.athrough445.e(OGRS,No.56/2003).
28 SeeStrafbefehlsverfahren fromArticle407.412.StPO.Inparticular,suchamodelwasadvocatedbyexpertsfromtheFederalRepublic

ofGermanywhowereengagedontheprojectaimedtomodernizethejudicialsysteminSloveniabeforeitsaccessiontotheEU.(See:
ModernisationoftheJudicialSystemoftheRepublicofSlovenia.InstitutionalSupport–TwinningprojectSlovenia.MinistryofJustice
oftheRepublicofSlovenia,Ljubljana,2006).
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Penal orders function rather simply and they are very common to such procedures: their applica-
tion is limited only to criminal offences which fall into the jurisdiction of circuit courts.29 When 
filing the summary charge sheet, state prosecutors are allowed to move that the Court should 
issue a penal order by which a penalty or a measure30 would be imposed on a defendant witho-
ut holding a main hearing. Judge’s duty is to check if the evidence provided in the charge sheet 
constitutes sufficient grounds for issuing an order and then, to promptly issue a penal order if he 
agrees with the proposed sentence. If a defendant does not agree with a penal order, he may file 
an objection, which results in the case being referred to the proceedings otherwise prescribed for 
that type of matters.

Several aspects need to be stressed here: for the first time in Slovenian criminal proceedings, pe-
nal orders have allowed for judgments of conviction to be passed without holding a main hearing 
(trial). That was one small step for the man and a giant leap for Slovenian criminal procedure 
whose form had thus far been defended strictly from the point of view that judgments of convic-
tion could be made only after a main hearing, completely independent of the will of the parties 
and the need to prove the case in each particular criminal matter.

This dogma, so to speak, has been overcome precisely by the penal order. If we look at such a so-
lution from the perspective of procedure as a system, it was rather illogical to insist on it because 
procedure in its entirety was established in such a manner that it could be completed only after 
all the stages in the proceedings had been finalized. Still, on the other hand, at the time of a sud-
den rise in the number of criminal cases which needed to be handled by the system, it would be 
very unrealistic not to be open towards procedural options which could lead to faster completi-
on of the proceedings, at least in the cases where there were real and convincing reasons and the 
parties did not object to it.

State prosecutors role is crucial to the implementation of the penal order: without his proposal, 
the defence cannot achieve anything on its own and naturally, neither can the Court. Both co-
uld mostly informally warn a state prosecutor that he may have missed an opportunity to end 
the proceedings quickly, but nothing more than that. We are of the opinion that the defence has 
the legitimacy to raise this issue, whereas Court’s actions to such end in a particular case could 
be disputable. Lately, we have seen in practice that courts in general request from state prosecu-
tors to re-examine their cases in which they omitted to file a motion to that end, providing con-
ditions have been met for them to act in such a manner.

Besides, objections regarding the penal order as it is provided for under Slovenia’s CPC can be fo-
und in theoretical works. Defence’s disadvantageous position is mentioned in particular since it 
may not even express either its consent or its disagreement with such a shortening of proceedin-
gs, but may do so only when filing an objection to a penal order already issued by the Court. In 
such a situation, the defence has two opponents: certainly, there is the prosecuting authority, its 
“natural” opponent, and the Court, which has already accepted arguments of the state prosecu-
tor, which might indicate that objection’s chances of success are slight.

29 Punishedbyafineorimprisonmentofmaximumthreeyears.
30 Penalordersmaybeusedtoproposeandimposeonlyafine,adrivingban,afineormaximumsixmonths’imprisonmentsuspended

sentenceorajudicialadmonition,aswellastheseizureofobjectsorproceedsfromcrime(Article445.a,paragraph2oftheCPC).
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Under the Slovenian law, the order is obviously meant to be used in cases of offences of minor 
significance in connection with delinquency. That is clear from the sanctions which might be 
proposed by a state prosecutor and imposed by a judge. Recently, suggestions have been made 
by practitioners, and it seems that the legislator has been leaning towards them, that the range 
of sanctions which can be imposed within the framework of a penal order should be expanded. 
Thus, the penal order would facilitate that an even greater number of criminal cases are dispo-
sed of without a main hearing.

Theorists emphasise that the penal order is a type of proceedings particularly suited to handle 
certain criminal offences, especially those which as a rule do not require any special evidentiary 
proceedings. Therefore, this concerns a need to harmonise the rules of substantive and procedu-
ral law; in terms of Slovenian legislation, it could not be maintained that the said fact was taken 
into consideration when the penal order was introduced.

The penal order has been accepted by practitioners rather well and fast. As early as in 2006, state 
prosecutors filed for penal orders in cases of 3,368 persons, of which 75% were granted and 67% 
became final. In other words, judgments of conviction were delivered without a main hearing in 
cases of 1,679 persons. By 2010, the number of motions for orders had slightly declined (to 2,906 
persons), but their success rate had significantly risen (to 80% of filed motions), of which 1,935 
had become final or 83% of the ones granted by the Court. In 2012, 2,714 motions for penal or-
ders were filed and courts granted as many as 87% of them, of which 82% became final (for 1,925 
persons). Thus, the overall results considered from the perspective of prosecuting authorities co-
uld be judged as more than satisfactory.

In addition to a declining trend, which nevertheless arouses concern because it is not clear 
what has been causing it (on the contrary, the high success rate of motions for a penal order 
could even be a reason for broadening the scope of its use), some of its negative aspects need 
to be mentioned as well. Similarly as in the case of suspended prosecution and settlement, in-
dividual state prosecutor’s offices have a fairly inconsistent practice in this regard: some use it 
regularly and widely, while other use it more rarely. Mandatory instructions for the use of pe-
nal order, adopted in the second half of 2012, have not yet contributed to the harmonisation 
of prosecutorial practice.

Some warn of the fact that the relative success of the penal order could be a result of an “unprin-
cipled” coalition formed among a state prosecutor, who has to propose a sanction so low as not 
to cause the defence to react (i.e. file an objection), defence itself, which must by engaging in such 
proceedings gain more than if it opted for a trial, and even a judge, whose motivation is to beco-
me established as a successful judge by issuing a penal order with little effort.31 Objective infor-
mation about whether or not such objections are credible is fairly difficult to obtain. Thus far, it 
has not been possible either to confirm or disprove them with arguments.

31 Inrespectofjudges,theydonotneedtoconductahearingnordotheyneedtodraftarationaleforajudgment,whiletheriskofan
appealisreducedtominimum.
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3.4. Plea Agreement

Plea bargaining in criminal proceedings and plea agreements,32 as well as some other institutes 
closely connected with them,33 were introduced into Slovenia’s criminal procedure though the 
front door only by the CPC-K Amendment in November 2011, whereas they fully came into for-
ce in May 2012.34 It could be asserted that in a way, the institutes of restorative justice and the pe-
nal order set out above did in fact serve as an exercise for the so-called negotiation situations – 
ones more successfully than others.

Slovenian lawmakers were slow when it came to introducing plea bargaining and plea agreement 
into its criminal procedure. On the one hand, it was expected that at some point a complete re-
form of criminal procedure would still be carried out and that it would include the so called plea 
bargaining, since it was believed that its legislation would be problematic without making exten-
sive changes with regard to the concept and structure of the procedural law.35 On the other hand, 
as time went on, the introduction of plea bargaining was regarded with an increasing amount of 
scepticism which was based on some instances of its not so successful implementation in crimi-
nal procedures in Europe. When both strength and time needed for a fundamental reform had 
been depleted, it was decided to continue with partial changes and so, as we have mentioned 
above, plea bargaining and pre-trial hearing were legislated by said Amendment. The innovati-
on aroused great interest and (perhaps even too high) expectations among the public. Recently, 
we have witnessed a creation of an extensive body of literature which has managed to cover its 
subject well and from various aspects over a relatively short period of time, sometimes in a very 
critical manner.36 

Some negotiation situations which could have served the same purpose even earlier were not ta-
ken advantage of.37 On the other hand, the fact remained that negotiations took place between 
prosecuting authorities and the defence even earlier, although to a limited extent, especially in 
recent times, but they were not provided for in any manner.38 It could be even argued that the 
general attitude taken by the association of prosecutors towards negotiations was fairly ambiva-

32 SeeChapterXXVaoftheCPC,whosetilteis:“PleaAgreement”(Article450.athrough450.čoftheCPC).Thefactthatitcomesright
afterthechapterontheissuingofapenalordermightindicatethatitisactuallyasimplifiedproceeding.AccordingtotheCodeitself,
onesummaryandtwosimplifiedproceedingsareprovidedforinthissection.Inouropinion,thisisnotcorrect,butanydiscussionon
thetopicwouldexceedthescopeofthispaper:asweseeit,regulationsconcerningtheguiltypleaintheCode(togetherwithsome
otheramendmentswhichwillbementionedbelow)havechangedtheconceptoftheCode.

33 IrefertotheChapterXIXaoftheCodewhosetitleis“Pre-trialHearing”(Article285.athrough285.foftheCPC).Itisthefirstchapterof
thesecondsectionoftheCode(“MainHearingandJudgment”).

34 SeeOGRS,No.91/2011.
35 Inaway,thatwasamessageoftheresearchwhichwassupposedtopavethewayforthereformofSlovenia’scriminalprocedure.This

paperhasalreadybeencited,Izhodišča za nov model kazenskega postopka(footnoteno.13).
36 Duetolimitedspace,itisneitherpossiblenorsuitabletocitealltheworkswhichcoverthissubject.Ihaveselectedseveralofthem

althoughIamawarethatsuchaselectionissubjectiveandpartial,whichiswhyIoffermyapologiestoauthorsIhavenotquoted.
Consequently,seeforinstance:Tratnik,A.:Nekateripomislekiobuvajanjupogajanjokrivdivslovenskikazenskipostopek.Zbornik
znanstvenihrazprav,LXXI(2011);Gorkič,P.:PravnividikipogajanjinsporazumovokrivdivkazenskempostopkuiŠugmanStubbs,K.:
Plea bargaining:sociološkiinpsihološkividiki.V:Zbornik4.konferencekazenskegapravainkriminologije,GVZaložba,Ljubljana,2011;
Šorli,M.:Pogajanjamedobdolženceminobrambo.Podjetjeindelo,št.6-7/2011;Fišer,Z. iGialuz,M.:Primerjalnopravnipogledna
pogajanjavkazenskempostopkuvSlovenijiinItaliji.Pravnik,9-10/2012iTratnik,A.:Kakosepogajativkazenskempostopku.Pravna
praksa,12/2013.

37 Seeforinstance,defence’sanswertothechargesunderArticle322oftheCPC.Withinthelimitedscopeofthispaperitisnotpossible
toanalysesomeoftheso-callednegotiationsitutationsinourCPCwhichpreviouslyprovedthatnegotiations,althoughnotexpressly
providedfor,werebynomeansimpossibleorprohibited.Adiscussiononthissubject,althoughundoubtedlyinterestingconsidering
thatinsomecountriesnegotiationswerefirstintroducedintothelawbythesidedoor,throughpractice,eventhoughtheywerenot
regulatedbyanylaw,wouldexceedthelimitsofthegiventitle.Itisclearthatintroductionofanylegalinstitutesintostatutorylawsis
notonlyatechnicalmatter,butitprimarilyconcernslegalculture.

38 E.g. Fišer,Z.,Alisedržavnitožilcipogajajo.V:Zbornik4.konferencekazenskegapravainkriminologije,GVZaložba,Ljubljana,2011.
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lent: while some rejected them firmly, others tolerated or supported them. However, it was clear 
to everyone that it was only a matter of time when they would be legislated.

From the aspect of introduction of new summary and simplified proceedings in terms of partici-
pants, suspended prosecution was especially invaluable since for the first time, state prosecutors 
found themselves in an actual negotiation situation that was anywhere near serious. It is intere-
sting that those who used to oppose its use now acknowledge this, recognizing that the biggest 
changes brought about by the introduction of summary or simplified proceedings do not con-
cern procedural technology, but changes which must take place in the minds of prosecutors. Our 
state prosecutors in their capacity as state authorities traditionally linked to the principle of lega-
lity was not willing to negotiate with anyone, let alone with a potential offender. Moreover, when 
he was given a choice, he avoided negotiations. But, if we wish to successfully implement the in-
stitutes based on negotiations in our criminal procedure, such an attitude of a state prosecutor 
must be changed; it would be an important change of paradigm. It is clear that defence’s role and 
certainly the role of the Court have been changed due to the introduction of plea bargaining, but 
for the purposes of this paper, which specifically addresses the prosecuting authority and its role 
in summary and simplified proceedings, we are particularly interested in the changes of forma 
mentis which pertain to state prosecutors. 

Technical characteristics of the plea bargaining and guilty plea under the Slovenian law may not 
be the most interesting. Since they have been in force only a year, we still cannot notice based on 
practice their strong and weak points. Apart from this, it should be taken into account that in the 
first period, old cases were adjudicated, i.e. cases which had been on trial before plea bargaining 
was expressly permitted. Or to rephrase it, our sample has not probably been statistically repre-
sentative enough.

In principle, a plea agreement can be made with regard to any criminal offence, ranging from the 
least to the most serious ones, without any restrictions. As a rule, a plea agreement should be re-
ached at the stage following the issuing of an indictment since it is believed that the framework 
of the proceedings has thus become established, whereas the law allows that plea agreements are 
signed at earlier stages in the proceedings. Understandably enough, the Code guarantees pro-
cedural rights of the defence in the course of plea negotiations and in the phase during which 
plea agreements are concluded and it also stipulates the fundamental elements of an agreement 
as well as elements which a plea agreement may not provide for. Accordingly, legal classificati-
on of a criminal offence may not be negotiated on, which indicates that the so-called charge bar-
gaining is not allowed; however, whereas it has emerged that the vertical charge bargaining is 
not possible, the horizontal charge bargaining is nevertheless permitted with certain restrictions. 
Furthermore, neither security measures which are imposed as mandatory nor the seizure of ma-
terial gain acquired through crime may be negotiated on.

No specific plea bargaining procedure has been prescribed in detail, which is understandable. 
Whether plea negotiations will be initiated or not entirely depends on the parties, although in 
theory, the state prosecutor is the one who should be more active because it is considered that 
he has more information at his disposal which is relevant or decisive to signing an agreement. In 
the first months of its use, this assumption has not proven true since the defence has more frequ-
ently initiated plea bargaining.
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It can be expected that, at least in the initial period, the state prosecutor’s biggest problem will be 
the selection of cases in which he could enter into plea negotiations. Another general problem 
could arise in connection with a negotiation platform which should be created for each specific 
case, especially with regard to penalties. The Slovenian sentencing system is fairly open, so prose-
cutors often have problems to determine what type of sanction should be imposed to satisfy the 
general requirements, while at the same time being attractive enough to the defence. This pro-
blem also exists mutatis mutandis with regard to the defence and even to the Court. Mandatory 
instructions for plea bargaining have been adopted by the association of prosecutors of Slovenia.

A concluded agreement needs to be confirmed by a judge. The Court is completely excluded 
from the plea bargaining process until the moment the parties propose an agreement to the 
judge. The law proceeds from the opinion that the role of a judge is essentially a passive one. 
However, his decision is crucial, so it could be inferred that there is some room for manoeuvre 
which some judges will probably use to take certain actions, in particular when it comes to esta-
blishing evidentiary standards which need to be met for a judgment of conviction to be passed.39 

Until this moment and contrary to expectations, plea bargaining has not taken place at the early 
stages of the proceedings. As a rule, the pre-trial hearing has been the key moment and the pro-
cedural context in which plea agreements are achieved. Even though it is not clearly laid down 
from the point of view of theory,40 this hearing, an innovation in our criminal procedure, has 
already come up to our expectations.

The law prescribes that it is a mandatory hearing in regular proceedings and optional in sum-
mary proceedings. It has two purposes: on the one hand, it serves as a procedural framework for 
concluding plea agreements after negotiations since the law does not provide any other procedu-
ral institute to that end. On the other hand, the lawmaker has introduced it into the Code with 
a clear intention of accelerating the course of the main hearing. It is an objective which is inte-
resting and important in the context of a discussion on summary or simplified proceedings, but 
the problem is that we are not yet in a position to judge whether or not the lawmaker has succee-
ded in his aim to accelerate the proceedings.

From a theoretical point of view, a pre-trial hearing is not an integral part of some special sum-
mary or simplified proceedings, but instead, it is a general procedural institute such as plea bar-
gaining or plea agreement.

Some believe that a relatively great success of shortening of proceedings in our law based on plea 
agreement should be attributed (not only) to plea bargaining, but to the pre-trial hearing which 
has been thus positioned that the parties can already see pretty well how their trial might end, so 
they are well enough motivated to reach an agreement. According to statistical data for 2012,41  
state prosecutor’s offices in Slovenia registered 166 instances of plea bargaining, which led to 140 
plea agreemens. At the same time, pre-trial hearings were held in connection with 3,271 per-

39 ThisisanoveltyinSlovenia’scriminalprocedure:theCourtmayconvictadefendantonlyifithasbeen“…convincedofhisguilt,”see
Article3,paragraph2oftheCPC.

40 Itisnotclearwhetheritisthefinalactionfromthepreliminaryproceedingsoraninitialstageofthemainhearing(accordingtothe
law).

41 ItshouldbeunderlinedonceagainthatthosedatarefertotheperiodMay15,2012–endof2012becauseitwaswhentheLaw
AmendingtheCPCwhichprovidedforthepossibilityofendingtheproceedingsthroughpleabargainingcameintoforce.
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sons, while 1,203 persons entered a plea of guilty (more than each third defendant at a pre-tri-
al hearing!). 

Numbers, in particular the last ones regarding the success of the pre-trial hearing, have come as 
a surprise even to state prosecutors up to a point. If nothing else, it turned out that the law had 
required a procedural institute such as this which would prevent going (directly) to trial whene-
ver an accusatory instrument was issued. To put it differently, it was shown that criminal procee-
dings could after all be treated as a dispute between the parties, and not only as a proceeding con-
ducted by state authorities which either way must go through all its stages in order to result in a 
legitimate judgment of conviction. This is not correct and obviously, it is not in the interest of the 
parties, at least in a certain percentage of the cases.

Finally, this paper would not be complete if we failed to briefly mention another result of the in-
troduction of plea bargaining and plea agreement, which directly influences the shortening of 
the proceedings. Until these last amendments to the Code, the main hearing in Slovenian cri-
minal procedure had been a typical single-stage main hearing. Within the framework of the one 
and the same hearing, the Court discussed both the issues of guilt and the issues pertaining to 
sentencing. Everyone is familiar with objections to the main hearing which has such a concept 
and structure, but there are not many lawmakers who have resolved that matter in a radical way, 
i.e. by introducing a two-stage main hearing. Clearly, the solution is both complex and costly. 
Neither have our legislators done so, but in cases when an agreement has been made with regard 
to a guilty plea, a hearing is continued only by discussing the circumstances which have a bearing 
on the selection and imposition of a criminal sanction, and naturally by a decision on the sancti-
on. Parties have an opportunity to reach an agreement on a composition of the Court which di-
ffers from the one prescribed by the law; it is the first case of an agreement on the procedure in 
our law. This has not yet resolved the problem of the single-stage hearing, but it has somewhat re-
duced its extent, which is why this is an important step towards a definitively better solution and 
at the same time towards further simplification of criminal proceedings.
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1. Introduction – Dysfunctional and Slow Mixed (Inquisitorial)  
System as a Motive for Reforms

A fundamental reform of criminal procedure in Macedonia, including the new Criminal 
Procedure Code enacted in November 2010 (to be applied as of November 2013), entails the 
abandonment of the previous model or the so-called “mixed” procedure, frequently referred 
to abroad as the inquisitorial model, and its replacement with a modern accusatory (adversa-
rial) procedure modelled on the reforms implemented in Italy and other European countries.3  
The reform had two primary goals which were pursued in parallel: to accelerate proceedings and 
make them more efficient and 2) to further courts’ impartiality and fairness of the proceedin-
gs. Acceleration of proceedings leads not only to the increased efficiency of a criminal justice sy-
stem which – as we all know – depends on as quick as possible convictions of as many offenders 
as possible, but the right to be tried within a reasonable time is in itself an important element of 
a fair trial.

Introduction of the adversarial model had asserted itself by a gradual, although more and more 
discernable international recognition of this model as the more suitable one for achieving justi-
ce. Judicial paternalism which existed in the continental procedure was seriously flawed due to 
an overt conflict of interests in a judge as an investigator which resulted in him being biased and 

1 Professor,Justinian ILawSchool,Skoplje
2 Professor,Justinian ILawSchool,Skoplje
3 See:CriminalLawReformStrategy,MinistryofJustice,Skoplje,2007(www.justice.gov.mk).
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proceedings taking too long to the prejudice of a defendant (particularly if he was remanded in 
custody) or the society as a whole. The fact that the said system had proven dysfunctional and 
that the court had failed to perform its function can be seen from judicial statistics which show 
that more than half the criminals remained undetected (53% in 2011),4 while a significant per-
centage of criminal charges (a quarter of them) were dismissed by public prosecutor’s offices,5  
whereas an enormous percentage of indictees was found guilty by the court!6 

Inefficiency of the judicial system was particularly reflected in lengthy proceedings, which to a 
substantial degree depended on the model of procedure.7 Not only was the previous criminal 
procedure marked by apparent judicial paternalism and strong inquisitorial elements, but expe-
ditious proceedings were not its priority at all.8 Everybody is aware that the larger the number of 
“work stations” or state authorities which deal with a matter, the larger the amount of time lost 
“treading water”, or more precisely, the time which passes without any actual work being done 
on the case.9  

For some time now, we can see that literature has been proposing that judicial investigations are 
one of the main reasons for long duration of criminal proceedings. In practice, they have ceased 
to play an important role with regard to the protection of suspects from unfounded trials with 
all of the negative publicity and other effects which threaten his freedom, his private life (the old 
doctrine of the confidentiality of investigation for the purpose of avoiding such adverse effects 
on a defendant has virtually been abandoned),10 but their principal purpose has been to provi-
de evidence against a defendant and valid presentation thereof even before a trial begins, whe-
reby investigation has become more of “a trial before a trial” than a protective filter for the de-
fendant. Judicial investigations have not proven they are legitimate either from the aspect of any 

4 Statistics reveal that a percentage of perpetrators of detected and registered offences whom the police failed to uncover was
high(between40and50percent).Thesenumbershavebeenconstantlyrising;forinstance,from7,114in2002(39%)to16,657in
2011(53%).See:NationalStatisticsOfficeofMacedonia,Perpetratorsofcriminaloffencesin2011,Skoplje,2012(www.stat.gov.mk).
Compare,MinistryoftheInteriorofMacedonia(http://www.mvr.gov.mk/DesktopDefault.aspx?tabindex=0&tabid=392).

5 Twelvepercentofall thecriminalchargesweredismissed,butnumbersaredrasticallydifferentdependingonwhethercharges
werefiledbytheInteriorMinistryordirectlybycitizensorlegalpersons.Namely,prosecutor’sofficesdenyhalfofthechargesfiled
directlybycitizensorotherparties(49%),whereastheypreferalmostallchargesbroughtbyorthroughthepolice(anamazing93%).
Accordingtodatafromthepublicprosecutionservice,apercentageofdismissedcriminalchargeswastwicethenumberwhichwas
madepublicbytheNationalStatisticsOfficeor28.28%.Seethe2011ReportontheWorkofPublicProsecutor’sOfficesinMacedonia.

6 Thus,outof10,051personswhowerechargedin2011,asmanyas9810ofthemwereconvicted,whichaccountsforaprodigious
93%!Thisshowsthatcourtsperceivethemselvesmoreasanauthoritywhichshouldfightcrimeandconvictsuspectedcriminals,
thanguaranteelegalityandfairnessoftrials.

7 Thus, according to information on the duration of proceedings from the filing of charges to adjudication in cases of identified
perpetratorsfor2011,outof14,627chargesintotal,proceedingslasted:upto1monthin4477cases;from1to2monthsin1755
cases;from2to4monthsin1920cases;from4to6monthsin1249cases;from6monthsto1yearin2198cases;morethanayearin
asmanyas3028cases.Source:NationalStatisticsOffice(www.stat.gov.mk).

8 Asopposedtothis,theconceptof“aspeedytrial”isoneoftheunderlyingprinciplesofproceedingsintheUSandimportanceis
alsoattached toexpeditious trials incontinental systems.Consequently, inGermany, the maxim of focus is includedamong the
underpinningprinciplesofitscriminalprocedure.TheprincipleofaccelerationisalsoexpressedinArticle163,paragraph2ofthe
GermanCPCunderwhichthepoliceshall transmittheir recordstothepublicprosecutionofficewithoutdelay.See:C.Roxin/B.
Schunermann,Strafverfahrensrecht,26Auflage,C.H.Bech,München,2009,59-85.

9 See:Delaysinthecriminaljusticesystem:reportspresentedtothe9thCriminologicalColloquium,CouncilofEurope,1989;Length
ofcourtproceedingsinthememberstatesoftheCouncilofEuropebasedonthecaselawoftheEuropeanCourtofHumanRights,
(CEPEJ(2006)15).

10 Investigationswerediscontinuedinasmallnumberofcasesbecausethedefendantwasafugitiveorhewasforotherreasonsout 
of reach oftheauthorities(approximately150casesperyear,whichaccountedfor0.36%in2011).Therewereaconsiderablyhigher
numberofinvestigationswhichwereceased,mostoftenbecausetheactitselfdidnothavetheelementsofacrimeorthere was not 
sufficient evidence (ataconstantrateof700casesperyear).DatafromtheNationalStatisticsOffice(supra.)showthatthe“protective”
role of an investigation as some sort of a filter for unfounded charges had not been totally inefficient because the number of
discontinuedorceasedinvestigationsamountedtoaround20percentofalltheinvestigations(20%in2002,17%in2011).
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legal inquiry since investigating judges rarely gather new evidence but only formally present evi-
dence which has already been obtained by the police and the prosecution.

All this indicates that we are facing a serious problem, not only with court’s underperformance 
with regard to its role of protector of rights in criminal proceedings at the micro level, but also 
with a serious failure on the part of the court at the macro level, in terms of its role in the system 
of separation of powers, which is to protect citizens from law enforcement agencies (the execu-
tive branch).

2. Accelerating the Proceedings by Changing the Model and its Effect on the Parties 

2.1. Acceleration of Preliminary Proceedings through Dispensing with the Formalities (or 
Skipping Investigation)

The original idea is that by changing the model of procedure, proceedings themselves will beco-
me more expedient through restructuring preliminary proceedings by eliminating judicial inve-
stigation, but not on the model of Serbia and Croatia, where judicial investigation has been su-
bstituted with the prosecutorial one, which is equally formal, but by skipping it.11 The main idea 
is to reduce the number of the so-called “work stations” in the proceedings and to conduct pre-
liminary proceedings in continuity, by having the police and public prosecutor’s office perform 
coordinated activates.12 

In order to achieve a more active involvement of the public prosecutor and accelerate prelimi-
nary proceedings, it is important that the prosecutor is promptly informed by the police. The 
new CPC of Macedonia requires that the police should immediately inform the public prosecu-
tor. Naturally, the police will act so when they themselves have gathered certain information and 
run preliminary/required checks of the facts to see whether or not it is a criminal offence which 
is prosecuted ex officio. By all means, the police will also take on the powers granted to it by the 
CPC for the purpose of uncovering and apprehending offenders, as well as providing traces and 
evidence of crimes in a more urgent (and professional) manner.

It can be noticed that the aim of preliminary proceedings has been essentially changed. There is 
wide disagreement as to the true and declared aim of an investigation and preliminary procee-
dings as a whole. It does not make much sense that an investigating judge should gather eviden-
ce because of a decision by a public prosecutor!13 It is more than obvious that when an investiga-
ting judge plays an active role as an investigator, it will lead to a conflict of interests or function 
due to the fact that his function or duty to investigate clashes with his function of a protector of 

11 See: G. Kalajdžiev, Koncepcijske razlike u istragama u Hrvatskoj i Makedoniji, u Zbirci radova na Pravnim fakultetima u Skoplju i
Zagrebu, Skoplje/Zagreb, 2010 (available at http://hrcak.srce.hr/index.php?show=clanak&id_clanak_jezik=100280). Compare: D.
Krapac,Reformamješoviotgkaznenogpostupka:potpunazamjenaprocesnogmodelailipreinakaprethodnogpostupkaustranački
oblikovanopostupanje?,ZbirkaradovanaPravnomfakultetu„JustinijanPrvi”uSkoplju,ZbornikradovaPravnogfakultetauZagrebu,
2007,str.177,185-89

12 See:G.Kalajdžiev,BitnijedilemeirazlikeureformiistrageudržavamabivšeJugoslavije,u:Zbornikuradova:Kriminalističko-krivično
procesnekarakteristikeistragepremaZakonuokrivičnompostupkuuprošlojdeceniji,Vol.5,Br.1(novembar2012.),str.432-443.

13 Nevertheless,practice(aswehaveseen)doesnotconfirmthatthecourtplaysatrulyprotectiveroleintheinvestigationbecause
itveryrarelydeniesrequests fromthepoliceandpublicprosecutors regardlessofwhether it is toopenan investigationortake
measureswhichencroachonthefreedomandprivacyofsuspectsandotherpersons,suchasremand,searches,wiretapping,etc.
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civil rights. It is more than clear that the goal of a formal judicial investigation is to provide evi-
dence and present it already in the course thereof (which is still done through a public prosecutor 
in Serbia, Montenegro and Croatia). This is achieved by a supposed participation of the parties 
and a semblance of “equality of arms” although it is clear that the defence has been given neit-
her adequate nor reasonable opportunity to test and contest the statements of witnesses and ot-
her defendants during an investigation, without knowing which evidence will be presented at the 
trial. A modern concept of the fair trial requires that evidence be tested at a public and adversary 
hearing before an independent court of law.

For those reasons, the new Macedonian CPC does not provide for a formal investigation which 
entails presentation of evidence. If there is any real danger that it will not be possible to present 
certain pieces of evidence at a trial, there will be a special or the so-called “evidentiary hearing” 
at which evidence is presented under the rules which apply to the main hearing. As opposed to 
this, Croatia, Montenegro, and Serbia have stood by the idea that evidence should be presented 
as early as during preliminary proceedings, which is done by a public prosecutor! This concept is 
unheard of in comparative law and therefore an original solution which will hardly pass the test 
before the Strasbourg court. Thus, it could be maintained that the new indictment/investigation 
procedure in Macedonia is designed more as a preparation for a trial than as actual investigative 
proceedings because the prosecution examines whether or not evidence and information which 
has been previously gathered in the course of a preliminary investigation will be sufficient to pro-
ve before a court of law that a suspect is guilty of a crime more than it investigates in the narrow 
sense of the word.14 

2.2. Accelerating Investigation through Strengthening Capacities of Public Prosecutor’s 
Offices by Introducing Judicial Police Inspectors

An important innovation which makes the new criminal procedure of Macedonia different from 
all the others in the region is the establishment of judicial police as an authority assisting public 
prosecutor’s offices. It denotes criminal police that closely cooperates with public prosecutor’s of-
fices and a small part thereof will directly be on the team of the prosecution in the so-called inve-
stigation centres of the public prosecutor’s offices. Those are the main tools which will help public 
prosecutor’s offices to respond to the challenges of their new active role which has been assigned 
to them following the reform of criminal law both in our country and on a global scale.

The innovation which should make a substantial contribution to the acceleration of preliminary 
proceedings is precisely the public prosecutor’s team of investigators which consists of CID in-
spectors and other associates who should support them in gathering and checking informati-
on and evidence during preliminary proceedings. Namely, the main shortcoming of the previo-
us criminal proceedings was that public prosecutors did not have capacities to gather necessary 
information and evidence to be able to make appropriate decisions on the further course of the 

14 UnlikeinBosniaandHerzegovinaandinMacedonia,thenewcriminalprocedurelawsinSerbia,Montenegro,andCroatiaincludean
enormousnumberofprovisionswhichgoverninvestigationandevidentiaryactionswhichareundertakeninthesame/proceedings/,
wherebyevidenceobtainedinaformalmannerinpreliminaryproceedingsremainsthecoreinformationatthetrial.Thus,theformal
judicialinvestigationisreplacedbyanequallyformalprosecutorialinvestigation,whilekeepingaconsiderablenumberofprovisions
fromthepreviouslaw.Prosecutorialinvestigation,asthesecondstageofpreliminaryproceedings,innotessentiallydifferentfrom
theoldconceptofjudicialinvestigationgiventhatpublicprosecutorsarenowthosewhoundertakealltheevidentiaryactionswhich
usedtobeperformedbyinvestigatingjudges,eventhoughtheyarenotapartytotheproceedings.
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proceedings.15 That was the reason why public prosecutors requested in writing from the police, 
banks, and other government authorities to undertake certain activities in order to obtain neces-
sary information, which they then submitted to investigating judges, and that resulted in losing a 
considerable amount of time and naturally, the matters were progressing slowly. These new solu-
tions allow that prosecutors, with the help from their own investigation teams, first gather infor-
mation so that they could decide whether or not to conduct an investigation against a particular 
person, and so that the investigation would be concluded “in one breath” or without interrupti-
ons, with energy and intensity.16 

Following the example of Italy, the new (2010) CPC governs that “senior officers” within the judi-
cial police, namely officers who are directly in charge of judicial police units that remain with the 
competent ministries, are now directly linked to public prosecutor’s offices, which will allow for 
their easier employment by judicial police.17 This has been an attempt to establish a clearer and 
more functional relationship which thus far used to be a relationship between two organisations 
with strictly hierarchical structures. Still, the new CPC allows for a (thus far not much used) po-
ssibility that inspectors from the judicial police be assigned to them by order of a public prosecu-
tor for the purpose of conducting criminal proceedings when necessary (ad hoc).18 

The CPC provides that judicial police assigned to a prosecutor’s office shall be organized into the 
so-called “investigation centres” of that office.19 The idea of setting up investigation centres in pu-
blic prosecutor’s offices with a heavy workload with the aim of finding a reasonable solution whi-
ch will be both effective and economical has led to some major differences in respect of how sta-
tutory provisions are construed.20 

2.3. Accelerating Proceedings by Making the Main Hearing More Focused

The previous criminal procedure law (which will be in force in Macedonia not only until 
November 2013, when the implementation of the new 2012 CPC should start, but it will conti-
nue to be applied to offences whose prosecution has commenced) allowed that indictments were 
brought without gathering all the evidence, providing criminal matters would be first resolved at 
the main hearing and both the Court and the parties could offer evidence without any problems. 

15 TheInteriorMinistry’smonopolyoninvestigationwastheprincipalreasonforinadequateinvestigationsofcasesinwhichthepolice
overstepped their authority /as cited/ in a number of judgments by the European Court of Human Rights which ruled against
Macedonia.Forinstance,see:Case of Pejrusan Jasar v. FYROM ( 2007).

16 Judicialpoliceininvestigationcentreswillprimarilyactatthepreliminarystageofcollectingofinformationmorethaninthecourseof
investigativeproceedingsduringwhichtheprosecutionundertakesactions,althoughjudicialpolicemayrenderassistance.Thisdoes
notmeanthatjudicialpoliceininvestigationcentresmaynotalsobeinvolvedatthestageofdetectingandfilingofchargesincases
whentheprosecutionitselflearnsaboutsuspicionsthatacriminaloffencehasoccurred(firsthandknowledge,voice,notoriety,etc.).

17 See:NewRelationshipbetweenthePoliceandthePublicProsecutorsOfficeintheRepublicofMacedonia,JustinianLawReview,
availableatwww.law-review.mk/pdf/02/Gordan%20Kalajdziev.pdf

18 AnimportantgoaltobeattainedbysettingupthejudicialpoliceandtransferringsomeoftheCIDinspectorsfromtheMinistryof
theInteriortothepublicprosecutionserviceisovercomingtheproblemposedbythemonopolyofMinistry’sinvestigativecapacities
andtheso-called“hierarchicaldualism”.

19 Prosecution’s investigationcentresare inawayanoriginal concept,even thoughsimilarmodelsof structurewhichentail close
cooperationincarryingoutoperationsunderthesupervisionofpublicprosecutorsexistinanumberofcountries.Forinstance,in
Italy,eachprosecutorhashisownteammadeupoftwotothreeinspectors,whereasinothercountries,policeofficersareassigned
topublicprosecutor’sofficeswithoutbeingorganisedintoanyparticularunits.See:B.Pavišić,Ed.,Talijanskikaznenipostupak,Pravni
FakultetSveučilištauRijeci,2002.

20 AlthoughtheideaofthosewhodraftedthenewCPCwastomakethemmorelikespecialiseddepartmentswithinpublicprosecutor’s
officesorpersonnelassistingpublicprosecutorsintheiroperations,competentstateauthorities–whichareinvolvedinpreparing
theimplementationofthenewCPC–haveunderstoodthemasseparate(outsourced)specialisedcentres.
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Its duty to establish the truth fully and completely placed the burden of proof on the Court – thus 
leaving the mark of the inquisitorial model on the trial, while proceedings dragged on for mon-
ths, sometimes for years. Namely, considering that the priority was given to the establishment of 
absolute truth, there was nothing which would preclude offering of evidence and it was left to the 
Court and the parties to freely offer evidence even after the conclusion of a trial.21  

The attempt to simplify proceedings by remodelling them through the abandonment of the inqu-
isitorial principle and elimination of its elements had not stopped at the preliminary proceedin-
gs. Not only in Macedonia, but also in all the other countries in the region, the issue of releasing 
the Court from the duty to establish the truth ex officio, which unnecessarily burdened the judici-
ary – by practically imposing on it some of the duties of the parties – was considered to have stra-
tegic importance and deserved to be treated as a priority. It is widely known that the procedure 
followed at the main hearing underwent reform in all the countries by transferring the task of ta-
king evidentiary actions to the parties and introducing cross-examination at a trial. Nevertheless, 
majority of the countries in the region have opted against assigning the Court a totally passive 
role, which is why they have continued to allow the Court to propose evidence, although with 
certain restrictions.22 Such a hybrid model has been regarded as a reasonable compromise whi-
ch is allegedly optimal precisely because the initiative to offer and present evidence is left to the 
parties and the Court is finally given an opportunity to ask questions, present evidence, and ali-
ke, when the Court deems it necessary.23 

Macedonia is the only country in the region which has assigned a completely inactive role to the 
Court with regard to presenting evidence.24 The purpose of this is not only to attain the purity of 
a model of criminal procedure because of some theoretical consistency or in professor Damaska’s 
words – to be more catholic than the Pope – but because we believe that it will lead, in additi-
on to promoting judicial impartiality, to considerable acceleration of the proceedings! The latter 
goal seems to have been unjustifiably pushed back into the background in academic and legisla-
tive debates in other countries in the region. Namely, the idea is clear: if there is a provision whi-
ch precludes proposition of evidence and neither the Court nor the parties may first offer evi-
dence at a trial – the prosecution will go to trial only if it actually has sufficient evidence to prove 
defendant’s guilt and trials will last much shorter. Plans for a trial will be simple and trials will be 
conducted in continuity and without interruptions (Art. 359 of the 2010 CPC), by assigning as 
many days for a trial as are needed to complete it depending on the amount of evidence which 
has been proposed. In all honesty let us say that evidence has either been obtained or it has not; 
it happens very rarely that there are some exceptional circumstances which truly justify an adjo-

21 Thus,asweallknow,pursuanttoArticles274and314ofthepreviousCPC,thepartiesandtheinjuredpartymayrequestthatnew
witnessesorexpertwitnessesbesummonedandnewevidencebeobtainedevenafterthemainhearinghasbeenscheduledand
started.Ontheotherhand,thepresidingjudge,whousedtohavethemostactivepartinatrial,can(could),evenwithoutamotion
fromtheparties,orderthatneworotherevidencebeobtainedforthemainhearing.

22 This is the case in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Montenegro, while in Croatia, it is subject to serious restrictions. See a
comparativeanalysisoftheissueinH.Sijercic-Colic,SubstantialTruthDocrtrineinCriminalProceedings,in:A.Petrovic,I.Jovanovic,
New Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012,
pp.169-191

23 Professor Damaska makes a good point when he asserts that the Court’s passive attitude is more consistent with the typical
adversarialhearingbecauseinsuchsystemsajurydecidesonthefactsofacase,somoralresponsibilityforthecorrectnessofaverdict
isplacedonthejury;however,hebelievesthatsuchaconceptisnotperfectlysuitableforthenewEuropeanproceedingswhich
haveremainedhybrid.DamaskaarguesthatthenewCroatianconceptisunnecessarilymorerestrictivethanconceptsinthemajority
ofcommon lawcountries fromwhichadversarialpresentationofevidenceoriginates:M.Damaška,Hrvatskidokaznipostupaku
poredbenopravnomsvjetlu,Hrvatskiljetopiszakaznenopravoipraksu,br.2,2010,str.821,824.

24 Truthtobetold,bywayofexception,theCourtmayorderthesocalled“reviewofexpertwitnessfindingsandopinion”(Art.394of
theCPC).
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urnment for the purpose of collecting some new pieces of evidence.25 On the contrary, it is un-
reasonable and prejudicial to adjourn trials and that they last indefinitely, which is what is hap-
pening at the moment. In respect of the parties, inadmissibility of evidence of which they were 
aware but failed to propose to the parties prior to the main hearing without any justifiable rea-
son asserts an obligation on them to adequately prepare for a hearing before a court of law and 
makes them responsible not only for the outcome, but for the efficiency and faster conclusion of 
criminal proceedings.26 

Another issue has proven controversial, namely should the entire case file compiled in the cour-
se of an investigation (along with all the statements from a defendant and witnesses) be referred 
to the main hearing. In case investigative files remain the principal source of information, main 
hearings will be nothing more than verification of evidence from the investigation.27 Opinions 
differ with regard to whether or not the Court’s access to such files would promote the efficiency 
and expeditiousness of trials or whether or not it would only unnecessarily prejudice the Court. 
Finally, professor Damaska warns that this new variant of adversarial presentation of eviden-
ce before trial courts includes as well remainders of the old evidentiary model (e.g. the injured 
party’s right to participate in the presentation of evidence) so it is likely that a combination of the 
new and old elements would lead to confusion and prolonged hearings.28  

2.4. Making the System of Legal Remedies More Expedient and Functional

The need to restructure the system of legal remedies in the criminal procedural law of Macedonia, 
in other words to make them more functional, was one of the basic guidelines of the criminal 
procedure reform in accordance with the aims formulated in the Criminal Law Reform Strategy.

Amendments to the provisions which govern regular and extraordinary remedies would repre-
sent a combined effort of theorists to speed up the proceedings, make legal remedies more fun-
ctional (extraordinary remedies, in the first place), and underline the need for holding hearings 
more frequently before courts of second instance instead of setting aside judgements and re-
ferring matters to the courts of second instance for retrials, on the one hand, and dealing with 
the problems which have been identified by practitioners and which could be resolved by making 
certain provisions more precise or by amending or supplementing them.

Together with this, a provision which precludes proposition of evidence with appeals has been 
introduced for the first time in so far as new facts or pieces of evidence may not be mentioned in 
appeals except those which the parties prove could not be presented before the end of evidentiary 

25 WemustadmitthatthenewCPCalsoprovidesforadjournmentsorpostponementsofmainhearingsforthepurposeofobtaining
newevidence(Art.370and372ofthe2010CPC).Tobehonest,thesesolutionsaremoreanexampleofprovisionsindiscriminately
adoptedfromthepreviousCPC,withouthavinganalysediftheyare inaccordwiththenewconcept;thereisanumberofsuch
instances in thenewCPCandmajorityof themhavebeenregistered forapotential revisionof thestatutewhich isnowbeing
advocatedinprofessionalcircles.

26 See:D.Tripalo,Z.Đurđević:Predlaganjedokaza,Hrvatskiljetopiszakaznenopravoipraksu,vol.18,broj2/2011,str.471,486.
27 In this sense,barriershavebeensetup inMacedoniawith regard to the influenceof investigationon themainhearing,which

havebeenmodelledonsomeofthecurrentEuropeanlaws.Forexample,inItaly,presidingjudgeshavelimitedaccesstomaterials
collectedduringaninvestigation,whichareotherwiseavailabletotheprosecution.Inprinciple,evidenceisonceagainpresented
beforetheCourt.Similarly,followingtheGermanexample,statementsmadeinthecourseofpreliminaryproceedingscannowbe
usedinMacedoniaonlytoremindadefendantandtoassessthecredibilityofevidence,buttheyarenotconsideredevidencewhich
constitutesgroundsforconviction.

28 Damaska,op. cit.
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proceedings during the main hearing because they were not aware of them or they were not avai-
lable to them. Thus, tactical manoeuvres, most frequently carried out by the defence, are avoided 
in respect of evidence which has a substantial impact on the outcome of proceedings, but which 
is not presented in the course of first instance proceedings. For the purpose of speeding up the 
proceedings, time limits for filing answers to appeals have been modified, as well as deadlines wi-
thin which judges who notify upon being assigned to cases have a duty to proceed.

Unfortunately, proposals for taking some more radical steps whose purpose would be to substan-
tially accelerate and simplify proceedings on remedies were not accepted. For instance, our pro-
posal that only defendants and not public prosecutors should be allowed to appeal judgments, 
which is the case in common law systems, only scandalised our national experts although it was 
consistent with the accusatory model.

3. Accelerated Proceedings under the New CPC of Macedonia

The new CPC of Macedonia provides for several forms of accelerated proceedings whose pur-
pose is to simplify procedure and release judges from the duty to take extensive procedural acti-
ons. Simplification of criminal justice is an imperative recommended by the Council of Europe 
in its Recommendation R(87)18 which aims at increasing the awareness of legislature with re-
gard to expediting proceedings, changes in how defendant’s guilty plea is treated from the point 
of view of sentencing, increasing the scope of powers of prosecutors who should assume some 
powers of judges.29 

Accelerated proceedings may be possible in three cases:

• in terms of less serious criminal offences – summary proceedings,
• in case when an offender and the injured party agree to settle their case with a help from a 

neutral third party – mediation, or
• in cases when a decision may be made even without holding a main hearing based on co-

llected evidence – penal order.

3.1. Summary Proceedings

Summary proceedings have been traditionally used in all criminal systems for resolving the cases 
of less serious offences. The new CPC has introduced some minor changes. In terms of the CoE 
Recommendation Rec (2003)23, according to which more than five years’ imprisonment is con-
sidered long-term incarceration, Macedonia legislators have broadened the scope of jurisdiction 
of single judges to the effect that summary proceedings may apply to all criminal offences punis-
hable with a fine or imprisonment of maximum five years.30 Thereby, the Court has been released 
from the duty of taking extensive actions in cases of less serious offences and judges are given eno-
ugh time to devote their attention to more serious offences. The new position of public prosecu-

29 Recommendationno.R(87)18concerningthesimplificationofcriminaljustice,17September1987.
30 Definitionoflifesentenceandlong-termprisoners,AppendixtoRecommendationRec(2003)23oftheCommitteeofMinistersto

memberstatesonthemanagementbyprisonadministrationsoflifesentenceandotherlong-termprisoners,9October2003.
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tors in the course of criminal proceedings and their duty to argue in favour of the indictment in 
person have resulted in abandoning the possibility of holding main trails in their absence. Namely, 
the prosecutor’s role at the main hearing and in the course of summary proceedings can be fulfi-
lled only if he plays an active part in all the activities which make up a main hearing. The new CPC 
has extended the deadline which must be given to a defendant to prepare his defence. Namely, a 
summons to a main hearing should be served on a defendant providing sufficient amount of time 
is given to him to prepare his defence from the date of the service of summons to the date of the 
main hearing, but not less than eight days and not minimum 3 days which used to be the case until 
now. This change was brought about by guarantees provided under Article 6(3) (b) of the European 
Convention on Human Rights. Everyone charged with a criminal offence must be given adequate 
time and the facilities for the preparation of his defence. At the same time, judges are obligated to 
advise defendants that a main hearing may be conducted in their absence if statutory requirements 
have been met – this applies to offences punishable with a fine or imprisonment of up to three ye-
ars in cases when a defendant fails to appear at the main hearing although he was dully summoned 
thereto or it was not possible to serve him with the summons because it was obvious that he was 
trying to avoid being served. Along with the summons to the main hearing, the defence should be 
served with a list of evidence submitted by the prosecutor, at the same time advising them that they 
have a deadline for submitting their list of evidence.

The main hearing is preceded by a conciliation hearing. It is an innovation introduced in the 
CPC which entails the possibility of proposing the prosecutor and the injured party to settle 
the case through the mediation in cases of private prosecutions. With regard to this, it should 
be mentioned that the CPC of Macedonia does not lay down that it is mandatory for a judge to 
make an attempt at mediation, but it leaves is to his discretion to direct the parties to mediati-
on when he deems it opportune. At the same time, each party is entitled to consent to settling 
its case through mediation. If either party withholds its consent, the judge proceeds to act pur-
suant to provisions which govern summary proceedings. Macedonia lawmakers have provided 
for an alternative method of resolving criminal cases which are tried in summary proceedings.

In addition to out of court settlement when charges are brought by a private prosecutor, a po-
ssibility of negotiations in summary proceedings is neither excluded when charges are brou-
ght by a public prosecutor. Namely, the CPC does not prescribe any limitations with regard to 
how serious an offence must be in order for the parties to be allowed to negotiate on it, so if it 
is possible in cases of more serious crimes, negotiations should be initiated even more in ca-
ses of less serious offences. Defendants are given an opportunity to plead guilty in the cour-
se of summary proceedings and provisions which govern entry of guilty pleas at the main he-
aring apply to such situations. Judges have a duty to ascertain such pleas and assess if they can 
be accepted or not, after which they undertake evidentiary actions in connection with senten-
cing. Namely, a guilty plea results in a more efficient main hearing and evidentiary proceedin-
gs which are to a substantial degree devoted to the establishment of guilt, the extent of crimi-
nal liability, and facts of the case.

Within the framework of summary proceedings, changes have been made in respect of the ma-
nner in which investigative actions are taken. Namely, in current summary proceedings, a pu-
blic prosecutor will propose a single judge that investigative actions should be undertaken and 
if his proposal is granted, the judge is obligated to take those actions. In the new CPC, given 
the new powers granted to the public prosecutor who is the dominus litis of criminal charges, 
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investigative actions are undertaken independently by the prosecutor prior to the filing of a mo-
tion to indict. Before filing the motion, the prosecutor should inform the defence about the evi-
dence he has gathered and investigative actions he has undertaken, which are the so-called disc-
losure obligations provided for in Article 302, para. 5 of the CPC. Thereafter, the defence should 
be given a period of time to prepare a defence in terms of their own investigation. It depends on 
the prosecutor when he will initiate negotiations on criminal offences which are the subject ma-
tter of summary proceedings. By analogy, it is also possible that a single judge, when he deems it 
necessary, summons the parties to the court to clarify their motions or objections, all for the pur-
pose of preparing the main hearing in terms of Article 347, para. 2 of the CPC.

3.2. Mediation

Mediation was widely adopted by national legislatures following the Recommendation R(99)1931  
of the Council of Europe which stressed the flexibility and comprehensiveness of the mediation 
procedure which could be used complementary or as an alternative to common criminal procee-
dings. In this respect, the views of those who believe that mediation should be treated as going 
back to the source of a conflict32 and that the parties involved should have the power to settle the 
conflict themselves are accurately qualified as being radically non-interventionalist.33 Mediation 
activities allow the victim to feel as he has equal standing under criminal law.34 Benefits obtai-
ned from mediation include the acknowledgement of the victim’s interests and promoting the 
role of private individuals within the framework of settlement of disputes arising out of crimi-
nal offences. Mediation is based on the following principles: voluntary participation by the par-
ties involved, its availability, active participation of the parties involved, an interactive approach 
with a view of finding a common and mutually acceptable solution, as well as the confidentiality 
of the mediation procedure.35 Introduction of mediation into criminal procedure laws is the re-
sult of restorative justice.36 Restorative justice is focused on the interests of victims and the wider 
community since it facilitates the restoration of disrupted relations following a crime. The con-
cerned parties are much more interested in resolving a dispute and overcoming all the disagree-
ments. One should not believe that resolving a dispute is only beneficial to the state.37 Mediation 
has an advantage and that is the possibility of overcoming a criminal matter through active par-

31 Recommendationno.R(99)19onMediationinPenalMatters,15.09.1999.
32 ThisideacameformNilsChristie,accordingtowhomthestateshouldbestrippedofitspowerstoresolveconflictsandtheyshould

bereturnedtothosewhoareinvolvedinaconflict;NilsChristie,“ConflictsAsProperty”,TheBritishJournalofCriminology,Vol.17,
1/1977,pp.1-15.

33 MichaelvonVoß,”Anzeigemotive,VerfahrenserwartungenunddieBereitschaftvonGeschädigtenzurinformellenKonfliktregelung.
ErsteErgebnisseeinerOpferbefragung”,MonatsschriftfürKriminologieundStrafrechtsreform,1/1989,p.35.

34 Victimsdidnothavesuchastatusinthetraditionalresponsetocrime;Jean-PierreBonafé-Schmitt,”LaMédiationPénaleenFrance
etauxÉtats-Unis”,MaisondesSciencesdel’Homme,RéseauEuropéenDroitetSociété,1998.106.Mediationactivitiesleadtowards
theso-called“privatejustice”;StuartHenry,“JusticeontheMargin:canAlternativeJusticebeDifferent?”,TheHowardJournal,Vol.28,
4/1989,p.53.

35 AscitedinA.Snare,”PsychosocialInterventionsAimedatResolvingtheConflictBetweenthePerpetratorandtheVictim,forExample
within the Framework of Mediation and Compensation Programmes”, 20th Criminological Research Conference: “Psychosocial
InterventionsintheCriminalJusticeSystem”,1993,p.60.

36 JohnBlad,TheScopeofRestorativeJustice,PaperspresentedattheThirdConferenceoftheEuropeanForumforVictim-Offender
MediationandRestorativeJustice,Budapest,Hungary,14-16October2004;W.VanNess,Restorative justice: InternationalTrends,
October,1998,www.restorativejustice.org;ГорданаЛажетиќБужаровска,Медијацијатаиобештетувањетовозаконодавстватана
европскитедржави,ГодишникнаПравниотфакултет“ЈустинијанПрви”-Скопјевочестнапроф.ТодоркаОровчанец,том42,
Скопје,декември,2006,стр.540-565;ЛажетиќБужаровска/Мисоски,Спогодувањеимедијација,МРКПК,бр2/2009година,стр.
215-260;ГорданаЛажетиќБужаровска,Ресторативнатаправдаодаспектнамеѓународнитедокументи,ГодишникнаПравниот
факултет“ЈустинијанПрви”-Скопјевочестнапроф.д-рДимитарПоп-Георгиев,том40,Скопје,декември,2006,стр.630-645.

37 Bonafé–Schmitt,op.cit.,str.256.
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ticipation of the parties involved, creating a new balance in their relations, their mutual encoun-
ters which are managed by a neutral third party – the mediator. Mediation entails negotiations 
between an offender and his victim or the injured party whose aim is to bring about reconcilia-
tion between them, create an opportunity for the offender to extend his apologies or express his 
willingness to compensate for the damage. Such a form of proceedings is acceptable only in cases 
of first offenders who have committed a less serious offence.

As regards its elements, the mediation process includes mediation and conciliation. By mediating between 
a victim and an offender, the mediator endeavours to arrange for their joint meeting. This is possible if both 
parties consent to it. Mediators need to be very skilful in order to succeed in convincing the parties that a jo-
int meeting would be very beneficial to overcoming their conflict which ensued following a less serious cri-
minal offence. Comparative experiences show that it is not that easy to get consent from the parties invol-
ved to organize a joint meeting since each party has a psychological burden – the offender is trying to avoid 
facing the consequences of his crime,38 whereas the victim is in fear of his safety and coming face to face 
with the offender.39  It is of paramount importance that the mediator convinces the parties that it would be 
helpful if the victim could have an opportunity to express the pain and suffering he experienced during a 
criminal offence, as well as to request that the offender accounts for the reasons for committing the offence,40 
and if the offender could pluck up the courage and face his victim whom he did not take into account when 
he committed his crime, who in principle is not aware of the situation in which the victim was during the 
criminalised act and after the crime. Meetings which take place in the course of a mediation process deve-
lop a sense of personal responsibility in an offender.41  In cases when mediators do not succeed in convin-
cing the parties to have a joint meeting, a mediation process can also take place through separate meetings. 
The primary goal of mediation is that the parties arrive at a mutually acceptable solution or to agree on how 
they will resolve the conflict. In many cases, mediation ends with an agreement on compensation for dama-
ge, but it is not to be excluded that a meeting ends with offender’s apology to his victim.42   

Considering the said characteristics of mediation, Macedonian lawmakers decided to allow mediati-
on in respect of criminal offences which are prosecuted by private prosecutors in cases of criminal of-
fences which are within the jurisdiction of single judges. Namely, in the course of a conciliation hea-
ring which is part of summary proceedings, a single judge is entitled to put forward a motion to the 
prosecutor and the injured party to consider mediation. By opting for such a solution, Macedonian 
lawmakers did not accept a mandatory attempt at mediation, but they left it to judge’s discretion to de-
cide whether or not he will suggest mediation to the private prosecutor and the suspect. In the context 
of the principle of voluntariness, the consent of interested parties is a precondition for the mediation 
procedure. Namely, consent needs to be obtained in writing within three days after the judge referred 
the parties to mediation. If either party does not submit its written consent, the judge will make a ru-
ling stating that his motion to attempt mediation was unsuccessful and setting the date of the main 
hearing pursuant to the provision which govern summary proceedings. Upon receiving the written 
consent, the judge will make a ruling referring the case to mediation and giving the parties three days 
to select by mutual agreement the person who will act as a mediator in their dispute. The CPC allows 

38 Hans-JörgAlbrecht,“SanctionsandTheir Implementation”,Twenty-firstCriminologicalResearchConference (PC-CRC),Strasbourg,
1996,37.

39 MartinWright,“Victims,MediationandCriminalJustice”,CriminalLawReview,1995,p.192.RichardYoung,“ReparationasMitigation”,
CriminalLawReview,July,1989,p.465

40 TonyMarshall,“Mediation&CriminalJustice-TheUKExpiriance”,Pan-EuropeanSeminaronVictim-OffenderMediation”,Barcelona,13
july1995

41 JamesA.Inciardi,“CriminalJustice”,HarcourtBraceJovanovichInc.,1987,str.637.
42 Marshall,op.cit.,p.4.Sometimes,evenanapologyrevealsthetherapeuticsignificanceofmediation,Young,op.cit.,p.69.
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that the parties select one or more persons as their mediator. In Macedonia, mediators have their own 
association, the Chamber of Mediators, and there is also a Directory of Mediators according to the fi-
led in which they are trained to participate. Mediators have a duty to conduct the mediation procedu-
re in accordance with the provisions contained in the Law on Mediation – arrange for joint meetings, 
and if that cannot be accomplished, they will arrange meetings separately with each party. The medi-
ation process must be concluded within 45 days from the date of the written consent by the parties.

The CPC provides that mediators have a duty to inform the parties of the principles, rules, and 
costs of mediation, but considering the fact that the parties give their consent prior to getting into 
contact with a mediator it is essential that prior to suggesting mediation, the judge should briefly 
explain to the interested parties the advantages of mediation and its possibilities.

A mediation process may be ended in several ways: 1) based on the principle according to whi-
ch a mediator must be objective and ethical and must ensure that a dispute does not escala-
te during the mediation, the process ends when the mediator informs the Court by his wri-
tten statement that further attempts at amicable settlement of the dispute are not justified; b) 
under provisions of the Law on Mediation, a mediation procedure may not last more than 45 
days and given that it begins on the day the parties submit their consent to a judge, the 45-day 
time limit starts to expire on that day; c) due to the principle of voluntary participation of in-
terested parties in the mediation process, the process will be discontinued in cases when either 
party withdraws from the mediation; and d) given the principle of legality of the final outco-
me of the mediation procedure, a mediator may terminate the procedure if he finds that a set-
tlement which was reached was either illegal or unfit to be implemented. In any event, after the 
mediation procedure is concluded, the judge is promptly notified thereof and he must set the 
date of a court hearing as soon as possible.

Mediation is considered to be successful when the parties reach a settlement and commence si-
gning an agreement made in writing. The CPC lays down the elements of a written agreement: 
a) information about the parties; b) particulars of the incident and legal classification of the cri-
minal offence; c) date on which the mediation procedure commenced; d) information about the 
meetings between the parties and a mediator; e) subject matter of the agreement – compensation 
of damage, fulfilment of certain obligations to the benefit of the injured party, an apology which 
the offender should extend to the injured party, return of appropriated items or other reasons for 
settling; f) deadline for fulfilment of the obligation which may not be longer than three months; 
g) decision on the defrayment of costs; h) date of the settlement; i) parties’ signatures; j) signatu-
re and seal of the mediator verifying the agreement.

A settlement agreement which has been signed and sealed is submitted to a judge immediately. 
Considering it is easy to take on obligations which are never fulfilled, the signed agreement does 
not result in the termination of criminal proceedings. Namely, the CPC provides that a defen-
dant shall within the statutory limit of three months submit evidence to the judge that he has met 
his obligations and defrayed the costs of the proceedings. The judge will issue a ruling termina-
ting the proceedings once the defendant has submitted evidence which proves that he fulfilled 
his obligations and not when a written agreement has been signed. Otherwise, if a defendant fa-
ils to prove that he has met his obligations within the statutory time limit, a judge shall order the 
date for the main hearing following the rules of summary proceedings, regardless of the fact that 
the settlement agreement has been signed and sealed.
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3.3. Penal/Criminal Order

The Council of Europe recommends that a penal/criminal order should be provided for in nati-
onal statutes if the following conditions have been satisfied: that evidence is clear and that it con-
clusively indicates that a defendant is guilty; that proceedings are initiated by a prosecutor; that 
a sentence is imposed without having conducted criminal proceedings; that the defendant is fu-
lly advised of all the consequences which arise from his acceptance of a penal order; that the de-
fendant shall have an available legal remedy to challenge the penal order; that sentences which 
may be pronounced by the Court without conducting criminal proceedings are limited and de-
fined by the law and that imprisonment may not be one of them; if the defence does not challen-
ge a penal/criminal order, it will have the status of a judgment to which the principles ne bis in 
idem and res Judicata apply and that challenging of a penal order shall result in criminal procee-
dings being conducted without the prohibition of reformation in peius being applied to the sen-
tence cited in the penal order which has been contested and vacated.

Macedonian legislators renamed the previous procedure “Rendering a Judgment without 
Holding a Main Hearing” which could be found in the 2004 CPC to the “Procedure for Issuing 
a Penal Order” in the new CPC.43 This refers to an accelerated proceeding in which a prosecutor 
takes considerable initiative with regard to the evaluation of evidence and imposition of appro-
priate sentence.44 In German case law, a penal order is frequently used because it saves time and 
leads to more expeditious disposition of cases by the court.45 46 Such a proceeding is fast-track 
and summary and allows a departure from the principles of orality and directness when a prose-
cutor judges that it is not necessary to conduct a main hearing since the evidence which is ava-
ilable to him will suffice for a judgment. Penal orders may be issued only in cases of less serious 
offences which are punishable with a fine or imprionsment of up to five years.47 The procedure 
for issuing a penal order allows public prosecutors to file as their initial action a motion to issue 
a penal order and not a motion to indict.

A motion to issue a penal order contains: a) personal information about a defendant; b) particu-
lars of the criminal offence with which he is charged as a perpetrator; c) legal classification of the 
offence; d) evidence available to the prosecution; and e) type and duration/amount of a criminal 
sanction or other measure proposed to a judge by the prosecution.

43 ThistermisalsoknowninthecomparativecriminalprocedurelawasStrafbefehlsverfahrenintheGermanlaworasdecreto penale in
theItalianlaw.AcomparativestudyistobefoundinEuropeanCriminalProcedures,(eds.M.Delmas-Marty/J.R.Spencer),Cambridge
University Press, 2002; Гордана Лажетиќ Бужаровска, Рефлексиите на начело за забрзување на кривичната постапка врз
применатанапостапкатазаказненанаредба,МРКК,br.1-2,2003,str.55-71.

44 KurtMadlener,“Theprotectionofhumanrights inthecriminalprocedureof theFederalRepublicofGermany”,Humanrights in
criminalprocedure -comparativestudy,TheHague,p.242,accordingtowhomasmanyas70%of theaccusedagreetosucha
proceeding and passing of judgments. Likewise,Werner Beulke,“Strafprozeßrecht”, 6., neubearbeitete Auflage, C.F.MüllerVerlag,
Heidelberg,2002,p.276;RobertEsser,“CriminalProcedureSystemof theFederalRepublicofGermany”, inTransitionofCriminal
ProcedureSystems,(ed.BerislavPavišić),Vol.II,Rijeka,2004,p.117.

45 K.Madlener,op.cit.,p.242,citesthatinmorethan400,000casesperyearindictmentsdonotgototrialbutinstead,penalordersare
imposed(Strfafbefehlsverfahren);P.Hünerfeld,“LacéléritédanslaprocédurepénaleanAllemagne”,InternationalReviewofPenalLaw,
Vol.66,no.3-4/95,p.394,mentionsanopinionofH.Dahsthatthisformofproceedingsisusedtodisposeofapproximately30%of
criminalcaseswhichareadjudicatedbycourts.

46 B. Huber,“Criminal procedure in Germany”, in Comparative criminal procedure (eds. Hatchard, Huber,Vogler), British Institute of
InternationalandComparativeLaw,1996,pp.157-158,statesthatwithoutapenalorder,thecourtsystemwouldhardlysurvive;W.
Beulke,op.cit.,p.228.

47 UndertheGermanStPO,penalordersmaybeissuedonlywithregardtolessseriouscriminaloffences(Vergehen)punishablewitha
fineorimprisonmentofmaximumoneyear,R.Juy-Birman,“TheGermansystem”,inEuropeanCriminalProcedures,pp.316-317.
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The CPC specifically enumerates sanctions from which prosecutors may select one or a combi-
nation thereof: a) a fine amounting to 10 to 100 day-fines;48 b) conditionally suspended sentence 
including a defined prison term of three months or a conditional fine; c) a two-year driving ban; 
and d) confiscation of assets or the proceeds from crime as well as seizure of objects.

Upon the receipt of a motion to issue a penal order, a judge will assess whether or not there are 
grounds for issuing the order and he may decide:

• to pass a ruling dismissing the motion to issue a penal order for formal reasons – when he 
finds that it is a criminal offence for which penal orders may be issued. Prosecutors have 
the right to appeal such a ruling before a panel of the basic court’s criminal division within 
48 hours;

• to set the date of a main hearing following the provisions which govern summary procedu-
re – when he finds that information provided in the motion does not constitute grounds for 
issuing a penal order or that a proposed penalty or measure is unacceptable; or

• to pass a judgment based on the motion to issue a penal order – when the motion is we-
ll-founded with regard to the particulars of the offence, submitted evidence, and proposed 
criminal sanction or measure. The judgment should also include in its operative part a de-
cision on a restitution claim, if such a claim exists, as well as a brief explanation about the 
evidence supporting the issuance of the order. At the same time, this is the only judgment 
in the CPC which contains a legal remedy – objection to the judgment.

The defence is not involved in the procedure for issuing a penal order until a defendant has been 
served with a judgment. Given the fact that the defence has 8 days to prepare their answer to a 
judgment passed based on a motion to issue a penal order, a question arises, whether or not the 
said period of time is sufficient for the defence to prepare themselves since they are not informed 
of the actions undertaken by a public prosecutor until they have received the judgment and the 
penal order. The set time limit should be reconsidered since an objection does not have to inclu-
de an explanation, but it should mention evidence in favour of the defence. If a judge dismisses 
an objection on grounds of a lapsed statutory time limit, the defence may appeal before a panel 
of the basic court’s criminal division within three days. If a judge finds that an objection is we-
ll-founded, he shall set the date of a main hearing following the provisions which govern sum-
mary procedings. In case there is a main hearing, the Court shall not be limited by the penalty 
or measure which was proposed in the motion to issue a penal order. Under the provisions go-
verning regular criminal proceedings, in summary proceedings which are conducted on an up-
held objection to a judgment, the defence must be given a deadline for submitting their list of 
evidence. Namely, it is necessary that the Court should advise the defence of their obligation to 
submit a list of evidence within a specified time limit after they have received a ruling upholding 
the objection.

The procedure for issuing a penal order is the only procedure in which it is considered that fo-
llowing the scheduling of a main hearing, a judgment to which the defence has filed an objecti-
on has never been passed at all, and so proceedings are conducted as if the judgment had never 
existed. Several departures from the concept, which occur in the procedure for issuing a penal 

48 InGermanyaswell,finesareimposedfollowingthesystemofday-fines(Tagessatz),between5and360day-finesifasingleoffence
hasbeencommittedor720day-finesformultipleoffences,B.Huber,op.cit.,p.158.
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order, should be mentioned. Namely, this is the only procedure in which a judgment is passed 
without holding an adversary hearing. It is a fact that evaluation of evidence which is carried out 
in cases of the procedure for issuing penal orders differs substantially from the concept of pre-
sentation of evidence through direct examination and cross-examination. The previous method 
of evaluation of evidence which was based on written witness statements, physical evidence, and 
alike has been kept in this procedure. Judges make decision on the validity and significance of 
evidence submitted by the prosecution in their motion to issue a penal order without testing it at 
an adversary hearing. Precisely due to such departures, the said procedure should be used sole-
ly in situations when there is clear and unequivocal evidence the quality and credibility of whi-
ch has been verified.

4. Conclusion

An efficient system of criminal justice is a prerequisite for the rule of law. Efforts to make crimi-
nal justice equally accessible to all the citizens and to achieve it in the shortest possible period 
of time have led to modern trends of dynamic development and reforms of procedural actions. 
The same are the motives for analysing and adapting various solutions whose aim is to accelera-
te criminal proceedings and simplify procedure under the circumstances which have been defi-
ned by the law.

Simplification and acceleration of proceedings was one of the principal goals of the reform. Not 
only because possibilities for settlement and new forms of accelerated proceedings briefly des-
cribed in this paper have been adopted with the view of the above, but the whole concept of the 
reform is aimed at simplification of criminal procedure in its entirety. Not only judicial investi-
gation, but judicial paternalism in its entirety has been abandoned in order to achieve that pur-
pose. An important aim of the reform is to release the Court from the duty to resolve the case it-
self and ex officio, while placing the burden of proof of guilt beyond any reasonable doubt on the 
prosecution, which should result in judges keeping their role of impartial arbiters and in signifi-
cant acceleration of proceedings.

There are two main reasons for giving the Court a passive role with regard to evidentiary actions: 
1) if the Court remains obligated to resolve cases by virtue of its office, proceedings will remain 
substantially inquisitorial and the Court will continue (as it has done thus far) to perceive itself 
as an authority whose primary task is to convict criminals and not to ensure fair trials and equ-
ality of arms; and 2) it will substantially delay proceedings. We do not require arguments to sup-
port this statement, for a simple reason that lengthy criminal proceedings with a long investiga-
tion and many hearings, which are as a rule postponed for a month, are something to which we 
are virtually accustomed.

Thus, in Macedonia, unlike in the majority of the countries in the region, judicial investigati-
on is deformalised and virtually skipped but it is not replaced by a new prosecutorial investigati-
on in which public prosecutors take the same actions as judges previously used to. On the other 
hand, the CPC of Macedonia is the only one in the region which establishes the judicial police 
modelled on the example of Italy. An important element of the idea that a public prosecutor sho-
uld have at his disposal a team in which there are also some experienced CID inspectors is in 
connection with the acceleration of proceedings. Now, not only has judicial investigation been 
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eliminated, but efforts are being made to create conditions in which public prosecutors could 
themselves, and with the help of inspectors and expert associates as their assistants, quickly gat-
her information and evidence in order to be able to decide whether or not they will conduct in-
vestigative proceedings at all, which follow after preliminary investigation and already constitu-
te preparations for a trial.

It should be emphasised that except for the fact that the court will not carry the burden of proof, 
there is also a provision which precludes proposal of evidence by the parties. Namely, at the very 
trial, new evidence may be proposed only in exceptional cases.
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MainCharacteristicsoftheCriminal
InvestigationSystemintheLegislationof
BosniaandHerzegovinaanditsImpacton
theSimplificationofCriminalProceedings

1. Introduction

For our purposes, investigation is understood to include all actions of collecting the data needed 
in order to decide whether or not to issue the indictment (i.e. the instrument based on which the 
case reaches the court).2 In this sense, the investigation includes the actions of uncovering a cri-
minal offence and the perpetrator and the actions of collecting the evidence on the committed 
offence and the perpetrator based on which the indictment is decided on.

1 Vice President of the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina and a Full Professor at the Faculty of Law in Banja Luka;
Corresponding member of the Academy of Science and Arts of Bosnia and Herzegovina and a foreign member of the Russian
AcademyoftheNaturalSciences

2 SeeGrubač,M.(2006),Shvatanje pojma krivičnog postupka u novom Zakoniku o krivičnom postupku Srbije,NoviSad:Glasnik Advokaske 
komore Vojvodine (Gazette of the Bar Association of Vojvodina),(10-11),pp.531-545andKritika “novog” Zakonika o krivičnom postupku,
Belgrade:Revija za kriminologiju i krivično pravo,2006,(2),pp.5-42
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Investigation in different criminal procedure codes3 may be defined differently4 and one should 
take into account both its broader and more restrictedmeaning.5 The practice of the European 
Court of Human Rights suggests that each criminal procedure system used in Europe – accusa-
tory, mixed or inquisitorial – has its weaknesses. This applies to the investigation phase as well, 
regardless of the way it is legislated under national law, which justifies the discussion of possible 
improvements of the national systems, i.e. search for a “new” optimal European model of crimi-
nal procedure6 and within the investigation.7 Two tendencies have clearly emerged in the efforts 
of trying to find an optimal solution over the last few decades.8 A tendency to bring closer toget-
her national systems and a tendency towards harmonisation of national systems or their conver-
gence, especially towards harmonising them with the practice of the European Court of Human 
Rights.9 

What used to be called preliminary investigation and pre-trial criminal proceedings is in the new 
Criminal Procedure Code of BiH10 merged into a single uniform investigation which is conduc-
ted, managed and overseen by the prosecutor as the original holder of the investigating autho-
rity. The prosecutor has become dominus litis of the pre-trial proceedings, while the role of the 
investigating judge has been transformed into a pre-trial judge, with the authority to review the 

3 SeeĐurđić,V.(2009),Komparativnopravna rješenja o prethodnom krivičnom postupku i njihova implementacija u srpsko krivičnoprocesno 
zakonodavstvo,Belgrade:Revija za kriminologiju i krivično pravo,SerbianAssociationforCriminalProcedureTheoryandPracticeand
theInstituteforCriminalandSociologicalResearch.

4 SeePavišić,B.(2004).Overview:Transition of Criminal Procedure Systems,publishedin: Transition of Criminal Procedure Systems,Rijeka,p.24
5 InGermanpre-trialproceedingsthestateprosecutordominatestheproceedings.Heistheonewhoreceivestheinformationfromthe

citizens,alsoheistheonewhomustinvestigateandoverseepoliceinquiriesconductedbythepoliceonhisinstructions.Inorderto
effectivelyinvestigate,therighttousemeansofcoercionisgiventohim:arrest,search,forfeitureofpropertyandidentitychecks,some
ofwhichareallowedonlyifthedangerofstayofproceedingsexists.Uponthecompletionoftheinvestigationhedecideswhetherto
proceedwiththeprosecution,atwhichtimehefilesthewrittenindictment.Theprosecutorhasquitebroadauthority:hemaydismiss
thechargesordesistfromprosecution.Inordertodesistfromprosecution,thecourtmustgrantitspermission,whichisdonealmost
automatically.Austriahasbasicallythesamearrangementinwhichthestateprosecutor’sofficeissubordinatetotheMinisterofJustice.
InItaliancriminalproceedingstheinvestigativeactivitiesandthecollectionoftheevidentiaryelementsareentrustedtothestate
prosecutorwho is dominus litisof the investigationandunderhiscommand to the judicialpolice.Thepurposeof theactivities
duringthepre-trialproceedings is todeterminewhetherornot to initiate thecriminalproceedings.Afterhavingconductedan
investigation,theprosecutormustchoosewhethertoinstigatetheproceedingsortofileitawayinthecasearchives(archivazione).
In keeping with the principle of legality of prosecution, the legislator has set the criteria based on which the state prosecutor
must decide and at the same time has provided for a court review of the decision to file it away. If there is no request to file
the case away, the pre-trial investigation concludes in lodging a request for a trial to be held, which constitutes an indictment.
Francehaskeptthedivision intoan inquiryand investigationandastronginvestigating judge.Whentheformal investigation is
optional(itismandatoryonlyinthecaseofcrimes),andtheinvestigationisnotconducted,theinquiryistheonlyformofthepre-trial
proceedings.Pre-trialinvestigation(inquiry)isrunbythejudicialpoliceattherequestofthestateprosecutororex officio.Theroleof
thestateprosecutorisreducedtosupervisionandthedirectionoftheinvestigativeactivitiesofthepolice.

6 SeeElsner,L.Z. (2008),Police Prosecution Service Relationship within Criminal Investigation,EuropeanJournalonCriminalPolicyand
Research,14,pp.203-224.

7 See Bejatović, S. (2007), Koncepcijska dosljednost tužilačke istrage prema novom Zakoniku o krivičnom postupku, Belgrade: Revija za 
krimnologiju i krivično pravo,(1),pp.71-94.

8 See Ivičević Karas,  E. (2010), O reformama savremenog francuskog krivičnog postupka iz aspekta jačanja procesne uloge državne 
advokature,Zagreb:Hrvatskiljetopiszakrivičnopravoipraksu,vol.17,(1),pp.109-124.

9 SeeRadulović,D.(1997),Efikasnost krivičnog postupka i njen uticaj na suzbijanje kriminaliteta,inCollectedpapers:Realne mogućnosti 
krivičnog zakonodavstva,Belgrade,p.159;Vasiljević,T.(1966),Sredstva za ubrzanje krivičnog postupka,NoviSad:PapersCollectedbythe
FacultyofLawinNoviSad,p.141;Triva,S.(1972),Mjere koje imaju za cilj da građanski sudski postupak bude brži i efikasniji,Belgrade:Legal
andSocialSciencesArchives,(4),p.421;V.Đurđić(1996),Načelo oportuniteta,Belgrade:Pravniživot,(9)pp.421-437;Cigler,S.(1998),
Racionalizacija krivičnog postupka i uprošćene procesne forme,doctoraldissertation,theFacultyofLawinNoviSad,p.212;Vasiljević,T.
(1941),Značaj brzine i uzroci sporosti krivičnog sudskog postupka,Belgrade:LegalandSocialSciencesArchives,(2),p.91;Brkić,S.(2009),
Pojednostavljene forme krivičnog postupanja i postupak njihovog ozakonjenja u Republici Srbiji,Belgrade:Revija za kriminologiju i krivično 
pravo,vol.47,(1),pp.77-121.

10 Official Gazette of BiH,no.3/03,32/03,36/03,26/04,63/04,13/05,48/05,46/06,76/06,29/07,32/07,53/07,76/07,15/08,58/08,12/09,
16/09and93/09.Hereinafter:theCode.InadditiontothisCode,BosniaandHerzegovinahasthreemorecriminalprocedurecodesin
application,[inRepublicofSrpska-CriminalProcedureCodeoftheRepublicofSrpskaOfficial Gazette,no.72/11,101/11and121/12),
intheFederationofBosniaandHerzegovina–theCriminalProcedureCodeoftheFederationofBiH(Official Gazette of the Federation 
of BiH,no.28/05,55/06,27/07and9/09)andinBrčkoDistrict–theCriminalProcedureCodeoftheBrčkoDistrict(Official Gazette of 
Brčko District of  BiH“-Consolidatedtext,no.44/10)],whichallcontainidenticalprovisionsontheinvestigation.
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prosecutor’s decisions if necessary. Thus, with the rationale of raising the level of efficiency of the 
pre-trial proceedings, an old issue reappeared whether this apparent procedural merging of the 
two functions of prosecution and investigation is good or bad. The side effect of these changes is 
the change of the position and role of the officers in charge.

The investigation is a part of the pre-trial proceedings but it is not equivalent to the pre-trial pro-
ceedings. Pre-trial or preparatory proceedings in comparative law, in addition to the investigati-
on as described, include 1) the indictment and 2) the decision on the indictment before the main 
hearing begins.11 The investigation must meet the key requirements related to the right to a fair 
trial pursuant to Article 6 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms.12 Some of these requirements during the investigation have a different 
meaning (e.g. public access to the proceedings).13  

The investigation includes two segments in terms of its content. The first segment is the disco-
very, latent phase.14 It includes the discovery of the criminal offence (or the findings), gathering 
of information on the perpetrator, the victim and other information, as well as undertaking acti-
ons in order to ensure the conduct of the criminal proceedings. At this stage of the proceedings 
the criminal offence is not quite determined yet and the same can be said about the perpetrator 
as well. In terms of the awareness of the crime, at this point, there is the initial or starting (which 
is the lowest) probability that the criminal offence has been committed. This represents the gro-
unds for suspicion which may be limited to the initial probability that the said offence has been 
committed or, in addition to that, to the perpetrator’s character.

The second segment is the gathering of evidence on the criminal offence in question committed 
by a perpetrator who is detected (individualised, but not necessarily identified), against whom 
certain actions are being undertaken with regard to the said criminal offence. As a rule, these are 
pre-trial proceedings in a legal sense of the term. The second phase of the investigation is in some 
cases conducted immediately, without the preceding phase. First of all, this is done in the cases 
of flagrant criminal offences.15     

The investigation is greatly determined by the scope of the investigation. It includes the following 
actions: 1) gathering of the evidence, 2) conducting the proceedings, 3) deciding and 4) using the 
methods of coercion. Gathering of evidence includes the preparation of those who are holders of 
the evidence to become the evidence at the main stage of the proceedings by means of evidenti-
ary instruments. During the investigation stage, the discovery, i.e. inventive component, is pro-
minent and accordingly the requirements in terms of the organisation and planning are substan-
tially greater.16  

11 Pavišić,2004,p.47
12 Hereinafter:theEuropeanConvention
13 See Lazin, Đ. (2007), Zaštita ljudskih sloboda i prava prema novom Zakoniku o krivičnom postupku, published in Collected Papers:

Primjena novog Zakonika o krivičnom postupku Srbije,Kopaonik:theCriminalLawAssociationofSerbia,pp.29-50.
14 Thelatentphaseoftheinvestigationisfundamentallydeterminedbytheinitialfindings.Itusuallyrepresentstheactionsofthepolice

aimedatcreatingthebasisforthepreliminary,differentialdiagnosisofthecrime.
15 SeeBrkić,S.(2002),NoveprocesneformeuZakonikuokrivičnompostupku,publishedinCollectedpapers:Mjesto jugoslovenskog 

krivičnog prava u savremenom krivičnom pravu,Belgrade:SerbianAssociationforCriminalLaw,p.218.
16 SeeBejatović,S.(2009),Međunarodni pravni stanadardi u oblasti krivičnog procesnog prava i način njihove implementacije u Zakonik o 

krivičnom postupku RepublikeSrbije,CollectedPapers: Zakonodavni postupak i kazneno zakonodavstvo,Belgrade:SerbianAssociation
forCriminalProcedureTheoryandPractice
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2. The Role of the Prosecutor in the Investigation

The role of the prosecutor in the criminal proceedings is “twofold”. Firstly, the prosecutor is ac-
ting as the state authority in charge of the discovery and prosecution of the perpetrators of crimi-
nal offences, which includes exclusive jurisdiction to order and conduct investigations, as well as 
issuing and representing the indictment. In the other role, the prosecutor functions as a party to 
the proceedings, with the same authority as the opposing party (the suspect), which is in compli-
ance with the provisions on the equal status of both parties to the proceedings.

Pursuant to Article 35, Paragraph 2 of the Code, the prosecutor’s duties are as follows: 1) to take 
necessary measures and actions, immediately upon learning of the commission of a criminal of-
fence, in order to discover the said offence and conduct an investigation, to locate the suspect, to 
manage and oversee the investigation, as well as to manage activities of the authorised officers re-
lated to the location of the suspect, taking depositions and collecting evidence. The purpose of 
the said provision is to intensify the activities of the prosecutor’s office, to formulate the proce-
dure, to enhance and achieve greater efficiency  with regard to the discovery of criminal offences 
and the location of their perpetrators and also with regard to the management of the activities of 
the officers in charge of locating the suspect, taking the statements and collecting the evidence;17  
2) to conduct the investigation in accordance with the law; 3) to grant immunity in accordance 
with the law;18 4) to request information to be supplied by the state bodies, companies, legal enti-
ties and natural persons; 5) to issue summonses and orders and propose issuing summonses and 
orders in accordance with the law; 6) to order the officer in charge to comply with the court or-
der in accordance with the law;19 7) to establish facts necessary for the decision on the property 
claim; 8) to propose the issuance of a criminal order;20 9) to issue and represent the indictment; 
10) to file legal remedies;21 11) to perform other duties stipulated by law (e.g. request internatio-
nal legal assistance etc).

17 Sijerčić-Čolić,Hadžiomeragić,Jurčević,KaurinovićiSimović,p.133
18 AsisprovidedforbytheCode,thewitnesshastherightnottoanswerthequestionsifatruthfulanswerwouldexposehimtocriminal

prosecution.Thewitnessmaygiveanswerstosuchquestionsiftheprosecutordecidestogranthimimmunityfromprosecution.
Onceimmunityhasbeengranted,thewitnessshallnotbeprosecutedunlesshegivesfalsetestimony.

19 Untilthechargesarebroughtagainsthim,thesuspectshallonlybesummonedbytheprosecutor.Asfarasordersareconcerned,
someareissuedbytheprosecutorindependently(orderfortheexpertevaluation,ordertoconductaninvestigation,ordertosuspend
theinvestigation,ordertobringinthesuspectetc.)ortheprosecutorproposestheorderstobeissued(searchwarrant,forfeiture
warrant,exhumationorder,ordertoundertakespecialinvestigativeactionsetc.).Theprosecutorisgivenaspecialoptiontodepose
detaineesifitisnecessaryinordertouncoverothercriminaloffencescommittedbythesameperpetrator,hisaccomplicesorcriminal
offencescommittedbyotherperpetrators.Detaineesmayonlybesummonedrelatedtothelistedoffencesandthesummoning
ofthedetaineefirstmustbeapprovedbythecourt.Inthiscasetheofficersinchargearenotallowedtogatherinformationonthe
offencesforwhichthedetaineesareheldincustody.Suchaprovisionisconsideredjust,sinceitisunacceptablethatthetwoofficial
bodiesaresimultaneouslyquestioningthesaiddetaineeaboutthesamecriminaloffence.

20 Theprosecutorhastherighttorequestintheindictmentacriminalordertobeissuedbythecourt,inwhichthecourtwouldorder
theimpositionofcriminalsanctionsormeasureswithoutconductingthemainhearing.

21 Theprosecutoristheonlyonewhoisallowedtolodgeanappealbothinfavourandtothedetrimentoftheaccused,whichresults
fromhisdualroleasapartytotheproceedingsandasacivilservant.
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The prosecutor’s rights and duties are stipulated by the Law on the Prosecutor’s Office of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina,22 which establishes the Prosecutor’s Office as the body responsible for efficient 
enforcement of the regulations under the jurisdiction of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the protecti-
on of human rights and legality in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Therefore, the pro-
secutor, according to the principle of the legality of criminal prosecution, must initiate criminal 
prosecution if there is evidence that a criminal offence has been committed. Acting based on the 
principle of legality, the prosecutor is not authorised to decide whether the prosecution is oppor-
tune except in special cases stipulated by the law.

The current model of investigation requires immediate involvement of the prosecutor in the in-
vestigation as well as undertaking evidentiary actions, which is the prosecutor’s legal obligation 
contained in the statement that the prosecutor is required not only to prosecute but also to disco-
ver perpetrators of criminal offences. He directs the investigation towards a complete and all-ro-
und examination and clarification of all relevant facts related to the criminal offence and its per-
petrator, both of those facts that go in favour of the suspect and those that are detrimental to his 
case. Such an approach gives to the prosecutor, on the one hand, a strong mechanism to develop 
investigative strategies and tactics, that will secure him a strong position at the main hearing af-
ter the indictment is confirmed, in a sense that he will have evidence at his disposal that has been 
obtained legally and that cannot be challenged in the proceedings, thus preventing any surpri-
ses the defence might try. On the other hand, this will enable him to look at the facts that go in 
favour of the suspect from all angles. Thus, it is prevented that the indictments are brought aga-
inst persons in cases where there is a lack of evidence of their guilt that could have led to a guilty 
verdict. Such a role requires from the prosecutor to observe the law consistently, professionalism, 
effort, persistence, discipline, investigating spirit, constant professional development in various 
fields of science, as well as high moral standards. He must thoroughly investigate and prepare the 
case for the trial, he must provide a theory which explains the case and he must be able to pre-
dict the strategy of the defence.

The prosecutor has been transformed from a passive office to an active one, an operative subject 
of the criminal prosecution, the investigation and criminal proceedings, who is faced with nu-
merous challenges. The prosecutor is expected to be highly proactive, knowledgeable and ski-
llful. From the point he is notified of the criminal offence, the prosecutor directly influences the 
start, the course and the conclusion of the criminal proceedings.23 His  role is dominant at the 
main hearing as well, where he represents the indictment, presents evidence, questions witne-
sses and experts, proposes evidence to be presented etc. It is clear that the above mentioned go-
als and tasks cannot be fulfilled successfully if the duties and obligations of the officers in char-
ge are not fulfilled efficiently and at a high quality level.24 The activities of the officers in charge 

22 Official gazette of BiH–ConsolidatedText–no.40/09.EntitiesinBiHalsohavetheirlawsontheprosecutor’sofficesandthereisaLaw
ontheProsecutor’sOfficeofBrčkoDistrictofBiH.IntegraltextoftheLawontheprosecutor’sOfficesoftheRepublicofSrpskamaybe
accessedatthisaddress:www.vladars.net/.../zakon%20o%20tužilaštvima%20rs,...anditincludestheLawontheProsecutor’sOffices
oftheRepublicofSrpska(Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpskano.55/2),whichcameintoforceon12September2002;theLawon
theAmendmentsandSupplementstotheLawontheProsecutor’sOfficesoftheRepublic(Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska
no.85/03)andLawontheAmendmentsandSupplementstotheLawontheProsecutor’sOfficesoftheRepublic(Official Gazette of 
the Republic of Srpskano.37/06),whichcameintoforceon5May2006.TheLawontheFederalProsecutor’sOfficeoftheFederation
ofBiHpublishedintheOfficial Gazette of the Federation of  BiHno.42/02and19/03,andtheLawontheProsecutor’sOfficeofBrčko
DistrictofBiHintheOfficial Gazette of Brčko District of BiH no.19/07.

23 See Bejatović, S. (2006), Tužilačko-policijski koncept istrage i efikasnost krivičnog postupka sa posebnim osvrtom na krivično procesno 
zakonodavstvo Srbije, Belgrade: Revija za kriminologiju i krivično pravo,(3),pp.109-119.

24 SeeTalk,P.(2005),The Relationship Between Public Procesutors and the Police in the member states of the Council of Europe,Coferenceof
ProcesutorsGeneralofEurope6thSession,Budapest,29-31May2005
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during the investigation consist of providing law-enforcement, technical or other assistance to 
the competent prosecutor, i.e. the court, as well as of investigative activities (evidentiary actions), 
under the conditions and as provided for by the Code, in addition to certain search actions (issu-
ing warrants for people or objects, finger-printing, etc.).25 

The burden of proof lies with the prosecutor, the suspect may refuse to answer questions during 
the investigation. This cannot be used against him.

3. Initiating and Conducting the Investigation

The investigation is initiated at the prosecutor’s order to conduct the investigation. The order is 
issued based on the grounds for suspicion that a criminal offence has been committed. This is a 
form of probability based on certain circumstances which point to a possibility of the commissi-
on of a criminal offence and to its possible perpetrator, i.e. this is a type of suspicion with a limi-
ted differential reach.26 The grounds for suspicion must be specific, based on concrete data so-
lid enough to support it. One must always look at the grounds for suspicion from the point of 
view of their function, as a set of circumstances and indications that point to a probable commi-
ssion of a criminal offence that cannot fit a theory that there has been no criminal offence at all.

The legislator has left an option to the prosecutor to issue an order to conduct an investigation. 
– if he deems it necessary. Therefore, it is not right to assume that the prosecutor must issue an 
order to conduct an investigation in each case in which there are grounds for suspicion that  a 
criminal offence has been committed,. However, when a court is asked to intervene during the 
investigation (in terms of rendering a decision on search warrants, detention etc.), the order to 
conduct an investigation must be issued in a written form and presented to the pre-trial judge 
along with the request for a certain type of order or decision. It is the only way the court can gain 
insight into the grounds, subject and results of the investigation up to that point, as well as deter-
mine whether the requested decision should be rendered.

Investigation order must list precisely the circumstances that should be investigated, as well as 
the investigative actions that should be undertaken for this purpose. On the day the said order is 
issued the time set by the Code for the prosecutor to complete the investigation starts running.

The prosecutor shall not order the investigation if it is clear from the report and accompanying 
documents that the reported act is not a criminal offence, if there is no reason to suspect the re-
ported person has committed a criminal offence, if the statute of limitation applies, or if the said 
offence is subject to amnesty or pardon or if there are some other circumstances that preclude 
criminal prosecution (Art. 216, Par. 3 of the Code). A new provision has been introduced that  
ensures that the prosecutor in such cases is under an obligation to inform the person who has re-
ported the crime within three days of the day the decision is rendered not to conduct the investi-
gation. The person who has reported the crime and the injured party have the right to file a com-
plaint against the said decision of the prosecutor with the Prosecutor’s Office within eight days 

25 SeeMemorandumofUnderstandingbetweentheStateInvestigationandProtectionAgencyandtheProsecutor’sOfficeofBiHon
theDetectionandCriminalProsecutionofthePerpetratorsofCriminalOffences,whichwassignedon12Oct2005inSarajevo.

26 Modly,Petrović,Korajlić,pp.64and65
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(Art. 216, Par. 4 of the Code). Neither the procedure nor the form of the decision made on such 
a complaint is set out, but it is clear that based on the nature and character of the said provision 
that the Prosecutor’s Office may decide that the complaint is well-founded and order the investi-
gation to be conducted or that it is unfounded and inform the complainant of its decision. In or-
der to conduct the investigation it is also necessary that there are no legal provisions that prec-
lude investigation as it is the case when foreigners who have immunity are involved and who are 
subject to international law, as well as in the cases where the prosecution must be first approved 
by the state authorities. 

The prosecutor has broad authority to conduct the investigation (Art. 35 and 217 of the Code). 
His competences include: identification of the suspects; summoning natural persons and legal 
entities; option to order the police or other authorised officers to comply with the court orders; 
request the court to issue a search warrant (Art.53) and the order to seize objects (Art 65); sum-
moning and interrogating the suspect (Art 77); granting immunity to witnesses (Art.84); reque-
sting information from natural persons and legal entities and government agencies; conducting 
crime scene investigation; requesting expert assistance (Art.96) and requesting special investiga-
tive actions to be undertaken (Art 118 of the Code). The prosecutor may request an order which 
allows temporary seizure of property acquired illegally (Art. 73 of the Code)

4. Special investigation methods

Almost all modern criminal legislations, to various degrees, provide special rules for the use of 
measures for undercover collection of data on the most serious crimes.27 Ratio legis of their use 
lies in the fact that the traditional, conventional evidentiary methods are not sufficient in the 
most serious cases, and especially in the cases with international reach.28 Special investigative ac-
tions29 may be used against suspects in the following cases: if the evidence cannot be obtained ot-
herwise or if obtaining it would cause disproportionately great difficulty and if there are groun-
ds for suspicion that the person in question has committed or is currently committing criminal 
offences against the integrity of BiH, crimes against humanity and values protected under inter-
national law, acts of terrorism or criminal offences that are by law punishable by a term of three 
years in prison or a more severe sentence (Art. 116 and 117 of the Code). Special investigation 
measures include: surveillance and technical recording of telecommunications; access to a com-
puter system and computer-assisted cross-referencing of the data, surveillance and technical re-
cording of premises; secret surveillance and technical recording of individuals, transport vehicles 
and related objects; use of undercover investigators and informants; simulated30 and controlled 

27 Withregardtothis,thefollowingareofgreatimportance:theConventionoftheCouncilofEuropeonLaundering,Search,Seizureand
ConfiscationofProceedsofCrimefrom1990;ViennaConventionagainstIllicitTrafficinNarcoticDrugsandPsychotropicSubstances
from1988,Interpol’sResolutiononOrganisedCrime(AGN/57/RES/17andAGN/58/RES/5),aswellastheResolutionoftheCouncilof
EuropeonthePreventionofOrganisedCrimefrom1998.

28 See Krapac D. (1997), Posebne mjere i radnje za otkrivanje i suzbijanje krivičnih djela organizovanog kriminaliteta u novom Zakonu o 
krivičnom postupku Republike Hrvatske,  Zagreb: Hrvatski ljetopis za krivično pravo i praksu,(2),p.405.

29 In Germany the terms “special investigative measures” and “special police investigative methods” are used, as well as “secret
investigations”(verdeckteermittlungen)..InthecountriesthatuseAnglo-Saxonlegalsystem,thesemeasuresarecalled“undercover
methods”and“undercoveroperations”.Montenegrousestheterm“secretsurveillancemeasures”,andinCroatiatheyaredescribed
as“measuresthattemporarilylimitconstitutionalrightsandfreedomsinordertocollectdataandevidencefortheconductofthe
criminalproceedings”.

30 SeeMarinkovićD.,ĐurđevićZ.(2006),Simulovani poslovi i usluge kao dokazna radnja i oblik navođenja na krivično delo,Belgrade:Pravni
život,(9),pp.1025-1939.
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purchase of objects31 and simulated offering of bribes and monitored transport and delivery of 
objects (Art.116, Par. 2 of the Code).  

All of the special investigative actions must be undertaken in accordance with a court order. The 
evidence obtained by using the special investigative actions properly is admissible in court and 
may be considered proof. This includes the testimony of undercover investigators, technical re-
cordings, documents and objects obtained in the course of the investigation (Art. 122 of the 
Code). The court is not allowed to base its decisions on the evidence obtained through the use of 
special investigative methods without a court order or by violating the court order.32 In addition, 
the suspect cannot be found guilty for committing the offence at the order or request of a police 
officer working undercover, who has incited the criminal activity (“entrapment”).33  

5. The Role of the Officers in Charge during the Investigation

The role of the officers in charge during the investigation is many-fold: they are the ones who are 
the first to respond to a call, who investigate and cooperate with the prosecutors. The officers in 
charge are the first to respond to an emergency call, to a report of a crime or some other incident 
which calls for immediate action for public security reasons. Such criminal offences or emergen-
cies may be various and may include a wide range of possible events, from serious traffic acci-
dents to terrorist attacks and hostage situations.34 

In order to complete the tasks which are related to the location of perpetrators of criminal offen-
ces, to the prevention of concealment and flight of suspects or their accomplices, detection and 
preservation of traces of criminal offences and objects that might be used as evidence, as well as 
to the gathering of information that might be useful during the criminal proceedings, the officers 
in charge may (Art.218 of the Code): take statements from the persons involved; inspect vehicles, 
passengers and luggage35; restrict movement in a certain area for a time period necessary to com-
plete certain actions36; take measures necessary in order to locate the suspects or objects that  are 

31 SeeVujačić,A.(2004),Kontrolisaneisporuke,Belgrade:District Court Bulletin,(64),p.33and34.
32 Theuseof recordingdevices for theevidentiarypurposes is legislated invariousways.Planting listeningdevices is regulated in

EnglandindetailbythePoliceActpassedin1977(theuseofwhichisdecidedbyaseniorpoliceofficer),inGermanybyOrgKrimG
from1998(itisdecidedbythecourt).Wire-tappingofphonecallsinSpain,LuxemburgandFranceisgrantedbytheinvestigating
judge,inGermanyandinsomeotherlegalsystemsatthefirststagethestateprosecutordecidesonit,andatthesecondstage
thecourt.Ingeneral,theseriousnessofthecrimeistakenintoconsiderationaswellaswhetherornottherequirementsstipulated
bythelawhavebeenmet(subsidiarity,timelimitation,detectionofthepersoninquestion),inadditiontodetailedconditionsof
implementation.

33 SeeKnežević,S.(2005),Zaštita privatnosti osumnjičenog u svjetlu novih zakonskih rješenja. Novo krivično zakonodavstvo Srbije (Collected
Papers),Kopaonik,pp.169-185andŠkulićM. (2007), Uloga posebnih dokaznih radnji u suzbijanju organizovanog kriminala. Primjena 
međunarodnog krivičnog prava - organizovani kriminal (CollectedPapers),Belgrade,p.35andonwards.

34 SeeHodgson,J.(2001),ThePolice,theProsecutorandtheJudgeD`Instruction,JudicialSupervisioninFrance,Theory and Practice,  
Brithish Journal of Criminology,(41),pp.342-361.

35 Inspectionisnotaformalinvestigativeactionandisnotsubjecttoacourtdecisionandauthorisation.Duringtheinspection,the
structureofthefacilitiesbeinginspectedmustnotbedisturbed.Intheprocessoftheinspectionthesituationisrecordedasfound
byusinghumansenseswithoutdisturbingtheintegrityofthefacilities,i.e.thespacethatisbeinginspected.

36 Thismeasurerepresentsaformofarrestthatdoesnotlastanylongerthannecessary.Itisappliedtoanundeterminednumberof
personsfoundintheplacewheresuchmeasureisbeingimplemented,thepurposeofwhichistolocateperpetratorsofcriminal
offences,securingthetracesofacommittedcriminaloffenceandtheobjectsconnectedtoorusedforthecommissionofacriminal
offence.
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being searched for37, call a search for  the person or objects that cannot be found38; in the presen-
ce of the responsible officer, search certain facilities and premises of state agencies, public enter-
prises and institutions and get access to certain documents they have39; undertake other measu-
res and actions.40 In addition to the listed actions, officers in charge may undertake other actions 
such as detaining someone at the crime scene (a special form of an arrest), as well as the actions 
that are the prosecutor’s competence, but which may be undertaken by the officers in charge un-
der the conditions stipulated by the Code such as crime scene investigation and expert evalua-
tion, except autopsy and body exhumation. Basically, officers in charge may undertake all evi-
dentiary actions, provided that the prosecutor is notified, but the notification of the prosecutor is 
not a legal condition to undertake such actions but a formal requirement to assess their legality.

The officers in charge and the prosecutors may enter into conflict or encounter difficulties in the 
following situations: police investigator may blame the prosecutor for not issuing the indictment 
or lack of interest to pursue the case processed by the police; it is possible for the police investi-
gator not to concur with the prosecutor’s investigation methods, the prosecutor may blame the 
police for not acting on the received instructions or for not obtaining the evidence legally. In or-
der to overcome such conflicts, the police and prosecutors must work together, as members of a 
team working towards the same goal.

6. Prosecutorial Supervision of the Officers in Charge

The prosecutor acts as the superior, in terms of supervision of the officers in charge, from the mo-
ment he learns that there are grounds for suspicion that a criminal offence has been committed. 
It follows that the prosecutor does not supervise nor manage or direct the work of the officers in 
charge prior to learning that there are grounds for suspicion that a criminal offence has been co-
mmitted. The responsibility for the actions and work of the officers in charge rests solely on them 
and the agencies they work for until the moment the prosecutor is informed that a criminal of-
fence has been committed.41  

The prosecutor’s supervision of the work of the officers in charge manifests itself in three ways. 
The prosecutor: 1) provides professional support and the interpretation of the provisions of the 
criminal law, in addition to making sure that the human rights of citizens are protected during 
the actions of the officers in charge; 2) issues necessary instructions to the officers in charge in the 
course of  the investigation, in terms of collecting the information and evidence as is prescribed 

37 Thisreferstotheprocedureofcriminal identification,thepurposeofwhich istodeterminewhoisthepersonwhose identity is
unknown,thepersonwhoishidinghis/heridentityorwhoisnotintheconditiontostatetheirpersonaldetailsorinordertoidentify
acorpse,humanremainsetc.

38 Searchisnodifferentfromanarrestwarrantintermsofprocedure,butthedifferenceisintheregulationbasedonwhichitiscalled.
ThesearchforindividualsorobjectsiscalledpursuanttotheprovisionsofthePar.1oftheArt.218oftheCodeandbasedonthe
regulationsthatlegislatetheoperationsandproceduresoftheofficersincharge,thereforethesubjectofsuchasearchisnotjustthe
suspect.

39 Thesearchmustbeconductedinthepresenceoftheliableofficerfromastateagency,publicenterpriseorinstitution.Thissearchis
substantiallydifferentfromthesearchofaflat,otherpremisesandmovablesbecausethesaidofficersmustlimitthesearchjustto
thefacilitiesandpremises,aswellasthedocumentationthatisbelievedtobeconnectedtothecriminaloffencethatpromptedthe
search.Gainingaccesstothedocumentationincludescopyingthesaiddocumentation(photocopying,scanningetc.),andwhenitis
necessary,theliableofficershouldbeaskedtocomparethecopytotheoriginalandcertifyitisthesameastheoriginal,i.e.initialit.

40 Itisnotspecifiedwhichactionsandmeasuresarethose,butitshouldbeunderstoodtomeanallofthosemeasuresandactions
thatarenecessarytocompletethesettask,including:collectinginformationwhileconcealingthecapacityofanofficerincharge,
gatheringinformationfrominformants,checkingwhoistheuseroftelecommunicationsaddressesetc.

41 Milošević,Tirić,p.48
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by the law, so that they may be used before the court as legally admissible, 3) participates in the 
necessary procedural actions during the investigation that require the involvement of the offi-
cers in charge.

The method of reporting to the prosecutor with regard to the committed criminal offence varies 
depending on the severity of the prescribed penalty for the said offence. Therefore, for the offen-
ces which are punishable by law by a term of more than 5 years in prison, the officers in charge 
must inform the prosecutor immediately upon learning that there are grounds for suspicion that 
the said offence has been committed.  With regard to the offences punishable by a term of up to 
5 years in prison, the officers in charge must inform the prosecutor about all of the available in-
formation, actions and measures that have been undertaken within 7 days from the day of lear-
ning that there are grounds for suspicion that a criminal offence has been committed at the latest 
(Art. 218 of the Code). The officers in charge have the right and obligation, i.e. duty, to underta-
ke the following actions and measures provided they inform the prosecutor as stipulated: crime 
scene investigation (Art.221); requesting the necessary expert evaluation (apart from the exami-
nation, autopsy and exhumation of a body) – Art 221 and detaining persons found at the crime 
scene (Art.220 of the Code). Measures and actions which may be undertaken by the officers in 
charge with the prosecutor’s permission are: filing a motion for a court ordered search (Art. 53, 
Par. 2); filing a motion for a court ordered temporary seizure of objects (Art. 65, Par. 2);  and re-
leasing the photographs of the suspects to be published (Art. 220, Par. 2 of the Code). 

7. Management of the Investigation 

Investigation management is inescapably linked to the planning of the course it is going to take. 
How the prosecutor plans the investigation depends on many factors. First of all, on the seriou-
sness and the nature of the committed offence, but also on the prosecutor. Specifically, there are 
prosecutors who transfer completely the competences for undertaking investigative actions to 
the officers in charge, while the prosecutor later makes the prosecutorial decision. Alternatively, 
the prosecutors may investigate themselves or the prosecutor may combine the two mentioned 
approaches.

In simpler investigations, mainly involving the offences for which a prison sentence of up to 5 
years is prescribed, there is no legal obstacle to give the officers in charge broader authority. In 
more complex investigations, the prosecutor should conduct the investigation in a team with the 
officers in charge, who may work for different law enforcement agencies. Such a team should in 
practice function as a whole, each member within their competencies and abilities.

Officers in charge make the first assessment which actions should be undertaken, since, as a 
rule, they are the ones who are the first to be informed of the commission of a criminal offen-
ce. The first thing the officers in charge should do in such a situation is to secure the crime sce-
ne, so that the scene would not be disturbed until the investigation unit arrives; to collect the 
data that might become unavailable at a later time, to make a record of the witnesses and separa-
te them (so that they do not have contact with each other), as well as to collect as much informa-
tion as possible about the perpetrator etc. In addition, the prosecutor immediately decides whet-
her or not he will visit the crime scene or authorise the officers in charge to conduct the crime 
scene investigation.
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If there is a danger of delaying certain evidentiary actions, the prosecutor may even verbally 
request from the court to issue a search warrant. A temporary seizure of objects may also be 
requested. Whether or not there is a danger of delaying the actions, the prosecutor shall determi-
ne together with the officers in charge in each specific situation.

8. The Role of the Injured Party in the Investigation

When the new Criminal Procedure of BiH came into force, the role of the injured party in the in-
vestigation proceedings changed significantly.42 The investigation proceedings have fallen under 
the exclusive competence, under public law, of the prosecutor, whereas the injured party practi-
cally has no role in it.43 In addition, by introducing the investigators into the criminal procedu-
re, the prosecutor gains mechanisms which allow him to manage the criminal prosecution more 
easily.44 The investigation itself and its content may be kept secret from both the suspect and the 
injured party. The injured party does not have to be aware of the investigation at all, since the pro-
secutor is not under an obligation to notify him of it.45    

The entire criminal proceedings, including the investigation, are conducted, first and foremost, 
in order to protect the rights and freedoms of citizens, who in the event of the commission of a 
criminal offence are given the status of the injured parties – if some of those rights or freedoms 
are violated, i.e. infringed. Therefore, the prosecutor must bear in mind the interests of the inju-
red party at all times during the investigation proceedings. The prosecutor is under an obligati-
on to question the injured party during the proceedings and establish all of the facts and circum-
stances that are of importance for the settlement of a property claim made by the injured party. 
Moreover, the Code grants the right to the injured party to file complaints in connection to the 
prosecutor’s decisions not to conduct, i.e. suspend the investigations.

42 ThereareseveralrecommendationsmadebytheCouncilofMinistersoftheEuropeanCouncilthatregulatethestatusofthevictims
during the criminal proceedings, i.e. in relation to the witness protection.The most important among such recommendations
are R(85)11, R(87)4, R(87)18, R(87)21 and R(06)8.These recommendations regulate the general procedure related to the victim
(understanding,protection,informationontheirrightsandtheconclusionoftheinvestigation,specialmethodsofinterrogation),the
rightofthevictimtomakeastatementonrecordontheuseofprosecutorialdiscretionandopposethedecisiononthesuspension
ofcriminalprosecution.EuropeanCouncilFrameworkDecisionof15March2001onthestandingofvictimsincriminalproceedings
(2001/220/JHA) is particularly important. Among the UN documents the following should be noted: the Declaration of Basic
PrinciplesofJusticeforVictimsofCrimeandAbuseofPower(TheDeclarationwasadoptedbytheUNGeneralAssemblyin1985),
aswellastheConventionagainstTransnationalOrganisedCrimeandtheaccompanyingprotocols.SeeTomašević,G.andPajčić,M.
(2008),Subjekti u krivičnom postupku: pravni položaj žrtve i oštećenog u novom hrvatskom krivičnom postupku,Zagreb:Hrvatski ljetopis za 
krivično pravo i praksu,vol.15,(2),pp.817-857.

43 OneofthefirstcasesinwhichtheEuropeanCourtofHumanRightshasdeliberatedontherightoftheinjuredpartyinthelightofthe
Art.6,Par.1ofthesaidConventionwasMoreira de Azevedo vs.Portugal(23Oct1990,§§46,66and67).Inthesaidcasetheinjuredparty
joinedthepublicprosecutorinthecriminalprosecutionasanassistant(“assistente”),buthedidnotfileapropertyclaimatacertain
proceduralstage(insteadheaskedtodecideonthat later intheproceedings). IncontrasttothepositionheldbytheEuropean
CommissionforHumanRightsthattheresultoftheproceedingswasnotofdecidingimportancefortheexerciseofcivilrightsofthe
injuredparty,theEuropeanHumanRightsCourttookadifferentstand.

44 SeePavliček,J.(2009),Uloga istražitelja u krivičnom postupku,Zagreb:Hrvatski ljetopis za krivično pravo i praksu,vol.16,(2),pp.895-910.
45 AccordingtotheEuropeanCouncilDirective2004/80/ECof29April2004relatingtocompensationtocrimevictims,themember

statesmustensuresufficienteducationallevelforallprofessionalgroupswhichareincontactwiththevictim.Suchtrainingshould
enablethepoliceofficers,prosecutorsandjudgestounderstandthesituationandtheneedsofthevictims,evaluatetheirown
actionsinsuchacontext,aswellasdevelopnewworkandoperationalproceduresinordertopreventthesecondaryvictimisation
andmakesurethatthevictimsfeelrecognisedandrespected.
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9. The Role of the Suspect in the Investigation

According to the character of the undertaken investigative actions and measures during the investigati-
on proceedings, there are three different degrees of the rights of the suspect. Consequently, there is a di-
stinction in the position and the rights of the suspect: 1) against whom no measures or actions are taken 
that require the court’s permission; 2) against whom measures or actions that require the court’s permi-
ssion are taken; 3) who is remanded in custody (including those who are arrested). In general, when the 
investigative measures and actions or their consequences result in the infringement, i.e. limitation of cer-
tain rights and freedoms of the suspect, they need to be approved by the court, i.e. by the pre-trial judge.

The suspect has the right, first of all, to a defence lawyer during the investigation proceedings, alre-
ady from the first time he learns that he is the subject of an investigation, i.e. from the first time he 
appears before the investigating officers. However, during the investigation proceedings, the sus-
pect not only is not allowed to contest the grounds upon which the investigation against him is be-
ing conducted as was stipulated by the previous criminal procedure code (by complaining against 
the decision to conduct an investigation), but he even does not have to know that he is being investi-
gated, since the prosecutor is not under the obligation to inform him about it, nor does the prosecu-
tor need to serve him with the initial document on the conduct of the investigation (i.e. the order).

The scope of the rights of the suspect and his lawyer during the investigation is mainly reduced to 
the following: suspect’s notification of the criminal offence he is being accused of and of the gro-
unds of suspicion that he is facing; giving procedural guarantees and instructions during the first 
interrogation of the suspect conducted by the prosecutor or the officer in charge and the notifi-
cation of the time when the suspect and his lawyer may examine all the evidence that goes in fa-
vour of the suspect. However, if the prosecutor does not decide to interrogate the suspect at the 
beginning of the investigation, the suspect cannot in essence formulate and conduct his defence, 
i.e. in such a case his role at this stage remains passive.46 

The presence of the suspect, i.e. his defence lawyer, when certain investigative actions are being un-
dertaken, is provided for quite restrictively, specifically, it is required in such cases where certain ci-
vil rights and freedoms are being restricted (e.g. during the search), although even then their role is 
not an active one, but consists of the control of sorts of the legality of certain investigative actions. 
Accordingly, the role of the suspect and especially of his defence lawyer comes down to rights, not 
authority, in order to exercise and protect the suspect’s constitutional rights and freedoms.

Pursuant to Art. 47 of the Code the defence lawyer has the right during the investigation to exa-
mine documents and inspect the collected objects that may be used in favour of the suspect. Such 
a right may be denied to a defence lawyer if the documents and objects in question may jeopar-
dise the purpose of the investigation if they are shown. This right of the defence lawyer is deri-
ved from the requirement for equal legal means (equality of arms) during criminal proceedings, 
which is at the foundation of the right to a fair trial protected under Art. 6, Par.1 of the European 
Convention. However, the legislator has limited the type of evidentiary material that the suspect, 
i.e. his defence lawyer, may have access to – only the evidence that goes in favour of the suspect, 
and even when it comes to such evidence the said right does not have to be adhered to  if it jeo-
pardises  the purpose of the investigation.

46 Milošević,Tirić,p.57
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10. The Role of the Court in the Investigation

When the Code came into force, the Court was given a role of a kind of supervisor of the investi-
gation in the situations when the investigative measures and actions undertaken by the prosecutor 
and the officers in charge infringe the civil rights and freedoms. In addition, at this stage of the cri-
minal proceedings, the court does not review the grounds of the investigative proceedings althou-
gh it indirectly assesses whether the prosecutor’s conclusions are well-founded (when it is deciding 
on the prosecutor’s motions). When the assessment is made whether certain motions by the prose-
cutor or the officer in charge should be granted, the pre-trial judge may indirectly, while assessing 
whether conducting certain investigative actions is well-founded and justified, comment whether 
there are grounds for suspicion, he may as well, finding that the prosecutor or the officer in charge 
were wrong to conclude that there are grounds for suspicion, reject the request for the asked court 
order. In such cases, the rejection of the request for a court order for certain investigative actions to 
be conducted does not have a constitutive formal effect in terms of the continuation of the investi-
gation, since this assessment is entirely under the prosecutor’s jurisdiction.

One of the specific roles of the court in the investigation proceedings is to preserve evidence. This is 
done in special situations when the court prior to the trial is put in a position of the body before whi-
ch a certain piece of evidence is presented. In terms of the preservation of evidence by the court rela-
ted to questioning the witnesses, the Code specifies two different situations: taking statements from 
the witnesses and the use of such statements. Material condition for the witnesses to be heard before 
the main hearing is that it is in the interest of justice and there is a possibility that the witness will not 
be available during the trial. The formal condition is contained in the appropriate procedural initiative 
that is reflected in the motions of the parties involved or the defence lawyer, as well as in the acceptan-
ce of the said motions by the pre-trial judge who will in such a case issue an order for such a witness to 
depose at a special hearing. The witness testifies in accordance with the rules stipulated for such a testi-
mony at the main hearing ensuring that the principle of contradiction is observed. This does not mean 
automatically that the said testimony will be used at the main hearing. With regard to that, the Code 
imposes an additional condition that the parties, i.e. the defence lawyer, must meet when requesting 
for the statement obtained in such a way to be taken into consideration as evidence at the main hea-
ring, to prove that despite all the efforts to secure the presence of the witness in question at the main 
hearing, the said witness has remained unavailable (Art.223, Par. 2). If the person who has given such 
a statement is present at the main hearing, the said statement shall not be used, and instead, the witne-
ss shall testify in the manner provided for the main hearing testimony.

The Code distinguishes between the application of the court securing of evidence when it comes 
to witness statements and when it is related to other objective evidence with regard to which the-
re are no stipulations to meet any material or formal requirements. The Code, under Art. 223, 
Par. 3 stipulates that if the parties involved or the defence lawyer consider that certain pieces of 
evidence might disappear, i.e. that they might not be available to be presented at the main hea-
ring, they may file a motion to the pre-trial judge to undertake certain necessary actions – for the 
purpose of preserving such evidence. Should the pre-trial judge grant such a motion, the parties 
involved and the defence lawyer are notified about it, but no special hearing is scheduled for the 
presentation of the evidence, instead the judge directly examines it (through direct observation) 
and establishes the facts, or he may order other actions to be undertaken in order to preserve the 
evidence. Finally, the pre-trial judge may reject the motion to preserve the evidence, rendering 
the decision against which an appeal may be lodged with the pre-trial chamber (Art.223, Par.4). 
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11. Suspension of the Investigation

Only the prosecutor has the right to suspend the investigation by using an order to suspend the 
investigation.47 The suspension of the investigation represents the prosecutor’s decision to desist 
from criminal prosecution after having opened the investigation. The reasons for the suspension 
of the investigation are listed under Art. 224 of the Code: 1) if the committed act does not con-
stitute a criminal offence; 2) if there are circumstances that exonerate the suspect, except in the 
case specified under Art. 206 of the Code48; 3) there is insufficient evidence that the suspect has 
committed a criminal offence and 4) if the offence in question is subject to amnesty or pardon 
or if the statute of limitation applies and if there are some other obstacles that preclude criminal 
prosecution. In the third case, the said situation occurs when the undertaken investigative mea-
sures and actions have not resulted in the evolution of the grounds of suspicion into a reasona-
ble suspicion that a certain person has committed a criminal offence.49 In such a case, the decisi-
on to suspend the investigation is relative in its nature, because the Code in such a case leaves the 
option of reopening the investigation – if at a later time new facts and circumstances come to li-
ght, which indicate that there are grounds for suspicion that the suspect has committed the said 
offence. Among the other obstacles that preclude criminal prosecution are death and mental ill-
ness of the suspect after the commission of the said offence, a final court decision, as well as im-
munity from domestic and international law.

The prosecutor issues a written order both when he decides to suspend the investigation and 
when he decides not to conduct it in which he lists the reasons for the suspension, and such a de-
cision must be delivered to the injured party and the person who has reported the crime, who 
both have the right to file a complaint against such a decision with the prosecutor’s office within 
8 days. The difference between the obligations of the prosecutor in the case of not conducting 
and the suspension of the investigation is that the prosecutor must inform the suspect as well (in 
writing) of the suspension of the investigation50 provided that he was interrogated at the investi-
gation stage.

47 TheConstitutionalCourtofBiHdoesnothavethejurisdictiontodecidetheappealagainsttheordertosuspendtheinvestigation,
sincethesaidorderisnotessentiallyaruling,atleastnottotheextentthatithasbeenissuedby“anycourtinBiH”, i.e.doesnot
constituteadecisionreferredtounderArt16,Par.1oftheRulesoftheConstitutionalCourt(theDecisiononPermissibilityofthe
ConstitutionalCourtofBiH,no.AP1101/11of20April2011).

48 ThesaidArticleappliestotheproceedingsincaseofmentalincompetenceofthesuspect,i.e.thedefendant.
49 Modul1Krivičnaoblast–istražnipostupak,p.97
50 The Constitutional Court does not have the jurisdiction over such appeals against the notifications of the prosecutor, since the

notificationsdonotconstituterulings,atleastnottotheextentthattheyhavebeenissuedby“anycourtinBiH”,i.e.doesnotconstitute
adecisionreferredtounderArt16,Par.1oftheRulesoftheConstitutionalCourt(theDecisiononPermissibilityoftheConstitutional
CourtofBiH,no.AP2368/09of11Feb2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP1979/09of11Feb2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,
no.AP3304/09of25Feb2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP166/10of11March2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP
1036/10of13May2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP1182/10of13May2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP1251/10
of13May2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP809/10of15June2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP1872/10of29
June2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP3084/09of29June2010;theDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP2702/12of18Sept
2012andtheDecisiononPermissibility,no.AP2932/12of18Sept2012).TheConstitutionalCourtofBiHrefersbacktoitsjurisdiction
pursuanttoArt.VI.3(b)oftheConstitutionofBiH,accordingtowhich“theConstitutionalCourthasthejurisdictionovertheappeals
relatedtotheissuescontainedinthisConstitution,whentheybecomecontentiousduetoarulingmadebyanycourtofBosniaand
Herzegovina”.
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12. The Completion of the Investigation

The prosecutor ends the investigation when he finds that the circumstances of the case are suf-
ficiently clear to issue an indictment (Art. 233, Par. 1 of the Code). The termination of the inve-
stigation will be recorded in the case file. However, such a decision by the prosecutor is subject 
to the pre-trial judge’s review when the judge is deciding whether to confirm the indictment – at 
which time, the pre-trial judge may decide the circumstances of the case are not sufficiently cla-
rified during the investigation, i.e. that the evidence proposed with the indictment does not in-
dicate that there is reasonable suspicion that the suspect has committed the offence in question. 
In such a case, the prosecutor may continue the investigation in order to further clarify the cir-
cumstances of the case.

The optimal time-frame within which the investigation should be conducted is stipulated by the 
law and that is six months from the day of the decision to conduct the investigation. If the inve-
stigation is not finished within the set time, the jurisdiction over the investigation is transferred 
to the Prosecutor’s Office, which should undertake all the necessary measures in order to com-
plete the investigation.51 The violation of the right to a decision within a reasonable time pursu-
ant to Art II/3e) of the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina and pursuant to Art. 6, Par. 1 of 
the European Convention occurs when the competent prosecutor’s office does not complete the 
investigation within four years and seven months at the most, without offering a valid or reaso-
nable excuse for the length of duration of the said proceedings, while omitting to undertake me-
asures or actions that would result in the completion of the investigation.52  

The Code does not explicitly specify which measures are those that would bring the investigati-
on to a close, but in practice these measures may have a wide range (e.g. involving an additional 
number of prosecutors and appropriate professional staff in order to relieve the acting prosecu-
tor of excess burden, especially in more complex cases etc). The purpose of the above mentioned 
provision is limited to the need to observe the right of the suspect to face the charges before the 
court as soon as it is reasonably possible and to be tried without delay, which is derived from the 
right to a fair trial guaranteed under Art.6 of the European Convention, and is not meant to put 
a restriction on the prosecutor in terms of the allowed duration of the investigation.

Furthermore, the legislator stipulates another requirement that must be met in order to comple-
te the investigation, i.e. in order to issue an indictment, and that is the requirement that the sus-
pect has already been questioned during the investigation. It is not specified by the Code when 
exactly during the investigation the prosecutor or the officers in charge should question the sus-
pect, which means that it may be done immediately upon issuing the order to conduct the inve-
stigation or right at the end of the investigation, i.e. right before the indictment is to be issued. 
However, it is widely held both in local theory and practice, that the suspect should be interroga-
ted at the early stages of the investigation, so that his right to a defence would not be infringed.

51 Modul 1 Krivična oblast – istražni postupak,p.102
52 TheDecisionoftheConstitutionalCourtofBiHonPermissibility,no.AP3232/09of10Oct2012
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13. Conclusion

Numerous arguments in favour of the prosecutorial rather than a court investigation may be su-
pported by the application of the Code thus far. The most important ones are the following: pro-
secutorial model of the investigation contributes to the efficiency of the criminal proceedings53, 
a considerably higher degree of activity by the prosecutor and a considerably clearer and more 
appropriate way of regulating accountability for the inefficiency of the investigation; the redun-
dant  repetition of the evidence is reduced, which at the same time has an overall effect on the 
efficiency of the first instance proceedings; the principle of directness is fully observed; a better 
protection of the basic human rights and freedoms of the participants in the proceedings is ensu-
red, especially the suspect’s, the proceedings are accelerated in terms of removing obstacles that 
are slowing down the criminal proceedings in question. 

Motions de lege ferenda that may have a positive effect on the concept of the investigation in the 
criminal procedure legislation of Bosnia and Herzegovina are related to the increase of effective-
ness and efficiency of the investigation and its harmonisation with the relevant EU acquis com-
munautaire.54 One of the goals is to allow the officers in charge and the prosecutor’s office to co-
operate. The prosecutor should be able to request any information related to the investigation in 
progress from the officers in charge at any time. In practice, the officers in charge consider the 
case solved when the prosecutor’s office is notified. If the collected evidence is proven to be insu-
fficient for a guilty verdict, it may frustrate both sides. Therefore, on the one hand, the restricti-
ons with regard to the admissibility of the evidence collected by the officers in charge should be 
lifted. On the other hand, the officers in charge should accept certain institutional reform mea-
sures, while especially increasing the efforts to effectively improve the level of professionalism, 
transparency and accountability. In another context, the institutional reform is necessary in or-
der to secure the general balance of measures: it is necessary to strengthen the independence of 
the prosecutor’s office, as well as the internal control in the prosecutor’s office. In addition, it is 
necessary to enhance the capacity of the court with regard to the control of the investigations, as 
well as offer a better protection of the rights of the suspects and the victims. The suspect and the 
victim may at any time approach the officers in charge and the prosecutor in order to prompt the 
collection of evidence and in order to get the information on the actual state of the proceedings. 

The pre-trial judge has a key task of deciding in the situations such as the arrest, the search of pri-
vate premises or the enforcement of secret surveillance. On the other hand, certain competences 
may be left to the prosecutor, as is issuing the order for DNA testing or for the expert evaluation. 
On the third level, the officers in charge may, under circumstances that are stipulated by the law, 
decide independently to: summon the suspect or a witness, identify people etc.

53 Accordingtotheconceptofthecourtinvestigation,theprosecutorhasapassiverolewhichmainlycomesdowntowhatthepolice
andtheinvestigatingjudgesubmittohimduringtheinvestigation,whichiscontrarytotheprosecutor’sbasicfunctiontodiscover
andprosecutetheperpetratorsofcriminaloffences.

54 SeeRecommendationRec(2000)19oftheCommitteeofMinisterstomemberstatesontheroleofpublicprosecutioninthecriminal
justicesystem(AdoptedbytheCommitteeofMinisterson6October2000atthe724thmeetingoftheMinisters’Deputies).
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Since the undercover operations are concealed from the suspect, he cannot defend himself aga-
inst them for the whole duration of the said operations. All of the conventional tools of defence 
are useless – as long as the suspect is unaware that the investigation is in progress.55 

Functional judiciary that the citizens can trust and that enforces the accepted norms and pro-
cedures represents a key factor for successful transition and economic and social development 
of the country, in addition to providing a peaceful and just society. On its path to the European 
Union, Bosnia and Herzegovina  is going to have to solve present institutional weaknesses in its 
segmented and disintegrated judicial system, in order to secure the rule of law and in order to be 
able to fight corruption and organised crime. Technical, financial and political assistance of the 
international community is required in order to implement the most significant reforms.

As far as the harmonisation of the investigation with the relevant EU acquis communautaire. is 
concerned , it is necessary to strengthen the rights of the victims at the investigation stage56, to 
set up and finance general and specialised organisations for the support of the victims, as well as 
secure a compensation for the victims of violence57 and to secure the trust in the police58 and the 
prosecutor’s office of the public.

55 Sincetheeffectoftheundercovermeasuresandactionsdependsontheneedthattheyarekeptsecretfromthesuspect,apossible
solutiontothisdilemmaistoallowanothersubjecttobeinvolvedwhowillofferarguments infavourofthesuspect. InAustria,
a public body was established called“the commissioner for the legal protection” (“Rechtsschutzbeauftragter”) which supervises
alloftheundercoveroperations(Art.146ofthenewStPO).Wheneverthestateprosecutorrequeststhemeasureofundercover
operationstobeallowed,thecommissionerforthelegalprotectionisnotifiedgivinghimtherighttocommentonsucharequest.
Thecommissionerissupposedtosupervisethelegalityoftheundercoverinvestigationsandfamiliarisehimselfwiththeresultsofthe
investigationifthereareany.

56 Whenthevictimswishtobeinformed,theyshouldfirstapproachthepolicedirectly.Ifthepoliceisnotactingontheirwish,itshould
beallowedthatthevictimcanapproachtheprosecutoronthisissue.Asalastresort,thevictimshouldhaveanoptiontogotothe
pre-trialjudgeaswell.

57 EuropeanCouncil’sFrameworkDecisionof15March2001onthestandingofvictimsincriminalproceedingsdefinesclearlythe
obligationsofthememberstatestoimprovethepositionofthevictims.Meetingtheseobligationsrequiresasetofmeasures.One
partisrelatedtotheadaptationoffacilities,primarilycourtbuildings,andsecondlythepolicepremises.InGermanyandAustrialegal
groundsforthemoneypaidbytheperpetratorsofcriminaloffencestobetransferredtoorganisationsthatprovidesupporttothe
victimshavebeenprovided.Thisisprimarilyappliedtothepaymentsmadeasameasureofalternativesanctions.

58 Thereisageneralfeelingthatthepolicedoesnotenjoythesupportofthepublic.Inordertobuildtrustbetweenthepublicand
thepolice,thefollowingapproachisrecommended:1)toformanindependentcommissionforcomplaintsagainstthepolice;2)
toencourageinternalandexternalreviewoftheeffect,aswellasqualitymanagementand3)toincreasetheinvolvementofthe
communityanddecentralisationoftheorganisationalstructure.
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1. General Remarks

The plea agreement has been in use in Serbia since September 11, 2009 and until now, the num-
ber of concluded agreements has been: 70 agreements were concluded in 2010, 441 were con-
cluded in 2011, while 523 agreements were concluded in 2012. Consequently, prosecutors’ offi-
ces and courts in Serbia have gained three years’ experience in applying this institute. However, 
this institute of criminal procedure has been used in practice across the world for much lon-
ger.2 For instance, plea agreements are predominantly used to conclude criminal proceedings in 
the criminal system of the United States. The beginnings of its use date back to the 1858 case of 
Cancemi v. People, in which a New York court held that a defendant could not waive his consti-
tutional rights, including the right to a trial. However, as soon as 1859, the Supreme Court found 
that a defendant could waive his guaranteed procedural rights, including the right to a speedy 
trial, as well as the right to be tried in regular proceedings before the grand jury.  Presently, as 
many as 90 to 98 percent of all criminal cases in the USA are resolved through plea bargaining.

The main reason this institute has been used is because it promotes judicial efficiency in crimi-
nal trials.

The latest amendments introduced when the 2011 CPC was enacted and in the 2013 Bill on 
Amendments have solely improved and adapted this institute to suit Serbia’s needs and its legal 
system.

1 StateSecretary,MinistryofJusticeandPublicAdministrationoftheRepublicofSerbia
2 Nikolić,D.,Sporazumopriznanjukrivice,Beograd,2010
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At present, there are less and less theorists and practitioners in the Republic of Serbia who oppo-
se the introduction of this institute into Serbian criminal law and its application.3 

Neither the latest amendments to the Republic of Serbia’s Criminal Procedure Code nor the pre-
vious legislative solutions provide a definition of the concept of “plea agreement”. Likewise, no 
particular theoretical examination has been carried out with a view to defining the concept and 
legal nature of this institute of criminal procedure. In lieu of a legal definition of the concept, the 
agreement is governed by Articles 313 to 319 of the Code. The following is particularly provided 
for in those Articles: conditions for concluding a plea agreement; contents of a plea agreement; 
adjudication on plea agreements; dismissing a plea agreement; accepting a plea agreement; de-
nying a plea agreement; and appealing decisions on the agreement. Thus, the Code does regula-
te in considerable detail all the conditions for concluding an agreement and stages thereof, regar-
dless of the fact that it does not define its concept in Article 2, which includes definition of the 
terms used in the Code. Considering provisions of the Code which govern the plea agreement 
and its legal nature, we can identify its notion as follows: A plea agreement made in writing re-
presents consensus ad idem /a meeting of the minds/ of a public prosecutor of the one part, and 
a defendant and his attorney of the other part, by which the defendant knowingly, voluntarily, 
and without a possibility of any misconception fully admits guilt for one or more criminal offen-
ces with which he is charged and which are subject matter of the indictment, while the state pro-
secutor in turn agrees to make certain concession to the defendant which pertain to the type and 
extent of criminal sanctions, potential abandonment of prosecution for other criminal offences 
which are not covered by the agreement, as well as consensus about other relations which arise 
from the criminal offences which are not covered by the agreement or which are in connection 
with those or other criminal offences.4 

2. Procedure for Concluding Plea Agreements  

Article 313 of the Code lays down a procedure for concluding plea agreements and specifies per-
sons authorized to conclude them only in general terms, leaving to practitioners a degree of free-
dom concering the process which results in their conclusion. Its fundamental characteristics are 
manifested as:

Initiating plea negotiations and signing plea agreements with regard to the stage in the proceedings 
- Unlike the 2009 legislative solution, the latest amendments provide that a plea agreement may 
be signed before the conclusion of a main hearing. Therefore, instead of the previous solution, 
according to which a plea agreement may be entered into only “not later than a defendant has gi-
ven his answer to the charges at a main hearing”, the time limit for concluding an agreement has 
now been extended until a judge or a presiding judge has declared the main hearing concluded. 
In the event a first-instance judgment is set aside and there is a re-trial and decision making in 
the new trial, an agreement may be concluded not later than the conclusion of the main hearing. 

3 Bejatović,S.,SporazumijavnogtužiocaiokrivljenoginoviZKPRS,Revijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo,br.1-2/2012,str.65-85
4 See:New Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012
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Under the latest legislative solution, there are no time limits for signing a plea agreement5  with 
regard to the stage of criminal proceedings.6 

A question arises: When can plea negotiations begin given the stage in the criminal proceedings? 
We are of the opinion that the beginning of plea negotiations in connection with criminal offen-
ces which are being investigated should depend on the issuing of an order to conduct an investi-
gation, while in cases of criminal offences processed under summary procedure, they should not 
begin before investigative actions have been completed or a motion to indict has been filed. Only 
when a prosecutor has presented particulars of an offence and qualified it in an order or a moti-
on to indict can plea negotiations begin. 

The Code does not define any particular formal requirements for initiating negotiations or their 
process, which means that it can be done either in writing or orally and by a prosecutor or a de-
fendant in person or through a defence attorney. The very act of initiating may be an intention 
to negotiate for the purpose of signing an agreement and appropriate conditions may be set out, 
which is an issue of fact. If a proposal is made in writing, both the proposal and the entire nego-
tiation process represent stages in the process which are closed to the public.  

If plea negotiations are not successful, all written traces of them ever being conducted should be 
destroyed. Naturally, everything may be agreed upon verbally and then an offer which includes 
all the necessary elements of a plea agreement could be made in writing.

Form in which plea agreements are done - For the justifiable purpose of protecting a suspect or a 
defendant, no particular form of procedure which precedes the signing of a plea agreement has 
been laid down, but to the same end, Article 313, para. 3 prescribes that plea agreements shall 
be done in writing. The written form of the agreement is its constituent element and any agree-
ment which has not been made in writing is null and void. All plea agreements need to be ente-
red into prosecutorial and court records and files need to be prepared so that preliminary procee-
dings judges or presiding judges could deliberate on them in order to judge if they meet statutory 
requirements. The fact these agreements are done in writing ensures that procedure for their pa-
ssing and their content are assessed and allows competent judges to decide whether to grant or 
deny them, verifying if they have been signed by the prosecutor, the defendant, and his attorney.

Right to a defence attorney - The Code makes it imperative for a defendant to have a defence attor-
ney when a plea agreement is being concluded (Art. 313, para. 2). What this means is that any 
defendant can by himself negotiate with a prosecutor, whereas he must be accompanied by his 
defence counsel when a record is made and an agreement is concluded before a prosecutor. If a 
defendant does not obtain a defence attorney, a court shall appoint an attorney to represent him 
ex officio.

Submitting a plea agreement to the competent judge - Plea agreements are submitted to the Court 
in writing and only by a public prosecutor. Such a provision is logical since criminal prosecuti-
on is conducted ex officio.

5 Bejatović,S.,op.cit.,str.80
6 Bejatovic,S.,“PleaAgreement:Serbia’sNewCPCandaComparativeAnalysisofRegionalLegislation”,ProceedingsoftheRegional

ConferenceNew Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,
Belgrade,2012,pp.102-119
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A plea agreement may be submitted to a preliminary proceedings judge prior to the confirmati-
on of an indictment. If an indictment has been confirmed, a presiding judge who would otherwi-
se proceed on the indictment in regular proceedings is competent to adjudicate on the agree-
ment. If the agreement is not accepted, the presiding judge or a judge sitting alone may not take 
part in the further course of the proceedings.

Provisions governing the examination of an indictment do not apply to an indictment which 
forms an integral part of a plea agreement; instead, the Court directly adjudicates on the plea 
agreement. Both the indictment and the agreement have the same faith. If the plea agreement 
is accepted, the indictment has thus “been confirmed” and a judgment may be passed based on 
these two documents. If a judge denies a plea agreement, it will be destroyed and he proceeds on 
the indictment as if the plea agreement had never existed. If an indictment is not confirmed, it 
will be delivered to a pre-trial judge, or if it has been confirmed, it will be delivered to a presiding 
judge, but only when a ruling to accept the plea agreement has become final.

3. Contents of a Plea Agreement

The Code lays down two types of elements which make up a plea agreement: mandatory and op-
tional. There are six mandatory elements (those which must be included in every plea agreement 
regardless of a criminal offence to which it pertains) and five optional elements stipulated under 
the Code. They include:

Particulars of the offence which is the subject matter of the charges - This is the first mandatory ele-
ment and it is necessary that it is included in each and every plea agreement regardless of the 
type of a criminal offence. Without “the particulars” as it is phrased in the Code, or to put it more 
correctly, a factual description, it cannot be judged if acts of any defendant include all the facts 
and circumstances which pertain to a criminal offence and its perpetrator. A factual description 
should be comprehensive and should include a detailed account of the incident(s) from which it 
can be established if such a comprehensive account mentions all the general and all the particu-
lar elements of a crime to which the agreement pertains or more crimes in cases of concurren-
ce of offences.

Defendant’s guilty plea with regard to the criminal offence which is the subject matter of a plea 
agreement - As opposed to the 2009 Code, which required that a defendant should “fully admit 
commission of a criminal offence,” such a provision is now gone, but it is prescribed that a plea 
agreement must, as a special element, include a defendant’s guilty plea – admission that he did 
commit the offence which is the subject matter of the agreement. This element must be agreed 
upon and described as an independent part of the agreement.7 

An agreement on the type and extent of a penalty or other criminal sanction, the manner in whi-
ch that penalty will be enforced or on a single penalty for concurrent offences - The 2011 Code pro-
vides that a mandatory element shall be “an agreement on the type, extent, or scope of the pe-

7 Kiurski,J.,Sporazumopriznanjukrivičnogdelaiizvršenjekrivičnesankcijeutvrđeneusporazumu,ProceedingsoftheConference
“Aktuelna pitanja krivičnog zakonodavstva  (Normativni i praktični aspekt)”, Srpsko udruženje za krivičnopravnu teoriju i praksu,
Beograd,2012,str.166-180
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nalty…” Thus, it was allowed to negotiate on a penalty in approximate terms. The new Working 
Group assessed that such a provision on negotiating on the scope of penalty did not serve the 
purpose or legal nature of a plea agreement and that it was not in line with the manner in which 
our Criminal Code regulated sentencing, so we turned to the provision from the 2009 Code un-
der which not only the type of penalty must be defined, but its duration as well.

To agree on the type and extent of a penalty means that a prosecutor who is a prosecuting attor-
ney and a defendant, after having established that the latter committed a criminal offence, pro-
vide for the type and duration of penalty which shall be imposed on the defendant after a plea 
agreement has been confirmed. This is an example of how the so-called judicial sentencing is 
applied based on the rules on sentencing and a statutory penalty for the offence which is the su-
bject matter of the plea agreement.8 

When negotiating the type and duration of penalties, prosecutors assume a role otherwise per-
formed by the Court in regular criminal proceedings and in doing so, they actually perform the 
role of the Court with regard to sentencing – its individualisation in that specific case. When pro-
viding for the type and duration of penalties, prosecutors are obligated to abide by all the rules 
from the Criminal Code which regulate this specific area. Article 43 of the Criminal Code stipu-
lates the types of penalties, while Art, 64 and 77 provide for precautionary measures and Article 
79 provides for security measures. Thus, types and duration of criminal sanctions are specified in 
the Code. A prosecutor may agree with a defendant only on the type of penalty or criminal san-
ction prescribed in the Criminal Code or the Court will not accept their plea agreement.

Efforts to provide for the type of penalty or criminal sanction are not the difficult part of the ne-
gotiation process for prosecutors and defendants. Deciding on the duration of penalty is much 
more difficult and complex.9 

When negotiating on the type and duration of penalties prosecutors must observe statutory ru-
les on principal and secondary penalties. Thus, imprisonment may only be imposed as a princi-
pal penalty. A fine, community service, and revocation of driver’s licence may be imposed both 
as principal and secondary penalties. The statute may prescribe several penalties for one offence, 
but only one of them may be agreed upon and imposed as the principal penalty.

Agreement on any other criminal sanction must be in full accordance with the provisions con-
tained in the Criminal Code which govern that particular sanction and specify conditions for its 
imposing.10 

Sentencing requirements for imposing a single penalty for concurrent offences are provided for 
in Article 60 of the Criminal Code and they must be understood as imperative provisions, mea-
ning that a single penalty may be imposed only pursuant to the above regulation.

8 Đurđić,V.,Stranačkisporazumopriznanjukriviceukrivičnompostupku,Revijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo,br.3/2009
9 Škulić, M., Main Hearing as Provided for in the New Serbian CPC, Proceedings of the Conference New Trends in Serbia’s Criminal 

Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012,pp.88-124
10 Bejatovic,S.,“PleaAgreement:Serbia’sNewCPCandaComparativeAnalysisofRegionalLegislation”,ProceedingsoftheRegional

ConferenceNew Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,
Belgrade,2012,p.116
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Provisions governing the mitigation of penalties contained in Art. 56 and 57 of the Criminal 
Code must be correctly applied since their incorrect application constitutes grounds for a denial 
of a submitted plea agreement by the Court.

Agreement on the costs of criminal proceedings, confiscation of the proceeds from crime which is co-
vered by a plea agreement - Provisions governing the costs of criminal proceedings are contained 
in Articles 261- 267 of the CPC.

Unlike the previous solution, it should be noted that this one does not include only costs incu-
rred in the course of preliminary investigation and investigation, but also the costs incurred at a 
main hearing given the rule that a plea agreement may be concluded before the conclusion of a 
main hearing. A prosecutor may agree that a defendant is released from the duty to defray those 
costs only under the terms stipulated in Art. 264, para. 3 of the CPC.

Statement by which the parties and a defence attorney waive the right to appeal against a decision 
by which the Court accepts a plea agreement in its entiretly, except in the case referred to in Art. 310, 
para. 3 - The right to appeal ranks very high among defendant’s rights in criminal proceedings. 
Thus, Art. 36, para. 2 of the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia guarantees the right to appeal 
or other legal remedy against any decision on his rights or lawful interests.

Consequently, in a plea agreement, the parties agree to give up their right to appeal a judgment 
passed based on the plea agreement which has been accepted following a proper procedure. A 
prosecutor and a defendant and his defence attorney are bound to provide for such a statement 
in the plea agreement. Thus, the three parties entering into a plea agreement waive their right to 
appeal a judgment of conviction which is to be passed based on the agreement. A question ari-
ses: do other persons referred to in Art. 433 (defendant’s spouse, his next of kin, etc.), who are 
permitted under the law to file an appeal on behalf of a defendant, still retain the right of appeal. 
When a defendant and his defence attorney have individually waived the right to appeal, provi-
sions contained in Art. 434, para. 5 are to be applied to persons authorized to file appeals under 
Art. 433 and a waiver of appeal may not be revoked. Such an appeal or any inadmissible appeal 
by a defendant or his attorney shall be dismissed by the Court pursuant to Art. 443.

There is a single exception to this rule, only if a judgment which has been passed is not in accor-
dance with a signed and finally accepted agreement.

Whether or not a judgment is in accordance with a plea agreement is an issue of fact. In any case, 
a judgment must be in full accord with a plea agreement in terms of the type and duration of a 
penalty or other sanction as well as with other elements including: how the offence has been cla-
ssified, the amount of costs, decision on a restitution claim, confiscation order for the proceeds 
from crime, etc. Thus, after accepting a plea agreement, the Court has no authority to amend ele-
ments which have been provided for therein. Neither is the Court empowered to leave out any of 
the elements of a plea agreement from its judgment. If there have been any irregularities in the 
agreement, the Court should not have accepted it, i.e. was obligated to deny it.11 

11 See:ProceedingsoftheRegionalConferenceNew Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical 
Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012
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Signatures of the parties and defence attorney - Rightfully, the Code provides that a plea agree-
ment must include signatures of the parties, i.e. a public prosecutor and a defendant, which 
form an important and mandatory element thereof. When a plea agreement is being concluded, 
defendant’s attorney must be present since he will guarantee that correct procedure has been fo-
llowed and that all the advantages and disadvantages of the agreement have been explained to the 
defendant. By signing the agreement, the defence attorney confirms that its contents are correct 
and lawful. He guarantees that the defendant is aware of all the consequences of a signed plea 
agreement. His signature is a guarantee to the defendant that the agreement has not been made 
to his prejudice. 

Optional elements include:

Prosecutor’s statement on desisting from prosecution for offences not covered by a plea agreement - 
The Code permits that a plea bargaining process includes negotiations with a defendant and his 
attorney on desisting from prosecution for an offence or offences not covered by a plea agree-
ment. Except for providing for such a possibility, the law does not stipulate conditions under whi-
ch a prosecutor may act in such a way. Thus, it is an issue of fact and it depends on prosecutor’s 
discretion when and under which conditions he might include this element into a plea agree-
ment. Nevertheless, prosecutors are at least obligated to keep in their files official notes stating 
reasons for which they decided to abandon prosecution for some other offences. Those reasons 
may include defendant’s cooperation in the detection or proving of some other crimes against 
other defendants. In any case, it could be any form of defendant’s cooperation with a prosecutor.

Defendant’s statement by which he accepts obligations referred to in Art. 283, para.1  - Article 283, 
para. 1 of the CPC provides that a public prosecutor may stay criminal proceedings for criminal 
offences punishable by a fine or a term of imprisonment of up to five years and prosecuted ex of-
ficio provided a suspect accepts one or more measures prescribed in the same Article. Therefore, 
this is an optional right of the prosecutor’s to stay proceedings, which is clearly expressed by the 
modal “may”. Thereby, the principle of prosecutorial discretion was introduced into our legal sy-
stem in 2002.

The law enumerates the type of measures whose enforcement may be requested and public pro-
secutors may not exceed the scope of those measures. They include as follows:

1) A suspect shall rectify a detrimental consequence caused by commission of an offence or 
indemnify the damage caused

 It should be mentioned that the consequence in question is not a consequence in the 
sense of conduct which leads to a certain consequence. It is not the consequence of a 
crime which constitutes an element thereof. It is another type of consequence, the one 
in relation to the protected object of a crime. Namely, in order for a crime to exist, it 
has to have a consequence. However, a detrimental consequence can follow from certain 
crimes and it reflects on or additionally damages the object of protection. This is a case of 
damage caused to the object of protection which is a motive for prosecution. Often, such 
consequences are an objective condition for prosecution. Such a consequence – damage 
– can arise both in cases of crimes which cause damage and criminal endangerment.

2)  payment of a certain amount of money to the benefit of a humanitarian organization, 
fund, or public institute
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 Two aspects of this requirement are interesting from the point of view of its practical 
use. Firstly, what entities should be regarded as belonging to these legal persons whose 
activities are public and which work in the public interest? This question needs to be 
answered and it needs to be determined what constitutes a humanitarian organisation 
or fund, because in practice we need to be very cautious when it comes to numerous 
pseudo-humanitarian organisations and funds. Namely, there are a lot of organizations 
both in Serbia and around the world whose activities are allegedly humanitarian, but in 
reality these organisations and funds are suspect, not only because of their founders, but 
because they do not perform activities for the purpose of which they were established. 
Many of them, both domestic and foreign are used to launder money and engage in other 
criminal activities. Consequently, in our opinion, when setting down this requirement, 
we should concentrate on humanitarian organisations which are universal in time and 
space and established in the society, such as the Red Cross, Commissariat for Refugees, 
funds for preventing fatal diseases, foundations of Ivo Andric, Vuk Karadzic, research 
medical centres, and hospitals.

 As regards public institutions, such payments should be made towards the National 
Library of Serbia, town, university, faculty, school, and other libraries; or towards funds 
used to restore houses or establish foundations of distinguished persons, etc. In any 
event, public prosecutors are bound to exercise caution and be informed in order not to 
discredit themselves or this procedural institute by making a wrong selection with regard 
to a beneficiary.

 As regards the sum of money to be paid by a defendant, the criteria which apply 
to determination of a fine under Article 54, para. 2 of the CC should be used. In our 
opinion, the sum should be significantly higher than an expected fine for several reasons. 
In this instance, a defendant is privileged in many respects. Namely, he is not subject 
to prosecution and he is spared from all the inconveniences immanent to criminal 
proceedings. He does not have to hire a defence counsel nor does he incur any similar 
expenses; he does not waste his time because he must appear at a main hearing nor does 
he have to pay any fares; he does not have to bear any of the consequences suffered by a 
convicted person nor does he come up as a recidivist when a new offence is committed 
because his name is not entered into criminal records of convicted persons, etc.

3) community service or humanitarian work
 This measure is not specific to our legislation. Namely, after learning that prison 

sentences, in particular short-term custodial sentences, achieve quite the opposite, efforts 
were devoted to looking for alternative measures both abroad and in Serbia. At first, 
efforts were made to find an alternative to short-term incarceration, but presently, it is 
a general trend in contemporary criminal law. Alternatives to custodial sentences are no 
longer the only ones which are being sought, but alternatives to punishment in general 
are being sought as well. One of the most successful alternatives to custodial sentences is 
community service.

4) fulfilment of maintenance obligations which have fallen due
 This measure is in connection with commission of the crime “avoiding maintenance 

payments” from Art. 195 of the CC, even though the Code does not formulate it. By using 
the phrase “fulfil maintenance obligations which have fallen due”, the legislator actually 
says that those obligations had first been imposed and then fell due. Thus, a suspect 
has defaulted on his payment(s) for maintenance which was awarded by a valid titulus 
executionis (title of execution) – a judgment, settlement, etc, but it can be done without 
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those writs of execution, in other words, only based on a criminal complaint. If there is no 
title of execution, a competent prosecutor shall summon a suspect and the injured party 
and attempt to establish which payments are due and for which period; naturally, he has 
to have full consent from the summoned persons and in such case, he may stay criminal 
proceedings.

5) submitting to an alcohol or drug treatment programme
 Among other security measures, the Criminal Code also provides for a) compulsory drug 

addiction treatment and b) compulsory alcohol addiction treatment. These two measures 
used to be known as one measure before the Code was passed. At present, they are governed 
by Art. 83 and 84 of the Criminal Code as two separate measures.

 If it is established in the course of plea bargaining that a suspect or a defendant committed 
the offence which is the subject matter of plea negotiations due to constant addiction to 
narcotics or that he committed the offence due to addiction to alcohol and that there is a 
serious threat that the offender might continue to commit criminal offences due to either 
addiction, it is in the public interest to eliminate the cause which leads to commission of 
crimes. Since their abuse of alcohol or narcotics to which they are addicted is the reason 
why such offenders commit crimes, it is necessary that they undergo appropriate treatment. 
Both alcoholism and abuse of narcotic drugs mostly lead to commission of offences against 
property: thefts, embezzlement, misuse of funds, fraud, and other crimes committed for 
gain as motive, for the purpose of providing financial resources for purchasing alcohol or 
narcotics. Also, those two are common causes not only of domestic violence, but of other 
offences as well. In the process of negotiating on this measure, a prosecutor should comply 
with the provisions contained in Art. 83 and 84 of the Criminal Code and observe the 
conditions under which it may be imposed. Thus, whether or not a plea agreement will 
stipulate compulsory alcoholic or drug addiction treatment at a healthcare institution or 
undergoing such treatment programme at liberty should be subject to evaluation in each 
specific case. Duration of the treatment on which the parties have agreed cannot exceed 
the time limits stipulated under Art. 84 and 85 of the Criminal Code.

6) submitting to psycho-social treatments
 This measure will be rarely used in practice. It has no tradition in our criminal law 

or jurisprudence. It should be stipulated under a plea agreement in cases of offenders 
who commit crimes because of the structure of their personalities and their antisocial 
behaviour. An assessment of whether or not such an offender needs the help of a social 
worker, psychologist, sociologist, or other professionals are relative, i.e. an issue of fact.

7) fulfiling an obligation determined by a final court decision or observance of restrictions 
determined by a final court decision When laying down conditions for this obligation, 
it is necessary that there is a final court decision imposing the obligation. This measure 
does not pertain only to obligations imposed by decisions made in criminal proceedings; 
it also includes decisions rendered in civil and non-contentious proceedings. That will be 
particularly prominent in cases of obligations arising out of domestic relations acts.

Agreement in respect of proceeds from crime subject to confiscation under a separate act - This ele-
ment of a plea agreement is applicable only to offenders who have acquired property through co-
mmission of crime(s). Provisions which apply to this part of the plea agreement can be found 
in the Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime Act.12 As part of regular proceedings, proceeds 

12 Official Gazette,No.97/08
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are first confiscated temporarily, after which proceedings are conducted in which the Court de-
cides on the merits of whether certain assets were obtained through commission of an offence or 
acquired by their owner in a lawful manner.

Agreement on measures securing the presence of a defendant during criminal proceedings (Art. 188, 
items 3 through 7 of the CPC) - The 2009 Criminal Procedure Code did not provide for an obli-
gation to agree on a measure securing defendant’s presence during criminal proceedings either 
as mandatory or as optional. Still, the fact that the Code did not contain provisions in its section 
on the plea agreement did not mean that in practice it was impossible to stipulate in a plea agree-
ment one of the measures from Art. 188 of the CPC. In particular, it was necessary to provide in 
a plea agreement for situations when a defendant is held in custody.

A plea agreement may stipulate that a defendant is held in custody or that a detention warrant be 
revoked. Remand may be replaced by other measures cited in Art. 188 of the CPC, which is su-
bject to negotiations and an agreement. Naturally, any decision on a measure securing the pre-
sence of a defendat must comply with statutory conditions stipulated under Art. 188 through 223 
of the CPC. This element of plea agreements, from the standpoint of the fact that it is based on 
the law, is subject to assessment by the Court when deciding on the agreements.

Agreement on restitution claim - The principal task of criminal procedure law is to clear up and 
resolve criminal matters, which means to determine whether or not a crime has been committed 
and whether or not the person who is being prosecuted is the perpetrator of that crime, and if he 
is, that a criminal sanction be imposed on him. When offences are committed, they frequently 
lead to consequences in connection with property. Frequently, in addition to a criminal offence, 
a civil wrong is inflicted by causing damage to the assets of natural or legal persons, which gives 
a right to the injured party to file for a restitution claim.13 

Authorised claimants may have their restitution claims allowed in criminal proceedings, but only 
those arsing out of commission of an offence. Restitution claims put forward in criminal procee-
dings must arise out of a criminal offence and they may relate to: compensation of damage cau-
sed by a criminal offence, return of an object which has been appropriated, or rescission of a par-
ticular legal transaction. It needs to be emphasised that the CPC does not limit the right to put 
forward a restitution claim in criminal proceedings solely to injured parties. This right is enjoyed 
by any person authorised to pursue such a claim in civil litigation.14 

In the process of plea bargaining, a restitution claim is filed to the competent public prosecu-
tor at the stage of investigation. The prosecutor will include the injured party or his representa-
tive into the plea bargaining process. Negotiations may be conducted either directly with a de-
fendant or in the presence of the prosecutor, or the prosecutor may partake in the negotiations. 
The claim itself may be filed in writing, or it may be made orally on the record. In any event, an 
agreement between the injured party and a defendant improves defendant’s position in the pro-
ceedings and may work in his favour when the type and duration of his penalty or sanction are 
being negotiated.

13 Bejatović,S.,Imovinskopravnizahtevoštećenog,“Jugoslovenskarevijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo”br.2/99
14 SeeArt.2oftheCPC
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4. Judicial Assessment of Plea Agreements

A plea agreement is a contract made by and between a public prosecutor and a defendant on 
what constitutes its subject matter. The subject matter of a plea agreement is specific. According 
to international and national legal standards, criminal sanctions, in particular prison terms, may 
be imposed only by courts. Thus, for various reasons, plea agreements must be assessed by courts 
because they provide a basis for rendering judgments.

When adjudicating on a plea agreement, the Court, i.e. a preliminary proceedings judge or the 
judge presiding over a trial panel or a judge sitting alone, may decide as follows in the form of a 
ruling: to dismiss, to accept, or to deny the plea agreement.

The Code has allowed that plea agreements may be concluded as early as at the investigation sta-
ge. If an agreement is signed at that stage, then the presiding judge referred to in Art. 21, para. 4, 
who has been assigned to the case based on an annual judges’ roster, is competent to adjudica-
te on the agreement.

If an agreement is submitted after the filing of an indictment, entered into the indictment or 
annexed thereto or submitted along with an objection to an indictment or motion to indict at the 
beginning of a hearing on the motion to indict, the judge presiding over a trial panel or a judge 
sitting alone will decide on it depending on whether the criminal offence is within the jurisdicti-
on of the criminal panel or the judge sitting alone.

Plea agreements may be submitted before the conclusion of the main hearing either in regular or 
in summary proceedings.

The injured party and his attorney-in-fact (if the injured party has one) are informed of a hea-
ring scheduled for adjudication on a plea agreement. Naturally, a notice will be sent only if the-
re is a person who was the injured party in a criminal offence which is the subject matter of the 
agreement.15  

Injured parties have the right but not an obligation to attend along with their attorneys-in-fact 
hearings on plea agreements, so the Court may hold a hearing not only with the injured party be-
ing present, but also if he does not appear in court although he was duly summoned. Injured par-
ties’ attendance at the hearing at which a plea agreement is assessed is not compulsory nor is it a 
condition for holding the hearing, but it is certainly desirable and helpful.

Dismissal of plea agreement - The Code stipulates in its Article 316 when the Court shall dismiss 
a plea agreement. Plea agreements are dismissed in the event they do not contain the informati-
on specified in Art. 314, para. 1, which we have termed “mandatory elements” of any plea agree-
ment. Agreements submitted by third parties (for instance, parents, spouses, the injured party, 
or other close relatives) may not be dismissed; instead, a hearing is scheduled at which the Court 
will decide on the agreement, naturally in the presence of the parties. This implies that it is irre-

15 Đurđić,V.,Stranačkisporazumopriznanjukriviceukrivičnompostupku,Revijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo,br.3/2009;Škulić,M.,
Sporazumopriznanjukrivice,Pravnifakultet,Beograd,2009.
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levant who submits a concluded agreement to the Court for the purpose of making a decision 
thereon.

In its Article 316, para. 2 the Criminal Procedure Code lays down another mandatory condition 
for dismissing a plea agreement, which occurs if a duly summoned defendant fails to appear at a 
hearing scheduled for adjudication on a plea agreement. Summons to this hearing must be ser-
ved on a defendant in person, which means that provisions of the Code which stipulate the per-
sonal services of process apply to such cases. The Code governs the possibility of seeking an en-
largement of time by a defendant. It expressly allows defendants to justify their absence from a 
hearing on plea agreement. As regards the exercise of rights to seek return to the previous stage 
in the proceedings, no provisions have been made to that effect. The Code allows return to the 
previous stage under some other circumstances, whereas a ruling dismissing a plea agreement 
may not be appealed. An analysis of the entire system of the Criminal Code shows no other case 
in which a defendant’s failure to appear is so strictly punished by dismissing a legal document 
which is by nature in his favour without granting him the right of appeal. E.g. it is reasonable to 
assume that by failing to appear and inform the Court of the reasons for not attending a hearing, 
the defendant has withdrawn from a concluded agreement. However, what if he has not with-
drawn from the agreement, if reasons beyond his control have prevented him from appearing 
and he still supports the concluded agreement? Then, why should not he be granted the return 
to the previous stage in the proceedings even though the Code does not explicitly provide for it? 
Allowing for the return to the previous stage in the proceedings would not violate any of the pro-
visions from the Criminal Procedure Code. If a defendant justifies his absence, another hearing 
is scheduled. Furthermore, if we look into this issue, we are bound to ask: can one and the same 
agreement be submitted to the Court for assessment and adoption twice. In other words, aga-
in after its dismissal. The Code does not regulate this issue; but neither does it prohibit that plea 
agreements be submitted to the Court for assessment once again nor does it provide for a dismi-
ssal on grounds that an agreement has already been dismissed in the proceedings. Consequently, 
plea agreements may be resubmitted, but always and solely before the conclusion of a main hea-
ring. We find that it does not run contrary to the nature and act of this criminal procedure insti-
tute to legislate for a possibility of filing a motion for continuance, return to the previous stage in 
the proceedings (not provided for), or resubmission. In our opinion, a postponement of a sche-
duled hearing and resubmission for assessment of a plea agreement dismissed due to defendant’s 
failure to appear at the hearing should always be allowed if those actions are taken prior to the 
conclusion of a main hearing.

Hearing on plea agreement - Procedure for deliberating on plea agreements and passing judicial 
decisions thereon is provided for in Article 315 of the Criminal Procedure Code. The Code pres-
cribes that plea agreements are to be decided on at a hearing. The hearing, irrespective of the sta-
ge in the criminal proceedings, is scheduled by issuing an order either by a preliminary procee-
dings judge or a judge presiding over a trial panel, i.e. a judge sitting alone. The order by which 
a hearing is scheduled sets the date, time, and venue thereof, while a defendant and his defence 
attorney, the injured party and his attorney-in-fact are advised of the subject matter of the hea-
ring by a special summons or notice. A public prosecutor is also served with a summons whose 
contents clearly state the subject matter of the hearing. If a defendant has not signed a plea agree-
ment, either by himself or through his attorney, or if the agreement does not contain a decision 
on a restitution claim, the injured party and his attorney-in-fact must be served with the sum-
mons or a notice to appear at the hearing as well as with the segment of the agreement which 
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covers the restitution claim. Why only the segment of the agreement which pertains to the re-
stitution claim? The reason for this is that plea agreements, together with all the files which are 
in connection with them, must be destroyed by the Court if they are not accepted, that is, if they 
are denied or dismissed. Thus, by delivering to the injured party only the section of the agree-
ment or a notice thereof which covers the restitution claim, he is given an opportunity to familia-
rize himself with its contents in a timely manner in order to attend the hearing, while in parallel, 
defendant’s interests are safeguarded with regard to potential consequences resulting from the 
abuse of the agreement of which the injured party would be in possession in case there are regu-
lar proceedings. Let us remind ourselves of all the rights a defendant has in criminal proceedin-
gs in view of his defence; among others, he has the right to plead his right to silence, not to incri-
minate himself, etc. Consequently, the Court should protect and must protect the rights not only 
of the injured party, but of a defendant as well.16  

 A record should be made of the hearing and its introduction should not differ from other court 
records, except that it should clearly state that it is a record made before a particular court at a he-
aring on plea agreement. The names of people partaking in the hearing should be entered in the 
record and it should be easily noticeable to which agreement it pertains.

The amendments carried on August 31, 2009 introduced obligatory participation of a defendant’s 
attorney at a hearing on plea agreement. Article 313, para. 2 of the CPC stipulates that a defen-
dant must have a defence attorney as early as during the conclusion of a plea agreement or the 
Court will appoint him a counsel ex officio.

A defendant and his defence attorney must be present at a hearing on plea agreement. If the de-
fendant has been duly summoned and he has failed to justify his absence or file for continuan-
ce either personally or through his attorney, the Court will dismiss the agreement by issuing a 
ruling.

Failing to appear at a hearing by a selected or court-appointed defence attorney does not consti-
tute grounds for dismissal of a plea agreement; instead, his absence shall be regarded in the same 
way as in the regular proceedings, which means that the hearing will be rescheduled and he will 
be summoned thereto or another attorney will be appointed, only providing the defendant does 
not withdraw from the agreement.

Unlike the presence of a defendant and his attorney, the presence of a public prosecutor is not 
mandatory and the hearing may be held in his absence, naturally on condition that he has been 
duly summoned. We would like to confirm that such a legislative solution is the correct one. As 
an authorised representative of the state, the prosecutor has, within the limits of the law, perfor-
med his official duty. He has endorsed the agreement, affixed a seal and set his hand thereto and 
officially submitted it to the Court. Should his presence be obligatory under such circumstan-
ces? It is not, but it would be desirable, in the first place because reasons which have led him to 

16 Simović,M.,PojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnomprocesnompravuBiH,ProceedingsoftheConference“Pojednostavljaene
formepostupanjaukrivičnimstvatimaialternativnekrivičnesankcije“,Srpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijuipraksu,Beograd,
2009;Nikolić,D.,Sporazumopriznanjukrivice,Beograd,2009;Bejatović,S.,Sporazumopriznanjukriviceidrugepojednostavljene
forme postupanja u krivičnom procesnom zakonodavstvu Srbije kao instrumenat normativne efikasnosti krivičnog postupka,
Proceedings of the Conference“Pravni sistem Srbije i standardi Evropske unije i Saveta Evrope”, Pravni fakultet Kragujevac, 2009,
knjigaIV,str.85-106;Đurđić,V.,Stranačkisporazumopriznanjukriviceukrivičnompostupku,Revijazakriminologijuikrivičnopravo,
br.3/2009;Škulić,M.,Sporazumopriznanjukrivice,Pravnifakultet,Beograd,2009
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conclude a plea agreement that has such contents need to be explained orally. Judges would al-
most always need clarifications and require that doubts and ambiguities be resolved in connec-
tion with the portion of the agreement which covers the proportionality between concessions 
made by the prosecutor and defendant and reasons which he was guided by.

Not only a prosecutor, but a defendant and his defence attorney, may withdraw from a plea agree-
ment before the conclusion of the first hearing. Under such circumstances, the Court should 
deny the agreement since it is no longer concluded voluntarily. The Court may not, even if it wan-
ted to, accept an agreement if either of the parties has withdrawn therefrom. The Court does not 
judge whether or not the parties have signed and concluded the agreement and thus may no lon-
ger dispose of it. On the contrary, as long as the Court has not accepted the agreement, it is has 
not taken legal effect in any wider context except between the parties. The Code does not grant 
the parties the right to withdraw from a plea agreement, but this right indirectly arises from a si-
tuation stipulated in the Code, that the Court will dismiss an agreement if a duly summoned de-
fendant fails to appeal at a hearing on plea agreement.

When holding a hearing on plea agreement, the Court verifies in a suitable and proper manner 
all the circumstances which allow it to make a decision on the merits of a plea agreement, or on 
its adoption or denial. In order to perform this duty professionally and conscientiously, the Court 
must not by any means approach a plea agreement in a bureaucratic or formalistic manner, wit-
hout adequate verification and answers which will satisfy the judge and help him form value jud-
gments so that he could make a decision professionally, fairly and in accordance with the law.

Assessment of plea agreement elements - The very procedure for deliberating on a plea agreement 
at a hearing should develop in such a way that the Court should also state for the record, in ad-
dition to general information on the type of the record and persons who are present there, that 
the agreement has not been dismissed and that the hearing may be held. After having stated 
that conditions for holding a hearing have been satisfied, the judge advises a defendant of all of 
his rights with regard to the proceedings. In particular, he cautions him of his right to a defence 
and the right to a defence counsel, informs him about the contents of the agreement and in de-
tail explains to the defendant and informs him of all the consequences which will arise from an 
accepted agreement, especially that a judgment will be passed based on the agreement and wit-
hout holding a trial, thus giving all the elements of the agreement legal effect as well as an enfor-
cement clause, which entails the right to enforced execution. Regardless of the contents of a plea 
agreement which is considered at the hearing, the defendant is informed as follows: that there 
will be no main hearing; that no evidence will be presented; and that if the agreement is accepted, 
he pleads guilty to having committed acts which qualify as a criminal offence; as well as that he 
has no right of appeal against a judgment which will contain the complete subject matter of the 
agreement and by which he will be sentenceed and ordered to fulfil other obligations. Therefore, 
not only will he be presented with the meaning and nature of his guilty plea and appeal waiver, 
these will be explained to him, meaning that after the agreement has been accepted and become 
final, he may no longer appeal his judgment.17 

17 See:ProceedingsoftheRegionalConferenceNew Trends in Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical 
Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012
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Quality of defendant’s guilty plea - In order to be able to embark on making an assessment as to 
the validity of a plea agreement, the Court must, at a hearing on plea agreement, ascertain whet-
her or not certain conditions existed or were present when the agreement was concluded, as well 
as a) whether or not the defendant knowingly and voluntarily admitted to the criminal offence(s) 
which are covered by the agreement.

Guilty plea – entered knowingly and voluntarily - Assessing whether or not a defendant has 
knowingly admitted to a crime in a signed plea agreement means to establish if such an admissi-
on was made by a mentally competent person. What is required with regard to defendant’s men-
tal state means that his ability to think and reason about the outside world of differences and 
facts, or about himself and his actions, needs to be established. It practically refers to an ordinary 
state of mind in which a person is aware of his existence. Defendant’s mental state as a conditi-
on for accepting his plea agreement actually represents an assessment of his mental competence. 
Mental competence is a set of elements pertaining to person’s cognition and volition which make 
him capable of understanding, reasoning, and forming decisions about his actions and of con-
trolling them. Thus, in order for the condition of competence to be satisfied, there need to be two 
elements, the state of mind and the will.

With regard to the state of mind, the same ability, i.e. the cognitive element, exists as well in tho-
se offenders who are able to reason and understand the effects of their actions – acts which they 
committed. To put it more simply, it means that an offender is capable of understanding the act 
he committed, primarily in its natural sense, proceedings from the actions – acts or omissions 
which lead to a certain consequence, as well as what his act represents and what its effects are in 
the society. The state of mind is not only an element of competence; it is also an element of gu-
ilt and all forms thereof, either positively or negatively. It should be mentioned that “competen-
ce” is a legal category whose existence is presumed and any conclusions thereon are made by the 
Court based on defendant’s conduct as a whole, while the lack of competence must always be as-
certained, which is done by expert witnesses in the field of neuropsychiatry. Offenders are dee-
med competent when they are able to comprehend the effects of their act as well as when they 
are capable of controlling their actions. Competence may be multilayered. However, only per-
sons who are undoubtedly mentally competent should be allowed to enter into plea agreements.

In respect of conclusion of plea agreements, it should be said that international legal standar-
ds apply to this procedure, including as well the right to a fair trial guaranteed under Article 6 
of the European Convention. Among other rights, it guarantees the right to effective participa-
tion in the proceedings. Consequently, it means that in these proceedings as well, a defendant 
must understand the very nature and contents of a plea agreement. He must be aware of the ri-
ghts he waives and the obligations he undertakes which will be translated into legal effect of a 
judgment and the right of the State to enforce such a judgment. The defendant must be aware of 
all the benefits he gains from the plea agreement, which we have already pointed out. In parti-
cular, the defendant must be aware that he waives his right to seek legal remedy and consequen-
ces which it entails.

In addition to the state of mind as a mental characteristic, there is also another element, which is 
voluntaristic, and that is the will. The will, as a legal institute and not only an institute of criminal 
law, is one of the most important facts both in civil and criminal law. The mere existence of will 
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is not sufficient for creation of legal relations since will is only relevant if it has been exercised, ei-
ther by a statement or some other form of act or omission.

In order for a guilty plea and the conclusion of a plea agreement to be voluntary, a defendant 
needs to confess to a crime and concludes an agreement only when and because he chooses to 
and wants to do it, and not because he must. No person, not even prosecutors, investigative bo-
dies, or the Court, can and especially may in any way obligate, coerce, or inappropriately incite a 
defendant to plead guilty to a crime or enter into a plea agreement.

If a guilty plea and acceptance of terms and conclusion of a plea agreement are voluntary, that 
means that any possibility of such a guilty plea being coerced evidence or evidence obtained in 
an unlawful manner is excluded. Only evidence legally obtained in criminal proceedings, which 
also applies to guilty pleas in these or some other regular or summary proceedings may be used 
as evidence relevant to the Court and evidence on which a judicial decision may be based. Such 
a position follows not only from the spirit of Serbia’s Criminal Procedure Code, but also from 
Article 9 thereof. Article 12 of the CPC stipulates that all forms of violence are prohibited and 
punishable, as well as coercion of defendants or any other persons participating in the procee-
dings into pleading guilty or giving other statements. Prohibitive measures cited in Article 9 are 
also protected by the fact that evidence obtained through the use of violence against a defendant 
or another person is legally classified as inadmissible. Namely, it is stipulated in Article 16, para-
graph 5 of the CPC that judicial decisions may not be based on evidence which is in itself or by 
the manner in which it was obtained in contravention of the Constitution, ratified international 
treaties, or the Code or expressly prohibited under some other statute.

In respect of the use of this new institute of criminal law, it is also ensured that guilty pleas are en-
tered voluntarily. When applying this institute, free will should not be interpreted narrowly or by 
accepting the literal meaning of the notions from the provision: “that the defendant has knowin-
gly and voluntarily pleaded guilty to the criminal offence or criminal offences which are the su-
bject matter of the charges and that the possibility of the defendant having pleaded guilty as a re-
sult of his misconception has been excluded.” Any narrow interpretation would imply that his 
plea pertains solely to the criminal offence, both to the factual description of its elements and to 
its legal classification. Namely, the voluntary element must exist in a defendant with regard to all 
the agreed terms, i.e. the subject matter of an agreement, which includes the type and duration of 
penalty and/or some other criminal sanction and other elements which have already been speci-
fied. It means that a defendant may voluntarily admit to a criminal offence, but be coerced or in-
duced to sign a plea agreement through the use of force or a serious threat or a fraudulent acti-
on. Consequently, any activity that precedes the conclusion of a plea agreement: plea bargaining, 
guilty plea, conclusion – agreement and its signing must be performed both knowingly and vo-
luntarily. The voluntary element is certainly included when defining the contents, subject matter, 
and basis of a plea agreement as well as its legal effects. Plea agreements belong in the type of bi-
lateral agreements and as such, they are binding on the parties and thus may not be deficient in 
any of their elements. Voluntariness excludes force, threat, blackmail, and therefore any activity 
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which influences an offender, his free will when pleading guilty and committing to the elements 
of a plea agreement.18   

Assessment of whether sentencing provisions have been correctly applied or not - Our Code grants 
to the Court the right and duty to ascertain at a hearing on plea agreement whether or not pro-
visions of Art. 54, 56, and 57 of Serbia’s Criminal Code governing substantive law were applied 
when a plea agreement was made and this refers not only to those provisions, but also to others, 
such as those governing concurrent offences, continuing offences, settlement between a defen-
dant and the injured party, etc. with regard to penalties, or other rules of substantive law with re-
gard to other criminal sanctions. Thus, when agreeing on a suspended sentence, it is necessary 
that the provisions contained in Art. 64, 65, and 66 of the Criminal Code are applied correctly. 
It concerns judicial evaluation of a concluded plea agreement from the aspect of whether or not 
a public prosecutor in his capacity as a contracting authority has correctly applied rules of su-
bstantive law when providing for the penalty or other criminal sanction. We cite the public pro-
secutor since he is the one who proceeds on behalf of the State and he must ensure that substan-
tive law is correctly applied.

Sentence bargaining/ providing for penalties in relative or approximate terms - It is not possible 
under the law to arrange for a penalty in a plea agreement, for example in the range one year to 
three years, and then leave it to the Court to define its absolute duration within the agreed ran-
ge. An argument in favour of such a practice suggests that the Court should hand down senten-
ces or criminal sanctions because it is thus given a more active role. Then, it is proposed that 
only the Court is competent to discharge such a duty. In such a way, the risk of a submitted plea 
agreement being denied by the Court is reduced, because while deliberating on whether or not to 
adopt the agreement, the Court may assess that the penalty from the agreement has been set too 
high or too low, but within its statutory powers, it may decide not to accept, i.e. deny the agree-
ment. The disproportion between the set penalty/another sanction and the severity of the crimi-
nal offence constitutes grounds for not accepting a plea agreement. A very important, although 
vague formulation from the previous CPC has been eliminated by this amendment. Namely, this 
provision gives to the Court a role in which it will nevertheless assess the penalty provided for in 
the plea agreement.

The Court is not empowered, either directly or indirectly, to alter a plea agreement and to adopt 
an agreement thus altered. Accepted plea agreements are not binding only upon the parties, but 
on the Court as well when it pasess its judgment. The judgment must be in accordance with every 
aspect of a plea agreement pursuant to Art. 314, para. 1, item 3.

The Court takes cognizance of whether or not the issue of crediting detention time towards the 
penalty stipulated for a committed criminal offence has been correctly provided for in a plea 
agreement. Any irregularity with regard to crediting detention time or other forms of depriva-
tion of liberty is subject to judicial review and constitutes grounds for agreement denial by the 
Court (Art. 317, para. 1 item 4).

18 Nikolić, D., Sporazum o priznanju krivice i njegov doprinos efikasnosti krivičnog postupka, Proceedings of the Conference
”Pojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnimstvarimaialternativnekrivičnesankcije”,Srpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijui
praksu,Beograd,2009,str.116
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A judgment based on a plea agreement is the same as any other judgment and it may also consti-
tute grounds for application of the provisions governing concurrent offences without actually re-
opening proceedings, i.e. may be relevant thereto, if appropriate conditions are met.

Assessment of awareness of consequences of a concluded plea agreement - In its Article 317, para. 
1, item 2, the Code requires a special condition, that a defendant is fully aware of the consequen-
ces of a concluded plea agreement. The Code emphasizes the high level of awareness and its all-
inclusiveness by using the notion “fully”. “Fully” would mean both in its entirety and in its ele-
ments. It would mean awareness of all the potential consequences of a concluded plea agreement. 
However, it should be mentioned that, apart from using the expression “fully of all its consequen-
ces”, the Code nevertheless specifies two consequences of a plea agreement as the most important 
ones: waiver of the right to a trial and acceptance of restriction of the right to appeal.

Waiver of right to a trial - International standards, but above all Article 6 of the European 
Convention, guarantee(s) that everyone is entitled to a public hearing in the determination of 
their civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge against them. Naturally, a suspect or 
a defendant may renounce this right voluntarily and knowingly if such a possibility is provided 
for in a national law. 

In one of its cases, the European Court of Human Rights, deciding on an application for this ri-
ght (right to a trial), holds that “the right to a “public hearing” included an entitlement to an “oral 
hearing” unless there are exceptional circumstances.”19 Thus, the ECHR also allows tacit waivers 
of the right to a trial.

Restriction of the right to appeal - After a ruling by which a plea agreement is granted has beco-
me final, a judgment of conviction is passed and its operative part represents implementation of 
the plea agreement. Consequently, whatever is provided for in a plea agreement is implemented 
through a judgment of conviction. Thus passed judgment of conviction leads to a very impor-
tant, if not the most important consequence and that is that a defendant may not seek judicial re-
lief against it. Namely, it must be stipulated even in the concluded plea agreement that the defen-
dant and his attorney waive the right to appeal against a decision based thereon.

The right to appeal ranks high among defendant’s rights in criminal proceedings, the topic we 
have dealt with when we discussed the subject matter of plea agreements.

A defendant must be fully aware, which means without any exception, that if, for instance, a plea 
agreement provides for a one-year sentence, he will be sentenced to that type and duration of pe-
nalty which will be imposed by a judgment of conviction and that such a judicial decision is fi-
nal and consequently enforceable and he must be advised that immediately after the judgement 
had been pronounced, he will be sent to serve his sentence. Everything which has been provided 
for in the plea agreement is translated into the judgement whose enforcement commences im-
mediately and the defendant should be aware of that. The Court is obligated to explain all that to 
the defendant in a manner which he can understand, depending on his education and how the 
situation develops at the hearing on plea agreement. After the hearing, the defendant is senten-
ced and he undertakes to indemnify or not damages or meet other obligations as stipulated in the 

19 Fischerv.Austria,26April1995,para.44
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plea agreement. Provisions made in an accepted agreement, after the ruling on its acceptance be-
comes final, may no longer be subject to review. Therefore, the defendant may not file an appeal 
with a court of higher instance. If a defendant or his attorney should file an appeal, it will not be 
considered, but instead, it will be dismissed as inadmissible.

The defendant and his attorney are entitled to appeal within eight days from the date of service 
of judgment only on condition that the judgment in not in accordance with the concluded agree-
ment with regard to its agreed elements.

Evaluation of evidence in support of a guilty plea - Previous statutes which used to govern criminal 
procedure in Serbia were familiar with the idea of establishing whether or not there is sufficient 
evidence for filing an indictment, so in this area, there is a wealth of experience, both theoretical 
and practical. In our opinion, the term “sufficient grounds to suspect” should be kept, naturally 
apart from a full confession. We cannot see any reasons why the expression “that there exists ot-
her evidence which substantiates…” would be clearer than, for instance, the phrase that suspi-
cion is based on evidence which is in addition to a full confession annexed to a plea agreement. 
Such a wording would be more acceptable since the lawmaker does not require quality from evi-
dence “beyond any suspicion” or “conclusive evidence”. We believe that, with all those examinati-
ons and reviews which are necessary in order for defendant’s full admission of a criminal offence 
to be positively evaluated, the law rightfully requires that it only be “substantiated by other evi-
dence”. This is even truer since any possibility of false or partial pleas has been excluded becau-
se of the manner in which its veracity is assessed. Consequently, we can see no reason for which 
other pieces of evidence would have to have greater evidentiary strength in order to substantiate 
defendant’s plea than those required when an indictment is examined.20 

Existence of other evidence supporting an indictment will be assessed by the Court, which will 
summarily evaluate the degree of its probability, i.e. make a summary evaluation of a complete 
body of evidence. It is not suitable for these proceedings to assess individually each particular pi-
ece of evidence and how they all relate to each other, in the manner in which they are evaluated 
in judgments after main hearings. Thus, the quality and quantity of other pieces of evidence must 
be such as to satify the Court, or better to say a judge, that there is no doubt that defendat’s plea 
is truthful and that the defendant actually committed or did not undertake the acts which consti-
tute the elements of the offence to which he pleaded guilty. Such a conclusion is partially hypot-
hetical, but given other methods used to verify the truthfulness of a guilty plea, it is sufficient and 
fulfils all the international and national legal standards.

When assessing this condition for accepting or denying a plea agreement, a judge will use not 
only his professional experience in free evaluation of evidence, but his discretionary right which 
implies his belief that the plea and evidence is of such quality that their veracity can be judged as 
having a high degree of certainty. 

Protection of defendant’s rights - In its Article 2, paragraph 1, item 8, Criminal Procedure Code 
defines the notion of the injured party as follows: “An injured party is a person whose personal 
or property right has been violated or jeopardized by a criminal offence”.

20 Nikolić,D.,Stranačkisporazumokrivici„SlužbeniglasnikRS“,Beograd,2009,str.70
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At a hearing, when the Court adjudicates on a plea agreement, it is bound to establish, i.e. evalu-
ate in particular which element of the agreement pertains to the restitution claim, naturally pro-
vided any of the injured party’s property rights have been violated through commission of the 
offence or in connection therewith. When passing its decision to accept a plea agreement, the 
Court has a duty to assess if the part of the agreement which covers the restitution claim viola-
tes the rights of the injured party or not. His rights may also be violated even by failing to provi-
de for them in a plea agreement, although a restitution claim obviously arises from the incident 
itself. A public prosecutor may provide in a plea agreement for a full indemnification of damages 
including grounds for them and their amount, but only with full and express consent from the 
injured party himself or from his attorney-in-fact who has been duly authorized. With regard to 
plea agreements which provide for full indemnification against restitution claims, we stress once 
again that it is necessary to state in detail and precisely all the types of tangible and intangible da-
mages, both their class and amount for each type of damage. In case of some other type of com-
pensation, for instance paying for a car repair, it should be stipulated that such repair work is 
represented by the amount stated on a pro-forma invoice and paid in advance, prior to the con-
clusion of the agreement, etc.

If a plea agreement settles the issue of a restitution claim only in part, that must be clearly stated 
and mentioned therein, namely that the injured party is advised to pursue a civil lawsuit for the 
portion of his restitution claim which exceeds the one covered by the agreement, both in terms 
of its grounds and amount (because a judgment must comply with the provisions of the CPC).

A public prosecutor and a defendant may agree that the injured party be advised to pursue a ci-
vil case in order to have its restitution claim upheld and not to provide for his restitution claim 
in a plea agreement. Not only does the Criminal Procedure Code allow for such a possibility, but 
in practice, such decisions by criminal courts are most frequent, they always happen when it is 
probable that arguing for or against and ascertaining whether there are grounds for a restitution 
claim of the injured party would be prolonged, thus complicating criminal proceedings and de-
laying them significantly.

When assessing a legal situation thus provided in a plea agreement or when a plea agreement 
does not provide in any way for a restitution claim, although it arises from the circumstances 
and the injured party is known, the Court will exercise utmost caution when deciding whether 
or not to accept such an agreement. Efficiency of criminal proceedings may not prevail over nor 
may some other reasons be more important than the rights of a victim of a criminal offence who-
se class of protected objects belongs to property. Why should a plea agreement be signed with a 
perpetrator of a crime against property, without having him return the stolen goods before the 
conclusion of the agreement or without him having sufficient funds to compensate for such go-
ods since he has no property? Does such a defendant deserve any privileges arising out of a plea 
agreement? We are of the opinion that courts, when deciding on whether or not to accept – grant 
a plea agreement, should attach great value to its section which provides for a restitution claim. 
If a restitution claim of the injured party has been fully satisfied, it is a very important reason (if 
not the most important one, depending on the class of the offence) in favour of granting the de-
fendant greater benefits with regard to other elements of the agreement and granting the agree-
ment by the Court.21 

21 Nikolić,D.,Stranačkisporazumokrivici,„SlužbeniglasnikRS“,Beograd,2009,str.89
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Besides, in the general part of the Criminal Code there is a special provision for remittance of pu-
nishment when an offender compensates the damage caused by the criminal offence. Thus, pur-
suant to Article 59 of the CC, the Court is empowered to remit from punishment such an offen-
der if the offence in question is punishable by imprisonment of up to three years or a fine.

Apart from the provisions contained in Article 59, which stipulate optional grounds for remi-
ttance of punishment, the Article 58 of the CC, which prescribes grounds for optional remittan-
ce of punishment, in its paragraph 3 provides the Court with a possibility to release from pu-
nishment a perpetrator of an offence punishable with imprisonment of up to five years if the 
defendant eliminates the consequence of his offence or compensates the damages incurred the-
reby prior to learning that he has been found out by the authorities. These two grounds, provi-
ded they were not applied although there was a possibility of their application, are very relevant 
for the Court when assessing not only the defendant’s conduct towards the injured party, but also 
as grounds for unlimited mitigation of penalty or mitigation without restrictions prescribed un-
der Article 57, para. 1-3 of the CPC.

In cases of partially or completely settled restitution claims, the legislator has assigned to the 
Court the duty to protect the injured party. If it is certain that the injured party will not receive 
any compensation based on his restitution claim arising from a criminal offence or in connec-
tion therewith, we believe that in principle, the defendant should not be privileged nor should a 
plea agreement be signed with him.

In respect of criminal offences against property, in the course of plea bargaining, a condition sho-
uld somehow be imposed on a defendant to indemnify the injured party (theft, fraud, misuse of 
funds, embezzlement, abuse of office, etc.) as a prerequisite for signing a plea agreement. Why? 
Not only for the purpose of fully protecting the injured party, but to regulate their further rela-
tions and avoid lengthy and costly civil disputes the outcome of which is uncertain as regards 
payment and which follow after judgments of conviction which do not include a decision on a 
restitution claim have become final.

Prior to passing its decision, the Court takes a statement from the injured party, whom it asks if 
he took part in the conclusion of a plea agreement concerning his restitution claim, if he is satis-
fied with it, and, providing the claim was paid, if he renounces any future claims which would be 
in terms of their grounds and amounts in connection with the criminal offence and the defen-
dant to which the plea agreement pertains.

5. Judgment based on a plea agreement

A judgment is a judicial decision by which court proceedings are concluded and the merits of 
charges from the accusatory instrument (a private prosecution, a motion to indict, or an indic-
tment) are adjudicated. In criminal proceedings, judgments are mostly passed after the main 
hearing. There are proceedings for imposing punishment prior to the main hearing, procedu-
re for imposing punishment and suspended sentence by an investigative judge, as well as the-
se proceedings, but these are exemptions to the rule that any judgment is a result of an adversa-
rial, direct, and as a rule public presentation and examination of evidence before a court of law. 
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Consequently, they are exemptions to the rule that there may be no judgment without a trial and 
no trial without a judgment.

The proceedings in which a judgment is passed based on a plea agreement are also specific in 
comparison with the regular proceedings for delivering a judgment. The prerequisite for delive-
ring such a judgment is a final ruling on the adoption of a plea agreement. The judge who deci-
ded on the plea agreement must state in the files that the ruling by which it was adopted was final.

We have already emphasised that a plea agreement may be concluded at the stage of an investiga-
tion and be submitted to the Court for a preliminary proceedings judge to make a decision the-
reon. When such an agreement is adopted by the Court and its ruling becomes final, a public 
prosecutor is bound to draft an indictment “in which he includes the plea agreement, providing 
the indictment has not been filed yet”. The legislator orders that the prosecutor “shall include” the 
plea agreement into the indictment which he files ex officio.

Judgment of conviction - A presiding judge (or a judge sitting alone) delivers a judgement of con-
viction by which he pronounces a defendant guilty of the crimes cited in the accusatory instru-
ment, as they were described and legally classified therein, and sentences him to a fixed penalty 
as provided for in a plea agreement. The judgment should also include in its operative part all ot-
her terms from the agreement or issues provided for therein, such as the damage claim, costs of 
criminal proceedings, the lump sum, other obligations of the defendant, etc.

Actually, the operative part of thus passed judgment has to be identical in terms of its contents to 
the plea agreement. We have already highlighted that it may be stipulated under a plea agreement 
that the Court will set the amount of the costs of criminal proceedings and the lump sum in its 
judgment. In addition to the contents of a plea agreement, a judgment passed on the basis there-
of should include, as any other judgment of conviction, all the elements prescribed under Article 
424 of the CPC. This primarily refers to a decision on crediting detention, potential deprivation 
of liberty, or a part of the sentence previously served, which implies an appropriate application of 
the rules of substantive law – the Criminal Code which governs this matter.

Provisions of Article 428 of the CPC should be applied to the contents of a judgment done in wri-
ting. Naturally, in addition to the indication of the accusatory instrument which is decided on, 
the introductory part should state that it is passed in the proceedings based on a plea agreement, 
after which a regular introduction should follow, as in case of any judgment of conviction.22 

Judgment of non-suit - Apart from a judgment of conviction and provisions for a guilty plea and 
a sentence, the subject matter of an agreement may include an arrangement under which a prose-
cutor abandones prosecution for some other offences committed by a defendant because he has 
obtained from the defendant some important information about a criminal offence, accomplices 
to the offence, prevention of a criminal offence whose commission is in preparation, proving ot-
her criminal offences. In our opinion, when a plea agreement is made with such a stipulation, a 
full admission of guilt should be obtained from the defendant. Thus made confession, which is 

22 Nikolić, D., Sporazum o priznanju krivice i njegov doprinos efikasnosti krivičnog postupka, Proceedings of the Conference
”Pojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnimstvarimaialternativnekrivičnesankcije”,Srpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijui
praksu,Beograd,2009,str.113
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full and detailed, will ensure the filing of an accusatory instrument which contains a factual des-
cription and a legal classification which are abandoned, as well as the precise citation of criminal 
offences for which the public prosecutor abandones prosecution.

In case when a plea agreement provides that a public prosecutor will desist from prosecution for 
criminal offences not covered by the agreement (but which pertain to the judgment of convic-
tion), those offences should be included in the accusatory instrument and then, before the jud-
gment is delivered, the prosecutor would file a special brief in which he states that he desists from 
prosecution, so the Court will rule in the same judgment or if the procedure allows for it, in a 
separate judgment, that charges are denied pursuant to Article 422 of the Criminal Procedure 
Code.

Therefore, a judgment of non-suit may be done separately or it may be part of the judgment of 
conviction, in the way it is usually done in regular proceedings when there is both a judgment of 
conviction and a judgment of non-suit in one single case. A judgment of non-suit done in wri-
ting should be in accordance with Article 428, paragraph 7; it should not include evaluation of 
evidence, only a statement that a public prosecutor has abandoned prosecution pursunt to a pe-
viously concluded plea agreement. The reason for this is that the criminal matter in respect of 
that defendant has finally been adjudicated when the judgment becomes final, regardless of the 
fact it is the judgment of non-suit.

A certified copy of the judgment shall contain a Court’s special instruction to the injured party 
advising him that he may not assume prosecution for offences covered by the agreement for whi-
ch the prosecutor has abandoned prosecution. A judgment of non-suit does not encroach upon 
the right of the injured party to put forward a restitution claim. When such a judgment is passed 
based on a plea agreement, it may not be appealed.
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Introduction

For a number of years after the Second World War, our public prosecution service had been orga-
nized on the Soviet model, from which it adopted numerous solutions.3 By taking over the Soviet 
solutions, prosecutor’s offices functioned for decades by strictly adhering to the principles of the 
civil law system without coming closer to the common law model in any way or having any op-
portunity to acquire effective solutions therefrom. In the post-Cold War era, two of the above 
mentioned legal systems began to converge, more and more bridges were built across which ef-
fective solution could be transferred from one system into the other.

Following the period of transition during the 1990s, which was characterized by changes taking 
place in the economic sphere and the system of economy of the then FRY, a specific kind of tran-
sition of the Republic of Serbia’s criminal law system occurred in the early 21st century. Prior to 
this period, public prosecutors and defendants could not reach an agreement of any kind. Public 
prosecutors had a duty, pursuant to the principle of legality of criminal prosecution,4 to initiate 
and conduct prosecution against persons in connection with whom there were reasonable gro-

1 ProsecutorforOrganisedCrimeoftheRepublicofSerbia
2 SeniorAdvisorwiththeProsecutor’sOfficeforOrganisedCrimeoftheRepublicofSerbia
3 DrGoran Ilić idr., Položaj javnog tužilaštva u Republici Srbiji i uporedno pravna analiza,Udruženje javnih tužilaca i zamenika javnih

tužilacaRepublikeSrbije,Beograd,2007,str.31-32.
4 Certainauthorsbelievethattheprincipleoflegalityofcriminalprosecutionshouldbeviewedonlytogetherwiththeprincipleof

officialityofprosecutionandtheyrefertoitastheprincipleoflegalityofofficialcriminalprosecution.SeedrMilanŠkulić,Krivično 
procesno pravo opšti deo,PravnifakultetUniverzitetauBeograduiSlužbeniglasnikRS,Beograd,2007,str.69.
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unds to suspect that they had committed a crime, except for in criminal proceedings against ju-
venile offenders.5  

The plea agreement is a legal institute typical of common law systems, but nowadays it is gaining 
more and more acceptance in the criminal procedure laws of the civil law jurisdictions to the 
extent that sometimes in theory we can read about some sort of a “plea bargain infection”.6 A li-
teral interpretation of the expression “plea bargaining” would be haggling, deal-making, or bar-
tering between a prosecutor of the one part and a defendant and his defence attorney of the ot-
her part, in which process their agreement does not have to pertain strictly to defendant’s guilty 
plea, but it can also pertain to some other elements which can be included in the agreement as 
an integral part thereof. The simplification of ordinary criminal proceedings through the legisla-
tion of institutes which previously used not to be representative of the civil law systems, and the 
plea agreement could be included in the lot, has been a feature of the modern criminal procedu-
re laws of the countries in the region.7 

To put it very briefly, the agreement on the admission of guilt (plea agreement) could be defined 
as a meeting of the minds of a public prosecutor of the one part and a defendant and his defence 
attorney of the other part, which is made in writing and by which the defendant knowingly, vo-
luntarily and excluding any possibility of his error in judgment fully pleads guilty to one or more 
counts in an indictment.8  

It should be stressed that before the plea agreement was introduced by the amendments to the 
Criminal Procedure Code in September 2009,9 which provided for this institute in Art. 282a-d, 
there had already been certain institutes which provided for negotiations between public prose-
cutors and defendants.10 

There was a range of factors which influenced Serbian lawmakers to decide to take such a seri-
ous step in 2009 and introduce the plea agreement into the system of the current law which go-
verns criminal procedure in the Republic of Serbia. The following reasons could be highlighted 
as principal: rise in the number of criminal cases; lengthy and strenuous criminal proceedings 
which were the result of the fact that courts could not schedule hearings within a short time; par-
ties’ dissatisfaction with the fact that their cases had not been concluded and an increasing num-
ber of judgments on procedural issues instead of judgments on the merits; numerous petitions to 
the Court in Strasbourg; as well as the limits of the state treasury no longer able to fund a judici-
al system which was thus organised. The synergy of these factors had created a need for finding 
alternative methods of improving the efficiency of the judiciary.

5 Priortotheintroductionofdeferringofprosecutionintoourlegalsystem,prosecutorialdiscretioncouldbeexercisedinourcriminal
procedureonly inproceedingsagainst juvenileoffenders,while itdidnotexist incriminalproceedingsconductedagainstadult
persons.

6 DrStankoBejatovićidr.,Primena načela oportuniteta u praksi izazovi i preporuke,UdruženjejavnihtužilacaizamenikajavnihtužilacaRS,
Beograd,2012,str.52-53.

7 DrStankoBejatović,Plea Agreement: Serbia’s New CPC and a Comparative Analysis of Regional Legislation (quotedfromNew Trends in 
Serbia’s Criminal Procedure in a Regional Context (Normative and Practical Aspects),OSCEMissiontoSerbia,Belgrade,2012),p.103

8 EmilijaTončić,Javni tužilac kao subjekt zaključenja sporazum o priznanju krivice (citiranopremazbornikuradovaZakonik o krivičnom 
postupku i javno tužilaštvo,UdruženjejavnihtužilacaizamenikajavnihtužilacaRS,Beograd,2009.godine),str.213.

9 OfficialGazetteoftheRS,No.72/09
10 Thisreferstodeferringofprosecution(Art.236ofthe2001CPC)andthewitnesscollaborator(Art.504о-ćofthe2001CPC),which

havevirtuallypavedthewayfortheagreementontheadmissiononguilt.VeskoKrstajić,Sporazum o priznanju krivičnog dela,Bilten
Vrhovnogkasacionogsudabr.2/2012,Beograd,2012.godine,str.54.
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From the aspect of human rights, it was necessary to ensure that trials were held without undue 
delay, which then-current legislative solutions could not provide for. The right to a trial witho-
ut undue delay (within a reasonable time) is not only one of the elements of the fair trial in cri-
minal matters, but it is also a very important right of defendant’s which is governed both by the 
Constitution (Art. 33 of the Republic of Serbia’s Constitution) and international standards (Art. 
6, para. 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights).11 The defendant’s right guaranteed un-
der the Constitution and the law to have criminal proceedings against him begin and end within 
a reasonable time is embodied in the quintessence of this right. It would be possible to promo-
te the right to a trial without undue delay by proper application of the plea agreement, without it 
running contrary to the right to a fair trial.

The average duration of criminal proceedings in the Republic of Serbia before the agreement of 
the admission of guilt began to be applied in our criminal procedure law implied a profound lack 
of economy of our criminal procedure. In as many as 73.94% of criminal cases it took more than 
six months for judgments to become final, whereas nearly half the criminal proceedings in the 
Republic of Serbia lasted more than a year before they were adjudicated by a final judgment.12  
Certainly, all those who have been involved in criminal proceedings in the Republic of Serbia 
would be astonished to learn that each criminal proceeding which lasts over a year in the UK 
stands good chances of becoming a scandalous criminal case.13 In addition to implementing the 
right to a trial without undue delay trough the plea agreement, this institute could also be used to 
further the general interest of the society whose aim is to fight crime as successfully as possible.14  

The judicial circles received with great scepticism the introduction of the plea agreement in our 
criminal procedure law as an institute of the current criminal law. Compelling evidence of that 
is the fact that over the first full year during which the institute was applied, namely in 2010, 
the First Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade registered a total of 12 cases in which plea 
agreements were signed with 21 indictees.15 Considering it is the biggest prosecutor’s office in the 
Republic of Serbia, which on a yearly basis has over 10,000 criminal cases with at least twice as 
many defendants, it is clear how much the effects of the institute were minimized over the first 
year by its non-application. Nevertheless, a rising trend in the number of signed plea agreements 
could be noticed in the next 2011, so the First Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office registered 77 ca-
ses in which plea agreements were signed with 112 defendants and in 2012 that number went to 
167 cases in which plea agreements were signed with 231 defendants.

Undoubtedly, the plea agreement is a powerful weapon in the hands of public prosecutors, 
but it only needs to be used properly and it will certainly yield even better results in the futu-
re. Information from the US case law is clear evidence of the plea agreement’s significance for 
any legal system since it shows that as many as 95.7% of the cases were disposed through the 
plea agreement in 2004, while this number usually does not fall below 90% of the cases settled 

11 Mr Jasmina Kiurski, Zloupotreba prava i njen uticaj na efikasnost rada (citirano iz zbornika radova Uloga javnog tužioca u pravnom 
sistemu,UdruženjejavnihtužilacaizamenikajavnihtužilacaRS,Beograd,2010.godine)str.355.

12 DrSnežanaBrkić,Pojednostavljene forme krivičnog postupanja i postupak njihovog ozakonjenja u Republici Srbiji,Revijazakriminologijui
krivičnopravobr.1/2009,Beograd,2009,str.86.

13 RankoSokolović,Policija i krivični postupak – suprotstavljanje organizovanom kriminalu,SlužbeniglasnikRS,Beograd,2005,str.183.
14 ItwasBeccariawhopointedoutasearlyasinthe18thcenturythatthequickerapunishmentthatwasenforcedfollowingacrime,

themorejustandbeneficialitwouldbe.ŽanPradel,Istorijat krivičnih doktrina,PravnifakultetUniverzitetauBeogradu,Beograd,2008,
str.31.

15 Source:Clerk’sOfficeattheFirstPublicProsecutor’sOfficeinBelgrade.
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through the plea agreement per year.16 From the above information it can only be concluded that 
without this institute, the US criminal justice system would soon reach a total impasse and then 
it would collapse.

Consequently, we hope that in the future the use of the agreement on the admission of guilt (plea 
agreement) as a simplified form of criminal procedure in the Republic of Serbia would gather 
even more momentum and that it would contribute to the acceleration of work process both at 
public prosecutor’s offices and at courts.

Experience of the Organized Crime Prosecutor’s Office of the Republic of Serbia

When the plea agreement was first introduced into our legal system in September 2009, it was 
not used in the Prosecutor’s Office for Organized Crime to any great extent either. During 2010, 
the Prosecutor’s Office for Organized Crime concluded a total of 3 plea agreements with 3 defen-
dants.17 However, unlike basic prosecutors’ offices, the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime 
was held back from fully implementing this institute by an objective and limiting factor. Namely, 
Art. 282a of the 2001 CPC lays down that the upper limit for the statutory penalty for crimi-
nal offences to which the plea agreement may be applied is twelve years. Considering the type 
of criminal offences which fall under the jurisdiction of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised 
Crime under Art. 2 of the Law on Organisation and Jurisdiction of Government Authorities in 
Suppression of Organised Crime, Corruption and Other Severe Criminal Offences, as well as an 
average upper limit for penalties prescribed for such offences, it was clear that in the majority of 
those criminal cases it was not possible to initiate the procedure for concluding an agreement 
since the maximum limit of statutory penalties was over twelve years. Nevertheless, the situation 
somewhat improved in 2011 because during that period, the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised 
Crime managed to sign 10 plea agreements with 10 defendants despite the said constraint.

Since the 2011 Criminal Procedure Code came into force and began to be implemented on 
January 15, 2012, the expansion of plea agreement’s18 use in the proceedings handled by the 
Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime has become noticeable in the practice of the said 
prosecutor’s office. Thus, in 2012, the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime concluded 58 plea 
agreements with 58 defendants. The reason for such a sudden rise in the number of signed plea 
agreements lay in the lack of any rule setting the upper limit on the duration of a penalty for cri-
minal offences which were subject to the plea agreement. Therefore, under the 2011 Criminal 
Procedure Code, plea agreements can be signed for any criminal offence, regardless of the dura-
tion of the penalty prescribed by the law.

16 MrVanjaBajović,Sporazum o priznanju krivice uporedno-pravni prikaz,PravnifakultetUniverzitetauBeogradu,Beograd,2009,str.55.
17 Source:Clerk’sOfficeattheProsecutor’sOfficeforOrganizedCrimeoftheRS.
18 Fromastrictlyformalpointofview,wecannothelpbutnoticethatthenameoftheinstituteasitisdefinedunderthe2011Criminal

ProcedureCode (Official Gazette of the RS,No.72/11) ismoreaccurate,considering it is“pleaagreement”.TheCriminalCodehas
adoptedadefinitionofgeneralelementsofacrimeboth intermsof itssubjectandobjectandthereforetheverynameofthe
“agreementontheadmissionofguilt”fromtheperspectiveoftheorysoundsasifadefendantpleadedguiltyonlytothesubjective
andnottotheobjectiveelementofthecrime,whichimpliesthathedidnotadmittoitinitsentirety.Naturally,onlyfulladmission
ofguilt,includingboththeobjectiveandsubjectiveelementsofacrime,canbeincludedwithinaguiltyplea,whichiswhy“plea
agreement”isthenamethatcertainlycorrespondsmorepreciselytotheessenceofthisinstitute.
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Although certain authors take a dim view of such a legislative solution,19 we are of quite the oppo-
site opinion. Professor Skulic finds that by lifting the upper limit on the prescribed punishment 
of twelve years’ imprisonment for criminal offences on which the plea agreement is allowed to be 
concluded an anomaly is created which reflects in the fact that now agreements can be conclu-
ded in respect of any offence, regardless of its type and the duration of prescribed penalty, which 
would imply that in practice such agreements could also be concluded in connection with rape 
of a child, multiple murder, etc.

Such a position is not based on any practical experience which results from the application of the 
plea agreement or prior to it, the application of deferring of prosecution. Namely, argumentum 
a contrario to the objection which concerns the application of plea agreements could refer only 
to the nature of the said agreement. Per definitionem, the plea agreement represents a consensu-
al legal instrument or in other words, in order for it to be concluded, there must be a meeting of 
the minds of a prosecutor and a defendant. Without it, there can neither be the conclusion of a 
plea agreement in concreto. Consequently, it is clear that in practice public prosecutors need to 
evaluate under which circumstances and for which criminal offences they can offer a defendant 
to sign a plea agreement or when and under which circumstances they can accept a defendant’s 
offer to sign an agreement. There is no strict rule under the law which requires that a public pro-
secutor must enter into an agreement in any particular case or in connection with any particular 
criminal offence. Therefore, it is reasonable to anticipate that in practice, public prosecutors will 
decide whether or not they will opt for a plea agreement at all in connection with the types of of-
fences which are mentioned by the cited authors and one would assume they will not. On the ot-
her hand, we can see no reason for a priori tying prosecutors’ hands and preventing them from 
signing agreements in connection with certain types of crimes by setting a limit on the durati-
on of a statutory penalty. As it was/has been done in practice with regard to deferring of prose-
cution (Art. 236 of the 2001 CPC and Art. 283 of the 2011 CPC), public prosecutor’s offices may 
also issue internal mandatory rules of procedure by which particular offences would be excluded 
from the body of criminal offences in connection with which plea agreements may be signed.20 
In the same way the principle of prosecutorial discretion is applied by deferring criminal prose-
cution, it depends on the prosecutor’s own discretion when and whether at all he will enter into a 
plea agreement in connection with certain criminal offences. Thus, we believe that repealing the 
restriction on the duration of penalty prescribed for criminal offences in connection with which 
a plea agreement may be concluded is a good solution from the 2011 CPC.

A definite indication of how useful a tool the plea agreement is in the hands of the prosecution 
which can use it to end proceedings within a short period of time is the case no. SK 1/12 which 
was pursued by the Prosecutor’s Office for Organized Crime. This criminal proceeding was con-
ducted against an organized crime group which used to be involved in unlawful production and 
circulation of the narcotic drug cannabis (skunk). In this case, eleven members of the said or-
ganized crime group out of twelve of them assented to signing a plea agreement, whereby their 

19 DrMilanŠkulićidrGoranIlić,Reformaustilu„jedankoraknapred–dvakorakanazad“,Udruženjejavnihtužilacaizamenikajavnih
tužilacaRS,Srpskoudruženjezakrivičnopravnuteorijuipraksu,PravnifakultetUniverzitetauBeogradu,Beograd,2012,str.98.

20 E.g.withregardtotheapplicationoftheprincipleofprosecutorialdiscretion,alistofcriminaloffencestowhichdeferringofprosecution
couldnotbeappliedwascompiledaspartofthepracticeofformermunicipalpublicprosecutor’sofficessinceitwasbelievedthat
therewerereasonsforwhichcriminalproceedingsshouldneverthelessbeinitiatedincasesofthoseoffences,irrespectiveofthefact
theydidformallymeetstatutoryrequirementsfordeferringofprosecution.Theso-calledminortrafficaccidentscausedbyalcohol
wereincludedinthelist(EndangeringRoadTrafficunderArt.289,para.1oftheCC),aswellasdomesticviolenceunderArt.194of
theCC,illegalmanufacture,possession,carrying,andsaleoffirearmsandexplosivesunderArt.348,para1.oftheCC,etc.
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case was resolved virtually without going to trial (naturally, if we do not count the hearing on 
plea agreement referred to in Art. 315 of the CPC). Each defendant who had concluded a plea 
agreement was ordered to serve an actual prison sentence, objects which they used to commit a 
crime in terms of Art. 8721 of the CC as well as material gain obtained by crime in terms of Art. 
91 of the CC were seized from them, while in cases of some defendants, agreements were rea-
ched to permanently seize their proceeds of crime in terms of Art 34 of the Law on Seizure of the 
Proceeds from Crime.

Also, in the case no. SK 2/12 pursued by the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime seven out 
of eight defendants who were charged by the prosecution with criminal alliance and unlawful 
production and circulation of the narcotic drug cannabis had accepted to enter into a plea agree-
ment, on condition that security measures of seizure of objects under Art. 87 of the CC and per-
manent seizure of the proceeds of crime in terms of Art. 34 of the Law on Seizure of the Proceeds 
from Crime were imposed on them.

Five plea agreements had been concluded with five defendants in cases no. SK 24/, SK 27/12, SK 
28/12, SK 33/12 and SK 38/12 pursued by the Prosecutor’s Office, whereby the complete criminal 
proceedings against the members of said organized crime group had been resolved. The extent 
to which the workload of the Prosecutor’s Office and the Court was thus reduced does not need 
to be additionally emphasised, nor the extent to which the pursuing of criminal proceedings aga-
inst those organized crime groups was simplified and accelerated by the conclusion of the said 
agreements with so many defendants, while the prosecution and the Court had been left enough 
room to proceed in other criminal cases.

Under the provision contained in Art. 314, para. 1, item 4 of the CPC, plea agreements must in-
clude a decision on the costs of criminal proceedings, on seizure of material gain obtained throu-
gh crime, as well as on a restitution claim, if one has been put forward, whereas Art. 314, para. 2, 
item 3 of the CPC provides that plea agreements may also include a decision about the proceeds 
of crime which will be seized from a defendant. Plea agreements will undoubtedly contain deci-
sions about the seizure of material gain obtained by crime or decisions on permanent seizure of 
the proceeds from crime, provided gain or proceeds of such kind exist in a given case. However, 
in cases SK 20/12 and SK 22/12, the prosecution made an arrangement with defendants in plea 
agreements that assets which had been temporarily seized from them in terms of Art. 147 of the 
CPC would be returned, after which the Court issued a ruling accepting such plea agreements. 
There is no argument against providing in a plea agreement for seizure of the proceeds of crime 
or material gain obtained through crime, as well as for their return, but maybe a question could 
be raised with regard to the purposefulness of making provisions for such prestation of the Court 
when Article 151 of the CPC already lays down ex lege that objects temporarily seized in the co-
urse of proceedings will be returned to their holder if the reasons for which they were tempora-
rily seized cease to exist, and there are not grounds for their permanent seizure. Still, motives of 

21 Itisinterestingthatunderoneofthepleaagreementssignedinthiscase,theseizedobjectusedtocommitacrimeintermsofArt.
87oftheCCwasactuallyrealproperty,ormoreprecisely,aplotandahousewhichhadbeenusedbythedefendantsasalaboratory
forpreparingcannabis.
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both parties are not relevant here,22 what is important is that the prosecution should obey the law 
and that there are no impediments to following this practice in the future as well.

We would like to mention that unlike the seizure of material gain obtained through crime, whi-
ch is mandatory under Article 91 of the Criminal Code, the proceeds of crime are open for plea 
bargain negotiations between the prosecution and a defendant and they do negotiate on them in 
practice. The prosecution’s assessment comes down to weighing between the prosecutor’s inte-
rest to seize certain property from a defendant on one part, and interests of the state, represented 
by the public prosecutor in a criminal proceeding, which is to efficiently end the criminal pro-
ceeding against the same defendant.23 Naturally, prosecutors will make such assessments only in 
situations when they judge that they are linked with serious difficulties to achieve both goals in 
ordinary criminal proceedings.

In respect of the right to appeal against a ruling on a plea agreement provided for in Art. 319 of 
the CPC, it should be mentioned that Art. 319, para. 3 of the CPC expressly lays down that appe-
als are allowed against a judgment accepting a plea agreement within eight days from the date of 
the service of judgment, but only on grounds provided for under Art. 338, para. 1 of the CPC24 or 
if the judgment does not pertain to the subject matter of a plea agreement (Art. 314 of the CPC). 
On the other hand, appeals are not allowed against rulings by which plea agreements are dismi-
ssed or denied. Judgments passed by the Special Department of the High Court in Belgrade, Spk 
/plea agreement/ Po1 /special department/ no. 1/12 of March 7, 2012, Spk Po no. 7/12 of March 
23, 2012, Spk Po1 no. 8/12 of March 26, 2012, Spk Po no. 12/12 of March 27, 2012, and Spk 
Po1 no. 11/12 of May 25, 2012, by which plea agreements signed by the Prosecutor’s Office for 
Organised Crime and defendants were accepted became automatically final because the parties 
waived their right to appeal at the hearing on plea agreement referred to in Art. 315 of the CPC. 
However, we are of the opinion that such a practice is not good, regardless of the fact that it ad-
ditionally speeds up the ending of proceedings on plea agreement.

Namely, time limits for filing appeals are short and there will rarely arise a need to file an appe-
al when everything has been arranged for in a plea agreement and confirmed at a hearing before 
the Court. Nevertheless, regardless of an agreement reached by the parties, situations can deve-
lop in which it will be necessary to appeal a court’s decision with a good reason, so it is not nece-
ssary to part with this ordinary legal remedy which does not result in any excessive delay of pro-
ceedings and it can also be useful. We will illustrate the point we are trying to make by offering 
a practical example.

In an already mentioned case of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime whose number is 
SK 1/12, the Office had arranged with ten out of eleven defendants that they would defray the 

22 Defendants’motivescanbefoundintheirwishtohavetheobjectsforwhichitwasfoundinthecourseofproceedingsthattherewas
notitleunderwhichtheycouldbesizedreturnedtotheirpossessionortohavetitletoitreturnedtothemasquicklyaspossibleand
thattheysimplydonotwishtowaitforanysubsequentcourtactionsthroughwhichthoseobjectswouldbereturnedtothem,but
theywantthroughajudgmentacceptingapleaagreementtohaveaninstanttitleofexecutionbasedonwhichtheycouldrequest
thereturnoftheseizedobjects.Ontheotherhand,ifapleaagreementhasalreadybeenreachedwithadefendant,theprosecution
hasnoreasonnottoaccommodatehiminthatregard.

23 DrGoranP.Ilićidr.,Komentar Zakonika o krivičnom postupku,SlužbeniglasnikRS,Beograd,2012,str.671.
24 Thisreferstosituationsinwhich:oneofthepartiesbelievesthatanoffencewithwhichadefendantischargedisnotacriminal

offenceandthattherearenogroundsforimposingasecuritymeasure;statuteoflimitationsoncriminalprosecutionhasexpiredor
theoffenceiscoveredbyamnestyorpardonorthereareothercircumstanceswhichpermanentlyprecludecriminalprosecution;
thereisnotsufficientevidencetojustifythesuspicionthatadefendanthascommittedtheoffencewithwhichheischarged.
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costs of criminal proceedings, while it had been arranged with one of the defendants to exempt 
him from paying the said costs since the prosecution was aware of his low income and the-
ir arrangement became an integral part of an agreement concluded between the defendant and 
the prosecution. In the judgment Spk Po1 no. 24/12 of May 17, 2012, the Special Department of 
the High Court in Belgrade accepted the prosecution’s and defendant’s agreement under which 
he was exempted from paying the costs of criminal proceedings, but it imposed on him an obli-
gation to defray those costs in the amount of 75,440 dinars, which was the result of an obvious 
oversight. Being aware that the Court may accept a plea agreement only in its integral form and 
not partially and that it may not make any changes thereto, the defendant and his defence attor-
ney appealed the judgment by which the agreement was accepted, and the prosecution sustai-
ned their appeal. Thereafter, the Belgrade Court of Appeal, namely its Special Department, up-
held the defendant’s appeal by their decision Kž1 /criminal case - appeal/ Po1 no. 14/12 of June 
29, 2012, vacated the first instance judgment and returned the case to the Special Department of 
the High Court in Belgrade for a retrial. In the course of the retrial, the fault was corrected and 
a judgment became final.

It follows from the above that it would nevertheless be useful not to renounce the right to appeal 
since even the Court can make a mistake and pass a judgment accepting an agreement which is 
not identical with the contents of the accepted agreement – an error that can be corrected quic-
kly and efficiently in appellate proceedings. Had the parties waived their right to appeal in this in-
stance as well, a request for the protection of legality would have had to be filed with the Supreme 
Court of Cassation, which would certainly take much more time than a situation in which the 
parties reserve their right to appeal and thus resolve any potential dispute before a competent se-
cond-instance court.

A concrete example from practice unequivocally shows that objections raised by certain authors 
who criticise the possibility of appealing judgments by which a plea agreement is accepted are 
not valid.25 A conclusion drawn by such authors that granting the right to appeal will only stall 
the proceedings on a plea agreement is disproved by our argument that the Court, as the third 
participant in the proceedings on the plea agreement, may unintentionally infringe on the rights 
which a defendant has earned under a plea agreement. How should such situations be handled 
in practice and how should such defendants be protected? Filing an extraordinary legal remedy 
would stall criminal proceedings even more. Therefore, the right to appeal should be reserved 
for a defendant and a prosecutor as an ordinary legal remedy even if it is not brought in the ma-
jority of cases.

When compared to the statutory regulations from the 2001 CPC, a provision included in Art. 
313, para. 2 of the CPC, under which a defendant must have a defence counsel during the con-
clusion of a plea agreement, is definitely progress. Thus was corrected a fault from the 2001 CPC 
which provided in its Art. 282v, para. 1, item 5 that a defendant must have a counsel not earlier 
than at a hearing on plea agreement. Since a defendant must have a defence counsel already du-
ring the conclusion of an agreement, he has been provided with legal assistance as early as at the 
stage of plea bargain negotiations with a prosecutor. Therefore, it is precluded that a prosecutor 
signs a plea agreement with a defendant who does not have a defence counsel and perhaps abu-

25 See:DrStankoBejatović,op. cit.,p.113.
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ses the fact that he has does not know the law, whereby defendants’ procedural rights are better 
protected.

Also, an interesting issue concerns the range of topics on which a defendant and his defence 
attorney may negotiate with a prosecutor and on which they can reach an agreement. Certainly, 
there are elements which a plea agreement must include (mandatory elements – Art. 314. para. 
1 of the CPC), as well as those which it may include (optional elements – Art. 314, para. 2 of the 
CPC). This concerns an answer to the question: is it possible that a public prosecutor reaches an 
agreement with a defendant and his counsel on some other matters of dispute, which are outside 
the scope of elements enumerated in Art. 314 of the CPC, or is it a numerus clausus of issues on 
which agreements may be reached?

The CPC does not provide a definite answer to this question, but the practice of the Prosecutor’s 
Office for Organised Crime supports a premise that agreements may also be made on elements 
not cited in Art. 314 of the CPC, but they stay in the realm of “gentlemen’s agreements” between 
the prosecution and the defence and may not form an integral part of a plea agreement. The 
Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime has overcome this problem in its practice by entering in 
a record of plea bargain negotiations26 with defendants the contents of an arrangement on issu-
es which may not be officially included in a plea agreement and a copy thereof is submitted to 
the defence as a proof that an arrangement on those issues has indeed been made. Naturally, the 
Court accepts by its judgment only the issues provided for in the plea agreement and so there is 
no effective statutory mechanism to force the prosecution to comply with obligations it has assu-
med in the record of plea bargain negotiations.27 Naturally, in the practice of the Prosecutor’s 
Office for Organised Crime there has not been a single situation in which the prosecution did not 
comply with agreements taken from such records and other prosecutor’s offices should also ho-
nour their agreements. Not only is it expected that both parties act in good faith when they rea-
ch an agreement in such situations, but as a rule, obligations cited in such a record are exclusive-
ly assumed by the prosecution. Considering the prosecution is a party to the proceedings,28 but 
at the same time a government authority as well, and thus someone who is by the nature of thin-
gs obligated to act impartially and not to be guided by any personal interests or emotions in pro-
ceedings, there is no fear that the prosecution will not pro futuro honour obligations assumed in 
the said manner.

26 Both the record of plea bargain negotiations, as well as the record of a guilty plea statement are mandatory elements of the
procedureforpleabargainnegotiationsbetweenanyprosecutor’sofficeintheterritoryunderthejurisdictionoftheRepublicof
Serbiaanddefendantsandtheyareprovidedforinthemandatoryinstructionsonapplicationandconclusionofagreementson
theadmissionofguiltAno.299/09issuedbytheRepublicProsecutor’sOfficeonOctober22,2009.Wehavealreadyaddressedthe
needforsimplificationofthepleabargainingprocedureandweaknessesofthoseinstructions(seeVidetiPredragĆetković,Primena 
sporazuma o priznanju krivice u praksi,Tužilačkarečbr.22/2012,Beograd,2012.godine,str.46)sowedonotwishtodwellonitin
particular.

27 Here, itshouldbementionedthat it inthepracticeofsomelower-levelprosecutor’soffices inSerbiatherehavebeensituations
inwhichtheCourtorderedthemtosubmitrecordsofpleabargainnegotiationsandrecordsofguiltypleastatementsalongwith
agreementsontheadmissionofguilt.Sincethesetworecordsareinternaldocumentsofprosecutor’sofficesandmadepursuantto
themandatoryinstructionsoftheRPOasaninternaldocument,wecanseenostatutorygroundsbasedonwhichtheCourtwould
havearighttoinspectsuchrecords,nordowebelievethattheycanbelegallybindingonaprosecutor,butanobligationtheycreate
issolelymoral.ThedocumentwhichisrelevantfortheCourtandwhosecontentsshouldpossiblybetranslatedintoajudgmentby
whichapleaagreementisacceptedisonlythepleaagreementandonlyitshouldbesubmittedtotheCourt.

28 Also,under the2011CPC,beforean indictment is issued, theprosecution isalso theauthority inchargeofproceedingswhose
scopeofprerogativeshasbeenbroadenedbythisCodeandconsequently,theassumptionthatitwillactobjectivelyisliabletobe
disproved.
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With respect to the range of issues on which the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime and de-
fendants have made arrangements, but which have not been included in plea agreements, they 
include as follows:

1) the prosecution undertook to support defendants’ future motions to put in force a 
judgment by a national criminal court including transfer of defendants to another 
country as the country of their origin and residence in terms of the provision contained 
in Art. 80 of the Law on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters of the Republic of Serbia;

2) the prosecution undertook to support defendants’ petitions for release on parole in terms 
of Art. 46 of the CC after they had served 2/3 (two-thirds) of their sentences and subject 
to their good behaviour during incarceration and achieved purpose of punishment;

3) the prosecution undertook to state, when time came for them to give their opinion, 
that they did not agree with sending defendants to serve their prison sentences at the 
Special Department for serving prison sentences for organised crime offences in terms of 
the provisions contained in Art. 15, para. 2 and 3 of the Law on Enforcement of Prison 
Sentences for Organised Crime Offences;

4) the prosecution agreed to support defendants’ future petitions for transfer to a specific 
correctional facility in the territory under the jurisdiction of the Republic of Serbia to 
serve their prison sentences there;

5) in individual cases, the prosecution had undertaken, providing a remand order was 
issued against defendants, to uphold defence’s motions for revocation of remand after 
a judgment accepting a plea agreement reached between a public prosecutor and a 
defendant was delivered.

In respect of this last instance, we hold that statutory provisions which lay down that the Court 
is the authority which may order that a defendant be detained and revoke detention orders in 
criminal proceedings are absolutely clear, from which it unequivocally follows that the prosecu-
tion and a defendant cannot in any way control the issuing or revocation of detention orders in 
their agreement. Thus, we believe that there exists no such dilemma as mentioned by certain au-
thors about whether or not a plea agreement can provide for an arrangement between a defen-
dant and a prosecutor in connection with remand.29 We are of the opinion that it may not be-
cause in addition to the fact that under Art. 314 of the CPC a plea agreement may not include 
this kind of arrangement as one of its elements (either mandatory or optional), Art. 213, para. 1 
of the CPC also prescribes that detention during an investigation may be ordered, extended or 
repealed only by a ruling issued by a preliminary proceedings judge or a panel cited in Art. 21, 
para. 4 of the CPC, whereas Art. 216, para. 1 of the CPC lays down that from the moment an in-
dictment is filed with the court until the commitment of a defendant to serve a custodial senten-
ce, detention may be ordered, extended, or repealed by a ruling issued by the panel. Thus, there 
can be no dilemma here at all. The prosecution may only agree with a defence’s motion for re-
vocation of remand or undertake to move for revocation of remand (which is less likely to hap-
pen in practice), but in no way may it undertake in a plea agreement or a record of plea barga-
in negotiations that a detention order issued against a defendant will be repealed for the simple 
reason that it is not within prosecution’s purview to make such decisions. Such a position has 
also been confirmed in a judgment Kž1 Po1 no. 23/12 passed by the Special Department of the 
Court of Appeal in Belgrade on February 1, 2013. Namely, in the case no. 29/12 pursued by the 

29 SinišaPetrović,Sporazum o priznanju krivičnog dela,BiltenVišegsudauBeogradu,br.83/2013,Beograd,2013.godine,str.67.
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Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime, the prosecution had undertaken an obligation in a re-
cord of plea bargain negotiations to agree with a defence’s motion for revocation of remand after 
delivery of a judgment accepting a plea agreement between the public prosecutor and a defen-
dant and the prosecution acted accordingly. However, as the Court denied the said motion whi-
ch had been supported by the prosecution, the defence appealed the judgment accepting the plea 
agreement and offered as their argument that the Court had not accepted the agreement on de-
tention between the prosecution and the defence, but the Court of Appeals turned down their 
appeal by the above mentioned judgment.

A moot point could arise in practice in connection with whether or not a judgment accepting a 
plea agreement must include the agreement “word for word” or is the Court authorised to exceed 
the limits of the agreement and if it is, to which extent. We are of the opinion that the Court is en-
titled to specify in its judgment accepting a plea agreement issues which are provided for by the 
agreement in general, but specifics must be given solely within the framework of provisions con-
tained in the agreement and in no manner outside their frame of reference. We will provide an 
example to illustrate what we have in mind. In the case of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised 
Crime no. SK 24/12, the prosecution and a defendant concluded a plea agreement and in clau-
se 2 thereof it was provided that a one-year prison term would be imposed on a defendant for 
having committed the continued criminal offence of tax evasion, whereas clause 3 of the agree-
ment provided that the prosecution and the defendant had arranged that the Court would or-
der that her sentence be enforced by prohibiting her from leaving the premises at which she re-
sided, except for in cases prescribed by the law governing enforcement of criminal sanctions. It 
is clear from such wording that it was an issue provided for in general terms in the agreement 
and subsequently specified by the Special Department of the High Court in Belgrade in its jud-
gment Spk Po1 no. 42/2012 of October 22, 2012, which designated more precisely the manner 
in which her sentence would be administered. The manner of enforcement was specified by the 
Court which ordered in its judgment that the convicted person was allowed to leave the premises 
at which she resided only when she left for work and returned therefrom, by precisely defining 
the exact time at which she was to leave and return home as well as her home and work addre-
sses. Providing such specifications is entirely appropriate since in some situations, the prosecuti-
on and a defendant may not be aware of all the details at the moment they sign a plea agreement 
so the Court will have to define in more detail the obligations arising out of individual clauses of 
the agreement. It is only important that those specifications do not exceed the general frame of 
reference set by a plea agreement, since that would be contrary to law. The Court is not allowed 
to impose on a convicted person any new obligations by its judgment accepting a plea agree-
ment, but it only may accept the agreement in the form in which it was signed by the prosecuti-
on and the defendant or to deny or dismiss it if there are grounds provided for in the law which 
support such a decision.

Drawing on the above, we should also address objections raised with regard to Art. 314, para. 1, 
item 3 of the CPC, under which an agreement on the type, extent, and scope of a penalty or ot-
her criminal sanction made between a prosecutor and a defendant is a mandatory element of any 
plea agreement. The weakness of a thus formulated legislative norm is that it implies that the par-
ties could agree only on the scope of a penalty within the range provided for by the law and then 
a judge would be left to impose a specific duration of penalty within the arranged scope.30 It wo-

30 DrMilanŠkulićidrGoranIlić,op.cit.,str.99.
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uld be unreasonable to allow the Court to specify the penalty cited in a plea agreement becau-
se the Court is not authorised to assess extenuating and aggravating circumstances in the proce-
dure for accepting or denying the agreement and therefore may not properly specify the penal-
ty within the given scope.

From the point of view of theory, there can certainly arise a situation described by the cited aut-
hors. However, in the practice of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime there has not been 
a single situation in which the prosecution and a defendant arranged for the scope of a penalty 
or other criminal sanction, but each time a specific penalty or a criminal sanction was agreed on. 
A reason for acting in that manner is very simple – it concerns defendants’ motives for signing a 
plea agreement. One of the essential motives by which defendants are guided during the conclu-
sion of plea agreements is to put an end to uncertainty which surrounds the course of any crimi-
nal proceedings. By all means, one of the worst things which weigh down on defendants in the 
course of criminal proceedings is that they are uncertain about how the proceedings will end or 
do not know whether or not they will be convicted and which sentence will be given to them. 
An important segment of concluding a plea agreement is that by signing it, a defendant brings 
an end to the said uncertainty and gets a clearer picture of what awaits him at the end of crimi-
nal proceedings. Considering the above, it is quite certain that in the future defendants will not 
agree to sign plea agreements in which only the scope of a penalty is stipulated and not a specific 
duration of penalty or other criminal sanction which will be imposed on them under the terms 
of agreements, because they would thus unnecessarily face further uncertainty about the conclu-
sion of criminal proceedings. Still, regardless of practical experience, the words “or the scope of a 
penalty” should be stricken off de lege ferenda by any future amendments that might be made to 
the Criminal Procedure Code in order not to leave a possibility for stipulating only the scope of 
a penalty or other criminal sanction and not defining it precisely when signing a plea agreement.

A provision contained in Art. 313 of the CPC could be mentioned as a shortcoming from the 
normative perspective of enacting laws. The legislator mentions an indictment, when it is issu-
ed and confirmed several times in the said article, but nowhere does he mention a motion to in-
dict as a type of accusatory instrument on the basis of which a public prosecutor initiates sum-
mary proceedings pursuant to Art. 499, para. 1 of the CPC. Besides, it cannot be established from 
the wording of a provision contained in Art. 313 of the CPC at which stage in summary procee-
dings a plea agreement may be concluded given the fact that an order to conduct an investigati-
on is not issued in summary proceedings and it is the initial moment from which an agreement 
may be signed. Therefore, the period during which plea agreements may be concluded should 
have been defined more precisely in that article by taking into account summary proceedings as 
well, so that there would be no doubts about whether or not plea agreements may be concluded 
in the course of summary proceedings (which should not be subject to debate) and what con-
stitutes the initial moment from they can be signed. Criminal offences which are processed un-
der summary proceedings are not very common in the practice of the Prosecutor’s Office for 
Organised Crime, but such legal wording will certainly create numerous dilemmas when the 
2011 CPC begins to be applied in basic prosecutor’s offices in the territory under the jurisdicti-
on of the Republic of Serbia.

When compared with the provisions contained in the 2001 CPC, we can agree with a statement 
that under the provisions of the 2011 Criminal Procedure Code, the position of the injured party 
has been made considerably worse given the fact that now he is not summoned to a hearing on 
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plea agreement, that he may not appeal a judgment by which a plea agreement is accepted, nor 
has a judge been charged with a duty to verify if a plea agreement is in his interest or if the rights 
of the injured party have been violated by signing such an agreement.31  

The concept of “victim participation”, which is based on the fair treatment of victims and reco-
gnition of their dignity, is becoming more and more established in contemporary criminal pro-
ceedings.32 The fact is that the above mentioned solutions are not consistent with that concept 
and that the position of the injured party is not up to par under the current solutions from the 
2011 CPC. By way of comparison, one of particularly sensitive issues in the UK law is the posi-
tion of the victim with regard to a plea agreement between a public prosecutor and a defendant. 
After the Robin Peverett case, new guidelines for negotiated plea agreements were set in the UK 
under which prosecutors are obligated to take into account the interests of victims as well.33  

If the practice of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime is analysed from the aspect of the 
position of the injured party, it could be concluded that it has been relatively limited. A cause for 
this could be found in the structure of criminal offences whose perpetrators are most frequently 
prosecuted by this Office. The majority of our cases involves the so-called victimless crimes in 
which there are no injured parties who are natural persons or victims (e.g. Criminal alliance un-
der Art. 346 of the CC, Unlawful production and circulation of narcotics under Art. 246 of the 
CC, Illegal manufacture, possession, carrying and sale of firearms or explosives under Art. 348 
of the CC, etc.). Nevertheless, even when defendants are processed for crimes in which there is 
an injured party (e.g. Fraud under Art. 208 of the CC), the prosecution has not thus far insisted 
on reaching an agreement with a defendant on a restitution claim, but plea agreements stipulated 
that a prosecutor and the defendant had agreed that the injured party should be advised to pur-
sue his restitution claim in a civil action. For instance, in the case SK 5/12, the Prosecutor’s Office 
for Organised Crime and the defendant provided for in clause 5 of a plea agreement that they had 
agreed that the injured parties should be advised to bring a civil action for the purpose of satis-
fying their restitution claim, after which the Special Department of the High Court in Belgrade 
found by its judgment Spk Po1 no. 6/2012 of March 22, 2012, that the section of the plea agree-
ment which covers that issue was accepted and that the injured parties were advised to bring a 
civil action because information obtained in the criminal proceedings did not provide reliable 
grounds either for complete or partial adjudication on their restitution claim. How the Office ac-
ted in the similar manner can be seen in the case SK 26/12, when a prosecutor and a defendant 
made an agreement that persons who had suffered damages due to a fraud should be advised to 
bring a civil action to have their restitution claim satisfied, which was accepted by the Court as 
part of the plea agreement by its judgment Spk Po1 no. 50/12 of the November 23, 2012. The fact 
is that there has not been a single case in the practice of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised 
Crime in which we have encountered a situation that an agreement is made between a defendant 
and a prosecutor on the injured party’s restitution claim, but as a rule, injured parties have been 
advised to pursue a civil lawsuit, which indicates that their position with regard to the conclusi-
on of plea agreements has not been provided for in the best possible manner because under the 
existing provisions, prosecutor’s offices and the court cannot be expected to react in a substanti-

31 Ibidem,p.100.
32 Thus,undertheinfluenceofthisconcept,twomodelsofvictimparticipationwereintroducedinJapanesecriminalprocedurein

2008:Victim’sStatementofOpinionandVictimParticipationSystem.DrGoranP.Ilić,O položaju oštećenog u krivičnom postupku,Anali
PravnogfakultetauBeogradubr.1/2012,Beograd,2012.godine,str.138.

33 Ibidem,p.143,footnote.22.
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ally different fashion with regard to this issue. It should be mentioned that courts’ earlier practi-
ce was also such that in the majority of cases they did not adjudicate on restitution claims in cri-
minal proceedings. Still, it should be recalled that injured parties’ rights are not infringed on by 
referring them to pursue a civil lawsuit for the purpose of satisfying their restitution claims34 but 
only time limits within which the court (now a civil one) will decide on the injured party’s resti-
tution claim are thus extended. By passing a judgment in a criminal matter, an injured party is 
provided with grounds for seeking pecuniary compensation in a civil case.

Not only public prosecutors, but defendants as well may initiate the conclusion of plea agree-
ments. With regard to the practice of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime, a conclusi-
on can be presented that until now, defendants have exclusively initiated plea bargaining and all 
of the previous plea agreements have been concluded on the initiative of defendants and their 
defence attorneys. Such practice has been followed for various reasons. Primarily, criminal ca-
ses which are within the jurisdiction of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime are mostly 
offences punishable by penalties whose maximum duration is set rather high. Therefore, defen-
dants are fearful that long prison sentences may be imposed on them and by signing plea agree-
ments, they are undoubtedly trying to avoid being sentenced to prison terms which would gravi-
tate towards the maximum. The only lawful manner in which they can influence the duration of 
their penalty is through plea negotiations with the prosecution, which can be beneficial to pro-
ceedings conducted by the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime because as a rule, sentences 
pronounced before the Special Department of the High Court in Belgrade are prison terms.35  
On the other hand, the prosecution usually has evidence which it can use to prove that a defen-
dant is guilty in case of opting for ordinary criminal proceedings, so it does not need to rush 
into plea bargaining. Evidence is obtained both through ordinary and special evidentiary acti-
ons, which may not be undertaken by basic prosecutor’s offices, and that is probably why defen-
dants and their defence teams regularly initiate the conclusion of plea agreements in the practi-
ce of this prosecutor’s office.

A very interesting issue that concerns the practice of both public prosecutor’s offices and courts 
is whether or not judgments passed on plea agreements should be used as evidence in ordinary 
criminal proceedings against co-defendants who have not signed a plea agreement. When a jud-
gment by which a plea agreement is accepted has become final, a defendant then has the status of 
a convicted person and criminal proceedings are no longer conducted against him so he neither 
has an obligation nor a reason to attend the main hearing any further.

The fundamental issue addressed at this point is whether the final judgment by which the plea 
agreement has been accepted should be presented as evidence in the further course of criminal 
proceedings against other defendants without summoning convicted persons to testify or it sho-
uld not be presented as evidence, but the convicted persons should instead be summoned to te-
stify? Or perhaps the judgment should be presented as evidence and the persons convicted based 
on the plea agreement should be summoned as witnesses? If we adopt the position that convic-
ted persons should be summoned subsequently as witnesses in criminal proceedings against the-
ir co-defendants, the first question that arises is whether or not a person may participate in the 

34 VeskoKrstajić, op. cit.,p.63.
35 Interestinglyenough,basicprosecutor’sofficesfollowsignificantlydifferentpracticewhenagreementsontheadmissionofguiltare

concluded.Forinstance,intheFirstBasicPublicProsecutor’sOfficeinBelgradeitisnotarareoccurrencethatprosecutorsarethose
whoinitiatepleabargainingandaconsiderablenumberofpleaagreementshavebeenconcludedonprosecutor’sinitiative.
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same criminal proceedings as a defendant in one phase and then as a witness in another phase? 
Such situations used to arise in the practice of courts and prosecutor’s offices when they acted 
pursuant to the 2001 CPC and they can probably still be encountered in ordinary proceedings. A 
question could be asked, namely if a provision contained in Art. 406, para. 1, item 3 of the 2011 
CPC resolves this dilemma by prescribing that inspection of the contents of transcripts of testi-
monies of already convicted accomplices in a criminal offence may be performed by accordingly 
applying Art. 405 of the CPC36 when it concerns the testimonies of co-defendants prosecuted in 
a severed criminal proceeding or criminal proceedings already concluded by a judgment of con-
viction. Nevertheless, we are of the opinion that the cited provision does not define all the situa-
tions which pertain to the plea agreement. The provision contained in Art. 406 of the CPC refers 
to the testimonies of defendants who have already been convicted of a crime. Since plea agree-
ments may be concluded pursuant to Art. 313, para. 1 of the CPC from the moment an order to 
conduct investigation has been issued and until a defendant has entered his plea at the main he-
aring, it is possible that he concludes a plea agreement with the prosecution immediately after an 
order has been issued and then no testimony at all is given by him in criminal proceedings. A si-
tuation may also develop in which a defendant pleads his right to remain silent before concluding 
a plea agreement and so a question arises as to the probative value of reading such a testimony. 
Likewise, a defendant may plead not guilty in the course of an investigation, but afterwards he 
may decide to enter into a plea agreement. Which testimony of his should be read then: the one 
given during the criminal proceedings or the one from the plea agreement? Obviously, the provi-
sion contained in Art. 406, para. 1 of the CPC cannot encompass all the situations in which testi-
monies are given in the course of plea agreement procedure, but only some of them.

In addition to the issue which is open to debate from the theoretical perspective, there are also 
some practical elements which speak against summoning convicted persons to testify. Naturally, 
one of the motives for signing a plea agreement by which defendants are frequently inspired is to 
end criminal proceedings against them within a short period of time, along with avoiding lengt-
hy trials and painful forensic atmosphere which rather often accompanies criminal proceedings 
before the Special Department of the High Court in Belgrade. If defendants were aware that even 
after having signed a plea agreement they would have to participate in criminal proceedings once 
again and give their testimony, it is uncertain that any of them would choose to sign a plea agree-
ment at all. One of the questions most frequently put to the prosecution by defendants in the co-
urse of the plea bargain process is if they will have to participate in criminal proceedings again 
after a judgment based on their plea agreement has been passed.37 

On the other hand, if convicted persons were not summoned to main hearings and did not testi-
fy, would the right to a defence of co-defendants who are still being prosecuted be thus violated? 
Under such circumstances they are deprived of their right to question persons already convicted 
at a main hearing, to confront the allegations from their testimonies with other evidence presen-
ted in the proceedings. The principle of directness is thus called into question because the Court 
is unable to directly examine evidence by questioning a convicted person who has previously 
pleaded guilty since it is certain that in vivo questioning either establishes or destroys someone’s 
credibility as a witness before a court of law (numerous factors contribute to this, such as that 

36 Art.405oftheCPClaysdownthatthosetranscriptswillbefamiliarizedwithbyinspectingthem,andifnecessary,apresidingjudge
mayrelatetheircontentinbrieforreadthemout.

37 Some justices with the High Court in Belgrade have also made it clear that there has not been relevant practice at the court
concerningthisissue.See:SinišaPetrović,op. cit.,p.68.
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person’s attitude, if he comes across as believable or not in the course of his testimony, his facial 
expressions while he is testifying, etc.).38 

However, if we were to accept the opinion that convicted persons should not be summoned as 
witnesses in the further course of criminal proceedings against their co-defendants, a question 
would arise with regard to how relevant judgments accepting plea agreements are as evidence. 
To which extent could such judgments be considered evidence and what can be proved by them? 
Clearly, by signing a plea agreement, a defendant pleads guilty to the charges brought against 
him, but does he automatically accuse his co-defendants by pleading guilty? In the practice of the 
Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime, defendants have pleaded guilty under their plea agree-
ments to complete enacting clauses of orders to conduct investigation or accusatory instruments 
if particulars of their acts of commission could not be separated from the acts of other co-de-
fendants without difficulty. Nevertheless, it does not mean that because they had pleaded guilty, 
they knew everything about the activities of co-defendants and they were accusing other co-de-
fendants as well. On the contrary, there were situtations in which defendants themselves stated 
that they did not know some of defendants mentioned as members of an organised crime gro-
up nor what they knew about his activities within the group.39 Consequently, we are of the opini-
on that judgments based on plea agreements should be presented as evidence, but only of certa-
in circumstances and not of everything written therein. A general rule cannot be established, but 
the Court must ad hoc evaluate what has been proven by a judgment based on a plea agreement 
(e.g. if three defendants confess that they were members of an organised crime group, then jud-
gments based on their plea agreement may be used as evidence that there was an organised cri-
me group which was active, but not that other defendants were its members. Other means of evi-
dence would have to be used to prove the fact who among other defendants was a member of the 
said organised crime group.).

In practice, the fact that classification of criminal offences accepted by the Court granting a plea 
agreement should not be binding upon that Court in criminal proceedings conducted against 
co-defendants should not be open to debate. In the case SK 12/12, the Prosecutor’s Office for 
Organised Crime had signed a plea agreement with a defendant and it was accepted by the Court 
which found the defendant guilty of Criminal alliance under Art. 346 of the CC and Unlawful 
production and circulation of narcotics under Art. 246 of the CC. In addition, another defendant 
from the case SK 10/12 pursued by the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime has signed a plea 
agreement with the prosecution because he committed the offence of Criminal alliance under 
Art. 346 of the CC. The Court found in ordinary criminal proceedings (thus, not based on a plea 
agreement) by its judgment K Po1 no. 287/10 of March 12, 2013 that other members of this or-
ganised crime group were guilty of Unlawful production and circulation of narcotics under Art. 
246 of the CC. In this judgment, the Court did not accept the prosecution’s classification from 
the indictment by which the defendants had also been charged with committing concurrent of-
fences of Criminal alliance under Art. 346 and Unlawful production and circulation of narcotics 
under Art. 246 of the CC. Without making an analysis of whether or not there was a concurren-
ce of offences from Articles 246 and 346 of the CC in the given case, we find that the Court was 
not bound by the classifications it had previously accepted in the judgments based on the plea 

38 Mostcertainly,theevaluationofevidenceisaverycomplexprocess,involvingvarioustypesofknowledgedependingonthenature
ofadispute,inthefirstplacelogicandpsychology.DrZagorkaJekić,Dokazi i istina u krivičnom postupku,PravnifakultetUniverziteta
uBeogradu,Beograd,1989.godine,str.43.

39 Andthishasbeenexpresslyincludedinindividualstatementsofguiltypleasbytheprosecution.
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agreements.40 Article 317 of the CPC provides for conditions under which the Court may accept 
a plea agreement,41 but none of those conditions includes a reconsideration of classification of cri-
minal offences which are the subject matter of an agreement. It follows that legal classifications 
accepted by the Court in its judgments based on plea agreements are not binding on that Court 
later on when it passes judgments in criminal proceedings.

As opposed to the issue of legal classification, when it comes to the facts of a case, the Court 
does examine the subject matter of a plea agreement to a certain degree. Both under the 2001 
Criminal Procedure Code and under the 2011 Criminal Procedure Code, a judgment of convic-
tion by which a plea agreement is accepted may not be based only on defendant’s guilty plea, but 
there must be other evidence as well.42 However, it is clear that the standard of proof is lower un-
der the 2011 CPC than under the 2001 CPC. Art. 282v, para. 8, item 4 of the 2001 CPC provides 
that other evidence should exist as well which support the defendant’s guilty plea, whereas Art. 
317, para. 1, item 3 of the 2011 CPC provides that there should exist other evidence which does 
not run contrary to the defendant’s guilty plea. Thus, under the 2001 CPC it was required that 
evidence supports defendant’s admission of guilt, while under the 2011 CPC it suffices that it is 
not contrary to his plea, it does not need to support it. We believe that such a solution is appro-
priate since when it comes to the plea agreement as a form which simplifies criminal proceedin-
gs, there is no need for the Court to analyse too much the merits and ascertains if the evidence 
supports a guilty plea, but it is quite sufficient that the Court establishes if the evidence runs con-
trary to the defendant’s plea.43 It should be mentioned that thus far there has not been a single 
case in the practice of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime in which the Court issued a 
ruling denying a plea agreement either for reasons provided for in Art. 317, para. 1, item 3 of the 
CPC or for any other reason provided for by the law.

In respect of the analysis of penalties, criminal sanctions and measures imposed by the Special 
Department of the High Court, we cannot agree with claims of certain authors that limitations of 
the plea agreement are reflected in the impossibility to create a stricter sentencing policy and dis-
satisfaction of the public with the mild sentencing policy.44 Having analysed all the agreements 
on the admission of guilt (and plea agreements) concluded by this prosecutor’s office and defen-
dants in the period 2010 – March 2013, we have found that only in one instance there was an 
admonition pronounced following an accepted agreement, more specifically a suspended sen-
tence, while in all the other instances, actual six months’ to fifteen years’ prison sentences were 
imposed! In certain cases which were concluded based on a plea agreement, fines were impo-
sed in addition to prison sentences, and they ranged from the minimum fine of RSD 10,000 to 

40 Thescopeof thispaperdoesnotallowustoelaborateonthis topic,eventhough itconcernsan issuewhichhasnotyetbeen
definitelyresolvedinpracticeanddeservesspecialattention.

41 UnderArt.317,theCourtwillacceptapleaagreementbyajudgmentandfindthatadefendantisguiltyifithasbeensatisfied:1)
thatthedefendanthasknowinglyandvoluntarilypleadedguiltytoacrimeorcrimeswithwhichheischarged;2)thatthedefendant
isawareofalltheconsequencesofasignedpleaagreement,inparticularthathewaivestherighttoatrialandthatheacceptsthe
restrictionoftherighttofileanappeal(Art.319,para.3oftheCPC)againstacourt’sdecisionpassedbasedontheagreement;3)
thatthereexistsotherevidencewhichdoesnotruncontrarytothedefendant’sguiltyplea;4)thatapenaltyand/orothercriminal
sanctionorothermeasure in respectofwhich thepublicprosecutorand thedefendanthave reachedanagreementhasbeen
proposedpursuanttothecriminalcodeoranotherlaw.

42 VeskoKrstajić,op. cit.,p.65.
43 TheCourtmustalsoexamineotherpiecesofevidenceandestablishifthedefendant’spleacontradictsthem,sinceconfessionisno

longertheQueenofevidence(regina probationem)inthemoderncriminalprocedurallaw.Aconfessioniscredibleasevidenceonly
ifitdoesnotruncontrarytootherevidence.DrMilanŠkulić,KomentarZakonika o krivičnom postupku,SlužbeniglasnikRSiPravni
fakultetUniverzitetauBeogradu,Beograd,2011.godine,str.965.

44 BranislavaInić-Jašarević,Uloga tužioca u primeni sporazuma o priznanju krivice,Tužilačkarečbr.16/2010,Beograd,2010.godine,str.28.
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the maximum fine of RSD 7,000,000. In two instances, fines were imposed in the amount of RSD 
5,000,000 each, and in another two instances, fines had also been imposed, each in the amount 
of RSD 2,000,000 based on plea agreements. Based on plea agreements, material gain obtained 
from crime in terms of Art. 91 of the CC had also been seized and the sums which had thus been 
seized ranged from the minimum of EUR 100 and RSD 9,000 to the maximum amount of RSD 
274,653,189 which had been seized from a single defendant; also, another instance of the seized 
material gain obtained through crime deserves to be mentioned because it involved an amount 
of RSD 246,327,072 (therefore, more than half a billion dinars were seized only from two defen-
dants!). Likewise, based on signed plea agreements, the proceeds from crime which had thus far 
been seized include a number of permanently seized real property (eight flats, two plots, one ho-
use, one commercial property) and passenger motor vehicles (six motor vehicles), as well as fo-
reign currency (the largest sum of seized foreign currency was EUR 546,340). By making the fi-
nal reckoning, the following conclusion may be drawn, at least with regard to the practice of the 
Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime of the Republic of Serbia, that the plea agreement is a 
powerful tool in the hands of prosecutors which they can utilise to significantly simplify crimi-
nal proceedings without lowering the bar of sentencing policy and to ensure that not only mate-
rial gain obtained from crime is fully seized, but that the proceeds of crime are also permanently 
seized.

Conclusion

In the afterword of this analysis, it could be concluded that over the course of three and a half ye-
ars since the agreement on the admission of guilt (plea agreement) began to be applied in prac-
tice, the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime of the Republic of Serbia has gained a wealth of 
experience, which has been mainly positive, although it is still faced with certain dilemmas abo-
ut the application of the agreement which have not thus far been resolved by practice. What we 
would like to highlight as the most important improvement which the 2011 Criminal Procedure 
Code has led to and which has de facto opened the door for the full application of this very im-
portant institute in the practice of our prosecutor’s office,45 is the lifting of restrictions on the du-
ration of penalties prescribed for criminal offences in respect of which plea agreements may be 
concluded. If it had not been for such a step taken by the lawmakers, neither would a number of 
agreements have been signed between this prosecutor’s office and defendants which provided for 
actual prison sentences, along with the seizure of considerable sums of money by way of material 
gain obtained from crime as well as permanent seizure of the proceeds from crime. We have ra-
ted favourably the possibility provided for in the Code to exercise the right to appeal judgments 
by which plea agreements are accepted and explained by way of a practical example what kind 
of difficulties can be caused if the right to appeal is waived at a hearing on plea agreement. A sta-
tutory provision under which defendants must have a defence attorney during the conclusion of 
a plea agreement is a proper solution since in that way defendant’s rights are fully protected as 
early as during plea bargain negotiations with the prosecution. A good solution which has asser-
ted itself in practice is an arrangement between a prosecutor and a defendant on issues which 
may not be included in a plea agreement, but which they resolve as gentlemen through records 

45 ConsideringthefactthattheProsecutor’sOfficeforWarCrimesoftheRS,whichisforthetimebeingtheonlyone,apartfromthe
Prosecutor’sOfficeforOrganisedCrime,applyingthe2011CPC,hasalreadyhadanopportunitytoconcludepleaagreementsin
relationtocrimespunishablebyimprisonmentof40years,i.e. themostseriouscrimes,pursuanttothenowrepealedArt.136ofthe
LawonOrganisationandJurisdictionofGovernmentAuthoritiesinWarCrimesProceedings.
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of plea bargain negotiations. We have also analysed the extent to which and a direction in whi-
ch the Court is entitled to specify in its judgment accepting a plea agreement the contents of the 
said agreement.

As regards the weaknesses of legislative solutions which govern the plea agreement, efforts sho-
uld be definitely made to improve the position of injured parties in respect of the conclusion 
of plea agreements so that this text of the Code would meet the European standards in that re-
gard. Irrespective of the fact that it has not led to any dilemmas in practice, it is a valid objection 
that the solution according to which a public prosecutor and a defendant may agree only on the 
scope of a penalty, after which the Court imposes a specific penalty or other criminal sanction 
should be changed. We have described as uncomprehenisve the definition of the moment from 
which the parties may enter into a plea agreement because it does not encompass the summary 
proceedings. It should be pointed out that, regardless of the more than satisfactory number of 
plea agreements concluded on the initiative of defendants, the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised 
Crime should show initiative in the future and propose defendants to sign plea agreements, whi-
ch would additionally contribute to the simplification of criminal proceedings.

For the time being, we are facing another unsolved dilemma in practice which concerns the ma-
nner in which persons convicted based on plea agreements should be treated, in other words, 
will they be summoned to testify as witnesses in proceedings against their co-defendants or not. 
If not, to which extent could judgments based on plea agreements be used as evidence?

We have shed some light on the dilemmas about whether or not legal classifications from jud-
gments by which plea agreements are accepted are binding upon the Courts in criminal procee-
dings against other defendants, as well as about the extent to which defendant’s guilty plea must 
be corroborated by further evidence.

As a great advantage of concluded plea agreements, in addition to inarguable simplification of 
proceedings brought about by this institute of criminal law, we have stressed as well the amount 
of seized material gain obtained by crime and the amount of permanently seized proceeds from 
crime, in which process the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime has managed to conclude 
plea agreements involving relatively long-term prison sentences and levying of substantial fines.

To sum up the most important points, we are of the opinion that in the previous three years of 
its application, the plea agreement has become a very important instrument used in the practi-
ce of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime of the Republic of Serbia, that the experiences 
of the Office in respect of this institute have been mostly positive and that it is expected that the 
plea agreement would be applied more comprehensively in practice in the forthcoming period, 
not only by our Prosecutor’s Office, but also by other prosecutor’s office in the territory under the 
jurisdiction of the Republic of Serbia.
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Snežana Stanojković1

PleaAgreementsinthePracticeof
theWarCrimesProsecutor’sOffice
oftheRepublicofSerbia

1. General Observations

The new Criminal Procedure Code has been in application in the proceedings involving crimi-
nal offences related to organised crime and war crimes conducted before the Special Department 
of the competent court since 15 Jan 2012. Unlike the previous Code which recognised the agree-
ment for the admission of guilt, the term used in the new Code is the agreement for the admissi-
on of a criminal offence (plea agreement). Furthermore, the new Code does not stipulate a restric-
tion with regard to the severity of the prescribed penalty, whereas the previous Code allowed the 
agreement to be concluded only in cases involving criminal offences for which the prescribed pe-
nalty was up to12 years of imprisonment. However, regardless of the said legal provision, the amen-
dments to the Law on the Organisation and Jurisdiction of Government Authorities in Prosecuting 
the Perpetrators of War Crimes Art. 13b stipulated that the proceedings conducted in criminal ca-
ses under the jurisdiction of the Prosecutor’s Office for War Crimes, the plea agreement could have 
been concluded without any restrictions pursuant to Art. 282a, Par. 1 of the CPC, including the said 
restriction in terms of the prescribed penalty of up to 12 years. Such a legal provision was intended 
to “reduce the workload” in very complicated criminal proceedings in this matter, certainly repre-
sented another specific quality in the processing of war crimes, although no plea agreements have 
been signed pursuant to the said legal provision in the practice of the Prosecutor’s Office.

A plea agreement by definition represents a written meeting of the minds on the one side public 
prosecutor’s and on the other the defendant’s and his counsel’s reached freely and it is one of the 
three agreements between the public prosecutor and the defendant. 

1 DeputyWarCrimesProsecutoroftheRepublicofSerbia
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2. Rules of Regulation regarding the Plea Agreement

Plea agreement may be entered into by the public prosecutor and the defendant from the 
moment the investigation is ordered until the plea of the defendant is entered at the main 
hearing.

The plea agreement, apart from the mandatory elements and data, may contain also a statement 
by the public prosecutor on the abandoment of criminal prosecution for the criminal offences 
which are not included in the agreement, the statement of the defendant on accepting the obli-
gations which may result in a stay of criminal proceedings (Art. 283, Par. 1 of the CPC) provided 
that the nature of the obligation imposed is such that the defendant may start complying with it 
before the agreement is submitted to the court and that it facilitates an agreement regarding the 
assets obtained through the commission of a criminal offence, which shall be seized from the 
defendant.

The decision on the Agreement is under the jurisdiction of the pre-trial judge, and if the 
Agreement has been submitted after the confirmation of the indictment – of the presiding jud-
ge. The War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office thus far in its practice has had the single judge pass the 
decisions with regard the agreements between the Prosecutor’s Office and the defendants since 
the criminal offences in question were punishable by a fine as the main penalty or a term in pri-
son of up to 8 years.

The decision on the agreement is rendered at the hearing to which the public prosecutor, the de-
fendant and his counsel are summoned and which is closed to the public.

The court shall grant the agreement in a judgment and it shall contain all of the elements the jud-
gment normally shuld contain. The plea agreement may be granted by the court only as a whole. 

Ever since the “new” Code has entered application, one of the basic dilemmas has been, first of 
all, the question whether the prosecutor and the defendant may negotiate about the detention. 
The Code neither stipulates a ban on negotiating about the detention nor does it provide for this. 
For the moment, the decision on detention as an element of the plea agreement is expressed in 
the form of an opinion rather than a position.

The Criminal Procedure Code does not prescribe the deadline for the court to schedule the hea-
ring on the agreement and in this respect it would be of great importance for this deadline to be 
as short as possible, and certainly without a delay in scheduling, since only if the hearing is sche-
duled as soon as possible the purpose of this institute is fully served.

A good solution might be the one adopted in the Republic of Croatia. Pursuant to Art. 371 of 
their Criminal Procedure Code it is prescribed that the presiding judge should schedule a prepa-
ratory hearing within a month at the latest if the defendant is held in detention and within two 
months if this is not the case. If the presiding judge does not schedule the preparatory hearing 
within the set time period, the president of the court is informed and he shall undertake the me-
asures for the preparatory hearing to be scheduled forthwith, which could be a model for our le-
gal provision as well.   
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3. Experiences of the War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office in the Application of the Plea Agreement

Through the application of the former Criminal Procedure Code, the War Crimes Prosecutor’s 
Office after the indictment KTRZ no.13/08 concluded 6 (six) plea agreements SK no. 1/11, on 14 
Apr 2011, 15 Apr 2011, 18 Apr 2011 and three agreements on 20 Apr 2011 (according to the former 
Code) for the criminal offence under Art. 333, Par. 3 with regard to Par. 1 of the CC, in connection 
with the concealment of Stojan Župljanin who was indicted by the Hague Tribunal. The Law on the 
Organisation and Jurisdiction of Government Authorities in Prosecuting the Perpetrators of War 
Crimes prescribes that the War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office has jurisdiction over the cases involving 
the criminal offence of aiding the perpetrator after the commission of the criminal offence under 
Art. 333 of the CC, if it has been committed in connection with the criminal offences under the ju-
risdiction of the War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office. The aforementioned represents another specific 
quality due to the fact that the offenders, the so-called “harborers”, are perpetrators of a criminal of-
fence directly linked to grave breaches of  international humanitarian law.

In the cited case, prior to the start of the main hearing, the Prosecutor for War Crimes held that 
there were sufficient grounds to take initiative and orally propose the conclusion of the agree-
ment to the defence counsels of the defendants. After the oral proposal, pursuant to Art. 282 the 
War Crimes Prosecutor rendered the proposal in writing for entering into the Agreement on the 
Admission of Guilt. He proposed to the defendants to fully confess to commiting the criminal 
offences they had been charged with and the Prosecutor’s Office and the defendants would agree 
to a suspended sentence and one of them would recieve a term in prison. According to the agree-
ment they agreed that the costs of the criminal proceedings should be paid by the defendants as 
well as that pursuant to the then Code both sides would waive the right to an appeal against the 
court decision passed based on the said plea agreement.

Based on the concluded agreements, the prosecutor and the defendants agreed on the pronoun-
cement of the suspended sentences whereby they were sentenced to a year of imprisomnet which 
was immediately suspended provided that the defendants did not commit another criminal of-
fence during the next three or four years depending on the defendant. In terms of the negotiated 
type and severity of the criminal sanction, the Prosecutor’s Office in these particular cases asse-
ssed all of the circumstances stipulated under Art. 54 of the CC which could affect both the type 
and the severity of the criminal sanction. As extenuating circumstances on the part of the defen-
dants primarily were taken the circumstances under which the said offence had been committed, 
i.e. whether the defendant was a friend or a relative of Stojan Župljanin. In addition, the conduct 
of the defendants after the commission of the criminal offences has been taken into considerati-
on as was the fact that they had no earlier convictions. With regard to one of the defendants the 
fact that he cooperated with the  law enforcement forces and the international community for 
the purpose of locating Stojan Župljanin was taken into account. There were no aggravating cir-
cumstances for the defendants.

Bearing in mind the degree of guilt in the context of identified extenuating circumstances, the 
Prosecutor’s Office in these particular cases held that the proposed sanctions for the said offence, 
represented a sufficient caution against committing the same or similar criminal offences in the 
future and that the purpose of the imposed sanctions would be served – special prevention, and 
at the same time general prevention, i.e. that the imposed sanction would deter others from co-
mmitting the same or similar criminal offences.
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The High Court in Belgrade, at the hearing held pursuant to Art. 282b, Par. 5 of the CPC, de-
termined that the defendants, the so-called “harborers”, had entered into the plea agreements in 
the presence of their defence counsels with the War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office, that they had 
knowingly and willingly admitted the commission of criminal offences they had been charged 
with (aiding the perpetrator after the commission of the criminal offence)  that the said admissi-
ons had not been misguided and that the defendants were fully aware of the repercussions of en-
tering into the said agreements, especially of the fact that the agreement entails waiving the right 
to a trial and to an appeal against the decision passed by the court based on the said agreement.

Based on the agreements with the six defendants the High Court in Belgrade – the War Crimes 
Department rendered a decision K.Po2 no.5/10 in which it granted the plea agreements in full 
and five of the defendants were given a suspended sentence, while one of the defendants recieved 
a one year prison sentence. The court also accepted the agreement between the prosecutor and 
the defendant on the manner in which the prison sentence would be served, i.e. the agreement 
stipulates that the defendant must not leave the premises where he resides pursuant to the provi-
sion of the Art. 45, Par. 5 of the CC.

The War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office has concluded two more plea agreements in connection with 
the concealment of Stojan Župljanin, who was indicted by the Hague Tribunal, after the new 
CPC entered into force. Namely, the Prosecutor’s Office has submitted motions to indict KT no. 
11/12 and KT no. 13/12 and plea agreements SK no. 4/12 and SK no. 5/12, so the motions to in-
dict have become integral parts of the agreements concerning the criminal offence of aiding the 
perpetrator after the commission of a criminal offence pursuant to Art. 333, Par. 3 with regard 
to Par. 1 of CC.

The High Court in Belgrade – the War Crimes Department has rendered decisions based on the 
aforementioned plea agreements K.Po2 no. 9/12 and K.Po2 no. 1/13 thus granting the said agree-
ments in full.

Certainly, upon concluding the agreements, the Prosecutor’s Office encountered difficulties in 
terms of the defendants’ ignorance at first that they had committed a criminal offence thinking 
that their aid to Stojan Župljanin belonged in the domain of friendship and relationship between 
relatives. However, during the plea bargaining, based on the accurate representation of firm facts 
and the analysis of the evidence provided by the Prosecutor’s Office they realised the significan-
ce of their actions and based on that entered into agreements. 

The role of defence counsels was key in all of the agreeements of the War Crimes Prosecutor’s 
Office, since they were the ones who explained the significance of the agreements to the de-
fendants, except in one case, in which the defendant decided to enter into agreement with the 
Prosecutor’s Office against the defence counsel’s opinion. The defence counsel advised the defen-
dant against concluding the plea agreement but the defendant despite this advice decided to sign 
it. The plea bargaining negotiations were concluded in relatively short periods of time.

Apart from the agreements related to the concealment of Stojan Župljanin, indicted by the Hague 
Tribunal, the War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office entered into two more agreements with the defen-
dants who helped conceal Ratko Mladić who was indicted by the Hague Tribunal.
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The motions to indict KT no. 8/12 and KT 9/12 and the plea agreements SK no. 2/12 and SK no. 
3/12 allowed the Prosecutor’s Office and the defendants to agree that the defendants should recei-
ve a suspended sentence for concealing Ratko Mladić, specifically sentencing them to a year and six 
months of imprisonment respectively and immediately suspending the sentences provided that the 
defendants did not commit another criminal offence in the period of three or two years respectively

In these particular cases, the Prosecutor’s Office deemed that the criminal sanction matched the 
seriousness of the criminal offence the defendants admitted to having committed, primarily bea-
ring in mind that the defendants were related to Ratko Mladić either by blood or marriage. Based 
on the said agreements, the High Court in Belgrade passed judgments K.Po2 no. 5/12 and SPK-
Po2 no. 4/12 whereby it was determined that legally prescribed requirements had been met pur-
suant to the provision of the Art. 317 of the CPC and the agreements were granted and suspen-
ded sentences were passed. In these cases as well, the Prosecutor’s Office has taken a stand on the 
type and the severity of the criminal sanctions and on the part of the defendant evaluated the cir-
cumstances under which the offence had been committed, i.e. that the defendants were related to 
Ratko Mladić and that they had no previous convictions.

4. Comparison of the Plea Agreements in the Hague Tribunal and the Courts in the Region

The plea agreements before the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia are re-
gulated by the Statute, Rules of Procedure, Evidence and Practice. The rule 62bis stipulates a guilty 
plea if the defendant pleads guilty or requests to change his plea to guilty and the trial chamber fin-
ds that the defendant is entering a guilty plea willingly, aware of all the relevant information, that the 
guilty plea is not ambiguous and that there are sufficient factual grounds for the existence of the cri-
minal offence and for the defendant’s participation in it, either through independent indications or 
through the absence of any crucial disagreement between the parties to the proceedings regarding 
the facts of the case, the trial chamber may declare the defendant guilty and instruct the Secretary 
to set a date for the sentencing hearing (amended on 10 July 1998, amended on 4 December 1998). 

The rule 62ter prescribes the plea agreement. The prosecutor and the defence may agree that after 
the defendant pleads guilty to one or more counts of the indictment, the prosecutor shall request 
before the trial chamber to amend the indictment accordingly, shall state what specific sanction 
is deemed appropriate or the range of the appropriate sanction. The trial chamber is not bound 
by any of the aforementioned agreements. If the parties to the proceedings reach a plea agree-
ment, the trial chamber shall request the said agreement to be announced in an open session or 
if there is a valid reason – in a closed session at the moment the defendant pleads guilty pursuant 
to the rule 62 or when he requests to change the entered plea to guilty.

In terms of the practice of the ICTY, the first plea agreement was signed in “Erdemović” case. 
However, the acceptance of his guilty plea did not go without considerable difficulties caused by 
the “common law proceedings” Erdemović’s defence lawyer was unfamiliar with (he was from 
former Yugoslavia) as were the members of the trial chamber (from France, Costa Rica and 
Egypt). In the appeal proceedings Erdemović’s lawyer argued that the guilty plea of his client was 
the consequence of the fact that neither the defendant nor his lawyer had understood the im-
plications of a guilty plea. He emphasised that the institute of entering a guilty plea was a forei-
gn procedure which was then applied to former Yugoslavia and described it as an example of a 
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“clash” between the common law and civil law legal systems. As may be seen in the aforementio-
ned, the process of reaching a plea agreement was an innovation of the practice and the procee-
dings and the proceedings before the ICTY. After the “Erdemović” case the rules which regulate 
the procedure for concluding plea agreements have been adopted.

The purpose of a plea agreement is first of all to show sincerity and it is important for the Tribunal 
to encourage the offenders to assume responsibility through the said institute.

The set rules 62bis and 62ter primarily refer to that: that the guilty plea is given willingly, knowingly, 
that it must not be ambiguous and that there have to be sufficient grounds for the criminal offence and 
the participation of the defendant in the said criminal offence. These four legal rules  for a valid guilty 
plea (rule 62bis) and the procedure for concluding the plea agreement can best be understood throu-
gh the analysis of a guilty plea in the case of Dragan Obrenović. The request in the “Obrenović” case  
is an example of how the agreement between the prosecutor and the defence is submitted to the trial 
chamber in the form of a request together with the plea agreement and the factual grounds. With re-
gard to the “Obrenović” case, the specific characteristic was that the Prosecutor’s Office recommended 
15 to 20 years in prison while the defendant accepted not to appeal the trial chamber’s judgment unle-
ss it imposed the sentence exceeding the limit the Prosecutor’s Office had proposed. The cited part of 
the plea agreement directly refers to the provisions of the Rules and the Statute on the sentencing ran-
ge. The defendant may be sentenced to a maxmum sentence of life in prison in accordance with the 
rule 101, while the range of the sentence proposed by the Prosecutor’s Office is not binding for the tri-
al chamber which has the authority to pass a sentence it deems appropriate (rule 62ter (b)).

Our legal provision is largely similar to the legal provision of the ICTY, except in the part related 
to the agreement on the sanction since our court is under the obligation to grant the agreement 
in full, whereas the ICTY trial chamber if it deems it appropriate may pass a more severe senten-
ce than the one proposed by the agreement. 

In terms of the aforementioned, in the ICTY cases of Dragan Nikolić and Momir Nikolić har-
sher sentences were given than the ones proposed in the plea agreement. In the case of Momir 
Nikolić, the trial chamber passed a sentence of 27 years in prison dismissing the proposed san-
ction by the Prosecutor’s Office of 15 to 20 years, as well as the recommendation of the defence 
of 10 years. In the case of Dragan Nikolić, the Prosecutor’s Office proposed a sanction of 15 years 
in prison, while the trial chamber sentenced him to 23 years in prison.

As far as the countries in this region are concerned, Croatia has prescribed under Art. 66 of the 
Criminal Procedure Code elements for the conclusion of the agreement and their legal provisions 
mainly coincide with our Code, except in particulars of the procedure itself for the conclusion of 
the agreement which are specified in greater detail , i.e. the rights and obligations of the prosecutor 
which are regulated by the Law on the State Attorney’s Office of the Republic of Croatia.

The War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office has assumed criminal prosecution in several cases recei-
ved from the Cantonal Court of Bihać, BiH, involving a criminal offence of war crimes against 
civilians pursuant to Art. 142, Par. 1 of the CC of FRY. In one of the said cases, the Prosecutor’s 
Office of BiH enered into plea agreements with 5 defendants, while the War Crimes Prosecutor’s 
Office has assumed criminal prosecution of one of the accomplices who is currently in the terri-
tory of the Republic of Serbia. The defendant and his defence counsel have been offered a plea 
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agreement, primarily due to the fact that other accomplices have entered into such agreements in 
BiH. The deadline for deciding on this proposal has not yet expired.

Assuming criminal prosecution on behalf of the Prosecutor’s Office of BiH has been allowed based on 
the Agreement between the Republic of Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina on the legal assistance in 
civil and criminal matters (Official Gazette of Serbia and Montenegro – International Agreements no. 
6/2005 and Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia – International agreements no. 13/10), as well as 
on the Law on International Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters (Official Gazette of RS no. 20/09).

Conclusion

In terms of its application, the said institute under criminal law has been proven to be justifiable in 
the practice of the War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office and has yielded good results. The total number 
of concluded agreements in the War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office is ten, out of which four pursuant 
to the “new” Code. The economy principle has been prominent in the application of this institute, 
since the court, the injured party, the witnesses, experts, parties to the proceedings and the defence 
counsels do not have to be subjected to additional expenses related to the main hearing.

In adition to the economy principle, the principle of efficient criminal proceedings has come to 
the fore since these agreements help the termination of trials within a reasonable time through 
the observance of the principle of a fair trial.

Plea agreement is an important institute and it should be decided in each case if the legal requirements 
for its application have been met. Considering that this is a new institute which has only just started its 
practical application, it is evident that the defendants and their defence counsels are wary of entering 
into these agreements. In this respect, we should find a way to stimulate the defendants to enter into 
plea agreements whenever it is advisable, especially when we consider that in the US system over 90% 
of cases end in some form of an agreement between the prosecutor and the defendant.

The War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office emphasises that Art. 313 of CPC does not expressly regula-
te the plea agreements in the summary proceedings in which the criminal offences are punisha-
ble by a fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to 8 years. Specifically, in the summary 
proceedings certain evidentiary actions may be taken but the investigation is not ordered, and 
this order is a legal prerequisite for the conclusion of the agreement. The Prosecutor’s Office has 
determined through analysis and interpretation of the Code that the motion to indict is the ini-
tial document needed for the conclusion of the agreement.  Due to the aforementioned, in order 
to overcome any dilemmas, it is necessary to regulate the plea agreements expressly with regard 
to the summary proceedings as well, and especially when it comes to the proceedings involving 
Public Prosecutor’s Offices with special jurisdiction.

Thus far , in the practice of the War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office, an active role of the prosecutor 
in terms of initiating the conclusion of the agreement has been proven to be crucial. Since the re-
sults of such activities of the prosecutor have been positive, we hold that the said institute deser-
ves to be widely applied in the future as well, both in the Prosecutor’s Offices with special juris-
diction and in the Prosecutor’s Offices with general jurisdiction after the new Code enters into 
application. 
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Veljko Ikanović, PhD1

PleaBargainingafterTenYearsof
ApplicationinBosniaandHerzegovina

Introduction

When Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) joined the Council of Europe, it undertook a series of 
obligations which were listed in the opinion of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of 
Europe no. 234 (in 2002).2 One of the more important obligations was the reform of the cri-
minal legislation which was carried out both at the state level and the entity levels. In addi-
tion to local experts, international legal experts played an important role in the said reform. 
Substantive criminal legislation has retained, after this reform, the traditional characteristics of 
the law of continental Europe. On the other hand, the criminal procedure legislation was deve-
loped under the deciding influence of American legal advisors, inspired by common law pro-
cedural ideas and certain provisions used in the Statute and Rules of Procedure and Evidence 
of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). Consequently, a 
number of institutes and proceedings foreign to our legal tradition and understanding of the 
role and aim of the criminal proceedings have been introduced and one of the most signifi-
cant ones is plea bargaining. It was included in the Criminal Procedure Code of BiH (CPC 
BiH)3, Criminal Procedure Code of Republika Srpska (CPC RS)4, Criminal Procedure Code 
of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH)5 and Criminal Procedure Code of Brčko 
District of Bosnia and Herzegovina (CPC BD BiH)6 in almost identical form in 2003.

1 JusticeoftheSupremeCourtofRepublikaSrpska,SeniorLecturer
2 OpinionoftheParliamentaryAssemblyoftheCouncilofEuropeno.234/2002
3 OfficialGazetteofBosniaandHerzegovina,no.3/03,32/03,36/03,26/04,63/04,13/05,48/05,46/06,76/06,29/07,32/07,53/07,76/07,

15/08,58/08,12/09,16/09,93/09.
4 OfficialGazetteofRepublikaSrpskano.50/03,111/04,115/04,29/07,68/07,119/08,55/09,80/09,88/0992/09,100/09and53/12
5 OfficialGazetteofFBiH37/03,56/03,78/04,28/05,55/06,27/07,53/07,09/09,12/10,08/13
6 OfficialGazetteofBrčkoDistrictofBiHno.10/03,48/04,6/05,14/07,19/07,21/07,2/08and17/09and44/10.
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Ever since it was introduced, opinions have been divided on the need for its acceptance, on its 
content and whether the legal definition is comprehensive and whether the set objectives of its 
introduction have been met. Therefore, it is necessary to provide an analysis of the practical 
effects of the legal provisions, point out the discrepancies between the substantive and proce-
dural provisions of the codes, numerous problems and dilemmas which are hindering and je-
opardising the application of this controversial institute after ten years in application. To this 
end, we shall focus only on certain aspects of plea bargaining which, in our opinion, require 
another reform and on those aspects which have been introduced into the law in the meanti-
me. The remainder of the paper shall mainly focus on the legislation of Republika Srpska (RS), 
while certain differences compared to the other entity or District or at the state level shall be 
indicated only if they bear some relevance to our research.

The Reasons for the Introduction of Plea Bargaining into the Legislation of BiH

The introduction of the institute of plea bargaining is the result of the change in the model of 
criminal proceedings towards the introduction of an adversarial (accusatory) criminal justi-
ce system. In such a model, the judge should perform the role of a neutral arbiter assessing 
the disputed issue, while the central role is assigned to the prosecutor and the suspect, i.e. the 
defendant. The rationale behind such a radical approach to the regulation and the break with 
the previous European tradition was the intent to make the criminal proceedings shorter and 
more cost-effective, to reduce the backlog in courts and reduce the number of unresolved ca-
ses. It seems that one of the reasons which goes unmentioned was to facilitate the work of fo-
reign judges and prosecutors of the Court of BiH since they are mostly from countries that use 
common law system. Foreign experts, predominantly from the USA have participated in the 
training of judges and prosecutors in the application of the new legislation thus critically influ-
encing the understanding and interpretation of the substance of this institute.

From the very start, scholars and experts have polarised around the two opposing views on the 
need to introduce this institute, its advantages and disadvantages. According to the first point 
of view, plea bargaining is the holy grail of solving the backlog of difficult criminal cases, the 
instrument of speedy and efficient justice, which is also cost-effective, but this did not prove to 
be the case. First of all, criminal justice system has never been encumbered by the sheer num-
ber of cases which could not be resolved within a fairly reasonable time. Secondly, in the most 
difficult cases in terms of their scope and content of the procedural materials, the admission 
of guilt is not that common as has been expected. The defence counsels play a key role in this, 
especially those appointed ex officio, since they are not motivated to conclude the proceedings 
quickly due to the potential high remuneration.

Proponents of the second point of view hold that plea bargaining cannot be applied in our ju-
dicial practice and that it may undermine the whole legal system founded in our traditions. It 
has been pointed out that everything is left to the prosecutor, which allows room for abuse and 
corruption, and that by doing this the trust in courts is lost. These objections have not been 
proven to be well-founded either.

Proponents of both views agree that there is a certain vagueness and imprecision about the exi-
sting provisions, that the procedural and substantive legislations are not harmonised and that 
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there is a need to formulate precise criteria and control their application. The legislator has 
been amending the original provisions, rendering them more comprehensive and clearer but 
their substance has been partly lost which has led to new problems in practice. It is now appa-
rent that it was not sufficient to translate and insert the provisions used in the common law sy-
stems into our code, because they have a strange tendency to pose a problem and insurmoun-
table difficulty when we least expect it.7  

Considering that the right to dispose of the criminal offence, guilt and punishment is to a gre-
at extent left to the defendant, this leads to a kind of reprivatisation of the criminal proceedin-
gs.8 Therefore, it is unacceptable to marginalise the role of the injured party which is in this se-
gment reduced to a minimum.

Content and its Evolution

In the original text of the Criminal Procedure Code of Republika Srpska9 from 2003, it was 
prescribed that the suspect, i.e. the defendant and his counsel may enter plea bargain negoti-
ations until the main hearing with regard the criminal offence he is charged with (Art. 238). 
Since the defendant expects certain concessions if he pleads guilty, while the prosecutor aims 
to make the proceedings more expeditious and cost-effective, it is understandable that the ne-
gotiations may last until the main hearing stage. At that stage the presentation of the evidence 
has not started yet, the parties to the proceedings do not know how the case shall unfold in the 
trial, since they are not certain in the outcome based on the evidence at their disposal. Given 
the fact that the court upon deciding on the agreement makes sure that the suspect, i.e. the de-
fendant, understands that the agreement entails waiving the right to a trial, it is clear that the 
plea bargaining may only take place before the trial.

However, it has been known to happen in practice that the defendant wishes to negotiate af-
ter the main hearing starts and even at the second instance court hearing. This suited both the 
prosecutor and the courts since it meant avoiding complex and difficult trial proceedings, the 
drafting of extensive judgments, appeals proceedings and saving time. Since the law did not 
provide for this, in most cases it was moved on to the regular trial proceedings ending in the 
passing of the judgment. The defendants have rarely chosen to plead guilty at the main hearing 
which would have shortened the proceedings since that would mean that only the evidence 
related to the sentencing would be presented (Art. 272). This is understandable since the law 
does not provide for the possibility that the defendant should enjoy some special privilege in 
exchange for the confession, apart from the fact that it may be judged as any other extenuating 
circumstance. It seems that this should have been stipulated under substantive law thus rende-
ring the procedural provision logical and acceptable in real life. 

7 Moreonthisin:M.Damaška,Sudbina anglo-američkih procesnih ideja u Italiji,Hrvatskiljetopiszakaznenopravoipraksu(Zagreb)Vol.
13,no.1/2006,pp.3–15

8 More on this in: A. Eser, Funkcionalne promjene procesnih maksima krivičnog prava: na putu k „reprivatiziranju“ krivičnog postupka,
CollectedPapers,FacultyofLaw,Zagreb,42(2)pp.167–191(1992).

9 OfficialGazetteofRepublikaSrpska,no.50/03
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In response to the application of the code in practice and the suggestions made by the judicial 
circles, the legislator has chosen to extend the set deadline for plea bargaining.10 Now the sus-
pect, i.e. the defendant and his counsel, may enter plea bargain negotiations with the prosecu-
tor with regard to the criminal offence he is charged with until the end of the main hearing, i.e. 
the hearing before the second instance panel (Art. 246 of the CPC RS). The Code has allowed 
a very flexible deadline for plea bargaining, while the judicial practice has allowed the negoti-
ations at the earliest stage of the proceedings as well. The prevailing reasons here are obviou-
sly due to pragmatism, without going into detail whether this jeopardises the very substance 
of the said institute. It is our opinion that this is not a good solution because it allows various 
abuses of procedural rights by the defendant and an unconscientious counsel, especially if the 
prosecutor does not take an appropriate and proper stand. It is hard to say what exactly mo-
tivates plea bargaining after the evidence has been presented unless it is awareness the outco-
me of the proceedings are going to be unfavourable to the party who initiates the negotiati-
ons. Not only is it a question whether the defendant should be allowed to use this “privilege” 
at that point, but also if the prosecutor should do so due to the principle of truth and possibi-
lity to present all of the evidence which obviously may go in favour of the defendant. This also 
takes away from the effect of saving time and resources, as a crucial element of plea bargai-
ning. The aforementioned is especially strikingly obvious if the plea bargaining occurs at a la-
ter stage of the trial or at the hearing before the second instance court. On the other hand, the 
question is raised what purpose the guilty plea serves at the hearing (Art. 280) which belongs 
to this stage of the proceedings anyway. After certain amendments to the substantive law are 
made as has been suggested, this should be the only possibility for the admission of guilt after 
the main hearing starts.

Plea agreement is rendered in writing and is submitted together with the indictment to the 
pre-trial judge, judge or the panel. When the indictment is confirmed, the plea agreement is 
taken under advisement and the criminal sanction is imposed based on the said agreement 
by the pre-trial judge until the case is submitted to the judge, i.e. a panel in order to schedule 
the main hearing. After the case is submitted for the purpose of scheduling the main hearing, 
the judge or the panel decides on the agreement. This stands to reason, since without the con-
firmed indictment, the defendant’s guilt cannot be an issue, and therefore the existence of the 
confirmed indictment is the prerequisite for the plea agreement to be considered, while the 
said agreement may be entered into before the indictment is issued. The authority of a single 
judge to decide on the plea agreements for the criminal offences under the jurisdiction of a pa-
nel (for which the prescribed penalty is over ten years in prison) is debatable. The justification 
claiming that since there is no trial, the panel is not necessary, does not seem convincing. It is 
evident that the motivation behind this is to create “savings” in the number of judges used ra-
ther than the belief that such a position is right. Deciding on the agreement entails the asses-
sment of the evidence, as well as deciding on the sanction, in this case a long term in prison is 
possible, as an important process of the trial. Given the fact that the sanction cannot be appe-
aled, this issue gains even more significance.

The legislator has not imposed any limitations on plea bargaining in terms of the type of a cri-
minal offence or the severity of the prescribed penalty. Such a solution is unique among the 

10 AmendmentstotheCriminalProcedureCode,OfficialGazetteofRepublikaSrpskano.119/08andtheCriminalProcedureCodeof
RepublikaSrpska,OfficialGazetteofRepublikaSrpskano.53/12
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countries in the territory of the former SFRY and it has been criticised by the professionals in 
the field and the general public. The cited reason was that the prosecutor is given too much au-
thority to determine the penalty for the most serious criminal offences, offer privileges to the 
defendant, all of which may lead to abuses and unequal treatment of citizens before the law. 
However convincing these arguments might seem, they are not justifiable. The point of plea 
bargaining is to facilitate and speed up the resolution of the most complex cases, which invol-
ve, as a rule, the most serious criminal offences for which the most severe penalties are pres-
cribed. For less complex and less difficult cases the plea bargaining is not of critical importan-
ce. Such cases may be resolved quickly and efficiently in ordinary proceedings or by entering 
a guilty plea at the plea hearing or at the main hearing. The scope and the content of privi-
leges the suspect or the defendant is offered by the prosecutor may be controlled by a senior 
ranking prosecutor, and by establishing an efficient prosecutorial organisation with an appro-
priate level of responsibility. In addition, it is the court that reviews the agreement, including 
the sanction settled on in the agreement, so there is a safeguard against the illegal application 
in practice. It is crucial to establish trust in the institutions, efficiently control them and hold 
them accountable rather than restrict the actual plea bargaining. Plea bargaining must either 
be accepted in full or abandoned as an institute. The system must be trusted completely, not 
just to a certain extent, in this case there is no middle ground and no compromise to be rea-
ched. For this reason, the existing provision is seen as adequate, which has been confirmed by 
the results of its application so far.

During the plea bargaining with the suspect, i.e. the defendant and the defence counsel, the 
prosecutor may propose the imposition of a sanction that is below the legally prescribed mi-
nimum of imprisonment for that particular offence, i.e. a mitigated sanction for the suspect or 
defendant in accordance with the Criminal Code. However, the Criminal Code of Republika 
Srpska11 does not prescribe the agreement as the institute which represents grounds for and 
allows a lighter sentence. Due to this, the prosecutor’s motion is not binding for the court whi-
ch is deciding on the agreement, thus putting the defendant in a precarious position which of-
ten holds him back during the negotiations. It seems that the agreement should be included 
under substantive criminal legislation, which would lay the foundations for its role during the 
proceedings either through special mitigation or some other privilege.

The pre-trial judge, the judge or the panel may grant or dismiss the agreement. The question 
is why it is only possible to dismiss the agreement, and not to reject it, since the court judges 
its content when deciding whether to grant it. So far, this has not been addressed and we be-
lieve that the said provision must be supplemented in order to allow the agreement to be re-
jected as well.

When deciding on the plea agreement, the court makes sure: a) that the plea agreement has 
come about without duress, consciously and with understanding and after the information 
on the potential repercussions including those related to the restitution claim and costs of the 
proceedings has been given, b) that there is sufficient evidence on the defendant’s guilt, c) that 
the defendant understands the plea agreement amounts to a waiver of the right to a trial and 
that the criminal sanction to be imposed cannot be appealed, d) that the proposed criminal 
sanction complies with the law and e) that the injured party has been given the opportunity 

11 OfficialGazetteofRepublikaSrpska,no.49/03,108/04,37/06,70/06,73/10and1/12
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to make a statement on the restitution claim before the prosecutor. If the court grants the plea 
agreement, the defendant’s plea is entered into record and followed with the hearing for pro-
nouncing of criminal sanction specified by the agreement.

These are mainly the same conditions as the ones for the admission of guilt at the plea hearing, 
the notable difference is that it is checked if the defendant understands that he cannot appeal 
the criminal sanction that is to be imposed. It is this solution regarding the right to an appeal 
that is inadequate and at the start of its application it has caused a lot of difficulty.

First of all, the legislator in the provisions on the right to an appeal against the judgment did 
not make a distinction between the judgments made in the ordinary proceedings and those 
rendered after the plea agreement has been granted. Accordingly, it is not prescribed that the 
right to an appeal against such a judgment is limited or precluded. So, the question is if the ri-
ght to an appeal may be limited based on the provision on the procedure for the decision on 
the plea agreement and if so, to what extent. The courts have accepted that an appeal may not 
be filed with regard to the criminal sanction, which is in accordance with the substance of this 
institute. However, the legislator has not addressed the said issue even after a considerable 
number of amendments and supplements to the Code, and in Republika Srpska after the new 
Code has been passed.

Secondly, if the defendant is not allowed to file an appeal against the imposed criminal sancti-
on, does this mean that he is allowed to file an appeal related to other parts of the judgment? 
At first, there were opinions that the appeal is precluded completely, which was the result of a 
restrictive and unsystematic interpretation of the wording of the law. Upon deciding an appeal 
against the judgment passed in the proceedings in which a plea agreement had been granted, 
the Supreme Court of Republika Srpska has taken the stand that the appeal is allowed, except 
in the part related to the criminal sanction. The cited reasons suggest the defendant must be gi-
ven the opportunity for a higher court to examine on appeal if the provisions under substanti-
ve and procedural law have been applied appropriately when the plea agreement was granted. 
This practice has been accepted by other courts in BiH. The fact that this practice is right is su-
pported by the practice in the USA, where this institute originated from, where the defendant 
may request the higher court to examine the violations of the law in the proceedings in which 
the agreement was granted and the defendant convicted based on it.

When criticising the justification of allowing the plea bargaining to occur at any stage of the 
proceedings, we had in mind the problems this might cause in the appeal proceedings as well. 
The agreement may be concluded during the hearing before the second instance court, after 
the said court has overturned the first instance conviction. An appeal at the third instance is 
not allowed against the second instance judgment of conviction (Art. 333). This is completely 
clear and justifiable if the ordinary proceedings have been conducted. However, the situation 
changes if the agreement has been entered into since the defendant waives the right to a trial in 
such a case and this raises the question if he is denied the option for a higher court to exami-
ne the regularity of the proceedings prior to the agreement. The answer to this is not easy al-
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though the Supreme Court of Republika Srpska has taken a stand in such a situation that the 
appeal is not allowed.12   

The position and the role of the injured party is of secondary importance, since the court 
shall just notify the said party of the results of the plea bargaining. However, upon granting 
the agreement the court makes sure that it was concluded only after the defendant had been 
informed of the potential repercussions, including those related to the restitution claim and 
the costs of the proceedings. This ensures that the suspect, i.e. the defendant, is aware of the 
fact that the criminal sanction is not the only consequence of the agreement and that the co-
urt may pass a judgment including a decision on the restitution claim or refer the injured par-
ty to settle their claim in a lawsuit. The role of the injured party complies with the concept of 
the law, but the question arises if the said party has the right to file an appeal, which is otherwi-
se allowed in the ordinary proceedings, against the decision on the restitution claim and the 
costs of the criminal proceedings. Given the fact that the section of the code on appeals does 
not preclude it, and neither do the provisions on plea bargaining, it may be concluded that the 
appeal is allowed.

The existing legal framework does not provide for the inclusion of the injured party in the plea 
bargaining proceedings. However, according to the role of the prosecutor that entails the obli-
gation to collect the evidence and data related to the restitution claim, there are instances whe-
re the injured party was included in the agreement. Such agreements have been granted by the 
courts, which is a positive example of how the judicial practice may correct certain vagueness 
and passiveness of the legal norm.

Results in Practice

In the USA almost 90% of criminal cases end in the admission of guilt, which is largely due 
to plea agreements between the prosecutors and the defendants.13 Such an effect cannot rea-
listically be expected in BiH where the plea agreement has never been applied before. A seri-
es of difficulties had to be overcome, it had to be accepted that it is not a temporary solution 
and dispense with personal reservations. These have been successfully conquered, but the pu-
blic sees the agreement as something unacceptable, often as dishonest and an act of conceding 
to the criminals. This could be attributed to a lack of information on the meaning of the agree-
ment, control of its conclusion and sentencing policy with or without the agreement. On the 
other hand, negative comments made by the high ranking representatives of the state institu-
tions prior to the court’s decision on the announced agreement, especially of late, add to the 
confusion of the public. In addition, such comments are influencing the court indirectly to di-
smiss the agreement. Regardless of how justified the criticism is, this is not how we should go 

12 FromthejudgmentoftheSupremeCourtofRepublikaSrpskanumber:800K00104313Kžžof13March2013:“Afterthesubmission
ofthepleaagreemententeredintobythedefendantandhis/hercounselontheonesideandthedistrictprosecutorontheother
atthesecondinstancecourthearingandafterthecourthasacceptedtheagreement,asentencinghearingwasheld,andatthat
hearingthecontestedjudgmentwaspasseddeclaringthedefendantguiltyandsentencinghertoaterminprisonofthreemonths.

 PursuanttotheprovisionofArt.333ofCPCRSitisstipulatedinwhichcasesanappealagainstthesecondinstancejudgmentis
allowed,whenboththefirstandthesecondinstancejudgmentsareconvictionsoracquittals,thereisnopossibilityaccordingtothe
saidprovisiontoappealagainstthesecondinstancejudgment.Sincethisispreciselythesituationinthecaseathand,theappeal
filedbythedefencecounselisnotallowed,whichiswhythesaidappealshouldhavebeendismissedbasedontheArticle326with
regardtoArt.333oftheCPCRSandrenderingthesamedecisionasispronouncedinthisruling.”

13 GeorgeFisher,Plea Bargaining’s Triumph: A History of Plea Bargaining in America,StanfordUniversityPress,2003
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about redressing the oversights. This creates tension surrounding the agreement and the par-
ticipants of the process, especially the prosecutors. Despite all of the aforementioned, the plea 
agreement has significantly contributed to more expeditious criminal proceedings and effici-
ency of the justice system. The effects this has had in Republika Srpska, and they are similar in 
other parts of BiH as well, shall be represented based on the statistical data shown for the pe-
riod from 2006 until 2012, in tables 1 and 2 enclosed with this paper.14 

In 2006 out of 5257 issued indictments, in 688 cases a plea agreement was proposed, while the 
total number of proposed plea agreements was 1038 (after the indictments were issued, the-
re were another 350). The courts dismissed 3 agreements and passed 920 convictions based on 
the plea agreements, in 152 cases the agreements have not been decided on.

In 2012, out of 5517 of the issued indictments, 116 proposed a plea agreement, and the total 
number of proposed plea agreements was 738 (after the indictments were issued another 622). 
The courts dismissed 8 agreements and passed 663 convictions based on the plea agreements, 
and on 67 agreements the decision was not passed.

The presented data indicates that the admission of guilt has become an important institute in the 
criminal legislation in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which facilitates the resolution of more than a 
half of the total number of cases annually without a regular trial, complex and costly evidentiary 
proceedings at the main hearing and without long proceedings. The greatest number of agree-
ments was concluded in the earlier stage which may be the result of resolving the accumulated 
backlog of cases. It is also evident that the number of agreements concluded after the indictment 
was issued has been increased, while during the first years a greater number of agreements had 
been proposed in the indictment. A contributing factor was the fact that the amendments to the 
code have allowed the plea bargaining to last until the second instance court hearing. The num-
ber of dismissed agreements by the courts is negligible which may be due to their level of qua-
lity, but also of conformity in part, in order to avoid processing them in ordinary proceedings.

Sentencing

The relationship between the substantive and procedural criminal law with regard to the admi-
ssion of guilt is most evident during the sentencing. This is not due to the complexity of this rela-
tionship, but due to the oversights, and also the lack of desire on the part of the legislator to regu-
late this relationship according to the rules of the legal science and nomotechnics. We hold that it 
is necessary to point out certain specific characteristics of sentencing when this institute is appli-
ed. The reform of the criminal procedure legislation and the introduction of the new rules of the 
criminal proceedings have established certain prerequisites for the mitigation of sanctions throu-
gh plea bargaining between the prosecutor and the defendant. The application of the said institu-
te primarily depends on the activities of the prosecutor, defendant and the defence counsel, if the 
defendant has a counsel, while the court’s role is limited to granting or dismissing such actions. 

It must be stressed here that there is a discrepancy between the substantive and criminal pro-
cedure legislation which causes certain difficulties in the application of the general rules for 

14 WearegratefultotheDeputyChiefRepublicProsecutorofRepublikaSrpskaforprovidingthesaiddata.
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sentencing. Namely, the procedure code indirectly and unlawfully takes and includes the pro-
visions of the substantive code, where the rules for sentencing indisputably belong. The said 
discrepancy carries even more weight since the substantive criminal legislation has been un-
dergoing alterations simultaneously with the procedure code without establishing the prerequ-
isites for what was being done to the criminal proceedings. Even after several amendments to 
the procedure legislation, the amendments to the Criminal Code have not been initiated in or-
der to provide the basis for such procedural provisions.

Few papers draw attention to this discrepancy,15 the legislator has ignored it, while the judicial 
practice, even if it has identified it, evidently tried to disregard the problem. The fact that the 
second instance courts do not look for any violations of the law ex officio, but only if the appe-
al is lodged has kept the status quo in this respect (the new CPC RS partially altered this). No 
objections based on the said discrepancy have been filed apparently. 

Plea bargaining between the defendant and the prosecutor is largely related to the sanction 
which is to be proposed to the court. The defendant, rightly, expects a more favourable posi-
tion with regard to the possible criminal sanction that is to be imposed. The parties may offer 
proposals on the legally prescribed sanction for the criminal offence in question and the wi-
llingness of the defendant to admit his guilt, under the condition that the proposed sanction 
is the least severe type or of the lowest degree. The uncertainty the trial implies in terms of the 
sanction that may be handed out is the most common reason why the defendant agrees to en-
ter into an agreement. By imposing the sanction proposed in the agreement, the defendant re-
moves the risk that the second instance court might revise the imposed sanction.

Given the fact that the court does not have to grant the agreement, it has the authority to assess if 
the proposed sanction fits the criminal offence and the perpetrator.16 The court shall assess all those 
circumstances that are ordinarily assessed when determining the sentence. However, the defendant 
often undertakes certain obligations in the course of plea bargaining, provides the prosecutor with 
certain information or promises to cooperate and help the detection and processing of other per-
petrators of the same or some other criminal offences. These are undoubtedly those other circum-
stances that should be judged as extenuating and that should influence to a certain extent the type 
and severity of the sanction which is to be imposed. It is hard to expect all of these circumstances 
to be listed in the rules for sentencing, but it is reasonable to include some of the most delicate cir-
cumstances, such as the conduct during the plea bargaining, in the said provisions. This would give 
the courts better direction whether to, or if at all, consider the demeanor of the defendant during 
the plea bargaining, and particularly assess acceptability of the proposed sanction.

There are opposing views saying that the court does not have the authority to assess whether 
the proposed sanction is adequate, but only whether it complies with the law, and therefore 
must accept it every time the other prerequisites for the agreement to be valid are met. This 
understanding is not right and does not correspond with the substance of this institute. The 
purpose is not to transfer the trial to the parties involved, which would be the case if the choi-
ce of the type of the sanction, scope and severity of the penalty had been left to them. The pur-
pose is to allow the trial to be conducted more expeditiously and efficiently by securing the 

15 Onthistopic:G.Rubil,Neusaglašenost pravila o odmjeravanju sankcija,www.pravosudje.ba,lastaccessedon15March2010
16 SeeRule62teroftheRulesofProcedureandEvidenceoftheICTY
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concessions from both parties, to reduce the costs, enable the detection of other offenders and 
accomplices, which will serve as a reasonable foundation for the motion for the court to accept 
the sanction which the parties are proposing as the result of mutual compromise. Such a stand 
has been taken by the Supreme Court of Republika Srpska in its judgment denying the appeal 
filed in favour of the defendant by the prosecutor and the defence counsel.17  

In order to resolve all of the aforementioned and other dilemmas, first of all substantive legi-
slation must provide the grounds for the application of these institutes in criminal procedure. 
We hold that the absence of these violates the principle of legality, enables the arbitrary decisi-
ons of the prosecutor, as a result the courts proceed differently when their role is reduced to ei-
ther dismissing the motion filed by the parties involved and the defence counsel or granting it, 
all of which leads to treating the defendants charged with the same criminal offences unequ-
ally in identical or similar situations. Thus the principle of justice is severely jeopardised, whi-
ch certainly was not the legislator’s intention, nor is it an objective of modern legal provisions.

The Procedure in Cases with Several Co-Defendants

The law does not stipulate how the court should proceed if there are several co-defendants and 
some admit the guilt, while others do not and the ordinary proceedings are to be continued for 
them. This often happens in practice and the situation is clear and simple if both proceedings end 
in convictions. However, there have been some cases where one of the defendants admits the gu-
ilt (at a plea hearing or according to the plea agreement), while other defendants do not wish to 
do so and opt for the trial which results in an acquittal. In these cases the same factual descripti-
on, the same legal qualification, the same evidence specified in the indictment have led to two di-
fferent judgments. The question arises if the earlier conviction should stand. Here, one must start 
from the fact that the principle of material truth has been abandoned and the principle of (for-
mal) truth has been adopted.18 When assessing the admission, the court evaluated the available 
evidence from the point of view if the said admission complies with the evidence. Considering 
that the evidence is in accordance with the admission of guilt it does not mean that the decisi-
on on the guilt of the defendant and his conviction are wrong. The conviction is the result of the 
defendant’s subjective view of the committed criminal offence and his admission has facilita-
ted the evidentiary proceedings by simplifying them. Alternatively, the evidence presented by 
the prosecutor at the main hearing may be challenged by the evidence presented by the defence.

In predominantly adversarial proceedings this is like a shadow play which may cloud what is of 
essence and lead to an acquittal because the presented evidence has not been convincing enou-
gh since it is not supported by a guilty plea here, instead it is denied by the defence of the accu-
sed. Therefore, such a situation resulting from different paths to judgments should not lead to 

17 Anexcerptfromtheexpositionreads:“Contrarytotheclaimsmadeintheappealfiledbythedefencecounsel,thefirst instance
courthadtheauthoritypursuanttotheprovisionsofArt.246,Par.6,itemd)withregardtoPar.3oftheCriminalProcedureCode–
ConsolidatedText,toexamineifthesentenceproposedinthePleaAgreementwouldservethepunitivepurpose,andiftheanswer
wasnotaffirmative,theCourtwasthenauthorisedtodismissthesubmittedagreement,basedontheauthoritystipulatedbythe
provisionofPar.8ofthecitedlegalprovision.Therefore,inthisparticularcasethefirstinstancecourthasnotviolatedthecitedlegal
provisions,andaccordinglytherehavenotbeenanyviolationsoftheprovisionofthecriminalprocedurepursuanttotheprovisions
ofArt.311,Par.2oftheCriminalProcedureCode–ConsolidatedTextwhichhasbeenreferredtointheappealbythedefencecounsel
withoutanyfoundation.”(TheJudgmentoftheSupremeCourtofRepublikaSrpskano.110K00403910Kžof29March2011)

18 Moreonthisin:M.Blagojević,Ogledi iz krivičnog procesnog prava,Doboj,2005
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unnecessary dilemmas and disputes. This also means that the answer to the question if an acquittal 
of a co-defendant may serve as grounds for repeating the proceedings at the request of the defen-
dant should be negative. This also protects the defendant who has pleaded guilty from the judgment 
being revised to his detriment if the other defendants are convicted for a more serious criminal of-
fence due to the amendment of the indictment at the main hearing. On the other hand, we hold 
that it would be justified to allow the proceedings to be repeated at the prosecutor’s motion if the 
admission of guilt is proven to be false at the main hearing (e.g. confessing to committing a crimi-
nal offence of murder in order to conceal another perpetrator, perhaps a close relative). The judi-
cial practice has not addressed these issues yet since there have not been any decisions on appeals.

Plea Agreement with the Obligation to Testify

From the very beginning, a question was raised if the conditions of a plea agreement may include 
an obligation of the defendant to testify against other defendants in the same indictment or in anot-
her criminal proceeding. The law does not preclude such an agreement, and we believe that this is 
one of the important elements that justifies the use of this instrument. Such deals are brokered in 
a roundabout way due to the prosecutors’ caution and uncertainty how the judicial practice shall 
react if such a provision is included in the agreement. The prosecutor and the defendant conclude 
the agreement without the said obligation, but the agreement is not submitted to the court until the 
defendant is deposed as a witness by the prosecutor. Thus the prosecutor secures a valid statement 
which may be used at the main hearing during the direct examination of witnesses if he changes his 
earlier testimony. However, if the agreement has been granted in the meantime, the fact that the de-
fendant is changing his testimony or is refusing to testify does not have any bearing on the already 
passed judgment against him imposing, as a rule, a milder sanction. This is how the void in the law 
is bypassed and it should be eliminated by specifying clearly defined conditions and repercussions 
if the agreement is breached. 

Conclusion

This paper offers an overview of the ten-year evolution of the plea bargaining as an institute in 
BiH. The aforementioned indicates that the said institute has been successfully applied in practi-
ce and that it has been accepted a lot more easily than has originally been expected. This is not to 
say that there have not been any problems, dilemmas and lack of understanding, which are sti-
ll present. The problems often emerged where they were least expected, but the judicial practi-
ce has been flexible and dealt with them in an acceptable manner thus paving the way for future 
legal amendments. The decisions of the courts in this area are most commonly reviewed before 
the Constitutional Court of BiH regarding the protection of human rights, which guarantees that 
a more liberal interpretation of the code shall not result in infringement of human rights. The 
procedural provisions are still vague and imprecise and are not in compliance with the Criminal 
Code. This suggests that the said matter should be regulated more comprehensively, systemati-
cally and better in terms of its quality. This would make the judiciary operate more easily and re-
duce to a minimum the arbitrariness in the interpretation of a delicate legal matter. In addition, 
it would contribute to fewer negative reactions by the public. For this reason, changes that do not 
affect the substance of the institute of plea bargaining are both necessary and useful. 
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 TABLE 1

2006

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

The number of indictments issued du-
ring the  reporting period*

The number of confirmed indictments 
during the reporting period*

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI XII XIII

Economic 
Crimes

119 227 51 114 205 43

War Crimes  5   5  

General 
Crimes 

3221 2201 809 3059 1180 645

Total 3340 2433 860 3173 1390 688

2007

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

The number of indictments issued du-
ring the  reporting period*

The number of confirmed indictments 
during the reporting period*

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI XII XIII

Economic 
Crimes

89 174 43 92 167 43

War Crimes  8   8  

General 
Crimes 

3262 1876 616 3268 1990 616

Total 3351 2058 659 3360 2165 659
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2008

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

The number of indictments issued du-
ring the  reporting period*

The number of confirmed indictments 
during the reporting period*

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI XII XIII

Economic 
Crimes

127 145 41 108 132 41

War Crimes  10   5  

General 
Crimes 

2786 1894 307 2636 1787 307

Total 2913 2049 348 2744 1924 348

2009

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

The number of indictments issued du-
ring the  reporting period*

The number of confirmed indictments 
during the reporting period*

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI XII XIII

Economic 
Crimes

42 133 63 60 129 57

War Crimes  8   7  

General 
Crimes 

2468 1753 240 2489 1638 238

Total 2510 1894 303 2549 1774 295
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2010

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

The number of indictments issued du-
ring the  reporting period*

The number of confirmed indictments 
during the reporting period*

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI XII XIII

Economic 
Crimes

63 180 19 56 177 19

War Crimes  8   8  

General 
Crimes 

1903 2246 58 1817 2091 58

Total 1966 2434 77 1873 2276 77

2011

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

The number of indictments issued du-
ring the  reporting period*

The number of confirmed indictments 
during the reporting period*

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI XII XIII

Economic 
Crimes

86 175 11 81 165 21

War Crimes 1 15   11  

General 
Crimes 

2281 2354 135 2069 2310 162

Total 2368 2544 146 2150 2486 183
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2012

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

The number of indictments issued du-
ring the  reporting period*

The number of confirmed indictments 
during the reporting period*

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

with a  
criminal 

order 

without a 
criminal 

order

with a  
proposed  

plea 
agreement

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI XII XIII

Economic 
Crimes

163 208 14 160 169 14

War Crimes  14   22  

General 
Crimes 

2343 2670 105 2193 2440 102

Total 2506 2892 119 2353 2631 116

 TABLE 2

2006

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

Plea Agreements  

the number 
of proposed 
agreements

the number 
of dismissed 
agreements 

convictions  
based on plea 
agreements 

the number of  
proposed  

agreements not  
decided by  
the courts

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI

Economic Crimes 50  45 6

War Crimes     

General Crimes 988 3 875 146

Total 1038 3 920 152
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2007

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

Plea Agreements  

the number 
of proposed 
agreements

the number 
of dismissed 
agreements 

convictions  
based on plea 
agreements 

the number of  
proposed  

agreements not  
decided by  
the courts

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI

Economic Crimes 59  64 4

War Crimes     

General Crimes 1024 1 794 96

Total 1083 1 858 100

2008

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

Plea Agreements  

the number 
of proposed 
agreements

the number 
of dismissed 
agreements 

convictions  
based on plea 
agreements 

the number of  
proposed  

agreements not  
decided by  
the courts

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI

Economic Crimes 64  51 13

War Crimes     

General Crimes 934 6 857 92

Total 998 6 908 105

2009

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

Plea Agreements  

the number 
of proposed 
agreements

the number 
of dismissed 
agreements 

convictions  
based on plea 
agreements 

the number of  
proposed  

agreements not  
decided by  
the courts

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI

Economic Crimes 75  65 10

War Crimes     

General Crimes 797 1 747 49

Total 872 1 812 59
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2010

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

Plea Agreements  

the number 
of proposed 
agreements

the number 
of dismissed 
agreements 

convictions  
based on plea 
agreements 

the number of  
proposed  

agreements not  
decided by  
the courts

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI

Economic Crimes 62 1 52 9

War Crimes     

General Crimes 564 2 530 32

Total 626 3 582 41

2011

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

Plea Agreements  

the number 
of proposed 
agreements

the number 
of dismissed 
agreements 

convictions  
based on plea 
agreements 

the number of  
proposed  

agreements not  
decided by  
the courts

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI

Economic Crimes 54  49 5

War Crimes     

General Crimes 616 1 577 38

Total 670 1 626 43

2012

Case  
designation                                            

“Кт”

Plea Agreements  

the number 
of proposed 
agreements

the number 
of dismissed 
agreements 

convictions  
based on plea 
agreements 

the number of  
proposed  

agreements not  
decided by  
the courts

COLUMN = VIII IX X XI

Economic Crimes 66  59 7

War Crimes     

General Crimes 672 8 604 60

Total 738 8 663 67
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Damjan Kaurinović1 

ConfirmationofIndictmentsandPleading
byDefendants–SimplifiedFormsofCriminal
ProcedureinBosniaandHerzegovina

Introductory Remarks

An accelerated reform of the BiH criminal legislation was undertaken in mid 2002 and comple-
ted on March 1, 2003 when the BiH Criminal Procedure Code, BiH Criminal Code, and BiH 
Law on Protection of Witnesses under Threat and Vulnerable Witnesses were enacted and came 
into force, and it has continued with the process of making amendments to the said statutes, whi-
ch is still underway.2 The focus of attention of the completed legislative reform has been the BiH 
Criminal Procedure Code (BiH CPC) since the most important innovations, which were for the 
first time introduced in the region, were made in the field of criminal procedure. They include: 
prosecutorial investigation, ordering limited-duration detention throughout all the stages in the 
proceedings, granting immunity to witnesses by prosecutors, special investigative actions, con-
firmation of indictments, pleading by defendants, plea agreements, preliminary motions, proce-
dure for issuing criminal orders, holding main hearings and making decisions before courts of 
second instance without a possibility of returning cases to be retried before courts of first instan-
ce, direct examination and cross-examination, review of a first-instance judgment only within 
the limits of the appeal, proceedings against legal entities.

Criminal Procedure Codes of the entities (RS CPC and FBiH CPC) and of the BiH Brcko District 
are a specific variation of the BiH CPC and thus they share identical underlying principles, 
main notions, stages of criminal proceedings, main institutes of criminal procedure, as well as 

1 PresidentoftheAppellateCourtoftheBrčkoDistrict,BiH.VeliborMilicevic,ajusticeoftheBrckoDistrictBasicCourt,BiH,alsotookpart
intheproductionofthispaper.

2 TheBiHCPCwaspublishedintheOfficial Gazette of BiH,No.3/03ofFebruary10,2002anditcameintoforceonMarch1,2003,after
whichasmanyas17amendmentshavebeenmadethereto.
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second-instance and special proceedings. A comparative analysis of their indictment procedu-
res and judgments delivered without holding a trial shows that all of those procedural laws have 
accepted the same solutions which have in the most direct manner led to increased efficiency and 
judicial economy of the proceedings, while at the same time ensuring mandatory protection of 
all the rights enjoyed by the defendant as the primary party in criminal proceedings.

Confirmation of indictments and pleading by defendants represent simplified, rational, and ef-
ficient procedural institutes which enable parties to the proceedings to dispose of criminal cases 
as soon as at an early stage in the proceedings or to have the cases immediately transferred to a 
judge or a panel for conducting a main hearing. The simplicity and economy of this stage of cri-
minal proceedings is also confirmed by the fact that only one judge – the preliminary hearing 
judge presides over the case at this stage in criminal proceedings. The CPC of BD BiH has gone 
a step further in respect of this issue because it has extended the jurisdiction of preliminary he-
aring judges so their duty is to decide whether to accept or to reject guilty pleas, which is analo-
gous to a legislative solution which is prescribed for the procedure for deliberating on plea agree-
ments at the stage of indictment procedure. 

Indictment Procedure

After an investigation, which is the first stage in the preliminary proceedings, there follows the 
indictment procedure,3 the second and final stage by which preliminary proceedings are con-
cluded as the first phase of the criminal proceedings. The indictment procedure involves a pre-
paratory procedure, issuing of an indictment and referring it to a preliminary hearing judge, 
confirmation or denial of all or some counts of the indictment, entering a plea by a defendant, 
defendant’s guilty or not guilty plea, plea-bargaining (negotiations) and plea agreement, with-
drawal of the indictment and preliminary motions. The indictment is the only accusatory instru-
ment of a prosecutor in the regular criminal proceedings, which is drawn up and filed in writing 
only by a single authorised prosecutor, the Prosecutor of BiH.

Considering the above-mentioned procedural institutes, it is evident that this stage of the crimi-
nal proceedings has undergone a radical transformation, since innovations, which had not been 
available in the previous, inquisitorial model of criminal procedure, were introduced. This stage 
of proceedings provides an answer to the question if the charges satisfy statutory conditions to 
be the subject matter of a hearing, i.e. whether there will be a trial or termination of proceedin-
gs. What virtually happens here is that a preliminary evaluation of a criminal case is made, there-
by placing limitations on a prosecutor with regard to a possibility of him unnecessarily bringing 
a defendant before the court and trying him on the counts which do no fulfil statutory condi-
tions. The first, preliminary examination of an indictment is carried out by a preliminary hea-
ring judge, who checks the indictment from the aspect of its form and facts by taking procedu-
ral actions to examine if the indictment has been correctly drawn up in terms of its form and 
rendering his decision on the indictment, while the second and final examination of an indic-
tment is performed at a motion of a defendant and his defence attorney through the procedural 

3 Formoredetailsonthetopic,see:CommentaryontheCriminalProcedureCodeinBosniaandHerzegovina,Preparedby:prof.Hajrija
SijercicColic,PhD,MalikHadziomeragic,MarinkoJurcevic,DamjanKaurinovic,prof.MiodragSimovic,PhD,Projectsponsoredbythe
CouncilofEuropeandtheEuropeanCommission,Sarajevo2005,pp.608-631
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institute of preliminary motions. The new procedural institutes in the indictment procedure are 
modelled after the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, which are applied in proceedings before 
the International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia, and after the Rome Statute of the 
International Criminal Court adopted on July 17, 1998.

The notion of an “indictment” or a “criminal charge” as defined under Article 6 of the European 
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) should be 
understood in its essence and not based on the letter of the law. From the technical aspect of law, 
the notion of an “indictment” is defined by laws governing criminal procedure, while its funda-
mental nature is determined by how an act is classified in the legal system of a country, which is 
an auxiliary criterion, and by the nature of the act, as well as by the nature and seriousness of pu-
nishment as the main criterion. This implies that the overriding importance is not attached to 
whether or not an act is defined as a misdemeanour or a criminal offence, but to whether or not 
the nature and severity of punishment takes on a criminal character.4 Consequently, any violati-
on that involves deprivation of liberty and a possibility for imposing a prison sentence or exchan-
ging a fine for a prison sentence should be considered a criminal charge. It is thus provided that 
Articles 6 and 7 of the ECHR are implemented and the rights guaranteed under those Articles 
are safeguarded, regardless of how the signatories differentiate between the criminal and misde-
meanour law in their national legislation.

Issuing an Indictment

When in the course of an investigation a prosecutor finds that the factual situation has been suffi-
ciently cleared up for an indictment to be issued, the investigation is finalised and an indictment 
is drawn up and referred to a preliminary hearing judge. Preparation of an indictment entails 
that a prosecutor should take procedural actions which involve an analysis of evidence collected 
during the investigation, reaching conclusions as to the issues of fact and law, and drawing up an 
indictment. In order for an indictment to be issued, the standard of proving the case needs to be 
met which requires that there is sufficient evidence based on which there are reasonable grounds 
to suspect that it was precisely the defendant who committed the criminal offence. A well-gro-
unded suspicion involves a higher level of suspicion based on gathered evidence which leads to 
a conclusion that a crime has been committed (see: Article 20, item m. of the BiH CPC). The law 
does not stipulate any special time limit for issuing indictments after the conclusion of an inve-
stigation, but providing the factual situation has been sufficiently cleared up for an indictment to 
be issued, it will be done so promptly.

When an indictment is issued, the suspect or the defendant and his defence attorney automati-
cally have the right to access all the files and evidence. At this point, it suffices to mention that the 
term “suspect” denotes a person in respect of whom there are grounds to suspect that he commi-
tted an offence, given the indictment has not yet been confirmed. A preliminary hearing judge 
who presides over the case after an indictment has been issued or at the stage of indictment pro-
cedure decides on a request for examination and copying of all or individual files and evidence 
from suspect’s or defendant’s defence attorney. The parties and a defence attorney are entitled to 

4 SeeDecisionsbytheEuropeanCourtforHumanRights:Engel et al. v. The Netherlands ofJune8,1976;Lauko v. SlovakiaofSeptember
2,1998;Ezeh i Connors  v. The Unuted KingdomofOctober9,2003
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propose that the Court should provide evidence even after an indictment has been issued under 
the same conditions which apply to investigation. The prosecutor, the suspect or defendant and 
his attorney submit their requests to the preliminary hearing judge.

Contents of an Indictment

Contents of an indictment show that it is a formal, procedural instrument with precisely defined 
elements, exclusively a written instrument of a prosecutor drawn up in a form prescribed by the 
law. Article 227 of the BiH CPC lays down the contents of mandatory elements of an indictment 
which it must include in order to be correct from the technical aspect of the law. An indictment 
is filed with a court which has territorial and subject matter jurisdiction over the case and in res-
pect of the criminal offences stipulated in the BiH CC, it is always the Court of BiH.

Suspect’s personal data refer to all the information under Article 78 of the BiH CPC, which sho-
uld in particular include complete information about previous convictions, sentences served, ot-
her criminal proceedings, and correct information about duration of detention if a suspect used 
to be or is still remanded in custody, etc.

Particulars of an act from which arise elements of a crime stipulated under the law should inclu-
de all the facts necessary to classify a criminal offence as precisely as possible and to determine 
the time and place of its commission, the object and instrument of the crime, etc. They all repre-
sent a factual basis of an indictment (its enacting clause), which determines the subject matter of 
criminal proceedings or main hearing. The factual basis of an indictment defines and limits the 
subject matter of a trial, which is the reason why a judgment must correspond to a relevant in-
dictment (see Article 280).

The legal name of a criminal offence is its name under the BiH CC, so a statutory provision whi-
ch corresponds to that criminal offence needs to be cited, as well as its general form or class, form 
of complicity or other provisions of substantive law which are applicable to that particular case. 
Thus, a prosecutor qualifies the act referred to in the indictment from the legal aspect or in other 
words, classifies it as a particular criminal offence.

A motion to present evidence always indicates a direct presentation and examination of eviden-
ce, so evidence needs to be precisely labelled, including not only witnesses’ and expert witnesses’ 
names and full addresses, but also correct designations for documents and exhibits which need 
to be read or shown during a trial. Understandably enough, neither the names of witnesses who 
are being threatened or are vulnerable nor their addresses are to be specified in an indictment if 
those witnesses are subject to witness protection measures (e.g. protection of identity) pursuant 
to the Law on Protection of Witnesses under Threat and Vulnerable Witnesses of BiH, but inste-
ad, only the aliases of protected witnesses are to be cited.

Investigation findings are a special form of a shortened explanation, prosecutor’s factual conclu-
sion about the evidence he has obtained and examined and moved to be presented at the main 
hearing. Evidence which is submitted along with an indictment will be sufficient for a prelimi-
nary hearing judge to render a decision either confirming or dismissing all or some counts of an 
indictment.
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Evidence which supports charges in an indictment includes all types of evidence: transcripts of 
interrogation of a defendant, witnesses’ statements, findings and opinions of expert witnesses, 
seized objects, written documentation, official notes, sketches, estimates, analyses, photograp-
hic documentation, various audio-visual recordings, etc. It is not mentioned what this evidence 
which supports indictment allegations contains because a judge or a presiding judge can thus be 
prejudiced with regard to the relevance of certain pieces of evidence before the very trial in case 
it takes place. Namely, the judge or the panel may not have anything in the case file but an in-
dictment, a detention warrant and a warrant of further detention, evidence offered by the defen-
ce to be presented at the main hearing and a list of thus-incurred costs of criminal proceedings.

An indictment may cover more than one criminal charge or more than one suspect under the 
conditions which apply to the joinder of proceedings, so a potential issue of whether or not to 
join charges or parties is simply resolved at the stage of issuing of an indictment. This is the first 
optional element of an indictment.

A motion for detention is another optional element of an indictment. A motion to order deten-
tion may be put forward if a suspect is not in custody at the moment an indictment is brought. 
If he has been detained in custody, it may be proposed that his detention be extended or that he 
be released. Systematic interpretation of the Code leads to a conclusion that a decision on deten-
tion may be passed only after an indictment has been confirmed since the Code lays down three 
types of detention which can be ordered depending on the stage in the proceedings: in the cour-
se of an investigation, after the confirmation of an indictment, and after the service of judgment. 
Preliminary hearing judges are competent to issue detention warrants or order termination the-
reof, while pre-trial chambers are competent to issue warrants of further detention. However, the 
CPC of BD BiH has extended the scope of jurisdiction of preliminary hearing judges, analogous 
to the duties discharged by preliminary proceedings judges during the course of an investigation, 
so both preliminary proceedings judges and preliminary hearing judges have jurisdiction over 
ordering, terminating, or extending detention. This has further simplified and accelerated crimi-
nal proceedings since there is no need for a pre-trial chamber and another three judges to be in-
cluded in the preliminary proceedings.

Decision on an Indictment

A preliminary hearing judge will decide to confirm or dismiss all or some counts in an indic-
tment depending on its contents, i.e. whether or not there is one or more counts in the indic-
tment. Naturally, prior to that, a preliminary hearing judge has a duty to ascertain if the indic-
tment is correct from the technical aspect of law and if need be, call on a prosecutor to correct or 
amend it so that it could be acted thereon, advising him of the consequences of his failure to act 
accordingly (see Article 148). Prosecutor’s failure to act as requested by the Court in respect of 
correcting the indictment leads to its dismissal due to it not being completely or correctly drawn 
up. Likewise, a preliminary hearing judge ascertains if the Court has jurisdiction over the matter, 
if there are conditions to terminate investigation due to circumstances which preclude prosecu-
tion, and if the indictment has been duly drafted i.e. if it includes the statutory elements required 
under Article 227 of the BiH CPC. By taking this procedural action, he examines the indictment 
from the technical aspect of law.
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If a preliminary hearing judge denies all or some counts of an indictment, he is obligated to 
pass a ruling and submit it to a prosecutor. Prosecutors may file an appeal against a ruling de-
nying confirmation of all or some counts of the indictment within 24 hours and a court of se-
cond instance shall decide on the appeal within 72 hours. Such a legislative solution gives 
unnecessary precedence to prosecutors over defendants in two ways. Firstly, prosecutors are 
granted the right to appeal in case all or some counts in an indictment have not been confir-
med (Article 228, paragraph 2) and ultimately, the right to bring a new or amended indictment 
based on new evidence, which is then submitted for confirmation (Article 228, paragraph 6). 
In the course of a new decision making process on the indictment, prosecutors are once aga-
in entitled to appeal in case all or some counts in a new or amended indictment are dismissed! 
There are no rational reasons to support such a provision since prosecutors are specialised sta-
te authorities whose profession is to prosecute offenders and they do not require a double pro-
tection under the law in case of an error at this stage of criminal proceedings. The right to issue 
a new or amended indictment is sufficient, without the right to appeal against decisions ren-
dered by preliminary hearing judges. In addition, if the reform of criminal procedure legislati-
on aims to achieve efficiency and procedural equality of both the prosecution and the defence 
(the so-called equality of arms), why should criminal proceedings be slowed down by giving 
precedence to one of the parties? Prosecutors do not need such a “privilege” and its detrimen-
tal effects to the integrity of criminal proceedings are greater than procedural benefits reaped 
by prosecutors.

In terms of the law, counts of an indictment are individual and independent particulars of acts 
from which arise elements of a criminal offence or concurrent criminal offences or a continuing 
criminal offence. Decision on an indictment is rendered within eight days and in cases of more 
complex matters within 15 days from the date on which the indictment was filed with the Court, 
without summoning the parties and without them being present. This is the first examination of 
the facts cited in an indictment and it is performed ex officio by a preliminary hearing judge, its 
subject being indictment’s factual basis, its enacting clause, and the evidence submitted therewi-
th by the prosecutor. This procedural action offers an answer to the question whether or not the 
charges are substantiated by evidence gathered by the prosecutor in the course of his investiga-
tion. If the evidence substantiates the charges, then there are reasonable grounds to believe that 
the suspect committed the offence at the time and in the manner as charged in the indictment 
and so the indictment is confirmed.

In the course of confirmation process, a preliminary hearing judge analyses each count of an in-
dictment and evidence submitted by a prosecutor. Based on evidence annexed to the indictment, 
the preliminary hearing judge ascertains if the suspicion is well-grounded or not. Consequently, 
the principal and key elements in rendering a decision in a confirmation process is the eviden-
ce obtained and submitted by a prosecutor. Indictment confirmation is a procedural action whi-
ch essentially stands for a factual analysis of an indictment, a duty assigned to a preliminary hea-
ring judge, which is performed ex officio. Therefore, it is a judicial, legal, factual, and mandatory 
analysis of an indictment. Upon confirmation of an indictment, its factual analysis may not be 
carried out again, except in the course of evidentiary proceedings and delivery of judgment at 
the main hearing. The process of indictment confirmation is specific in cases of special procee-
dings. Consequently, during proceedings for issuing a criminal order, if a judge who decides 
thereon grants a motion to issue a criminal order, he will also confirm the indictment (Article 
336). Ultimately, in proceedings against mentally incompetent offenders, an indictment must be 
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confirmed so that a main hearing could be held in order to determine if the offender committed 
the crime in the state of diminished capacity. Naturally, the possibility of his guilty plea is exclu-
ded since mental competence is a prerequisite for guilt.

Following the confirmation of some or all counts of an indictment, a suspect becomes an accused 
person, which leads to restrictions with regard to certain rights or in other words, legal consequ-
ences of initiated proceedings (see Article 18). The law does not specify formal requirements for 
confirmation of indictments, for instance by a ruling or an order. The simplest way of confirma-
tion is to affix to the upper right corner of an indictment a judicial stamp which has indictment’s 
reference number, date of confirmation, and the name and signature of a preliminary hearing 
judge who has confirmed it. Such a form of indictment confirmation is applicable to indictments 
which have only one count or when all counts contained therein are confirmed. However, when 
an indictment has several counts and only some of them are confirmed while others are denied, 
their confirmation needs to be given in the form of a ruling. A single ruling is made on all the co-
unts in an indictment so that it can be clearly seen which counts have been confirmed and which 
have been denied. A confirmed indictment is served with the defendant and his defence attorney, 
if he has one, and if the defendant has not hired an attorney to defend him, one will be appoin-
ted providing the indictment has been brought for an offence punishable by imprisonment of 10 
years or more. Obviously, as a party to the proceedings, a prosecutor must be advised of a posi-
tive outcome of the decision making process with regard to the indictment in order to take fur-
ther steps in the course of the criminal proceedings. In effect, the Court will also serve the con-
firmed indictment on the prosecutor along with a summons to a hearing at which the defendant 
will enter his plea on all the counts contained in the confirmed indictment.

If a defendant is not remanded in custody, the indictment is served on him promptly, where-
as if he is held in remand, the indictment is served within 24 hours following its confirmation. 
Therefore, a confirmed indictment is always served immediately after its confirmation, but if a 
defendant is in custody, a preliminary hearing judge is bound to act thereon as a matter of par-
ticular urgency. In addition to being served with a confirmed indictment, the defendant is sum-
moned and notified by the preliminary hearing judge as follows: that he has 15 days from the 
date of the indictment service to file preliminary motions; that his plea hearing will be scheduled 
right after a ruling on his motions or after the deadline for filing preliminary motions has passed; 
as well as that at this hearing, he can state which evidence he intends to present at the main he-
aring. Preliminary motions are legal instruments which serve to assist in examination of indic-
tments, but only on the initiative of defendants and the defence, which is why they are of optio-
nal character. However, the term “preliminary motions” does not correspond to the contents, i.e. 
essence of this legal remedy since it serves to contest an indictment that has already taken effect, 
i.e. been confirmed. From the procedural perspective, those are essentially “subsequent motions” 
and by filing them, the defence can hardly achieve its ultimate aim, to secure that the prosecutor 
withdraws the charges and thus terminate criminal proceedings (see Article 232). Therefore, in 
order for it to be an effective legal remedy from the point of view of the defence, the right to its 
use should precede the procedure for confirmation of indictments. Apart from this, there is a qu-
estion whether or not the preliminary hearing judge is impartial when he rules on preliminary 
motions simply because he was the judge who confirmed the indictment and he has no proce-
dural options to alter his decision. Ultimately, the underpinning principle of equality of arms has 
once again been compromised since the defence enjoys the right to an ineffective judicial reli-
ef, filing of preliminary motions, whereas the prosecution enjoys the right to an effective judicial 
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relief against rulings by which all or some counts in an indictment are dismissed, and that is the 
right to an appeal.

The law provides prosecutors with a possibility to issue new or amended indictments after all or 
some of the counts have been dismissed. New or amended indictments must be based on new 
evidence since the previous ones were dismissed precisely because a preliminary hearing judge 
did not establish that the suspicion was well-founded. These new/amended indictments must be 
submitted for confirmation as opposed to indictments amended at the main hearing, which need 
not be confirmed (Article 275).

After a preliminary hearing judge has made a decision on preliminary motions against an indic-
tment or after the time limit for filing those motions has expired, a plea hearing is scheduled of 
which a defendant is notified when he is served with the indictment.

Entry of Plea

A defendant enters his plea before a preliminary hearing judge in the presence of a prosecutor and 
his defence attorney if he has selected one or if one has been appointed to him under the terms pres-
cribed by the law. His plea is entered into the record, i.e. this procedural action is recorded using au-
dio recording equipment. Previously, the defendant is advised of all the potential procedural con-
sequences of his guilty plea, which are enumerated in Article 230 of the BiH CPC and which play 
a decisive role in accepting his plea of guilty at a hearing at which his guilty plea is deliberated on 
and adjudicated. This is the first time a defendant appears before the Court in person since crimi-
nal proceedings against him have commenced, providing he is out on pre-trial release. Namely, if in 
the course of an investigation an order was issued to detain a defendant, he should be brought be-
fore a preliminary proceedings judge prior to the issuing of a detention warrant in order to make a 
statement about the prosecutor’s motion, give his arguments and contest the legality of the motion 
to detain, the so-called habeas corpus (see: Article 5, paragraph 3 of the ECHR). If a defendant re-
fuses to plead, it is absolutely assumed that he pleads not guilty or denies his guilt, which is entered 
on the record. This means that defendant’s right not to present his defence can be exercised at any 
stage of criminal proceedings, even at the stage of indictment procedure.

If a defendant enters a plea of guilty (guilty plea), a preliminary hearing judge refers, transfers the 
case to a judge or a panel for a hearing to be scheduled in order to determine if the conditions re-
ferred to in Article 230 of the Code have been met. The Code does not define a deadline by which 
the preliminary hearing judge must proceed accordingly, but it is obvious that the action must be 
taken promptly. The most common reasons which lead to defendant’s decision to plead guilty in-
clude prosecution’s solid evidence and the fact that pleading guilty is as a rule considered a mitiga-
ting circumstance during sentencing. If an indictment covers more than one defendant, and one or 
more of them (but not all) plead(s) guilty, criminal proceedings may be severed in respect of such 
persons. With regard to the defendants who have pleaded guilty, the procedure for delivering a jud-
gment without holding the main trial continues if the Court accepts their guilty pleas. Regular cri-
minal proceedings will continue against the defendants who have pleaded not guilty or whose gu-
ilty pleas have been rejected by the Court. As opposed to this, if only one defendant should plea 
guilty only on some counts in an indictment, it is not opportune to sever the proceedings for se-
veral reasons. In the first place, proceedings are not thus accelerated, but instead slowed down and 
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made more complex, which is not an intention of the guilty plea. Apart from this, defendant’s rights 
to a trial without delay as well as the Criminal Code may be violated to the prejudice of such a de-
fendant. Namely, two proceedings against the same defendant would be under way in parallel, whi-
le criminal sanction imposed on him would be independent and provisions governing single pe-
nalties for concurrent offences could not be applied to them. Whether the case file or a guilty plea 
are referred to a judge sitting alone or to a panel depends on the statutory penalty prescribed for the 
most serious offence cited in an indictment based on which the composition of the Court is defi-
ned. In the Brcko District, preliminary hearing judges deliberate on guilty plea statements and in 
this manner, the solution laid down by the lawmaker for deliberation on plea agreements at the sta-
ge of indictment procedure has been adopted (see Article 231), which is an optimal solution from 
the perspective of efficiency and economy of criminal proceedings. Also, such a legislative soluti-
on is in line with the principle of legality underlying Article 2, paragraph 3 of the BiH CPC since a 
criminal sanction may be imposed on an offender only by the competent Court in the proceedin-
gs conducted pursuant to the Code, unless otherwise provided for therein. The Code precisely pro-
vides that defendant’s entering of guilty plea and deliberation thereon, as well as the sentencing he-
aring are under the jurisdiction of one judge, and that is the preliminary hearing judge, not a new 
judge sitting alone or even a panel composed of three new judges.

The original plea of not guilty is not considered in the process of sentencing in two cases. Firstly, 
the defendant does not change his original plea of not guilty and after the main hearing he is fo-
und guilty, and secondly, in the course of the evidentiary proceedings, the defendant changes his 
original plea of not guilty and subsequently enters a guilty plea. Such a ban pertains primarily to 
the Court and prevents it from using defendant’s prior plea of not guilty to his prejudice when 
deliberating on his sentence. Pleading not guilty is an integral part of defendant’s right to a de-
fence and it may not be denied.

If a defendant enters a plea of not guilty (not guilty plea) and after his plea has been entered on the 
record, a preliminary hearing judge refers the case to a judge or a panel who have been assigned to 
the case in order for a main hearing to be scheduled within 30 days from the date on which the de-
fendant entered his plea. Exceptionally, this time limit may be extended by additional 30 days at the 
motion of an interested party, most commonly the defendant and his attorney, for the purpose of 
preparing a defence. The Code does not stipulate a deadline by which a case should be referred to a 
judge or a panel, but it is expected that it is done promptly, immediately after defendant’s plea of not 
guilty has been put on the record. Similarly, if his guilty plea has been rejected, the case is also re-
ferred to a judge or a panel since in that event, a main hearing or a trial will be held. It is necessary 
that preliminary hearing judges should act with urgency when undertaking the above-mentioned 
procedural actions so that the Court would have enough time to deliver a first-instance judgment 
in all the matters in which detention has been extended or ordered after the issuing of indictments.

Deliberation on the Guilty Plea

When deliberating on a guilty plea, a judge or a panel will examine several cumulatively defined 
elements. Firstly, whether or not the plea was entered voluntarily, knowingly, and with under-
standing, which means that it must be complete and unequivocal, issued knowingly and without 
any doubts with regard to defendant’s competence. It also means that guilty pleas which are in-
complete, partial, disputable and equivocal should be rejected. Likewise, a guilty plea may not be 
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the result of a threat, duress, ignorance, misunderstanding, permanent or temporary mental dis-
order, nor may it be conditional on anything, etc. The above facts only confirm that it is required 
that a defence attorney be present when this procedural action is undertaken so that defendant’s 
rights are safeguarded. In view of that, if a defendant has not retained a counsel, the Court will in 
each particular case ascertain whether or not statutory conditions for assigning an attorney for 
the defence have been fulfilled: complexity of the case, defendant’s mental state, the interests of 
justice and fairness. Otherwise, the Court is exposed to a danger of violating defendant’s right to 
a defence and thus substantially violating criminal procedure rules.

A defendant is also advised of potential consequences of his guilty plea which are certain to take 
place. It is particularly examined if he has understood that by pleading guilty he waives his right to 
a trial, i.e. all of the rights in connection with the main hearing and evidentiary proceedings or the 
regular criminal proceedings. Also, other consequences stipulated under the Code are mentioned: 
imposition of an appropriate criminal sanction, seizure of object(s), confiscation of proceeds, awar-
ding a restitution claim, obligation to pay the costs of the criminal proceedings, etc. With regard to 
potential consequences of a guilty plea, they also include facts connected with the character of fu-
ture criminal proceedings. Namely, a defendant must be informed that the entire proceedings en-
tail only a sentencing hearing and that by pleading guilty he virtually renounces his right to a trial. 
Consequently, the defendant is advised in detail and officially of all the consequences of his guilty 
plea and circumstances connected with this institute: whether or not he has sufficient time to pre-
pare his defence, whether or not he has been given an opportunity to select a defence attorney from 
the roster of lawyers prior to having been assigned an attorney in cases of mandatory defence or in-
digent persons. It is judged based on all those circumstances if the guilty plea has been issued volun-
tarily, knowingly, and with full understanding and without violation of the right to a defence. Thus, 
defendant’s plea of guilty and acceptance of such a plea by the Court will result in the conclusion of 
criminal proceedings without a main hearing, whereby the proceedings are concluded in a simple 
and efficient manner since they are limited to a sentencing hearing.

Then, the Court examines if there is sufficient evidence to support defendant’s guilt. This re-
fers to defendant’s guilt for a criminal offence committed in terms of Article 36 of the BiH CPC. 
Practically, defendant’s mens rea is established based on evidence submitted by the prosecutor 
to the preliminary hearing judge together with the indictment as well as based on the contents 
of defendant’s guilty plea done in writing, which is examined by the Court. Consequently, it is 
ascertained whether or not there are grounds which exclude defendant’s guilt because criminal 
sanctions may be imposed only on a competent offender who perpetrated a crime with intent 
or by negligence if thus expressly prescribed under the law. If the quality of evidence submitted 
with the indictment does not confirm that the defendant was precisely the person who perpetra-
ted the offence, his guilty plea will be rejected.

The parties may not submit a plea agreement to the Court before deliberation on a guilty plea beca-
use Article 231, paragraph 2 of the BiH CPC forbids conclusion of a plea agreement if a defendant 
has entered a guilty plea at a plea hearing. However, a plea agreement is a procedural institute which 
represents a procedural situation more favourable and safe for a defendant. Advantages which the 
institute of plea agreement brings to a defendant are obvious due to the fact that the type and extent 
of a criminal sanction which is imposed based on a plea agreement and which cannot be appealed 
are certain. Thus, taking into account defendant’s interest, the defence is entitled to deny his guilt on 
any grounds at a plea hearing so that the Court would reject the guilty plea. Thereafter, the defence 
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is given a procedural option of drawing up and submitting a plea agreement to a judge sitting alo-
ne or to a panel assigned to the case so that a main hearing would be scheduled. In case the Court 
accepts a guilty plea, defendant’s plea is put on the record and the Court immediately proceeds to 
hold a sentencing hearing. A sentencing hearing is conducted by a judge sitting alone or by a panel 
who deliberated on the guilty plea and accepted it. Sentencing hearings deal solely with the eviden-
ce which pertains to a decision on a penalty and mitigating and aggravating circumstances on whi-
ch it depends if the sentence will be more severe or lighter. Thus, the purpose of this institute can 
be found in the fact that Court’s decision to accept a guilty plea is final, that it may not be appealed 
or that it is not subject to a review or change at a sentencing hearing. Understandably enough, jud-
gments based on accepted guilty pleas may be appealed on grounds of the criminal sanction impo-
sed, although appeals on other grounds are not excluded either. However, due to the nature of this 
procedural institute, chances of success of appeals filed on other grounds as a rule are not great be-
cause at an earlier stage the defendant had expressly waived his right to a trial.

In case the Court rejects a guilty plea, the parties and the defence attorney are informed accor-
dingly and the rejection is put on the record. A decision to reject a guilty plea may not be appe-
aled. The Court concludes the procedure for deliberation on the guilty plea with this procedural 
action and the regular criminal proceedings are continued in accordance with the law. Naturally, 
the guilty plea may not be used as evidence in the criminal proceedings so the records of the en-
try of guilty plea and deliberation thereon are kept and preserved in a special envelope in the case 
file of the preliminary hearing judge. Those records may not be included in an annex to the in-
dictment or in the case file which is submitted to a judge or a panel so that a main hearing would 
be scheduled. In practice, an accompanying document is submitted to the Court in the form of 
a notification about the date on which procedure for deliberation on the guilty plea is concluded 
because the time limit for scheduling the main hearing starts to expire on that date. By analogy, 
this procedural action is also taken when plea agreements are dismissed.

We would like to recall that under the CPC of BD BiH, deliberation on a guilty plea and a senten-
cing hearing are within the jurisdiction of a preliminary hearing judge, which has simplified and 
accelerated the criminal proceedings in several ways since all procedural actions are performed by a 
single judge without unnecessarily referring the case to a new judge sitting alone or to a new panel.

The principal characteristic of this procedural action and an efficient model for concluding cri-
minal proceedings is a total lack of evidentiary proceedings and proceeding to hold a sentencing 
hearing. Guilty pleas are not limited by the type and seriousness of a crime, category to which a 
defendant who enters his plea belongs, nor by the type of Court before which criminal procee-
dings are conducted. Statistical data show that more than half the criminal cases in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina are disposed of by applying guilty pleas, plea agreements, and criminal orders, of 
which 10% of cases are concluded by applying the guilty plea.

Conclusion

Confirmation of an indictment and guilty pleas are simplified forms of procedure as well as man-
datory procedural actions whose introduction into criminal proceedings conducted in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina has met all the expectations from the aspect of efficiency and economy of cri-
minal proceedings and the right to a trial within a reasonable time.
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1.  Preliminary Remarks

The last decade could be described, in terms of laws governing criminal procedure, as a decade 
of reforms in a number of countries in Continental Europe. It was characterised by dynamic de-
velopment and legislative interventions which led towards the acceleration of criminal procee-
dings, dispensing with formalities when resolving criminal matters, and adoption of certain in-
stitutes of the common law system, along with necessary modifications to suit the mixed model 
of criminal procedure. The mixed model of criminal procedure has come under a barrage of cri-
ticism for being markedly formal, rigid and inefficient. The Council of Europe has had a key role 
in the adoption of various forms of proceedings since its Recommendation P(87)18 underlines 
the need for simplification of criminal proceedings which should be simple and expeditious and 
that a defendant who pleads guilty to a crime should not be uncertain for a long time about what 
his sentence would be.3 A comparative analysis of criminal procedure models used in several 
European (Germany, Italy, France, Norway, and the Netherlands) and Balkan countries (Serbia, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia) preceded various solutions included in the CPC of Macedonia 
by which proceedings were accelerated.4 The most recent solutions introduced into the Criminal 
Procedure Code of Macedonia have remodelled several of its procedural instruments; this has 
redefined the roles fulfilled by the parties to proceedings and a defence attorney and emphasi-
sed the importance of the initiative taken by the parties in criminal proceedings as a possibility 
to avoid regular criminal proceedings and achieve a more rational and effective system of crimi-
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nal justice which it entails. It should be stresses that the plea bargaining process has profound si-
gnificance as an expression of the so-called negotiated criminal justice.5 

The comparative analysis which preceded these new provisions on plea bargaining, in addition 
to the rules and laws of the countries which uphold the common law tradition, namely the USA 
and the UK, encompassed as well the legal systems of Italy, Germany, France, Croatia and Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, as those European countries whose systems of criminal procedure are hybrid, 
combined with the institutes of the common law.6 The analysis indicated that the traditional con-
tinental criminal procedure was being combined more and more with the institutes and forms of 
common law with the following aims: unburdening the regular criminal proceedings; avoiding 
unnecessary delays; dispensing with formalities in the regular proceedings and procedural acti-
ons; stressing the importance of party’s initiative under the conditions set out by the law; impro-
ving the position of the injured party; introducing new possibilities for alternative and out of co-
urt settlement of cases. Considering the aims and the course of the reform, it can be concluded 
that the traditional form of mixed procedure has been going out of practice slowly, yet certainly, 
and that it has been more frequently combined with the institutes of common law and models of 
negotiated criminal justice.

2. Characteristics of Plea Bargaining 

Macedonian lawmakers have accepted a legislative concept which is used in some European co-
untries and which provides for a sentencing procedure based on negotiations between the par-
ties during investigative proceedings. Such a solution can be found both in Italian (patteggia-
mento) and French (plaider coupable) legal systems.7 Following the Italian model for rendering 
judgments based on motions by the parties (patteggiamento), Macedonian lawmakers adopted 
a procedure for rendering judgments based on plea agreements between public prosecutors and 
defendants during investigative proceedings. 

Plea bargaining is precisely one of the methods which provides for the demonstration of parties’ 
initiative and consent, optimal use of financial and human resources, and leads to economic ef-
ficiency. There is a noticeable difference between motives for plea negotiations in the countries 
which follow the common law tradition and those in Continental Europe. The US model inclu-
des charge bargaining, which has an impact on the scope of an indictment (counts in an indic-
tment, particulars of the offences, legal classification of the offences), whereas the model of plea 
bargaining which has been adopted in Europe pertains to the type and duration of criminal san-
ctions, which is known as sentence bargaining; also, legislative systems differ among themselves 
with regard to the participation of judges in the process of plea bargaining. The legal tradition of 
Continental Europe, due to its dominant principle of legality, precludes something that is frequ-
ently used in common law countries – namely, it precludes plea bargaining from developing in 
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practice first, and only then being legislated. For instance, plea bargaining had been used in the 
UK for a long time, whereas it was introduced into its legislation only in 1996.

The concept is framed upon the Recommendation R(87)18, which allows the Court to render 
a decision even without conducting investigative proceedings, but after having heard the parti-
es in respect of a plea agreement. Namely, a judge must have an opportunity to examine if a de-
fendant is aware of plea agreement’s import and its consequences, then to ascertain the circum-
stances of the case based on available evidence which pertains to the facts of the case, as well as 
to assess offender’s personality.

Provisions of the new CPC have introduced the concept of sentence bargaining between a pu-
blic prosecutor and a defendant, but not the concept of charge bargaining. Namely, in an order 
to conduct investigation, a public prosecutor is obligated to provide particulars and legal classifi-
cation of the offences which should be investigated. Plea bargaining is possible with regard to all 
or some criminal offences cited in the order and all or some suspects can enter into plea barga-
in negotiations. What this means is that an order to conduct investigation and the subject matter 
of plea agreement do not need to correspond precisely to each other either in terms of offences 
(charges) or in terms of defendants. However, the limits of the subjective and objective identity 
may not be crossed – a prosecutor may not negotiate on a sentence to be imposed on a person 
who is not mentioned in the order or for an offence which in not mentioned therein. The subject 
matter of a plea agreement includes the type and duration of a penalty. In respect of penalty whi-
ch may be stipulated in a plea agreement, a prosecutor must take into account the limits set in the 
Criminal Code as well as requirements prescribed for mitigation of a sentence.

The final document of plea bargaining is a draft plea agreement. The term was selected since it is 
not an agreement out of which arise any legal consequences. Although it is signed by the parties 
and a defence attorney, a draft plea agreement does not constitute a title of execution, nor do the 
doctrines ne bis in idem and res Judicata apply to it. A signed draft plea agreement is a document 
made in writing which gives grounds for beginning procedure for assessing the subject matter of 
the agreement by the Court. The subject matter of such a draft plea agreement will have legal ef-
fect only when it is included in the operative part of a judgment of conviction which the Court 
has passed based on the accepted draft plea agreement. Under the provisions of the CPC, a draft 
plea agreement has several elements, which could be divided into three sections. The first secti-
on contains information about the parties and a defence attorney, particulars of the offence on 
which the parties negotiated and its legal classification pursuant to the provisions of the Criminal 
Code. These elements are not the subject matter of plea bargaining, which is why they could be 
regarded as the so-called introduction of a draft plea agreement. The main section of a draft plea 
agreement contains the subject matter thereof, namely a proposed sentence, its type, duration 
and form, the amount of a restitution claim (providing the defence has consented to including 
the restitution claim into the plea agreement), suspect’s statement that he knowingly and volun-
tarily accepts the draft plea agreement and parties’ statement by which they waive their right to 
file an appeal in case the draft plea agreement is accepted and the Court delivers a judgment ba-
sed thereon. The third section of a draft plea agreement contains the costs of proceedings and the 
manner in which they will be covered, parties’ and defence attorney’s signatures, date and place 
of concluding the draft agreement.
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Only the provisions on plea bargaining which can be found in the CPC of Macedonia impli-
citly include the injured party. Namely, the injured party does not participate in plea bargaining. 
Taking into account interests of the injured party, a prosecutor is bound to obtain a written state-
ment from him. Namely, the prosecutor must inform the injured part that plea bargain discussi-
ons with a suspect are under way and that the injured party may put forward a restitution claim 
in writing. The injured party should be advised that his restitution claim may, but does not have 
to be, the subject matter of plea bargaining. Namely, it depends on the defence whether or not a 
restitution claim will be the subject matter of a plea agreement. Nevertheless, the injured party 
is not left without judicial relief and in cases when his claim is not included in a plea agreement, 
he may bring a civil action for indemnification after receiving a judgment based on a plea agree-
ment between the parties.

Plea bargaining allows that a mutually acceptable outcome of criminal proceedings is achieved as 
early as at the stage of an investigation. In cases which are prosecuted ex officio, public prosecu-
tors have the right and duty to decide whether or not there are reasons which can justify ente-
ring into plea bargain negotiations with a defendant under the conditions stipulated by the CPC. 
Both the prosecutor and the defence may initiate plea negotiations. Namely, the defence (a de-
fendant and his defence attorney) may initiate plea bargain negotiations if they deem negotiati-
ons are opportune in the light of the circumstances of their case. What is new is that a judgment 
based on a plea bargain may be rendered as early as in the course of investigative proceedings. 
A preliminary proceedings judge has powers to such an end and such a solution greatly expedi-
tes criminal proceedings.

Having deemed that evidence is the factor that influences plea bargaining and not the severity of 
a criminal offence, the Macedonian legislators decided not to restrict that process with regard to 
statutory sentences. In this respect, each and every criminal offence may be subject to plea barga-
in negotiations. A guilty plea is not a prerequisite for the beginning of plea bargaining negotiati-
ons during investigative proceedings. A draft plea agreement is an expression of consent of both 
parties, not only one of them, and it must include a proposed sentence, whose type and duration 
must be within the scope prescribed by the law for each specific criminal offence, but not below 
the limits for sentence mitigation provided for in the Criminal Code.

In order to ensure that plea bargaining is realistic and fair, the Macedonian lawmakers have bro-
adened the scope of mandatory defence – defence attorney’s presence during plea bargain dis-
cussions is mandatory from the very beginning of the process. The aim of this is to safeguard 
defendant’s rights, which also entails complying with the principle of equality of arms and con-
sequently preventing a defendant from participating in negotiations on his own since he is usu-
ally a lay person and is not aware which penalty is realistic and which facts of a criminal case can 
be used in plea bargaining. Thus, the defendant is provided with legal representation to assist him 
when assessing if his participation in plea negotiations is opportune and justified.

Given that plea bargaining is defined as a negotiation process between a prosecutor and the de-
fence (a defendant and his defence attorney), the court may not participate in such negotiations. 
Namely, lawmaker’s position according to which a judge may not participate in plea bargain dis-
cussions is expressly singled out. The purpose of such a ban is to curb the influence of the Court 
with regard to the selection of the type and duration of a sentence, as well as to stress the role 
of the parties in the plea bargain process. Since judges do not participate in the plea bargaining 
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process, they have no information about its course. A judge can only examine a draft plea agree-
ment with which he is provided by the prosecutor. After receiving a draft plea agreement, the 
Court fulfils its true role by making an assessment of the agreement. A preliminary proceedin-
gs judge has a duty to examine a submitted draft plea agreement at a special hearing of which a 
record is made. This conforms with the spirit of the Recommendation made by the Council of 
Europe, which stipulates that evaluation of plea agreements must take place at a public hearing 
and in the presence of both parties and that a judge must not rule on a draft plea agreement wi-
thout having an opportunity to examine its contents, ask a defendant some control questions to 
make sure that he is aware of the consequences of the agreement, that he voluntarily entered into 
it, and that he has not erred in his judgment of the contents and effects of the agreement. At the 
same time, the judge must examine if the defendant is aware of the consequences with regard to 
the restitution claim and costs of criminal proceedings. It is the duty of a preliminary hearing 
judge to advise the parties that they may withdraw from a submitted agreement before the Court 
commences its evaluation, as well as that court’s acceptance of the agreement and rendering of 
a judgment based thereon implies that the parties have waived their right to appeal. These facts 
are known to the parties since they are included in the very agreement, but the judge neverthele-
ss has a duty to verify them before ruling on the agreement.

Either party is entitled to expressly withdraw from a submitted agreement by stating at the hea-
ring that they are withdrawing therefrom or by notifying the judge in writing that they are wi-
thdrawing from the submitted agreement. If it should happen that in the course of the hearing 
either party expresses doubts about the penalty proposed in the agreement and belief that the pe-
nalty could be stricter (the prosecutor) or lighter (the defence), this shall be construed as the wit-
hdrawal of the agreement and the judge shall discontinue further plea bargaining procedure. The 
Macedonian lawmakers have decided not to introduce any restrictions with regard to the num-
ber of draft plea agreements which the parties may submit to a judge. Namely, the parties may 
withdraw from a draft plea agreement, only to submit a new one to a preliminary proceedings 
judge who is bound to act as if the previous agreement never existed. This implies that plea nego-
tiations are completely in the hands of the parties.

The role fulfilled by a judge is the most prominent when it comes to the evaluation of a draft plea 
agreement. He will issue a ruling dismissing a draft agreement in case either of the parties wit-
hdraws from a plea bargain or proposes a different sentence from the one stipulated under the 
draft agreement. However, when examining a draft plea agreement, a preliminary proceedings 
judge should assess the quantity and quality of submitted evidence with regard to the facts of the 
case, irrefutable evidence with regard to defendant’s guilt and evidence relevant to the selection 
and meting out of a sentence. The judge will issue a ruling dismissing the draft plea agreement in 
case he finds that it does not justify passing a judgment on account of questionable or incomple-
te evidence or if he is not satisfied that the defendant is guilty or if he finds that from the eviden-
ce obtained he cannot judge if the proposed sentence is legal and justified. Consequently, a draft 
plea agreement is dependant on the will of the parties, while a decision on its acceptance falls un-
der the purview of the judge. In the event a judge makes a ruling by which he dismisses a draft 
plea agreement, he has a duty to return all the files to a public prosecutor, whereas the hearing re-
cord and the draft plea agreement made in writing may not be used any further in the criminal 
proceedings; they are removed from the case file and kept in a separately sealed envelope. In the 
event a preliminary proceedings judge decides to accept a draft plea agreement, he will deliver a 
judgment based thereon, by which he may not impose any other sentence than the one proposed 
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in the agreement. It shall include all the elements of a judgment of conviction, it will be made pu-
blic directly after it has been rendered and it is drafted within three days. The judgment is imme-
diately served on the public prosecutor, the defendant and his defence attorney. Not to forget the 
injured party, a copy of the judgment is delivered to him as well, so that he could exercise his ri-
ght in a civil action in cases when he is not satisfied with the result of the judgment which perta-
ins to his restitution claim. Such a judgment is the judgment on merits, it is final and enforceable. 
It is thus provided that criminal proceedings can be ended as early as at the investigation stage.

According to the Recommendation of the Council of Europe, legislators must ensure that guilty 
pleas are entered at a public hearing and that judges have an opportunity to verify if defendants 
truly accept their guilt and if they are aware of the consequences of a guilty plea. Under the CPC 
of Macedonia, plea bargaining can also take place at the stage of examination of an indictment, 
but a prerequisite for this is that a defendant has expressly pleaded guilty. A defendant can plead 
guilty to all or some of the counts in an indictment. Similarly, a guilty plea may be entered by one 
of the suspects against whom a single indictment has been brought (not all of them have to ple-
ad guilty). Defendants may plead guilty in two ways. Upon receiving an indictment, the defence 
has 8 days to notify a judge or an indictment panel that a suspect is ready to enter a guilty plea. In 
such cases, a competent judicial authority sets a hearing date. The purpose of holding a hearing 
is that a judge or a panel should assess the veracity of a guilty plea, whether or not it was issued 
voluntarily and whether or not the suspect is aware of the fact that the proceedings will end by 
rendering a judgment at the stage of the indictment examination and if that is his intention. If a 
guilty plea is not accepted, the hearing proceeds to examination of the indictment and the guil-
ty plea and a record thereof are separated from the case file and kept in a separate envelope not 
to be used in further proceedings. If a guilty plea is accepted, the judge or the panel do not make 
any particular decision but instead, they adjourn a hearing for a period of 15 days. The parties 
then have 15 days to negotiate and submit a draft plea agreement. Another way entails pleading 
guilty at a hearing at which the indictment is examined. Upon entry of a plea of guilty, providing 
it is accepted, proceedings are conducted in the same manner as when a guilty plea is accepted in 
the previous case. If the public prosecutor and the suspect file a draft plea agreement in the form 
prescribed by the law at the hearing continuing after the adjournment, the judge or the indic-
tment panel must assess if the draft plea agreement is well-founded: if it is deemed inadmissible, 
the judge or the indictment panel will issue a ruling denying the draft agreement and proceed to 
the examination of the indictment. A draft plea agreement which has been denied may not be 
used as evidence in the following stages of criminal proceedings, which is why it is placed in a se-
aled envelope and separated from the case file. If a draft plea agreement is found admissible, the 
judge or the indictment panel shall make a judgment by accordingly applying provisions which 
govern the rendering of judgments based on agreements between public prosecutors and defen-
dants at the investigation stage; if a guilty plea and a draft plea agreement pertain only to some 
offences cited in an indictment, the judge or the indictment panel shall assess if the indictment is 
well-founded only with regard to its segment which is not included in the draft plea agreement. 
This implies that plea negotiations which take place during the examination of an indictment are 
substantially different from plea bargain negotiations which are conducted in the course of an in-
vestigation. Namely, during the examination of an indictment, only the defence may initiate plea 
negotiations, not the prosecution. A plea bargaining process is limited in terms of its duration 
and it may last only 15 days. Unsuccessful plea negotiations may not be resumed. If efforts at plea 
bargaining have failed and the parties do not submit a draft plea agreement to the Court, procee-
dings will continue by examination of the indictment. With regard to the role of the Court, the 
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same does not apply. Namely, in order for plea bargaining to begin, the Court must first evaluate 
and accept a guilty plea, after which it will assess a draft plea agreement.

A plea of guilty may be entered latest at the first hearing in a trial. It needs to be pointed out that 
there can be no plea bargaining or submission of a draft plea agreement during the main hea-
ring and that instead, a guilty plea constitutes grounds for limiting evidentiary proceedings to 
presenting evidence relevant to the type and duration of a sentence. A plea of guilty is entered at 
the main hearing after the parties have made their opening statements, but before the commen-
cement of evidentiary proceedings. At the same time, a presiding judge will call on a defendant 
to make a statement with regard to the counts in the indictment and the defendant may, irres-
pective of the nature and seriousness of the offence for which he is being tried, voluntarily enter 
a guilty plea for one or more counts in the indictment. The presiding judge has a duty to exami-
ne whether or not defendant’s plea is voluntary and whether or not his is aware of the legal con-
sequences of his guilty plea, of the consequences in connection with a restitution claim and co-
sts of the proceedings. If the Court finds that the plea is well-founded, it will inform so those who 
are in attendance, enter it into a trial record and the main hearing will proceed to the presentati-
on of evidence relevant to the sentence. Otherwise, the Court will put on the record that the plea 
has not been accepted and the main hearing will proceed as usual, whereas the plea may not be 
used as evidence in evidentiary proceedings. A defendant may not appeal against a judgment on 
the grounds of erroneous finding of facts if it has been passed based on an accepted plea of guilty. 
Provisions pertaining to guilty pleas which are entered at the main hearing have made procedu-
ral actions which are part of the main hearing more efficient. In this case, the focus of the main 
hearing is shifted not on deliberation about the issues concerning the establishment of guilt, cri-
minal liability, and facts of the case, but on the presentation of evidence which supports the im-
position of an appropriate penalty and deciding on the type and duration thereof.

Provisions which pertain to guilty pleas entered in the course of the main hearing which is part 
of the regular criminal proceedings are accordingly applied in the course of the hearing in sum-
mary proceedings conducted by a single judge. What this implies is that it is not possible to sign 
a plea agreement during summary proceedings, but it is only provided that a defendant is enti-
tled to enter a guilty plea whose acceptance leads towards the presentation of evidence relevant 
to the sentence.

3. Parties’ Roles in Plea Bargaining

Given the fact that plea bargaining is a novelty in the Criminal Procedure Code of  Macedonia 
and for the purpose of understanding more clearly its meaning and achieving projected results 
in practice, we can briefly summarize the role of the parties.

Prosecutor. Since he is a dominus litis of the investigative proceedings and since the defence is no-
tified of investigation results rather late in the process, it is to be expected that the prosecutor will 
initiate plea negotiations. This is in conformity with prosecutor’s authority to decide on the met-
hod of criminal prosecution based on his discretionary powers. In the US, the said prosecutor’s role 
is referred to as criminal prosecution management – it enables him to manage efficiently the sco-
pe of criminal cases which he will prosecute considering the total number of cases, their com-
plexity, financial resources and staff which are available to him, protection of public interest, etc; 
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in addition to his powers with regard to the launching of criminal investigation, the prosecu-
tor selects a method of prosecution, and one of those methods is entering into plea negotiations 
with a defendant instead of initiating and conducting regular criminal proceedings, by applying 
the principle of prosecutorial discretion and opting not to bring criminal prosecution when thus 
provided for in the statute. Considering the powers given to prosecutors in the course of plea bar-
gaining, their role becomes similar to the role of a trier of facts since plea bargaining entails an 
agreement on the facts of the case which is made based on the available body of evidence. At the 
same time, the prosecutor should take into account both offender’s interests and the wider pu-
blic interest which is to prosecute offenders.8 Prosecutors fulfil the said role in those legal systems 
which have adopted some form of prosecutorial discretion.9 

A prosecutor should be proactive and flexible in the course of plea bargaining, but at the same 
time he should consider the legality of actions and of the proposed sentence. His role as the one 
who guarantees and safeguards the legality is very important. In this respect, the prosecutor con-
siders the quality of evidence and its evidentiary value and based on his judgment, he decides to 
initiate plea negotiations. In practice, a prosecutor needs to decide which sentence he will propo-
se in view of the circumstances of each specific case. In doing so, he should be guided by the rele-
vant case law concerning the criminal offence in question and the penalty which would be impo-
sed on a defendant if regular criminal proceedings were conducted against him. At the level of a 
public prosecutor’s office there should be an /established/ manner of proposing sentences, general 
guidelines and standards to help prosecutors make the right decisions, while taking into account 
the provisions on mitigation of sentences contained in the Criminal Code. It will not be possible 
to implement in Macedonia a common law practice - the so-called bargaining tactics – when in 
order to win the best possible position for negotiations, a prosecutor is allowed to pursue a stra-
tegy of bringing too extensive charges horizontally, by increasing the number of criminal offen-
ces with which a defendant is charged, or a strategy of bringing too extensive charges vertically, 
by stating in the indictment (classifying the act as) a more serious form of the criminal offence 
instead of the less serious one; this entails a risk of the defence hindering the prosecutor’s strate-
gy based on the quality of evidence which he uses to support the indictment and in cases of fa-
iled plea bargain attempts, prosecutors must issue realistic indictments since jury trials do not 
tolerate any unrealistic indictment strategies. Prosecutor’s authority to propose and decide on a 
sentence in the US is also referred to as the role of a direct creator of the law since in view of the 
common law system (case law), prosecutors’ decisions may have considerable influence on simi-
lar criminal cases in the future.10   

Defence Attorney. The role of a defence attorney entails his professional representation of a defen-
dant as his legal counsel, as well as use of objective and adequate judgment which is solely focused 
on looking after the interests of the defendant. A defence attorney must examine the evidence and 
assess if it in the defendant’s interest to enter into plea negotiations initiated by the prosecution or 

8 Alshuler,TheProsecutor’sRole inPleaBargaining,The University of Chicago Law Review,Vol.36,No.1. (Autumn,1968),pp.50-112;
McConville,Mike,PleaBargaining:EthicsandPolitics,pp.562-587,JournalofLawandSociety,Vol.25,No.4,1998,p.572;Hudson
Barbara,BramhallGaynor,Assessing the“Other”,Constructionsof‘Asianness’ inRiskAssessmentsbyProbationOfficers,45British
JournalofCriminology,September2005,pp.721-749

9 Yue,Ma,ProsecutorialDiscretionandPleaBargainingintheUSA,Germany,FranceandItaly:AComparativePerspective,International
CriminalJusticeReview,2002,pp.12and22

10 Mather,LynnM,Pleabargainingortrial?ТheProcessofCriminal-CaseDisposition,Lexington,Mass.(etc.),TeakfieldLtd,1979,p.142;
HeumannMilton,PleaBargaining:TheExperiencesofProsecutors,JudgesandDefenseAttorneys,UniversityofChicagoPress,1978,p.
107.ForFrenchcriminalprocedure,see:Dervieux,Valerie,TheFrenchSystem,inEuropeanCriminalProcedures,Ed.by,Delmas-Marty,
MirreilleandSpencer,J.R.,CambridgeUniversityPress,2002
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it would serve the interests of the defence to initiate plea bargaining. Defence attorneys should be 
experienced and versed in criminal policy of the courts in order to be able to judge which sentence 
is acceptable in a given case. Since a defence attorney must be present at plea negotiations from the 
very beginning of that process, it can be inferred that such procedure is fair and that defendant’s in-
terests have been adequately represented. This is only an assumption which can be challenged, pro-
bably in cases of some defence counsels appointed ex officio. Namely, an unfair practice has come 
to light, when defence attorneys, probably due to the sheer volume of work or pure conformism, for 
the purpose of resolving cases more easily and quickly, encourage defendants to accept plea agree-
ments with prosecutors.11 Similar shortcomings of the plea bargain process can also be found in 
Italy.12 This problem can be overcome by imposing an obligation that the defendant himself must be 
present during the plea bargaining process in which case his attorney shall be under a moral obliga-
tion to represent his interests in the most adequate manner. The role of defence attorneys in the US 
is defined by a number of documents issued by the American Bar Association.13 An opinion can be 
found in literature which comes from the US according to which, except for motives which are of 
financial nature, a defence attorney may also pressure a defendant to accept a plea bargain becau-
se there is a prior contract between him and a prosecutor under which the latter will give preferen-
tial or more favourable treatment to another defendant who is represented by the same attorney in 
another case. It is a kind of a “trade” due to which a defence attorney disregards defendant’s inte-
rests instead of protecting them, which constitutes a particular violation of defendant’s rights and 
thus can provide grounds for rendering his plea null and void.14 However, defence attorney’s role 
should not be construed as negative, but as a major contribution to the plea bargaining process sin-
ce his role is to guard and guarantee the rights of defendants and since his duty is to use lawful met-
hods when reacting to potential abuses of defendant’s rights by the prosecution or the court in the 
course plea bargaining.

Court. The Court gets involved at the last stage of plea bargaining which takes place during an 
investigation – after the submission of a draft plea agreement, when it has a duty to assess if it is 
acceptable or not. The Court reserves its function to judge according to the accusatory principle 
of the division of roles between the parties and the court. It is entirely acceptable that a judge sho-
uld have no knowledge about the course of plea bargaining, its failed attempts, various negotia-
tion positions, variations, etc. In the US criminal justice system, under the Rule 11 of the Federal 
Rules of Criminal Justice, the court must not participate in plea agreement discussions. Namely, 
judges are independent arbiters who only determine if defendant’s acceptance of criminal liabi-
lity is voluntary or not as well as arbiters who assess whether or not he accepted criminal liabili-
ty knowingly and voluntarily and if he was aware of all the consequences which would arise from 
his plea of guilty. A legislative solution according to which judges do not participate in plea bar-
gaining is considered the most preferable because judges retain their impartiality and their posi-
tion of arbiters who judge only based on evidence and have no knowledge of the plea bargaining 
and plea agreement processes. Thereby, judges are not burdened with previous information whi-
ch the prosecution and a defendant and his defence attorney have made available to each other.

11 Alshuler,TheDefenseAttorney’sRoleinPleaBargaining,The Yale Law Journal,Vol.84,No.6.(May,1975),pp.1179-1314.
12 Maffei,Stefano,Negotiationsonevidence,Negotiationsonsentence,(AdversarialexperimentsinItalianCriminalProcedure),Journal

ofInternationalCriminalJustice,OxfordUniversityPress,2(2004),pp.1050-1069.
13 ABAStandardsRalatingtotheDefenceFunction;ABACodeforDiciplinaryresponsibilityofthedefenceattorneys.Alsosee,Alshuler,

op.cit.,pp.1252and1308;KamisarY.,LaFaveW.R.,IsraelJ.H.,KingN.J.,ModernCriminalProcedure,Cases,CommentsandQuestions,
9-thedition,AmericanCasebookSeries,WestGroup,St.Paul,Minn.1999,p.1302

14 McConvile,PleaBargaining:EthicsandPolitics,p.567
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4. Conclusion

Provisions of the new CPC of Macedonia have placed the concept of criminal justice within the 
framework of contemporary Continental systems with prominent accusatory elements whose 
aim is to promote the efficiency and economy of criminal justice while duly respecting the gua-
rantees of defendant’s right to a defence and the rights of the injured party.

Sentence bargaining can be successfully used in practice if each party to the proceedings is well 
informed of legal possibilities which it offers and uses them actively, which implies that the parti-
es need to take initiative and be flexible and judges need to be impartial when they examine sub-
mitted draft plea agreements. Lawmakers have allowed a range of possibilities for plea bargaining 
and pleading guilty in order to motivate the parties to influence the course of proceedings given 
the available evidence, their practical experience and current sentencing policy. It would be use-
ful if the parties, defence attorneys, and judges were acquainted with their powers in order to be 
able to use them as much as possible.

It would not be too much to expect that plea bargaining would be used more widely in practice 
even though the concept of the main hearing and the system of cross examination is rather de-
manding since it entails excellent preparation, quick reactions in case of unpleasant surprises du-
ring witness examination, assessing who should be cross-examined as a witness and who should 
not, whether or not it would serve defendant’s interests if the defence offered his testimony, etc.

One thing is certain, plea bargaining will lead to more efficient and expeditious criminal pro-
ceedings, but not to the prejudice of a fair trial and an appropriate sentence, only if it is correctly 
used in practice.
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Maja Koneska1

ThenewRoleofthePublicProsecutorin
theAcceleratedProceedingsinMacedonia
withSpecialReferencetoPleaBargaining

Recommendation no. R 87 18 of the Committee of the Ministers of the Council of Europe on the 
simplification of the criminal justice prescribes an institute – plea bargaining with a view to acce-
lerate the procedure in criminal matters. The rule is that when the accused person admits the gu-
ilt, the proceedings should be simpler and a prolonged uncertainty about the sanction which is 
going to be imposed should be avoided. On the other hand, the public prosecutor has the oppor-
tunity to conclude the case quickly, i.e. to conclude a part of it, while the court just needs to im-
pose the sanction. The path to benefiting in this way in modern proceedings has been paved  by 
the new CPC which is expected to enter application in the Republic of Macedonia at the end of 
next year, when it is expected that the plea bargaining will become more common in the every-
day procedural practice. It is expected that most of the criminal cases will be closed at an earlier 
stage through the regular application of this new institute, while the ordinary criminal procee-
dings should under such conditions be applied to a smaller number of criminal cases in which 
the defence hopes to convince the judge of the innocence of the accused at the trial.

New CPC for the first time in the criminal procedure legislation of Macedonia stipulates and re-
gulates the possibility of applying plea bargaining with the public prosecutor on one side and the 
accused with a defence counsel on the other side. The plea bargaining is related only to the type 
and severity of the criminal sanction. It is stipulated that the plea bargaining may be applied to 
all of the criminal offences regardless on how severe is the prescribed sanction. When negotia-
ting how to determine the criminal sanction in terms of its type and severity, it is determined wi-
thin the limits set by the law for the specific criminal offence, but it is stipulated that the severity 
of the sanction is not negotiated and it is set below the limit of mitigation of the legally prescri-
bed penalty.

1 ProsecutorintheProsecutor’sOfficeforOrganisedCrimeandCorruption,Skopje
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The proposed agreement expresses previously reached consensus by both parties, the defence 
and the public prosecutor, and it is not allowed to propose it unilaterally, i.e. to be submitted to 
the court just by one of the subjects. The initiative proposing the agreement may come from any 
of the two parties, and when the willingness to start plea bargaining is established, the prepara-
tions begin.

New CPC allows plea bargaining from the moment the public prosecutor orders the investigati-
on proceedings to start up to the moment the panel starts reviewing the accusatory instrument. 
The guilty plea is not a prerequisite for the plea bargaining to start during the investigation, but at 
the stage of reviewing the accusatory instrument, the admission of guilt is a necessary prerequi-
site for the beginning of the plea bargaining procedure.

How are the rights of the injured party protected during the plea bargaining?  

The public prosecutor has an obligation according to the proposed agreement to submit along 
with the rest of the obtained evidence a written statement signed by the injured party regarding 
the type of the restitution claims and the sum claimed. As a part of the plea bargaining process 
the public prosecutor may press the issue of the restitution claim of the injured party and even-
tually include it into the agreement when it is reached. If the restitution claim has not been a part 
of the plea bargaining at all or has been partially accepted, the injured party then may use the fi-
nal judgment by which the proposed agreement was granted as legal grounds for the indemnifi-
cation claim for the uncompensated damage filed with the civil court.

Mandatory procedural requirement in plea bargaining is that the suspect has a defence counsel 
during the whole plea bargaining proceedings who is either chosen by him or has been assigned 
to him ex officio. Mandatory defence during the whole proceedings of plea bargaining represents 
the guarantee of the equality of arms. The defence that has complete access to the case, the evi-
dence in favour and against the defendant shall be able to assess accurately whether entering the 
process of plea bargaining is appropriate, in addition the defence shall learn what is the potenti-
al final outcome of the plea bargaining, which is a prerequisite for fully ensuring that all of the ri-
ghts of the accused are observed.

At the first stage of the plea bargaining process the proceedings involve just the parties to the pro-
ceedings. After the public prosecutor and the defence reach an agreement which is then finalised 
in writing, the second stage of plea bargaining at which the court occupies the central stage is en-
tered. The judge is the one who will make sure that the proceedings have met the legal require-
ments and shall render a judgment on the plea agreement confirming the legality of the process.

Te new CPC specifies the elements of the proposed agreement. This written document must con-
tain the introduction, the subject of the plea bargaining, the statements of the parties, the stipula-
tion on the method of reimbursement of costs of the proceedings and the concluding part. Taken 
individually their substance is the following:

• Introductory data are related to the recording of the data about the participants of the pro-
ceedings – the acting public prosecutor, the accused and his defence counsel, legal qualifi-
cation of the criminal offence the accused is charged with and the particulars of the crimi-
nal incident.
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• The subject of the plea bargaining is the type and the severity of the criminal sanction whi-
ch is proposed as well as the type of the restitution claim and the sum claimed and in the 
event the suspect consents to compensate it, the method of settling the claim is stipulated.

• The statements of the parties involved are the essential part of the proposed agreement. The 
suspect states in writing that he accepts the agreement and its repercussions knowingly and 
voluntarily. The public prosecutor and the suspect waive the right to an appeal in writing 
when the court grants the proposed agreement.

• The method of reimbursement of the costs of the proceedings.
• The concluding part contains the signatures of the public prosecutor, the suspect and his de-

fence counsel and the date when the document was signed.

The second stage starts by submitting the proposed agreement to the court for a judicial review.

The public prosecutor has a key role in this exceptionally important procedural activity when the 
main goal is swift conclusion of the proceedings against one of the defendants or a complete clo-
sure of the case with an agreement with all of the suspects. At any rate, swift disposal of the cases 
is the main reason for passing the new Criminal Procedure Code. Public prosecutor’s enduring 
and accurate assessment of the evidence obtained during the preliminary investigation which is 
available in a particular criminal case is the basis for the decision on initiating or accepting the 
proposal by the defence to enter plea bargaining process with the suspect.

The public prosecutor who is dominus litis at this stage of the criminal proceedings acts as the 
guarantor of the legality of the plea bargaining process. At the same time, the public prosecutor 
needs to secure complete confidentiality of the process even if the agreement is not reached and 
the case is pursued in the ordinary proceedings.

The statement on the admission of guilt made by the accused person is a prerequisite for conduc-
ting the proceedings of plea bargaining at the stage of the review of the indictment, which is di-
fferent from the previously described case during the investigation stage. During the investigati-
on, the initiative for plea bargaining may come from both sides. At the stage of the review of the 
accusatory instrument only the defence may initiate these proceedings when the willingness to 
plead guilty is shown – when the accused admits to committing the criminal offences he is char-
ged with in the filed indictment. The statement is made orally at the hearing for the review of the 
accusatory instrument or in writing, so the court after the receipt of the said declaration of intent 
in writing schedules the hearing for the review of the said admission. If the court does not accept 
the statement, it is filed away and it is not used later in the criminal proceedings.

The advantage of the termination of the criminal proceedings with the plea agreement is in the 
simplified rules of conduct, the evidence regarding the facts of the case are not presented, while 
the court assesses just the evidence related to the type and severity of the sanction. The final de-
cision is rendered at an earlier stage of the proceedings, there are no appeals and in this way the 
criminal justice is expedited. 

The plea bargaining process has its difficulties and risks as well. The severity of the penalty whi-
ch is supposed to be the subject and main issue during the plea bargaining must not be below 
the minimum set by law for the sanctions related to the criminal offence in question. Under such 
conditions, the parties involved, especially in this context the defence, must assess well whether 
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they would get a lighter sentence if the case were to be processed, i.e. if the ordinary criminal 
proceedings were to take place. It cannot be disputed that at this moment the judicial practice in 
the Republic of Macedonia in terms of imposed criminal sanctions is inconsistent. This fact po-
ses a real problem which must be addressed in the coming period before the application of the 
new CPC starts. Benefits from plea bargaining are great indeed, the judiciary shall reduce the ca-
seload considerably, while the judges and certainly the public prosecutor shall be able to dedica-
te more time to complex criminal cases with a complex state of facts, large amount of evidence 
and more offenders, the costs of the criminal proceedings shall be reduced with the abbreviati-
on of the proceedings from the filing of the criminal charges to the passing of the final judgment. 
Naturally, the parties involved shall be more active during the proceedings and only in this way 
shall the outcome for the defendant become certain earlier, with the rendition of the final jud-
gment. In this context, it should be pointed out that the willingness of the accused to enter into 
agreement at the earliest stage, immediately after the order to conduct an investigation is issued, 
has its benefits in terms of the decision on detention as well. If the grounds for detention were 
justified by a reasonable fear that the accused would flee or hide in order to escape criminal res-
ponsibility, that he would interfere with the investigation which is in progress by influencing the 
witnesses, accomplices or experts if he were to await trial on bail, then these grounds are unfo-
unded if the suspect enters into a plea agreement with the public prosecutor. If the accused was 
placed in detention due to the said circumstances, the ruling may terminate the detention stating 
that the grounds for it no longer exist.

The new CPC answered the challenge to strike the right balance in accordance with the law 
between fully observing the human rights and freedoms guaranteed under the European 
Convention on Human Rights and the efficient criminal justice system by regulating the acce-
lerated proceedings using the provisions which fully conform to the standards set by the 
Recommendations and Resolutions adopted by the Council of Europe.

Alternative methods of resolving disputes are fully implemented into the new CPC. Citizens will 
benefit from these since the proceedings shall come to the conclusion more efficiently. Certainly, 
the efficiency of the proceedings will be accompanied by a complete observance of the rights of 
the participants in the proceedings.

Accelerated proceedings stipulated by the new Criminal Procedure Code, in addition to plea bar-
gaining between the public prosecutor and the suspect and the defence, include summary pro-
ceedings, mediation proceedings and the proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order.

The provisions related to the summary proceedings are applied to the proceedings conducted be-
fore the first instance court for the criminal offences for which the legislator has prescribed impri-
sonment of up to 5 years. These are initiated based on the motion to indict filed by the public prose-
cutor or based on private prosecution initiated by the plaintiff, and, of course, the number of copies 
must be sufficient to serve it on the suspects and submit it to the court. Summary proceedings in-
clude the provisions regulating detention but providing for a significantly smaller number of days 
to be spent in detention. Consequently, the detention before the motion to indict is filed may last 
only for 8 days, and after the accusatory instrument is filed it may be extended to 60 days at the 
most. The grounds for detention exist if the accused poses a flight risk if released or if he might go 
into hiding and if his identity has not been established. During the period preceding the filing of 
the motion to indict, the detention is ordered by the pre-trial judge, later when the motion to indict 
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is filed, detention is ordered or extended by the single judge. If the accused is placed in detention, 
the proceedings are treated with special urgency. The content of the motion to indict includes per-
sonal details of the accused, the particulars of the criminal incident, an indication of the court the 
proceedings are to be conducted before, the proposed evidence to be presented at the main hearing 
and the motion to find the defendant guilty and to sentence him according to law. Upon receiving 
the motion to indict, the judge first examines if he has jurisdiction and if the requirements for di-
smissal of the motion to indict have been met. After that, the hearing is scheduled.

The ruling in which the court determines it does not have jurisdiction or that the requirements 
for the dismissal of the motion to indict are met is served on the public prosecutor. The main he-
aring on the accusatory instrument is attended by the prosecutor, the accused with the defence 
counsel, the injured party with his counsel, the witnesses, experts and translators or interpreters. 
The accused is cautioned in the summons for the main hearing that he must bring the eviden-
ce in his favour as his defence. Similarly, the accused is warned that the main hearing shall be 
held even if he fails to appear. He is also warned that the main hearing shall not be adjourned if 
the defence counsel fails to appear, naturally if the defence is not mandatory. It is stipulated that 
the presence of the public prosecutor is a prerequisite for the main hearing to be held. At the be-
ginning of the main hearing, the public prosecutor shall present the content of the motion to in-
dict. After the judgment has been passed, the parties involved have the right to an appeal within 
8 days from the day of the receipt of the judgment. Upon appeal, the public prosecutor after ha-
ving inspected the case file shall supply the second instance court with a written opinion on the 
said criminal case, while the presence at the second instance court session depends on the court’s 
estimate on the need to summon the parties to attend the session.

In the criminal proceedings where the single judge has jurisdiction to proceed, when the pu-
blic prosecutor has sufficient evidence he may file the motion for the issuance of a criminal or-
der. The motion for the issuance of a criminal order contains the personal details of the accused, 
the particulars of the criminal case, the legal qualification of the offence, the obtained eviden-
ce and the type and severity of the criminal sanction which is proposed. In the motion to issue 
a criminal order, the public prosecutor may propose to the court a fine in the amount of ten to a 
hundred day-fines, a suspended prison sentence of up to three months or a fine, a ban on opera-
ting a motor vehicle of up to two years, as well as confiscation of property or proceeds from cri-
me and seizure of objects. If the judge renders a Ruling dismissing the motion for the issuance of 
a criminal order when it is determined that the criminal offence in question may not be subject 
to such an order, the public prosecutor may file an appeal against such a ruling with the criminal 
panel pursuant to Art. 25, Par. 5 of the CPC within 48 hours. Such a short deadline is in keeping 
with the spirit of the new CPC with a view to concluding the criminal cases more expeditiou-
sly. The court may disagree with the motion of the public prosecutor which contains the motion 
for the issuance of the criminal order regarding the criminal sanction or the court may find that 
there are insufficient grounds for the issuance of a criminal order, in which case the main hea-
ring may be scheduled and it may be proceeded with a trial according to the provisions regula-
ting the summary proceedings. If the single judge grants the motion for the issuance of a crimi-
nal order, the criminal order shall be issued in a judgment imposing the sanctions stipulated by 
the public prosecutor. Upon the expiration of the deadline for the appeals, or if no appeals have 
been filed, the criminal order becomes final. If the main hearing is scheduled when the appeal 
by the defence has been upheld, the judgment issuing the criminal order shall be treated as if it 
had never been passed.
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PleaBargainingfromthePointof
ViewofDefenceCounsel

Introduction

As an innovation in criminal procedure, plea bargaining has created a need for redefining the 
role of defence counsel in that procedure. Findings of the European Court of Human Rights are 
highly relevant to criminal proceedings, because, by viewing therm through the prism of the im-
plementation of Article 6 – right to a fair trial, the Court also takes a stand with regard to the very 
plea bargaining process. The ECHR views plea bargaining as a beneficial procedure from the as-
pect of human rights, taking a position that it is favourable to a defendant whose sentence can 
be substantially reduced when he is charged with a crime and that it prevents the prosecution 
from appealing the sentence which does not affect the classification of the criminal offence itself. 
“Equality of arms” ranks high among the principles adhered to by the ECHR. It mandates that 
all persons are treated equally before the Court. The ECHR provides a following explanation, “…
each party must be afforded a reasonable opportunity to present his case - including his eviden-
ce - under conditions that do not place him at a substantial disadvantage vis-à-vis his opponent” 
(Dombo Beheer B.V. v the Netherlands).

The role of defence counsel in the process of plea bargaining is also relevant from the point of 
view of the OSCE, which say in one of their reports, “In the context of plea negotiating, this prin-
ciple has implications for the degree to which there is an equality of bargaining power between 
the prosecutor and suspect or accused. In practice, the best way to equalise the position of the 
parties is for the accused to have the assistance of defence counsel in the negotiating process.” 
(OSCE Report on Plea Bargaining published in 2006). In the US as well, where these proceedings 
have been used in practice for a long time, it is mandatory that a defence attorney participates in 

1 Attorney-at-Law,Skopje
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plea bargain discussions, except for in cases of the most minor offences – misdemeanours which 
are punishable by imprisonment of one year.

Taking such opinions of the ECHR, OSCE and other relevant legal organisations as a starting po-
int, it becomes clear that even though plea bargaining takes place between the prosecutor and a 
suspect or the accused, defence counsel’s participation on the side of the accused is still required 
(at least under the CPC of Macedonia) in order to ensure the “equality of arms”. Thus, defence 
counsel’s participation is a mandatory condition or the conditio sine qua non of plea bargaining.

How to Initiate Plea Bargaining Procedure?

One of problems which may arise or come up at the very beginning of any plea bargain process 
is the fact that each party is reluctant to approach the opposing party with their offer regarding 
plea negotiations for the simple reason that such an offer could be understood as their “weakne-
ss” and thus weaken their negotiating position, which is not necessarily true. In such cases, the 
public prosecutor will hesitate to take the first step and initiate plea bargaining by making an of-
fer so that the suspect and his defence attorney would not construe it as a weakness on his part 
and vice versa. Under such circumstances, plea bargaining may be prevented even from starting. 
Therefore, mechanisms must be laid down to overcome the said obstacle. One of them could be 
the following. 

As opposed to a suspect and his defence counsel, a public prosecutor is obligated under the law 
to enter into plea bargaining with the suspect. Thus, pursuant to Article 39, paragraph 2, subpa-
ragraph 8 of the new Macedonian CPC, “In cases of crimes prosecuted ex officio, the public pro-
secutor has the right and duty to:… negotiate and bargain with the accused on his guilty plea in 
a manner and under the conditions laid down in this Code…”

Although prosecutors have the duty to negotiate, it should not be assumed that they are necessa-
rily the ones who are obliged to offer a plea agreement. They are bound to plea bargain but not to 
be the first who initiate the process or offer signing a plea agreement. This is certainly true based 
on the information that such a step may be mistaken by the suspect or his defence counsel for a 
weakness on the part of the public prosecutor. On the other hand, perhaps defendant’s attorney 
does not want to initiate a plea bargaining procedure also because he does not wish to allow that 
his taking the first step towards plea bargaining may be interpreted as a weakness and uncertain-
ty about his own theory of the case. There are several possibilities for overcoming the above situ-
ation in which no one wants to make the first step. The public prosecutor may point out that he 
has the “duty” to negotiate, thus avoiding the possibility that his “first step” is understood as a we-
akness, as opposed to complying with his duty under the law. Also, the defence is afforded a po-
ssibility that their “first step” towards plea bargaining is not interpreted as a sign of weakness in a 
particular case. A defence attorney may, in order not to find himself in such a situation, attempt 
to reach a plea agreement for each case his law firm takes on. When a defence attorney follows 
such a “practice”, then his conduct could never be understood as a weakness in a particular case. 
On the contrary, it would be something that defence attorney did in each case he took on, whi-
ch is why it could not be construed in any other way than as a good and usual practice used by 
that attorney. Therefore, there are a number of ways of overcoming a situation in which nobody 
wants the opposing party to get an impression or semblance of weakness because of their first 
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step towards plea bargaining. What it takes is only parties’ willingness and public prosecutors 
should certainly be willing to negotiate for the purpose of achieving savings in government fun-
ds and administering justice within the shortest possible amount of time; whereas defence’s goal 
should be to achieve the best possible results for its client in criminal proceedings and ensure the 
most favourable outcome when it comes to sentencing.

Integrity

In the course of any plea bargaining process, each participant, namely the defence counsel and 
the public prosecutor, should safeguard the integrity of another. The public prosecutor’s aim is 
to prosecute offenders and ensure that sentences imposed on them correspond to the degree of 
their responsibility. A defence counsel should understand the circumstances in which the public 
prosecutor acts and only by understanding them properly, can he successfully conduct plea bar-
gain negotiations. Likewise, the public prosecutor must understand the position of the defen-
ce counsel in criminal proceedings in general and naturally, in the plea bargaining process. The 
prosecution should not be unfamiliar with the position of the defence counsel in which he en-
deavours not to let his client be found guilty and receive a sentence. Moreover, since the ancient 
times and ancient Roman law, there has been a maxim which should lead us all through any pro-
ceedings, “better a thousand guilty men go free, than one innocent be imprisoned”. This maxim 
applies in particular to the defence. The defence aims to safeguard the interests of its client; it is 
perfectly understandable that defence counsels will make efforts not to allow their clients being 
found guilty due to a lack of evidence or based on evidence which cannot provide grounds for a 
judgment in a legal system in which the doctrine of “substantial truth” is slowly being abando-
ned and the so-called principle of “procedural truth” or the truth based on evidence presented at 
the main hearing is being adopted. Defence’s main concern is not to allow the admission of evi-
dence that has been illegally obtained and to ensure that both a judgment and the charges are not 
based on such evidence.

Only on condition that both the defence counsel and the prosecutor are able to properly under-
stand to position of the opposing party, will they conduct proper plea negotiations which will 
lead to a signed plea agreement.

Each participant should protect his personal integrity in the same manner he safeguards the in-
tegrity of the opposing party. The public prosecutor should rise above his whish to “outwit” the 
defence counsel even in situations when he can lead him into concluding a disadvantageous 
plea agreement because his opponent is not experienced enough. A public prosecutor can get 
away with it once or twice. Defence attorneys are the kind of people who are always commu-
nicating with each other and sharing experiences, especially about the conduct of prosecutors. 
Consequently, the prosecutor who “manages to outsmart” his less seasoned opponent will sud-
denly be “labelled” by defence attorneys as a prosecutor who is prone to such behaviour and from 
that moment on, all defence attorneys will proceed with considerable caution when it comes to 
that public prosecutor and they may ultimately not even want to enter into plea bargaining with 
him for fear of being “outsmarted”. Thus, the prosecutor, who has, tentatively speaking, succe-
ssfully resolved one or two cases and won short-lived “glory”, has unexpectedly become a pro-
secutor with whom nobody wants to negotiate, whose cases are not successfully resolved throu-
gh plea bargaining and in the future, he will have to resolve his cases at the main hearing, which 
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is certainly not his intention. We could say that the same applies to defence attorneys. A defence 
attorney may “outwit” a public prosecutor only once, after which it will be more difficult for him 
to reach favourable plea agreements with any of the prosecutors. Therefore, each participant in 
a plea bargaining process, both the prosecutor and the defence counsel, should protect not only 
their integrity, but also the integrity of the opposing party. Certainly, this should be considered 
so as to allow for the very act of plea bargaining since plea bargaining is still a specific type of 
“bargaining” or presenting the opposing party with arguments in our favour which support our 
“theory of the case”. It is the primary goal of plea bargaining, to arrive at a solution which is mu-
tually acceptable to both parties. Successful plea bargaining results in the so-called win-win situ-
ation in which both parties to negotiations believe that they have succeeded and feel as winners.

Case and evidence analysis

In order to arrive at the above goal, the main rule or the main condition is that the defence co-
unsel must be completely familiar with the case; he should study the case well and analyse all the 
evidence presented by the prosecutor, who, let us not forget, has a duty to present all the eviden-
ce to the defence counsel before an investigation is concluded; he should also have gathered his 
evidence if the defence learns about its existence in the course of its investigation and evidenti-
ary activities. Then, the first step for the defence counsel it to establish whether or not there exists 
evidence which could be questioned from the aspect of its legality. Thus, it should be ascertained 
whether proposed evidence has been obtained illegally and if there is such evidence, he should 
move for such evidence to be excluded. If he engages in plea bargaining when the investigation 
is coming to an end, prior to filing an objection to an accusatory instrument, he should be awa-
re and have compelling arguments to support that such evidence is tainted so as to be able to use 
them in plea bargain negotiations.

The second stage entails the preparation of defence’s theory of the case based on facts which are 
unquestionably supported by evidence and outlining potential interpretations of evidence from 
various perspectives and taking various points of view based on such evidence depending on 
the theory of the case the defence plans to develop and present to the opposing party. The de-
fence should try to consider objectively whether or not there is sufficient evidence which cannot 
be called into question from the aspect of its legality and which would inevitably result in a jud-
gment of conviction. It is certainly very beneficial to successful plea negotiations when the defen-
ce takes an objective viewpoint of the gathered evidence.

The third stage includes that after the analysis of the facts of the case and of the evidence, the de-
fence attorney must examine the case from the aspect of substantive law; more precisely, how he 
views the legal classification of the criminal offence which has been investigated and with whi-
ch his client is charged, and consequently which punishment is prescribed by the law for it; then, 
he should consider the following issues: whether or not there exist guilt, intent, or negligence; in-
tent as an objective element of a crime and thus criminal liability; whether or not the client was 
mentally competent, incompetent, or his capacity was diminished or substantially diminished 
tempore crimini. Is there evidence in favour of the mitigation of punishment? Simply, the defen-
ce attorney should form a general picture of what can be expected if there is a main hearing and 
maybe what kind of judgment should be anticipated. Still, a necessary requirement or the condi-
tio sine qua non for foreseeing client’s prospects in the first place is a transparent and established 
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sentencing policy. In systems in which plea bargaining is used, a sentencing policy is provided for 
even in the form of enactments or guidelines (the so-called sentencing guidelines), so each per-
son, depending on the conditions set out in such an enactment which apply to his particular type 
of conduct, can be fairly certain about what sentence to expect at the main hearing. The essenti-
al requirement for plea bargaining in criminal proceedings is that the accused is informed by his 
defence attorney of the punishment he should expect at the main hearing. Only if the accused is 
aware of that, can it be expected that he will engage in plea bargain discussions and thus, able to 
agree with the public prosecutor on a less strict sentence than the one he would face if there was 
a main hearing. There is no other reason whatsoever for which the accused would assent to a jud-
gment based on a plea agreement than to significantly reduce a sentence which he would receive 
in ordinary proceedings. Contrastingly, any defendant would be ready to “risk” going to trial if a 
significantly reduced sentence were not offered to him. Therefore, only a transparent sentencing 
policy known to any defence attorney is the sole prerequisite of successful plea bargaining. It co-
uld not be expected that the accused and his defence attorney would take “for granted” that the 
public prosecutor will tell them exactly which sentence would be given at the main hearing, whi-
ch is why the penalty offered by the prosecutor is a “favourable plea deal”. It will certainly be one 
of the plea bargain techniques used by public prosecutors, but defence attorneys must be closely 
acquainted with the sentencing policy and be able to foresee the sentence which awaits their cli-
ents at the main hearing in case plea bargain negotiations fail.

All the facts should be presented to the client

A defence counsel should ensure that he has presented to his client all the facts relevant to his 
decision about whether or not to engage in plea bargaining. Most importantly, the counsel sho-
uld state all the facts in an objective manner. He must not allow himself to be “misguided” by his 
client’s wishes or to adapt his behaviour to those wishes. Clients will always want to hear from 
their defence attorneys that they will be acquitted. However, they must not make any such pro-
mise. Even when a defence attorney is certain that there is not sufficient evidence for his client to 
be found guilty, he must restrain from making promises of any kind, especially of beneficial kind 
which may come home to roost. A defence attorney should give his client all the facts as objec-
tively as possible. The client should face all the evidence against him so that he could conclude 
for himself what to expect. The client should always be the one who makes a decision whether 
or not to plea-bargain. In one of his cases, the author of this paper pointed out to his client that 
a hair had been found at the scene and that DNA testing had shown that the hair was a 99.9987 
percent match for his client’s DNA profile. The client maintained that it still was not a 100 per-
cent match?! It was then up to the client to decide on how the case will be handled, but the defen-
ce attorney did present all the facts to his client, including the fact that the Court finds the results 
of DNA testing credible. Consequently, when the case was decided and a judgment of convicti-
on was delivered, the client was not in a position to express any kind of dissatisfaction with his 
attorney. Considering the above, defence attorneys should not try to tell their clients from whi-
ch perspective to view the circumstances of their case; instead, they have a duty to tell them all 
the facts, inform them of all the evidence, and restrain from making any suggestions or imposing 
their view of the case. Clients should form their own opinions. Naturally, a client will immedia-
tely ask his defence lawyer if he believes that there is sufficient evidence for a judgment of con-
viction and what is preferable to be done in lawyer’s opinion; however, the lawyer should certa-
inly try to present his most objective position and not to give any promises he will not be able to 
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keep. Otherwise, it may happen that in the future he will face the consequences of making such 
an incomplete promise. A client should always be the one who decides whether or not to engage 
in plea bargaining or accept a plea deal that has been offered.

At which stage in the proceedings is it possible to sign a plea agreement?

The Criminal Procedure Code of the Macedonia lays down that the plea bargaining process and 
rendering judgments based on plea agreements may take place “before an indictment is brou-
ght”. Thus, pursuant to Article 483, paragraph 1 of the CPC, “Prior to the bringing of the indic-
tment, a public prosecutor and a suspect may submit a draft plea agreement thus requesting from 
a preliminary proceedings judge to impose a criminal sanction whose type and duration have 
been defined within the scope prescribed by the law for a particular criminal offence, but not be-
low the minimum for the mitigation of a sentence defined by the criminal code.”

Unfortunately, our lawmakers have opted against the concept under which it would be possible 
to reach a plea agreement at the stage of the main hearing. Countries in the region which had 
amended their criminal procedure codes before us by introducing innovations such as plea bar-
gaining, had provided for the option that plea bargaining could also take place in the course of a 
main hearing. Such a model of plea bargaining has been functioning very well indeed in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, in which a public prosecutor and a suspect along with his defence attorney are 
allowed to negotiate for the whole duration of the proceedings. Naturally, based on the experien-
ce of Bosnia and Herzegovina, we have learned that offers made at the stage of the investigation 
are different from those made at the beginning or at the very end of the main hearing. What used 
to be the most favourable offer at the beginning of plea bargain negotiations has gradually beco-
me less and less favourable as the proceedings draw to their conclusion.

However, we will dwell on what is prescribed by the provisions contained in the new Criminal 
Procedure Code.

Defence counsel’s role at any stage of the plea bargain process is to conduct negotiations in the 
manner which is the most transparent to his client. The defence counsel is obligated to present to 
his client each and every offer made by the prosecution, even if he deems the offer unfavourable. 
The client has the right to know what the public prosecutor has offered since he is the one, and 
not the counsel, who will ultimately make a decision on a plea agreement and how it will be re-
ached; the last say will be the client’s and the defence counsel acts in his best interest. Therefore, 
the defence counsel should acquaint his client with each and every offer of the public prosecutor.

When a defence lawyer meets with his client for the first time, he should point out to him du-
ring their consultations that there is a possibility of reaching a plea agreement with a public pro-
secutor and that consequently a judgment based on a draft plea agreement may be reached. The 
lawyer should present to his client all the possible outcomes of criminal proceedings against him, 
including the said outcome as well. Naturally, the client will form different opinions depending 
on the stage in the proceedings. If there is strong evidence against him from the onset of procee-
dings, for instance the client was caught in flagrante delictio and he may be remanded, the de-
fence should point out to him the persuasiveness of evidence against him. The client is certain-
ly already aware of the fact that the evidence is powerful and he will be more prepared for plea 
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bargaining from the start. On the other hand, if an investigation conducted by the public prose-
cutor does not result at first in any concrete evidence to support the laying of the charges, the sus-
pect and his defence lawyer will certainly not see any special reason for a plea bargaining proce-
ss to begin; but if it happens that further in the course of the investigation new evidence should 
emerge which incriminates the suspect, it is assumed that he will change his opinion and want to 
engage in plea negotiations.

Although the Code provides that a plea bargaining process may take place “before an accusa-
tory instrument is brought”, it nevertheless allows that plea bargaining is conducted after the fi-
ling of the accusatory instrument, i.e. at the stage during which objections may be filed against 
the accusatory instrument. Thus, pursuant to Article 334, paragraph 3 of the CPC, “If the judge 
or the panel in charge of the examination of an accusatory instrument accept(s) the suspect’s gu-
ilty plea, the suspect or his defence attorney or the public prosecutor may file a motion for con-
tinuance for the purpose of conducting a plea bargaining procedure and submitting a draft plea 
agreement pursuant to provisions contained in Articles 483 through 490 herein”. At this stage, the 
accused is certainly aware of all the evidence the prosecution and the defence have gathered, he 
knows which evidence is used by the prosecution to support the indictment and which may be 
presented at the main hearing; the Court has already assessed if the evidence has been obtained 
in a legal manner or not and if it has been obtained illegally, it is separated in a special envelope 
and may not be used for any purpose whatsoever; the accused has, along with his defence attor-
ney, already formulated their theory of the case and he can already judge if it can be made accep-
table to the Court by substantiating it with evidence at the main hearing and he can thus decide 
if he will plead guilty at that particular stage and engage in plea bargaining.

Plea bargaining

Plea bargaining is a process which resembles “bargaining” at farmer’s markets or any other mar-
ket (bargain – haggle, trade, sell, deal), but it is a far more sophisticated process that simple bar-
gaining; it begins with two parties at diametrically opposed positions who are trying to find the 
“middle” ground and a mutually acceptable price. Plea bargaining is similar to the so-called ha-
ggling, but it requires that the position of the opposing side is well-understood and on account 
of that, the parties avoid to set terms which they know are unacceptable to the opposing side. In 
respect of plea bargaining, it is very important to know the position, needs, and obligations of 
the opposing party. Only in that manner may plea bargain negotiations be successful and lead to 
an agreement on a sentence. The aim of plea bargaining is to achieve the so-called “win-win” si-
tuation or a situation in which both parties feels as if they succeeded. A prosecutor will feel as a 
winner if: he goes to trial and through the evidentiary proceedings without any risks; the accused 
is given within a significantly shorter period of time than after the trial an appropriate sentence 
which, although less severe than the one he would receive at a trial, is still acceptable. The accu-
sed will feel as a winner if he is certain that he will be given a less severe sentence than the one he 
would get if he went to trial. Given the understanding of the needs of the opposing party, neit-
her party – neither the prosecutor nor the defence counsel as defendant’s attorney – should start 
off from diametrically opposed positions; for instance, the prosecutor should not from the be-
ginning take a position in which he offers a punishment which is even more severe than the one 
which can be expected at the main hearing, whereas the defence should not start off from the po-
sition in which they request a lenient sentence that they know is far from acceptable.
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Naturally, even before engaging in “a plea bargain process”, a defence attorney should have a de-
finite and unambiguous agreement with his client:

1. whether or not there will be plea bargaining at all and
2. if plea negotiations took place, which sentence would be acceptable and which 

unacceptable to his client.

These two issues are the main directions in which the defence attorney should move and he must 
be guided by them. For his own purposes, as well as in order to avoid any misunderstandings 
with the client, it is a good idea that the attorney and the client should draft and sign a memoran-
dum in which they will stipulate the main directions in which the defence will move; whether or 
not they will engage in plea bargaining; what could be the scope of a plea agreement. The client 
may insist that he is always present during plea negotiations and this should also be included in 
the memorandum, as well as the most favourable sentence in client’s opinion. The defence attor-
ney is obligated to abide by the directions set out in the memorandum as much as possible and if 
his client wants to participate in plea bargaining, he must point out to the public prosecutor that 
it is his client’s position and that he will negotiate only in the presence of his client. 

In order for plea negotiations to be successful and not pointless, the defence attorney should, af-
ter identifying his client’s needs (the most acceptable sentence), look at the needs of the public 
prosecutor.

Similarly, in order to be successful at plea negotiations, the parties should gather as much infor-
mation as possible about the opposing party. Thus, the defence attorney should make efforts to 
gather information about the public prosecutor, his personality, is he a flexible person or not, is 
he open to negotiations or not, and some smaller details, to be careful not to unintentionally of-
fend him in any way, which would ultimately have a negative effect on negotiations themselves. 
Certainly, such information is most easily obtained from the experience of his fellow lawyers. On 
the other hand, the public prosecutor should make an effort to be more open to proposals co-
ming from the opposing side (let us recall, he is precisely the person whose duty to negotiate is 
laid down by the law, whereas the accused and his defence attorney have no such duty) and sho-
uld not decline them a priori. The public prosecutor should always give a chance to plea barga-
ining and believe that it can be successful. It should be clear to public prosecutors that the pur-
pose of plea bargaining is achieved by resolving the matter as early as at the stage of indictment 
procedure in order to avoid going to trial and to cut expenditure. How well we know the person 
we negotiate with has a powerful effect on plea bargaining.

Hearing on plea agreement

Both parties involved in a plea bargain process must be aware that their negotiations are pointless 
if a judge does not ultimately accept their plea agreement. In order to avoid something like that, 
the parties must in the first place know the legal limits on a penalty they will agree on or in other 
words, they must not agree on a penalty which may not be imposed under the law or on a ligh-
ter penalty which is outside the scope of the mitigation of sentences laid down by the Criminal 
Code. Such a plea agreement will be dismissed as inadmissible by a preliminary proceedings 
judge. Furthermore, convincing arguments should be presented to the preliminary proceedings 
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judge justifying the opinion that the proposed punishment fits the crime. Even though a jud-
ge will accept a proposed penalty in the majority of cases when it is within the range provided 
for by the law, it should nevertheless be recalled that pursuant to Article 489, paragraph 1 of the 
Macedonian CPC, “If a preliminary proceedings judge finds that a body of evidence gathered in 
support of the facts relevant to the selection and determination of a criminal sanction does not 
justify the pronouncing of the proposed sanction or that in the course of the hearing, the public 
prosecutor, the accused, and his defence attorney filed a motion to impose a sanction different 
from the one contained in a draft plea agreement, he shall issue a ruling denying the draft plea 
agreement and submit the files to the public prosecutor.” 

Thus, both parties to plea negotiations must be aware that the judge has the right to deny a pro-
posed sanction should he find it does not fit a particular case.

In particular, the defence attorney must advise his client that at the hearing they may not request 
a penalty which is different from the one stipulated in the written draft plea agreement. If they do, 
the preliminary proceedings judge will pass a ruling denying the draft plea agreement once aga-
in. Likewise, he should brief his client about what will happen at the hearing on plea agreement. 
He should inform his client of the court procedure, which questions will be put to him by the pre-
liminary proceedings judge, and it would be advisable if he explained to the client the reason for 
which such questions are asked. In such a manner, the client will know precisely what to expect at 
court, at the hearing scheduled in order to decide on the draft agreement. The client must be in-
formed that a judgment on the draft plea agreement, in case it is accepted by the preliminary pro-
ceedings judge, is final and that it is not subject to appeal. He must be aware of the said fact beca-
use shortly afterwards, he will be sent to serve his sentence and he must prepare for it mentally.
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ProsecutorialDiscretionand
ExperiencesinitsApplicationsoFar

Introduction

The absence of a clear concept for drafting the Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of 
Serbia and experimenting in the search for adequate legal provisions in the criminal procedu-
re legislation are most evident when we look at the institute of prosecutorial discretion. This im-
portant institute was introduced for the first time in the Criminal Procedure Code in 2002, and 
subsequently amended several times, specifically by first prescribing certain paragraphs under 
Art. 236 and Art. 237 of the CPC regulating prosecutorial discretion principle, then removing 
them, only to prescribe them again without any consistency or rationale. At first glance, it seems 
that the principle of prosecutorial discretion has evolved in our criminal procedure law, both in 
terms of the catalogue of criminal offences to which it may be applied and in terms of procedu-
ral stages during the proceedings when it may be proposed, but in reality it has not moved away 
too far from the initial concept, which only confirms that those who have been drafting the Code 
have not heeded numerous objections made by experts with regard to the legislation of the said 
institute and practical problems  that have arisen in its application. Judging from a chronologi-
cal point of view, our criminal procedure legislation first relied on the principle of legality, with 
no exceptions, after which the principle of prosecutorial discretion was introduced in the pro-
ceedings against juvenile offenders, and later it included adult offenders as well in keeping with 
modern trends in procedure codes based on the idea of restorative justice. It is evident that in 
our system based solely on the principle of legality of criminal prosecution, the attitude of the 
legislator toward the principle of prosecutorial discretion has gradually evolved. However, des-
pite numerous expert conferences on this topic and several amendments and supplements to 

1 DeputyRepublicPublicProsecutorofSerbia
2 DeputyAppellatePublicProsecutorinBelgrade
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the Criminal Procedure Code, neither the current legal provision nor the provision used in the 
proposed bill of the new Code conform to comparative legislation and the Recommendation 
R(87)18 of the Council of Ministers regarding the simplification of the criminal justice3 as well 
as the Recommendation Rec(2000)19 on the role of  the public prosecutor in the criminal ju-
stice system.4 Recommendation no. R(87)18 specifies the objective of the said principle and the 
requirements needed for its application and, while Recommendation Rec(2000)19 contains the 
criteria which may serve as a reference when deciding certain cases in order to ensure the pro-
tection against arbitrary decision-making when applying the principle of discretionary prose-
cution. Even though all of the past research papers related to the prosecutorial discretion have 
referred to these recommendations, there would be no harm to reiterate that under chapter I en-
titled “Discretionary Prosecution” in the Recommendation no. R(87)18 it is stated that the deci-
sion on desisting from criminal prosecution according to this principle is made only if the pro-
secuting authority has adequate evidence of the guilt at its disposal and that this principle should 
be resorted to on some general grounds such as public interest. Moreover, the competent aut-
hority when exercising this power should, in accordance with the national laws, take into acco-
unt the principle of equal treatment of all citizens before the law and personalisation of guilt and 
especially the seriousness, nature, circumstances and consequences of the criminal offence, the 
perpetrator’s character, probable court judgment, effects the penalty would have on the alleged 
perpetrator and the position of the victim.

The relevance of the said recommendations was confirmed at the Fifth Conference of Prosecutors 
General of Europe (CPGE) entitled “Discretionary Powers of Public Prosecution: Opportunity 
or Legal Principle – Advantages and Disadvantages”.5 As the greatest part of the discussion de-
alt with prosecutorial discretion and mandatory prosecution principles which govern the acti-
ons of Prosecutor’s Offices, it was stated at the Conference that a new tendency has emerged to 
harmonise objectives of different European legal systems which are now inclined to focus pri-
marily on principles of public interest, equality before the law and personalisation of criminal ju-
stice in compliance with the Recommendation no. R (87)18 of the Council of Europe and the 
Recommendation Rec (2000)19. The issue of selecting the type of the prosecutorial system sho-
uld be dealt with only after the alternative responses to criminal law are first taken into account, 
such as options under civil or administrative law, which should be first in line for the resolution 
of a considerable number of cases involving “criminal offences which are essentially minor”, so 
they pose a negligible threat to public interest and do not merit the intervention of prosecutor’s 
offices or courts. The principle of prosecutorial discretion and similar programmes in legal sy-
stems which apply the principle of mandatory prosecution have been formulated with the view 
to be applied to “lesser criminal offences according to the circumstances of the case” in the li-
ght of the type of the criminal offence, the age and character of the perpetrator. Consequently, 
the Conference has encouraged the states to seriously consider the possibility of taking these of-
fences off their lists of criminal offences. We completely agree with the said conclusion of the 
Conference since our Criminal Code prescribes numerous lesser criminal offences which greatly 
increase the workload of the Prosecutor’s Office and the courts preventing them from operating 
efficiently. In such a context, when the trials and criminal sanctions are not justified in terms of 
public interest, the justice system should invest an effort to find serious, reliable alternatives for 

3 AdoptedbytheCouncilofMinistersatthe410thsessionheldon17Sept1987.
4 AdoptedbytheCouncilofMinistersatthe724thsessionheldon6Oct2000
5 HeldinCelle,Germanyfrom23to25May2004undertheauspicesoftheCouncilofEuropeattheinvitationoftheProsecutorGeneral

ofLowerSaxony
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the prosecution and trial in order to prevent the perpetrator from committing the offence aga-
in and in order to address the interests of the victim. So far, comparative legislation has shown 
that in such cases the best choice is mediation in accordance with the Recommendation of the 
Council of Europe no. R (99)19 regarding the mediation in criminal matters, the proceedings for 
reaching a settlement between the accused and the injured party which were prescribed by our 
Criminal Procedure Code from 2006 (Art. 475-482) as well.

At the said Conference, a position was taken that the prosecutor’s office should decide whether 
it would propose such alternatives, depending on the applicable system. Each alternative sho-
uld be legislated in terms of criteria and procedure so that any risk of injustice and arbitrarine-
ss can be eliminated. The decision to apply some of the alternatives entails an express or tacit 
agreement of the accused, and where it is appropriate the victim’s consent, with a view to preser-
ve the right of both parties to a trial. For these reasons, the rationale behind the said decisions 
should be given, while taking into consideration the principle of judicial personalisation which 
is applied both to the prosecutors and the judges, and all of the decisions should be clearly mo-
tivated and presented to both of the interested parties, so that they could file an appeal in time 
or take some other appropriate steps. In addition, the law should specify the consequences of 
the undertaken measures or the requirements for the said measures to be undertaken in accor-
dance with the Recommendation R (92)16 on the European rules6 which are applied in the EU 
when imposing sanctions and undertaking measures. The incumbents of judicial offices, espe-
cially the prosecutor’s office, should  make sure that all of the decisions are coherent in terms of 
equal treatment of the parties involved and strict observance of the principle of impartiality. In 
accordance with the principles of the Conference, the Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic 
of Serbia, apart from the prosecutorial discretion, stipulates other institutes which aim at ratio-
nalisation and efficiency of proceedings in criminal matters, such as proceedings for the impo-
sition of criminal sanctions without scheduling the main hearing, including the proceedings for 
sentencing before the main hearing (Art. 449-454) and the sentencing procedure and the pro-
nouncement of a suspended sentence by the investigating judge (Art. 455-458) and plea agree-
ments (Art. 282a-282).

1. The Concept of Prosecutorial Discretion

In our opinion, one of the key issues in the application of prosecutorial discretion is a lack of cri-
teria which would make the operations of the Prosecutor’s Office easier and better directed when 
applying it. Furthermore, we hold that the insufficient application of the said principle is also ca-
used by the lack of understanding of the concept itself, the purpose and the goal of prosecutori-
al discretion. Primarily, it should be noted that the term prosecutorial discretion is also used for 
Art. 236 and 237 of the CPC which is still in effect, although the first case concerns the so-called 
conditionally deferred prosecution7 according to which the public prosecutor may use his dis-
cretionary power only after the suspect accepts and then executes one of the stipulated measures, 

6 AdoptedbytheCouncilofMinistersatthe482ndsessionheldon19Oct1992.
7 Bejatović,S.Radulović,D. (2002)TheCriminalProcedureCodeofFRY,Belgrade ,p.160: ”Theprincipleofprosecutorialdiscretion

appliesonlytotheprovisionsofArt.237oftheCPC,whileArt.236oftheCodereferstoastayofcriminalproceedings,i.e.theinstitute
recognised by modern legislation which allows the matter to be resolved without initiating the criminal proceedings.” Starting
fromthegeneraldefinitionoftheprincipleofprosecutorialdiscretionitmaybeconcludedthatbothofthesearticlesrefertothe
applicationofthesaidprinciplewithacommongoaltoaccelerateandsimplifytheoperationsofthecriminaljusticesystem.
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while in the second case the prosecutor may, but does not have to, dismiss the criminal charges 
as they are deemed to serve no purpose, i.e. for reasons of fairness without any conditions atta-
ched, acting according to the prosecutorial discretion in the real sense of the word. Therefore, the 
power of the public prosecutor under Art. 237 of the CPC often uses the term “real” or “absolu-
te” prosecutorial discretion. By applying Art. 236 of the CPC the decision of the public prosecu-
tor not to assume criminal prosecution is temporary since it is conditioned, whereas when appl-
ying Art. 237 of the CPC this decision is final. However, in practice the concept of prosecutorial 
discretion is often identified with the provision under Art. 236 of the CPC which is supported by 
the enclosed statistical data.

In addition, it is seen, unjustly, that one of the primary goals in practice, i.e. the purpose of appl-
ying conditionally deferred prosecution, is to effect payment to the account of a humanitarian or-
ganisation, fund or public institution while this is just one of the possible measures stipulated by 
law and just one of the advantages of the said principle. Unfortunately, the practice and the sta-
tistical data show that the application of prosecutorial discretion is mainly reduced to effecting 
payments, neglecting the fact that the legislator allows the public prosecutor to impose on the 
suspect one or more measures pursuant to Art. 236 of the CPC. Quite the contrary, we hold that 
other measures under this article may equally, if not even better, serve the purpose of prosecu-
torial discretion depending on the specific case (e.g. meeting the obligations of overdue support 
regarding the criminal offence of not providing financial support under Art. 195 of the CC, un-
dergoing rehabilitation treatment for alcohol abuse regarding the criminal offence of domestic 
violence under Art. 194 of the CC or drug abuse regarding the criminal offence of illegal posse-
ssion of narcotics under Art. 246a of the CC etc.). It should be remembered that the main purpo-
se of the principle of prosecutorial discretion is restorative justice, so the imposition of a measu-
re of meeting an obligation of overdue support on the perpetrator of the criminal offence failure 
to provide support under Art. 195 of the CC represents a kind of settlement in criminal procee-
dings. Conditionally deferred prosecution represents a kind of a hybrid, i.e. by its nature mixed, 
institute under criminal law which has both the elements of a classic abandonment of criminal 
prosecution as it would serve no purpose, and of pardoning  the offender provided the said of-
fender meets certain obligations thus “deserving” this specific kind of an abolition since the na-
ture of these obligations to a certain extent resembles some criminal sanctions (for instance, a 
fine, as well as community service) the said institute may to a certain extent serve the purpose of 
criminal sanctioning while not actually sentencing the offender so the usual negative effects of 
imposing a sanction and the so-called stigma of being convicted are avoided.8 In appropriate ca-
ses, the principle of prosecutorial discretion may secure greater benefit for the offender, the vic-
tim and the society than the formal criminal proceedings.. Prosecutorial discretion is not meant 
to be used for all criminal offences or all types of offenders and it actually confirms that in some 
cases, considering the nature and the circumstances of the criminal offence and the offender, the 
public interest would be better served if the resolution were to be achieved outside of the traditi-
onal criminal proceedings.

The principle of prosecutorial discretion is contrary to the principle of legality9 and it implies 
that the public prosecutor does not have to initiate criminal prosecution although the legal pre-

8 Škulić,M.(2010)Krivično procesno pravo,opštideo,Belgrade,p.52
9 TheprincipleoflegalityisprescribedunderArt.24oftheCPCaccordingtowhich“thepublicprosecutormustinitiatecriminalprosecution

whenthereisareasonablesuspicionthatcertainindividualhascommittedacriminaloffencewhichisprosecutedex officio.”
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requisites have been met for the initiation of the criminal proceedings, based on the assessment 
that it would serve no purpose to do so. According to the principle of prosecutorial discretion the 
public prosecutor has the authority to estimate from case to case if the initiated proceedings wo-
uld serve a purpose by first establishing if the actual and legal requirements have been met for the 
initiation of the criminal proceedings and then assess if initiating criminal proceedings serves a 
purpose in terms of the public interest. This means that the principle of prosecutorial discretion 
includes the authority of the public prosecutor to decide whether to perform the function of cri-
minal prosecution at his discretion. However, not even the principle of prosecutorial discretion 
allows the public prosecutor to decide whether to prosecute the offender or not arbitrarily, at his 
will. Purposefulness must be assessed from the point of view of the public interest, i.e. whether it 
is in the public interest to prosecute the offender or not.10 This means that the public prosecutor 
must criminally prosecute even according to the principle of prosecutorial discretion when the 
legal prerequisites for the initiation of criminal prosecution are met if this is in the public interest 
based on the circumstances of the case. If the principle of prosecutorial discretion is so defined, 
it follows that it is to be used solely in cases which are prosecuted ex officio, regardless of the inju-
red party’s wishes. Otherwise, the principles of prosecutorial discretion and legality do not apply 
to the criminal offences prosecuted privately. For the injured party, where a private interest is an 
issue, the disposition principle applies and it is left solely up to the said party whether or not they 
would assume criminal prosecution. Similarly, if the actual and legal prerequisites have been met, 
criminal prosecution shall be abandoned if the plaintiff does not wish to undertake it. The exi-
stence of the public interest formally is not a valid reason for such a decision by the plaintiff sin-
ce he decides based on private interests whether to proceed with the criminal prosecution or not.

Discretionary power of the public prosecutor (assessing the purposefulness, the issue of the pu-
blic interest) inevitably implies certain latitude when deciding, which must not amount to ar-
bitrariness. In order to avoid this, it is necessary to establish the criteria according to which the 
decision is formed, thus avoiding the use of unequal criteria for the assessment whether it is justi-
fied to apply the principle of prosecutorial discretion. Consequently, criminal prosecution does 
not have to be assumed even if all of the requirements based on the principle of legality have been 
met, but based on whether the criminal prosecution would serve a purpose in a particular case 
the prosecution may, but does not have to, be assumed while the criteria for not pursuing prose-
cution in some national criminal proceedings is related to e.g. high costs of the proceedings or it 
is based on certain characteristics of the accused.11 

We believe that weighing the interests should factor in all criminal prosecution, regardless of the 
principle it is based on. The public prosecutor should use his prosecutorial discretionary power 
independently, in an impartial and consistent manner. The requirement related to independence 
when performing a prosecutorial function should be safeguarded by numerous protective mea-
sures. When applying the principle of prosecutorial discretion, and other new institutes as well, 
the prosecutors should act independently, without any fear of political interference or undue in-
fluence. They must base their decisions solely on what is in the public interest. Accordingly, the 
prosecutor must use his discretionary power fairly, impartially, in good faith and in accordance 
with the highest ethical standards. In order to secure the trust of the public in the criminal justi-
ce system, prosecutorial discretion when deciding should be exercised in an objective, fair, tran-

10 Đurčić,V.(2009),Opravdanost i svrha načela oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja,Oportunitetkrivičnoggonjenja,Belgrade,p.13
11 Škulić,M.(2010)Krivično procesno pravo,opštideo,Belgrade,p.43
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sparent and consistent manner. It is certain that such great discretionary powers entail a great 
responsibility for public prosecutors. As the principle of autonomy and functional independence 
of the public prosecutor have not been firmly embedded in our legal system despite the reform of 
the judiciary, we advocate new  special instructions (guidelines) to be passed regarding the appli-
cation of the principle of prosecutorial discretion and other new institutes.12 

The countries which have traditionally embraced the principle of prosecutorial discretion 
(France, the USA, the UK) remain loyal to this principle while using various forms of formal and 
informal control mechanisms of its proper application. In this respect, the issue of control of the 
application of the said institute must be raised, since the decision on the stay of criminal procee-
dings, i.e. the dismissal of criminal charges may be based on the wrong estimate by the public 
prosecutor that the legal requirements have not been met or that it is not in the public interest to 
proceed with the criminal prosecution, or it may be an intentional oversight. Modern legislati-
on recognises two forms of control: internal (inside the prosecutorial organisation) and external 
(judicial review). We believe that the form of internal control is more acceptable since it relies on 
the hierarchical structure of the public prosecutor’s organisation allowing the higher authority to 
order at its own initiative or based on the initiative of the third party the subordinate authority to 
assume criminal prosecution or otherwise assume it instead of them. Therefore, the decision on 
the criminal prosecution is under express authority of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, so it is only 
right that its review is conducted at that level as well.13 The Law on Public Prosecutor’s Office of 
the Republic of Serbia stipulates three types of control based on the said hierarchy; those are de-
volution, substitution and issuing mandatory instructions.14 The Law on the Public Prosecution 
and the Rules of Administration of Public Prosecutor’s Offices stipulate other types of control as 
well, such as regular reviews of the work by the Public Prosecutor’s Office that is immediately su-
perior, also through monthly and annual reports on activities of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, as 
well as the petitions and complaints regarding the work of the public prosecutor by the citizens. 
These types of control may be related both to the application of the principle of prosecutorial dis-
cretion and the principle of legality.

Judicial control may be preliminary or subsequent. In the first case, it refers to certain discretio-
nary decisions of the public prosecutor which require prior authorisation by the court and may 
not become final without that authorisation (for instance, Art. 236, Par. 1 of the Code from 2004 
and Art. 236, Par. 6 and 7 of the Code from 2009). In the second case, the third party, usually 
the injured party, requests from the court a review of the already rendered decision not to pro-
secute thus forcing the authorised prosecutor to assume prosecution. We oppose any form of ju-
dicial control when it comes to applying the prosecutorial discretion principle, especially if it 
is done as stipulated by the legislator so far since the prosecution of offenders is the basic right 
and basic duty of the public prosecutor as an autonomous government authority according to 
the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia (Art. 156), the Law on the Public Prosecutor’s Office 
(Art. 2) and the Criminal Procedure Code (Art. 46). This certainly does not eliminate two-level 

12 TheRepublicPublicProsecutor’sOfficehaspassedMandatoryInstructionsontheApplicationandConclusionofPleaAgreements
A.no.299/09of22Oct2009inordertoensurelegalityanduniformityintheproceedingsconductedbyallpublicprosecutors.The
instructioncontainsthemodelsfortheapplicationofthesaidinstitutewithaviewtomakingtheoperationsofpublicprosecutors
easier and simpler. The procedure for concluding a plea agreement includes the following stages: proposal, plea bargaining,
conclusionoftheAgreementandtheproceedingsbeforethecompetentcourt(judicialreviewoftheagreement).

13 Cigler,S.(1994),Obezbeđenje načela legaliteta i oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja,Pravo-teorijaipraksa,10-12,NoviSad,pp.134-136.
14 OfficialGazetteofRS,no.116/2008,104/1009.101/2010,Articles18,19and20oftheLawonthePublicProsecutor’sOffice
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decision-making within the public prosecutor’s organisation considering the significance of the 
decisions by the public prosecutor based on prosecutorial discretion.

We hold that such a degree of distrust in the Prosecutor’s Office when it comes to the princi-
ple of prosecutorial discretion is unjustifiable and unfounded since there have been no reports 
of the abuse of discretionary powers by the public prosecutor in practice. It has been noted that 
some Public Prosecutor’s Offices avoid using this institute due to the distrust of the public in the 
work of the Public Prosecutor’s Office. Therefore, it is our opinion that the control of the public 
prosecutor’s decision to apply the principle of prosecutorial discretion is necessary since it is a 
decision based on merit, as the injured party does not have the right to assume prosecution pur-
suant to the provisions of Art. 61 of the CPC, preferably through a complaint to the immedia-
tely superior public prosecutor, which is otherwise a provision mainly used in comparative cri-
minal procedure legislation. 

2. The Application of the Principle of Prosecutorial Discretion

However, despite all of the aforementioned objections to the legal provision for the principle of 
prosecutorial discretion, the absence of criteria according to which the public prosecutor could 
make an assessment when deciding if the initiation of the proceedings would serve a purpose, 
the issue of constitutional principle of equality of citizens before the law, the issue of compati-
bility of this principle with the principle of officiality etc, over the past few years, especially du-
ring 2010, there has been a considerable increase in the number of cases in which the principle 
of prosecutorial discretion was applied. Statistical data shows that the application of prosecuto-
rial discretion principle is steadily increasing. Considering the legal possibilities for its applicati-
on and the frequency of its use in practice, the principle of prosecutorial discretion can no longer 
be characterised  as an exception to the principle of legality of the official criminal prosecution 

The increased application of prosecutorial discretion has certainly been boosted by the 
Instructions of the Republic Public Prosecutor A no. 246/08 of 28 Aug 2008 which prescribe that 
the public prosecutor must, upon receiving criminal charges, consider the possibility of applying 
Art. 236 and 237 of the CPC and take statements from the injured party and the reported indi-
vidual in view of the said articles, about which an official note must be made and through the 
registry office of the Republic Public Prosecutor’s Office request the data if the reported person 
has been registered in the integral register kept by the said Prosecutor’s Office as a person who 
has been subject to the measure under Art. 236 or Art. 237 of the CPC. The Criminal Procedure 
Code from 200915 has considerably contributed to the application of the said institute as well, 
which prescribes under Art. 236, Par. 9 that the public prosecutor must examine the possibility 
for the stay of criminal proceedings before filing the motion to indict, i.e. the motion for investi-
gative actions, when the criminal charges have been filed for the criminal offence punishable by 
a fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to three years, to which purpose he may in-
terview the suspect and the injured party, as well as other persons, or collect other necessary data 
about which an official note must be made. The Instructions of the Republic Public Prosecutor A 
no. 478/10 of 24 Feb 2011 should be mentioned here, which stipulate the possibility of applying 
Art. 236 of CPC for the criminal offence - illegal possession of narcotics under Art. 246a of the 

15 OfficialGazetteofRS,no.72of3Sept2009
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Criminal Code, in cases of illegal possession of “marijuana” in the amount of up to 5 g, in addi-
tion to all of the other circumstances which are being assessed in the case of any other criminal 
offence. The fact that the court’s authorisation is no longer needed for the criminal offences pu-
nishable under law by a term of up to three years in prison has greatly contributed to an increa-
sed application of prosecutorial discretion.

In order to put the past experiences in the application of prosecutorial discretion of adult offen-
ders into the right perspective, it is necessary to provide a chronological overview of legal provi-
sions with all their advantages and disadvantages which have affected the application of the said 
principle.

3. Criminal Procedure Code from 2002 and the Principle of Prosecutorial Discretion

The Criminal Procedure Code from 200216 did not adhere to the strict legality principle when it 
introduced the provision under Art. 236 and Art. 237, thus joining the world-wide trend in cri-
minal procedure legislation marked by a possibility of an agreement between the participants in 
the criminal proceedings and the idea of restorative justice. The purpose of their introduction 
was to reduce the number of cases of “bagatelle” crime before the courts by not initiating the cri-
minal proceedings when for certain reasons it would not serve any purpose.17 If Art. 236 of the 
CPC was to be applied, the public prosecutor had to ascertain first if the criminal charges were 
well-founded, then propose to the suspect one or more legally stipulated measures to be impo-
sed, if he gave his consent for it, and finally dismiss the criminal charges if the suspect had com-
pleted the imposed obligation within a time period which could not exceed six months. If the 
said consent of the suspect had not been given, the public prosecutor had an obligation to initi-
ate the criminal proceedings against the offender unless there was another reason for the crimi-
nal prosecution to be abandoned. Due to this, the rules for the confirmation that the said con-
sent had been given freely and not under duress needed to be established. Since the prerequisite 
for the use of this institute was the suspect’s consent to meet the proposed obligation, such con-
sent had to be entered into a report which was to be signed by the suspect.18 We support this po-
sition, however, the problem in its application arose from the fact that the Code did not stipula-
te any report to be made, nor did it stipulate any other kind of a written decision. The decision to 
desist from criminal prosecution based on this principle was possible only if there was adequa-
te evidence of the guilt, which means that the public prosecutor had to establish the existence of 
the criminal offence and criminal liability of the perpetrator which resulted in a question if and 

16 OfficialGazetteofFRY,no.68/2002,whichcameintoforceon28March2002
 Article236usedtoread:(1)TheStateProsecutormaydefercriminalprosecutionforcriminaloffencespunishablebyafineoratermin

prisonofuptothreeyearsifthesuspectacceptsoneormoreofthefollowingmeasures:1.toremovethedetrimentalconsequence
causedbythecommissionofacriminaloffenceortocompensatethedamageincurred,2.topayacertainsumofmoneytothe
accountofahumanitarianorganisation,afundorapublicinstitution,3.toperformcommunityserviceorcharitablework,4.tomeet
theobligationofpayingoverduesupport.(2)Thesuspectmustcompletetheimposedobligationswithinaperiodoftimewhich
cannotexceed6months.(3)IfthesuspectmeetstheobligationspursuanttoPar.1items1and4ofthisArticleor,withtheconsent
oftheinjuredparty,theobligationspursuanttoPar.1items2and3ofthisArticlewithinaperiodoftimestipulatedbytheprevious
paragraphofthisArticle,theStateProsecutorshalldismissthecriminalcharges,whiletheprovisionsoftheArt.61ofthisCodeshall
notbeapplied.

 Art.237usedtoread:WithregardtocriminaloffencespursuanttoArt.236,theStateProsecutormaydismisscriminalchargesifthe
suspect,duetogenuineremorse,haspreventedtheoccurrenceofdamageorhasalreadycompensatedthedamageincurredinfull,
sotheStateProsecutordecidesbasedonthecircumstancesofthecasethattheimpositionofacriminalsanctionwouldnotbefair.
Insuchacase,theprovisionsoftheArt.61ofthisCodeshallnotbeapplied.

17 Lazin,Đ.(2003).Odlaganje krivičnog gonjenja,  Krivično zakonodavstvo državne zajednice Srbije i Crne Gore,Belgrade,p.295
18 Škulić.M,(2007),Komentar Zakonika o krivičnom postupku,Belgrade,p.832
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to what extent at this stage of pre-trial proceedings we can discuss the existence of the criminal 
offence, i.e. guilt, which can only be determined by the court according to the Constitution. It 
may be concluded that the public prosecutor rendered a decision on the conditionally deferred 
prosecution when he estimated that in a particular case meeting the imposed obligations by the 
suspect would yield better results than the criminal proceedings and potential sanction.19 As has 
already been mentioned, the legislator made a grave omission by not prescribing the form of the 
decision of the public prosecutor on the stay of criminal proceedings under the provision of this 
Article, which we hold should have been an elaborated ruling since the suspect and the injured 
party were supposed to get a document determining the duty of the suspect and setting the de-
adline for its execution. Regardless of such a flawed legal provision, the public prosecutor was un-
der an obligation to warn the injured party that in case of consenting to a stay of criminal procee-
dings and if a decision on the dismissal of criminal charges was rendered, the right pursuant to 
Art. 61 of the Code would be forfeited but not the right to settle a restitution claim in a lawsuit.

The main objections in the application of Art. 237 of the CPC referred to certain terms used in 
the text of the law “genuine remorse”, “fair” and “circumstances of the case” which were subject to 
interpretation since there were no clearly defined criteria based on which the public prosecutor 
could have determined their existence. With such a legal provision, the public prosecutor made 
the decision on the criminal prosecution based on his own assessment and personal observati-
ons from case to case, without objective criteria which could serve as guidelines when applying 
discretionary power. Incomplete and imprecise legislation caused variations in the application 
of the said principle in practice which ultimately resulted in unequal treatment of citizens befo-
re the law.20 

4. Criminal Procedure Code from 2004 and the Principle of Prosecutorial Discretion

Amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code passed in May 200421 prescribed that the pu-
blic prosecutor could render a decision on the stay of criminal proceedings only if the court au-
thorised it. Namely, under the Art. 236, Par. 1 of the CPC after the word “may” it was added af-
ter a comma “with the court’s authorisation”. With such amendments to the Art. 236 of the CPC 
the functioning of the principle of prosecutorial discretion, as a discretionary power of the pu-
blic prosecutor, was called into question. In addition, the legislator did not specify which court 
would be competent to give such an authorisation which in turn led to new problems in practi-
ce. Namely, in some courts the said authorisation was given by a criminal pre-trial chamber, in 
some by the investigating judge, and in others a single judge. We hold that such an authorisati-
on had to be given by a criminal pre-trial chamber, since Art. 24, Par. 6 of the CPC clearly stipu-
lated that the decisions in the first instance outside of the main hearing should be rendered by a 
chamber. With regard to the application of the stay of criminal proceedings under Art. 236 of the 
CPC a dilemma arose in practice at which point the prosecutor should request court’s authorisa-
tion for the application of the said institute. The prevailing view was that the court’s authorisati-
on was to be requested after the consent of the suspect i.e. the injured party for the application of 
prosecutorial discretion had been obtained.

19 Grubač,M.(2006)Krivično procesno pravo,Belgrade,p.139
20 Kirski,J.(2004)Načelo oportuniteta, Evropska konvencija za zaštitu ljudskih prava i osnovnih sloboda i krivično zakonodavstvo Srbije i Crne 

Gore,TheAssociationforCriminalLawandCriminologyofSerbiaandMontenegro
21 OfficialGazetteofRS,no.58/2004
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Furthermore, obtaining the court’s authorisation required certain amount of time, which slowed 
down the proceedings, defeating the main purpose of the principle of prosecutorial discretion. 
Therefore, this provision was quite rightly frequently challenged in expert circles. Two new me-
asures were introduced by the legislator through the aforementioned amendments allowing the 
suspect to undergo rehabilitation treatments for alcohol or drug abuse or to undergo a psycho-
social therapy treatment (added items 5 and 6 under Par. 1 of the Art. 236 of the CPC).

With regard to Art. 237 of the CPC the text of the law remained the same.

5. The application of the Prosecutorial Discretion Principle in the Territory of the City of 
Belgrade during the Period between 28 Feb 2002 and 1 May 2005

From the statistical data shown in the reports of Municipal Public Prosecutor’s Offices of the City 
of Belgrade from the moment the Criminal Procedure Code entered into force on 28 Feb 2002 
to 1 May 2004 it is evident that those processing the cases applied mainly Art. 236 of the CPC, 
in exactly 574 cases, whereas Art. 237 of the CPC was applied only once in a dismissal of crimi-
nal charges by the Municipal Public Prosecutor’s Office in Obrenovac against a suspect who had 
committed a criminal offence of endangering the public pursuant to Art. 187, Par. 4 with regard 
to Par. 1 of the CC of RS.

Through the analysis of the data on Public Prosecutor’s Offices in the territory of the City of 
Belgrade for the cited period it has been determined that the most commonly used measures 
were the ones stipulated under Art. 236, Par. 1 items 1 and 2 of the CPC (compensating the da-
mage incurred and the payment of a certain sum of money into the accounts of humanitarian 
organisations), next the measure under item 4 (meeting the obligation of overdue support) whi-
le the measure of performing some kind of community service or charitable work stipulated un-
der item 3 of this article was not used in practice. The reports also state that the application of 
the measure of effecting payments into the account of a humanitarian organisation was proven 
to be justified since the defendants saw it as a sanction, so this yielded results in terms of speci-
al prevention, while certain state institutions have seen concrete financial benefit. Upon deciding 
on the amount of money to be paid and the deadline for effecting the payment, in each individu-
al case, personal and financial circumstances of the suspect or the reported person were speci-
ally assessed. The payment requested ranged from 10 to 30,000 RSD, while the deadline for effec-
ting the said payment was 10 to 90 days and rarely 160 days. In certain cases if the amount to be 
paid was substantial, the suspects were offered an option to make the payments successively, in 
instalments, according to their income. The suspect had an obligation to supply the Prosecutor’s 
Office with proof of the payment effected after each installment, while the ruling on the dismis-
sal of criminal charges was passed after the suspect had settled his obligation in full. 

Prosecutorial discretion was mostly applied in cases involving the criminal offence of endan-
gering public traffic pursuant to Art. 195 of the CC of RS, however the First Municipal Public 
Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade took a stand at that time that Art. 236 of the CPC should not be 
applied if the suspect had been convicted for the same type of criminal offence, if he had been fi-
ned in connection with public traffic or for a traffic accident caused by driving under the influen-
ce of alcohol, for running a red light or driving carelessly or recklessly. Also in cases involving cri-
minal offences of public endangerment pursuant to Art. 187 of the CC of RS, misappropriation 
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of an object pursuant to Art. 175 of the CC of RS, causing damage to somebody else’s property 
pursuant to Art. 176 of the CC of RS, counterfeiting official documents pursuant to Art. 233 of 
the CC of RS etc.

Justification of applying Art. 236 of the CPC was used in practice even in those cases where it 
was possible to apply for such criminal offences provision of Art. 8 of the Basic Criminal Code 
(e.g. Art. 54 of CC of RS, Art. 52.a of CC RS, Art. 184, Par. 2 of CC RS, Art. 149, Par. 2 of the 
Amending Law to the Law on Building Construction of the Republic of Serbia etc.). It was qu-
estioned then if it would be more adequate to apply Art. 8 of BCC or Art. 236 when it comes to 
this type of criminal offences since many people hold that the institute of negligible threat to so-
ciety is not contrary to the principle of legality of criminal prosecution.

As the text of the law did not prescribe the form of the public prosecutor’s decision on the stay of 
criminal proceedings, Public Prosecutor’s Offices treated this differently in practice, some made 
model forms in order to create a uniform procedure for processing the cases when applying Art. 
236 of CPC, whereas others made official notes which determined a measure to be imposed and 
set a deadline for the suspect to comply with it.

Analysis of the aforementioned data prompted two issues relevant to the application of prosecu-
torial discretion principle which are as relevant today as they were at the time of its introducti-
on. The first issue was related to the possibility of applying a stay of criminal proceedings i.e. the 
dismissal of criminal charges pursuant to Art. 236 of CPC if the suspect had not fulfilled the im-
posed obligation completely within the set deadline. As a rule, if the suspect fails to fulfil the im-
posed obligation or fulfils it in part, the public prosecutor shall file a motion to indict with the 
competent court or propose to the investigating judge to undertake certain investigative actions. 
However, since this deadline is meant as an instruction, there are some theoretical views that the 
public prosecutor may assess if the suspect has, and to which extent, met the imposed obligati-
on, and depending on the circumstances of the specific case render a decision on the dismissal of 
criminal charges. Exceeding the deadline is essentially treated as a failure to meet the obligation 
but this does not have to be rigidly interpreted if the larger part of the obligation has been fulfi-
lled or if some objective reasons have prevented the suspect from meeting the obligation in full, 
especially if it was not his fault.22 

The second issue deals with the relationship between offences of minor significance (Art. 18 of 
the CC) and the prosecutorial discretion principle. Namely, it is held that the prosecutorial dis-
cretion principle is peculiar to the procedure legislation of the countries whose substantive law 
adopts a formal rather than substantive concept of a criminal offence. Our legislator has swit-
ched from a substantive to a formal concept of a criminal offence but despite this, the principle of 
the legality of criminal prosecution was kept in the criminal procedure legislation,  while in su-
bstantive criminal law offences of minor significance as the grounds for eliminating the existen-
ce of a criminal offence remained as if nothing had changed in the definition of the general cri-
minal offence term.23  

22 Škulić.M,(2007),Komentar Zakonika o krivičnom postupku,Belgrade,p.832
23 Đurđić,V.(2009.),Opravdanost i svrha načela oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja, Oportunitet krivičnog gonjenja,Belgrade,p.17
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The application of the criminal procedure principle of prosecutorial discretion assumes the exi-
stence of a criminal offence in terms of objective and subjective elements, i.e. the existence of for-
mal (legal) elements that constitute a criminal offence as well as of the basic procedural requ-
irements necessary for criminal prosecution.24 An offence of minor significance represents an 
institute under substantive law the application of which precludes the existence of a criminal of-
fence. The purpose of the institute of an offence of minor significance is to eliminate the applica-
tion of criminal law in cases involving offences which possess all of the elements of a criminal of-
fence but it is such a negligible act that it does not merit the imposition of criminal sanctions. In 
such a case, the public prosecutor may use his discretionary power, just as in the case of prosecu-
torial discretion, and decide to dismiss criminal charges pursuant to Art. 18 of the CC. Namely, 
this represents the grounds which in our criminal procedure legislation eliminate formal element 
of criminal unlawfulness, which does not mean that it eliminates the element of unlawfulne-
ss altogether. Some hold that provisions under criminal procedure law (prosecutorial discretion 
principle) are more acceptable as a theoretical model for dealing with “bagatelle” crime because 
certain points of contention related to the legal nature of the institute of offences of minor signifi-
cance are thus avoided.25 Regardless of the fact that both of the said institutes have been accepted 
in theory since the grounds for their application are different, we believe that it has contributed 
to inadequate application of the institute of the offence of minor significance in certain cases in 
practice, and to the insufficient use of prosecutorial discretion principle (for instance, the public 
prosecutors have in the majority of cases dismissed the criminal charges for illegal possession of 
narcotics under Art. 246, Par. 3 of the CC pursuant to Art. 18 of the CC despite the fact that this 
offence could  not have been treated as an offence of minor significance due to the degree of the 
threat to society it poses). We emphasise that our legislation accepted a substantive and objective 
general concept of a criminal offence up to 1 Jan 2006 with the following elements: threat to soci-
ety, act of a man, unlawfulness and definition under the law. The Criminal Code of the Republic 
of Serbia, however, accepts the concept with objective and subjective elements including the guilt 
as a general element of a criminal offence. According to Art. 14 of the Code “a criminal offence is 
an act defined as a criminal offence by law which is unlawful and committed with a guilty mind.” 
The main objection is that the substantive element is left out from the general concept of a crimi-
nal offence. It is, therefore, no longer an act which is a threat to society, but just unlawful and co-
mmitted with a guilty mind, the elements of which are defined by law. The reason justifying this 
was that a threat to society was a political category and that it was a relict of the past which sho-
uld be removed. In our view, it is not a political category of any kind but a term taken from soci-
ology which constitutes the substance of each act. No matter what term we use, there is no doubt 
that each criminal offence is a social occurrence since it violates or endangers certain social or in-
dividual values. That is why the society is fighting crime. Unlawfulness and definition under law 
are just formal expressions of its substance. The criminal offence does not pose a danger to soci-
ety because it is unlawful, it is unlawful and defined by the law because it is a threat to society.26 

24 Đokić, I . (2009) Načelo oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja, Stanje kriminaliteta u Srbiji i pravna sredstva reagovanja, part III, Belgrade,
pp.303-316

25 Stojanović, Z. (2005)Tendencije u savremenoj nauci krivičnog prava i neka pitanja našeg materijalnog krivičnog zakonodavstva, Nove 
tendencije u savremenoj nauci krivičnog prava i naše krivično zakonodavstvo,Belgrade,p.23

26 Čejović,B.(2008)Krivično pravo u sudskoj praksi, opšti deo,Kragujevac,pp.48-49
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6. Criminal Procedure Code from 2006 and Prosecutorial Discretion

The Criminal Procedure Code from 200627 introduced certain innovations in terms of prosecu-
torial discretion. Primarily, under Par. 1 of the Art. 268 of the Code the words “with the Court’s 
authorisation” were removed solving the aforementioned problem. Conditionally deferred pro-
secution, i.e. now existing institute of the stay of criminal proceedings is defined as “an aban-
donment of criminal prosecution against the suspect who has met certain obligations” (Art. 268) 
which is accompanied by alternative measures at the public prosecutor’s disposal allowing the 
suspect, among other things, to accept a job which has become available and which suits his work 
skills and qualifications (Art. 268, Par. 1 item 5). It is specified which organisations may be bene-
ficiaries of the sum of money paid into their accounts (Art. 268, Par. 1 item 6), it is also stipulated 
that the Republic Public Prosecutor should make a list and rank according to priority organisati-
ons, funds and public institutions for this purpose, i.e. list ranking according to priority forms of 
community service and charitable work (Art. 268, Par. 2). In addition to each of the listed obli-
gation it is possible to add as a special condition for the suspect to settle a restitution claim made 
by the injured party and to apologise in person to the injured party (Art. 268, Par. 3). The rest of 
the text of the law remained the same.

Art. 237 of the CPC is stipulated under Art. 269 of the new Code entitled “Abandonment of 
Criminal Prosecution due to Genuine Remorse of the Suspect”. In addition to formal require-
ments, which remained the same, the public prosecutor was to take into account the suspect’s 
character as well as the circumstances under which the criminal offence had been committed 
and accordingly render a decision if criminal prosecution and imposition of criminal sanctions 
on the suspect would be fair and serve any purpose. The character of the suspect and circumstan-
ces under which the criminal offence had been committed raise numerous questions relevant for 
practical application of Art. 269 of the CPC. First of all, if the said provision could be applied  to 
the suspect who had already been convicted, i.e. sanctioned, according to the police record or 
misdemeanor register, next, if it could be applied to the suspect who had committed a criminal 
offence with elements of violence, if it could be applied more than once on the same individual 
etc. Furthermore, the legal formulation suggested that in case of a dismissal of criminal charges 
on these grounds, all of the “requirements” had to be met cumulatively, which would make the 
application of the Art. 239 of the CPC considerably more difficult in practice, although the legi-
slator clearly had in mind the opposite effect.  

7. The application of Prosecutorial Discretion Principle in the Territory of the City of 
Belgrade for the Period from 28 March 2002 to 1 Sept 2006 and for the Period from 1 Jan 
2003 to 31 Dec 2007

How important the principle of prosecutorial discretion is, may be reflected in the fact that in the 
territory of the City of Belgrade for the period from 28 March 2002 to 1 Sept 2006 the District 
Public Prosecutor’s Office and Branches of Municipal Public Prosecutor’s Offices dismissed cri-
minal charges in 1104 cases by applying Art. 236 of the CPC. Out of these, 1095 individuals 

27 OfficialGazetteofRS,no.46of2June2006thisCriminalProcedureCodeenteredintoforceon10June2006anditwassupposed
tostartapplicationon1June2007exceptfortheprovisionsofthefollowingarticles:107,110.117-122and333-335whichentered
applicationon10June2006.
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fulfilled the imposed obligation and in 9 cases court proceedings were instituted since the indi-
viduals in question failed to fulfil the imposed obligation within the set deadline. As was the case 
earlier, the most commonly used measure was the one stipulated under Art. 236, Par. 1 items 2 
and 3 of the CPC, whereas the stay of criminal proceedings was applied to the following criminal 
offences: endangerment of public traffic under Art. 195 of the CC of RS, failure to pay support 
under Art. 119 of the CC of RS, endangerment of safety under Art. 187 of the CC of RS, the cri-
minal offence under Art. 159 of the Law on Energy and Art. 23 of the Law on Public Peace and 
Order etc. During the cited period, 27,653,139.00 RSD was paid into the accounts of humanita-
rian organisations. Thirty hours of community service, i.e. charitable work was performed at the 
Institute for the Transfusion of Blood and 120 hours in total at the Centre for the Protection of 
Infants, Children and the Youth of Belgrade. Treatments pursuant to Art. 236, Par. 1 items 5 and 
6 of the CPC were completed at the Institute for Mental Health of Belgrade, Palmoticeva St. 37.

In the reporting period from 1 Jan 2003 to 31 Dec 2007 branches of municipal public prosecutor’s 
offices of the District Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade dismissed criminal charges using 
prosecutorial discretion in 10% to 11% of cases except in 2007 when this percentage fell to 8.38%. 
Namely, during 2003 out of 14,862 filed criminal charges in total, 3,382 resulted in a dismis-
sal (22.75%) out of which 388 cases were subject to prosecutorial discretion (11.47%). In 2004 
14,021 were filed, 3373 (24.05%) were dismissed, in 358 (10.61%) prosecutorial discretion was 
used. In 2005 14,575 were filed, 3,542 (24.81%) were dismissed, in 373 (10.53%) prosecutorial 
discretion was used. In 2006 16,244 were filed, 3,899 (24.00%) were dismissed, in 436 (11.18%) 
prosecutorial discretion was used. In 2007 16,276 were filed, 3,780 (23.22%) were dismissed and 
in 317 (8.38%) prosecutorial discretion was used.

8. Criminal Procedure Code from 2009 and Prosecutorial Discretion

The Criminal Procedure Code from 200928 finally eliminated the authorisation by the court as a 
requirement for the application of prosecutorial discretion principle in cases involving criminal 
offences punishable by a fine or a term in prison of up to three years (Art. 236, Par. 1). Moreover, 
this Code introduced some justified and important innovations regarding prosecutorial discreti-
on principle as well. Primarily, the possibility of its application was expanded to include criminal 
offences punishable by a term in prison of 3 to 5 years (Par. 2). Moreover, the catalogue of mea-
sures which may be imposed on the suspect was expanded in the case of prosecutorial discretion 
principle: to fulfil the obligation established by a final court decision, i.e. honour restrictions im-
posed by a final court decision (Par. 7) and to pass a driver’s test, get additional driving lessons or 
complete some other appropriate course (Par. 8). A significant innovation was Par. 6 of the said 
article, allowing the public prosecutor, with the authorisation of the court before which the main 
hearing for a criminal offence punishable by a fine or a term in prison of up to three years was to 
be conducted, to desist from criminal prosecution if the suspect had complied with one or more 
measures imposed under Par. 1 of this article. When it comes to measures under Par. 1 items 2 
and 3 of this article the consent of the injured party was necessary, i.e. the rule under Par. 5 of this 
article was applied. The public prosecutor could desist from criminal prosecution until the end of 
the main hearing even when the proceedings were being conducted for a criminal offence punis-
hable under law by a term in prison of over three years, and up to five years if this is approved by 

28 OfficialGazetteofRS,no.72of3Sept2009
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a chamber under Art. 24 Par. 6 of this Code. The main objection to this article was that the legi-
slator had eliminated the court’s authorisation under Par. 1 of this article and then introduced it 
under Par. 6 and 7, so all of the remarks on the judicial review of the work of the prosecutor’s of-
fice when applying prosecutorial discretion remained valid. There was no real difference, except 
that the court’s authorisation was required at different stages of the proceedings. We still hold that 
the review of the public prosecutor’s decision on using prosecutorial discretion is necessary but it 
has to be secured within the public prosecution’s organisation not by the court as has been alre-
ady mentioned. In addition, there is the issue of different jurisdiction of the court authorising the 
application of the said principle at the main hearing. The importance of Par. 9 of this article has 
already been mentioned in terms of the increase in the use of the prosecutorial discretion princi-
ple. However, the question is raised if the said provision is in compliance with the legal content, 
i.e. the substance of prosecutorial discretion principle. Specifically, Par. 9 stipulated that the pu-
blic prosecutor had an obligation i.e. the duty to examine if there was a possibility for a stay of cri-
minal proceedings, while the purpose of the said principle was to authorise the public prosecutor 
to decide, at his discretion, in each individual case if this principle should be applied. We believe 
that the justification of its application should be an issue, but it seems that the legislator introdu-
ced this provision solely for practical reasons with a view to increasing the application of prose-
cutorial discretion principle. Namely, the said provision imposed a duty on the public prosecutor 
to examine the possibility of applying Art. 236 of the CPC, i.e. the stay of criminal proceedings 
when formal requirements for applying prosecutorial discretion were met but not to apply this 
principle as well. It is interesting to note that the legislator did not mention Art. 237 of the CPC, 
only the possibility of the stay of criminal proceedings.

9. Criminal Procedure Code from 201129 and the Prosecutorial Discretion Principle

This Code provides for two forms of prosecutorial discretion. The first is the stay of criminal pro-
ceedings. According to Art 283 of the said Code the public prosecutor may defer criminal prose-
cution for criminal offences punishable by a fine or a term in prison of up to five years if the sus-
pect accepts one or more of the following obligations:

1) to remove the detrimental consequence caused by the commission of a criminal offence 
or to compensate the damage incurred;

2) to effect a payment into the account of a humanitarian organisation, fund or a public 
institution;

3) to perform community service of some kind or charitable work;
4) to meet the obligations regarding overdue support;
5) to undergo a rehabilitation treatment for alcohol or drug abuse;
6) to undergo psycho-social therapy in order to address the cause of violent behaviour;
7) to meet the obligation imposed by a final court decision, i.e. to honor the restrictions 

imposed by a final court decision.

In the order on the stay of criminal proceedings the public prosecutor shall set a deadline wit-
hin which the suspect must fulfil the imposed obligations but the said deadline must not exceed 
one year.

29 OfficialGazetteofRS,no.72/2011
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The fulfillment of the obligations is supervised by a representative of the administrative authori-
ty competent for administration of criminal sanctions.

 If the suspect meets the imposed obligation within the set deadline, the public prosecutor shall 
render a ruling dismissing the criminal charges and shall inform the injured party of this, while 
the provision of Art. 51, Par. 2 of the Code shall not be applied.

The second possible form of prosecutorial discretion principle is a dismissal of criminal charges. 
According to Art. 284 of the Code the public prosecutor shall dismiss criminal charges in a ru-
ling if the criminal charges themselves suggest:

1) that the reported act is not a criminal offence which is prosecuted ex officio;
2) that the statute of limitation has expired or the offence in question is subject to amnesty 

or pardon or other circumstances exist which permanently exclude prosecution;
3) that there are no grounds for suspicion that a criminal offence which is prosecuted ex 

officio has been committed.

On the dismissal of charges as well as on the reasons for it, the public prosecutor shall inform the 
injured party within 8 days and instruct him on his rights (Art. 51, Par. 1), and if criminal char-
ges have been brought by the police, the police shall be informed as well.

In the case of criminal offences punishable under law by a term in prison of up to three years, 
the public prosecutor may dismiss criminal charges if the suspect has prevented due to genuine 
remorse the occurrence of damage or has already compensated the damage incurred in full, so 
the public prosecutor based on the circumstances of the case decides that the imposition of a cri-
minal sanction would not be fair. In such a case the provision of Art. 51, Par. 2 of the said Code 
shall not be applied.

As usual those drafting the law have not taken into account the suggestions and objections made 
by experts since the Code does not stipulate anything new or relevant under cited provisions of 
Art. 283 and 284 certain paragraphs have been omitted which has to a certain extent contributed 
to the use of prosecutorial discretion principle not only in terms of frequency but also in terms 
of quality which is evident from the annual reports of the basic and High Public Prosecutor’s 
Offices. The issue of the position and rights of the injured party has not been additionally regula-
ted nor harmonised with the aforementioned recommendations, although a greater care for the 
interests of the injured party is exceptionally important for the proper understanding and appli-
cation of prosecutorial discretion principle. It should be stressed that this position has remained 
the same since the Code from 2002 introduced the prosecutorial discretion principle. That is why 
it is important that the citizens and the public do not see prosecutorial discretion or other new, 
important institutes such as plea agreements as an exclusive privilege of the suspect especially 
not as a “secret” agreement between the public prosecutor and the suspect. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to secure or to put it even better restore trust of the public in the work of Public Prosecutor’s 
Office and criminal justice system in general. This requires not only amendments to the law but 
raising awareness and a change in mentality both of the public and of the judicial authorities es-
pecially when it comes to applying the said institutes. 
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On the other hand, a good solution is used under Par. 1 of the Art. 283 which expands the stay of 
criminal proceedings to all criminal offences punishable by a fine or a term in prison of up to five 
years without the authorisation of the court at the main hearing, i.e. the chamber under Art. 24, 
Par. 6 of the CPC. We also approve of the omission of the measure under Art. 236, Par. 1 item 8 
of the CPC according to which the suspect was allowed to agree to pass a driver’s test, get additi-
onal driving lessons or complete some other appropriate course.

Compared to Art. 237 of the CPC, the legislator has taken a step in the wrong direction becau-
se the prosecutorial discretion principle, which is insisted on so much, is lost under new Art. 284 
and it is turned into just one of the common legal grounds for a dismissal of criminal charges. It 
is utterly unclear as to the reasons behind this and unjustified to make a distinction according 
to the types and seriousness of criminal offences to which the principle may be applied since the 
public prosecutor may decide the issue of whether the criminal prosecution serves any purpo-
se or if it is fair only in cases for criminal offences punishable by imprisonment of up to three ye-
ars. This raises the question once again of the trust in and responsibility of the public prosecutor.

 10. The Application of the Prosecutorial Discretion Principle in the territory of the Republic 
of Serbia for the period from 1 Jan 2010 to 31 Dec 2010

One of the significant innovations is that the report of the Republic Public Prosecutor’s Office 
from March 2011 on the work of Public Prosecutor’s Office on combating crime and protecting 
the constitution and legality in 2010 for the first time contains data on the application of prose-
cutorial discretion and plea agreements. Introducing a separate column in the reports of Basic, 
High and Appellate Public Prosecutor’s Offices in the territory of the Republic of Serbia on the 
application of prosecutorial discretion and plea agreements clearly points to the relevance of the-
se institutes. It should be stressed that the report by the Republic Public Prosecutor’s Office as a 
title uses “Application of the Institute of the Stay of Criminal Proceedings” (underneath it in pa-
rentheses Art. 236 and Art. 237 of the CPC), while the text deals with the application of Art. 236 
and Art. 237 although the stay of criminal proceedings is related solely to Art. 236 of the CPC.

The submitted reports show that the basic and high public prosecutor’s offices in the Republic 
of Serbia during the reporting period applied prosecutorial discretion principle in 5268 cases, 
while the amount paid into the accounts of humanitarian organisations, funds or public insti-
tutions totaled at 138,052,838.49 RSD. Based on the submitted data, the principle of prosecuto-
rial discretion was applied the most in  the territory of the Appellate Public Prosecutor’s Office 
in Novi Sad where the Basic and High Public Prosecutor’s Offices dismissed criminal charges or 
desisted from prosecution in 1910 cases through the application of Art. 236 and Art. 237 of the 
CPC effecting payments in the total amount of 54,596,262.18 RSD pursuant to Art. 236 Par.1 
item 2 of the CPC into the accounts of humanitarian organisations, funds and public institutions. 
In  the territory of the Appellate Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade Basic and High Public 
Prosecutor’s Offices dismissed criminal charges or desisted from prosecution in 1489 cases thro-
ugh the application of the said principle effecting payments in the total amount of 46,563,236.31 
RSD. The Public Prosecutor’s Offices in the territory of the Appellate Public Prosecutor’s Office 
in Kragujevac dismissed criminal charges or desisted from prosecution in 1089 cases throu-
gh the application of the prosecutorial discretion effecting payments in the total amount of 
21,893,340.00 RSD. In the territory of the Appellate Public Prosecutor’s Office in Nis, Basic and 
High Public Prosecutor’s Offices dismissed criminal charges or desisted from prosecution in 780 
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cases through the application of Art. 236 and Art. 237 of the CPC effecting payments in the to-
tal amount of 15,000,000.00 RSD.

The Prosecutor’s Offices most often imposed payments of a certain sum of money into the acco-
unts of humanitarian organisations as one of the measures stipulated by the provision of Art. 236 
Par.1 of the CPC which , for instance, in the First Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade 
was 40,000.00 RSD minimum and in the territory of the Appellate Public Prosecutor’s Office in 
Kragujevac the requested sum ranged from 15,000.00 to 100,000.00 RSD. The submitted stati-
stical data shows that regardless of the changes in the text of the Code, prosecutorial discretion 
principle in most cases is applied to the same criminal offences as in the previous period and tho-
se are: endangerment of public traffic under Art. 289, Par. 3 of the CC, failure to pay support un-
der Art. 195 of the CC, theft under Art. 203 of the CC, petty theft under Art. 210 of the CC, co-
unterfeiting documents under Art. 355 and 356 of the CC, the criminal offence under Art. 159 of 
the Law on Energy, criminal offence of construction without a building permit under Art. 219 of 
the CC and Art. 149 of the Law on Planning and Construction, fraud under Art. 208 of the CC, 
issuing and using payment cards with no funds under Art. 228 of the CC and illegal logging un-
der Art. 275 of the CC.

The submitted data on criminal offences show that the principle of prosecutorial discretion 
was mainly used by the Basic Public Prosecutor’s Offices, while the High Public Prosecutor’s 
Offices used it only exceptionally while the High Public Prosecutor’s Office in the territory of the 
Appellate Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade during the reporting period did not pass a sin-
gle decision based on the principle of prosecutorial decision. The report of the Republic Public 
Prosecutor’s Office contains the total number of individuals who were subject to the principle of 
prosecutorial discretion, as well as the total amount of funds paid into the accounts of humani-
tarian organisations, funds or public institutions, but the individual reports that were submitted 
by the Basic and High Public Prosecutor’s Offices in the territory of Appellate Public Prosecutor’s 
Offices in Belgrade, Novi Sad, Nis and Kragujevac contain detailed data on the application of 
the said principle along with the suggestions and objections relevant to the practical applicati-
on of the prosecutorial discretion principle. With regard to that, it is important to mention that 
the prosecutorial discretion principle was applied in 2010 in the territory of the Appellate Public 
Prosecutor’s Office in Kragujevac in 1603 cases but the procedure was unsuccessful in 567 cases 
due to the failure of the reported persons to meet the imposed obligations. This piece of informa-
tion is important from several aspects. First of all, this is a very high number of individuals who 
failed to meet the imposed obligations, which puts at risk the significance of this institute, and on 
the other hand the question is raised if failure to meet an obligation is every failure to meet the 
obligation within the set deadline, which has already been discussed, since this piece of informa-
tion is not discernable from the submitted reports.

To compensate the lack of more detailed criteria, instructions or guidelines for the applicati-
on of the principle of prosecutorial discretion, some Prosecutor’s Offices independently set ru-
les in terms of the amounts to be paid, types of criminal offences subject to the said principle 
etc. In terms of activities related to the application of the prosecutorial discretion principle the 
First Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade should be especially noted. At the meeting of 
the department heads and first deputies with the First Basic Public Prosecutor in Belgrade held 
on 25 Jan 2010 a conclusion was adopted containing a list specifying criminal offences with re-
gard to which the application of the institute of the stay of criminal proceedings should always be 
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attempted: failure to pay support under Art. 195 of the CC, obtaining loans under false preten-
ces under Art. 209 of the CC, minor bodily injury under Art. 122 of the CC, embezzlement un-
der Art. 207 of the CC if there is a leasing contract signed, and the defendant returns the vehicle 
during the proceedings, detainment of a minor under Art. 191 of the CC (it is necessary to first 
request the collection of the needed information or undertake investigative actions), constructi-
on without a building permit under Art. 219a of the CC in cases where the investors or contrac-
tors are natural persons and the construction in question is minor in scale and Art. 159 of the 
Law on Energy, as well as the criminal offences that cannot be subject to this institute: tax evasi-
on under Art. 229 of the CC, avoidance of withholding tax under Art. 229a of the CC (restricti-
ve application), counterfeiting documents under Art. 355, Par. 2 related to Par. 1 (in certain cases 
the application is justified, for instance, when licence plates are used from another car as false li-
cence plates), domestic violence under Art. 194 of the CC, endangering the public traffic under 
Art. 289, Par. 1 and Art. 289, Par. 3 related to Par. 1, serious offences against the safety of public 
traffic under Art. 297 of the CC, grievous bodily harm under Art. 121 of the CC notwithstanding 
when it is the same criminal offence under Art. 121, Par. 4 of the CC or the injuries are serious 
but by their nature are borderline minor (e.g. fracture of a finger) and illegal possession of narco-
tics under Art. 246a of the CC and the criminal offences against government authorities and aga-
inst public peace and order (potentially a stay of criminal proceedings may be used for criminal 
offences under Art. 23 of the Law on Public Peace and Order of the Republic of Serbia).

The First Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade has signed a Protocol on Cooperation with 
the City of Belgrade agreeing to transfer the payments effected by the suspect solely to the acco-
unt of Treasury Department of the Ministry of Finance into a special sub-account entitled the 
City of Belgrade – Health Secretariat – funds related to the use of prosecutorial discretion, under 
the consolidated account of the treasury of the City of Belgrade. The purpose of this protocol is 
the efficient and fair distribution of financial funds between health institutions in the territory of 
the City of Belgrade, while the City of Belgrade, based on the financial funds collected through 
the application of the institute of the stay of criminal proceedings, makes a financial plan for each 
calendar year of income and expenditure for the funds in the special sub-account and adjusts it 
to the inflow of financial funds paid. The signing of this protocol is of great importance since it 
has been an enduring criticism for years that there is no feedback on how the funds paid pursu-
ant to Art. 236 of the CPC into the accounts of humanitarian organisations, funds and public in-
stitutions by the Public Prosecutor’s Offices have been spent.

In addition, the First Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade has signed protocols on co-
operation with the Public Utility Company “Zelenilo Beograd” (park maintenance company) 
and the PUC “Gradska čistoća” (garbage disposal company) on 22 Feb 2010 which will allow 
the suspects to perform community service there pursuant to Art. 236, Par. 1 item 3 of the CPC. 
According to the said protocols, the duration of the community service is determined by the 
First Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade for each individual, and PE “Zelenilo Beograd” 
and PE “Gradska čistoća” have undertaken to ensure that the individuals performing commu-
nity service according to the said protocols are subject to all work safety measures according to 
the Labour Law and other regulations regulating the labour sphere. Furthermore, the parties to 
the protocol have undertaken an obligation to inform  the First Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office 
in Belgrade upon the start and the completion of the community service of the individuals re-
ferred to them in writing and on all relevant facts related to the enforcement of the decision of 
the Public Prosecutor’s Office. 
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In our opinion, such actions by the First Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade are com-
mendable since they prove that serious work and successful organisation may achieve conside-
rably better results in the application of prosecutorial discretion principle but also in the applica-
tion of all of the other institutes which are important for the operation of the Public Prosecutor’s 
Office.

The key issue in the application of the prosecutorial discretion principle is the unstandardised 
procedure of the Basic and High Public Prosecutor’s Offices in the territory of Serbia. We belie-
ve that mandatory instructions of the Republic Public Prosecutor would certainly contribute not 
only to a uniform but broader application of prosecutorial discretion principle in the practice of 
the public prosecution which would also be of better quality.

The analysis of the submitted reports by the Basic and High Public Prosecutor’s Offices in the 
territory of the Republic of Serbia shows that all of the Prosecutor’s Offices have stressed the im-
portance of the application of the principle of prosecutorial discretion, that a relative increase 
was registered in the number of cases where the said principle was applied compared to previous 
reporting periods, but it must be noted that the said principle is not used as much as it is allowed 
by law. Specifically, the catalogue of criminal offences remained almost identical to the one that 
existed when the principle of prosecutorial discretion was first introduced in our current legisla-
tion, regardless of the amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code from 2009 and the possibili-
ty of applying the principle of prosecutorial discretion to the criminal offences punishable under 
law by a term in prison of up to five years with a caveat that this principle is mainly applied befo-
re the criminal proceedings are initiated and much more rarely after the indictment stage, i.e. at 
the main hearing pursuant to the provision of Art. 236, Par. 6 and 7 of the CPC.

Conclusion

The purpose of this paper is to show the application of prosecutorial discretion in our practice in 
the period just short of ten years which raises a lot of questions and provides the opportunity to 
write creatively and extensively in the attempt to search for and offer some answers. Bearing in 
mind the limited scope of this paper we have tried to point out, yet again, the significance of the 
prosecutorial discretion and problems in its application. The importance of prosecutorial discre-
tion must be viewed from the aspect of modern criminal procedure legislation which has been 
introducing an increasing number of new institutes, prosecutorial investigation as well in whi-
ch the public prosecutor is assigned a primary role. Therefore, the question which arises is whet-
her the public prosecutors in Serbia are ready to face this serious task and accept such respon-
sibility. If we look at the situation and the problems we are faced with realistically, we must not 
exempt ourselves from criticism and admit, at least when it comes to the application of prosecu-
torial discretion, that the problem is not just the (poor) quality of legal regulations but that con-
siderable responsibility for insufficient application of this institute falls on the public prosecu-
tors themselves. This is supported by the statistical data proving that certain Public Prosecutor’s 
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Offices showed that despite all of these flaws and ambiguities of the text of the Code we have po-
inted out, the prosecutorial discretion may be successfully applied.30   

It is a fact that many of the public prosecutors who are overworked and pressed for deadlines, re-
gardless of the level of quality of work, think it much simpler and faster to file a motion to indict 
without the obligation to attend the main hearing and let the court decide rather than invest ad-
ditional effort, and which is more important, assume responsibility if prosecutorial discretion is 
to be applied. This applies to judges as well when it comes to proceedings for the imposition of 
criminal sanctions without scheduling the main hearing. It is evident that when alternative re-
solutions are applied, old “tested” provisions of the Code rather than the modern ones are used 
in practice. It is indisputable that the prosecutors have not assumed a managing role in the pre-
trial proceedings according to the provision of Art. 46 of CPC and have not used their numero-
us other powers stipulated by the Code thus improving the efficiency of the criminal proceedin-
gs. The reasons for this could be insufficient training and organisation of the existing personnel 
of the Public Prosecutor’s Offices, but also constant pressure of frequent elections which result in 
passive approach to work and a lack of enthusiasm of public prosecutors. Insufficient applicati-
on of the principle of prosecutorial discretion public prosecutors attribute to their unfavourable 
position in the proceedings in the justice system and numerous, often unfounded, accusations 
of corruption. Therefore, we hold that for adequate application of prosecutorial discretion, apart 
from the willingness of the public prosecutors to overcome the current situation with their reso-
lution and knowledge, it is also necessary to educate the public on the advantages of this institute.

In order for the prosecutors to use their legal powers, it is first necessary to create the conditions 
for their work and motivate them to apply the principle of prosecutorial discretion with regard to 
lesser criminal offences so that the caseload in courts is reduced on the one hand, and on the ot-
her so that greater care and time are invested in the processing of complicated and complex ca-
ses thus enabling full efficiency of the justice system.

30 AftertheprincipleofprosecutorialdiscretionhasbeenintroducedinourcurrentlegislationmostofthePublicProsecutor’sOffices
haveuseditjustsymbolically.However,theFourthandtheFifthMunicipalPublicProsecutor’sOfficeinBelgradehaveclearlystood
outaccordingto thenumberofpersonswhoweresubject to theapplicationof thesaid instituteandthesumofmoney from
effectedpayments.ThisiswhytheSocietyforthehelpofmentallydisabledpersonsfromNewBelgradeon12March2004presented
an“acknowledgment forunderstanding,warmth,cooperationandassistanceof thementallychallengedpersons” to theFourth
MunicipalPublicProsecutor’sOfficeinBelgradebecauseonseveraloccasionsthereportedpersonshaveeffectedpaymentsintothe
accountofthesaidsocietyaccordingtotherulingsofthisProsecutor’sOffice.Intheanalysisofthestatisticaldataforthefollowing
periodalackofuniformityintheprocedureofPublicProsecutor’sOfficesisidentifiedagainandacompletelyunjustifiedvariationin
theapplicationofprosecutorialdiscretionprinciplewhichhasresultedinanunequaltreatmentofcitizensbeforethelaw.
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ProsecutorialDiscretionasaSimplifiedForm
ofResolvingCriminalMattersinMontenegro

Introduction

Prosecutorial discretion as a form of diversion of the criminal proceedings was present in the cri-
minal procedure law even before, when our state was under socialist system of government, but 
it was applied only in cases involving juvenile offenders. It was not until 20032 that the rules on 
the prosecutorial discretion of adult offenders in Montenegro were introduced for the criminal 
offences prosecuted ex officio.

Bearing in mind the purpose of writing this paper, the theoretical considerations on the prosecu-
torial discretion as a principle that has been widely accepted in criminal proceedings will be left 
out, and instead a detailed analysis of the legal framework for the application of the said institu-
te in Montenegro and the data on its application will be provided.

1. Legal framework

As was already mentioned, the said institute was introduced into the legal system of Montenegro 
through Articles 244 and 245 of the Criminal Procedure Code in 2003, these provisions were up-
dated in 20063 and again when the new Criminal Procedure Code was finally passed in 20094 and 
the subject of the prosecutorial discretion was moved to Articles 272 and 273 of the new CPC.

1 Attorney-at-Law,Podgorica
2 CriminalProcedureCode(OfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofMontenegro,no.71/03),inapplicationsince29March2004,Articles244

and245oftheCPC
3 TheLawonSupplementsandAmendmentstotheCriminalProcedureCode(OfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofMontenegro,no.47/

2006)
4 CriminalProcedureCode(OfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofMontenegro,no.57/2009and49/2010)
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Furthermore, the matter of the prosecutorial discretion against juvenile offenders is regulated by 
a separate law in 2011 which has been in application since 1 September, 2012.5 

In addition, acting on its authority granted by the Code, the Ministry of Justice has passed a by-
law entitled Rules on the Stay of Criminal Prosecution.6 In addition to this, another by-law was pa-
ssed on the subject of the prosecutorial discretion, namely the Instructions on the Stay of Criminal 
Proceedings which was passed by the Supreme State Prosecutor in September 2005.

1.1 The Criminal Procedure Code under Article 272 introduces the so-called conditional discreti-
on whereby it is allowed to dismiss criminal charges under the condition that the suspect meets 
the imposed requirements.

Pursuant to the said provision the public prosecutor may stay criminal prosecution if the crimi-
nal offence in question is punishable by a fine or a term in prison of up to five years, in which case 
two requirements must be met cumulatively:

• firstly, the state prosecutor must find that the criminal proceedings would not serve any 
purpose, given the nature of the committed offence and the surrounding circumstances, as 
well as the past history of the perpetrator and his personal attributes and 

• secondly, the suspect must accept to fulfil one or more obligations prescribed by the Code.

The obligations imposed on the suspect are characterised as basic measures that can be divided 
into:

a) those that can be ordered without the involvement of the injured party and
b) those whose imposition requires consent of the party injured through commission of the 

criminal offence.

The first group, i.e. measures that may be ordered independently of the attitude of the injured 
party include those whose fulfilment is accepted by the suspect, as follows:

a) Measure of reparatory nature, where the suspect has to accept to rectify the damages 
occurring due to commission of the criminal offence or to compensate for damages done;

b) Measure of alimentary nature, where the suspect accepts to fulfil the duty to support 
which has become due, i.e. other obligations determined under final court decision.

The first category of measures, which can be imposed without the consent of the injured party, 
offers an option to the state prosecutor to conduct first the mediation proceedings between the 
injured party and the suspect if he deems it necessary due to the particular circumstances of the 
case. 

The situation is quite different when it comes to the second category of measures whose imposi-
tion requires, by law, mandatory consent of the party injured by the said criminal offence, since 

5 TheLawOnTheCriminalProceedingsAgainstJuvenileOffenders(OfficialGazette,no.64/2011),Articles66and69
6 OfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofMontenegro,no.60/2010
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in such a case it is necessary to obtain express consent of the injured party, in which case the sus-
pect must undertake one or more of the following obligations: 

a) To pay a certain amount of money in favour of a humanitarian organisation, fund or 
public institution and/or

b) To perform certain type of community service or charity work.

The obligation the suspect undertakes must be performed within a time period that may not 
exceed 6 months. The obligations of the suspect are determined by a decision made by the com-
petent state prosecutor, which is delivered to the suspect, the injured party if there is one, and 
the humanitarian organisation or the public institution which will be the beneficiary of the said 
measure. 

The said provision introduces the so-called conditional stay of proceedings since the charges may 
be dismissed only under the condition that the suspect fulfils the imposed obligations. If the sus-
pect fulfils the imposed obligations within the deadline set by the decision, the state prosecutor 
shall dismiss the charges, in which case the injured party will lose the right to take action, i.e. pur-
sue further the prosecution as the subsidiary prosecutor. It follows that this represents a final di-
smissal of charges.

In addition to this case of the conditional stay of proceedings, there is a case of the so-called pure 
principle of opportunity of criminal prosecution7, whereby the state prosecutor may dismiss the 
charges in the interest of justice for criminal offences that are punishable a fine or a term in pri-
son of up to three years.

The requirement for the dismissal of charges in the interest of justice is that the suspect has, out 
of true remorse, prevented the occurrence of damage or has fully compensated the damage in-
curred, and the state prosecutor, based on the circumstances of the case, decides that the impo-
sition of any criminal sanctions would not be in the interest of justice. When the decision on the 
dismissal of criminal charges in the interest of justice is taken, the injured party does not have re-
course to the  rule from the Criminal Procedure Code that allows the injured party to act as a su-
bsidiary prosecutor. 

1.2 The Law on Criminal Proceedings against Juvenile Offenders recognises the conditional stay of 
proceedings, as well as the pure principle of opportunity of criminal prosecution against juvenile 
offenders. Unlike the conditional stay of proceedings against adults, the state prosecutor for juve-
nile offenders may decide not to institute the criminal proceedings for a criminal offence for whi-
ch the law prescribes as the main penalty a fine and/or a prison sentence of up to 10 years even if 
the requirements for the instituting of the proceedings are met, provided that the decision impo-
ses one or more of the following disposition orders:

a) settlement with the injured party
b) regular attendance at school or workplace
c) participating in some sports activities
d) performing community service or charity work

7 Art.273oftheCPC(OfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofMontenegro,no.57/2009and49/2010)
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e) payment of a certain amount of money into the account of a humanitarian organisation, 
fund or a public institution

f) undergoing appropriate examination and treatment for the addiction caused by alcohol 
and drug abuse

g) joining individual or group therapy programme at an appropriate health institution, 
counselling centre or some other appropriate organisation

h) attendance of a course for professional development or preparation for and taking of the 
exams

i) restraining from visiting certain places or from contacting certain individuals.

Moreover, the necessary condition is that the state prosecutor for juvenile offenders concludes 
that the criminal proceedings against the offender in question would serve no purpose, given the 
nature of the criminal offence and the circumstances under which it had been committed, also 
the past history and personal attributes of the juvenile offender in question.

In order to establish the aforementioned circumstances the state prosecutor for juvenile offen-
ders may request information from the legal representative of the juvenile offender in question, 
from other persons, authorities and institutions, and when it is necessary the prosecutor may 
summon these persons and the juvenile offender for direct interview. The state prosecutor may 
request a report on the offender’s character and his living circumstances from the authority in 
whose care the offender is and from professional services.

During enforcement of criminal sanction against the juvenile offender, the state prosecutor for 
juvenile offenders may decide not to institute criminal proceedings for another criminal offen-
ce which the defendant has committed if due to the seriousness of the said offence, as well as the 
penalty and/or correctional measure being enforced,  it would not serve any purpose to conduct 
new criminal proceedings and impose new criminal sanctions for that offence. While selecting 
the disposition order, the state prosecutor for juvenile offenders will take special care to adapt the 
disposition order to the character of the said offender and his living circumstances, taking into 
account his willingness to cooperate in the application of the said disposition order. Should the 
juvenile offender fully complete the said order, the state prosecutor for juvenile offenders shall 
make a decision to dismiss the criminal charges.

The state prosecutor for juvenile offenders may dismiss the criminal charges when the juvenile 
offender completes the disposition order only in part as well, if considering the nature of the cri-
minal offence and the circumstances under which the offence has been committed, past history 
of the juvenile offender, and the personal traits of the said offender and the reasons for not com-
pleting the disposition order, he finds it would not serve any purpose to do so.

If the juvenile offender does not complete the disposition order or does it only in part, to the 
extent that it merits the instigation of the proceedings, the state prosecutor for the juvenile offen-
ders shall instigate and conduct the preliminary proceedings.

When the state prosecutor decides not to instigate the proceedings and issues the decision impo-
sing  one or more disposition orders, such decision is not appealable.
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The state prosecutor for juvenile offenders notifies the injured party about the dismissal of the 
criminal charges and the injured party may request from the judge for juvenile offenders of the 
competent court to decide on the instigation of the proceedings against the juvenile, i.e. within 
three months from the day they find out about the dismissal of criminal charges if the said party 
was not informed of the dismissal of charges.8 

Unconditional prosecutorial discretion in criminal proceedings against juveniles in the form of 
the dismissal of criminal charges in the interest of justice is stipulated for criminal offences for 
which the main penalty is a fine or a term in prison of up to five years. In such a case the state pro-
secutor for the juvenile offenders may dismiss criminal charges if the said offender has prevented 
the damage out of true remorse or has fully compensated the damage incurred, so the state pro-
secutor for juvenile offenders finds that imposing criminal sanctions would be unjust.

When the state prosecutor for juvenile offenders dismisses the criminal charges in the interest of 
justice, the prosecutor shall inform of this decision the authorities that have custody of the offen-
der, the injured party and the police, if they are the ones who brought the charges, while the inju-
red party may not request of the judge for juvenile offenders of the competent court to decide on 
the instigation of the proceedings against the juvenile.9 

The specific nature of the criminal prosecution of juvenile offenders is especially pronounced in 
the provision on the settlement for the criminal offences that are prosecuted by private lawsu-
it10, which extends the prosecutorial discretion to include the actions undertaken by the police 
in the proceedings against juvenile offenders. According to the said provision the police officer 
in charge of juvenile offenders, upon learning of the criminal offence prosecuted  in a civil suit, 
with the consent of the state prosecutor for juvenile offenders, informs the said offender and the 
injured party of the possibility of settlement and, if they consent, delegates the settlement pro-
ceedings to a mediator.

If the juvenile offender and the injured party do not consent to the settlement proceedings or if 
the said proceedings do not come to a conclusion within 30 days, or they do not reach a settle-
ment, or the juvenile offender does not fulfil in full or to a great degree the obligations set out in 
the agreement, the injured party has the right to file a request to instigate the proceedings to the 
competent state prosecutor for juvenile offenders before the deadline set for filing a civil lawsu-
it expires.

1.3 The original provision under Article 244, Par. 5 of the Criminal Procedure Code in 2003, 
which introduced for the first time the principle of prosecutorial discretion for adult offenders, 
authorised the state prosecutor to further regulate the procedure of rendering the decision on 
the stay of criminal prosecution and its contents using the instructions. In accordance with this 
authority, the state prosecutor issued the Instructions on the Stay of Criminal Proceedings11 in 
September 2005. Since this authority of the state prosecutor for the issuing of the said instructi-
ons was not included in the new Criminal Procedure Code in 2009, and instead the passing of a 

8 TheLawOnTheCriminalProceedingsAgainstJuvenileOffenders(OfficialGazette,no.64/2011),Article69
9 Ibid.,Art.66
10 Ibid,Art.68
11 InstructionsonProceedingstotheStateProsecutorswithregardtotheapplicationoftheprovisionsunderArt.244oftheCriminal

ProcedureCodeonthestayofthecriminalproceedings.
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by-law by the Ministry of Justice was ordered (this by-law is analysed under the item 1.4 of this 
paper), it follows that the aforementioned Instructions on the Stay of Criminal Proceedings that 
the state prosecutor had passed in 2005 ceased to be valid on the day the new CPC came into for-
ce. Although upon comparison certain similarities may be identified between the content of the 
Instructions on the Stay of Criminal Proceedings issued by the state prosecutor in 2005 and the 
By-laws on the Stay of  Criminal Proceedings passed by the Ministry of Justice in 2010, it seems 
to us that it is useful to note that the state prosecutor  in his Instructions  provided a kind of re-
gister of the criminal offences which he deems suitable for the use of prosecutorial discretion in 
Montenegro. Article 7 of the said instructions stipulates that the stay of criminal proceedings is 
especially appropriate for the following criminal offences listed in the Penal Code of the Republic 
of Montenegro passed in 2003:

Criminal offences against marriage and family:

• Neglect and abuse of a minor referred to under Art. 219, Par. 1

• Denying the support referred to under Art.221, Par.1

• Violation of family obligations referred under Art.222, Par.1

Criminal offences against labour rights:

• Failure to fulfil work duties and infringement of labour rights under Art 224

• Infringement of the rights related to social security under Art. 229

• Criminal Offences against property: Theft referred to under Art.239 (if the value of the sto-
len property does not greatly exceed the amount necessary to constitute such an offence – 
150 €, and the perpetrator aimed at appropriating the said value (up to 250€))Embezzlement 
referred to under Art 243, Par. 1 (if the embezzled object is not property of private citizens)

• Fraud referred to under Art 244, Par. 1 and 2 (if the value of the taken objects does not 
exceed the amount necessary to constitute a criminal offence (150 €) through which the 
perpetrator was aiming at appropriating the said value, i.e. incur such damage (of up to 
250€))

• Petty larceny, embezzlement or fraud referred to under Article 246, Par. 1 (if the offence was 
not committed to the detriment of the property of citizens)

• Misappropriation of other people’s property referred to under Art. 247, Par. 1 and 2 (if the 
property in question is not private property)

• Misappropriation of a vehicle referred to under Article 248

• Destruction and damage of other people’s property referred to under Art. 253, Par. 1 and 2 
(if the damaged property is not the property of private citizens)
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• Unlawful misappropriation of land referred to under Art. 254, par. 1

Criminal Offences against payment operations and business transactions:

• Failure to perform business transactions in good faith as referred to under Art. 272, Par. 1

Criminal offences against public road safety:

• Endangerment of public transport referred to under Art. 339, Par. 1 and 3

Criminal offences against the judiciary:

• Failure to comply with the court decision referred to under Art. 395

Criminal offences against official duties:

• Failure to perform official duties in good faith referred to under Art. 417, Par. 1

1.4. The Rules on the Stay of Criminal Proceedings have been passed by the Ministry of Justice of 
the Republic of Montenegro based on the authority given under Art. 272, Par. 5 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code.12 These by-laws regulate actions that are to be taken when applying the stay of 
criminal proceedings, as well as certain methods of fulfilling the obligations and the content of 
the decision on the stay of criminal proceedings.

As far as the activities connected to the application of the stay of the criminal proceedings are 
concerned, the Rules contain the provisions on the state prosecutor’s assessment whether or not 
the criminal proceedings would serve any purpose, on the summoning of the suspect and ente-
ring his plea, summoning the injured party and obtaining the consent of the injured party, on the 
mediation and agreement resulting from the said mediation, as well as the provisions on the con-
tent of the decision on the stay of the criminal proceedings.

The Rules specify the methods of fulfilling the obligations related to the stay of the criminal pro-
ceedings as follows:

a) repairing the damage incurred as a consequence of the committed criminal offence or 
compensating the damage incurred

b) fulfilling the obligations with regard to the support owed, or any other obligations set out 
in a final court decision

c) paying a certain amount of money into the account of a certain humanitarian organisation, 
fund or public institution.

The Rules also stipulate how community service or charity work is to be performed under the 
provisions on the legal entities where the said work is to be performed, provisions on the agree-
ment with a legal entity that is signed by the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office, provisions on the 
criteria used to determine the type of service that is to be assigned, as well as the characteristics 

12 OfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofMontenegro,no.60/2010
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of the community service or charity work. When it comes to the characteristics of the said work 
it is stipulated that it must not be financially compensated, that it may be performed in the peri-
od that does not exceed three months and is not shorter than 40 hours, nor longer than 120 ho-
urs, in addition to which it must not interfere with regular employment or fulfilment of any ot-
her obligations the suspect might have.

The Rules also stipulate that the State Prosecutor decides on the dismissal of the criminal charges 
upon receiving the proof of the fulfilment of the undertaken commitments specified in the deci-
sion on the stay of criminal proceedings, and it is also stipulated a separate record to be kept of 
the cases involving the stay of the criminal proceedings.

2. The Application of the Prosecutorial Discretion

This chapter will provide some statistical data and tables from the Report on Activities of the 
Supreme State Prosecutor in the previous seven years, which has been published on the official 
web site of the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office, which contains information on the frequency 
and degree of application of prosecutorial discretion in the practice of Montenegrin judiciary as 
a means of influencing the reduction of the number of cases before the courts, i.e. the shortening 
of the proceedings before the said courts.

The data has been presented in a chronological order starting with the data on the application of 
the principle of prosecutorial discretion from 2005 until 2011.

2.1. The Application of Prosecutorial Discretion in 2005

As mentioned above the state prosecutor issued in September 2005 the “Instructions on the Stay 
of Criminal Proceedings”, the purpose of which was to finally see increased application of the 
principle of prosecutorial discretion in practice in the coming period, thus allowing criminal ma-
tters to be resolved more quickly without opening the criminal proceedings.

According to the statistical data contained in the 2005 Report on Activities of the State Prosecutor’s 
Office, out of  9,482 submitted criminal charges in total, 2,106 criminal charges brought against 
offenders were dismissed, i.e. 22.21% of the total number of the submitted charges, which is 2% 
more of dismissed charges than in 2004.

The principle of prosecutorial discretion, according to this data, was mostly used in the cases 
where the charges had been brought against younger adults and against juvenile offenders. More 
precisely, out of the total number  of the submitted criminal charges, the state prosecutors made 
the decision to dismiss the charges against 74 juvenile offenders, out of which the criminal char-
ges against 19 juvenile offenders were dismissed due to the fact that the juvenile offenders or chil-
dren could not be held criminally responsible, while 18 were dismissed based on prosecutorial 
discretion, whereas in 2004, 28 criminal charges against juvenile offenders had been dismissed 
based on the principle of prosecutorial discretion. 
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2.2. The Application of Prosecutorial Discretion in 2006

Out of the total number of resolved cases of criminal charges against 11,679 persons, the com-
petent authorities dismissed the criminal charges against 3266 persons, i.e. 27.96% (which is 
5.75% more than in 2005). In all of these cases where a dismissal of charges occurred, altho-
ugh the requirements for misdemeanour liability were met, requests for the instigation of the 
misdemeanour proceedings were submitted. In 2006, 620 juvenile offenders were reported for 
committing criminal offences, which is 19.23% more than in the previous year when 520 juve-
nile offenders had been reported. 53 cases against juvenile offenders remained unresolved by 
the courts, which means 673 reported juvenile offenders were processed or 10.14% more than 
in the previous year.

Out of the total number of filed criminal charges, the charges were dismissed against 75 juveni-
le offenders through decisions by the state prosecutors, out of which the charges were dismissed 
against 49 juvenile offenders due to the fact that these were not criminally responsible offenders 
– i.e. they were children, whereas in 2005, the charges were dismissed against 19 individuals un-
der 14 years old, which in terms of percentages means 157.8% more dismissals of charges due to 
the fact that the offenders were not criminally responsible. Criminal charges were dismissed aga-
inst 9 juvenile offenders based on the principle of prosecutorial discretion (in 2005, based on this 
principle, charges had been dismissed against 18 juvenile offenders) and against 17 other juveni-
le offenders charges were dismissed for other reasons.

The stay of criminal proceedings under Art. 244 of the CPC was fully in application in 2006, 
however, the Report on Activities of the State Prosecutor’s Office laid out plans to use this insti-
tute to a greater extent in the coming period, which was meant as an order to the state prose-
cutors considering that there is a duty to give progress reports every six months to the Supreme 
State Prosecutor’s Office about the number of the instigated proceedings and the results of the 
conducted proceedings.

2.3. The Application of Prosecutorial Discretion in 2007

According to the statistics, the State Prosecutor’s Office dismissed criminal charges against 2,705 
individuals out of 16,275 criminal charges filed in total in 2007, out of which 2,644 fell under 
the jurisdiction of basic state prosecutor’s offices, 41 under the jurisdiction of the higher state 
prosecutor’s offices. The percentage of the dismissal of criminal charges is 16.62%, which is com-
pared to the previous year lower by 11.34%.

The state prosecutor’s office directed their activities in 2007, more than before, towards the stay 
of criminal proceedings as one of the forms of the so-called alternative resolution of criminal dis-
putes. The state prosecutors attempted to resolve criminal disputes in such a way in 254 cases in 
accordance with the law. This was successful in 164 cases or 64.57% of the cases, which ended in 
a dismissal of the criminal charges after indemnifying the injured party by settling a debt or after 
ordering the defendant to give a certain amount of money to charity.

In 2007, acting on the filed criminal charges, the state prosecutors rendered decisions on the di-
smissal of charges against 80 juvenile offenders.
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2.4. The Application of Prosecutorial Discretion in 2008

The State Prosecutor’s Office in 2008 dismissed, out of 15,255 filed criminal charges in total, 3,121 
criminal charges, out of which 3101 fell under the jurisdiction of the basic state prosecutor’s offi-
ces, whereas 20 cases fell under the jurisdiction of higher state prosecutor’s offices. The percenta-
ge of the dismissed criminal charges is 20.46% which is compared to the previous year by 9.12% 
more.

The fact that out of the total number of dismissed criminal charges only 20 were against persons 
reported to the higher state prosecutor’s offices in Montenegro, is enough to draw a conclusion 
that the criminal charges resolved by the dismissal of charges were related to the cases of minor 
criminal offences that fall under the real competence of the basic state prosecutor’s offices and 
where charges were not filed by the Police Directorate. 

Most of the dismissed criminal charges were charges brought against perpetrators of the crimi-
nal offence of theft, minor criminal offences against public road safety, domestic violence and the 
criminal offences against official duties. In most cases, the criminal charges were filed by private 
citizens, the foundation of which could not be proven.

The increased percentage of the dismissed criminal charges reflects the more frequent use of the 
stay of proceedings. The statistics on the activities of the basic state prosecutor’s offices  in 2008 
shows that the application of the stay of proceedings institute resolved 240 criminal disputes in 
the prosecutor’s office, by conducting settlement proceedings with the suspect, provided the sus-
pect met the requirements stipulated by law.

Acting on filed criminal charges in 2008, the state prosecutors rendered decisions on the dismi-
ssal of charges against 70 juvenile offenders.
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Table 1 
Stay of Criminal Proceedings in 2007 and 2008

The 
Prosecutor’s 

Office

No.KTO  
cases in 

2007

No.KTO 
cases in

2008

Collections 
in 2007

Collections
 in 2008

Injured
 in 2007

Injured 
in 2008

Podgorica 23 86 3.870 € 18.050 € 3.870 € 5.300 €

Nikšić 25 39 4.940 € 7.350 €

Ulcinj 5 1 750 € 200 €

Bar 5 6 600 € 850 €

Kotor 7 11 1.400 € 2.300 €

Herceg Novi 25 2.950 € 3.093 €

Kolašin 4 250 € 1.095 €

Bijelo Polje 6 34 750 € 1.600 € 8.920 €

Pljevlja 17 20 1.250 € 1.300 € 600 € 750 €

Berane 6 2 1.200 € 300 €

The data presented in the table above show that the use of the stay of criminal proceedings was 
increased in 2008 compared to the previous year,  by 105%.

2.5. The Application of Prosecutorial Discretion in 2009

In 2009 the State Prosecutor’s Office dismissed, out of 9,751 filed criminal charges in total, 3,330 
criminal charges, out of which 3,280 fell under the jurisdiction of the basic state prosecutor’s of-
fice, whereas 50 cases fell under the jurisdiction of higher state prosecutor’s office. The percen-
tage of the dismissed criminal charges is 34.15%, which shows an increase of 13.69% compared 
to the previous year.

The fact that out of the total number of dismissed criminal charges only 50 were against persons 
reported to the higher state prosecutor’s offices in Montenegro, is enough to draw a conclusion 
that the criminal charges resolved by the dismissal of charges were related to minor criminal of-
fences that fall under the real competence of the basic state prosecutor’s offices and where char-
ges were not filed by the Police Directorate. 

Most of the dismissed criminal charges were filed against perpetrators of the criminal offen-
ce of fraud, minor criminal offences against public road safety, theft, the abuse of power, dome-
stic violence.

In most cases, the criminal charges were filed by private citizens, the foundation of which could 
not be proven in the proceedings. The increased percentage of the dismissed criminal charges re-
flects the more frequent use of the stay of proceedings. 
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The statistics on the activities of the basic state prosecutor’s offices  in 2009 shows that the appli-
cation of the stay of proceedings institute resolved 339 criminal disputes in the prosecutor’s offi-
ce, i.e. 10.18% out of the total number of the dismissed charges or 3.48% out of the total number 
of filed charges. By applying the said institute, the state prosecutors have collected from the sus-
pects 84.565€ which was paid into the accounts of humanitarian organisations and public insti-
tutions and 3,530.72€ to cover the damage incurred to the injured parties.

Such activity of the state prosecutors’ offices has considerably improved the efficiency of the re-
solution of a great number of criminal cases as they did not enter ordinary judicial procedure.

Acting on filed criminal charges in 2009, the state prosecutors rendered decisions on the dismi-
ssal of charges against 64 juvenile offenders.

Table  2 
The Stay of Criminal Proceedings in 2009

The Prosecutor’s  
Office

Successful  
Cases

Paid to  
Charities

Paid to the  
Injured Party

Podgorica 159 48.750 690

Nikšić 44 8.450 270

Ulcinj 4 1.200

Bar 8 2.000

Kotor 22 4.500

Herceg Novi 33 8.300

Kolašin 3 300

Bijelo Polje 17 2.300 607

Pljevlja 21 4.450 1.913,72

Berane 7 1.000

Rožaje 11 1.600 50

Plav 5 800

Cetinje 5 915

TOTAL 339 84.565 3.530,72

The data presented in the table above  show that the use of the stay of criminal proceedings  was 
increased in 2009, compared to the previous year,  by 70.79%.

2.6. The Application of Prosecutorial Discretion in 2010

In 2010, the State Prosecutor’s Office dismissed criminal charges against 2,815 persons, out 
of 10,036 criminal charges filed in total, out of which 2,780 fell under the jurisdiction of ba-
sic state prosecutor’s office, 35 under the jurisdiction of the higher state prosecutor’s office. The 
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percentage of the dismissed criminal charges is 28.05%, which is compared to the previous year 
lower by 6.1%.

The fact that out of the total number of the dismissed criminal charges only 35 were against per-
sons reported to the higher state prosecutor’s offices in Montenegro, confirms that the crimi-
nal charges resolved by the dismissal of charges fell under the real competence of the basic sta-
te prosecutor’s offices. 

Most of the dismissed criminal charges were filed against perpetrators of the criminal offences 
against property, minor criminal offences against public road safety, against marriage and family 
– i.e. domestic violence. In these cases the criminal charges could not be proven as well-founded 
upon investigation. When looking at this data one should take into account that the total num-
ber of the dismissed criminal charges includes those cases where the stay of criminal proceedin-
gs was granted.

By using the stay of criminal proceedings, the state prosecutors resolved 382 criminal disputes, 
i.e. 13.57% of the total number of the dismissed criminal charges, or 3.8% of the total number of 
the filed criminal charges, which is an increase of about 13% compared to the previous year, set-
tling the case with the suspect if the suspect met the requirements stipulated by law. By applying 
this institute the prosecutors collected 127,339.00 € from the suspects and paid it into the acco-
unts of humanitarian organisations and public institutions and 17,056.42 € was collected as in-
demnity of the injured party. In addition, the prosecutors attempted to resolve 165 cases by using 
the stay of criminal proceedings, but were unsuccessful.

The statistics show that the number of cases resolved by a stay of the criminal proceedings instu-
te increases every year. Such actions by the state prosecutors have considerably improved the ef-
ficiency in resolving a great number of cases as they did not enter ordinary judicial procedure.

In the second quarter of 2010, the application of the part of the new Criminal Procedure Code 
related to the plea agreement began. Since this institute as an alternative form of resolution of 
disputes represents one of the biggest innovations in the state prosecutor’s practice, as it includes 
agreement between the prosecutor and the defendant on the most important issues of the crimi-
nal proceedings, the state prosecutors have started using it very tentatively. Consequently, only 
three plea agreements were entered into in 2010.

In 2010, the state prosecutors rendered decisions on the dismissal of criminal charges in cases 
against 76 juvenile offenders.
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Table 3 
The Stay of Criminal Proceedings in 2010

The Prosecutor’s  
Office

Successful  
Cases

Paid to  
Charities

Paid to the  
Injured Party

Podgorica 178  81.649  583

Nikšić 38  9.100  405

Ulcinj 3  900

Bar 8  1.800

Kotor 22  7.200

Herceg Novi 37  9.420  6.218,42

Kolašin 12  3.500

Bijelo Polje 13  1.600  8.000

Pljevlja 22  4.250  200

Berane 14  2.500

Rožaje 16  3.300  50

Plav 11  2.020  300

Cetinje 8  100  1300

TOTAL 382  127.339 17.056,42

The data presented in the table above show that the use of the stay of criminal proceedings  was 
increased in 2010, compared to the previous year,  by 12.68%.

2.7. The Application of Prosecutorial Discretion in 2011

In 2011, the State Prosecutor’s Office dismissed criminal charges against 3,608 persons, out of 9,480 
criminal charges filed  in total, out of those 3,582 fell under the jurisdiction of basic state prosecutor’s 
offices, including 571 cases in which the stay of criminal proceedings had been granted, while 25 char-
ges were dismissed by the higher state prosecutor’s offices. The percentage of the dismissed criminal 
charges in 2011 was 38.06%, which is compared to the previous year higher by 10.55%.The statisti-
cs show that out of the total number of the dismissed criminal charges only 25 were against persons 
reported to the higher state prosecutor’s offices, confirming that the criminal charges resolved by the 
dismissal of charges fell under the real competence of the basic state prosecutor’s offices. Most of the 
dismissed criminal charges were filed against perpetrators of the criminal offences against property, 
official duties, freedom and human and civil rights – threats to security, against state authorities, cri-
minal offences against public road safety, against marriage and family – i.e. domestic violence. In other 
words, in the cases where criminal charges could not be proven as well-founded upon investigation. 

By using the stay of criminal proceedings, the state prosecutors resolved criminal matters in 571 cases 
by reaching a settlement with the suspect if the suspect met the requirements stipulated by law, whi-
ch was 15.82%% of the total number of the dismissed criminal charges, or 6.02% of the total num-
ber of the filed criminal charges, which is an increase of 33.50% compared to the previous year. By 
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applying the said institute, the prosecutors collected 199,620.54 € from the suspects and paid it into the 
accounts of humanitarian organisations and public institutions and 26,748.98 € was paid to the inju-
red party as compensation. In addition, the prosecutors failed to resolve 187 cases by using the stay of 
criminal proceedings, and at the end of 2011 there were 88 cases in the process of being decided on.

The statistics show a tendency toward increasing the number of cases resolved by a stay of the criminal 
proceedings instute.  In 2008, 240 criminal disputes were resolved in such a way by the prosecutor’s of-
fice, then in 2009 - 339 disputes, whereas in 2010 - 382 criminal disputes were so resolved, all of whi-
ch has improved the efficiency in resolving a great number of cases, since they did not enter ordinary 
judicial procedure.

In 2011, the state prosecutors entered into 13 plea agreements, which is 10 more than in the previo-
us year.

The stay of criminal proceedings represents the greatest innovation in the practice of the prosecutor’s 
office. Although the prosecutors are still cautiously using it, the progress in its use as an alternative 
form of resolving criminal matters  is evident.

In 2011, the state prosecutors rendered decisions on the dismissal of criminal charges in cases against 
114 juvenile offenders.

Table  4 
Stay of Criminal Proceedings in 2011

 The 
Prosecutor’s 

Office

Successful 
Cases

Paid to  
Charity

Paid to the 
Injured 
Party

2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011

Podgorica 178 208 81.649 101.115,54 583

Nikšić 38 56 9.100 12.600 405 300

Ulcinj 3 43 900 1.440

Bar 8 36 1.800 17.000  1.000

Kotor 22 58 7.200 18.250  2.890

Herceg Novi 37 34 9.420 6.705 6.218,42 4.895.76

Kolašin 12 12 3.500 3.100  375

Bijelo Polje 13 38 1.600 9.700 8.000 4.945

Pljevlja 22 23 4.250 4.000 200 4.710

Berane 14 11 2.500 3.300   

Rožaje 16 12 3.300 2.000 50 2.433,22

Plav 11 14 2.020 2.450 300  

Cetinje 8 26 100 5.000 1.300 5.200

TOTAL 382 571 127.339 199.620,54 17.056,42 26.748,98
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The data presented in the table above  show that the use of the stay of criminal proceedings  was 
increased in 2011, compared to the previous year,  by 33.50%.

3. Assessment of the Current Situation

When it comes to positive legislation of the principle of the stay of criminal proceedings in 
Montenegro, it may be concluded that it corresponds with the optimal models in comparati-
ve law. In our opinion, the possible paths for improvement of the legal regulations on the stay of 
criminal proceedings that could be taken are the insistence that all of the criminal offences for 
which a prison sentence of up to 5 years or a monetary fine are prescribed as criminal sancti-
ons  are included in the list of criminal offences to which this principle is applied. Admittedly, the 
Criminal Procedure Code, under Art.272, contains expressly such a provision, however, we can 
see that the state prosecutor, under Art.7 of his Instructions from 2005, “reduces” this provision 
just to “appropriate criminal offences”, thus considerably narrowing the scope the Code has de-
fined for the application of this principle. The author of this paper holds that the said issue sho-
uld be regulated using by-laws, either by amending the existing By-laws on the Stay of Criminal 
Proceedings, or by a completely new by-law passed by the state prosecutor’s office.

As far as the issue of the application of the principle on the stay of criminal proceedings in prac-
tice in Montenegro is concerned, the main observation is that the Reports on activities of the sta-
te prosecutor show a steady increase in the number of rendered decisions on the stay of crimi-
nal proceedings. It seems that it can reasonably be expected that the number of cases where the 
criminal proceedings will end by means of the said institute is going to be considerably higher 
in the future.

Conclusion

The above analysis of the positive legal regulation of the prosecutorial discretion and analytical 
data on its application in Montenegro allow the following conclusion to be drawn:

a) that the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code passed in 2009, as well as the Law on 
the Criminal Proceedings against Juvenile Offenders passed in 2011, and the By-Laws on 
the Stay of Criminal Proceedings issued in 2010 provide an optimal legal framework for 
proper application of the principle of prosecutorial discretion;

b) that the State Prosecutor’s Office of the Republic of Montenegro has been continuously 
applying the legal provisions on prosecutorial discretion and that the statistics on the 
application of the said principle show a steady increase. 
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SummaryProceedingsinCroatian
CriminalLegislation

1. Introduction

A comprehensive reform of the criminal procedure legislation in the Republic of Croatia star-
ted in 2002 and lasted until 2008. An important document of this reform is the Platform for 
the Drafting of a new Criminal Procedure Act, which was adopted by the Government of the 
Republic of Croatia on 9 February 2007.2 Three main goals that should be achieved by the said 
reform are set by this document: 1) structural change of the pre-trial proceedings by abolishing 
the judicial and introducing the State Attorney’s (prosecutorial) investigation, 2) the simplificati-
on and acceleration of the criminal proceedings which would result in: wider application of the 
summary proceedings, deciding on the criminal prosecution based on the principle of prose-
cutorial discretion, more frequent use of criminal orders and the introduction of the new requ-
irements and institutes for the conclusion of the proceedings before (and outside) of the main 
hearing, 3) general improvement of procedural rules.3 The new Criminal Procedure Code was 
passed on 15 December 2008 (CPC/08).4 Despite different opinions on its reach, it is believed 
that this Code represents the most radical reform of the criminal procedure legislation in the 
previous century. One of the main reasons for the said reform was long-lasting inefficiency of 

1 SeniorLecturer,FacultyofLaw,UniversityofRijeka
2 ThePlatformfortheDraftingofanewCriminalProcedureActoftheRepublicofCroatiaof9Feb2007waspublishedin:Pavišić,B.et

al.,Kazneno postupovno pravo,Rijeka,2010,pp.482-495.(hereinafter:Pavišić,B.,KPP,2010).
3 MoreontheobjectivesofthereformoftheCroationcriminalprocedureseein:Pavišić,B., Novi hrvatski Zakon o kaznenom postupku,

HLJKPP,2/2008,pp.511-519.(hereinafter:Pavišić,B.,NovihrvatskiZKP,2008).
4 CriminalProcedureCode,OfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofCroatiano.158/08,76/09,80/11,121/11,91/12–theDecisionofthe

ConstitutionalCourtoftheRepublicofCroatiano.U4-448/2009of9July2012,OfficialGazetteno.143/12.Itcameintoforceinpart
on1January2009,forthecasesunderthejurisdictionofUSKOK(BureauforCombatingCorruptionandOrganizedCrime)on7July
2009andinfullon1September2011.NumbersofthearticlesandparagraphsinthispaperarereferringtotheCriminalProcedure
CodeoftheRepublicofCroatia–ConsolidatedTextof11October2011,Officialgazetteno.121/11.
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the criminal justice system in the fight against crime.5 Leaving aside other significant innovati-
ons introduced by the CPC/08, this paper will focus on the overview and analysis of the new re-
gulation of the summary proceedings, which are structurally different from the ones provided 
for in the CPC/97.

2. The Concept and the Structure of the Modern Criminal Proceedings

The general social changes that occurred at the end of the 20th century have led to a considerable 
increase in crime rates but also in their structure. Simultaneously, a significant polarisation appe-
ars in criminal behaviour into petty (mass) crime and the more serious and complex crime. No 
matter which type of crime is being dealt with, the society needs an expeditious and efficient way 
of combating it. Prolonged criminal proceedings are unacceptable both for the defendant and 
the society as a whole. Prolonged duration of the criminal proceedings may be justified when it 
comes to the most serious criminal offences, but not if the offence in question is minor and less 
complex. Equal treatment of the most and least complex cases is not justified nor is it permissible. 
Therefore, it is necessary to differentiate the forms of the criminal proceedings by adapting them 
to the nature and the degree of seriousness of different categories of criminal cases.

Modern criminal procedure, from a structural point of view, is based on an adversarial, oral and 
direct trial. International and supranational institutions which have started increasingly to deal 
with the structural issues of the criminal proceedings at the international level, especially of late, 
have contributed to this.6 Fundamental values of such a new modern criminal procedure are un-
derstood to be: a) a more comprehensive protection of human rights in the criminal proceedin-
gs, b) a more effective cooperation of different national systems, c) the speed and economy of the 
criminal procedures.7 Three main features of the modern criminal proceedings are the result of 
these values: active participation of the defendant in the proceedings, adversarial structure of the 
criminal proceedings and procedural equality of the parties involved (“equality of arms”) at the 
main hearing stage.8 

3. The Concept of the Summary Criminal Proceedings

Several different terms are used for the abbreviated forms of the criminal proceedings: summary, 
simplified, urgent. Furthermore, one should distinguish between these and other similar institu-
tes which are similar in terms of their concept or content or are closely related to each other. First 
of all, there is a distinction between the summary and accelerated proceedings. Accelerated pro-
ceedings are not a special form of the criminal proceedings, but ordinary criminal proceedin-
gs that are accelerated, which is manifested in the shorter amount of time that expires between 
the commission of the criminal offence and the final court ruling (for instance, by eliminating 

5 Đurđević, Z., Suvremeni razvoj hrvatskog kaznenog procesnog prava s posebnim osvrtom na Novelu ZKP iz 2011, HLJKPP, 2/2011, pp.
311-313.

6 Moreonthisin:Pavišić,B.,Novi hrvatski ZKP,2008,p.492;Pradel,J.,Droit penal compare,2-eed.,Paris,2002,pp.773-783.OntheEU
legislationseealso:Pradel,J.-Corstens,G.,Droit penal europeen,2-eed.,Paris,2002

7 Moreonthisin:Bayer,V.,Kazneno procesno pravo – odabrana poglavlja,volumeII,Zagreb,1995
8 CouncilofEurope’sRecommendationR(87)18isrelatedtothesimplificationofthecriminaljusticesystem,andtheRecommendation

R(99)19isrelatedtothemediationincriminalmatters.
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certain stages of the proceedings etc).9 In some legal systems (e.g. German) a principle of “time 
concentration” (or principle of continuity) is applied, which dictates that all of the procedural 
actions must, from the first hearing to the pronunciation of the judgment, be executed in a “co-
herent continuity”.10 In some systems criminal procedures with an accelerated main hearing are 
prescribed,11 or procedures applied to flagrant criminal offences. The term simplified forms of 
proceedings has a broader meaning than the term summary proceedings although these terms are 
related to each other and may be justly seen as synonymous. A simplified form includes the rules 
applied to the accelerated proceedings, but also the rules of summary proceedings. The charac-
teristics of the simplified procedural forms are reflected in the abandonment of the general form 
of procedural structure (by eliminating entirely or in part certain stages of the proceedings, for 
instance, the pre-trial proceedings) or in the departure from the general procedural principles.12   

Abbreviated or summary criminal proceedings are specially regulated proceedings which re-
present a departure from the ordinary criminal proceedings which manifests itself in the sim-
plification of the form of criminal proceedings and the elimination of certain stages of the said 
proceedings and which allows simpler, faster and shorter proceedings involving minor criminal 
offences and offences of medium-level seriousness.13 Summary proceedings are conceptually re-
gulated as a faster, simpler and more cost-effective procedure compared to the ordinary form of 
proceedings.14 An important feature of such proceedings is that there is no investigation stage.15  
Summary proceedings are characterised by a more or less simplified structure of the procedure, 
which is accomplished by abbreviating the proceedings, omitting certain stages of the proceedin-
gs or the segments of the said stages, accelerating the proceedings by setting shorter or preclusi-
ve deadlines, eliminating the unnecessary formalities from the proceedings as well as by limiting 
the catalogue of procedural guarantees provided for the defendant.

There is a distinction between the summary proceedings in its proper and broader sense. Proper 
summary proceedings are a special form of the criminal proceedings in which certain abbrevia-
tions of the criminal proceedings are prescribed. These are: the procedure for issuing a criminal 
order, the procedure for pronouncing a judicial reprimand and the use of prosecutorial discre-
tion by the State Attorney. Summary proceedings in a broader sense include the bypassing and 
omitting certain stages of the proceedings, regardless of the form of criminal proceedings. These 
include: acting on a direct indictment, making a ruling based on the agreement entered into by 
the parties involved or acting on an oral indictment for the offences that have been committed 
at the main hearing. In comparative law the summary criminal proceedings in a broader sense 
are understood to mean the proceedings in which it is easier to prove the commission of the cri-
minal offence and the guilt of the offender, i.e. in which the competent ruling is rendered faster 

9 Onthedifferentcriteriabasedonwhichvariouskindsofacceleratedordinarycriminalproceedingsaredistinguishedsee:Pavišić,B.,
KPP,2010,pp.193-194.

10 Ascitedin:Pradel,J.,Droit penal compare,Paris,2002.,p.603
11 Ontheseproceduressee:Bouloc,B.,Procedure penale,Paris,2006,pp.576-580,780-783
12 Onthemaincharacteristicsofthesimplifiedformsofcriminalproceedingssee:Brkić,S.,Racionalizacija krivičnog postupka i uprošćene 

procesne forme,NoviSad,2004,p.108.
13 ModernformsofsummaryproceedingsappearedimmediatelyaftertheFrenchRevolutionasareactiontothemixedformofthe

criminalproceedingscodifiedintheCode procedure penalpassedin1808.Namely,theobligationtoconductaninvestigationinall
oftheproceedingsregardlessofthenatureorseriousnessofthecriminaloffenceinquestionorwhetherthesuspecthadconfessed,
needlesslyresultedintheprolongationofthecriminalproceedings,whichwasirrational inthecasesofminorandlesscomplex
criminaloffences.Consequently,alreadyat that time, therewas increasingawareness that theordinarycriminalproceedings for
seriouscriminaloffenceswerenotnecessaryintrialsforminorcriminaloffences.

14 Pavišić,B.,Novi hrvatski ZKP,2008,note10onp.517
15 Pavišić,B.,Novi hrvatski ZKP,2008,p.517
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(e.g. the proceedings for flagrant criminal offences and criminal offences committed at the main 
hearing).16 

There are three groups of summary criminal proceedings in theory.17 The first group includes 
summary proceedings which are characterised by the subjective elements, i.e. the ability of the 
parties involved to exercise their procedural rights. This is a typical model of “consensual trial”. 
This group includes the English summary trial, Italian abbreviated trial (giudizio abbreviato) and 
imposing the sanctions at the request of the parties involved (applicazione della pena su richie-
sta delle parti).18 The second group of the summary proceedings is characterised by the objecti-
ve element, which is determined by the nature and degree of seriousness of certain (minor and 
less complex) criminal offences. The requirement for the application of the rules of the sum-
mary proceedings is, therefore, the criminal offences to be classified as minor. The third group of 
the summary criminal proceedings are characterised by combined subjective and objective ele-
ments. The proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order are typical of this group of summary 
proceedings.19 

There is another model, the so-called economy model, of the criminal proceedings in comparative 
law, which coincides with the summary criminal proceedings in terms of its content. Such is the 
original form of the English summary trial, on which the German accelerated proceedings (besc-
hleunigtes Verfahren) have been based.  Among the economy models English guilty plea may be 
included, as well as the German criminal order (Strafbefehlsverfahren) and the French penal or-
der (ordonnance penale), but also the English formal caution. For all types of the economy mo-
del proceedings, the main issue is who decides whether or not the summary proceedings will be 
conducted (the court, public prosecutor, defendant, the injured party)? In different legislations it 
is regulated differently.20 

Although it is a special form of the general form of criminal proceedings, there are significant di-
fferences between the ordinary and the summary proceedings. The general forms of procedure 
provide for a typical resolution of the most complex and the most serious criminal cases in whi-
ch the procedural rules have a general meaning, most often this procedure is referred to as the or-
dinary criminal procedure.21 The main characteristic of the ordinary procedure is that it contains 
the most comprehensive rules of procedure. These very same rules in other forms of the procee-
dings have a subsidiary application. Ordinary proceedings include different stages of the procee-
dings, most commonly the pre-trial proceedings (the investigation), the indictment procedure, 
the main hearing and the procedure related to the legal remedies. The summary criminal pro-
ceedings differ from the ordinary criminal proceedings in the following: 1) the length of the pro-
ceedings is shorter – due to omitting certain stages of the proceedings entirely or in part, 2) the 
acceleration of the proceedings – achieved by setting short and preclusive deadlines, as well as 
3) the reduction of formalities during the proceedings – achieved by waiving certain redundant 

16 Cf.Skraćeni kazneni postupak,in:Pravni leksikon,Zagreb,LeksikografskizavodMiroslavKrleža,2007,pp.1458-1459
17 More on the distinctions of different types of summary criminal proceedings and their main characteristics see in: Orlandi, R.,

Procedimenti speciali,publishedin:Conso,G.-Grevi,V. Compendio di procedura penale,Secondaedizione,Cedam,Padova,2000,pp.
521-529.

18 Ascitedin:Orlandi,R.,Procedimenti speciali,op.cit.,pp.521-529.
19 Mostcriminalprocedurecodesof thecontinentalEuropeuse thisvery typeof summaryproceedings (e.g.Germanaccelerated

proceedings-beschleunigtes Verfahren).
20 Moreonthisin:Pesquie,B.,Introduction to Part I,publishedin:Delmas-Marty,M./Spencer,J.R.(ed.),op.cit.,p.80
21 Ondifferenttermsforindividualtypesofcriminalproceedings,see:Grubač.M.,Krivično procesno pravo,Beograd,2008,pp.32-33.
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formalities and 4) limiting the catalogue of procedural guarantees provided for the defendant.22  
All of the main subjects of the proceedings (authorised prosecutor, the defendant and the court) 
participate in the summary proceedings as well, although in some cases the court has a supervi-
sory role (e.g. in the proceedings with a consensual element). The injured party’s rights are also 
legally regulated in such proceedings. The objective of summary proceedings is the same as of the 
ordinary proceedings, it is just attained in a different, more expedient and abbreviated manner.

There are forms of the out-of-court settlement of the dispute that has arisen from the criminal 
offence in question. These include the agreement between the offender and the victim outside 
of the criminal proceedings, i.e. the procedure for compensating the victim (restorative justice), 
which is achieved through a reconciliation, settlement etc, and through certain types of mediati-
on. In modern understanding of the concept of summary proceedings, classic, traditional form 
of the summary proceedings is distinguished from the abbreviated forms of proceedings with 
consensual elements and those with a diversion concept. 

One of the issues in this matter is related to the dilemma whether or not the summary procee-
dings are real criminal proceedings or is it just a case of proceedings conducted before a criminal 
court? To answer this question, it is perfectly acceptable to claim that the summary proceedings 
are in fact actual criminal proceedings as well, in which the criminal offence and the guilt of the 
perpetrator are decided on in accordance with the general and special legal rules.

The summary proceedings are in their entirety regulated by special provisions. Specifically, the 
provision of Art. 520 stipulates subsidiary application of the provisions for the ordinary procee-
dings unless there are special rules that apply, and the provision of the Art. 203, Par. 2 stipulates 
that the provisions on the ordinary proceedings are applied to the summary proceedings unless 
it is otherwise prescribed.23 In terms of structure, the summary proceedings are regulated by the 
general, joint provisions on the summary proceedings (Chapter XXV), by the provisions on the 
issuance of the criminal order and the pronunciation of the judicial reprimand (Chapter XXVI), 
as well as by certain articles related to the summary proceedings. In addition to the aforementi-
oned Art. 203, Par. 2, the summary proceedings are also referred to in the provisions of Art. 19.a 
and 19.b on the jurisdiction and composition of the municipal courts, of the Art. 216, Par. 2 whi-
ch stipulates that the investigation is not conducted for criminal offences that are subject to sum-
mary proceedings,24 Art 304, Par. 2 on the crime scene investigation for the offences subject to 
the summary proceedings, and of the Art. 365, Par 2 referring to the time set for the issuance of 
an amended indictment which was withdrawn before its confirmation.25 

22 Onthistopic,see:Brkić,S.,op. cit.,p.166
23 OnthenormativeregulationofthesummaryproceedingsincomparativelawseePavišić,B.,Komentar Zakona o kaznenom postupku,

Rijeka,2011,pp.909–934.(hereinafter:Pavišić,B.,Komentar ZKP,2011).Tomašević,G.,Kazneno procesno pravo,Split,2011(hereinafter:
Tomašević,G.,KPP,2011.),Bejatović,S.,Krivično procesno pravo,Belgrade,2008,pp.511-519,Đurđić,V.,Krivično procesno pravo – Posebni 
dio,Niš,2011,Škulić,M.,Krivično procesno pravo,Belgrade,pp.475-481.

24 The provisions on the summary proceedings do not explicitly stipulate that the investigation is not to be conducted, but it is
concludedargumentum a contrariobasedontheprovisionoftheArt.216,Par.2oftheCPC.

25 Cf.Pavičić,A./Bonačić,M.,Skraćeni postupak prema novom Zakonu o kaznenom postupku,HLJKPP,Zagreb,2/2011,pp.489-520
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4. The Rationale and the Objective of the Summary Proceedings

Classic mixed type of the criminal proceedings at the end of the 20th century went through signi-
ficant changes. They are reflected in the increasing presence of accusatory elements in the pro-
ceedings, consistent application of the principle of adversarial arguments and equality of arms as 
an important component of the principle of a fair trial, greater guarantees of fundamental human 
rights of the defendant in the criminal proceedings as well as in efficient protection of the victim’s 
rights during the proceedings. This new type of the criminal proceedings has been proven to be 
successful in combating serious and complex forms of crime. However, at the same time it has 
been proven to be inefficient even uneconomical  in the fight against minor and less complex of-
fences, which has led to the introduction of new, simpler and faster procedural provisions into 
many different legislations. The resolution of such cases by conducting entire ordinary procee-
dings encumbered and clogged up the criminal judiciary. This was the initial reason for, but also 
the rationale behind the introduction of simpler and faster forms of criminal proceedings, speci-
fically, summary forms of the criminal proceedings, into modern criminal legislations. Criminal 
justice system overload, which is due to the increase in the commission of all types of criminal 
offences, has resulted in slow, inefficient processing of cases that is behind schedule. One of the 
possible solutions to this problem was the adoption of simpler and more expedient forms of cri-
minal proceedings. Less formal and expedient proceedings in cases of minor criminal offences 
would result in the processing of a greater number of cases, from which both the individual citi-
zen and the society as a whole may benefit.

Main objectives of the summary criminal proceedings are accelerated, simplified and more effi-
cient criminal proceedings when it comes to minor and less complex criminal offences, This may 
be achieved by avoiding the procedural forms that are not necessary, omitting certain stages or 
their segments as well as by reducing the duration of the proceedings as a whole. Final goal of 
the summary proceedings is to increase the efficiency of the criminal proceedings, i.e. achieving 
better efficacy of the criminal proceedings, but also securing the procedural guarantees of all of 
the defendant’s rights, and the rights of the victim in the criminal proceedings.26    

5. Types of Summary Forms of Criminal Proceedings

Summary forms of criminal proceedings in the Croatian criminal procedure law are:

1)  discretionary prosecution by the State Attorney (principle of prosecutorial discretion) 
(Articles 521-523);

2)  summary proceedings pursuant to CPC/08 (Art. 520, Articles 524-539),
3)  plea-bargaining and a settlement with regard to the criminal sanctions to be imposed 

(Art. 360 – 364),
4)  the procedure for the issuance of a criminal order (Art. 540 – 545),
5)  the procedure for the pronouncement of a judicial reprimand, (Art. 546 – 548).

26 Theprotectionofthevictim’s(injuredparty’s)rightsisregulatedbetterandmorecomprehensivelyinsomelegislations(forinstance,
inthecaseofSwisssummaryproceedings),andelsewhereitislessregulatedoritisdonejustsporadically.
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According to their structure, their simplified procedural rules and more expedient procedure for 
the conclusion of such proceedings, the listed proceedings may be labeled abbreviated forms of 
proceedings in criminal matters or summary criminal proceedings. 

5.1. State Attorney’s Prosecutorial Discretion

The application of the principle of prosecutorial discretion is allowed only in summary procee-
dings through the use of the unconditional or conditional suspension of the criminal prosecu-
tion by the State Attorney, when the criminal offences in question are punishable by a term in 
prison of up to five years, the purpose of which is to relieve the case-load in the criminal justi-
ce system. Unconditional suspension of the criminal prosecution represents a new legal institu-
te in Croatian Criminal Procedure Code. Conditional suspension of the criminal prosecution 
was provided for in the CPC/97 as well, but now the scope of its application has been broade-
ned to include the criminal offences punishable under law by a term of up to five years in pri-
son. In its legal nature it is similar to the Austrian institute of “diversion”. Both forms of the sus-
pension of criminal prosecution are in accordance with the Recommendation of the Council of 
Europe R(87)18.27  

Article 522, Par.1 of the CPC prescribes unconditional suspension of the criminal prosecution by 
the State Attorney. Pursuant to the said provision, the State Attorney may dismiss criminal char-
ges by a decision or desist from criminal prosecution, despite the fact that there is a reasonable 
suspicion that a criminal offence has been committed which is prosecuted ex officio and for whi-
ch a fine or a term in prison of up to five years is prescribed if:

1) it is likely that the defendant shall be acquitted (Art.58 of the Criminal Code),
2) the defendant is already in the process of serving a sentence or is subject to security 

measures, so initiating criminal proceedings for another criminal offence would serve no 
purpose,

3) the defendant has been extradited or turned over to a foreign country or the international 
criminal court in order to be tried for another criminal offence,

4) the defendant has been reported for several different criminal offences which constitute 
the elements of  two or more criminal offences, but it serves no purpose to convict the 
offender for more than one.28 

The State Attorney renders this decision in the form of a ruling which is served on the defendant, 
the injured party and the person who has filed charges, with an instruction that the injured par-
ty may pursue a restitution claim in a lawsuit. An appeal against such a ruling made by the State 
Attorney is not allowed.

27 According to theamendment to theAustrianCriminalProcedureCodepassed in2004,  conditional suspensionof thecriminal
prosecutionbytheStateAttorneyisallowed(“diversion”)asistheuseofalternativemeasuresinsteadofapenalty.The“diversion” isa
non-repressivereactiontothecriminalityanditconsistsofdivertingthecriminalproceedings,i.e.avoidingthem.

28 A separate law may stipulate that the State Attorney does not have a duty to initiate criminal proceedings even though there
is reasonable suspicion that a criminal offence has been committed (Art. 521, Par.1).This rule should be distinguished from the
prosecutorialdiscretion.
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Art. 522, Par. 1 of the CPC prescribes a conditional suspension of the criminal prosecution by the 
State Attorney. According to this provision, the State Attorney may dismiss the criminal charges 
in a ruling and desist from further criminal prosecution, even though there is a reasonable sus-
picion that the criminal offence which is prosecuted ex officio has been committed if the said of-
fence is punishable by a fine or a term in prison of up to five years and if prior consent of the vic-
tim or the injured party has been obtained, and the defendant agrees to:

1)  undertake certain actions in order to repair or compensate the damage incurred by the 
offence in question,

2)  make a payment of a certain amount of money to the account of a public institution, for 
humanitarian cause or to charity, or a fund for the compensation of damage to crime 
victims,

3)  pay overdue legal support and regularly settle obligations that are due,
4)  perform community service,
5)  undergo rehabilitation programme for drug abuse or other addictions in accordance to 

special regulations,
6)  undergo psychological and social treatment for the purpose of eliminating violent 

behaviour with the consent of the suspect to leave his family  for the duration of the 
treatment (Art. 522, Par.1).

The State Attorney sets the deadline in his ruling within which the defendant must complete the 
assumed obligations, the said deadline must not exceed one year. This ruling, which cannot be 
appealed, is served on the defendant, the injured party and the person who has filed charges, to-
gether with the instruction to the injured party that he can file a restitution claim to be settled in 
a lawsuit.

CPC/08 has significantly broadened the application of the prosecutorial discretion in the sum-
mary criminal proceedings, by prescribing that it may be used with regard to the criminal of-
fences punishable by a fine or a term in prison of up to five years, which means the offences that 
fall under the municipal court’s jurisdiction and are dealt with in the summary proceedings. 
Consequently, the State Attorneys with municipal jurisdiction have been given broad authority 
by these provisions on the extended prosecutorial discretion with regard to deciding whether of-
fenders shall be processed or not.29   

5.2. Summary Proceedings according to CPC/08

5.2.1. The Concept and the Structure of the Summary Proceedings 

Summary proceedings30 are a form of criminal proceedings conducted before a municipal court, 
as a rule, for the offences for which as the main penalty a fine or a term in prison of up to twel-
ve years is prescribed. Summary proceedings are conceptually designed to be a faster and less 

29 Onthistopicsee:Pavišić,B.,Komentar ZKP,2011,p.911
30 In this section of the paper the term “summary proceedings” is understood to mean classic, traditional summary proceedings,

regulatedbytheArticles520,524-539oftheCPC.
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complex procedure compared to the ordinary criminal proceedings.31 Several provisions of the 
CPC/08 regulate the summary proceedings. For instance, under Art. 520 it is stipulated that “the 
proceedings before a municipal court are governed by the provisions of the Articles 521 – 548 
(summary proceedings)”. Pursuant to Article 19.a, Par. 1, item 1, it is stipulated that the munici-
pal courts have jurisdiction to ”try at the first instance for the offences for which as the main pe-
nalty a fine or a term in prison of up to twelve years is prescribed, unless it is otherwise provided 
for by law”. The provision under Art. 203, Par.1 also makes a distinction between the summary 
and ordinary proceedings, since it stipulates that the provisions on the ordinary criminal pro-
ceedings are to be applied to the criminal offences which fall under the jurisdiction of the coun-
ty court. 

The Croatian criminal procedure law has been characterised by a steady expansion of the juris-
diction of the single judges since 1993. According to the CPC/93 the single judge had jurisdic-
tion over the cases involving offences punishable under law by a term of up to one year in pri-
son, according to the CPC/97 over the cases involving the offences punishable by a term of up to 
three years in prison,32 according to the Amendment to the CPC passed in 2002 the offences pu-
nishable by a term of up to five years in prison,33 with the exception of the criminal offences that 
fall under the jurisdiction of the indictment panel, and if the parties involved give their consent 
for those punishable under law by a term of up to ten years in prison,34 according to the CPC/08 
the cases involving the offences punishable under law by a term of up to five years in prison, or 
up to ten years in prison if the parties to the proceedings consent, except in cases that fall under 
the county courts jurisdiction, and finally the according to the Amendment to the CPC passed in 
2011, for the offences punishable under law by a term of up to eight years, and if the parties in-
volved consent, up to twelve years in prison.35 According to the Criminal Code RC (CC/2011),36  
which has been in application since 1 January 2013, summary proceedings are to be applied to a 
great majority of the criminal cases before courts. Specifically, out of 797 types of criminal offen-
ces in total listed in the CC/2011 (basic, qualified and privileged types), for 594 criminal offences 
(i.e. 74.2%) a fine or a term in prison of up to eight years were prescribed, while for 95 criminal 
offences (i.e. 12.0%) the prescribed penalty was up to twelve years in prison, and only 111 of the 
criminal offences (i.e. 13.8%) the prescribed penalty was over twelve years of imprisonment.37 In 
addition to the aforementioned indicators, it should be noted that minor criminal offences and 
those of medium-level seriousness are most commonly committed in practice, whereas serious 
criminal offences are rarer. All of the aforementioned leads to a conclusion that it is the summary 
proceedings that are in the everyday judicial practice “ordinary”, usual, proceedings and the or-
dinary criminal proceedings are actually “extraordinary”.38 This is an emerging trend39 in other 
national legislations as well. Therefore, it is necessary to regulate as comprehensively and as pre-

31 Cf.Pavišić,B.etal.,Kazneno postupovno pravo,Rijeka,201,p.375(Hereinafter:Pavišić,B.,KPP,2011).
32 SeeArt.18Par.2andArt.430oftheCPC/97,OfficialGazette,110/97.
33 SeeArt.3andArt.157oftheLawonAmendmentsandSupplementstotheCriminalProcedureCode,OfficialGazette,58/02.
34 Itwasthefirst timethatcertaincriminaloffences andtheir formshavebeenexcludedfromthe jurisdictionofthesingle judge

“because of their complexity, relevance or more frequent pronouncement of the unconditional prison sentences”, cf.Tripalo, D.,
Novosti u posebnim postupcima i skraćenom postupku,HLJKPP,Zagreb,2/2002,p.303.

35 Cf.Mazalin,S.,Skraćeni postupak i ostali posebni postupci u Prijedlogu Zakona o kaznenom postupku,HLJKPP,Zagreb,2/2008,pp.753-773.
36 CriminalCode,OfficialGazette,125/2011
37 Ascitedin:Pavišić,B., Novi hrvatskiZKP,note10,p.580
38 Seealsoonthistopic:Novosel,D./Pajčić,M.,Državnik odvjetnik kao gospodar novog prethodnog kaznenog postupka,HLJKPP,Zagreb,

2/2009,p.444-445.
39 Ithasbeenpointedoutinthepastthatthetraditional,ordinarytypeofproceedingsprovidedforthemostseriouscriminaloffences

isgoingtobemarginalised.Onthistopicsee:Pesquie,B.,Introduction to Part 1,publishedin:EuropeanCriminalProcedures,(Delmas-
Marty,M./Spencer,J.R.(eds.)Cambridge,2002,p.80.
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cisely as possible all of the key issues of the summary proceedings, preferably in a separate chap-
ter of the Code.

Proper summary proceedings appear in two forms depending on the severity of the prescribed 
penalty for the criminal offence in question:

1) the form of the summary proceedings conducted before a single judge, as a rule, for the 
criminal offences for which as the main penalty a fine or a term in prison of up to eight 
years is prescribed, and

2) the form of the summary proceedings conducted before the indictment panel of the 
municipality court as a rule for the criminal offences for which a term in prison of more 
than eight and up to twelve years is prescribed, with the application of certain provisions 
for the ordinary proceedings.40 

Both of the above cases use the summary proceedings, only with certain variations.

1)  Summary Proceedings for Criminal Offences under Single Judge’s Jurisdiction

Summary proceedings for the criminal offences under the jurisdiction of a single judge are provi-
ded for minor criminal offences and during such proceedings not all of the rules of ordinary pro-
ceedings apply.41 According to the provision Art. 19.b, Par. 2, the single judge tries only before mu-
nicipal courts, as a rule, for the criminal offences for which a fine or a term in prison of up to eight 
years is prescribed as the main penalty. Certain specified criminal offences are exempt from this 
rule.42 The law has allowed the presiding judge of the indictment panel to conduct the main hea-
ring, with the consent of the parties involved, as the single judge in cases under the jurisdiction of 
the municipal court as well, unless the law explicitly stipulates the composition of the indictment 
panel (Art. 19.b, Par. 3).

There are three groups of provisions for the summary proceedings for the criminal offences that 
are under the jurisdiction of the single judge: a) provisions that stipulate avoiding the conduct 
of a part of the criminal proceedings or the entire proceedings, which include the rules of the 
State Attorney’s use of prosecutorial discretion, issuance of a criminal order, but also settlements 
between the parties involved  on the type and extent of the sanction (Art. 535, Par. 6); b) provi-
sions that simplify the rules of the ordinary proceedings, and c) provisions on the criminal pro-
ceedings as a result of  private prosecution.43 

The main hearing in the summary proceedings before the single judge is different from the main 
hearing before the indictment panel. When the main hearing is held before a single judge, the 
defendant is questioned at the beginning of the evidentiary proceedings regardless of his plea 
(Art. 535, Par.2), during which the single judge is the one who asks the questions first (535, 
Par.3), and it is different from the main hearing of the ordinary proceedings in terms of its con-

40 Seemorein:Pavišić,B.,Novi hrvatski ZKP,2008,pp.511-512.
41 Krapac,D.,Zakon o kaznenom postupku i drugi izvori hrvatskog kaznenog postupovnog prava,Zagreb,2006,p.618.
42 Thefollowingcriminaloffencesareexempt:Art93,Art.94,Art.95,Art.96Par.2,Art.189Par.1,Art.190,Art.191Par.2,Art.196Par.1,Art.

249Par.4,Art.272Par.4aswellasthecriminaloffencesforwhichthecompositionoftheindictmentpanelisstipulatedbyaseparate
law.

43 Cf.Pavičić,A./Bonačić,M.,Skraćeni postupak prema novom Zakonu o kaznenom postupkuHLJKPP,Zagreb,2/2011,p.495.
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cept. With regard to that, a valid point is raised, whether or not the defendant is discriminated 
against compared to those who are giving their testimony at the end of the proceedings while the 
defendant must give his testimony at the beginning, before he learns the content of the evidence 
that the opposing side is presenting. This question remains open to further debate and possible 
re-regulation of this particular legislative provision. The proceedings before a single judge of the 
municipal court should be regulated comprehensively and as a whole.44   Although the extended 
jurisdiction of single judges is in compliance with the Constitution of the RC (Art.121, Par. 2) 
and the European Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
(Art. 6, Par. 1), it is still questionable whether it is right to prescribe such a broad  jurisdiction 
of the single judge in criminal matters. In this respect, there are various provisions in foreign 
legislations.45  

2)  Summary Proceedings for Criminal Offences under the Jurisdiction of the Indictment Panel 
of the Municipal Court

Pursuant to the provision of the Art. 19.a, Par. 1, item 1, as well as Art. 19.b, Par. 2, the indictment 
panel of the municipal court, which consists of a judge and two lay judges unless it is otherwise 
provided for, has jurisdiction over cases (argumentum a contrario) as a rule, involving criminal 
offences for which imprisonment of over eight and up to twelve years is prescribed,46 as well as 
over other criminal offences which are placed under its jurisdiction. The summary proceedings 
conducted before an indictment panel of the municipal court differ from the summary procee-
dings conducted before a single judge in the following aspects: a) the use of prosecutorial discre-
tion by the State Attorney is not provided for;47 b) there is no issuance of the criminal order; c) 
the proceedings for these criminal offences are never initiated based on private prosecution; and 
d) not all of the provisions on the summary proceedings are applied. This is achieved through 
the use of special provisions that exclude the application of the provisions on the summary pro-
ceedings with regard to the criminal offences that fall under the jurisdiction of an indictment pa-
nel while at the same time prescribing the application of the provisions on the ordinary procee-
dings. For instance, it is so provided by the special provisions that the indictment should contain 
everything the indictment in the ordinary proceedings contains, along with the type and severity 
of the criminal sanctions which are requested (Art. 524, par.2). With regard to the review of the 
indictment for a criminal offence punishable under law by imprisonment of over eight years, it is 
referred to the provisions for the ordinary proceedings on the proceedings conducted before an 
indictment panel (Art. 526, Par. 1). If the main hearing is conducted before an indictment panel, 
the presiding judge may hold a preparatory hearing according to the rules of the ordinary pro-
ceedings (Art.529, Par. 1), while the main hearing itself is conducted in accordance with the pro-
visions for the ordinary proceedings (Art. 536). However, it should be emphasised that the pro-
ceedings for the criminal offences which are under the jurisdiction of the indictment panel of the 
municipal court are nevertheless different from the ordinary proceedings.

44 Certain legislationsprovidefortheapplicationoftheprovisionsonthesummaryproceedingsonlyforcriminaloffencesthatare
underthejurisdictionofasinglejudge,e.g.CriminalProcedureCodeRSpassedin2011(Art.495andArt.22,Par.1),OfficialGazetteof
RS,72/2011

45 For instance, the Criminal Procedure Code of Montenegro stipulates that the single judge has jurisdiction over cases involving
criminaloffencespunishablebytenyearsofimprisonment,OfficialGazetteoftheRepublicofMontenegro,57/09

46 Withtheexceptionoftheaforementionedcriminaloffenceswhichfallunderthejurisdictionofthecountycourt.
47 Thisreferstotheconditionalandunconditionalsuspensionofcriminalprosecutionbythestateattorney.
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5.2.2. Initiating Summary Proceedings

Summary proceedings are initiated: a) based on the indictment by the State Attorney, i.e. the 
injured party as the prosecutor or b) based on private prosecution (Art. 524, Par.1). Therefore, it 
follows that there are two types of accusatory instruments in the summary proceedings: 1) the 
indictment and 2) private prosecution initiated by a plaintiff. The indictment, as a rule, must con-
tain everything that the indictment in the ordinary proceedings contains. It must contain an in-
dication of the type and extent of the criminal sanction that is being requested. The indictment 
contains the grounds for it as well, except for the criminal offences which are punishable under 
law by a fine or a term in prison of up to eight years, in which case it is sufficient to list in brief the 
reasons for issuing the indictment. The content of private prosecution is also specified (Art. 342, 
Par. 1, items 14, CPC). Pursuant to Art. 17, Par. 1 of the CPC, summary proceedings start with: 
a) the confirmation of the indictment, b) scheduling the main hearing based on private prosecu-
tion, c) the decision on the issuance of a criminal order (Art.541, Par.1).48  

5.2.3. The Examination (Review) of the Indictment in the Summary Proceedings

There are two reviews of the accusatory instrument in the summary proceedings: 1) the pre-trial 
examination of the indictment and 2) review of the indictment before the indictment panel. The 
first one is done by a single judge, or the presiding judge for the criminal offences that fall under 
the jurisdiction of the indictment panel of the municipal court in the form of a pre-trial exami-
nation of the indictment or the private lawsuit pursuant to Art. 525, Par. 1. The second review is 
conducted by the indictment panel, which examines the indictment (not the private lawsuit) at a 
session of the indictment panel. The innovation is that the indictment panel examines every in-
dictment, regardless of the fact whether or not an objection was filed. The purpose of this is to 
prevent the unfounded charges from ever reaching the main hearing stage (which is in the inte-
rest of the citizens) and also to enable fast and expedient hearing (which is in the interest of the 
state).

Pre-trial examination of the indictment. On the receipt of the indictment or a private lawsuit, the 
single judge or the presiding judge shall first examine: a) if the court has jurisdiction over the cri-
minal offence in question and b) if the requirements for the dismissal of the indictment, i.e. the 
lawsuit, have been met (Art. 344). If these requirements are met, a decision to dismiss the charges 
or the private lawsuit is to be rendered.  This decision is delivered to a State Attorney, the injured 
party as the prosecutor or to the plaintiff, and to the defendant. If such a decision is not rendered, 
then the judge has the indictment or a private lawsuit served on the defendant.

The review of the indictment before an indictment panel. Based on the indictment for a criminal 
offence punishable under law by more than eight years of imprisonment, the indictment panel 
shall proceed in the same manner it would proceed in the ordinary proceedings (Articles 348-
367). For the criminal offences which are punishable under law by a fine or a term in prison of up 
to eight years, the indictment panel reviews the indictment at a panel session without the partici-

48 Cf.Pavišić,B.,KPP,2011,p.375
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pation of the parties involved (non-adversarial session).49 If the indictment is deemed to be we-
ll-founded, the indictment panel shall render a ruling confirming the indictment and compiles a 
case file which is then submitted to the registry office of the competent court. 

5.2.4. The Main Hearing in the Summary Proceedings

The main hearing in the summary proceedings is discriminately regulated. The provisions of the 
Articles 521- 548 of the CPC are applied to the proceedings conducted before a municipal co-
urt. Unless there are special rules that regulate these proceedings, the provisions on the ordinary 
proceedings are applied.

Preparatory hearing in the summary proceedings. If the main hearing is to be held before a single 
judge, the preparatory hearing is not held. If the main hearing is being held before a indictment 
panel, the preparatory hearing may be held, but it is not mandatory.

Scheduling the main hearing. Upon the receipt of the indictment, the main hearing is scheduled 
within a month at the latest, and if the defendant is in pre-trial detention, within 15 days. In case 
of private prosecution the judge shall schedule the main hearing within a month from receiving 
a private lawsuit. Prior to scheduling the main hearing, the single judge may summon the plain-
tiff and the defendant to a hearing in order to clarify matters prior to the trial, if he deems it use-
ful for the faster resolution of the case. At such a hearing the parties involved may reconcile and 
the charges may be withdrawn, or the charges may be dismissed. Otherwise, the single judge may 
start the main hearing immediately, or at a later time. In places where there is a conciliation pa-
nel, the court may refer the case to the said panel in order to attempt to secure reconciliation. If 
the reconciliation does not succeed, the proceedings continue.

Holding the main hearing without the parties to the proceedings is possible only if it is likely 
that the charges shall be dismissed. It is not possible to hold the main hearing without the State 
Attorney, not even in the summary proceedings. In such a case the hearing is adjourned.

The defendant is summoned to the hearing, and the summons will instruct him on his rights and 
he will be cautioned that the main hearing may be held in his absence if legal requirements for 
this are met (Art. 531, Par.2). The main hearing may be held in the absence of the plaintiff who 
has residence away from the court’s location if he has filed a motion for the main hearing to be 
held in his absence.50 

The main hearing. The main hearing in the summary proceedings commences with the briefing 
on the content of the indictment or the lawsuit. If the main hearing is conducted before the in-
dictment panel, it proceeds pursuant to the provisions for the ordinary proceedings on the cour-
se of the main hearing. After the opening of the session, the personal details of the defendant are 

49 Itisnotthebestlegalsolutiontoholdanon-adversarialsessionoftheindictmentpanelwithregardtotheminorcriminaloffences
punishableunderlawbyaterminprisonofuptoeightyears(Art.526,Par.2oftheCPC),sinceitprevents(duetotheabsenceof
thepartiestotheproceedingsandthedefencecounsel)reachingaconsensualrulingattheindictmentstageinthecasesofminor
criminaloffences.

50 Thejudgewhohasreviewedtheindictmentoraprivatelawsuitisnotrecusedfromthemainhearingandmayparticipateinitasa
presidingjudgeorasinglejudge.
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taken, it is checked if the instruction on the defendant’s rights was received, the witnesses are es-
corted out of the courtroom until they are called to testify and the restitution claim by the present 
injured party is filed. The main hearing starts with the reading of the indictment. Subsequently, 
the defendant makes a statement on the foundation of the indictment and the filed restitution 
claim. This is followed by the opening statements of the parties involved, first the prosecutor’s 
and then the defence counsel’s and the defendant’s. After that, the defendant is immediately in-
terrogated at the beginning of the evidentiary proceedings regardless of his plea in the case.51 
During the evidentiary hearing before the single judge, the defendant, the witnesses and the 
expert witnesses are questioned by the judge first, then by the parties to the proceedings but the 
defendant is questioned at that point first by his lawyer, if he has one, and then by the prosecutor  
while the witnesses and expert witness are first questioned by the party who has put them on the 
stand.52 The defendant who has pled guilty to all charges, at the end of his testimony shall state if 
he consents to the proposed type and extent of the criminal sanctions.53 If the defendant has pled 
guilty to all charges, and the court has decided it is in accordance with the collected evidence, in 
the continuation of the evidentiary proceedings only the evidence related to the decision on the 
criminal sanctions are going to be presented.54 This is followed by the closing arguments and the 
conclusion of the main hearing.55 

The judgment. The law does not prescribe special rules for rendering the judgment in the sum-
mary proceedings, which means that the general provisions on judgments in the ordinary pro-
ceedings are applicable. However, it is especially provided for the judgment that includes a pri-
son sentence to include reasoning, while the judgment that does not include a prison sentence 
to contain a brief explanation just at the request of the parties involved. If the parties to the pro-
ceedings do not request a written rendering of the judgment, and if the defendant has pled guil-
ty and accepted the proposed criminal sanction, a brief explanation is entered into the minutes 
of the main hearing, which means that the transcript of the judgment does not have to conta-
in reasoning. 

5.2.5. Right to an Appeal in the Summary Proceedings

An appeal may be filed against the judgment passed in the summary proceedings within eight 
days from the day of the delivery of the transcript of the judgment. If the judgment pronounces a 
prison sentence, the transcript of the judgment must always contain the introduction, the prono-
uncement of the judgment and the elaboration (Art. 538). The parties and the injured party who 
have the right to an appeal against the judgment (Art.464, Par.4) may waive the right to an appe-
al immediately after the pronouncement of the judgment. In such a case, the judgment is delive-
red to them within three working days.

51 Withrespecttotheinterrogationofthedefendantatthebeginningoftheevidentiaryproceedingsinthesummaryproceedings,
regardlessofhisplea,itseemsthatitwouldbeabetterlegalsolutiontotieinthedefendant’squestioningtothewayhepleadsin
thesummaryproceedings,whichwouldmeanthatifthedefendantpleadsnotguiltytoallorsomeofthecharges,heshouldbe
questionedattheendoftheevidentiaryproceedings,unlessheotherwiserequests.

52 SeeArt.45oftheLawonAmendmentsandSupplementstotheCriminalProcedureCode,OfficialGazette,80/11.
53 Untilthisdefendant’sstatement,theStateAttorneymayamendthetypeandtheextentofthecriminalsanctionsspecifiedinthe

indictment.
54 Thereisaspecialrulethatifthedefendantagreestothetypeandextentoftheproposedcriminalsanctions,thecourtmustnot

pronounceadifferenttypeofthecriminalsanctionnoramoreseveresanctionthantheoneproposedintheindictment.
55 Cf.Mazalin,S.,Skraćeni postupak i ostali posebni postupci u Prijedlogu Zakona o kaznenom postupku,HLJKPP,Zagreb,2/2008,p.767.
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The law prescribes a special right to an appeal as well. If the course of the main hearing has been 
recorded, the parties to the proceedings and the injured party may file an appeal within three 
days of the delivery of the transcript of the judgment. In such case, the time set for the appellants 
to file an appeal starts running from the day of the receipt of the said transcript of the recordin-
gs. If the sound recording of the main hearing has not been transcribed, or if the transcript of the 
judgment has not been written and delivered within the set deadline, the judge shall inform of 
this the president of the court.

When deciding on the appeal against the judgment of the first instance court passed in summary 
proceedings, the second instance court shall notify both of the parties of the session of the indic-
tment panel if in the first instance judgment a prison sentence was pronounced and if the parti-
es involved have requested to be informed of the session, or if the presiding judge or the indic-
tment panel of the second instance court consider that the presence of the parties or just one of 
them might be helpful for the clarification of the matter. The decisions of the second instance co-
urt on the appeal against the first instance court according to its content and legal effect might be 
the same as the ones rendered in the ordinary proceedings.

5.3. Plea Agreements on the Conditions of the Admission of Guilt and the Settlement on 
the Criminal Sanctions

5.3.1. The Defendant’s Plea

Pursuant to the Articles 359 and 360 two different procedural forms are provided for: 1) the plea 
of the defendant to the charges and 2) negotiations between the parties involved on the condi-
tions for the admission of guilt and the settlement on the sanctions to be imposed. Pursuant to 
the provisions of Art. 350, Par. 4, the defendant may give a statement before an indictment pa-
nel that he pleads guilty to all or some of the charges against him.56 This is the defendant’s plea, 
i.e. a full or partial admission of guilt. If the defendant has pled guilty before an indictment pa-
nel, and the agreement on the sanction has not been reached, the indictment panel shall confirm 
the indictment and immediately forward it with the case file to the court registry for the purpo-
se of scheduling the main hearing, unless there are reasons for the suspension of the proceedin-
gs under Art. 355 of the Code. A guilty plea has been newly introduced into the Croatian crimi-
nal procedure law. The defendant actually has two options when it comes to his plea: guilty or not 
guilty.57 The defendant’s plea to the charges before the indictment panel in terms of the Art. 359 
does not imply the sentencing agreement. The plea is one-sided and unconditional. On the ot-
her hand, the defendant’s guilty plea in terms of the Art. 360 is the result of  plea-bargaining  on 
the conditions under which the defendant shall admit his guilt, which includes the settlement on 
the criminal sanction.

56 Cf.Pavišić,B.,Komentar ZKP,2011,p.745.
57 However,thelegalconsequencesofaguiltypleaortheadmissionofhavingcommittedacriminaloffenceindifferentlegalsystems

vary.
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5.3.2. General Comments on the Plea Agreements

A special aspect of the indictment stage, and, as a part of it, the judicial review of the indictment, 
is the possibility of an agreement between the parties involved on the admission of guilt and the 
sanctions to be imposed as well as rendering a judgment based on the plea agreement.58 The jud-
gment based on the plea agreement may be rendered in the ordinary criminal proceedings for all 
criminal offences regardless of the prescribed penalty, as well as in the summary proceedings for 
the criminal offences that fall under the jurisdiction of the municipal court, which means for the 
criminal offences for which eight to twelve years in prison is the prescribed penalty. Mandatory 
review of the indictment is conducted at the session of the indictment panel. The defendant at 
that stage is given the opportunity to enter his plea before the indictment panel in the summary 
proceedings, but he does not have such an option when it comes to the offences for which the 
prescribed penalty is up to eight years in prison. Ratio legis behind this legal provision is in the 
simplification, acceleration and efficiency of the criminal proceedings. Exactly for these reasons, 
it is a special, independent form of the summary proceedings, with a consensual element of the 
decision. Such an agreement between the parties involved on the guilt and sanctions and the pa-
ssing of the judgment based on such an agreement is most commonly reached in the pre-trial 
proceedings, i.e. before the criminal proceedings start. 

The provision of the Art. 360 of the CPC stipulates that the parties to the proceedings may nego-
tiate the conditions of the admission of guilt and agree on the criminal sanction to be imposed. 
Due to the sensitive nature of plea-bargaining, the Code has prescribed that the defendant must 
have a defence counsel present during such proceedings. Successful plea-bargain negotiations re-
sult in the signing of a statement by the State Attorney on the one hand,59 and the defendant and 
his lawyer on the other hand, asking a judgment to be made based on the agreement entered into 
by the parties involved. Only the conditions of the defendant’s admission of guilt and the type 
and extent of the criminal sanctions that are going to be imposed may be the subject of the ne-
gotiations and the settlement. A signed statement is submitted to the indictment panel. The sta-
tement based on which the settlement is reached should contain: 1) the description of the crimi-
nal offence in question, 2) the statement of the defendant on the admission of guilt for the said 
offence, 3) an agreement on the type and extent of the penalty or some other sanction or measu-
re, 4) an agreement on the costs of the criminal proceedings, 5) a statement of the defendant on 
the restitution claim, as well as 6) the signature of the both parties and the defence counsel. The 
State Attorney has to immediately upon signing the statement notify the victim about it or the 
injured party. Such a notification and putting the settlement of a restitution claim before the se-
izure of material gain indicate that the injured party is in a better position than according to the 
previous CPC/97 during the proceedings.

58 ThepossibilityofreachingapleaagreementandsanctionswasstipulatedbytheamendmentsandsupplementstotheCPC/97
passedin2002,throughtheofrenderingajudgmentattheinvestigationstageattherequestofthepartyinvolved(Art.190.aofthe
CPC/97).Seemoreonthisin:Mrčela,M.,Presuda na zahtjev stranaka u istrazi,HLJKPP,Zagreb,2/2002,pp.360-370,andparticularlyin:
Krstulović,A.,Nagodbe stranaka u suvremenom kaznenom postupku,Zagreb,2007,pp.172-187.

59 DeputiesoftheStateAttorneyalsohavetheauthoritytonegotiatetheadmissionofguiltandthesanctions,buttheymustinform
theStateAttorneyprior to thesigningof  thestatement for the renderingof the judgment basedontheagreement. In these
proceedingstheStateAttorneyactspursuanttoArticles74-75oftheLawontheStateAttorney’sOffice.Cf.Novosel,D./Pajčić,M.,
op.cit.,p.470
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5.3.3. Plea Bargaining 

The process of plea-bargaining itself, the conditions under which the defendant admits the gu-
ilt and the settlement on the criminal sanctions to be imposed, is not prescribed in detail by the 
CPC/08. Basically, it is a matter of reconciling the actions and counter-actions.60 The defendant’s 
action is the guilty plea, and the State Attorney’s counter-action is a mitigated type of offer or a 
less severe criminal sanction.61 A settlement on the criminal sanctions is always conditioned by 
a prior guilty plea. In the procedure of admitting guilt and settling on the sanction, the defen-
dant must have a defence counsel (Art. 66, Par. 2, item 6). Plea-bargaining is governed by the 
principles of legal proceedings62 and fair treatment of the defendant by the State Attorney, and 
the negotiating on the sanction is based on the principle of prosecutorial discretion.63 The agree-
ment between the parties to the proceedings may not change the legal regulations on the seizu-
re of proceeds from crime. The State Attorney is not allowed to amend the indictment after the 
defendant pleads guilty to his detriment. It is necessary to look at the plea-bargaining and the 
settlement on the sanction as a single whole (sentence bargaining).64 Therefore, the settlement 
between the parties is based on mutual concessions the result of which is achieving a common 
goal: the conclusion of the criminal proceedings in a way that is acceptable for both sides.

5.3.4. Rendering the Judgment Based on the Plea Agreement 

The plea-bargaining process and rendering the judgment based on the plea agreement is a type of 
consensual proceedings. It is specific due to the fact that in such proceedings the defendant may 
be pressured to a certain extent, and on the other hand, certain principles of the criminal pro-
cedure law are not adhered to. This is why the law stipulates strict requirements for a judgment 
based on the agreement. These requirements are formal and substantive. Formal requirements 
are: a) the obligation to indicate the type and extent of  the criminal sanction the imposition of 
which is requested in a written statement, b) mandatory presence of the defence counsel during 
the negotiations, c) signing of a written statement, d) the possibility given to the parties of wit-
hdrawing the motions until the judgment is passed, as well as e) the binding nature of the pro-
posal of the parties with regard to the requested criminal sanctions when the court is passing a 
guilty verdict. Substantive requirements are: a) the compliance of the agreement with the legally 
prescribed penalty, b) legality of the agreement, as well as c) certain additional requirements on 
the part of the State Attorney.65 

The judgment based on a plea agreement in the summary proceedings may be passed in the cases 
of criminal offences for which the prescribed penalty is eight to twelve years in prison.66 The in-
dictment panel renders the judgment based on the plea agreement and the submitted statement 
for such a judgment. If the court determines that the parties to the proceedings have agreed on 

60 Onthistopicsee:Krapac,D.,KPP, 2010,p.89
61 TheStateAttorneymustrecordtheassessmentthattherearecircumstancesthatmerittheacceptanceoftheinitiativeforthestartof

thenegotiationsinanofficialnote,whichshallremaininthecasefileandenableinternalcontrol.
62 Onthistopicsee:Krapac,D.,Zakon o kaznenom postupku i drugi izvori hrvatskog kaznenog postupovnog prava,Zagreb,2008,p.373
63 Cf.Tomašević,G.,KPP 2011,p.203
64 Cf.Pavišić,B.,KomentarZKP 2011,p.690
65 Onthistopicsee:Krapac,D.,KPP 2010,pp.269-270
66 AccordingtotheArt.190.aoftheCPC/97thejudgmentcouldbepassedattherequestofthepartiesinvolvedduringtheinvestigation

onlyforthecriminaloffencesforwhichtheprescribedpenaltywasuptotenyearsinprison.
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the content, it decides on granting the agreement: 1) to grant the agreement, and pronounce the 
sentence, a criminal sanction or other measure as was proposed in the statement by the parties 
involved (Art. 361, Par. 2), or 2) reject the agreement if it does not comply with the legally pres-
cribed penalty, or the agreement is not otherwise legal, in which case the indictment panel rejects 
the agreement in a ruling and proceeds with the review of the indictment. The aforementioned 
implies that the judgment that is based on the plea agreement is passed without prior confirma-
tion of the indictment, i.e. prior to the criminal proceedings. Although this increases efficiency 
and the economy of the proceedings, since the most complex stage of the proceedings – the main 
hearing, is avoided, such a legal provision, according to some is not the best.67 

The said judgment may pronounce only those criminal sanctions and measures that the parties 
have proposed in the statement for the judgment based on the plea agreement. Therefore, the in-
dictment panel must review the legality of the agreement (e.g. for certain criminal offences a sus-
pended sentence is not allowed),68 but also the severity of the proposed sanction or penalty (whi-
ch may be found to be too harsh or too lenient). This means that the court is not authorised to 
assess the facts of the case with regard to the criminal offences being dealt with.

The parties may negotiate the conditions of the admission of guilt and the settlement on the san-
ction even after the indictment is confirmed. If the criminal offences in question are punishable 
under law by a term in prison of eight to twelve years, the presiding judge of the municipal court’s 
indictment panel may schedule a preparatory hearing, at which it is possible to pass a judgment 
based on the plea agreement.

If the agreement is rejected, the indictment panel submits the indictment together with the case 
file to the court’s registry in order to schedule the main hearing (Art. 361, Par.4). Until the jud-
gment is passed the parties may withdraw from the submitted agreement proposal (Art. 362, 
Par.1). In such a case, the proposed agreement and all the related data are excluded from the case 
file by a ruling and are turned over to the secretary of the court and may not be examined nor 
used as evidence during the criminal proceedings.

The judgment passed based on the plea agreement must contain everything that a conviction 
judgment contains (Art. 455). This is a special type of a conviction. The written rendering of the 
judgment must contain the introduction, the pronouncement and a brief explanation, in which 
the agreement based on which the judgment is passed is specified (Art.363, Par. 2). Such a jud-
gment is announced immediately, and the transcript of it is delivered to the parties involved wi-
thin eight days from the day of the announcement.

Pursuant to Art. 363, Par. 3 it is prescribed that in a judgment based on the plea agreement with a 
prison sentence and a cautionary measure, natural persons may be subject to the following secu-
rity measures: a) mandatory psychiatric treatment (Art. 75 of the Criminal Code), b) mandatory 
treatment for addiction (Art, 76 of the CC), c) a ban from exercising a profession or performing 
a duty (Art. 77 of the CC), d) the expulsion of a foreigner from a country (Art. 79 of the CC) and 
e) confiscation of objects (Art. 80 of the CC). The security measures that may be imposed on legal 
entities according to the Law on the Liability of Legal Entities for Criminal Offences (hereinafter: 

67 Onthistopicsee:Tomašević,G.,KPP 2010,note823onp.189
68 Cf.Tripalo,D.,Tijek kaznenog postupka - kontrola optužnice, rasprava, pravni lijekovi,HLJKPP,Zagreb,2/2008,p.736.
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LLLECO),69 are: a) a ban to participate in certain activities or operations (Art. 16 LLLECO), b) a 
ban on acquiring licences, authorisations, concessions or subsidies (Art.17 of LLLECO), c) a ban 
on doing business with the beneficiaries of the state or local budget funds Art. 18 of LLLECO) 
and d) confiscation of objects (Art. 19 of LLLECO), as well as confiscating material gain.70 In 
terms of the costs of the criminal proceedings, the indictment panel may decide that the defen-
dant is fully exempt from paying for the costs of the proceedings.

The judgment rendered based on the plea agreement cannot be appealed with regard to the cri-
minal sanction imposed, confiscation of material gain, costs of the proceedings and restitution 
claim (Art.364, Par 1). Such a judgment may not be appealed with regard to erroneously or in-
completely established state of the facts (Art. 470), unless the defendant has learned of the excul-
patory evidence or evidence excluding any wrongdoing after the judgment was passed. The jud-
gment based on the plea agreement may be contested only on the grounds of: a) substantial 
violation of the provisions on the criminal procedure (Art. 468) and b) violation of the Criminal 
Code (Art. 469).

5.3.5. Restrictions on Some of the Fundamental Principles of the Criminal Proceedings

The consensual character of the proceedings in which the judgment is passed based on a plea 
bargain agreement results in a departure from certain principles of the criminal proceedings. 
First of all, a settlement between the State Attorney and the defendant does not consistently 
adhere to the application of the principle of legality of criminal prosecution, the accusatory prin-
ciple and the principle of official prosecution.71 The defendant’s admission of guilt does not com-
ply with the presumption of the defendant’s innocence, the rules on the burden of proof as well 
as with the principle of free (judicial) evaluation of the evidence. It is also a departure from the 
application of rules prescribing that the judgment is based on the facts and the evidence pre-
sented at the main hearing and that the main hearing must be direct, public, oral and adversa-
rial, and that the judgment must offer the grounds for it.72 The right to an appeal that includes 
everyone’s right to request from the higher instance court to review the judgment and the penal-
ty is also not completely adhered to. The rationale for these departures from the said principles is 
found in the legal nature of the plea-bargain agreements which are based on mutual (voluntary) 
concessions with positive and useful effects on the both parties.73 

69 TheLawontheLiabilityofLegalEntitiesforCriminalOffences,OfficialGazette,151/2003,110/2007,45/2011.
70 ThemotiontoimposeameasureofconfiscationofmaterialgainisfiledinaccordancewiththeLawontheProcedureforSeizureof

ProceedsfromCriminalandMisdemeanorOffences,OfficialGazette,145/2010
71 Cf.Krapac,D.,KPP 2010,p.91-93
72 A judgment thatprovidesgrounds for itcompletelyandaccurately achieves:betterqualityof the judgment,offers informative

foundationofthejudgmentinadditiontoshowingrespectforthehonouranddignityofthesubjectwhoserightsarebeingdecided
on.Cf.Galligan,D.J.,op.cit.,p.431etc.

73 Oneofthemethodsofconsensualresolutionofdisputesarisingfromcriminaloffencesarethereconcilliationorthemediationwhich
arealsoencounteredinsomelegislations.
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5.4. The Procedure for the Issuance of the Criminal Order

5.4.1. The Concept and the Legal Nature of the Criminal Order

Criminal orders are court decisions which, at the request of the State Attorney, impose a legally 
prescribed criminal sanction on the perpetrator of certain offences, without holding the main 
hearing, in a special, abbreviated criminal procedure. The procedure of issuing the criminal or-
der is also a type of the summary criminal proceedings. A criminal order, which is a measure of 
acceleration of the criminal proceedings, represents a kind of an offer to the defendant, which he 
may accept, but does not have to, by not filing an objection to it, which creates a “tacit agreement” 
between the State Attorney and the court on the one hand, and the defendant on the other.74 Thus, 
not only the parties involved, but the court as well, satisfy their interests. The State Attorney’s 
Office gets a competent (final) ruling, the court does not have to conduct the ordinary summary 
proceedings, and the defendant is spared the inconvenience and stigma of a public trial. The cri-
minal order is present in almost all modern legislations and is considered to be the most econo-
mical form of abbreviated criminal proceedings.

Criminal order as an institute has its fundamental and procedural components. Fundamental 
component consists of a sufficient amount of the evidentiary material, i.e. such a state of facts that 
it is reasonably believed it would not change even if the main hearing were to be conducted, whi-
ch means it is sufficient for the issuance of a criminal order as a conviction of the criminal offen-
ce in question. The procedural component consists of complete agreement of all three subjects 
to the criminal proceedings. The judge must accept the request of the State Attorney without any 
additional amendments to issue a criminal order. The defendant must agree to the criminal or-
der ruling by not objecting to such a ruling.75 

This procedure is specific inasmuch that: a) such a ruling is rendered before the main hearing 
starts, b) the said ruling is based on the data from the filed criminal charges that normally are not 
used as evidence, c) the data used as evidence has not been presented in a direct, oral and adver-
sarial manner.76 The said specificities indicate that the procedure for the issuance of a criminal 
order is a special type of the summary proceedings.77 The innovations in the CPC/08 related to 
the criminal orders are also reflected in the fact that the prison sentence that may be pronoun-
ced as a suspended sentence is increased (Art. 540, Par. 2), the criminal order may be issued aga-
inst a legal entity, and also the rights of the injured party during the plea hearing are prescribed 
in greater detail (Art. 540, Par. 4).78 

74 Cf.Krapac,D.,KPP 2010,p.90
75 Ontheprocedureofissuingacriminalordersee:Simović,N.M.,Krivično procesno pravo,BanjaLuka,2009,pp.244–248,Sijerčić-Čolić,

H.,Krivično procesno pravo,Sarajevo,2012,pp.167-174.
76 Onthistopicsee:Pavišić,B.,KPP2011,p.381cf.IvičevićKaras,E./Novosel,D.,Vrsta i mjere kazne primjenjive u instrumentu kaznenog 

naloga i njihov odnos prema izrečenim kaznama, HLJKPP, Zagreb, 2/2004., Novosel, D., Primjena kaznenog naloga u radu državnih 
odvjetnika,HLJKPP,Zagreb,1/2002

77 Pavišić,B.,KPP 2011,p.381
78 Mazalin,S.,op. cit.,note19onp.768
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5.4.2. General Pre-requisites for the Issuance of a Criminal Order

Pursuant to Art. 540, Par.1, the State Attorney may request in the indictment that the court issues 
a criminal order for the criminal offences punishable under law by a fine or a prison term of up 
to five years, over which the indictment panel has no jurisdiction, and in such an order request 
the following sanctions or measures to be imposed: 1) a fine in the amount of ten to one hundred 
average daily wages in the Republic of Croatia (Art.51, Par.4 of the Criminal Code), 2) a suspen-
ded sentence with the pronouncement of a sentence of up to one year in prison or a fine, or a ju-
dicial reprimand, 3) seizure of proceeds from crime, 4) the publication of the ruling  issuing the 
criminal order in the public media, 5) a ban to operate a vehicle for up to two years and 6) con-
fiscation of objects. The said article lists all of the penalties and measures the imposition of which 
the State Attorney may request in the request for the issuance of a criminal order,79 which means 
that other sanctions or measures may not be imposed by a criminal order.80 

Pre-requisites under substantive and procedure law for the issuance of a criminal order result 
from the wording of the aforementioned provision of the Art. 540. Substantive pre-requisites are: 
a) that the committed criminal offence is the offence for which the prescribed penalty is a fine or 
a term in prison of up to five years, and which falls under the jurisdiction of a single judge rat-
her than the indictment panel and b) that the State Attorney has learned of the said criminal of-
fence based on the credible content of a criminal charge. Procedural pre-requisites are: a) that 
the request for the issuance of a criminal order has been filed by the State Attorney as an autho-
rised prosecutor, b) that the requested criminal sanctions and measures are the ones that are le-
gally prescribed, and c) that the request is for the issuance of the criminal order without the main 
hearing.81 

A special requirement for the issuance of the criminal order is the circumstance that the State 
Attorney has learned of the said offence based on “the credible content of filed criminal charges”. 
Although the data from the filed criminal charges is not evidence during the criminal proceedin-
gs, it is only the initial reason and grounds for the criminal prosecution by the State Attorney,82  
it would not be right to talk of the “credible content” of the filed text of the criminal charges. 
However, since the criminal charges most commonly submit the statements of the injured party, 
a record of the crime scene investigation, expert findings and the evaluation, a sketch of the cri-
me scene, photo-documentation etc, it is quite clear that the State Attorney in not going to base 
his indictment just on the text of the criminal charges, but on the said statements the most and 
material evidence submitted with it. In any case, any initiation of the criminal prosecution must 
be based on the principle of legality. Finally, the state of the facts resulting from the criminal char-
ges and the enclosed documents must be such that even if the main hearing were to be conducted 
the defendant would be sentenced to a certain penalty or criminal measure.83 

79 CroatianprovisionsprescribeaconsiderablylongcatalogueofsanctionsandmeasureswhichtheStateAttorneymayrequestina
criminalorderrequest.GermanandSlovenianlawalsoprescribealmostidenticalcriminalsanctionsandmeasures,andSwissand
Serbianlawprescribe,inaddition,anunconditionalprisonsentence.

80 OnthetypesandseverityofpenaltiesandothermeasuresthattheStateAttorney’sOfficehasrequestedandwhichhavebeen
pronouncedincriminalorders,cf.theresearchIvičević,E./Novosel,D.,Vrste i mjere kazne primjenjivane u instrumentu kaznenog naloga 
i njihov odnos prema izrečenim kaznama,HLJKPP,Zagreb,2/2004,pp.698-699.

81 Onthepre-requisitesundersubstantiveandprocedurelawfortherequestsandissuanceofthecriminalorder,seemorein:Novosel,
D.,Primjena kaznenog naloga u radu državnih odvjetništava,HLJKPP,Zagreb,1/2002,p.60

82 Cf.Pavišić,B.,KPP 2011,pp.200-201
83 Krapac,D.,ZKP 2008,p.678.
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The law regulates the victim’s or the injured party’s position in such proceedings by prescribing 
for the State Attorney to propose in the criminal order to the court to decide on the filed resti-
tution claim. 

5.4.3. The Indictment in which the Issuance of the Criminal Order is Requested

The law under Art. 540, Par. 1 stipulates that the State Attorney, if the prescribed legal requi-
rements are met, may request in the indictment from the court to issue a criminal order and 
sentence the defendant to a certain sanction or a measure without holding the main hearing. 
Therefore, this is not an “ordinary”, “general” indictment. Such an indictment contains a special 
request that does not exist in general bills of indictment. The law does not stipulate special con-
tent of such an indictment, although it should. However, the essential elements of such an indic-
tment would be: a) explicit request for the issuance of criminal order, b) the issuance of the cri-
minal order without holding the main hearing, c) a proposal that the defendant should be found 
guilty for the criminal offence he is charged with and should be convicted, and d) sentencing of 
the defendant to a certain type and/or extent of one or more criminal sanctions (Art.540, Par. 2 
and 3). On the other hand, motions related to the main hearing do not have to be filed since it is 
not going to be held in such proceedings. Considering that the ruling issuing the criminal order 
is passed without the main hearing, and the main hearing begins with the reading of the indic-
tment, the State Attorney might amend the original indictment until that stage and include the 
request for the issuance of a criminal order, but not later.84  

Accurate and complete formulation of the indictment which proposes the issuance of the cri-
minal order is also necessary because the court must grant such a request in terms of its content 
and form exactly how the State Attorney laid it out and is not allowed to change it in any way. 
Therefore, the content of the indictment must be such that it allows the judgment issuing the cri-
minal order as a sub-type of a conviction judgment to be rendered.

The court does not have to agree with the request for the issuance of the criminal order. In such 
a case, the single judge shall deliver the indictment to the defendant together with an instructi-
on on the right to a response and the notification on the rejection of the request to issue a crimi-
nal order (Art. 543, Par.2). In such an indictment the request to issue a criminal order would no 
longer exist in a legal sense. However, such an indictment would not contain motions related to 
the main hearing, including the proposed evidence. Thus, the defendant is deprived of the infor-
mation on the proposed evidence against him, which objectively may limit the preparation of his 
defence for the main hearing. Consequently, it would be a better solution, since the single judge 
cannot do that, for the State Attorney to list all the proposals for the main hearing in the indic-
tment in which the request for the issuance of a criminal order is made in case it is rejected. Only 
such an indictment would be suitable both for passing a judgment issuing the criminal order and 
for holding the main hearing, if it comes to that stage.85  

Article 341, Par. 3 stipulates that the defendant must be interrogated prior to issuing the indic-
tment unless trial is to be held in absentia. The question arose in practice whether this provision 

84 Cf.Krapac,D.,ZKP, 2008,p.678.
85 Cf.Pavišić,B.,Komentar ZKP 2011,pp.692-693
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binds the State Attorney’s Office even if the indictment is issued with the request for the issuance 
of a criminal order. Consistently complying with the said legal provision, the State Attorneys in-
terrogate the suspect prior to issuing the indictment in which the issuance of a criminal order is 
requested. However, judging from a point of view of theory of law, it is not necessary to interro-
gate the suspect prior to issuing such an indictment, which should be explicitly prescribed. To 
be exact, through a more all-round interpretation of several related legal provisions of the CPC 
(Art. 520 and Art.540, Par.1) it might be concluded that mandatory interrogation of the suspect 
prior to issuing the indictment in which the issuance of a criminal order is requested is not an 
explicit legal obligation.86 

The procedure for the issuance of a criminal order does not adhere to the following fundamen-
tal principles of the criminal proceedings: a) the principle of oral and adversarial main hearing, 
c) the court decision on the criminal order is based only on written documents,87 d) the principle 
of direct judicial evaluation of the evidence, e) the principle of a public judicial hearing, as well 
as some other principles.88  

5.4.4. Court decisions on the Request for the Issuance of Criminal Orders

If the court approves the request, the single judge shall in a ruling issue a criminal order. In the 
ruling on the criminal order the court shall specify that it accepts the request made by the State 
Attorney and shall sentence the defendant to a sanction or measure from the request. If the State 
Attorney has proposed the seizure of the proceeds from crime, and the injured party has filed a 
restitution claim, the court shall rule on the restitution claim, or refer the injured party to pur-
sue the claim in a lawsuit.

A criminal order is a sub-type of a conviction.89 By rendering a judgment that issues a criminal 
order the criminal proceedings start (Art,17, Par. 1, item 3).90 The content of the judgment on the 
criminal order includes the data under Art. 455 and Art. 459, Par. 1-3. It must say that the State 
Attorney’s request for the issuance of the criminal order is granted. In the pronouncement of the 
sentence the defendant is declared guilty for the criminal offence he is charged with. In addition, 
the factual and the legal description of the criminal offence and its legal qualification must be in-
cluded. The judgment contains a sentence to a certain criminal sanction or measure as requested, 
the decision on the restitution claim, if it has been filed. The rationale for the judgment lists only 
the evidence that justifies the issuance of the criminal order (Art. 541, Par.2).91 

86 Cf.Petković,N./Pajčić,M.,Kazneni progon, istraga i optuživanje – nova iskutva,HLJKPP,Zagreb,2/2011,p.438.
87 Krapac,D.,KPP 2010,p.108
88 With regard to theposition that the interrogationof thesuspectensures theadversarialproceedings,protects the rightsof the

suspectwhileobservingtheprincipleoffairness,theEuropeanCourtforHumanRightstookastandinthecaseHennings vs. Germany 
accordingtowhichthecriminalorderdoesnotconstituteaviolationoftherighttoafairtrialbeforeacompetentcourtpursuant
toArt.6,Par.1oftheEuropeanConventiononHumanRights,ifthedefendantisprovidedwithalegalremedyagainstthecourt’s
decision,whichresultsintheopeningofthemainhearinginthesameproceedingsbeforethesamecourt.Seetheverdictofthe
ECHRHennings v. Germany,12129/86of23Nov1992.

89 Krapac,D.,KPP 2010,p.268
90 Tomašević,G.,KPP 2010,note763onp.261
91 Ontheformandtheessentialelementsofthejudgmentissuingacriminalorderseemorein:Mrčela,M.,Sporazumna presuda i druga 

problematika skraćenog kaznenog postupka,publishedin:Aktualnapitanjakaznenogzakonodavstva, Inžinjering,Zagreb,2005,pp.
280-287.
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The judgment which issues the criminal order must contain the instruction to the defendant on 
the right to an appeal against the judgment within eight days from the receipt thereof, as well as 
a warning that the criminal order shall become final and that the said sanction shall be imposed 
if an appeal is not filed within the set deadline (Art. 541, Par.4).

The single judge shall reject the request for the issuance of a criminal order: 1) if there are reasons 
for the suspension of the proceedings pursuant to Art. 380,92 2) if the criminal offence in questi-
on is such that the said request is not allowed and 3) if the State Attorney has requested a sanction 
or a measure to be imposed that are not legally allowed (Art. 543). A distinction should be made 
between the rejection of the indictment and the rejection of the criminal order, in which case the 
single judge rejects the request for a criminal order, not the indictment.

Pursuant to Art. 543, Par. 2, the single judge shall not grant the request for the issuance of a cri-
minal order if he decides: a) that the data in the indictment does not provide sufficient grounds 
for the issuance of a criminal order, or b) that according to the said data the imposition of some 
other sanction or measure might be expected rather than the ones the State Attorney has pro-
posed.93 In such cases, the court shall proceed according to Art. 542, Par.4, i.e. review the indic-
tment according to the rules that are applicable in summary proceedings.94 If the indictment pa-
nel confirms the indictment, the single judge shall schedule the main hearing in accordance with 
the provisions for the summary proceedings. If the indictment panel does not confirm the indic-
tment, they will declare the criminal order null and void by a ruling with regard to the defendant 
who has filed an appeal. The single judge shall do the same when rendering the new judgment 
as well. The single judge is not bound by the request filed by the State Attorney pursuant to Art. 
540, nor by the ban pursuant to Art. 13. 

5.4.5. Appeal against a Criminal Order

Pursuant to Art. 542, Par. 1, the judgment that issues a criminal order is delivered to the defen-
dant and his defence counsel if he has one, as well as to the State Attorney and the injured party. 
If the defendant does not have a defence counsel, while the judgment cannot be delivered to his 
last known address, a defence counsel is appointed ex officio until the time the defendant’s addre-
ss is learnt. The judgment is delivered to him, against which an appeal may be filed.

The defendant and his counsel may file an appeal against a criminal order within eight days from 
the day of receipt of the said judgment (Art.542). An appeal should be understood as a refusal to 
accept the offer, not as a special kind of an actual legal remedy. By filing an appeal, the consensu-
al relationship between the parties involved is broken off, and it imposes an obligation on the co-
urt to conduct the proceedings according to the provisions that apply to the summary criminal 
proceedings. The defendant may waive the right to an appeal. After the main hearing is opened, 
the defendant may not withdraw the appeal that has been filed. The evidence for the defence may 
be proposed within the appeal, but the appeal does not need to be elaborated on.

92 Cf.Pavišić,B., Komentar ZKP 2011,p.694
93 Cf.Pavišić,B.,Komentar ZKP 2011,pp.694-695
94 Intheproceedingsfortheissuanceofacriminalorderthejudgmentispassedwithouttheconfirmationoftheindictment.Judicial

reviewoftheindictmentshallbeconductedonlyifthedefendantfilesanappealagainstthejudgmentcontainingthecriminalorder.
Onthistopicseemorein:IvičevićKaraš,E./Kos,D.,op. cit.,p.457
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If the appeal was filed in due time and was submitted by an authorised person, the court shall 
deliver the indictment to the indictment panel which shall review it in accordance with the Art. 
562, Par 2. The indictment panel reviews the indictment at a panel session without the participa-
tion of the parties involved in accordance with the Art. 344, and decides whether the indictment 
is issued based on credible criminal charges (Art. 542, par.5). It is also determined whether the 
indictment has been issued by an authorised prosecutor, if it is properly written, and if it has been 
submitted within the prescribed deadlines. If the indictment panel does not confirm the indic-
tment, it declares the criminal order imposed on the defendant who has filed an appeal null and 
void in a ruling.95 The court does the same when rendering a new judgment after the hearing on 
the filed appeal has been conducted. 

5.4.6. The Main Hearing and the Ruling on an Appeal

An appeal by the defendant against a criminal order results in a mandatory scheduling of the 
main hearing according to the rules for the summary proceedings.96 The single judge conducts 
the main hearing upon a granted appeal by presenting the evidence enclosed with the crimi-
nal charges, as well as the evidence that the defendant has proposed in his defence in the appe-
al. The main hearing is conducted according to the regulations for the main hearing in the sum-
mary proceedings for the criminal offences for which up to eight years of imprisonment is the 
prescribed penalty.

If there is insufficient evidence of guilt, the single judge shall acquit the defendant from all char-
ges. In such a case, the issued criminal order is declared null and void. The court shall render the 
judgment declare the defendant guilty of the criminal offence from the indictment and senten-
ce him if the charges from the indictment have been proven by the presented evidence. In such 
a case, the earlier judgment is confirmed in terms of its content and it remains in force. It is also 
possible to commute the earlier ruling, e.g. in a decision on sentencing. In the aforementioned 
cases the single judge is not bound by the request made by the State Attorney pursuant to Art. 
540 (in terms of the proposed sanction and measure) nor by the ban reformatio in peius pursu-
ant to Art. 13, which means that the court may pass a judgment on the defendant’s appeal that is 
less favourable for the defendant than the one in which the criminal order was issued, which co-
uld constitute a considerable violation of the defendant’s fundamental rights in the criminal pro-
ceedings. On the other hand, by stipulating the ban reformatio in peius the criminal order would 
lose its main purpose, and that is the simplification, acceleration and the economy of the crimi-
nal proceedings. Such a ban might stimulate the defendants to file appeals without any fear that 
they could receive a stricter sentence if they do so than the one already pronounced in the jud-
gment issuing a criminal order.97 

95 Whentheindictmentpaneldoesnotconfirmtheindictment,itmustatthesametimerejecttheindictmentissuedbytheauthorised
prosecutor,asitcannotanylongerexist,whichisnotstipulatedbythelaw.Onthistopicsee:Pavičić,A./Bonačić,M.,op.cit.,p.515.

96 Cf.Tomašević,G.,KPP 2010,p.190
97 Ivičević,E./Novosel,D.,op. cit.,p.678
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5.4.7. An Appeal against the Judgment Issuing a Criminal Order

The CPC/08 has introduced a new institute, the right to an appeal by the State Attorney against 
the judgment on the criminal order. Pursuant to Art.545, the State Attorney has the right to an 
appeal against the judgment on the criminal order which is decided by a higher court. Such an 
appeal was not provided for in the CPC/97. Now, the right of the State Attorney to an appeal aga-
inst the judgment on the criminal order is explicitly prescribed, due to e.g. possible procedural 
and substantial violations in the judgment on the criminal order.98 However, if the defendant files 
an appeal against the same judgment, the State Attorney’s appeal becomes redundant.

5.4.8. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Criminal Orders

The main advantage of the proceedings for the issuance of the criminal order is the economy of 
the process. The main disadvantage is the fact that it is possible in such proceedings to pronoun-
ce a suspended prison sentence of up to one year, without questioning the defendant first befo-
re the court,99 which goes against his right to be heard by the court. Furthermore, the possibility 
of issuing a criminal order for numerous criminal offences could potentially result in the defen-
dants’ lack of understanding of how grave and dangerous is the said criminal offences. The rea-
lity of the fact is that for most of these offences lenient criminal sanctions are proposed and pro-
nounced.100 For instance, for the criminal offence punishable under law by a term in prison of up 
to five years, the most severe penalty that might be pronounced in a criminal order is a suspen-
ded prison sentence of up to one year. The legal provision whereby the single judge is bound by 
the State Attorney’s request in terms of the type and extent of the sanction or other measure pro-
nounced in a judgment issuing a criminal order is rather questionable. This is contrary to the ge-
neral rule on the selection of the type and severity of the penalty by the court.

5.4.9. The Injured Party’s Position during the Proceedings for the Issuance of a Criminal Order

The State Attorney, in his request for the issuance of the criminal order, in addition to the imposi-
tion of certain criminal sanctions, should propose a decision to be made on the restitution claim 
that has been filed by the injured party and on the seizure of proceeds from crime. It is on such 
claims and rendered decision that the position of the injured party depends during the procee-
dings of the issuance of a criminal order. Specifically, pursuant to Art. 540, Par. 4 of the CPC the 
State Attorney shall propose to the court, if the injured party has filed a restitution claim, to de-
cide on the said claim. With regard to that, it should be noted that in cases where seizure of pro-
ceeds from crime is applicable, the State Attorney has a duty to inform the injured party of this, 
thus allowing him to state his restitution claim.101 

Art. 541, Par. 1 prescribes that if the filed restitution claim (by the injured party) is competing 
against the seizure of proceeds from crime (by the State Attorney), the court is authorised to set-

98 Cf.Pavišić,B.,Komentar ZKP 2011,p.697
99 Some legislations, for instance, in BiH, Serbia and  Poland stipulate the interrogation of the defendant before the court prior to

renderingthejudgmentissuingacriminalorder.
100 Thisviewissharedby:Roxin,C.,Strafprozessordnung,Munchen,1998,pp.371-372
101 Cf.Pavičić,A./Bonačić,M.,op. cit.,p515
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tle the restitution claim in favour of the injured party. If it does not settle the claim, the proceeds 
from crime shall be seized, while the injured party shall be referred to settle the claim in a lawsu-
it. Therefore, the injured party’s restitution claim has precedence over the measure of seizure of 
proceeds from crime, which indicates that the position of the injured party is more advantageo-
us in the proceedings for the issuance of the criminal order.

5.5 The Proceedings for the Pronouncement of the Judicial Reprimand

Pursuant to Art. 546 of the CPC, the judicial reprimand is pronounced in a judgment. In the pro-
ceedings in which it is being issued, unless otherwise stipulated, the provisions of the Code relating 
to the conviction judgment are applied. It is explicitly stipulated that in the pronouncement of the 
judgment issuing a judicial reprimand, in addition to the personal data of the defendant, it must be 
stated that the defendant is found guilty of the offence he is charged with and the legal qualification 
of the said offence must be included. In the rationale of the judgment, the court shall state the rea-
sons for the judicial reprimand. The judgment in which the judicial reprimand was issued is anno-
unced immediately after the conclusion of the main hearing. With the relevant reasons for it, as 
well as the warning against committing any more criminal offences. Waiving the right to an appe-
al and the written rendering of the judgment are regulated by the provision under Art. 537, Par. 2.

The judgment which issues a judicial reprimand may be contested on the grounds listed under 
Art. 467. The decision on the security measures, costs of the criminal proceedings, seizure of pro-
ceeds from crime or the restitution claim, may be contested on the grounds that the court has not 
applied properly a security measure or seizure of proceeds from crime, or that the decision on 
the costs of the criminal proceedings or the restitution claim is contrary to the legal provisions.

CONCLUSION

Summary criminal proceedings in Croatian criminal procedure law have been regulated under the 
new CPC/08 based on the regulation of this matter under the CPC/97, but with considerable inno-
vations which are reflected in the broadened scope of their application,  introduction of the new pro-
cedural institutes in such proceedings, the change in the position and authority of certain subjects to 
the proceedings (e.g. the judge), broader application of a criminal order, as well as the regulation of 
the summary criminal proceedings in a different manner, which is especially important. In addition 
to the simplified and the summary proceedings, there are other mechanisms that may accelerate the 
proceedings, such as the broadened scope of use of prosecutorial discretion by the State Attorney, as 
well as allowing the consensual forms of proceedings with regard to the defendant’s plea, plea agree-
ments and settlements on the sanctions. When it comes to the compliance of the local legislation with 
the current trends in this field, it may be stressed that the Croatian criminal procedure legislation has 
an increased number of abbreviated forms of proceedings that are, in terms of normative regulation, 
legislated in compliance with the Recommendation R (87)18 of the Council of Europe on the simpli-
fication of criminal justice system. Finally, it may be concluded that the Croatian criminal procedure 
legislation has embraced widely-accepted legislative standards introduced earlier into the European 
national legislations and international law. Existing legal provisions on the abbreviated forms of pro-
ceedings strike a good balance between the efforts aiming at the efficient criminal proceedings and the 
need to observe the fundamental human rights of the defendant in such proceedings.
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Berislav Pavišić, PhD1

SomeIssuesConcerningSummaryCriminal
ProceedingsinEuropeanCriminalLaw

1. The Concept and General Observations on the Summary Criminal Proceedings in 
respect to Regular Criminal Proceedings 

In this discussion the subject matter are the regular criminal proceedings which are defined by 
four questions: 1. if the criminal offence has been committed, 2. if the accused is the offender, 3. if 
the accused is guilty and 4. whether the conditions are met for the imposition of a sanction and/ 
or another measure. The method of meeting these requirements in the summary criminal pro-
ceedings (also referred in the text as summary proceedings) is discussed. The summary criminal 
proceedings have emerged due to the increase of criminal offences in substantive criminal legi-
slation and the desire to render the criminal proceedings shorter and less costly.

Summary criminal proceedings are prescribed in cases in which the special conditions have been 
met. Usually these are related to the degree of seriousness of the criminal offence reflected in the 
prescribed penalty for which the summary criminal proceedings are stipulated. The first forms 
of summary criminal proceedings appeared when the criminal proceedings had become so com-
plex and costly and/or in cases in which the criminal situation (and in turn the procedural pro-
blems) was accompanied by special features.2 These proceedings are meant to simplify the cri-
minal proceedings and impose a sanction or other measures stipulated by the Criminal Code.

The main question raised in connection with the summary criminal proceedings is: do gua-
rantees under Art. 6 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 

1 FullProfessor,FacultyofLaw,UniversityofRijeka
2 Duetothedifferencesamongnationalsystemsitisdifficulttosayatwhichpointthesummaryproceedingsappeared.Thisispossible

todeterminefortheparticularnationalsystem.Forahistoricaloverviewcf.Carić,Skraćeni oblici kaznenog postupka (dissertation)Split,
2012,pp.7-89
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Freedoms3 apply to the summary criminal proceedings whenever they may start and whenever  
they may end, or on the contrary these guarantees apply discriminately only to a certain kind of 
the proceedings? In comparative analysis it is necessary to make a distinction between the sy-
stems of criminal law which distinguish between criminal and non-criminal unlawful conduct 
and systems that use the term punishable act.

Grosso modo of distinguishing between the criminal and non-criminal unlawful conduct in legi-
slation is recognised primarily in the countries in transition in modern law.4 The traditional de-
mocracies usually do not have this distinction.5 The discussion at hand concerns the summary 
criminal proceedings according to the national system.6  

The national system determines which cases are subject to the summary criminal proceedin-
gs. In this respect under present conditions a different approach is out of the question. For that 
approach under current conditions there are no appropriate mechanisms. Cooperation in cases 
subject to summary proceedings is primarily a question of cooperation of a particular country 
in terms of criminal law.7 In principle, the guaranties of fair proceedings apply to the summary 
criminal proceedings as well. The summary criminal proceedings depend on the regulation in 
the national system. However, this should not exceed the guarantees of Art. 6 of the Convention.

The treatment of the offenders who are not criminally responsible due to their condition or age 
is not dealt with in this paper. 

2. The Concept of a Criminal Offence in the Practice of the European Court for Human 
Rights

Due to the differences that exist between the systems the term criminal offence is understood 
as autonomous according to its elements specified by the European Court for Human Rights 
(ECHR). In order for a certain act to be classified as a criminal offence, ECHR uses three crite-
ria. These are the so-called Engel criteria according to a decision Engel et al. v. The Netherlands: 
1. the domestic classification 2. the nature of the offence and 3. the severity of the potential pe-
nalty which the person concerned risks incurring (ECHR: Jussila v. Finland; Dewer v. Belgium; 
Eckle v. Germany).

In principle, the starting point of the ECHR (the first criterion) is that the state freely determi-
nes in its domestic law if a certain act constitutes a criminal offence, a misdemeanor or a disci-
plinary offence as long as it complies with the Convention. This is the first criterion according to 

3 ETS005,OfficialGazette–InternationalAgreements18/1997,6/1999,14/2002,9/2005,13/2003,1/2006hereinafter:theConvention
(includingtheprotocols)

4 Thisisthecasewith,forinstance,thelegislationofCroatia,RepublicofSerbiaandRussianFederation.
5 The term reato in Italian legislation includes the termsdelittoandcontravvenzione,while the termStraftat inGerman (Austrian

and Swiss) law includes Verbrechen and Vergehen. In French legislation there is a well-known division into crimes, delits and
contraventiones.

6 In some systems, summary criminal proceedings are allowed for the criminal offences which are in other systems processed in
ordinaryproceedings.

7 Until recently thenationalcriminal justice systemshavebeengovernedby theprincipleofdistrustand intolerance.Due to the
mobilityofpeople,thecriminaloffenceshavebecomeinternational(anduniversal),sotheprotectionfromsucheventsmustbe(as
muchaspossible)equallyregulated.Cf.e.g.ConventionontheInternationalValidityofCriminalJudgmentsoftheCouncilofEurope
(ETS70)andtheadditionalprotocol.
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the ECHR: classification under the domestic law, i.e. is the act subject to criminal law within the 
said legal system. The views on whether a certain institute belongs under a certain branch of law 
(e.g. whether the misdemeanor falls under administrative or criminal law) according to national 
state law are relative. If under the domestic law the offence is classified as a criminal offence, Art. 
6 of the Convention is to be applied. However, this criterion is for the ECHR preliminary, sin-
ce the state in question may classify it so in order to avoid applying Art. 6 of the Convention. In 
such a case the ECHR examines if the said act is indeed a criminal offence according to its ele-
ments (actually, punishable act). When the rule is applied only to a limited group (e.g. professi-
on, participants of the proceedings, members of an association), it directs the members to obser-
ve certain regulated rules for that group (ECHR: Demicoli v. Malta). However, if the rule is such 
that it applies regardless of the group affiliation, then it is a criminal offence pursuant to the said 
article (ECHR: Weber v. Switzerland). The described approach does not exclude the possibility 
of a cumulative approach in cases in which separate checks according to certain criteria do not 
produce a clear conclusion (ECHR: Bendenoun v. France). The nature of the measures that may 
be applied is also taken into account, which in a particular case may lead to a change of the legal 
nature of the case (ECHR: Adolf v. Austria). In the decision Öztürk v. Germany, ECHR has taken 
a firm stand that the states are not allowed to “disguise” the criminal cases (e.g. a traffic violati-
on) treating it as if it were an administrative or civil case. ECHR examines if the regulation stipu-
lating it is general in character and what is the purpose of the punishment. Should the regulati-
on have at least potentially a general application, as a rule it will constitute a criminal regulation 
(ECHR: Weber v. Switzerland). Actually, two sub-criteria are used: scope of the violated rule and 
the purpose of the punishment which must be met cumulatively. Indemnification as the puniti-
ve purpose as a rule leads to the conclusion that it is not a criminal provision. Alternatively, if the 
provision aims at deterring from repeating the offence, the regulation is classified as a criminal 
provision (ECHR: Öztürk v. Germany). Therefore, if the norm is generally applied (as is the fine 
for a traffic violation) and if it has a punitive and correctional purpose, it must be treated as the 
penalty pursuant to Art. 6 of the Convention.

The second criterion is the nature of the offence. According to this criterion the nature of the of-
fence is examined, i.e. if the offence is from the point of view of the Convention a criminal offen-
ce in its nature, so its substantive seriousness, place in the system etc. are examined.  

The third criterion is the nature, severity and the purpose of the sanction. The sanction must be 
a deterrent and general in application (ECHR: Weber v. Switzerland; Demicoli v. Malta). Such is 
not the case with the procedural fines (ECHR: Ravnsborg v. Sweden). If the offence is punished by 
imprisonment, as a rule this constitutes a criminal case. ECHR holds that a society, which is fo-
unded on the observance of the principle of the rule of law, deems the cases in which the penalty 
may include imprisonment as a part of the criminal sphere, with the exception of those in which 
given the nature, duration and the manner of the commission, the imprisonment does not carry 
a certain weight (ECHR: Engel and Others v. the Netherlands; Adolf v. Austria;  Demicoli v. Malta; 
Garyfallou AEBE v. Greece; Lauko v. Slovakia).   

The examination of the second and third criteria is necessary if the first criterion is not sufficient 
to determine whether the said offence belongs under criminal law sphere, and for the application 
of the Art. 6 of the Convention it is sufficient to meet one of the said criteria.
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The described position of the ECHR suggests that in the administrative cases in which it is po-
ssible to impose imprisonment the requirements pursuant to the said article must be met, but 
this is not precluded even if the sanction is related to property (ECHR: Air Canada v. the United 
Kingdom; A.P., M.P. and T.P. v. Switzerland).

3. The Concept of a Criminal Offence Charge in the Practice of the European Court for 
Human Rights

In the practice of the European Court for Human Rights the position on the criminal offen-
ce charge (referred to as a criminal charge, being charged with a criminal offence) has been for-
mulated. The term charge should be interpreted based on its substance and according to its au-
tonomous meaning in the context of the Convention, not in terms of a particular national law 
(Campbell and Fell v. the United Kingdom).

The official translation into Croatian means “indictment” (optužnica) and actually applies to all 
of the accusatory instruments in the criminal proceedings and it would have been more appro-
priate to use a more general term “optužba” for the translation of “charge”. Pursuant to this artic-
le the charge is defined as official information provided by the competent authority to an indivi-
dual claiming that the said individual has committed a criminal offence (Eckle v. Germany). The 
said Court, therefore, understands the criminal offence charge in terms of a criminal charge seen 
as an indication of measures which may affect the position of an individual as a suspected per-
petrator of a criminal offence (Foti v. Italy). The condition of a substantial effect on the position 
of the said individual as a suspect is also taken into account. Such a position of the Court impli-
es that the measures which do not have the said effect, but are used (e.g. interviewing witnesses), 
do not constitute a criminal charge.

The state legislation is certainly significant, but does not represent more than a starting point, the 
first stop in the examination if a criminal charge had existed at some point. The prominent po-
sition that the right to a fair trial holds in a democratic society dictates a substantive rather than 
a formal criterion (Delcourt v. Belgium) when assessing whether a criminal charge exists or not. 
A charge in terms of the Convention is official information supplied by the competent authori-
ty and served on the individual containing allegations that he has committed a particular crimi-
nal offence (Eckle v. Germany).

It must be held that the charge exists where the situation of the suspect has been substantially affec-
ted, which is the case if the prosecutor has offered a settlement (Deweer v. Belgium).

As is described above, in order to determine autonomous concept of a criminal charge in terms 
of the Convention it is crucial that the position of the person in question is substantially affected 
even if it is not in the form of a charge but some other measure which has essentially the same ef-
fect (Fotti v. Italy; Lauko v. Slovakia).

The term charge covers measures such as searches and temporary seizure of objects as well (Eckle 
v. Germany), the request to revoke immunity (Frau v. Italy), the decision on ordering or exten-
ding detention (Lüdicke, Belkacem and Koç v. Germany).
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It bears no relevance at whose request the criminal proceedings are being conducted (Minelli v. 
Switzerland), however, according to the practice of the Court, the injured party does not have 
the right to the continuance of the criminal prosecution protected under the Convention if the 
State Attorney desists from prosecution (Helmers v. Sweden). Namely, generally it should be no-
ted if the rights of the third party are restricted due to the measures undertaken against the per-
sons who are being criminally prosecuted, the third parties may not invoke the guarantees pursu-
ant to Art. 6 since there is no criminal charge against them (Air Canada v. the United Kingdom).

The concept of the criminal charge as described above does not include exclusion orders or ex-
pulsions of illegal immigrants, or the decisions on extraditions.

4. Summary Criminal Proceedings are Stipulated for Lesser Criminal Offences

The summary proceedings are provided and regulated for the criminal offences which are classi-
fied as lesser according to the degree of seriousness and the prescribed penalty.8 Such criminal 
offences are expected to be less complex in terms of procedure which means primarily in terms 
of evidentiary proceedings. The proceedings prescribed for such offences are in terms of econo-
my less expensive. Last but not the least, the criminal proceedings are more effective.9 In some 
systems the summary proceedings are prescribed for quite different forms of criminal unlawful 
conduct.

In systems that recognise criminal and non-criminal unlawful conduct, summary proceedings 
relate to the least serious forms of criminal offences. If there is no difference between criminal 
and non-criminal unlawful conduct, the set of criminal offences which are subject to summary 
proceedings includes numerous punishable acts which constitute actions.10 The systems which 
have not been founded on this distinction and treat all of the criminal offences the same, sum-
mary proceedings are applied to the forms of criminal offences classified as minor. In any case, 
the feature of criminal offences that are subject to summary proceedings is their high incidence.

The summary criminal proceedings may be mandatory (obligatory) and optional (allowed). In 
the latter case, special conditions may be stipulated.

This discussion does not deliberate reductions and accelerations of the ordinary proceedings 
whether due to the elements of the criminal offence,11 or due to the wishes of the subject of the 
proceedings.12 Specifically, ordinary criminal proceedings may be accelerated or reduced, but the 
acceleration is excluded in some proceedings whereas in others special requirements need to be 
met.13 In certain situations some legislations allow the possibility of conducting summary pro-
ceedings in cases of serious criminal offences. This is also outside of the scope of this paper.

8 Thecriminaloffencesforwhichthesummaryproceedingsareprescribedinsystemswhichdifferentiatebetweenthecriminaland
non-criminalunlawfulconductaccountfor80%ofconcretecases.Inothersystems,thisshareisevengreater.

9 Cf.JeanPradel,Droit pénal comparée,2.Éd.Paris,2006,pp381–510
10 Thisprimarilyreferstotrafficviolations.
11 Thisisthecasewiththeflagrantcriminaloffences.Forsuchoffencesseveralofthelegalsystemsprescribespecialproceedings.Cf.for

instanceArt.53,54oftheFrenchCPPandArt.18,379,380,382etc.oftheItalianCPP.
12 Forinstance,thedefendantwaivesthepreparatoryhearingordoesnotresorttoalegalremedy.
13 Forinstance,FrenchandItalianlawstipulatespecialproceedingsforflagrantcriminaloffenceswhiletheseriousnessofsuchoffences

isseenassecondary.
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Therefore, none of the listed forms of the proceedings related to the criminal offences is not dealt 
with in this discussion. In order for a certain rule to be included in this analysis the source of law 
it is related to was taken into consideration. Different rules are often applied to the same forms, 
so the forms of consensual resolutions are also regulated differently. 

5. The Definition of the Subject of the Analysis

The analysis at hand is limited to three questions: 1) which forms of summary proceedings are 
provided for in several of the national systems, 2) what is eliminated from the proceedings, 3) 
how should the criminal proceedings be abbreviated.

Depending on the particular legislation the summary criminal proceedings are applicable in over 
85% of cases.14 It is intended for certain criminal offences which have certain characteristics in 
terms of the manner they were committed in, the degree of seriousness, type, offender, the vic-
tim etc. The summary proceedings differ from the ordinary criminal proceedings according to 
the special rules which are applied in such proceedings. These proceedings may be analysed from 
different aspects and with regard to different issues.15  

It should be reiterated that this analysis considers only the summary criminal proceedings, not 
the procedures regulated by the rules outside of the criminal law or which are not legally regula-
ted at all. What these have in common with the summary criminal proceedings is that they are 
prompted by a criminal offence and that the goal of such procedures is to reach a fast, cost-effec-
tive and simple solution. Everything else can be (and is) different such as the form, type of the 
decision, subjects etc. (e.g. if it is a settlement between the offender and the victim, plea barga-
ining, conciliation, arbitration etc).16 Consequently, this paper is restricted to the aforementio-
ned three issues and only the institutes under criminal law which appear in the summary crimi-
nal proceedings. 

This analysis does not deal with the cases involving certain types of offenders (e.g. juvenile of-
fenders, i.e. the children who are criminally responsible for a criminal offence, people with men-
tal issues) where the summary proceedings may be consequently excluded due to ratione perso-
nae. It also does not deal with the cases involving certain criminal offences which preclude such 
a form of proceedings due to ratione materiae, e.g. criminal offences against the economy, or 
terrorist acts.

6. Sources of Law Included in the Analysis

The analysis at hand includes several European national codes.17 Namely, the existing sum-
mary criminal proceedings in Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, France, Italy, Spain, Sweden, 

14 Itdependsonthedefinitionofacriminaloffencealthoughthisnumbergenerallyapplies.Cf.notes2and4.
15 Pradel,op.cit.p.367stillemphasisestheimportanceoftheorganisationofthejusticesystem,especiallyincomplexstateswhichhave

afederalandlocallevelsofjurisdiction.
16 Inthesummaryproceedingsthereisnotonlyadifferenceinthetypeofcharge(indictment,motiontoindict,privateprosecution),

butinthecontentaswell(e.g.thecontentoftheindictmentfortheleastseriousoffencesisshorter).
17 Cf.Procedurepenalid’Europa,DeleuzeB.,DelmasMartyMireille,DervieuxV.,JungH.,Juy-BirmannR.,LemondeM.,MathiasE.,Perrodet

A.,PesquieB.,SalasD.,SpencerJ.R.,TulkensF.(acuradiChiavarioMario),Milano,2001
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Germany, Poland, Russian Federation, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland are the subject of this analysis, In addition to the listed national systems, 
the recommendations of the Council of Europe R(87)18 and R(99)19 are analysed.

7. The Most Important Forms of Summary Criminal Proceedings under National Systems

Under Austrian Strafprozessordnung there are several special proceedings (Besondere 
Verfahrensarten).18 However, this category includes the procedures in cases for which ordi-
nary proceedings are conducted.19 Summary criminal proceedings are undoubtedly proceedin-
gs in private claims (Verfahren über privatrechtliche Ansprüche. &366 - 379) and some others. 
Strafverfügung or Strafmandat corresponds with the term Bussgeld under German law. These 
provisions regulate the criminal orders. The State Attorney under the institute of diversion may 
desist from criminal prosecution in four cases (&& 200 – 204). This is the case when criminal 
proceedings are replaced with non-criminal proceedings, but they are mentioned here because 
this is regulated by the criminal procedure regulations. In Austria, administrative criminal law is 
very significant (Verwaltungstrafrecht).20 This is not the subject of this analysis.

Bosnia and Herzegovina has a multi-level structure of rules for criminal proceedings. The pro-
cedure for the issuance of a criminal order is regulated under the Criminal Procedure Code of 
Brčko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina under Articles 308-313, and special proceedings un-
der Articles 340-400. The Criminal Procedure Code of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
from 1998 specifies the rules for the criminal orders and the pronouncement of judicial admo-
nition contained under Articles 412-473, and the provisions on the special proceedings under 
Articles 475-536. According to the Criminal Procedure Code of Republika Srpska from 2002, the 
summary proceedings are regulated under the provisions which contain the rules on the issu-
ance of the criminal order and those regarding the pronouncement of a judicial admonition.21 

The French Code pénale is based on the division of the criminal offences into three categories.22  
Under French Code de procédure pénale several forms of the summary proceedings are stipulated 
in addition to the option of reducing the ordinary criminal proceedings in cases of flagrant cri-
minal offences. These are the proceedings for the issuance of criminal orders (l’ordonance pénale), 
imposition of a fine (l’amende forfaitaire), and the proceedings before the tribunal de police.23 The 
procedure for the issuance of a criminal order has been prescribed ever since 1972. Its main cha-
racteristic is that it is prescribed for minor criminal offences (contraventions) and that it is con-
ducted without the main hearing. The said procedure is possible in all cases involving minor cri-

18 AustrianStrafprozessordnungisactuallyoriginallythetextdatingfrom1873,andasafederallawitwaspublishedin1975.Ithas
beenamendedandsupplementedseveraltimes(animportantamendmentwaspassedin2004,andlastamendmentdatesfrom
December2013).ItmaybenotedthatthesameproceedingshavebeenacceptedinLichtenstein.Cf.Bertel.C.–Venier,A.,Grundriss
desösterreichischenStrafprozessrechts,7.Aufl.,Wien,2002,pp.181–183,248–262

19 E.g.theproceedingsagainstanabsentdefendant(Verfahren wegen Abwesende).
20 Cf.forinstanceAustrianVerwaltungstrafgesetzBGBL52/1991etc.
21 Cf.MiodragN.Simović,Krivično procesno pravo,3rdEdition,BanjaLuka,2009,p.413andonwardsandapaperbythesameauthorabout

thecriminalproceedingsinBrčkoDistrictofBosniaandHerzegovinapublishedinLe altre procedure penaliTorino,2002,pp.37–73.
22 Cf.note2
23 Someincludeinthiscategoryappearanceafteraguiltypleaaswell (comparution sur reconaisance prealable culpabilite)or plaide 

culpable.Cf.Carić,op.cit.pp.192–196.Thisinstitutehasbeeninapplicationsince2004,anditwasintroducedundertheinfluenceof
thecorrespondingprovisionsinPortuguese,SpanishandItalianlaw.Theproceedingsbeforethetribunal de police grosso modo may
betreatedastheproceedingsbeforethemagistrates’courtcf.Stefai,G.–Levasseur,G.–Bouloc,B,Procédure pénale,Paris,1984,12.
Éd.pp.424–428
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minal offences except in those that are expressly precluded. The procedure has been introduced 
in 1958 for the first time and it was considerably expanded in 2002. In the proceedings of impo-
sing fines, elements of the administrative law may be noticed today, while the proceedings may 
be continued before the authorities competent for criminal proceedings. It is important for the-
se proceedings as is for the pre-trial proceedings to classify the offences into several categories so 
that more serious offences (e.g. category 5 offences) or certain types of offenders (e.g. children) 
preclude the application of the said regulations. By imposing a fine the criminal proceedings are 
avoided. The response as well as the appeal is submitted to the State Attorney who forwards it to 
the criminal court or decides on it (if grounds are not provided). The criminal court may not pro-
nounce a lighter sentence from the one already imposed.

The German Strafprozessordnung was originally passed in 1877 but it was amended and supple-
mented several times over the subsequent years.24 The provisions for the summary proceedin-
gs are stipulated in the sixth volume under four sections (besondere Arten des Verfahrens). Only 
the proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order (Strafbefehlsverafhrens), primarily & 408, are 
considered here the summary proceedings. In addition, it should be remembered that this sy-
stem provides for the imposition of a fine (Bussgeldbescheid). A caution (Verwarnung) may con-
tain a request for payment (Zahlungsaufforderung) which is usually featured in cases related to a 
series of minor criminal offences in traffic.

In the Polish Criminal Procedure Code (Kodeks postepowania karnego) from 1997, special pro-
visions on the summary proceedings are under & 468-517. Under these provisions the Code 
regulates the issuance of a criminal order, private prosecution proceedings and petty offence 
proceedings.

The Criminal Procedure Code of the Russian Federation from 2000 under the provisions on ju-
risdiction (Art. 31, item 1) lists a catalogue of criminal offences for which the justice of the pea-
ce is competent.25 This applies to the offences punishable by up to three years of imprisonment. 
Special proceedings before the justice of the peace are regulated by the regulations under Art. 318 
and 319 for cases privately prosecuted, whereby the justice of the peace may proceed in such pro-
ceedings according to the general rules. The same applies for the cases conducted based on the 
motion to indict. District courts have similar jurisdiction.26  

Summary proceedings according to Ley de Enjuiciamento Criminal of Spain are stipulated un-
der title II (Del Sumario) under Art. 757-794, but the provisions on the summary proceedings 
are also under the titles III and IV.27 Under Art. 795 a catalogue of criminal offences is listed (but 
the criminal offences in question are punishable by a term of no more than five years in prison).

The criminal proceedings of Sweden are divided into the investigation proceedings (förundersö-
kning) and the trial (rätegang) which includes the indictment (åtals väckande). The rules of the 
criminal proceedings are otherwise in this and other Scandinavian countries regulated as the 

24 Thisdecreewaspassedasalawandithassuchcontent.Cf.Hans-HeinerKühne,Strafprozeßrecht, 3. Aufl.,Heidelberg,2004,pp12and
onwards

25 Thesearee.g.criminaloffencesrelatedtolesserformsofviolence,publicdrunkenness,serioustrafficviolationsetc.Thejusticesof
thepeacewereintroducedintotheRussiansysteminajudicialreformconductedbythetsarAlexanderII.Formally,thissubjectwas
reintroducedin1996bytheConstitutionalLawontheJudiciary.

26 Thesecourtshavebeencalledsince1996thepeople’scourts.
27 Thelawwaspassedin1882.
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rules of the judicial proceedings (rättegångsbalk, RB 1942). There are no special sources of law 
for the criminal proceedings.

The first Swiss unified Criminal Procedure Code (Strafprozessordnung, Code de procédure péna-
le, Codice di procedura penale) was passed in 2007, and has been applied since 2010. The Code 
regulates under the eighth title the proceedings based on an indictment order and the procee-
dings for petty offences (Besondere Verfahren, Procédure spéciales, Procedure speciali). Summary 
proceedings are undoubtedly: the private prosecution proceedings (Privatklageverfahren) and 
the criminal order proceedings (Strafbefehlsverfahren). The latter is regulated by the Art. 352.28 

The Italian Codice di procedura penale prescribes several types of summary proceedings.29   
Generally, there are two approaches to avoiding a costly accusatory procedure with guarantees 
legislated by the Code: special proceedings and the proceedings before the single judge. This is 
the original approach of the Italian legislator. Special proceedings have certain features of the 
mixed proceedings (e.g. giudizio direttissimo and giudizio imediato), and they are divided into the 
proceedings which eliminate (just) the main hearing (e.g. giudizio abbreviato) and the procee-
dings in which the agreement has a prominent role (e.g. applicazione della pena su richiesta de-
lle parti – the so-called patteggiamento) or it is proceeded based on an order (e.g.  procedimento 
per decreto). The proceedings before the single judge (procedimento davanti al tribunale in com-
posizione monocratica) are a set of rules which represent lex specialis, and if there are no special 
rules the regulation under the previous titles are applied.30 Actually, the criteria of the summary 
proceedings in terms of this paper are met only by the plea agreement and the proceedings be-
fore the single judge if the criminal offence is in that category and the proceedings based on an 
order.31  

Summary proceedings in the United Kingdom are conducted before the Magistrates’ Courts as 
summary trials. They may be used for the two sets of criminal offences: a) those which may only 
be tried in such proceedings and b) those which may be tried in these or ordinary proceedin-
gs. The features of the summary criminal proceedings with regard to the criminal offences here 
analysed are: the judge has no prior knowledge, the evidence is presented before the court, guilt is 
decided on and after a certain period of time the imposition of certain sanctions is decided on.32 

Some of the recommendations of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe (also) 
deal with the summary criminal proceedings. Recommendation R(87)18 on the simplification 
of the criminal justice must be mentioned, in the part concerning the fact that the criminal ju-
stice is slow regardless of the resources that are being invested in it, the need to expand the area 
of deciding according to prosecutorial discretion, related to dismissing the criminal charge and 
referring the case to alternative proceedings with or without special conditions, the expansion 
of the application of the criminal order, investigation during the main stage of the proceedings, 
plea agreements, the composition of the court. In addition, Recommendation  R(94)12 should be 
mentioned which deals with the role of the judges which is generally related to their independen-

28 PriortothisCode,thecriminalorderasStrafmandatexistedhadexistedonlyincasesconductedbeforethemilitarycourt.
29 ThisCoderegulatesasmanyasfivesuchreducedproceedings.Cf.adetailedoverviewofindividualproceedingsCarić,op. cit.pp.199–224.
30 Therulesoftheoriginaltexthavebeenreplacedwiththis.Theregulationhasbeenaltered(supplemented)severaltimes.
31 Withthepatteggiamentoreformin2003alimithasbeensetofupto7.5yearsinprison.Thereareactuallytwoformsofthesaid

settlement(tradizionaleandallargato)accordingtotheimposedpenalty.
32 Adetailedoverviewofthetrialbeforethemagistrates’courtisprovidedin:Carić,op. cit.pp.147–159
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ce, authority, working conditions, association, accountability as well as recommendation R(95)12  
on the management of the criminal justice system. Item 3 on the role of the State Attorney in the 
criminal justice system is especially important, listing some of the most important tasks of the 
State Attorney in some systems. Item 5 of the said Recommendation concerns the issues whi-
ch are especially important for the recruitment and training of the State Attorneys. The said 
Recommendations especially deal with the relationship of the State Attorney with the legislature, 
the executive, the judge and the police.

The aforementioned shows that the summary criminal proceedings are stipulated by many 
European procedure sources of law. The connection between the substantive and procedural law 
is evident. The criminal offences in question are mostly prosecuted ex officio. However, it should 
be kept in mind that there is a considerable number of criminal offences which are privately pro-
secuted. Typical forms of summary criminal proceedings are the proceedings for the issuance of 
a criminal order with a specified type and severity of the penalty, and also the issuance of admo-
nition (with or without a stipulated payment to be effected) etc.

8. Characteristics of the Summary Criminal Proceedings Relevant to the Present 
Discussion

There are three options prescribed for the criminal offences which are subject to summary crimi-
nal proceedings: a) conducting the criminal proceedings, b) proceedings which replace the con-
duct of the criminal proceedings and c) imposing special sanctions in the judgment including a 
criminal order and a judicial admonition. In the present discussion an overview of the second 
type is omitted although it is exceptionally important in practice.33 

The guarantees of the right to a fair trial may apply, but do not have to, to the proceedings whi-
ch end in decisions cited under c).34 Furthermore, the existence of these two decisions challenges 
the claim that the guilt for a criminal offence must be established by the court. Specifically, the 
said decisions establish the culpability for the commission of the criminal offence. The judgment 
is rendered before the main hearing. The main hearing is not held at all. In view of all this, the ri-
ght to a fair trial cannot be asserted in its full capacity.

If this situation is carefully examined, it may be concluded: a) that the proceedings related to 
the criminal orders and judicial admonitions are regulated by the criminal law regulations and 
b) that in such decisions the culpability for the committed criminal offence is established. The 
defendant is either tried or he waives the guaranteed right to a fair trial of his own accord, thus 
accepting (assuming) guilt for the criminal offence in question as well the imposed criminal or 
other measure.

33 Itshouldbenotedherethattheseincludevarioustypesthatmightbeclassifiedunderdiversion.Someconciliationproceedingsand
settlementsareconductedaccordingtothecriminalprocedurerules,andothersarenot.Onthistopicindetailsee:MarinaCarić,op. 
cit.,pp.310-362.

34 Someholdthatallguaranteescannotapplytoallcriminaloffences.Cf.forinstanceStephenC.Thaman,Plea-Bargaining, Negotiating 
Confessions and Consensual Resolution of Criminal Cases,ElectronicJournalofComparativeLaw(December2007),http://www.ejcl.
org/113/article113-34.(vol.11.3,December2007).
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Summary criminal proceedings may unfold the same way ordinary criminal proceedings do. If 
the summary proceedings go through all of the stages the ordinary proceedings have, apart from 
the particular case being decided on there are no other special qualities unless the national sy-
stem prescribes them. In such proceedings all of the guarantees which exist in the ordinary pro-
ceedings apply. This discussion does not refer to such cases.

Summary criminal proceedings may abbreviate: a) the rules related to the pre-trial proceedings, 
b) rules that regulate the main hearing, c) rules related to the evidence, d) rights of the persons 
involved in the proceedings and some other issues. Typical characteristics of the summary pro-
ceedings are specified below. Only the most important ones are mentioned.

The jurisdiction over the summary criminal proceedings is regulated discriminately. Minor cri-
minal offences are tried before the single judge. The national systems stipulate the prescribed pe-
nalties in different ways for the criminal offences subject to such proceedings. Taking into acco-
unt the increase in the number of criminal offences it is likely that the jurisdiction of the single 
judge shall be expanded.

Summary criminal proceedings are conducted only for certain criminal offences. The category 
of such criminal offences is always classified according to how serious they are. Seriousness (so-
cial threat) of the criminal offences is defined by the severity of the prescribed penalty. Summary 
criminal proceedings are intended for minor, i.e. lesser criminal offences. Depending on whet-
her the national system has a division into criminal and non-criminal unlawful conduct the sum-
mary proceedings are regulated accordingly. If such a distinction does not exist in the systems 
which use a single term of a punishable act, the State Attorney as well as some other authorities 
may issue a criminal order or an admonition for minor criminal offences.35 

Discretionary prosecution is important in the summary criminal proceedings.36 This applies to 
all systems. Special attention is paid to two sets of criminal offences in the proper sense of the 
term. The first set consists of minor criminal offences which do not represent an interpersonal 
conflict between the offender (is qui fecit) and the victim (qui passus est). The other set includes 
criminal offences which entail an interpersonal conflict.

With regard to the first set of offences, the State Attorney uses prosecutorial discretion if he 
deems that there are legal grounds for it. For such proceedings concerning the second set, as a 
rule, must have the consent of the victim. This is the first procedural issue which distinguishes 
the summary proceedings regarding the criminal prosecution. The State Attorney decides in-
dependently whether he should proceed with the prosecution or abandon it after the defendant 
performs certain acts in cases involving criminal offences prosecuted ex officio. Such an obligati-
on is imposed on the State Attorney regarding the criminal offences in their proper sense.

In the second case, the State Attorney proceeds so with the consent of the victim. It may be a le-
gal obligation or the State Attorney’s approach to the proceedings. The consent of the victim usu-
ally affects the restitution claim filed by the victim. Such a claim may be stated as l’action civile 

35 Thisisthecasewithmostpunishableactsrelatedtotrafficetc.Cf.forinstanceItalian,GermanandSwisslaw.
36 Summary criminal proceedings involve primarily the cases which constitute the so-called Massenkriminalität, first of all, traffic

violations,minorbodilyinjuries,propertycrimeetc.Itshouldbenotedthatthesearenotjustcriminaloffencesintheirpropersense,
butalsotheconductthatisrelatedtonon-criminalunlawfulconduct.
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or the said person may join the criminal proceedings as the injured party with a restitution cla-
im (in some systems become a subsidiary prosecutor). With regard to this right of the victim of 
the said criminal offence, legal systems prescribe a settlement with the offender and a statement 
that the injured party’s claim is fully satisfied by this. Due to this, the consent of the victim must 
be formally given.

The second characteristic of the summary proceedings is the omission of the pre-trial procee-
dings. This has both positive and negative effects. The most significant positive effect is that the 
legislator is trying to ensure certain dynamics and a reasonable duration of the criminal procee-
dings. Criminal proceedings without the pre-trial stage are inevitably (or should be) faster- pa-
ced and more dynamic.

Summary criminal proceedings often incline to avoiding the main hearing as the central and 
most important part of the criminal proceedings. The main hearing in the summary criminal 
proceedings may be differently regulated from the main hearing in the ordinary proceedings. 
During the summary criminal proceedings maintaining continuity is imperative since it is ai-
med at conducting the main hearing in a single hearing, the order of actions is rearranged be-
cause the defendant is giving testimony in a different manner than in the ordinary proceedings, 
the records of the main hearing are kept differently from the records in the ordinary proceedin-
gs, i.e. it is recorded, the minutes record everything differently, the requirements for the court re-
porter are different etc.

Among the negative effects of the elimination of the main hearing in the summary criminal pro-
ceedings it should be noted that it is impossible to apply all of the principles which regulate the 
criminal proceedings since the said principles are fully applied only during the main hearing (e.g. 
the presumption of innocence), while some may only be applied at that stage (e.g. adversary ar-
gumentation). The most serious negative effects of the summary proceedings without the pre-
trial proceedings are related to the evidentiary proceedings. For instance, the perception of the 
officer in charge, the use of various devices in order to establish certain circumstances if there are 
no clear stipulations with regard to the conditions of the working order of the said devices, or a 
credible criminal charge. In such a case the decision in the summary criminal proceedings is ba-
sed on the evidence which has not been subjected to the adversarial examination. This is certain-
ly a negative effect of the summary criminal proceedings.

Summary criminal proceedings which do not include the main hearing have the characteristics 
of a settlement under criminal law. The defendant does not usually appeal or object to the impo-
sed sanction and/or other measure. However, in such criminal proceedings the most important 
principles of the proceedings are not applied. The elimination of the main hearing is especially 
important for the evidence since the decision (as a rule, a criminal order or a judicial admoni-
tion) is founded on the sources of information taken as the “evidence” which cannot be used at 
the main hearing.37 

The fourth characteristic, especially important for the defendant is the decision passed in the 
summary proceedings. The summary criminal proceedings with regard to the form of the de-
cision comply with the general provisions of the criminal proceedings. Therefore, even in such 

37 E.g.acriminalcharge
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proceedings the decisions are passed in the form of judgments and rulings. Summary criminal 
proceedings discriminately regulate the legal remedies bearing in mind the authority which has 
rendered the decision and whether the decision includes a certain criminal or other measure.

9. Summary criminal proceedings de lege ferenda

a) The Reform of the Substantive Criminal Law

Preliminary task is related to the substantive criminal law. Firstly, the existing incriminations 
should be considered. Today substantive criminal law provides for a lot of punishable acts but 
also a lot of criminal offences. This swelling mass of punishable acts is something the existing 
procedural system (with high guarantees) certainly cannot cope with. Therefore, with regard to 
substantive criminal law, the criminal offences and other punishable acts should be filtered down 
first. The summary proceedings must leave intact the efficiency and the most important guaran-
tees of the criminal proceedings.38 

It is a separate issue if the national system differentiates between the criminal and non-criminal 
unlawful conduct? Under modern circumstances it is hard to find a justification for such a dis-
tinction. There is no valid reason for the aforementioned differentiation if we consider that the 
misdemeanors are often more severely sanctioned than criminal offences. There seems to be a 
discrepancy between the assessment of the legislator and the judicial practice on how serious cer-
tain proceedings are. As long as there are these discrepancies it is hard to expect plea agreements 
will play a greater role.39 

The national criminal procedure systems have to review if certain criminal offences are com-
patible with the cooperation under criminal law. In this respect, three categories of criminal of-
fences may be identified. The first includes the criminal offences which are subject to regulati-
on by international law. Such criminal offences must comply with the international source of law 
and may vary only to the extent recognised by the international law. The second category inclu-
des criminal offences which have been traditionally represented among the transnational crimi-
nal offences. Here the requirement for dual criminality of the norm is a more sensitive issue and 
requires to be examined from case to case. The third category includes criminal offences which 
are peculiar to particular national systems. Unlike the previous two categories, this one mostly 
does not meet the requirement for dual criminality of the norm.

b) The Reasons for the Existence of Summary Criminal Proceedings

The next question which arises is whether there are reasons for the summary proceedings to 
exist? When searching for an answer to that question it should be remembered that the summary 
criminal proceedings are a set of rules which regulate the proceedings involving the majority of 

38 Cf.Art.6oftheConvention.
39 SentencingasdefinedintheUSAisafactorwhichcertainlycontributestothenumberofagreementsresolvingthedisputesarising

fromthecriminaloffences.
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cases and that is why it is extremely important how the rules of the said proceedings are being 
regulated. Summary criminal proceedings contain roughly three sets of rules: a) the rules on the 
plea agreements, b) on the prosecutorial discretion and c) rules on the criminal proceedings in 
the proper sense of the term.

The defendant may give consent to the imposition of a certain sanction or other measure in the 
judgment which imposes a criminal order or a judicial admonition. The judgments in both cases 
must be subject to judicial review. The court is definitely not allowed to act ultra petita partium. 
The court must supervise the plea agreements at this stage as well. In this respect there are two 
major restrictions. The first is that the decision rendered based on the proposal must not be un-
lawful, and the second is that it must not violate the rule ne ultra petita partium. The defendant as 
a party to the proceedings may consent to the imposition of a certain sanction stipulated by the 
criminal law provided it is done under the supervision of the court. The party involved (especi-
ally the defendant) must be given the opportunity to address the court. However, the court’s de-
cision may just be a referral to the criminal proceedings.

The decision according to the prosecutorial discretion in certain cases is definitely appropriate in 
order to meet the objectives of criminal policy. The requirements for this must be clearly deter-
mined by the law. The State Attorney must be trained to assess when this approach is appropriate.

Summary criminal proceedings in the proper sense of the term mean reduced proceedings, fast 
pace, while at the same time observing certain rights. The remainder of this presentation elabo-
rates on this.

c) Summary Criminal Proceedings Must Comply with the International Standards

Summary criminal proceedings may become a model procedure for most criminal cases provi-
ded that certain conditions are met. Is the way forward to eliminate certain procedural guaran-
tees for some criminal offences? The answer should be in the negative. The criminal proceedings 
should always be proceedings of certain quality. This absolutely applies to the ordinary procee-
dings. It should apply to the summary proceedings as well. Summary proceedings are still crimi-
nal proceedings.

Generally speaking, deciding based on the prosecutorial discretion should be used more bro-
adly. In these cases all criminal offences should be divided into two categories. The first cate-
gory would include criminal offences which do not represent an interpersonal conflict. The State 
Attorney’s decision is here not bound by the victim’s consent. In all of the criminal offences 
accompanied with an interpersonal conflict the view of the victim of the said offences must be 
taken into account. Out-of court resolutions must find their place here and it must be considered 
that such offences are primarily violations of the rights and when it comes to such forms, restitu-
tion of the violated rights must be paramount. This means that the State Attorney is undertaking 
some completely new and complex duties.
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d) National Systems of  Summary Criminal Proceedings Must be Communicable 

The aforementioned shows that the modern criminal proceedings are largely conducted as the 
summary criminal proceedings. National systems of criminal proceedings must be communica-
ble. This means at least two things. Firstly, substantive criminal law must be harmonised. This 
requirement is primarily related to the substantive criminal law. The said law must be similar. For 
criminal offences criminal and other measures must be similar. Second requirement is related to 
the area of criminal proceedings, specifically, the area of international cooperation. National sy-
stems must have flexible perimeters in order to allow joint actions when detecting and suppre-
ssing criminal activities.40 This is especially important in the field of mass crimes, which means 
in the field of summary criminal proceedings. There should not be any forum shopping in cases 
subject to the summary criminal proceedings.

e) Stable Practice and Summary Criminal Proceedings

In the summary criminal proceedings the central place might be occupied by the admission of 
the offence or guilt (the guilty plea) on the part of the offender – defendant. It is a fundamental ri-
ght of each person to admit a certain fact regardless of the effect this has on the establishment of 
the truth. This is a circumstance relevant to all criminal proceedings. However, it must be made 
sure that the admission is made freely and must not be motivated by some special reasons, in 
addition, it must not be the place for the revenge of the victim, but a place where the defendant 
can take a stand stating that he is aware of the criminal offence and the violation of the right ca-
used by it. The admission of the defendant must be the basis of the agreement. An effort should 
be made in order to turn plea bargaining into a mechanism of implementing the criminal poli-
cy. The requirements should be especially thoroughly stipulated in cases where the other side is 
the State Attorney and the plaintiff. In this respect a distinction must be made according to the 
type of the criminal offence and depending on this distinguish between the victim and the inju-
red party. Plea agreement may conclude the criminal proceedings which have started or may re-
place the said proceedings.

Summary criminal proceedings may end in the agreement before the main hearing only with a 
clearly defined stable practice. The said practice does not need to become the source of the law 
as is the case in certain accusatory proceedings, but without high probability that certain sancti-
ons and other measures shall be imposed and without a more or less accurate assessment of the 
aggravating or extenuating circumstances it is difficult to expect any greater success in the area 
of plea agreements.

f ) The Course of Summary Criminal Proceedings   

It is hard to accept abbreviation of the criminal proceedings which eliminate the main hearing 
stage. In support of this view we may cite the fact that the principles of the proceedings are fu-
lly applied only at the main hearing. This especially applies to the evidence which may be used 
as the basis for a judgment. Abbreviations of the criminal proceedings must primarily refer to 

40 Cf.JeanPradel,La mondialisation du droit pénal: enjeu et perspectives,RevueJuridiqueThemis,Montreal2001
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the pre-trial stage. They can be shorter, faster and simpler. However, the right to a fair trial sho-
uld not be called into question in the summary proceedings. Even in the summary proceedings, 
the defendant should be allowed to enjoy the guarantees under Art. 6 during the main hearing. 
Without these guarantees the said proceedings are not criminal proceedings and do not comply 
with the international standards. This applies to the summary proceedings as well.

The court must first confirm the charges and only when they are confirmed they may be subject 
to the main hearing. This applies to all forms of charges (indictment, motion to indict and priva-
te prosecution) and to all cases of committed criminal offences. Also to the category of criminal 
offences which are subject to summary criminal proceedings under the jurisdiction of the sin-
gle judge. With regard to summary proceedings there is no investigating judge since there is no 
investigation (pre-trial proceedings). When it comes to cases subject to summary criminal pro-
ceedings the question which arises is related to the recusal of the judge who has decided on the 
confirmation of the charges. None of these cases for such criminal offences should reach the sta-
ge of the main hearing if the charges have not been confirmed first. For criminal offences in ca-
ses under the jurisdiction of a panel in the summary criminal proceedings the procedure for the 
review of the indictment must be equated to the appropriate stage of the ordinary proceedings.

In the summary proceedings it is not necessary for the parties to be present provided that the 
stipulated requirements are met. First of all, a distinction should be made if the criminal offen-
ce in question is being prosecuted ex officio or privately. In the first case the State Attorney must 
be present at the main hearing. The judge before whom the criminal proceedings are conducted 
must never become the prosecuting judge. It is never acceptable that the judge has two roles. The 
judge must be a neutral third party, equidistant from both parties to the proceedings. The rea-
sons such as lack of human resources must not call into question this basic rule. Authorised pro-
secutor should not be absent from the main hearing even when it comes to the category of cri-
minal offences prosecuted privately.

With regard to the criminal offences for which summary criminal proceedings are prescribed 
the rights of the victim and the injured party must be observed. The defendant does not have to 
be present at the main hearing, but only if he has been informed of this right upon which he has 
expressly waived it. And if he has been provided the opportunity to present his defence with all 
of the guarantees of the defence. He must always be notified about the main hearing except if it 
is obvious that he is avoiding to be served or if he has not reported a change of address. The co-
urt must make sure that all of the requirements have been met cumulatively and only than can 
the main hearing be held.

The main hearing in the summary criminal proceedings may be conducted in the court building 
or as is stipulated by law elsewhere. Special requirements may be stipulated for the decision on 
holding the main hearing outside the court building.

Summary criminal proceedings must be efficient and fast. This primarily is related to the met-
hod of keeping the minutes of the main hearing. The minutes should be kept without the usu-
al dictation so the main hearing is either recorded or it is kept by a person with special qualifica-
tions. The minutes of the main hearing in the summary criminal proceedings must be brief and 
contain just certain items.
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The course of the main hearing in the summary criminal proceedings may be regulated diffe-
rently from the one of the ordinary proceedings. Especially the interrogation of the defendant.

The written rendition of the judgment must depend on the imposed sentence. If a term in prison 
has been imposed (imprisonment) the written judgment should have to meet all of the require-
ments generally stipulated for judgments. If this is not the case, and the penalty is not as severe, 
the judgment may be brief without an elaboration but has to contain the pronouncement of the 
judgment. This is a matter of national legislation. In the latter case special regulations on the de-
livery are possible.

Conclusion

Summary criminal proceedings in the current criminal law have a great significance. In order for 
these proceedings to have an effect on suppressing criminal offences the reform of the substan-
tive criminal legislation is crucial. Without it the procedural criminal legislation shall constantly 
lag behind the enormous number of criminal offences. In the summary criminal proceedings su-
bstitution institutes of the criminal law should be developed. Similarly, the said proceedings sho-
uld prescribe an option to plead guilty to a certain criminal offence. This is in any case a funda-
mental right of every person to admit a certain fact regardless of the fact that it may influence the 
establishment of the truth.
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1. Introduction

The simplification of the proceedings in dealing with criminal offences and their perpetrators 
may be traced back to a distant and ancient emergance of the criminal proceedings and their de-
velopment. Historical documents, legal texts, theoretical debates all testify to the fact that even 
in the distant past abbreviated forms of proceedings and various forms of negotiations between 
the prosecutor and the defendant existed in the criminal proceedings. Rationalisation of the cri-
minal proceedings was more prominent during the 19th century, which is understandable, since 
that was the time of powerful reforms in the criminal jusice system, especially in the system that 
was emerging after the French Revolution in Europe. Nowadays, there are many types of abbre-
viated forms of proceedings and simplified trials in the national criminal procedure systems, in 
addition to which there are various forms of consensual legal institutes. Regardless of the ma-
nner in which they are legislated and what their legal definitions are, they are paving the way to 
the rationalisation of the criminal proceedings and criminal justice system, they are eliminating 
the prolonged duration of the criminal proceedings and accelerating them, they are relieving the 
caseload in the criminal justice system, enabling the defendant, esspecially after he has pled guil-
ty, to quickly conclude the criminal proceedings and render a court decision.

The simplification of the procedural forms and institutes through which the criminal procee-
dings are developed is not considered exclusively within the national legislations. Actions are 
taken at the international level considering that the idea of deliberating on a criminal matter 

1 Fullprofessor,FacultyofLaw,UniversityofSarajevo
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in the summary proceedings is supported through various documents. Let us mention the 
Recommendation of the Council of Europe of 17 Sept 1987 (R(87) 18) on the simplification of 
the criminal justice system, in which member states are advised to, within their constitutional 
principles and legislative traditions, build into their respective national criminal justice systems 
summary and simplified criminal procedures, thus allowing the caseload in the criminal justi-
ce system to be reduced and increasing the efficiency of the detection and resolution of the most 
complex forms of crime. These demands are repeated in the Recommendation of the Council 
of Europe on the criminal justice system management of 11 Sept. 1995 (R (95) 12),  which con-
tains quite useful instructions to the member states on how to adapt their legal systems to face 
an increasing number of, often more and more complex, criminal offences. Holding that fair 
and effective criminal justice system is a prerequisite for the rule of law, this Recommendation, 
among other things, proposes by not initiating the criminal proceedings for minor criminal of-
fences, through mediation and simplification of the criminal proceedings, to open the door for 
a more efficient application of the criminal law and a more adequate response to the difficulties 
the criminal justice systems are facing at the national level.2 In terms of rationalisation of the cri-
minal proceedings and various alternatives to criminal prosecution, it is important to note the 
Recommendation of the Council of Europe of 15 Sept 1999 (R(99) 19) which emphasises the ac-
tive role of the victim and the offender, as well as the participation of the community in the pro-
cess of the creation of a less repressive criminal justice system. Finally, these valid requirements 
are supported by the European Court for Human Rights (ECHR), which in its rulings, especi-
ally those pertaining to the duration of criminal proceedings judging from the aspect of the ri-
ght to a fair trial, emphasises that the fair and efficient justice system is conditio sine qua non of 
the rule of law in any country.

Taking into consideration that the simplicity, speed and efficiency are keywords that influence de-
bates on the effects and results of the criminal justice systems,3 we must underline that there are 
various and special forms of the simplified criminal proceedings. They may be divided in diffe-
rent ways, but mostly the classification comes down to: a) simplified forms of proceedings based 
on the admission of guilt before the court (a guilty plea) and the negotiations on the plea and the 
agreement of the prosecutor and the defendant (plea agreement, plea bargaining); b) rendering 
a judgment without holding the main hearing (criminal order) and the imposition of sanctions 
without holding the main hearing; c) accelerated forms of proceedings for flagrant criminal of-
fences; d) summary proceedings that do not include the investigation stage; e) proceedings that 
do not include a judicial review of the indictment or f) various forms of abbreviated and simpli-
fied forms of hearings and court sessions.4  

2 Bavcon,Lj.(2000).Novejše težnje in modeli za obravnavanje bagatelne kriminalitete.Publishedin:Uveljavljanje novih institutov kazenskega 
materialnega in procesnega prava.Ed.LjuboBavcon.UradnilistRepublikeSlovenije.Ljubljana,p.21;Sijerčić-Čolić,H.(2008).Evropsko
krivičnoprocesnopravo–regionalnapravnapravilaokrivičnompostupku.Pravoipravda,vol.7,no.1,pp.26-27

3 Bavcon,Lj.(2000),op.cit.,p.22
4 More in:Bavcon,Lj. (2000),op.cit.,pp.7–25;Brkić,S. (2004). Racionalizacija krivičnog postupka i uprošćene procesne forme, Faculty

of Law, Novi Sad; Brants-Langeraar, C. H. (2007). Consensual Criminal Procedures: Plea and Confession Bargaining and Abbreviated 
Procedures to Simplify Criminal Procedure, Electronic Journal of Comparative Law,vol.11.1(May),http://www.ejcl.org;Herrmann,J.(1997).
Modeli reforme glavne rasprave u kaznenom postupku u Istočnoj Europi: usporednopravna perspektiva.Hrvatskiljetopiszakaznenopravo
ipraksu,vol.4,no.1,pp.255-278;Stojanović,Z.(2009).Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i alternativne krivične 
sankcije.Publishedin:Alternativne krivične sankcije i pojednostavljene forme postupanja/ZoranStojanović…etal../.SerbianAssociation
for theTheoryandPracticeofCriminalLaw : theAssociationofPublicProsecutorsandDeputyPublicProsecutors.Belgrade,pp.
15–38;Thaman,S.C.(2007).Plea-bargaining, Negotiating Confessions and Consensual Resolution of Criminal Cases. Electronic Journal of 
Comparative Law,vol.11.3(December),http://www.ejcl.org.
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2. What is the situation when it comes to simplified and consensual forms of 
proceedings in Bosnia and Herzegovina?

Introduction. When trying to offer an answer to the above question, one must start with the exa-
mination of the criminal procedure theory, subsequently, express (dis)agreement with the positi-
ons held by the legislature, and, finally, turn to planning certain content in terms of criminal law 
and criminal policy. What are the results of such activities? Firstly, in criminal procedure theory, 
the legislators are strongly encouraged to introduce various forms of alternative criminal san-
ctions and alternative measures, as well as to regulate  consensual models, to eliminate, avoid or 
circumvent the criminal proceedings, i.e. diverting or deflecting from the criminal proceedings. 
Therefore, the simplified forms of proceedings and possibilities of alternative resolution of cri-
minal disputes are being discussed in conferences, seminars, trainings of participants in the cri-
minal justice system, and some relevant research, albeit of modest scope, has been conducted.5  
Secondly, the legislator is still reserved on some of these issues, especially with regard to such 
proposals that aim at eliminating the criminal proceedings in terms of wider application of pro-
secutorial discretion.6 So far, only the content that enables the summary proceedings to be con-
ducted in the cases involving minor criminal offences has been introduced into the procedure 
legislation, which allows ordinary criminal proceedings to be avoided and renders the criminal 
proceedings into being more efficient in view of the reality of social relations. Thirdly, when of-
fering recommendations for the formulation of criminal policies, the simplified forms of procee-
dings are not often discussed nor the elimination of the criminal proceedings in terms of wider 
application of the prosecutorial discretion. The focus  is still on supressing and combating more 
complex forms of modern crime, action plans for the fight against terrorism, corruption, organi-
sed crime, human trafficking are especially “under public scrutiny” as well as other criminal of-
fences that are in the public eye. If it is necessary to single out certain activities, within the rati-
onalisation of the criminal justice system and criminal proceedings, then it would have to be at 
this point the action plan for conducting the Strategy for the Reform of Justice Sector in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, within which the needs and the possibilities for the introduction of the new 
measures of criminal prosecution are examined with a view to reducing the number of cases be-
fore the courts of BiH.7    

5 Moreonthisin:Sijerčić-Čolić,H.(2011).Otklanjanje krivičnog postupka kroz načelo oportuniteta krivičnog gonjenja.AnnalsoftheFaculty
ofLaw inSarajevo,LIV,2011,pp.301–329;Simović,M.N. (2009). Načelo oportuniteta u krivičnom procesnom zakonodavstvu Bosne 
i Hercegovine i Republike Hrvatske. Published in:Oportunitetkrivičnoggonjenja (VojislavĐurđićetal.), SerbianAssociation for the
TheoryandPracticeofCriminalLaw,Belgrade,pp.145–170;Vranj,V.(2009).Alternativne mjere i sankcije u krivičnom zakonodavstvu i 
praksi u Bosni i Hercegovini,FacultyofLawattheUniversityofSarajevo,Sarajevo.Takingintoaccounttheresearchefforts,EUproject
“Restorative Justice in Penal Matters in Europe“ shouldbementionedhere,ledbyProfessorFriederDünkel,PhDandtheresearchteam
attheUniversityinGreifswald(Germany)conductedintheperiodbetween2011and2013.Theprojectcovers37countries(among
themBosniaandHerzegovina;fromthisregion,Croatia,Macedonia,SloveniaandSerbiaarealsoincluded)thepurposeofwhichisto
analysemodelsthatrepresentalternativestotraditionalcriminalproceedingsandcriminaljusticesystem.

6 ReferringtoSijerčić-Čolić,H.(2011),op.Cit.
7 Cf.annualReportontheImplementationoftheStrategyfortheReformofJusticeSectorinBosniaAndHerzegovinain2009,Ministry

ofJusticeofBosniaandHerzegovina.
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Over the past ten years or so of the development of criminal legislation and criminal justice sy-
stem in Bosnia and Herzegovina,8 a door has been opened to the following abbreviated forms 
of proceedings and negotiations between the parties: plea hearing, plea bargaining, the right of 
the witness not to answer certain questions (witness immunity) and the proceedings of the issu-
ance of a criminal order. These various options for more efficient and simpler criminal procee-
dings are not limited just to minor criminal offences. On the contarry, only the last listed form 
of the abbreviated proceedings is limited to such offences, since it is applied if there is sufficient 
evidence to prove the suspicion that the suspect has committed the offence in question for whi-
ch the prescribed penalty is a fine as the main penalty or a prison term of up to five years. In any 
case, the first three options have been introduced precisely to simplify the response of the crimi-
nal justice system to more serious and complex offences as well. A brief description of the plea 
hearing, plea bargaining and witness immunity is provided below, whereas a more detailed over-
view is provided of the abbreviated or summary criminal proceedings conducted in minor cri-
minal offence cases, in the course of which it is possible to impose on the defendant a legally pres-
cribed sanction or measure without holding the main hearing (the proceedings for the issuance 
of the criminal order). 

Plea hearing. Before the preliminary hearing judge, after the confirmation of the indictmeent, 
the defendant may accept the charges thus eliminating the option of conducting the main hea-
ring. By the plea hearing, which consists of a formal response before the court to the charges li-
sted in the accusatory instrument, the aim is to establish if the defendant accepts the charges or 
is contesting them.  If the defendant accepts what he is charged with in the indictment, he fa-
ces a (different) judge, i.e. the panel, in order to confirm a guilty plea. Laws on procedure define 
the issues that are ‘’tested’’ at the said hearing (for instance, whether the guilty plea was volunta-
rily entered, knowingly and with full understanding; whether the defendant was cautioned pri-
or to his plea that by a guilty plea the right to  a trial is waived, since the main hearing is not she-
duled in such cases, just the sentencing hearing; whether there is sufficient evidence on the guilt 
of the defendant). If this test is passed, the court shall accept a guilty plea and proceed to hold a 
hearing in which the criminal sanctions are imposed. Therefore, the sentencing hearing must be 
held immediately after the court has accepted a guilty plea. At the hearing during which the cri-
minal sanction should be imposed, the evidence which is relevant to the type and extent of the 
criminal sanction is presented.9 

Plea Bargaining. The suspect, i.e. the defendant, may during the course of the entire criminal 
proceedings negotiate with the prosecutor on the admission of guilt for the offence he is charged 
with, i.e. on the type and severity of the criminal sanction for the said offence. The plea agree-
ment must be prepared in writing and it must be submitted to the court for review and decision. 
The activities of the court while reviewing the agreement include, in addition to the questions 
that are asked  as a test of the guilty plea (in the plea hearing proceedings, as aforementioned), 

8 Thisrefersto:CriminalProcedureCodeofBosniaandHerzegovina(“OfficialGazetteofBiH”,no.3/2003,36/2003,26/2004,63/2004,
13/2005, 48/2005, 46/2006, 76/2006, 29/2007, 32/2007, 53/2007, 76/2007, 15/2008 and 58/2008, 12/2009, 16/2009, 93/2009),
hereinafter:CPCBiH;CriminalProcedureCodeofBrčkoDistrictof BosniaandHerzegovina (“OfficialGazetteofBrčkoDistrictof
BiH”no.10/2003,48/2004,6/2005,12/2007,14/2007,21/2007,2/2008,17/2009;consolidatedtext44/2010),hereinafter:CPCBDBiH;
Criminal Procedure Code of the Federation of  Bosnia and Herzegovina (“Official Gazette of the Federation of BiH” no. 35/2003,
56/2003,78/2004,28/2005,55/2006,53/2007,9/2009,12/2010,8/2013),hereinafter:CPCFBiHand theCriminalProcedureCode
oftheRepublikaSrpska(“OfficialGazetteofRS”no.50/2003,111/2004,115/2004,29/2007,68/2007,119/2008,55/2009,80/2009,
88/2009,92/2009,100/2009;consolidatedtext53/2012),hereinafter:CPCRS.

9 Art.229and230CPCBiH,Art.229and230CPCBDBiH,Art.244and245CPCFBiH,Art.244and245CPCRS
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taking the defendant’s statement with regard to the fact that he is not allowed to appeal against 
the imposed criminal sanction, as well as establishing whether the criminal sanction (in terms 
of type and severity) complies with the criminal code, and whether the injured party was given 
the opportunity to file a restitution claim. If the court accepts the plea agreement, the defendant’s 
plea is entered into records and the court proceeds with the sentencing, imposing the criminal 
sanction requested by the accepted agreement.10 

The right of the witness not to answer certain questions (witness immunity). Abandoning the 
principle of the legality of criminal prosecution and applying prosecutorial discretion is encoun-
tered when the prosecutor offers immunity to the witness so that the witness would agree to co-
operate with the prosecutor. Our criminal procedure law recognises the possibility of giving im-
munity to the witness when the said witness agrees to answer questions which he has the right 
not to answer, because a truthful answer may expose him to criminal prosecution. Since the wit-
ness in question is exercising his right not to answer certain questions if a truthful answer wo-
uld expose him to criminal prosecution, i.e. the said witness shall answer those questions if he is 
granted immunity by the prosecutor, it may be concluded that this is a witness who has agreed to 
cooperate with the prosecutor. The assessment whether it is justified to grant immunity is made 
by the chief prosecutor whose decision it is to grant immunity to the witness. In the said decisi-
on by the chief prosecutor it must be emphasised that the witness who has been granted immu-
nity and who has testified shall not be criminally prosecuted except for giving false testimony. 
Therefore, it may be concluded that  this procedural institute imposes obligations both on the 
chief prosecutor and the witness: the prosecutor must desist from criminal prosecution and the 
witness must give truthful testimony.11 

The situation prior to the criminal procedure codes from 2003. After this outline, and before 
the proceedings for the issuance of the criminal orders are tackled, it would be useful to menti-
on the institutes which were accepted in Bosnia and Herzegovina about 20 years ago through the 
process of ‘’inheriting’’ the Criminal Procedure Code of SFRY (Official Gazette of SFRY, no. 4/77 
and 26/86) and which have been omitted from the new Criminal Procedure Codes from 2003. 
The following forms of simplified proceedings are referred to here. Summary proceedings befo-
re the municipal court which used to be conducted before the first instance court for the crimi-
nal offences for which the prescribed penalty was a fine or up to three years of imprisonment as 
the main penalty and which was different from the ordinary criminal proceedings because it was 
instituted based on the accusatory instruments for the summary proceedings (a motion to in-
dict or a private lawsuit) and according to the legal provisions on the omission of the investigati-
on stage. Furthermore, there was the amendment of the indictment in cases where the defendant 
had committed a criminal offence during the session of the main hearing and if  during the said 
hearing another criminal offence committed at an earlier time was uncovered (the latter reason 
“vanished” from the Criminal Procedure Code of the Federation of BiH, which came into force 
on 28 Nov 1998 [Official Gazette of FbiH, no. 43/98 and 23/99], but it was kept in the Criminal 
Procedure Code of the Republic of Srpska [Official Gazette of RS no. 43/98 and 23/99 ] until 
2003). Thirdly, there was also the issuance of the indictment without conducting the investigati-
on or the direct indictment, if the collected data and evidence relating to the criminal offence and 
the offender provided sufficient grounds for the indictment to be issued. 

10 Art.231CPCBiH,Art.231CPCBDBiH,Art.246CPCFBiH,Art.246CPCRS
11 Art.84CPCBiH,Art.84CPCBDBiH,Art.98CPCFBiH,Art.149CPCRS
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3. The Proceedings for the Issuance of the Criminal Order in Criminal Procedure Codes in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina

General observations on criminal orders and the legal requirements for their issuance. The 
proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order are basically summary proceedings and these 
are criminal proceedings involving minor criminal offences which are intended to be conduc-
ted and concluded expediently. In such proceedings, the main hearing is not scheduled. It is evi-
dent that by eliminating the said stage of the criminal proceedings, the process of rendering a 
court decision on certain criminal offence and the offender in question is simplified and rende-
red more efficient. Simultaneously, during the proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order 
procedural rights must be ensured, especially the right to a defence. Towards the end of 2004 the 
OSCE Mission completed its research in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which drew the attention of 
the public to the weaknesses in practical application of the newly introduced procedural provisi-
ons on the said summary proceedings, especially the restriction of the right to a defence assisted 
by a defence counsel in the proceedings for the  issuance of criminal orders. In addition, it was 
noted that these summary proceedings are faced with difficilties due to the passive approach of 
the prosecutor, which jeopardises the rights of the defendants. Finally, it was stressed that due to 
the absence of the prosecutor during the criminal procedure actions in the proceedings, i.e. due 
to the prosecutor’s passive approach to the proceedings, the courts would take over their role (for 
instance, the judge would read the indictment, or present evidence against the defendant). Due 
to the identified weaknesses and the recommendations of the OSCE, certain activities have been 
undertaken, at two different levels. On the one hand, the training of the judges and prosecutors 
has been encouraged. The training of the judges on the issue of standards and procedures appli-
ed when appointing a defence counsel to the persons with lower income status or if it is in the in-
terest of justice, as well as on the rules on notifying the defendant during the proceedings for the 
issuance of a criminal order. The training of the prosecutors with the aim to emphasise their ri-
ghts and duties in the proceedings for the issuance of criminal orders, such as presenting the in-
dictment and the evidence that supports it, filing a request for the issuance of a criminal order 
and providing the rationale behind the requested criminal sanction. On the other hand, the pre-
vious legal provisions on the issuance of the criminal orders have been amended  in order to eli-
minate certain contradictions that were present in the wording of the law, especially with regard 
to the right to a defence (in a broader sense of the term) and the roles of subjects of the procee-
dings (especially the prosecutor and the single judge).12  

Regardless of the identified weaknesses, the criminal order proceedings have been yielding good 
results ever since they were introduced into our criminal procedure legislation, in terms of the 
frequent use of such proceedings that have been proven to be an efficient model for dealing with 
criminal cases for which the law allows such proceedings to be used in order to decide on the cri-
minal offence in question. According to the conducted research, over a half of all cases end the 
hearing on the criminal matter in proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order, in addition, 

12 TheLawonAmendmentsandSupplementstotheCPCBiH(OfficialGazetteofBiH,no.58/2008)TheLawonAmendmentsand
SupplementstotheCPCBDBiH(OfficialGazetteoftheBDBiH,no.17/2009),TheLawonAmendmentsandSupplementstotheCPC
FBiH(OfficialGazetteofFBiH,no.9/2009),TheLawonAmendmentsandSupplementstotheCPCRS(OfficialGazetteoftheRepublika
Srpska,no.119/2008).Cf.alsoSimović,M.(2007).Osvrt na nova rješenja predložena u Zakonu o krivičnom postupku Bosne i Hercegovine 
koja se odnose na glavni postupak, postupak pravnih lijekova i posebne postupke.Pravoipravda,vol.6,no.1,pp.63–64.
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these criminal proceedings have been concluded within less than 60 days from the day the indic-
tment was confirmed.13 

The proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order are counducted before  the Court of BiH, 
the Basic Court of Brčko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and before Municipal (in the 
Federation of BiH), i.e. Basic Courts (in Republika Srpska). In terms of jurisdiction, these pro-
ceedings are conducted in criminal cases under the jurisdiction of a single judge. Procedure 
Codes legislate such proceedings by special provisions, whereas the application of the provisi-
ons that regulate the ordinary criminal proceedings is stipulated when appropriate.14 These spe-
cial legal norms aim at avoiding the main hearing, setting shorter deadlines compared to the or-
dinary criminal proceedings, not applying all of the provisions related to a written elaboration of 
the judgment issuing a criminal order. Thus, the criminal proceedings are simplified and made 
more efficient with a view to expedite the proceedings and make them more efficient. The pre-
requisites for initiating the issuance of the criminal order are the nature of the criminal matter 
of the criminal proceedings and the type and severity of the prescribed criminal sanction, and 
whether the prosecutor can provide sufficient evidence which would support the prosecution’s 
request for the issuance of a criminal order in the indictment.15 

Legal requirements for the conduct of the proceedings for the issuance of criminal orders wit-
hout holding the main hearing are as follows: - the offence in question should be punishable un-
der law by a term in prison of up to five years or a fine as the main penalty; - the prosecutor must 
provide sufficient evidence that can support the claim that the suspect has indeed committed the 
criminal offence he is charged with; - the prosecutor must request in the indictment the crimi-
nal order to be issued by the single judge; - the prosecutor must request the imposition of one or 
more criminal sanctions or measures that are specified in a list. The listed criminal sanctions and 
measures are: a fine (the amount of the requested fine may not exceed 50,000 KM), a suspended 
sentence, a ban on performing certain professions, activities or duties or the seizure of items, as 
well as seizure of proceeds from crime.16 It may be concluded that the prosecutor may not propo-
se the pronouncement of a prison sentence even though the prescribed criminal sanction for the 
offence in question is imprisonment.17 

Granting the prosecutor’s request for the issuance of a criminal order. As has been aforemen-
tioned, the indictment which contains the request for a criminal order to be issued is decided on 
by a single judge, who may grant the said request or not.

13 ThisreferstotheresearchconductedbytheOSCEMissioninBosniaandHerzegovinathatwasentitled:TheReportontheApplication
oftheCriminalProcedureintheCourtsofBosniaandHerzegovina(2004).OSCE,Sarajevo,pp.24-30,seealsotheannualreportsofthe
HighJudicialandProsecutorialCouncilwhereitreferstotheapplicationofcriminalorders.

14 Articles334–339CPCBiH,Articles334–339CPCBDBiH,Articles350–355CPCFBiH,Articles358–363CPCRS
15 Sijerčić-Čolić,H.(2003).Konsenzualni modeli u novom procesnom zakonodavstvu BiH.Pravoipravda,vol.2,no.1–2,pp.84–89;Sijerčić-

Čolić,H.,Hadžiomeragić,M.,Jurčević,M.,Kaurinović,D.,Simović,M.(2005).Komentari zakona o krivičnom/kaznenom postupku u Bosni 
i Hercegovini. Jointprojectof theCouncilofEuropeand theEuropeanCommission,Sarajevo,pp.831–832;Simović,M.N. (2009).
Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnom procesnom zakonodavstvu Bosne i Hercegovine (zakonska rješenja i iskustva u dosadašnjoj 
primjeni).Publishedin:Alternativne krivične sankcije i pojednostavljene forme postupanja/ZoranStojanović…etal./SerbianAssociation
for theTheory and Practice of Criminal Law: the Association of Public Prosecutors and Deputy Public Prosecutors. Belgrade, pp.
223–226

16 Art.334CPCBiH,Art.334CPCBDBiH,Art.350CPCFBiH,Art.358CPCRS
17 Sijerčić-Čolić,H.,Hadžiomeragić,M.,Jurčević,M.,Kaurinović,D.,Simović,M.(2005),op.cit.,p.831
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When granting the request for the issuance of a criminal order,18 the single judge shall first con-
firm the indictment, and then schedule the defendant to be heard without any further delay, wi-
thin eight days from the day the indictment was confirmed at the latest. This hearing is conduc-
ted in the presence of the defendant, the prosecutor19 and the defence counsel, if the defendant is 
represented by a counsel in the case at hand. In the event of somebody’s absence at the said hea-
ring, it is proceeded as if it were the main hearing, meaning, certain measures of coercion and ot-
her measures are ordered as provided by the law, and the hearing itself is postponed by the single 
judge. Based on the aforementioned, it may be concluded that the (changed) procedure norms 
set the deadline (eight days from the confirmation of the indictment at the latest) within which 
the defendant shall be summoned before the judge after the indictment has been confirmed and 
delivered in order to enter statements on the very important aspects both of the indictment and 
request made by the prosecutor for the termination of the criminal proceedings. Therefore, ta-
king into account specific characteristics of the summary criminal proceedings, the importance 
of the right to a defence in the proceedings for the issuance of the criminal order as well, and the 
position that the suspect, i.e. the defendant, has the right to face the court as soon as it is reaso-
nably possible and to be tried without delay, the legislator insists on the shorter deadline than the 
one prescribed in the ordinary criminal proceedings which deals with the criminal offences for 
which the prescribed penalty is more than five years in prison and that is 15 days from the day of 
the receipt of the indictment.

During the defendant’s questioning the single judge shall determine if the rights of the defendant 
to a counsel have been observed, if the defendant understands the charges and the prosecutor’s 
request for the the sentencing to an appropriate criminal sanction or measure. Then the prose-
cutor shall be asked to inform the defendant about the content of the evidence and ask the de-
fendant to make a statement on the presented evidence. Finally, the single judge shall invite the 
defendant to enter his plea of guilt and his statement on the criminal sanction or measure whi-
ch are requested.

Plea hearing at which the defendant shall enter his plea and state whether he accepts the 
prosecutor’s request for the issuance of a criminal order dictates how the said criminal procee-
dings shall continue. Specifically, if the defendant enters a guilty plea and states that he accepts 
the criminal sanction or measure requested by the prosecutor, the judge shall first ascertain the 
guilt, and then issue a criminal order in accordance with the indictment. Therefore, the judgment 
pronounces him guilty and a criminal order is issued as requested by the prosecutor in the indic-
tment. The judgment issuing the criminal order should contain the legally prescribed data for a 
conviction. Such a judgment provides the grounds for it as a brief list of reasons for the issuance 
of a criminal order.20 In addition, the judgment issuing a criminal order must contain an instruc-
tion on the legal remedy, since an appeal against this judgment is allowed within eight days from 
the day of its delivery. A violation of the law (substantial or procedural), the decision on the costs 
of the criminal proceedings or on the restitution claim give grounds for appeal.21 If a criminal or-
der includes a fine, the payment of the said fine before the deadline for filing the appeal expires is 

18 Art.337Par.2CPCBiH,Art.337Par.2CPCBDBiH,Art.353Par.2CPCFBiH,Art.361Par.2CPCRS
19 Inplaceoftheprosecutor,thehearingmaybeattendedbyastaffmemberoftheProsecutor’sOfficewhoisauthorisedbythechief

prosecutor,seeArt.360,Par.2oftheCPCRS.
20 Art.338,Par.1and2.CPCBiH,Art.338,Par.1and2CPCBDBiH,Art.354,Par.1and2CPCFBiH,Art.362,Par.1and2CPCRS.
21 Art.338,Par.3CPCBiH,Art.338,Par.3CPCBDBiH,Art.354,Par.3CPCFBiH,Art.362,Par.3CPCRS
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not interpreted as a waiver of the right to an appeal. The judgment issuing a criminal order is de-
livered to the defendant, his defence counsel, the prosecutor and the injured party.

Criminal Procedure Codes regulate the defendant’s right to enter a not gulty plea at the plea hea-
ring or file an objection to the indictment. Regardless of the fact which of these procedural situ-
ations occurs (a not guilty plea, or an objection to the indictment), the single judge shall forward 
the indictment in order to schedule the main hearing. The main hearing shall be scheduled wi-
thin 30 days. Since the indictment has been confirmed earlier (when the judge agreed with the 
prosecutor’s request for the issuance of a criminal order), the continuation of the proceedings de-
pends on whether or not the objection was filed. Appropriate application of the procedural rules 
for the ordinary criminal proceedings allows the objections to be filed on the following grounds: 
-if the jurisdiction of the court is being contested, -if there are reasons that preclude criminal pro-
secution, -if formal flaws in the indictment are identified, -if the legality of the evidence is conte-
sted, -if  joining or separating criminal proceedings is being requested and –if the decision whi-
ch rejected the request for the appointment of a defence cousel due to lower income status of the 
defendant is being contested.22 If the objections to the indictment have been filed, they must be 
decided on before the main hearing.

Rejecting the request for the issuance of a criminal order. The single judge shall reject the 
request for the issuance of a criminal order if he finds: -that there are grounds for the joinder of 
the proceedings, - the offence in question is punishable under law by a prison term of more than 
five years, and –that the prosecutor has requested a criminal sanction or measure to be impo-
sed which is not legally allowed. The rejection of the criminal order does not entail the rejection 
of the accusatory instrument, since the flaws are found in the request for the issuance of a crimi-
nal order and not in the accusatory instrument, therefore, when the request for the issuance of 
the criminal order has been rejected, the indictment is treated as if it had been submitted for the 
confirmation. The prosecutor has the right to appeal the ruling by which the criminal order requ-
est was not granted. A panel composed of three judges decides on the prosecutor’s appeal against 
the single judge’s decision within 48 hours. In addition to the above mentioned formal defects 
of the request for the issuance of a criminal order, legal provisions recognise also substantial de-
fects in the motion to indict itself which results in the rejection of the request for the issuance of 
a criminal order as well. Specifically, if the single judge considers that the data in the indictment 
does not provide sufficient grounds for the issuance of a criminal order or that according to the 
said data the imposition of different criminal sanctions or measures might be expected, not the 
ones requested by the prosecutor, the judge shall treat the indictment as if it had been submitted 
for confirmation.23  

4. The procedure for the issuance of criminal orders and other simplified forms of 
proceedings – a comparison of the legislations in the region

Upon comparison of the criminal procedure codes built on the legacy of the procedural legisla-
tion of the former SFRY, it may be noted that in terms of their dynamics, criminal proceedings 

22 Art.233CPCBiH,Art.233CPCBDBiH,Art.248,Par.3CPCFBiH,Art.248,Par.3CPCRS
23 Art.335CPCBiH,Art.335CPCBDBiH,Art.351CPCFBiH,Art.359CPCRS.See:Sijerčić-Čolić,H.,Hadžiomeragić,M., Jurčević,M.,

Kaurinović,D.,Simović,M.(2005),op.cit.,pp.832–833.
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go through appropriate stages, i.e. depending on the seriousness of the criminal offence, some 
stages of the proceedings “disappear” which leads to the simplification and consensual forms as 
requested. Therefore, criminal procedure codes in the region recognise simplified and consensu-
al forms of the proceedings. In this sense, it is possible to identify classic summary criminal pro-
ceedings, proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order or the imposition of sanctions witho-
ut holding the main hearing, the sentencing proceedings and the pronouncement of a suspended 
sentence by the investigating judge, entering a plea at the preliminary hearing or at the main he-
aring, the plea agreement of guilt and acceptance of a criminal sanction. Such a great number of 
simplified and consensual forms of proceedings in criminal cases reflects the peculiarities of the 
national systems of procedure, and their comparison in terms of legislation reveals some simila-
rities as well as some differences.

A comparison of the legislations in the region is given below with regard to the simplified forms 
in which there is no main hearing, but the criminal sanction or measure is imposed outside of 
this procedural stage. Bearing in mind the above described proceedings for the issuance of the 
criminal order in Bosnia and Herzegovina, this overview may reveal similarities and differencies 
in the national criminal procedure codes.

Criminal Procedure Code of Montenegro (Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro, no. 
57/2009 and 49/2010) came into force on 26 August 2009. Its gradual application started on the 
26 Aug 2010 in the criminal proceedings involving organised crime, corruption, terrorism and 
war crimes, while the full application started on 1 Sept 2011.24 In terms of simplified and sum-
mary proceedings for minor criminal offences this Code has special provisions on the summary 
proceedings (Art. 446-460) and the sentencing proceedings without the main hearing (Art. 461-
464). So far, the legislation has been evolving to allow the summary proceedings to include cri-
minal offences punishable under law by a term of up to five years in prison, and the sentencing 
proceedings without holding the main hearing to include the criminal offences for which the 
prescribed penalty is up to three years in prison.

Sentencing proceedings without holding the main hearing are conducted at the state prosecutor’s 
initiative, and with the consent of the defendant. The judge renders a ruling on the sentencing wi-
thout holding the main hearing. The state prosecutor proposes such a decision to be rendered in 
his motion to indict, after having assessed that the main hearing does not need to be held. If the 
restitution claim has been filed, the injured party is referred to private prosecution. Sanctions and 
measures that may be imposed are: a fine (up to 3000 €), community service, suspended sentence 
or a judicial reprimand together with the seizure of proceeds from crime, seizure of objects and 
a ban from operating a motor vehicle (for up to two years).

Prior to ascertaining whether the prerequisites for the decision on the sentencing have been met, 
the judge shall review the motion to indict and if he determines that the prerequisites for the de-
cision on the sentencing have not been met, he shall deliver the indictment to the defendant and 
schedule the main hearing forthwith. If the judge grants the state prosecutor’s request, the infor-
mation on the prior convictions shall be  obtained, and if necessary on the defendant’s character, 
and after the defendant is heard and with his consent, a ruling on the sentencing shall be rende-

24 InformationontheApplicationoftheCriminalProcedureCode(2012),MontenegrinGovernment,MinistryofJustice,Podgorica,p.2
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red. The ruling on the sentencing is delivered to the prosecutor and the defendant. Such a ruling 
may be appealed within eight days.25 

Criminal Procedure Code of Croatia (Official Gazette, no. 152/08, 76/09, 80/11, 121/11, 91/12, 
143/12) under Chapter XXV sets out the provisions on the summary proceedings (Art, 520-548), 
and under Chapter XXVI adds the provisions on issuing criminal orders (Art 540-545). The pro-
visions on the summary proceedings apply to criminal offences, as a rule, for which the prescri-
bed penalty is a fine as the main penalty or up to twelve years of imprisonment.26 (according to 
the previous Criminal Procedure Code, summary proceedings were applied to criminal offen-
ces punishable under law by a fine or a term in prison of up to five years). Summary proceedin-
gs were cited in the hearing for the assessment whether the Criminal Procedure Code was in 
compliance with the Constitution of the Republic of Croatia (Official gazette, no. 152/08, 76/09, 
80/11). During this hearing, it was noted that certain provisions (this refers to Art. 530, Par 3, 
Art. 531, Par.2, Art. 532,Par.2) were unconstitutional because they challenge basic hypotheses of 
the right to a fair trial, especially when it comes to exercising the right to a defence assisted by a 
defence counsel, the right to attend the main hearing and the right to a trial before an impartial 
court. As it is stressed in the Decision of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Croatia of 
6 Aug 2012 (Official Gazette, no. 91/12) not adhering to these rules of procedure may bring into 
question other principles in the summary proceedings such as equality before the law, legal cer-
tainty and rule of law.

Let us turn back to current legal provisions (Official gazette, no. 121/11 and 143/12) and brie-
fly note that the proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order are regulated in terms of their 
concept as a faster and simpler type of procedure compared to the ordinary criminal proceedin-
gs, during which the main hearing is not held, while other rules of ordinary criminal procedure 
have been simplified at different stages of the proceedings.27 Legal provisions indicate that such 
proceedings are conducted in cases involving criminal offences for which the prescribed penal-
ty is a fine or a term in prison of up to five years. The State Attorney shall request in the indic-
tment for such a criminal offence, provided that he has learned of the said offence through cre-
dible content of the criminal charges, from the court to issue a criminal order in which a certain 
penalty or a measure shall be imposed on the defendant without holding the main hearing. The 
State Attorney shall request one or more of the following sanctions or measures: - a fine amo-
unting from ten to one hundred average daily wages in the Republic of Croatia, i.e. thirty to one 

25 Radulović,D.(2009).KomentarZakonikaokrivičnompostupkuCrneGore.Pravnifakultet.Podgorica,pp.599-603.
26 The legislationonprocedure related to thesummaryproceedingsactually refers to two formsofproceedingsaccording to the

degreeofseriousnessofthecriminaloffenceinquestion.Ontheonehand,therearetheproceedingsthatfallunderthejurisdiction
ofasinglejudgefortheoffencespunishablebyafineoraterminprisonofuptoeightyears.Theliteratureonthissubjectidentifies
withinthesummaryproceedingsconductedbeforethesinglejudgethreesetsofprovisionsonthesummaryproceedings:-therules
fortheuseofprosecutorialdiscretionbythecompetentprosecutor,theissuingofacriminalorderandsettlementofthepartiesas
tothetypeandseverityofthecriminalsanction;-provisionswhichsimplifytherulesoftheordinarycriminalproceedingsand–
theprovisionsonthecriminalproceedingsbasedonprivateprosecution.Ontheotherhand,thereareprovisionsonthesummary
proceedingsforthecriminaloffencespunishableunderlawbyatermofprisonofmorethaneightanduptotwelveyearsandwhich
areunderthejurisdictionofthejudicialpanelofthemunicipalcourt(onejudgeandtwolayjudges).Suchaformofthesummary
proceedingsdiffersfromtheoneconductedbeforeasinglejudge,andthesedifferencesareasfollows:-thepublicprosecutormay
notuseprosecutorialdiscretion;-thecriminalprosecutionmaynotbebasedonacivilsuit;-acriminalordermaynotbeissuedand
–notalloftheprovisionsonthesummaryproceedingsbeforethesinglejudgeareapplied.Seeinmoredetail:Pavičić,A.,Bonačić,
M.(2011).Skraćeni postupak prema novom Zakonu o kaznenom postupku.Hrvatskiljetopiszakaznenopravoipraksu,vol.18,no.2.,pp.
489–520cf.alsoĐurđević,Z.(2011).Suvremeni razvoj hrvatskog kaznenog procesnog prava s posebnim osvrtom na novelu ZKP iz 2011,
Hrvatskiljetopiszakaznenopravoipraksu,vol.18,no.2,p.353.Pavišić,B.etal..(2010),Kazneno postupovno pravo,ThirdEdition,Faculty
ofLawattheUniversityofRijeka,Rijeka,pp.428,430–434.

27 Seeinmoredetailintheliteraturelistedintheprecedingnote.
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hundred day-fines in the Republic of Croatia; - a suspended sentence of up to one year in prison 
or a fine, or a judicial reprimand; - seizing the proceeds  from crime and the publication of a jud-
gment issuing a criminal order in the media; - a ban to operate a motor vehicle for up to two ye-
ars, or seizure of items.

A criminal order is issued by a judgment, after the single judge has granted the State Attorney’s 
request. The criminal order is delivered to the defendant, the defence counsel if there is one, the 
State Attorney and the injured party. When the sanction or  measure is being imposed the judge 
has a duty to inform the defendant (or the defence counsel if there is one)  that he has the right 
to file an appeal in the written form within eight days from the receipt of the court decision. The 
appeal does not have to be elaborated on, it may propose evidence in favour of the defence, whe-
reas the defendant may waive his right to file an appeal. In addition to the aforementioned in-
structions, the defendant must be cautioned that if there is no appeal the criminal order shall be-
come final and the imposed sanction shall be executed. Filing an appeal and and its acceptance if 
it has been filed in due time and by an authorised person directs the proceedings towards the ju-
dicial review of the indictment and, as is prescribed by the code, to the scheduling of the main he-
aring of the said case. With regard to the restitution claim of the injured party, the code sets cer-
tain rules through which it is attempted to resolve the potential conflict of interests between this 
subsidiary issue of the criminal proceedings and the measure of seizing the proceeds from crime.

One of the possible situations in terms of procedure in these summary proceedings is the right 
of the single judge to reject the request for the issuance of a criminal order, as prescribed by law,  
i.e. he may assess that the information provided by the indictment does not offer suficient groun-
ds for the issuance of a criminal order or that according to such information another type of san-
ction or measure might be expected rather than the one requested by the State Attorney. This re-
sults in the referral of the indictment to the indictment panel which reviews the indictment at a 
panel session without the participation of the parties involved, followed by the delivery of the in-
dictment to the defendant with the instruction on the right to respond along with the notice that 
the court has rejected the State Attorney’s request for the issuance of a criminal order.

Finally, the issuance of the criminal order is prescribed for legal entities as well, in which case the 
following sanctions may be imposed by a criminal order: - a fine of up to 2,000,000.00 HRK; - a 
suspended sentence and a fine; - seizure of proceeds from crime and – publishing the judgment 
issuing a criminal order in the public media.

The Criminal Procedure Code of Macedonia (Zakonot za krivičnata postapka, Official Gazette 
of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 15/1997, 44/2002, 74/2004, 83/2008, 67/2009, 51/2011) con-
tains special provisions on the summary proceedings for the criminal offences punishable under 
law by a fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to three years (Art.416-431) and the 
provisions on rendering judgement without main hearing (Art. 431-a – 431-d). Similarly to some 
other procedure codes in the territory of former SFRY, these provisions on the summary procee-
dings stipulate as well the accusatory instrument to be in the form of a motion to indict or priva-
te prosecution, then the ommision of the investigation and, thirdly, scheduling of the main hea-
ring at which a criminal sanction or measure shall be imposed. 

Given the topic of this paper, we shall continue with an overview of the provisions on issuing a 
judgment without holding the main hearing for the criminal offences under the jurisdiction of 
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the single judge. Specifically, for the criminal offences punishable under law by a fine as the main 
penalty or a term in prison of up to three years, the public prosecutor may, if he can provide su-
fficient evidence in his motion to indict propose to the court to pass the judgment without hol-
ding the trial. By filing such a motion, the public prosecutor may propose certain criminal san-
ctions and measures (one or more)   to be imposed, specifically: - a fine in the amount of 10 to 
100 day-fines; - suspended sentence imposing a prison sentence of up to three months or a fine; - 
a ban from operating a motor vehicle of up to two years; - confiscation of property and proceeds 
from crime and – seizure of items. It is interesting to note that the motion for the summary jud-
gment without holding the main hearing may be filed by the injured party as the prosecutor or 
a plaintiff as well.

The single judge may grant or reject the prosecutor’s motion. If the judge agrees to the said mo-
tion and grants it, he passes a judgment imposing the requested sanction or measure. The defen-
dant and his cousel may appeal such a judgment within eight days, in writing, orally or enter the 
objection into the court record. The appeal does not have to be elaborated on, it may contain evi-
dence in favour of the defendant. If the appeal is filed in due time and is allowed, the main he-
aring shall be scheduled as a consequence of that and it shall be conducted according to the ru-
les for such a hearing in the summary criminal proceedings. By scheduling the main hearing the 
earlier judgment is vacated. Finally, the single judge may reject the prosecutor’s request for the 
imposition of a sanction or a measure outside of the main hearing. The reasons for this may be 
that for the criminal offence in question it is not possible to file such a motion, that another san-
ction or measure may be expected rather than the one requested by the prosecutor, or that the 
data from the elaborated request does not provide sufficient grounds for the summary judgment 
without holding the main hearing. 

The new criminal procedure legislation – Criminal Procedure Code (Official Gazette of the 
Republic of Macedonia, no. 150/2010) which should enter application in November 2013, reco-
gnises summary proceedings (Art. 468-482) for the criminal offences punishable under law by a 
fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to five years. These proceedings are the same as 
the ones in the procedure code currently in application that omit the investigation stage, and for 
the imposition of the sanction or a measure the main hearing is scheduled based on the motion 
to indict or private prosecution.28 

Another form of the simplified proceedings shall be taken as a starting point of this overview, the 
proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order (Art. 497-500), which actually replace the sum-
mary judgment rendered without holding the main hearing from the existing procedure law. 
The proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order are conducted for the criminal offences un-
der the jurisdiction of a single judge, i.e. for the criminal offences punishable under law by a fine 
as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to five years. Compared to the procedure code cu-
rrently in application, the new regulations are expanding the jurisdiction of the court represen-
ted by a single judge, so the proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order are conducted in ca-
ses for criminal offences that carry a sentence of over three years (see above). In addition to the 
level of seriousness of the offence in question, the prerequisites for such proceedings to be con-
ducted are that there is sufficient evidence on the said offence and the offender, as well as that 

28 Kalajdžiev,G.,Buzarovska,G.(2009).Ključne novine u Zakonu o krivičnom postupku Republike Makedonije,publishedin:ĐorđeIgnjatović
(ed.).Stanje kriminaliteta u Srbiji i pravna sredstva reagovanja,PartIII,FacultyofLawBelgrade,pp.349–367.
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the motion has been filed by the prosecutor. The content of such a motion is prescribed by law 
and it includes the defendant’s personal data, factual account of the offence, legal qualification, 
prosecution’s evidence, and the type and extent of the sanction or measure proposed to the court. 
In the motion to issue a criminal order the public prosecutor may propose criminal sanctions or 
measures to be imposed as listed below: - a fine in the amount of 10 to 100 day-fines; - suspen-
ded sentence imposing a prison sentence of up to three months or a fine; - a ban from operating 
a motor vehicle of up to two years; - confiscation of property and proceeds from crime and – se-
izure of items. By granting such a motion, the single judge imposes the requested criminal san-
ction or a measure (one or more) and lists the evidence that justify the issuance of a criminal or-
der when providing the grounds for the judgment. The subjects of the criminal proceedings who 
receive the said judgment are the public prosecutor, the defendant and his lawyer, with the in-
struction to the defendant that he may appeal the decision. The grounds for filing an appeal are 
the same as in the existing law, as are the legal repercussions in terms of scheduling the main he-
aring in accordance with the specific provisions on the main hearing  in the summary procee-
dings if the appeal has been filed in due time and is allowed. Finally, the new regulations legisla-
te the procedure for denying the motion to issue a criminal order as well as the rendering of the 
judgment on scheduling the main hearing. With regard to these, it should be noted that the le-
gal provisions are identical to the regulations on the aforementioned decisions of the single jud-
ge which are still in application.

The Criminal Procedure Code of Slovenia (Zakon o kazenskem postopku, offical consolidated 
text, Official Gazette (“Uradni list RS”), no 32/2012) under section D includes, among others, the 
provisions on the summary proceedings (Art. 429-445) and the proceedings for the issuance of 
criminal orders (Art. 445a-445e). Both of the proceedings are applied to criminal offences punis-
hable under law by a fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to three years.

What are the conditions for the issuance of a criminal order and what rules regulate the simpli-
fied proceedings? The inititative for the institution of such proceedings is, as in the previously li-
sted criminal procedure codes, in the hands of the state prosecutor. The fact that the criminal of-
fence in question is minor is sufficient for the prosecutor to propose to the court upon filing the 
motion to indict to issue the criminal order and impose the criminal sanction or measure wit-
hout holding the main hearing. The state prosecutor may propose the following sanctions and 
measures to be imposed: - a fine; - a ban from operating a motor vehicle; - a suspended sentence 
imposing a fine or a term in prison of up to six months; - a judicial reprimand; - seizure of items 
and – seizure of proceeds from crime.

The single judge is the first to respond to the prosecutor’s initiative and either grants the motion 
or denies it. To be precise, if he grants the motion, the judge shall issue a criminal order in a jud-
gment, the grunds for which  include only the evidence from the motion to indict which justifies 
the imposition of the criminal sanction or measure without holding the main hearing. The crimi-
nal order must contain the instruction to the defendant on the right to appeal, i.e. on the repurcu-
ssions if the appeal is not filed which leads to the court decision becoming final and the criminal 
sanction or measure shall be imposed. Certified transcript of the judgment containing the crimi-
nal order is delivered to the defendant and the defence counsel, if there is one, and the state pro-
secutor. An appeal must be filed within eight days from the delivery of the judgment containing a 
criminal order, it may be filed in writing or orally entered into the court record, and may propo-
se evidence to be presented at the main hearing. If the appeal is filed in due time and is allowed, 
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the judgment containing the criminal order shall be vacated and the criminal proceedings shall 
be continued according to the provisions aplied to the main hearing in the summary criminal 
proceedings. There is another option to look at and that is when the judge does not grant the 
prosecutor’s motion to issue a criminal order based on the content of the proposed evidence, as 
well as on the motion to impose adequate criminal sanction or measure. Generally speaking, in 
such a situation  in the proceedings, the judge schedules the main hearing, the defendant recei-
ves the motion to indict without the motion to issue a criminal order.

The Criminal Procedure Code of Serbia (Official Gazette of FRY, no. 70/2001 and 68/2002 
and Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, no. 58/2004, 85/2005, 115/2005, 49/2007, 20/2009, 
72/2009 and 76/2010) recognises the summary proceedings (Art.433-448), the sentencing procee-
dings before the main hearing (Art. 449-454) and the proceedings for the sentencing and pronoun-
cment of a suspended sentence by the investigating judge (Art. 455–458). The new procedure code 
– the Criminal Procedure Code (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia 72/2011, 101/2011, 
121/2012) which is scheduled to start application on 1 Oct 2013 (except in the proceedings for 
criminal offences for which it is prescribed by a special law that the public prosecutor’s office  
with special jurisdiction is competent since 15 Jan 2012) regulates under Chapter XX summary 
proceedings, which are conducted in the cases involving criminal offences punishable under law 
by a fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to eight years (Art. 495-511). Under these 
legal provisions, if the public prosecutor based on the collected evidence considers that the main 
hearing does not need to be held, may add the request to his motion to indict to schedule the he-
aring for the imposition of a criminal sanction for the offences for which as the main penalty a 
fine may be imposed or a term in prison of up to five years (Art. 512-518).

What are the peculriaties of the legal provisions still in application, i.e. of those provisions whi-
ch are yet to enter the application? In the current Criminal Procedure Code, under the common 
title – proceedings for the imposition of criminal sanctions without the main hearing – the sen-
tencing before the main hearing is referred to in connection with the criminal offences which are 
punishable under law by a fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to three years, i.e. 
the accelerated proceedings for the pronouncement of a suspended sentence when the criminal 
offences in question are punishable under law by a fine as the main penalty or the term in pri-
son of up to five years.

Sentencing before the main hearing is conducted at the public prosecutor’s motion, and the ruling 
on the sentencing without holding the main hearing is passed by a judge. The prosecutor shall 
include such a motion in the motion to indict, when he assesses that the main hearing does not 
have to be held. The judge may impose by the said sentencing ruling the following sanctions: - 
a fine; -community service; -revoking a driver’s licence or – a suspended sentence which inclu-
des one or more of the following measures: seizure of items, a ban from operating a motor vehic-
le and a seizure of proceeds from crime. Such a ruling is rendered after the defendant has been 
heard, as well as after the information on the previous convictions and his character has been 
obtained. The sentencing ruling must contain an indication that the prosecutor’s motion has 
been granted, the personal details of the defendant, the offence the defendant is found guilty of, 
specifying the facts and circumstances which characterise the criminal offence, and upon whi-
ch the application of certain criminal code provisions depend, legal qualification of the said of-
fence and the provisions of the criminal code and other laws that have been applied, the decisi-
on on the imposed sanction or measure, as well as the decision on the referral of the authorised 
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person to settle a restitution claim through private prosecution, grounds for the imposed sancti-
on or a measure, an instruction on the right to an appeal, as well as the warning that if the appe-
al has not been filed until the expiry of the set deadline for an appeal, the sentencing ruling shall 
become final. The sentencing ruling is delivered to the public prosecutor and the defendant, who 
may file the aforementioned appeal against the sentencing ruling within eight days from the re-
ceipt of the ruling. By filing the appeal in due time, the law prescribes, the proceedings continue 
towards scheduling the main hearing based on the public prosecutor’s motion to indict. During 
the proceedings based on the motion to indict, the judge is not bound by the sentencing motion 
filed by the public prosecutor. Quite expectedly, the legislator has stipulated that if the judge de-
termines the prerequisites for the sentencing ruling have not been met, he shall deliver the indic-
tment to the suspect and proceed to schedule the main hearing forthwith.

The sentencing proceedings and the pronouncement of the judgment by the investigative judge relies 
among other things on the full confession of the offender, which has been given in the presence 
of the defence counsel before the investigating judge, or the police officer. Such a confession must 
be supported by other evidence collected during the investigation as well. A motion to schedule 
a separate public hearing before the investigating judge, the public prosecutor includes in the in-
dictment immediately upon closing the investigation, or within eight days at the latest. The jud-
gment may be rendered after the parties to the proceedings have been heard and with the express 
consent of the defendant. Application of these proceedings is precluded by the filing of an appe-
al by the defendant or the defence counsel within eight days from the receipt of the indictment. 
The sentencing by the investigating judge may occur at the defendant’s motion if the public pro-
secutor and the investigating judge agree to that. Such a judgment may be contested by an appe-
al within eight days from the day of the delivery thereof.29   

New relations in the criminal procedure have affected the concept of the simplified forms as well. 
Consequently, when the new Criminal Procedure Code was passed, firstly, the summary procee-
dings were expanded to include  the criminal offences  for which the prescribed penalty is a fine 
as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to eight years, secondly, instead of the sentencing 
before the main hearing, a sentencing hearing is stipulated and, thirdly, the proceedings for sen-
tencing and pronouncement of a suspended sentence by the investigating judge have been abo-
lished. We shall now focus on the sentencing hearing, leaving aside general provisions for the 
summary proceedings, which among other things is reflected in the scheduling of the main hea-
ring based on the motion to indict, or private prosecution.30 

What are the prerequisites for holding a sentencing hearing? Firstly, the degree of seriousness of 
the criminal offence, considering that the law stipulates that the public prosecutor may in the 
motion to indict include the request for the sentencing hearing for criminal offences punisha-
ble under law by a fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to five years. Secondly, such 
a request may be filed if the prosecutor holds that the main hearing is not necessary based on 
the complexity of the case and the collected evidence, and especially if the defendant has been 

29 Bejatović,S. (2009).Pojednostavljene forme postupanja u krivičnim stvarima i njihov doprinos efikasnosti krivičnog postupkapublished
in: Alternativne krivične sankcije i pojednostavljene forme postupanja /ZoranStojanović…etal./, SerbianAssociation for theTheory
andPracticeofCriminalLaw:theAssociationofPublicProsecutorsandDeputyPublicProsecutors,Belgrade,pp.95–98;Vasiljević,T.,
Grubač,M.(2005).Komentar Zakonika o krivičnom postupku.10threvisededition,Justinijan,Belgrade,pp.777-782.

30 Morein:Ilić,G.P.,Majić,M.,Beljanski,S.,Trešnjev,A.(2012).Komentar Zakonika o krivičnom postupku. Prema Zakoniku iz 2011. godine sa 
izmenama i dopunama iz 2011,Službeniglasnik.Belgrade,pp.997-1005
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arrested while commiting a crime or has confessed that he has committed a criminal offence. 
Thirdly, the sanctions that the public prosecutor may request from the court to impose are listed 
as follows:1) a term in prison of up to two years, a fine in the amount  of 240 day-fines, i.e. up to 
500.000 RSD or a suspended sentence imposing a term in prison of up to one year or a fine in the 
amount of up to 180 of day-fines, i.e. u to 300.000 RSD and up to five years of probation period; 
2) a term in prison of up to one year, a fine of up to 180 day-fines, i.e. 300.000 RSD, up to 240 ho-
urs of community service, revokation of a driver’s licence for up to one year, a suspended senten-
ce imposing a term in prison of up to one year or a fine of up to 180 day-fines,  i.e. 300.000 RSD 
and a probation period of up to three years, with the option to put the defendant under supervi-
sion or issue a judicial reprimand – if the defendant has committed the criminal offence punis-
hable under law by a fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to three years.

The request for a sentencing hearing is considered based on the above listed requirements and 
depending on the findings the judge shall schedule either the sentencing hearing or the main he-
aring. If the judge grants the request, he shall schedule the sentencing hearing. The hearing is 
held within 15 days from the day the order is issued. The parties to the proceedings and the de-
fence counsel are summoned to the hearing, while the defendant and the defence counsel shall 
recieve along with the summons the motion to indict. The summons must be served to the de-
fendant at least five days prior to the hearing date counting from the date of the receipt of the 
summons. The sentencing hearing is opened by a concise presentation made by the public prose-
cutor on the evidence he obtained and on the type and severity of the criminal sanction the im-
position of which he is requesting. Subsequently, the judge asks the defendant to enter his plea 
and cautions him of the repercussions of accepting the public prosecutor’s charges. The judge 
shall immediately upon the termination of the sentencing hearing pass the judgment declaring 
the defendant guilty or the order on the scheduling of the main hearing. Therefore, during such 
proceedings, the judge has the opportunity to schedule the main hearing twice. The first time, if 
he does not grant the prosecutor’s request for scheduling the sentencing hearing, because, for in-
stance, the criminal offence is more serious or if the complexity of the case and the collected evi-
dence merit the main hearing to be held. The second time, at the hearing if the defendant objects 
to the public prosecutor’s motion or if the judge does not grant the public prosecutor’s motion. 
Therefore, the decisions which conclude the hearing may be a judgment declaring the defendant 
guilty or  an order to schedule the main hearing.

Considering that the judgment declaring the defendant guilty is passed both when the defendant 
agrees to the public prosecutor’s motion filed at the hearing and when he fails to appear at the he-
aring after being summoned, it is in the latter case that the regulations actually stipulate filing an 
appeal against the judgment convicting him, Therefore, the defendant does not have the right to 
an objection to or an appeal against the judgment imposing a sanction or a measure, which he is 
duly informed of by the judge. However, in the event of passing the judgment declaring him guil-
ty at the hearing in the absence of the defendant, the defendant or his defence counsel may file an 
objection to the said judgment within eight days from the receipt of the judgment.  If the appe-
al is allowed and filed duly, the judge must schedule the hearing based on the public prosecutor’s 
motion to indict. At the main hearing, the judge is not bound by the public prosecutor’s motion 
in terms of the type or severity of the criminal sanction. Finally, if the judgment is not appealed, 
it comes into legal effect.
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5. Concluding observations on the summary and simplified forms of the criminal 
proceedings

In this overview of the simplified options of conducting the criminal proceedings a single ten-
dency emerges – the acceleration of the process of deliberating on the criminal incident and  the 
imposition of a sanction or a measure while observing the basic rights of the defendant in the 
proceedings. The selection of the model of summary criminal proceedings and their legal defini-
tions, their organisation, departures from the general course of the ordinary criminal proceedin-
gs, the jurisdiction over the summary forms of proceedings, the scope of application of procedu-
ral guarantees, all these, as well as other issues that might be raised, depend on the organisation 
of the traditional model of the criminal proceedings, on the efficiency of the criminal proceedin-
gs conducted for certain criminal offences, the particular characteristics and the caseload of the 
specific criminal justice system, as well as on the decisions on the duration of the criminal pro-
ceedings  in terms of removing those obstacles that are slowing down the criminal proceedin-
gs in question. 

The tendencies to relieve the caseload of  the criminal justice system by simplifying the forms of 
proceedings and institutes which are used during the criminal proceedings share the following 
characteristics:

1.  The deciding factor with regard to legislating and applying the simplified forms of 
proceedings is the degree of seriousness of the criminal offences. Although the offered 
comparative overview does not provide a detailed description of various issues raised 
regarding that, it may be noted that the degree of seriousness of the criminal offence 
is critical for the formulation of the simplified forms of proceedings. Consequently, the 
proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order and the sentencing without the main 
hearing, i.e. the sentencing hearing, are provided for the criminal offences punishable 
under law by a fine as the main sanction or a term in prison of up to three, i.e. five years.31  
This goes to confirm long-held belief that the simplified forms of proceedings emerge in 
order to allow  the criminal justice system to respond in a simpler more expedient manner 
when it comes to criminal offences which  in substantive criminal law account for 2/3 of 
the prescribed incriminations and which dominate in the criminal justice system as well.

2.  There is a discernable similarity between criminal sanctions and measures which may be 
imposed withot holding the main hearing, one might even say that they are identical. This 
comparative overview shows that all of the codes prescribe the imposition of a fine (in a 
certain amount of money), a suspended sentence ( with or without a legal provision on 
the set amount of money to be paid as  a fine), seizure of the proceeds from crime, seizure 
of items; also there are some options to impose community service, judicial reprimand, 
a ban on being involved in certain professions, activities and performing certain duties, 
publication of the judgment issuing a criminal order in the public media, a ban from 
operating a motor vehicle (for a set amount of time), revocation of the driver’s licence, 
prison sentence (for a certain period of time) or a suspended sentence with supervision.

31 Weshallleaveasidehereotherformsofthesimplifiedproceedingswhicharelabeledinthelegaltextsasthesummaryproceedings
andwhichareconductedforthecriminaloffencespunishablebyaterminprisonofnotonlythree,butuptofiveyears,andevenfor
moreseriousoffencesthatcarryasentenceofuptoeight,andeventwelveyearsinprison(e.g.inCroatia).Seepreviousnotesonthis.
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3.  Whichever form of the summary proceedings is being discussed (whether it is the 
issuance of a criminal order, sentencing without the main hearing, the pronouncment of 
a judgment during or upon the conclusion of the investigation, sentencing hearing) each 
of them changes the structure of the ordinary criminal proceedings and the main hearing 
stage is “lost” in the organisation.

4.  Considering that the court decision on the criminal sanction or measure is rendered 
without the main hearing, in terms of the evidentiary material there is a unanimous 
position that the prosecutor must offer sufficient evidence on the criminal offence and 
the offender.

5.  In each of these cases, the public prosecutor’s initiative is expected ex officio if there is 
sufficient evidence on the offence for which such a form of proceedings is allowed and 
on the offender. Some of the legal systems tie in such actions by the prosecutor with the 
arrest and the defendant’s confenssion.

6.  The right to a defence must be included among the shared characteristics. National 
regulations on the imposition of criminal sanctions or measures without holding the main 
hearing focus on the statement of the perpetrator of a criminal offence with regard to the 
prosecutor’s motion, the acceptance of such a motion as a prerequisite for the conduct 
of such proceedings and passing the judgment declaring the defendant guilty outside of 
the main hearing, filing an appeal against or an objection to the judgment imposing a 
criminal sanction or a measure, as well as exercising the right to a defence assisted by a 
defence counsel.

7. In addition to the parties to the proceedings, it is inevitable to mention the single judge. His 
active role, rights and duties are clearly stipulated in the text of the law. They range from 
deciding on the prosecutor’s motion for sentencing without holding the main hearing 
and rendering the judgment if the judge grants the prosecutor’s motion, to denying such 
a motion and referring the case to the main hearing.

8.  What is the injured party’s position? The role of the injured party is not especially 
promiment. It is mainly referred to in connection with the restitution claim in terms 
of the right to file such a claim, or it is legislated in detail how to handle such claims 
(especially in connection with the seizing the proceeds from crime).

In conclusion of this regional overview in terms of comparative law, it may be said that the legi-
slators are right in focusing on the simplified forms of proceedings thus emphasising the impor-
tance of summary proceedings for less complex and more economical proceedings within the 
criminal justice system, especially with regard to minor criminal offences.32 As far as Bosnia and 
Herzegovina is concerned, bearing in mind the debates on the doctrine, and also the provisions 
in other legislations, it is clear that these issues are not properly addressed. Specifically, based on 
the comparison in the overview of different legislations it is possible to ascertain that the effici-
ency of the criminal proceedings is affected by stipulating various simplified forms of proceedin-
gs. All of the mentioned procedure codes, except procedure codes in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
provide, in addition to the issuance of a criminal order or sentencing proceedings without hol-
ding the main hearing, the summary proceedings, initiated based on the accusatory instrument 

32 On the possibility of replacing these proceedings, especially the proceedings for the issuance of a criminal order, with other
mechanisms,e.g.theagreementbetweentheprosecutorandthedefendant,alsowiththereconciliationofthedefendantandthe
injuredpartybasedonthedecisionoftheprosecutororthecourt,orthepublicationofsuchdecisions,seeBošnjak,M.(2006),Izbirni 
mehanizmi v kazenskem postopku, published in: Izhodišča za nov model kazenskega postpoka, edited by: Katja Šugman, Inštitut za
kriminologijopriPravnifakultetivLjubljani(TheInstituteforCriminologyattheFacultyofLawinLjubljana),Ljubljana,pp.452–456.
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by the authorised prosecutor when there is reasonable suspicion that certain individual has com-
mitted a criminal offence, during which the criminal sanction or measure is imposed at the main 
hearing. Furthermore, let us reiterate that at the legislation level in Bosnia and Herzegovina the 
requests for broader application of the prosecutorial discretion which would eliminate criminal 
prosecution have not been answered, consequently it should be underlined that our judicial sy-
stem is encumbered with dealing with not only complex and serious criminal offences but also 
the criminal offences which are classified as minor or less complex.
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1. General Remarks

Rising trends in crime rates and a resulting large influx of criminal cases have caused judici-
al authorities to become overburdened and working of the justice system to become more dif-
ficult. Consequently, simplified forms of criminal proceedings have been introduced into nati-
onal legislations and used in practice with increasing frequency. In this context, the Council of 
Europe has continuously made recommendations to its member states concerning incorporati-
on of summary proceedings and other forms of simplified proceedings into their criminal justice 
systems and consideration of different models of simplification of criminal procedure as a whole 
with a view to ensuring a reduction of the workload of the justice system and more efficient pro-
secution of criminal offences. The first among such recommendations was the Recommendation 
No. R (87) 18 of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe concerning Simplification 
of Criminal Justice of 17 September 1987 which recommended the member States to consider, 
inter alia, introducing and developing forms of abbreviated procedure, in particular in respect of 
the offences which inherently or according to the circumstances of each specific case belong to 
the class of minor offences.2 

1 NationalLegalAdvisors,RuleofLawandHumanRightsDepartment,OSCEMissiontoSerbia.Theopinionsexpressedinthispaperare
thoseoftheauthorsanddonotnecessarilyreflectthepositionsorthepolicyoftheOSCE.

2 Recommendation No R (87) 18 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States concerning Simplification of Criminal Justice
adoptedon17September1987,ParagraphII.Suggestionsaboutthesimplificationofprocedureandseekingalternativestocriminal
prosecutionwerealsoputforwardtomemberStatesinthe1995RecommendationNo.R(95)12ontheManagementofCriminal
JusticeaswellasintheRecommendationNo.R(99)19adoptedon15September1999onMediationinPenalMatters.
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Summary criminal proceedings, as well as proceedings for the imposition of judicial admonition, 
have featured among simplified forms of procedure in Serbia’s law as an already traditional and 
well-known form thereof. The concept of summary procedure can be understood in a wider or 
narrower context, depending on various theoretical classifications and national legislation. The 
proceedings which are analysed in this paper presuppose omitting of the preliminary phase, i.e. 
the investigation, they are characterised by abbreviation and substantial modification of the main 
hearing and they are contingent on the seriousness of a criminal offence, sometimes combined 
with well-established facts of the case or unambiguous body of evidence.3 Various forms of this 
type of simplified proceedings have been recognised in a number of other national criminal ju-
stice systems for a long time.4 According to some information from the comparative law, crimi-
nal offences processed in summary proceedings account for 80 percent of the all cases, whereas 
in some legal systems, those figures are even higher.5  

Thus, summary criminal proceedings are a type of simplified criminal proceedings which, with 
some planned departures from ordinary criminal proceedings, have been conceived to be more 
efficient, effective and economical – faster and simpler and consequently less costly – but in such 
a manner that the public interest and fundamental rights of citizens, i.e. defendant’s right to a 
fair trial, stay within the framework of mandatory or desirable standards.6 They are introduced 
and used in the first place for the purpose of reducing the burden of the justice systems and the 
very citizens who appear before courts as defendants or injured parties. Criminal offences which 
pose a less serious danger to society and which are not so complex are tried in such proceedings. 
Therefore, criminal offences to which summary proceedings apply are most often limited by the 
type and duration of the penalty they carry (or, in some cases, by jurisdiction of the court, which 
in turn depends on the duration of a penalty). At the same time, the application of summary pro-
ceedings does not only result in faster prosecution of less complex and minor offences, but it also 
contributes to the suppression of more serious types of crime since courts and prosecutor’s offi-
ces whose caseload has been eased have more time and resources to devote their efforts to han-
dling more serious types of criminal offences.

2. Summary Criminal Proceedings and Criminal Procedure Legislation in Serbia

2.1. Summary Criminal Proceedings and the 2001 Criminal Procedure Code (CPC)

Special provisions which govern summary proceedings in the current CPC – the one passed in 
2001 – are contained in Chapter XXVI (articles 433 through 448). Article 433 provides that cri-
minal offences which are punishable by a fine or up to five years’ imprisonment as their princi-
pal penalty are processed in such proceedings. If the provisions governing summary proceedin-
gs do not specify any particular issue, provisions which govern ordinary criminal proceedings 
shall apply accordingly. Before the 2009 amendments to the above Code were adopted, it had 
been provided that summary proceedings would be normally instituted for offences punishable 

3 S.Brkić,Racionalizcijakrivičnogpostupkaiuprošćeneprocesneforme,NoviSad,2004,pp.301-302.
4 Formoreinformation,youcanconsult:S.Brkić,op. cit.,p.301-338.
5 SeethearticlebyB.Pavišić,“SomeIssuesConcerningSummaryCriminalProceedingsinEuropeanCriminalLaw“p.292inthisbook.
6 Inthatregard,therulescontainedintheEuropeanConventiononHumanRightsareaccompaniedbytheinterpretationsofthe

EuropeanCourtofHumanRights(see:S.Brkic,op. cit.,pp.295-298).
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with a fine or imprisonment of up to three years. Under the 2004 amendments to the 2001 CPC,7 
it was possible that provisions which governed summary proceedings in connection with the 
main hearing, judgment, and appellate procedure applied to offences punishable by three to five 
years’ imprisonment. The said possibility was allowed if an authorised prosecutor (public or su-
bsidiary/private) filed a motion to that effect with explicit consent from a defendant and if the 
president of the Court granted the motion; in such cases, defendants could not be sentenced to 
three years’ imprisonment.8 Such a solution had been met with criticism from experts for being 
inefficient and unjustified from the aspect of criminal policy,9 and the legislator opted to amend 
the Code in 2009 and adopt the same model of summary proceedings for all the offences which 
carried the penalty of imprisonment of up to five years.10 

Pursuant to Article 434, proceedings are initiated when a motion to indict is filed by a public pro-
secutor or a subsidiary prosecutor (injured party) or by filing private prosecution. These procee-
dings are specific because neither the legal classification of a criminal offence nor grounds need 
to be cited in the motion to indict or in the private charges, all for the purpose of accelerating 
and simplifying the proceedings. Furthermore, another specific quality of theirs is also reflected 
in the omission of the investigation, which is one of the distinctive characteristics of summary 
proceedings, although the 2001 Code in its Article 435 allows for the possibility that the public 
prosecutor, prior to filing a motion to indict, proposes to an investigating judge that he/she sho-
uld undertake specific investigative actions which are to be as prompt and as brief as possible.

Coercive measures are also subject to restrictions in summary proceedings. Thus, when compa-
red to the grounds for ordering detention in ordinary proceedings, the current 2001 CPC has li-
mited, within the framework of its Article 436, the grounds for ordering detention in instances 
when defendants are in hiding, or when there exists a flight risk, or the risk of repeating or com-
pleting a criminal offence or committing the criminal offence a defendant is threatening to com-
mit. The latter ground refers only to criminal offences punishable with a term of imprisonment 
of three years. Also, the duration of detention ordered prior to filing of a motion to indict has 
been reduced but only to the amount of time needed to carry out investigative actions, although 
it may not exceed 8 days. Exceptionally, detention may last up to 30 days, but only in cases of cri-
minal offences involving violence. The provisions governing ordinary proceedings apply accor-
dingly from the moment of filing of the motion to indict to the delivery of a judgment by the co-
urt of first instance, providing that each month the panel is to review ex officio if there still exist 
grounds for detention. In respect of detention ordered after a prison sentence has been pronoun-
ced, the grounds include, as set out under Article 446, para. 9, that the prison sentence has been 
imposed and that there still exist grounds for detention in summary proceedings referred to in 
Article 436. In such cases, detention may last until the judgment has become final, but no longer 
than the sentence imposed on a defendant by the court of first instance.

Another specific quality of summary criminal proceedings when compared to the ordinary ones 
includes a requirement that the Court reviews an accusatory instrument of the prosecuting party  

7 Official Gazette of the RS,No.58/2004.
8 Article433,paragraph2-6oftheCriminalProcedureCode(Official Gazette of the FRY,No.70/2001and68/2002)
9 S.Bejatovic,Pojednostavljeneformepostupanjaukrivičnimstvarimainjihovdoprinosefikasnostikrivičnogpostupka,proceedingsof

theconference„Simplifiedformsofproceedingsincriminalmattersandalternativesanctions”,SerbianAssociationforCriminalLaw
TheoryandPractice,Beograd,2009,p.69.

10 Article114oftheLawonAmendmentstotheCriminalProcedureCodeofAugust31,2009(Official Gazetted of the RS,No.72/09).
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ex officio pursuant to Article 439, without referring it to the opposing party to file an objection. 
The charges are served on the accused and the main hearing is scheduled within time limits whi-
ch are shorter than the ones in ordinary proceedings. As a rule, the main hearing is scheduled 
immediately, but if no trial is scheduled within one month of the reception of the motion to in-
dict or private prosecution, the judge is obligated to notify the president of the court about the 
reasons of such a delay.11 

The position of the injured party is also specific; thus, he/she is entitled to assume prosecution by 
filing a motion to indict with the Court in cases when a public prosecutor does not bring a mo-
tion to indict within a month of receiving criminal charges brought by the injured party or fails 
to notify the injured party that he/she has dismissed the charges (Article 437). Moreover, in situ-
ations governed by Article 445(1), when a duly informed public prosecutor fails to appear at the 
main hearing, the injured party shall proceed instead of him/her and represent the prosecution 
within the limits of the motion to indict and in such cases he/she is also entitled to file an appeal 
against a judgment on all existing grounds.

Summary proceedings are particularly specific because they allow for a possibility, provided for 
in Article 445, that the main hearing may be held even without the presence of the parties under 
conditions set out by the law, which is an exception to some fundamental characteristics of ordi-
nary proceedings, such as adversariality and direct examination.

In summary proceedings prior to the main hearing conducted in connection with criminal of-
fences prosecuted by a private prosecution, a judge may – if he/she deems it appropriate for re-
asons of efficiency – summon the private prosecutor and the suspect for the purpose of first 
settling the matter in dispute (reconciliation). In cases of unsuccessful reconciliation, the main 
hearing may be opened immediately thereafter if the judge deems it unnecessary to obtain furt-
her evidence and if there are no other reasons to adjourn the hearing (Article 447).

Judgments delivered immediately after the conclusion of the main hearing may be appealed wit-
hin 8 days instead of within 15 days, which is a time limit set in ordinary proceedings. If the par-
ties and the injured party waive the right to appeal and none of them requests to receive a copy 
of the judgment, the judgment drawn up in writing does not have to include a rationale (Article 
446, paragraph 7).

In general, the manner in which the 2001 CPC provided for summary proceedings was favoura-
bly received both by theorists and practitioners, granted that some solutions drew criticism and 
certain alternatives or innovations were offered. Such alternatives were proposed, for instance, in 
the following direction: broadening the scope of application of summary proceedings to inclu-
de offences punishable with imprisonment of up to eight years; that solely single judges should 
preside over such proceedings; that prosecutors should propose the type and duration of penal-
ties  – with consent from defendants – which would be binding upon the Court; that witnesses 
should be questioned in connection with specific circumstances instead of being examined in 
connection with everything they have knowledge of; that duly summoned parties who failed to 
appear at the main hearing should be denied the right to file an appeal on grounds of erroneous 

11 ComparethistoArt.283,para.2ofthe2001CPC.
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or incomplete finding of facts.12 Some of the said proposals were incorporated in the new CPC 
passed in 2011.

2.2. Summary Criminal Proceedings and the 2011 CPC

a) Summary Criminal Proceedings 

Provisions which govern summary proceedings are contained in Chapter XX of the new CPC of 
Serbia passed in 2011, namely in Articles 496 through 520. Naturally, if these provisions do not 
specify anything particular for this type of proceedings, other provisions of the Code are appli-
ed accordingly. The first and most important innovation is that the new Code has substantially 
broadened the range of criminal offences to which summary proceedings are applied since the 
criminal offences punishable by a fine or imprisonment of up to eight years shall be disposed of 
in such proceedings (Article 495). Even though there had been suggestions, as mentioned abo-
ve, to broaden further the scope of application of summary proceedings, the manner in which 
the scope of application was provided for has been met with criticism following the adoption of 
the new CPC. Consequently, the Ministry of Justice and Public Administration’s Working Group, 
who drafted amendments to the new CPC in the second half of 2012, proposed that on the one 
hand, all offences prosecuted by filing private prosecutions should be tried in summary procee-
dings, whereas on the other hand, offences which come under the so-called “special” jurisdicti-
on – those prosecuted by the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised Crime and Prosecutor’s Office for 
War Crimes13 - should  be excluded from the category of offences processed in summary procee-
dings. Some of the reasons for excluding criminal offences which fall under the jurisdiction of 
special prosecutor’s offices from the system of summary procedure are valid, owing to their seri-
ousness and nature, which after all had motivated the lawmaker to set up specialized prosecutor’s 
offices and court departments for such offences. However, even among such criminal offences 
there are those to which it would be appropriate to apply summary proceedings – based on the-
ir seriousness, degree of danger to society and complexity. An instance of such offence would be 
“Accessory after the Fact” (aiding the perpetrator after the offence) referred to in Article 333 of 
the Criminal Code as well as several other offences from the category of criminal offences aga-
inst the judiciary. They come under the jurisdiction of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organised 
Crime, whereas only the offence referred to in Article 333 comes under the jurisdiction of the 
Prosecutor’s Office for War Crimes, but on condition they have been committed in connection 
with offences from the primary jurisdiction of these two prosecutor’s offices. Nevertheless, in any 
case, since the draft amendments prepared by the above-mentioned working group have not yet 
been brought before Parliament, they are still only under advisement – de lege ferenda.

Pursuant to Article 499, proceedings are instituted either on the basis of a motion to indict filed 
by a public prosecutor or on the basis of a private prosecution when there are reasonable groun-
ds to suspect that a certain person has committed a criminal offence. As a result of a changed role 

12 S.Važić,Skraćenikrivičnipostupak(Dosadašpnjaiskustvaipredlozide lege ferenda),inthecollectionofessays“Pojednostavljeneforme
postupanjaukrivičnimstvarimaialternativnekrivičnesankcije”,SerbianAssociationforCriminalLawTheoryandPractice,Beograd,
2009,pp.169-172.

13 Article495of theDraftAmendments totheCriminalProcedureCodedatedNovember16,2012canbeaccessedonline,at the
websiteoftheMinistryofJusticeandPublicAdministration,athttp://arhiva.mpravde.gov.rs/cr/articles/zakonodavna-aktivnost/.
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of the public prosecutor, who is under the new CPC the “master” of the investigation, the prose-
cutor now undertakes certain evidentiary actions if he/she deems them opportune prior to de-
ciding whether or not to file a motion to indict or dismiss criminal charges, whereas under the 
2001 CPC, the prosecutor could only bring a motion to that effect to the investigating judge or 
file a petition for adjudication by a panel if the investigating judge did not grant his motion. The 
new provision certainly has a potential to accelerate the proceedings. The fact that the accusa-
tory instrument now includes another mandatory element, the legal classification of the criminal 
offence, is an innovation provided for in Article 500. A possibility has been afforded within the 
framework of the same Article that if the public prosecutor deems a main hearing unnecessary 
based on the collected evidence, he/she is entitled to request in the motion to indict that a sen-
tencing hearing be scheduled. This is similar to the provision contained in Article 438, para. 3 of 
the 2001 CPC, under which the public prosecutor was entitled to propose, for the same reasons, 
that a decision on sentencing without scheduling of trial is issued, which was provided for as a 
special procedure for imposing criminal sanctions without the main hearing.

Pursuant to Article 7, para. 3 and 4 of the new Code, summary proceedings are initiated when a 
ruling ordering detention has been issued prior to filing of the motion to indict (Art. 498, para. 2) 
or when the main hearing or sentencing hearing has been scheduled (Art. 504, para. 1, Art. 514, 
para. 1, Art. 515, para. 21). One of the issues which emerged as imprecisely defined in the opini-
on of participants – judges and prosecutors – of a training course for trainers organized by the 
Judicial Academy in partnership with the OSCE Mission to Serbia and Resident Legal Advisor’s 
Office of the US Department of Justice in April 2013 was the issue of detention ordered by  a sin-
gle judge prior to the bringing of the motion to indict in summary proceedings under Article 
498, para. 2 of the new CPC. The participants took the position that the provisions which gover-
ned ordinary proceedings should be applied in such cases and that the preliminary proceedings 
judge should be the one who decided on remand. However, the new CPC itself defines in Article 
7, para. 3 that issuing a ruling ordering detention prior to filing of the motion to indict consti-
tutes the beginning of summary criminal proceedings, and the said ruling is issued by the judge 
who will preside over the proceedings and not the preliminary proceedings judge.14 

The position of the injured party has also been changed pursuant to Article 499, which refers to 
cases in which the injured party brings criminal charges and the public prosecutor does not file 
a motion to indict within the now changed time limit of 6 months nor informs the injured party 
that he/she has dismissed the charges. Under such circumstances, instead of taking over prose-
cution by bringing a motion to indict to the Court, as provided for under the 2001 CPC (in Art. 
437), the injured party may now file an objection to an immediately superior public prosecutor 
in the manner set out in Article 51 of the 2011 CPC. In case the public prosecutor abandons cri-
minal prosecution or drops the charges, certain rights are guaranteed to the injured party under 
the provisions governing ordinary proceedings in Articles 51 and 52 – the right to file an objec-
tion and to take over prosecution.

Pursuant to Article 22, para. 1 of the new Code, a single judge presides over summary proceedin-
gs since they are instituted in connection with criminal offences that carry a prison sentence of 
up to eight years. However, if in the course of the main hearing a single judge finds that a panel 
is competent to adjudicate thereon, the main hearing must begin anew after the panel is formed 

14 SeeP.Ilić,M.Majić,S.Beljanski,A.Trešnjev,Komentar zakonika o krivičnom postupku,Službeniglasnik,Beograd,2012.p.980.
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(Art. 507, para. 3). The judge schedules the main hearing within 30 days or in case detention has 
been ordered, within 15 days of the date on which a motion to indict or a private prosecution is 
served on the defendant, the time limits which were not set in the previous CPC.15 

Another innovation in comparison with the 2001 CPC is that prior to the scheduling of the main 
hearing in connection with criminal offences prosecuted by private prosecutions, single judges 
have a duty - not a possibility as they have had until now - to summon the private prosecutor 
and the defendant in order to advise them that their case can be referred to a mediation proce-
dure (Art. 505).

In the new CPC, detention is governed by provisions contained in Article 498. In summary pro-
ceedings, detention can be ordered if there are reasonable grounds to suspect that a certain per-
son has committed a crime if there exists one of the reasons for ordering detention in ordinary 
proceedings laid down in Art. 211, para. 1, items 1 through 3. Thus, grounds for ordering deten-
tion in summary proceedings have been broadened when compared to the 2001 CPC in the ma-
nner that now, detention can be ordered, in addition to previous reasons, in order to prevent in-
terfering with evidence as well as if a defendant is obviously trying to avoid appearing at the main 
hearing; also, a restriction has been lifted from ordering detention in case of danger that a cri-
minal offence may be completed, repeated, or committed, which previously was possible only in 
connection with offences punishable with a prison term of up to three years. Before a motion to 
indict is brought, detention may last only as long as it is needed to carry out evidentiary actions, 
but it may not exceed 30 days. Exceptionally, which is yet another innovation found in the new 
CPC, detention may be extended by another 30 days if proceedings are conducted in connecti-
on with a criminal offence punishable by imprisonment of five years or more and if a public pro-
secutor files a substantiated motion to that end. Grounds for extending the period of this mea-
sure include obtaining of evidence which has not been gathered for justifiable reasons. What is 
new is that a motion for detention is decided by a single judge or a judge who will preside over 
proceedings instead of an investigating judge, given the fact that the proceedings are conside-
red to be opened when a ruling ordering detention is issued (Article 7, item 3 of the new CPC). 
Moreover, in case the public prosecutor decides to drop the charges, the single judge will make a 
decision concerning the termination of proceedings, so single judges have jurisdiction over the 
entire process of initiating and terminating criminal proceedings.16 Provisions governing ordi-
nary proceedings are applied accordingly to detention from the moment charges are filed until a 
final judgment is delivered, providing the panel has a duty to examine once every 30 days whet-
her or not the reasons for detention have ceased to exist. Changes have also been made with re-
gard to conditions under which detention may be ordered after sentencing. Namely, it is neces-
sary that two conditions are met cumulatively: that a sentence of five or more years in prison has 
been pronounced and that there exist especially aggravating circumstances of the criminal offen-
ce (circumstances under which the crime was committed or to which it led, and which are esta-
blished in concreto).17 

15 TheMinistryofJustice’sWorkingGroupwhopreparedthedraftamendmentstothenewCPCbelievedthatsuchcircumstances
calledforshortertimelimits,whichwaswhytheyproposeda15-daytimelimitoran8-daytimelimitincaseofdetention(Art.504
oftheDraftAmendmentstotheCriminalProcedureCodedatedNovember16,2012canbeaccessedonline,atthewebsiteofthe
MinistryofJusticeandPublicAdministration,http://arhiva.mpravde.gov.rs/cr/articles/zakonodavna-aktivnost/).

16 G.P.Ilić,M.Majić,S.Beljanski,A.Trešnjev,op.cit.,p.980.
17 Ibid.
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If a defendant pleads guilty at the main hearing, a judge may immediately proceed to the pre-
sentation of evidence on which depends a decision on the type and extent of a sanction. In such 
case the judge may, as laid down in Article 508, sentence the defendant to maximum three ye-
ars in prison – if he is tried for an offence which carries a fine or imprisonment of up to five ye-
ars, or to maximum five years in prison – if he is tried for an offence which carries imprisonment 
of up to eight years.

The new CPC has considerably limited the possibility of holding a main hearing in the absence of 
a public prosecutor. Something like that is now possible, but as opposed to previous Article 445, 
para. 1 of the 2001 CPC, only exceptionally and in defendant’s interest – if a judge finds that a ru-
ling dismissing the charges or a judgment of dismissal would obviously have to be issued in the 
light of evidence contained in the case file (Article 506, para. 6).

Under the new CPC, the time limit for drawing up a judgment in writing is 15 days (Art. 507, 
para. 4) instead of the previous 8 days. Time limits for filing appeals are set in Article 509. Thus, 
same as under the previous CPC, an appeal against a judgment may be filed within 8 days of the 
delivery of a certified copy of the judgment; also, a possibility has been introduced that in more 
complex cases and under specific conditions, the said time limit could be extended to 15 days 
upon request by the parties or a defence counsel.

b) Sentencing Hearing

Another important innovation is a sentencing hearing provided for in Articles 512 through 518, 
a procedural mechanism which, under the conditions set out by the law, omits the main hearing 
and thereby accelerates the proceedings. This mechanism has replaced a similar proceeding for 
sentencing prior to the main hearing referred to in Articles 449 through 454 of the 2001 CPC, 
which was introduced by the 2004 amendments and applied to offences punishable with a fine or 
imprisonment of up to three years.

A prerequisite for holding a sentencing hearing provided for in Article 512 is that the criminal 
offence in question belongs to the class of offences which carry as their principal penalty a fine 
or imprisonment of up to five years. Also, the public prosecutor should put forward a request for 
holding such a hearing in his/her motion to indict if he/she deems the complexity of the matter 
and evidence obtained, especially if a defendant was arrested in flagrante delicto or has pleaded 
guilty, imply that it is not necessary to have the main hearing. The public prosecutor also propo-
ses in his/her motion that a specific criminal sanction selected among the ones listed by type and 
extent in Article 512 be imposed on the defendant; at the same time, the lawmaker has differen-
tiated with regard to what may be proposed by the prosecutor between two categories of crimi-
nal offences in respect of the penalty they carried. Thus, the public prosecutor may propose to 
the Court to impose on a defendant:

1)  a term of imprisonment of up to two years, a fine of up to two hundred forty day-fines or 
up to five hundred thousand RSD or a suspended sentence with ordering incarceration 
of up to one year or a fine up to one hundred eighty day-fines or up to three hundred 
thousand RSD and a probation period of up to five years – if the defendant has confessed 
to committing a criminal offence punishable by imprisonment of up to five years;
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2)  a term of imprisonment of up to one year, a fine of up to one hundred eighty day-fines, 
or up to three hundred thousand RSD, up to two hundred and forty hours of community 
service, revocations of his driver’s licence for up to one year, a suspended sentence with 
ordering incarceration of up to a year or a fine of up to one hundred eighty day-fines, or 
three hundred thousand RSD and a probation period of up to three years, including a 
possibility of placing the defendant under protective supervision or imposing a judicial 
admonition – if he committed a criminal offence punishable by a fine or imprisonment of 
up to three years.

In the above context, it should be strongly emphasised that a requirement for imposing a senten-
ce in the first case is that the defendant has confessed to a criminal offence. The sentencing hea-
ring will not be scheduled and there will be a main hearing if the request of the public prosecutor 
does not fulfil the requirements cited in Article 512 or if the complexity of the case and evidence 
obtained indicate a need to hold the main hearing (Art. 514).

The sentencing hearing is now based on an adversarial model and the parties summoned to the 
hearing are afforded a possibility, limited to a certain extent, to plead on the circumstances of a 
case. Pursuant to Article 515, a sentencing hearing is held within 15 days from the date of the 
issuance of an order. The same article also lays down who is summoned to the hearing and un-
der which conditions. Thus, a summons must be served on a defendant so as to allow for at least 
5 days between the date of its service and the date of the hearing. Also, the defendant must be ad-
vised that the hearing will take place even if he fails to appear, if duly summoned, or if his defen-
ce attorney fails to appear in cases when the presence of a defence counsel is not mandatory. At 
the hearing, the public prosecutor will make a brief statement about evidence available to him, 
as well as about the type and extent of the sanction he proposes. Pursuant to Article 517, the he-
aring may be concluded in two ways: either with a judgment of conviction – if the defendant has 
agreed to the prosecutor’s proposal at the very hearing or has failed to appear thereat; or by sche-
duling a main hearing – if the defendant does not agree with the prosecutor’s proposal or if a jud-
ge does not accept the said proposal. An objection may be filed to the judgment within 8 days, 
but only if the judgment of conviction was issued due to defendant’s failure to appear at the he-
aring (Art. 518). The judgment becomes final if no objection has been filed. Therefore, the pre-
requisite for applying this institute is that a defendant must agree with a prosecutor’s proposal, 
whereas if he denies his assent, proceedings will return to their “regular course” in summary pro-
ceedings, i.e. there will be a main hearing.

In our final remarks on the manner in which the new CPC provides for this type of proceedin-
gs, we also emphasise that one of its innovations in this respect is that judicial admonition is im-
posed by means of a judgment and not a ruling as before and it is delivered immediately after the 
conclusion of a main hearing or a sentencing hearing (Art. 519).

3. Summary Criminal Proceedings and Criminal Legislation of the Countries in  
the Region

3.1. Croatia is well ahead of all the other countries in the region when it comes to possibiliti-
es for application of summary proceedings, i.e. the number of criminal offences to which this 
type of proceedings may be applied. Croatia’s Criminal Procedure Code passed in 2008 provides 
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that summary procedure is applied to matters disposed of before municipal courts, meaning in 
proceedings in connection with offences punishable with a fine or imprisonment of up to twel-
ve years.18 Provisions governing summary proceedings came into force on September 1, 2011. 
Contrastingly, under the Croatia’s previous CPC, it was provided that summary proceedings 
applied to offences punishable by a fine or imprisonment of maximum five years.19 Summary 
proceedings are the most frequently used type of criminal proceedings in Croatian practice and 
by far the greatest number of criminal offences as well as the greatest number of matters pen-
ding adjudication are processed precisely under the rules of summary proceedings.20 There are 
two forms of summary proceedings in Croatia, depending on the duration of a penalty: the first 
is applied to offences punishable by a fine or imprisonment of up to eight years and a single judge 
presides over them, whereas the second form applies to offences punishable by imprisonment of 
eight to twelve years and they are conducted before a panel of judges.21 In proceedings conducted 
before the panel, prosecutors may not exercise prosecutorial discretion, proceedings may not be 
instituted by bringing a private prosecution, and some provisions governing summary procee-
dings may not be applied and instead of them, the rules of ordinary proceedings apply, in parti-
cular with regard to the hearing of the case (Article 536 of the 2008 CPC).22 

In the course of the reform of Croatian criminal procedure legislation, many provisions have 
been introduced among the rules of summary proceedings for the purpose of simplifying the 
procedure, such as: broadening the scope of prosecutorial discretion; reducing the number of 
accusatory instruments; issuing of direct indictments; simplified and differentiated procedure 
for the examination indictments; preparatory hearing which is conducted only in cases of of-
fences tried before a panel and contingent on discretion of the presiding judge; simplification of 
the hearing in summary proceedings.23 In 2012, the Constitutional Court of Croatia found that a 
number of provisions contained in the Croatian 2008 CPC were unconstitutional and contrary to 
Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights and among them, there were some artic-
les, either whole or some parts thereof, pertaining to summary proceedings. The Constitutional 
Court found that those articles were problematic because of the violation of the right to profe-
ssional assistance by a defence attorney of one’s own choosing (Article 530, para. 3 of the 2008 
CPC), the right to be present at the main hearing (Article 531, para. 2), as well the right to be tri-
ed before an impartial tribunal owing to the fact that a judge who examined an indictment co-

18 Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Croatia (Official Gazette, number 152/08, 76/09, 80/11, 121/11, 91/12, 143/12) –
consolidatedtextofOctober11,2011,Article520inconjunctionwithArticle19a,para.1,item1).

 The2008CodecameintoforcepartiallyonJanuary1,2009andthen,onJune1,2009itbegantobeappliedtomatterswhichwere
underthejurisdictionoftheOfficefortheSuppressionofCorruptionandOrganisedCrime,tocomeintoforcefullyonSeptember1,
2011.

19 Article447oftheCriminalProcedureCode(Official Gazette,no.110/97,27/98,58/99,112/99,58/02and143/02).
20 Concerningthepercentageofcases inwhichsummaryproceedingshavebeenusedinCroatia,seealsoB.Pavišić,Novihrvatski

Zakonokaznenompostupku,“Hrvatskiljetopiszakaznenopravoipraksu“,Zagreb,vol.15,broj2/2008,s.580-581,aswellasapaper
byTadijaBubalović,“SummaryProceedingsinCroatianCriminalLegislation”iatp.269inthisbook.Accordingtoinformationpresented
byBubalović,86,2%ofcriminaloffencesprovidedforinthenewCroatianCriminalCode,whichenteredintoforceonJanuary1,2013,
fulfilrequirementsforapplicationofsummaryproceedingsinrespectofpenaltiesprescribedforthem.Similarinformation–that
summaryproceedingsareappliedto83,5%ofallthecriminaloffencesinCroatia,includingaswellthoselaiddowninotherspecial
laws–arealsocitedbyB.Pavišić,op.cit.andotherauthorswhorefertoPavišić.

21 A.Pavičić,M.Bonačić,“SkraćenipostupakpremanovomZakonuokaznenompostupku“,Hrvatskiljetopiszakaznenopravoipraksu,
vol.18,br.2/2011,p.494.

22 Ibid.,p.495
23 T. Bubalović,“Novi koncept i nova zakonska rješenja u Zakonu o kaznenom postupku Republike Hrvatske od 15.12.2008“, Anali

PravnogfakultetaUniverzitetauZenici,p.30,andB.Pavišić,op.cit,pp.581-585.
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uld also participate at the hearing on the merits (Article 532, para. 2).24 Some commentaries were 
critical of the solution according to which defendants were questioned immediately at the be-
ginning of evidentiary proceedings conducted before a single judge, on account of the fact that 
defendants were thus placed at a disadvantage vis-à-vis persons tried in ordinary proceedings 
even though summary proceedings presided over by single judges may also involve more serio-
us offences.25 

As opposed to Serbia, where a hearing may take place in the absence of a duly summoned pro-
secutor (granted that under the 2011 CPC, as already mentioned, it is possible only if a judicial 
decision is in defendant’s favour), in Croatia, the prosecutor must always be present at a hearing 
and if he fails to appear, the hearing is postponed (Article 534). Thereby, a possibility which used 
to exist in Croatia was eliminated, namely that the Court had accumulated procedural roles in 
the absence of the prosecutor and assumed a role which he should not have fulfilled.26 Also, the 
possibility of holding a main hearing in the absence of the prosecutor has been altogether aban-
doned in the Montenegrin CPC.27  

In Croatia there is also a penal order as another form of simplified proceedings very close to the 
traditional simplified proceedings we have discussed thus far. Penal orders are issued for offen-
ces punishable by a fine or up to five years’ imprisonment. Conditions for imposing a penal order 
are very similar to those for imposing a sentence by way of a sentencing hearing under the new 
CPC of Serbia. It can be issued against a legal person as well and it is specified which sanctions 
may be imposed in such case (Article 540, para. 3). The Croatian CPC additionally protects the 
rights of injured parties by laying down within the framework of provisions governing the issu-
ance of a penal order (Article 540, para. 4) that if an injured party puts forward a restitution cla-
im, the prosecutor must move that the Court first decides on the claim and if the Court decides 
not to uphold the claim, it shall order that material gain obtained through a criminal offence be 
confiscated. What this implies is that the prosecutor has a duty to contact the injured party first 
in cases of potential confiscation of the proceeds from crime.28 

3.2. The 2009 Criminal Procedure Code of Montenegro provides that summary proceedings are 
to be applied to offences punishable with a fine or imprisonment of up to five years.29 Unlike 
the new CPC enacted in Serbia, neither the danger of collusion (interfering with evidence) nor 
defendant’s obvious avoidance of appearing at the main hearing features among the grounds for 
ordering or extending detention in summary proceedings in Montenegro, although practitioners 
and commentators have taken different positions with regard to the latter in terms of whether 
or not it could still be applied to summary proceedings.30 Neither is it possible to order detenti-
on on the grounds that a five-year or a longer prison sentence has been imposed along with es-

24 Decisionby theConstitutionalCourtof theRepublicofCroatiaNo.U-I-448/2009andotherdatedJuly19,2012, (Official Gazette
143/12),p.143-149,availableat:http://sljeme.usud.hr/usud/prakswen.nsf/92b93a268fe63c89c1256e2f000538db/c12570d30061ce5
4c1257a40002a6523/$FILE/U-I-448-2009%20i%20dr.%20-%20ODLUKA.pdf(accessedonMay12,2013):

25 A.Pavičić,M.Bonačić,op.cit,p.510.
26 B.Pavišić,op.cit.,p.583.
27 CPCofMontenegro,Article457.SeealsoD.Radulovic,Komentar Zakonika o krivičnom postupku Crne Gore,Podgorica2009,p.593
28 A.Pavičić,M.Bonačić,op.cit.,p.515
29 Article446oftheMontenegrinCriminalProcedureCodeOfficial Gazette of Montenegro,No.57/2009and49/2010.TheCodecame

intoforceonAugust26,2009.Afterayear,itbegantobeappliedtoproceedingsinconnectionwithorganisedcrime,corruption,
terrorismandwarcrimescases;itbegantobefullyappliedonSeptember1,2011.

30 SeeArticle448,para.1and458,para.9oftheMontenegrinCPC.Thegroundsofdefendant’sapparentavoidanceofappearingatthe
mainhearingareaddressedinRadulović,op.cit.,p.585.
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pecially aggravating circumstances of a criminal offence. In Montenegro, injured parties are en-
titled to initiate private prosecution if a prosecutor does not file a motion to indict nor informs 
the injured party that he/she has dismissed criminal charges within one month of their filing 
(Article 449, para. 1 of the Montenegrin CPC). Such a time limit, the same as provided under the 
Serbia’s 2001 CPC but substantially shorter than the one set out in the new Serbian CPC (whi-
ch is six months after the filing of the charges), offers better protection of the injured party’s in-
terests, accelerates the proceedings owing to the fact that it does not require any previous action 
by the prosecutor as in ordinary proceeding, but at the same time, it puts prosecutors in a posi-
tion in which they may sometimes be forced to make a decision on criminal charges too quickly. 
Another difference in comparison to the Serbian CPC is that mediation (reconciliation) is not 
mandatory, but it is left to the discretion of a judge to assess whether or not the parties should be 
referred to mediation, provided he/she deems it opportune for the prompt disposition of the ma-
tter (CPC, Article 459), which is the same solution as the one that can be found in the reformed 
criminal procedure codes in Croatia and the FYROM.

Also, the Montenegrin CPC provides for a sentencing proceeding without the main hearing as 
a distinct type of summary proceedings conducted in connection with criminal offences which 
carry a fine or up to three years’ imprisonment (Article 461). This form of proceedings, to which 
a defendant must give his consent, is initiated by a public prosecutor when he deems that availa-
ble evidence concerning relevant facts could be sufficient to find charges well-grounded so that 
a need for the main hearing can be eliminated.31 The judge who issues a decision on sentencing 
also bases his decision on the same evidence which supports the prosecutor’s motion and it must 
be such as to lead to an inevitable conclusion that the defendant has committed the criminal of-
fence with which he is charged.32 Sanctions and measures which may be imposed in such procee-
dings include a fine up to EUR 3,000, community service, suspended sentence or judicial admo-
nition with seizure of material gain and objects and a driving ban of up to two years (Article 462). 
Obviously, they do not include a prison sentence, as used to be the case with the sentencing pro-
cedure prior to the main hearing under the Serbia’s 2001 CPC. Otherwise, provisions which go-
vern this institute in the Montenegrin Code are very much alike or even identical to the provisi-
ons governing the sentencing procedure prior to the main hearing in the Serbia’s CPC from 2001.

3.3. Summary proceedings and proceeding for the issuance of penal orders are also used in 
Slovenia.33 As opposed to other countries in the region, these two proceedings are not distinguis-
hable from one another in respect of the offences to which they apply. Both are applied to crimi-
nal offences punishable by a fine as their principal penalty or imprisonment of up to three years.

3.4. In the FYROM (Macedonia), under their current Criminal Procedure Code, provisions go-
verning summary proceedings are applied to criminal offences punishable by a fine as their prin-
cipal penalty or imprisonment of up to three years. The new criminal procedure code in this co-
untry, which begins to be applied as of November 2013, lays down that summary proceedings 

31 D.Radulović,op.cit.,p.600-601
32 Ibid.p.602
33 CriminalProcedureCode,Official Gazette of the RS,No.32/2012–consolidatedtext.OnsummaryproceedingsinSlovenia,seethe

articleofV.Jakulin,“SimplifiedformsofproceedingsinthecriminalprocedurelegislationinSlovenia”inthisbook.
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are to be used in connection with criminal offences which carry a fine or imprisonment of up to 
five years.34 

3.5. After the reform of their criminal procedure system in 2003, summary proceedings ceased 
to exist in Bosnia and Herzegovina in the form in which they exist in other countries in the regi-
on. Until then, summary proceedings had been conducted before municipal courts in connec-
tion with offences punishable by a fine as their principal penalty or imprisonment of up to three 
years. The current Criminal Procedure Code of BiH as well as the corresponding codes of both 
entities and the Brčko District have introduced the proceedings for the issuance of a criminal or-
der as the most frequent form of simplified proceedings used in cases of offences punishable with 
a fine as the principal penalty or imprisonment of up to five years.35 These proceedings are con-
ducted in connection with offences which fall under the jurisdiction of single judges, namely be-
fore the Court of BiH, the Basic Court in the Brčko District, municipal courts in the Republic 
of Srpska and basic courts in the BiH Federation. Imprisonment may not be proposed and con-
sequently it may not be imposed in such proceedings, but only the following prescribed crimi-
nal sanctions and measures: a fine (up to 50,000 KM), a suspended sentence, a ban on practising 
a certain profession, or on performing an activity or a duty, seizure of objects and seizure of ma-
terial gain obtained through criminal offence.36 

Conclusion

All the countries in the region, with the exception of Bosnia and Herzegovina, recognise sum-
mary criminal proceedings in their traditional form and have legislated them with certain va-
riations. The majority of provisions which govern summary proceedings in this legislation are 
very similarly and sometimes even identically formulated based on the fundamental principles 
otherwise characteristic of this procedural form. Thus, all of the above-mentioned legal systems 
which include this institute provide for a subsidiary application of the rules of ordinary procee-
dings, the omission of the investigation, accusatory instruments such as motion to indict and 
private prosecutions, preparation of a defendant for the main hearing and his participation the-
reat or a possibility of his absence, the main hearing at which a sanction or measure is imposed, 
efforts to conclude the hearing of the case in the course of one hearing, as well as a possibility of 
omitting the main hearing, procedure and time limits for appeals (with the above-mentioned de-
parture which exists in Serbia), etc.

34 CriminalProcedureCode(Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia,No.150/2010).Formoreinformationonsummaryproceedings
intheFYROM,seethearticlebyGordanKalajdžijevandGordanaLažetićBužarovska“AccelerationofProceedings–OneoftheAims
ofCriminalProcedureReforminMacedonia”inthisbook.

35 OntheprocedurefortheissuingofacriminalorderinBiH,youcanconsultthearticlebyH.Sijerčić-Čolić,“TheProcedureforthe
IssuanceofaCriminalOrder:ProceduralLegislationinBosniaandHerzegovinaasComparedtotheLegislationsintheRegion“inthis
book.

36 CriminalProcedureCodeofBosniaandHerzegovina(Official Gazette of BiH,No.3/2003,36/2003,26/2004,63/2004,13/2005,48/2005,
46/2006, 76/2006, 29/2007, 32/2007, 53/2007, 76/2007, 15/2008 and 58/2008, 12/2009, 16/2009, 93/2009) Article 334; Criminal
ProcedureCodeofBosniaandHerzegovina’sBrckoDistrict (Official Gazette of the BiH Brcko DistrictNo.10/2003,48/2004,6/2005,
12/2007,14/2007,21/2007,2/2008,17/2009;consolidatedtext44/2010),Article334;CriminalProcedureCodeoftheFederationof
BosniaandHerzegovina(Official Gazette of the BiH Federation,No.35/2003,56/2003,78/2004,28/2005,55/2006,53/2007,9/2009,
12/2010,8/2013)Article350,andCriminalProcedureCodeoftheRepublicofSrpska(Official Gazette of the RS,No.50/2003,111/2004,
115/2004,29/2007,68/2007,119/2008,55/2009,80/2009,88/2009,92/2009,100/2009;consolidatedtext53/2012),Article358.Youcan
consult:Commentary on the Criminal Procedure Code in Bosnia and Herzegovina,Preparedby:HajrijaSijerčićColic,MalikHadžiomeragić,
MarinkoJurčević,DamjanKaurinović,MiodragSimović,ProjectsponsoredbytheCouncilofEuropeandtheEuropeanCommission,
Sarajevo2005,p.831.
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Due to the introduction of prosecutorial investigation in national systems, the possibility of 
holding the main hearing in prosecutor’s absence has been abandoned in some of the systems, 
such as in the Croatian one. Characteristics of summary proceedings – omitting or abbrevia-
ting certain stages in the procedure; shorter statutory time limits on essential procedural acti-
ons; prosecutorial and judicial discretion in making their decision on the merits and sentence 
based on a clear factual substratum supported by evidence; rules which encourage defendants 
to plead guilty to an offence or not to engage in evidentiary proceedings – with all their vari-
ations in national legal systems provide the government and citizens with tools for faster dis-
position of criminal matters.

Some of the most crucial innovations introduced in Serbia in connection with summary procee-
dings reflect the intention of relying even more on this type of proceedings when criminal ma-
tters are resolved: the range of criminal offences which may be processed in summary procee-
dings has been expanded and the sentencing hearing has been introduced instead of the previous 
sentencing procedure prior to the main hearing. Summary proceedings have traditionally been 
accepted in the national systems of criminal law in connection with less serious criminal offences 
(minor offences). In Serbia, the trend of broadening the scope of application of summary pro-
ceedings which began with amendments to the 2001 CPC continued with the new 2011 CPC by 
including criminal offences punishable with imprisonment of up to eight years. After Croatia, 
in which the upper limit has been set at twelve years, Serbia is the next country in the region in 
which the range of offences to which this type of proceedings can be applied is so broad. By thus 
increasing the number of offences, we have entered the territory in which penalties imposed in 
summary proceedings now include those which can be considered long-time prison sentences.37  
In practice, this will certainly result in lightening the caseload of ordinary criminal proceedin-
gs, but we also hope that it will be accompanied by all the necessary respect for the fundamen-
tal principles and standards which equally apply to both ordinary and summary proceedings. In 
that context, it would be desirable to prevent the limit on summary proceedings from being rai-
sed any further by some amendments in the future. It is expected that results of the use of sum-
mary proceedings in accordance with the Serbia’s new CPC will be available only as of October 
2013 and they will show to which extent the expectations created about this type of simplified 
proceedings are fulfilled in terms of how much they can contribute to a desired overall increase 
in the efficiency of criminal proceedings and suppression of crime, as well as if all of it is achie-
ved at the expense of some rights guaranteed to defendants. For now, the solutions offered by the 
Serbia’s new CPC provide a solid basis for favourable expectations in that regard.

37 Forinstance,accordingtotheCouncilofEuropeRecommendationNo.(2003)23,aprisonsentenceoverfiveyearsisconsidered
long-termimprisonment.Definitionoflifesentenceandlong-termprisoners,AppendixtoRecommendationRec(2003)23ofthe
Committee of Ministers to member states on the management by prison administrations of life sentence and other long-term
prisoners,9October2003.
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Siniša Važić1

DetentioninSummaryProceedings
andinthePleaAgreement

1. Detention in the Summary Proceedings

Provision of Art. 443 of the Serbian Criminal Procedure Code in force (2001 Criminal Procedure 
Code) stipulates that summary proceedings are to be conducted when the criminal offences being de-
alt with are not particularly complex, too extensive and which are classified as minor offences. It is spe-
cified that such offences are less socially relevant criminal offences, specifically, that for such offences 
the prescribed penalty is a fine as the main penalty or a term in prison of up to five years.

These are simplified proceedings which are more expedient, shorter and more cost-effective than the 
ordinary or general criminal proceedings. The simplification is achieved by “skipping” certain phases 
of the ordinary criminal proceedings, by not adhering to some of the criminal procedure principles 
or by altering certain institutes used in the proceedings. The legislator has assumed that even in such 
abbreviated proceedings, which are not only expedient and clear but also legal, one of the currently 
most important objectives in the fight against crime, i.e. efficient criminal prosecution and expedient 
imposition of appropriate criminal sanctions, may be achieved. It is a widely accepted fact that the cer-
tainty that the perpetrator shall be found, quickly brought before the court and adequately punished 
in procedure under law has a greater effect in the prevention of crime than the severity of the prescri-
bed sanction.

Undoubtedly, the issue of the detention as one of the measures used to secure the presence of the de-
fendant during the criminal proceedings is one of the most difficult and most complex issues which 
represents a measure and action used by the state in order to protect the fundamental freedoms and 
human rights, but also the rights of the society – i.e. in order to protect the basic values guaranteed by 
the Constitution, criminal legislation and international law – whereby the state reacts in such a way as 

1 Judge,AppellateCourtinBelgrade
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to deprive the individual who has violated those basic values (to be exact, who is suspected of such a 
violation) of this basic human right – liberty (temporarily, of course). In other words, this means that 
the state aiming to protect certain values intervenes and takes away from an individual – a member of 
the society in question, the right to one of his greatest values – the right to be free. This is a situation 
that has always required from all of those who are deciding or acting on this matter to proceed with 
extreme caution and with great care.

The Constitution of the Republic of Serbia places the right to liberty high up among the values it pro-
motes and protects. The second part of the Constitution deals with the right to liberty where the issues 
of human and minority rights and freedoms are treated, particularly under Art. 27 (the right to liber-
ty and security), then under Art. 28 (procedure for dealing with the detainee) and under Art. 29 (ad-
ditional rights in the case of detention without the court decision). Under articles 30 and 31 the issue 
of detention and its duration is regulated. Art. 30 stipulates, among other things, that the person who 
is reasonably suspected of committing a criminal offence may be placed in detention only based on 
the court decision, if the detention is necessary in order to conduct the proceedings. Art. 31 stipulates 
the duration of the detention which the court “reduces to the shortest amount of time necessary, bea-
ring in mind the reasons for the detention”. Furthermore, it is stipulated that the “detainee is released 
to await trial as soon as the reasons for the detention cease to exist”.

In the fourth part of the Constitution which deals with the jurisdiction of the Republic of Serbia it is 
stated under Art. 97 that, among other things, the Republic of Serbia regulates and ensures “the exer-
cise and protection of the civil rights and liberties and legality; the proceedings before courts and ot-
her state authorities; the accountability and sanctions for the violation of civil liberties and rights esta-
blished by this Constitution and for the violation of the laws and other regulations and enactments; 
amnesty and pardons for criminal offences”.

The provision under Art. 436 of the CPC (from 2001) regulates the issues of ordering, extending and 
the duration of detention, the proceedings that are to be conducted in such cases, as well as the requi-
rements that must be met when deciding on detention.

(1) A person who is reasonably suspected of having committed a criminal offence may 
be detained in order to secure the criminal proceedings are conducted without any 
obstruction:

 1) if this person is in hiding or if his identity cannot be ascertained or if there are other 
circumstances which suggest he poses an evident flight risk;

 2) if the criminal offence in question is punishable by three years in prison, while the 
particular circumstances suggest that the defendant would complete the attempted 
criminal offence or that he would commit a criminal offence he is threatening to commit 
or that he would reoffend.  

(2)  Prior to filing the motion to indict, the detention may last only as long as it is necessary 
to perform investigative actions, but not longer than eight days, and only exceptionally 
up to thirty days if the criminal offence contains elements of violence. The appeal against 
the ruling on detention is decided on by a panel (Art. 24, Par. 6).

(3) With regard to detention, the provisions of Art. 146 of this Code shall be applied 
accordingly, from the moment the motion to indict is filed till the first instance judgment 
is passed, but the panel must review each month if the reasons for detention still exist.

(4) When the defendant is in detention, the court must proceed with utmost urgency. 
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The previously listed reasons for ordering and extending detention are stipulated in the European 
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. It is actually an order to 
the competent state authority to establish whether or not certain material facts which are relevant to 
the decision on the detention exist when deciding in legal proceedings on detention. The Convention 
requires the existence of reasonable suspicion, to be exact, of the facts and data based on which an im-
partial observer would believe that some person has committed a criminal offence. The degree of pro-
bability that certain individual is guilty of committing a certain crime which justifies the detention 
may be lower than the degree necessary to justify filing a motion to indict a person.  

Pursuant to Art. 5, Par. 3 of the European Convention the reasons for detention are explicitly stipula-
ted: the flight risk, prevention of reoffending (risk of recidivism). It is interesting to note that reasons 
of collusion (which admittedly are encountered only in the ordinary criminal proceedings) have been 
also recognized in the practice of the European Court of Human Rights. The reasons related to ma-
intaining public order and to the protection of the defendant are allowed as extraordinary reasons for 
detention. Naturally, such reasons are not accepted for ordering and extending the detention in the 
summary proceedings in our Criminal Procedure Code.

In terms of ordering the detention, duration of the detention or releasing someone from detention, the 
provision under Art. 446, Par. 8 and 9 of the CPC should be mentioned. Paragraph 8 of the said article 
stipulates the provisions of Art. 358 of the CPC to be applied accordingly with regard to releasing so-
meone from detention after the judgment has been passed. Article 358 of the CPC, under Par. 1 de-
als with ordering, extending and releasing from the detention in the ordinary criminal proceedings 
at the pronouncement of judgment. Paragraph 9 of the Art. 446 of the CPC stipulates  that “when the 
court pronounces a prison sentence, the defendant may be placed in detention, or the defendant may 
remain in detention if the requirements pursuant to Art. 436, Par. 1 of this Code are met. The deten-
tion may last in such a case until the judgment becomes final, but not for a longer period of time than 
required by the sentence pronounced by the first instance court.”

As far as jurisdiction is concerned, at the stage of investigative actions investigating judge decides on 
the detention. As it has already been mentioned, the detention at this stage may last for eight days at 
the most, i.e. if the criminal offence in question has elements of violence, the detention may last for 
thirty days at this stage. The appeal against the detention ruling is decided by the pre-trial chamber 
of the same court. This chamber must examine each month if the reasons for the detention still exist 
even if the parties to the proceedings do not file any motions to that effect and render a decision on 
extending the detention or the release from the detention.

Undoubtedly, detention is the most severe measure that can secure the presence of the defendant du-
ring the criminal proceedings and it represents the most intense and the most drastic form of infrin-
gement of somebody’s right to liberty which is seen as the “necessary evil” and as the kind of infringe-
ment of the said right that is seen as justified in order to achieve a higher social goal.

The awareness of the fact that at the moment someone is detained, his freedom is practically taken 
away, as well as the awareness of the fact that this person is definitely going to spend a certain period 
of time in such a situation, implies the need to meet certain requirements that need to be in place as 
well as the criteria for ordering detention  and its duration and the limitations and restrictions which 
should be imposed  and which represent a guarantee that the freedom of an individual shall be restric-
ted only to the extent that is necessary and sufficient.
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In terms of the reasons or grounds for the detention, one should bear in mind the presumption of 
innocence in the first place. This presumption means that the defendant must be treated as an inno-
cent person. He has the right to await trial at freedom and he must not be deprived of his liberty just 
because there is a reasonable suspicion that the defendant has committed a criminal offence, but only 
for the purpose of ensuring the criminal proceedings against the defendant to be unobstructed fo-
llowed by a reasonable suspicion that the said person has committed a certain criminal offence.

Furthermore, it is necessary to establish the so-called legitimate reasons for detention, i.e. material 
facts, which must be established prior to deciding on detention upon which the detention is ordered 
or extended. This implies that there is a well-founded or reasonable suspicion, i.e. the facts or data ba-
sed on which an impartial observer would believe that the individual in question has committed a cri-
minal offence.

Placing someone in detention and especially extending the detention in the summary criminal pro-
ceedings in addition to meeting the aforementioned requirements should be carefully assessed by tho-
se who are deciding this matter, since, apart from the aforementioned, the nature and seriousness of 
the offence the defendant is charged with should be taken into consideration as well as the prescribed 
penalty (which in summary proceedings does not exceed five years in prison), the age, health condi-
tion, social circumstances of the defendant, the conduct of the defendant prior to the commission of 
the criminal offences and the conduct after the act etc.

The duration of the detention must not be disproportionate compared to the prescribed penalty for 
the offence in question and it must not infringe the defendant’s right to a trial within reasonable time. 
The court must take into consideration based on the state of the case file, the stage of the criminal pro-
ceedings, the duration of the proceedings up to that point a particular criterion as well – the sanction 
that might be expected in that particular case and for that particular offence. This should help avoid 
the situation that has been known to happen in our courts which would pronounce a prison senten-
ce that “covers” the detention, i.e. the imposed prison sentence matched the time which the defendant 
has spent in the detention. 

2. Detention and Plea Agreement 

With regard to the issue of detention in plea agreement, although the agreement on the admission of 
guilt is dealt with in other articles in this book, it is necessary to mention the basic elements of plea 
agreement for the purposes of this paper as well:

Pursuant to the provision of Art. 282 of the CPC it is stipulated:

(1) When criminal proceedings are conducted for a single criminal offence or concurrent 
criminal offences for which the prescribed penalty is a term in prison of up to 12 years, 
the public prosecutor may propose to the defendant and his defence counsel to enter into 
a plea agreement, i.e. the defendant and the defence counsel may propose to the public 
prosecutor to enter into such an agreement.

(2) Once the proposal pursuant to para. 1 of the said article is made, the parties and the 
defence counsel may negotiate on the conditions for the admission of guilt for the 
criminal offence in question, i.e. criminal offences he is charged with. 
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Pursuant to Art. 282-b of the CPC it is stipulated:

(1)  In the plea agreement the defendant fully admits having committed the criminal offence 
he is charged with, i.e. admits one or more concurrent criminal offences, which are 
specified in the indictment, and the defendant and the public prosecutor agree:

 1) on the type and severity of the sanction, i.e. other criminal sanctions that are to be 
imposed on the defendant;

 2) on the public prosecutor’s desistance from criminal prosecution for the criminal 
offences which are not included in the plea agreement;

 3) on the costs of the criminal proceedings and on the restitution claim;
 4) on the waiver of the right to an appeal against the court decision rendered based on the 

plea agreement by the defendant and his counsel, in cases where the court has accepted 
the agreement in full.

(2) In the plea agreement the public prosecutor and the defendant may concur on the 
imposition of a sanction on the defendant that, as a rule, may not be below the statutory 
limit prescribed for the criminal offence the defendant is charged with.

The court decides on the plea agreement and it may dismiss it, grant it or reject it. Criminal Procedure 
Code regulates in detail the proceedings and the court decisions when the plea agreement is being 
decided on, as well as when the rights of the defendant and the injured party in terms of rejecting or 
granting the agreement are being decided on. Finally, under Art. 282-d, Par. 1 of the CPC the subject 
of the final rulings on the plea agreement is dealt with, which is considered to be an integral part of the 
indictment, if it has already been issued, i.e. the prosecutor’s duty is to draw up the indictment which 
includes the plea agreement within three days, and if the indictment has not yet been issued, the pre-
siding judge without any delay passes a judgment by which the defendant is declared guilty and impo-
ses a sentence on him, or some other criminal sanction and decides on other issues stipulated in the 
plea agreement under Art. 282-b of the CPC. Pursuant to Par. 2 of the said article it is stipulated that 
the judgment pursuant to Par. 1 in addition to the content of the plea agreement, contains the data re-
ferred to under Art. 356 of the CPC accordingly.

As it is often mentioned, Art, 282a, Par. 1 items 1-7 of the CPC deals with the content of the judgment 
of conviction which should include:

1) the criminal offence for which the defendant is found guilty, specifying the facts and 
circumstances which constitute the elements of a criminal offence, as well as those on 
which the application of certain provisions of the criminal code depends;

2)  legal qualification of the criminal offence and which provisions of the Code have been 
applied;

3)  what is the defendant sentenced to or if he is exempt from sanctions according to the 
provisions of the Criminal Code;

4)  a decision on the suspended sentence, i.e. the revocation of the suspended sentence or a 
conditional release;

5)  a decision on the security measures and the seizure of proceeds from crime;
6)  a decision on including time spent in the detention or already served sentence in the 

received prison sentence;
7)  a decision on the costs of the criminal proceedings and on the restitution claim.
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It is clear from the aforementioned that the issue of detention is not included among the elements of 
the plea agreement which leads us to a conclusion that the detention (or to be exact, his release from 
detention) cannot be the subject of such an agreement when the defendant wants to enter into the said 
agreement with the public prosecutor.

The question which arises is what if the prosecutor deems the agreement in which the defendant ad-
mits guilt for committing one or more criminal offences to be important, that it renders the crimi-
nal proceedings considerably shorter and more cost-effective and finds that he essentially agrees the 
defendant should be released from detention when the judgment is passed. Should the court reject 
such an agreement which includes the parties’ consent (the public prosecutor’s as well) on the relea-
se from detention simply by applying the provision of the Art. 282-v, Par. 9 of the CPC, stating that 
the requirements under Par. 8 of the said article have not been met, i.e. noting that another require-
ment has been added which the law does not stipulate rendering the agreement illegal, i.e. unfoun-
ded or inadmissible?

The court is not allowed to grant the agreement in part by accepting those elements that are stipula-
ted by law and rejecting the elements that do not comply with the law. Therefore, it is not possible to 
grant certain parts of the agreement, since it represents a whole and it should be decided on as such.

In my opinion, it is not impossible for the court to grant the plea agreement which includes in addi-
tion to the elements stipulated by law a plea agreement on the release from detention after the jud-
gment becomes final. Such a decision by the court is justified, on the one hand, by the fact that this is 
not explicitly forbidden by the law (therefore it is allowed), and on the other hand, it is similar to the 
situation in the proceedings when the public prosecutor agrees with the motion of the defence at the 
main hearing to release the defendant from detention, as a rule, such a decision is subsequently pa-
ssed by the court.

The decision to release the defendant from detention in such a case might refer to the fact that the rea-
sons for ordering and extending the detention have ceased to exist, as well as to the fact that the public 
prosecutor has no objections to the defendant’s release from detention. The court’s rejection to relea-
se the defendant from detention due to finding such reasons to be inadmissible, which in turn results 
in the rejection of the entire plea agreement, considering that the release from detention was one of its 
elements and probably one of the defendant’s reasons for entering into the said agreement may be ju-
stified by the position that “it is against the reasons of fairness” as is stipulated under Art. 282-v, Par.8 
, item 5 of the CPC.

In any case, the release itself in such a case should be in compliance with the situation pursuant to Art. 
358, Par. 1 of the CPC where among other things it is stipulated that the defendant who is held in de-
tention shall be released if the reasons for placing him in detention have ceased to exist. 

A dilemma has emerged in the judicial practice, what should be done with the detention in cases whe-
re the detention was not dealt with in the signed plea agreement, but the defendant, who has otherwise 
agreed to the imposed prison sentence as specified in the agreement, holds that he should be released 
from detention until the correctional institution summons him to serve the rest of his sentence. In my 
opinion, the provision under Art 358, Par. 6 of the CPC should be applied in such a case, i.e. that the 
defendant remains in detention until he is referred to a correctional institution, although, in truth, it 
may often be a relatively short period of time that the defendant is supposed to serve as the remainder 
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of his sentence. Moreover, quite often the defendant really has important reasons for wanting to be re-
leased for a certain period of time until he is called to serve the remainder of his sentence in order to 
resolve for instance some family and livelihood issues.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it should be noted that personal freedom is one of the fundamental requirements whi-
ch should be generally enjoyed by everyone and to which everyone should be entitled. Restrictions of 
the right to liberty must be an exception and may be accepted only when there are clear, impartial and 
realistic reasons to justify them and it must be expounded on in detail rather than laid out as a cliché 
formulation containing just the legal definition without any critical analysis by the court in question. 
Detention as the most severe measure which secures the presence of the defendant during the crimi-
nal proceedings requires especially careful review and a responsible approach of the court when de-
ciding on this matter. 
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TypesofSimplifiedProcedureUsed
inMisdemeanourMattersinBiH

a) Instituting Misdemeanour Proceedings – An Overview

“Procedure” in general is usually understood to mean a method of operation which is defined 
as consisting of actions undertaken in an identical manner in all the identical cases.2 The notion 
of “misdemeanour proceedings” is differently construed and various meanings are attributed to 
it in theoretical approaches to misdemeanour procedural law, mainly depending on the notion’s 
content as its basic element and on the author addressing the issue. Nevertheless, it seems unqu-
estionable that misdemeanour proceedings represent proceedings provided for under the law as 
those conducted when misdemeanours are perpetrated and in which parties thereto take certa-
in procedural actions and establish certain procedural relations in order that the competent co-
urt or an authorized body would pass a proper and lawful decision in a certain misdemeanour 
matter.3     

Most commonly, current legislation governing misdemeanour procedure distinguishes between 
two types (forms of procedure) of misdemeanour proceedings depending on the type and gra-
vity of the offence, as well as on the qualities of the perpetrator; namely, there are: 1) common 
or regular misdemeanour proceedings (these are common court proceedings conducted after it 
has been established that a misdemeanour has occurred; during those proceedings, but after it 
has been established that a certain person is the perpetrator, it is established whether they are li-
able for the misdemeanour or not, and if they are also found liable, an appropriate penalty is im-
posed) and 2) special misdemeanour proceedings (these are different from the common ones in 
terms of parties against which they are brought or in terms of authorities before which they are 

1 AssociateProfessor,UniversityofBanjaLuka(e-mail:ljubinko58@gmail.com)
2 Mitrović,Lj.–Mandić,M.:Upravni postupak i upravni spor,PanevropskiuniverzitetAPEIRON,BanjaLuka,2011
3 Mitrović,Lj.:Prekršajno pravo – materijalno i procesno,PanevropskiuniverzitetAPEIRON,BanjaLuka,2010
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conducted or in terms of specific issues resolved therein). The following must surely be included 
in these special or specific types of proceedings undertaken by competent authorities: a) procee-
dings against minors (these refer to special proceedings brought against juvenile offenders; as a 
rule, a minor is understood to mean any person who at the time of the commission of a misde-
meanour has attained 14 years of age but has not attained 18 years of age; the law lays down spe-
cial requirements for sentences and punishments imposed on minors, including even special 
misdemeanour proceedings which differ from the common proceedings brought against adult 
offenders; misdemeanour proceedings against minors are urgent and require that minors be tre-
ated with consideration and an opinion to be provided by a competent social care centre; minors 
are summoned through their parents or guardians; special duties are prescribed with regard to 
testifying in these type of proceedings, etc.); b) procedure for levying a fine at the place where a 
misdemeanour has been committed or the so called proceedings for the imposition of criminal 
sanctions without holding a trial (it refers to specific procedures in which officers authorised by 
the law may impose and levy on-the-spot fines on offenders, provided that those persons have 
been caught in the commission of a misdemeanour; authorized persons may not set the amount 
of a fine, they may only levy it; regulations stipulate the fixed amounts of fines levied by officers; 
officers issue receipts for levied fines in which they cite the misdemeanour which has been co-
mmitted and the amount of the fine which has been imposed and levied; no legal remedies are 
allowed in cases of thus imposed and levied fines, etc.) and c) damages compensation claims or 
claims for restitution of money to persons who have been wrongly punished (this refers to pro-
ceedings conducted for compensation of damages to persons who have been punished for mis-
demeanours by final rulings, but the misdemeanour proceedings were discontinued based on an 
extraordinary legal remedy; persons who have been wrongly punished in misdemeanour pro-
ceedings are entitled to compensation of damage suffered as a result thereof; likewise, any person 
who has been wrongly punished is entitled to a restitution of the paid fine).

On the other hand, from the viewpoint of authority before which a misdemeanour matter or of-
fence is disposed of, there are a) misdemeanour proceedings conducted by state administrati-
ve authorities (similarly, these proceedings may either be regular proceedings or a procedure for 
levying a fine at the place of the commission) which were very much commonplace in the states 
that made up the former Yugoslavia and b) misdemeanour proceedings that are launched, con-
ducted, and closed by an authorized body by issuing a misdemeanour warrant.

A special type of proceedings in misdemeanour cases which had a number of favourable pro-
perties and was in use in the Republic of Srpska for a long time was the so-called misdemeano-
ur summary proceedings. The essence of summary proceedings was that misdemeanours courts 
were given an opportunity to hand down rulings punishing persons pursuant to a motion to in-
stitute misdemeanour proceedings and based on documents and evidence which were filed even 
without holding an oral hearing, that is without summoning and examining a defendant. In the-
se proceedings, only fines not exceeding those stipulated by the law could be imposed on a defen-
dant for whom the court found to have been guilty of a misdemeanour (protective measures and 
decisions on damages compensation claims could not be imposed in summary proceedings). 
Defendants were entitled to file objections against decisions i.e. rulings made in such proceedin-
gs, after which the rulings had to be suspended and full or common proceedings had to be con-
ducted. At that time, misdemeanour summary proceedings were widely in practice and accor-
ding to statistical information, more than half the misdemeanour cases were settled in that way. 
Predominantly, defendants did not object to rulings on their punishments for the simple reason 
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that engaging in any common proceedings would entail losing time and incurring more costs as 
opposed to mild punishments most frequently handed out in summary proceedings. From a sta-
tistical point of view, road traffic misdemeanours were the ones which were most frequently dis-
posed of in summary proceedings. At present, misdemeanour summary proceedings in which 
decisions i. e. rulings are handed down at an earlier stage in the proceedings without an oral he-
aring do not exist in the Republic of Srpska (to wit, Article 216 of the RS Misdemeanour Act pu-
blished in the Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska no. 12/1994 through 40/1998 was struck 
down as unconstitutional i.e. contrary to the RS Constitution pursuant to a decision by the RS 
Constitutional Court no. U-8/2000 dated December 27, 2000).4 However, regardless of all its 
drawbacks, these proceedings stood for a very successful, efficient and suitable model for trying 
numerous misdemeanour offences. In its decision, the RS Constitutional Court found that statu-
tory provisions governing these proceedings were contrary to the RS Constitution, under which 
no person who is available to the court may be punished unless they have been given an oppor-
tunity to be heard and to defend themselves, i.e. no proceedings may be conducted before a co-
urt of law against any offender without a summons and a hearing on condition that the offender 
has been available to the court (Article 19 of the RS Constitution).5 In our opinion, the decision 
passed by the RS Constitutional Court was by all means too inflexible, in particular considering 
the fact that the above mentioned defendant’s rights could not have be violated or denied by such 
summary proceedings since defendants were always able to gain access to common proceedings 
in which they could exercise their rights in the full.

Current legislation governing misdemeanour procedure in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the 
Republic of Srpska distinguishes two classes of misdemeanour proceedings, namely: a) misde-
meanour proceedings initiated and conducted by means of a misdemeanour warrant issued by 
an authorized body and b) misdemeanour proceedings instituted by a party filing a motion to 
that effect with the competent court.6 

Therefore, the final and the only type of a simplified model of settling misdemeanours (aside 
from the standard one taking place in a court of law after the filling of a motion to institute 
misdemeanour proceedings), which was introduced into the laws governing misdemeanours 
in the Republic of Srpska and Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2006, when the RS Misdemeanour 
Act and relevant BiH misdemeanour acts were passed, is the so-called misdemeanour warrant. 
According to legislator’s words, a misdemeanour warrant was a significant, perhaps even the 
most significant novelty introduced into the misdemeanour practice in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
or in order words, it emerged as a result of a years-long reform of misdemeanour law and system. 
On the other hand, the lawmaker justified the introduction of this instrument by stating that in 
such a manner, the previous procedure for levying fines at the place of the commission as a spe-
cial type of misdemeanour proceedings had been eliminated, thus making it more efficient and 
achieving judicial economy. Presently, it is also provided for as a special instrument for bringing 

4 DecisionbytheRSConstitutionalCourtno.U-8/2000datedDecember27,2000(Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska,number
4/2001)

5 ConstitutionofthetheRepublicofSrpskaanditsAmendmentsItoCXXII(Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska,no.3/92through
19/2010)

6 Mitrović,Lj.:KomentarZakona o prekršajima Republike Srpske,Comesgrafika,BanjaLuka,2006
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and conducting misdemeanour proceedings in the laws of Slovenia,7 Croatia,8 and most recently 
in the Montenegrin Misdemeanour Act.9 

b) Misdemeanour Warrant

Under the provision contained in Article 32, paragraph 1 of the RS Misdemeanour Act, an aut-
horized body shall issue a misdemeanour warrant should they find that occurrence of any mis-
demeanour within their jurisdiction has been established in any of the following ways: 1) it has 
been directly observed by an authorized officer of the authorized body in the course of inspecti-
on, control, or survey which fall within their competence, as well as by inspecting official recor-
ds of the competent authority; 2) based on information obtained by using monitoring equipment 
or measuring instruments; 3) during inspection or other type of controlling activity, by inspec-
ting documents, checking premises or goods or in some other manner provided for in the law or 
4) based on a guilty plea by a defendant before the authorized body at the place of the commissi-
on of a misdemeanour or in some other court or administrative proceedings. On the other hand, 
misdemeanour warrants may be issued only in the following cases: 1) when the relevant law or 
other regulation stipulates that a certain misdemeanour carries a fixed fine; 2) when a fine to be 
imposed by the authorized body by means of a misdemeanour warrant may be calculated appl-
ying a mathematical formula; or 3) when the authorized body decides to impose the minimum 
i.e. initial fine or a protective measure which is the shortest in duration or the protective measu-
re of seizing the item as stipulated by such law or other regulation.10 

In addition to fines, authorized bodies may impose protective measures by issuing misdemea-
nour warrants: namely the measure of seizure of items and the measure of a driving ban /disqu-
alification from driving/ lasting the shortest period of time stipulated in the law. Misdemeanour 
warrants as a means of launching and conducting misdemeanour proceedings may not be used 
in relation to minors, i.e. in proceedings involving minors.

The contents and form of a misdemeanour warrant are defined in detail by the RS Misdemeanour 
Act and it is mandatory to issue it in writing. There is a place on the warrant for a defendant’s si-
gnature in case he should request that the case be adjudicated by the court. Various authorized 
bodies may have their own forms for misdemeanour warrants, providing they are approved by 
the RS Ministry of Justice. Also, a misdemeanour warrant is made up of an original and at least 
two copies. The original is kept by the authorized body, while the two copies are served on the 
defendant.

Under the original law, misdemeanour warrants could be served in these three ways: 1. by ser-
ving them in person, 2. through the mail and 3. by attaching or leaving them at a safe and easi-
ly noticeable place on a motor vehicle. The last two ways of serving misdemeanour warrants on 
defendants had provoked a considerable discussion among legal practitioners and professionals, 
including frequent mentions of human rights, which had finally led to appeals and assessment of 

7 MisdemeanourActoftheRepublicofSlovenia(Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia,no.7/2003through51/2006)
8 MisdemeanourActoftheRepublicofCroatia(Official Gazette,number107/2007)
9 MisdemeanourActoftheRepublicofMontenegro(Official Gazette of Montenegro,no.1/2011;6/2011and39/2011)
10 Mitrović,Lj.:“Prekršajninalogkaonačinpokretanjaprekršajnogpostupka“,Pravna misao, Časopis za pravnu teoriju i praksu,br.9-10,

Sarajevo,2005
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whether those provisions were constitutional or not. Ultimately, it was found by the decision of 
the RS Constitutional Court number U-28/10 of September 27, 2011 that Article 34, paragraph 
3 of the RS Misdemeanour Act which read “When a misdemeanour warrant is served through 
the mail, it shall be deemed delivered when five (5) working days have expired after the authori-
zed body mailed it at the post office. When a misdemeanour warrant is left on a motor vehicle, 
the date of service shall be the date on which it is left on the vehicle” was not in accordance with 
the RS Constitution. Naturally, since a need arose to harmonize the provisions contained in the 
RS Misdemeanour Act with the said decision of the RS Constitutional Court, the RS Ministry of 
Justice proposed that a Law on Amendments to the RS Misdemeanour Act be passed.11 

After receiving a misdemeanour warrant, a defendant may accept liability for the committed 
misdemeanour in two ways: 1) by paying a fine and settling any other liabilities that are speci-
fied in the misdemeanour warrant within a payment deadline stated on the warrant. By paying 
the fine, the defendant has renounced his right to file an objection against the misdemeanour 
warrant, which means that at no later date may he refuse or deny his liability or appeal against the 
amount of his fine i.e. type of his misdemeanour penalty or the cost of the proceedings. However, 
should the defendant pay the fine and other liabilities mentioned in the warrant within the given 
eight-day deadline and then reconsider his decision and move for the matter be adjudicated by 
the court, the court shall deny such a motion on grounds that the defendant has already accepted 
his liability; 2) by notifying the authorized body, after receiving a misdemeanour warrant, about 
accepting the misdemeanour penalty cited thereon, provided that such an option has explicitly 
been made available to the defendant in the warrant. The defendant is obliged to provide the au-
thorized body with this notice by which he accepts his penalty as specified in the warrant in wri-
ting and he must accept the penalty or penalties (if there is more than one) in its/their entirety.

Accepting liability for a committed misdemeanour by omission is another possible situation that 
might occur after a defendant has been served with a misdemeanour warrant. According to the 
wording of the Act, a defendant is deemed to have accepted liability for a misdemeanour by 
omission providing that the following conditions have been satisfied: a) when a misdemeanour 
warrant has been duly served on the defendant in one of the ways provided for in the Act and b) 
when the defendant does not accept liability for the misdemeanour within the deadline specified 
in the warrant. Under these conditions, the warrant becomes final and enforceable since the de-
fendant has accepted liability by omission and the authorized body that issued the misdemeano-
ur warrant will order the defendant to pay an additional fee in the amount of BAM 20. As a ma-
tter of course, the fee will be registered in the Register of Fines and it will serve to defray the costs 
incurred by the authorized body for the service of the misdemeanour warrant through the mail.

A third possible situation occurs when a defendant on whom a misdemeanour warrant has been 
served wants the matter of misdemeanour proceedings to be decided by the competent court. In 

11 TheLawonAmendmentstotheRSMisdemeanourActwasdiscussedandadoptedintheformofaDraftLawatasessionofthe
RSNationalAssemblyheldonMay15,2012.ThefollowingwashighlightedintheExplanatoryMemorandumtotheDraftLaw:The
reasonforpassingthisDraftLawcanbefoundintheneedtoharmonizeitsprovisionswiththeDecisionoftheRSConstitutional
CourtnumberU-28/10ofSeptember27,2011whichbyabrogatingtheprovisionfoundthatadulyservedmisdemeanourwarrant
representsaprerequisitefordefendant’sfurtheractionsandthatbylayingdownthatamisdemeanourwarrantisdeemedservedin
thewaystipulatedinthecontestedprovisionsofArticles35through37oftheRSMisdemeanourAct(Official Gazette of the Republic 
of Srpska,no.34/2006;1/2009;29/2010and109/2011),theunderpinningprinciplefromArticle16oftheRSConstitutionwasbeing
restricted.Namely,thesaidArticlelaiddownthateachpersonisentitledtoequalprotectionoftheirrightsbeforethecourtandother
stateauthoritiesandorganizationsandthateveryoneisguaranteedtherighttoappeal.
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such a case, the defendant is bound to: 1) request that the case be adjudicated by the court by pla-
cing his signature on a previously specified place on copies of the misdemeanour warrant, after 
which he is to return one of the two previously served copies, namely the signed one, to the com-
petent court, naturally, in a manner specified in the warrant and prior to the expiry of the dead-
line specified in the warrant, 2) appear before the competent court on the day and at the hour for 
which the oral hearing on the warrant has been scheduled (providing the hearing was scheduled 
for a specific hour by the authorized body and the court) or, if the date has not been defined, on 
the day for which the oral hearing has been scheduled by the court. In this third possible situati-
on, it is perfectly clear that a decision on adjudication, or in other words, the burden of filing an 
objection moving for adjudication is on the person who has received the misdemeanour warrant, 
that is, whose liability has been decided by the warrant (otherwise, the imposed fine is made final 
and enforceable). Should the defendant file for the case to be adjudicated by the court, misdeme-
anour penalties cited in the misdemeanour warrant are deemed null and void, which in turn me-
ans that his motion for adjudication, if filed on time, has a suspensive effect and stays the enfor-
cement of the warrant. Only by filing for adjudication, the defendant becomes potentially subject 
to a higher fine or any penalty, even a stricter one, as permitted by the law (this also includes fi-
nes higher than those as per misdemeanour warrant, which should certainly be made a rule) and 
being ordered to paying court costs.

Misdemeanour warrants are mostly issued for traffic misdemeanours (in more than 95 percent 
of the cases), but they can also be used in cases of other types of misdemeanours, such as offen-
ces against public peace and order, violations of tax and customs laws, violence at sporting events, 
firearms and ammunition, etc.

c) Strengths and Weaknesses of this Type of Misdemeanour Procedure and Its Use In the 
Republic of Srpska

The above facts lead to a conclusion that the concept or instrument of the so-called misdemeano-
ur warrant provided for in the most recently enacted legislation governing misdemeanours in the 
Republic of Srpska (and Bosnia and Herzegovina) has the following characteristics: a) providing 
for a misdemeanour warrant has resulted in eliminating the previous procedure for levying fines 
at the place of the commission as a special type of misdemeanour procedure to which a range 
of valid objections was made, in particular with regard to corruption among authorized persons 
who were in charge of levying such fines; b) procedure for issuing misdemeanour warrants is a 
subtype of summary or simplified misdemeanour proceedings by means of which the lawmaker, 
and this can be easily noticed, intended to decrease the workload of Basic Courts with regard to 
misdemeanour cases they handle; c) perhaps the greatest aim of the misdemeanour law reform 
has been attained by introducing the misdemeanour warrant; consequently, by adopting this ma-
nner of initiating misdemeanour proceedings, the reform of misdemeanour procedure has been 
carried through in such a way that it was turned in a brand new, more modern, more purposeful, 
more efficient and more economical penal procedure which is more successful in achieving ba-
lance between common i.e. social and individual interests; on the other hand, improving the ef-
ficiency of misdemeanour proceedings, while particularly emphasizing one of their fundamental 
principles, that of judicial economy, implicitly included that at the same time an appropriate level 
of defendant’s rights had to be secured during misdemeanour proceedings; in any case, introdu-
cing the misdemeanour warrant has resulted in costly and protracted misdemeanour trials going 
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into history; d) introducing the misdemeanour warrant instead of payment of fines at the place 
of the commission has greatly contributed to successful application of the principle of legality to 
misdemeanour proceedings (a number of procedural instruments has been provided for to that 
end, for instance restoration to the previous state or legal remedies); e) by accepting such a con-
cept, a considerably more significant role and powers have been given to authorized bodies sin-
ce misdemeanour proceedings are simultaneously instituted by issuing a misdemeanour warrant 
and most frequently, proceedings are ended when the fine cited on the warrant is paid, over whi-
ch solely misdemeanour courts used to have jurisdiction under the previous law; f) paying the 
fine cited on a warrant is more favourable for the defendant given the fact that adjudication in 
his misdemeanour matter, which makes him potentially subject to a heavier misdemeanour pe-
nalty and payment of court costs, is excluded12 and g) certainly, the misdemeanour warrant pro-
vides authorized bodies with a possibility to impose lawful and proper misdemeanour penalties 
with minimum court costs.

With regard to the weaknesses of this manner of initiating and conducting misdemeanour pro-
ceedings, they can be brought down to the following: a) it happens fairly often in practice that 
after a misdemeanour warrant has been issued, certain circumstances occur which affect the ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of repressive actions taken by authorized bodies (which results in de-
laying, or in other words avoiding payment of fines), b) a relatively low number of levied fines 
poses a separate problem not only with regard to this procedure, but with regard to the common 
procedure as well, which ends with the ruling on a misdemeanour; c) the issue of human rights 
guaranteed under the Constitution and international legal documents also arises in connection 
with a number of procedural instruments provided for in BiH misdemeanour laws; d) maintai-
ning the Register of Fines and keeping records of misdemeanours, or more precisely electronic 
registers of imposed fines and court costs, is also accompanied by considerable problems; name-
ly, since the Register is owned by the Agency for Identification Documents, Registers and Data 
Exchange of Bosnia and Herzegovina or the IDEEA, problems that occur are primarily related to 
difficulties concerning data retrieval or even impossibility thereof, then inability to oversee the 
execution of misdemeanour warrants, i.e. decisions on motions for adjudication, as well as to the 
lack of promptness on the part of the Agency because it happens quite often in practice that the-
re are cases in which a party pays a sum of money towards settling his  misdemeanour fine and 
his payment is not registered in the database, so he is continued to be registered as a debtor and 
this is only found out when he needs to exercise one of his rights which is then denied to him be-
cause of a failure to record his payment in the Register; e) obviously, there are serious problems 
with regard to the fact that enforced collection is not functional since according to information 
available from the RS Ministry of the Interior, a large number of requests are forwarded to the RS 
Tax Administration for enforced collection and they remain unsettled;13 enforced collection of 
fines imposed in misdemeanour proceedings on persons who neither have income nor proper-
ty registered in their name poses a separate problem (currently, the number of such persons is ri-
sing, especially of those who belong in the category of the so-called irresponsible citizens, who 
precisely for those and some other crime-related reasons manage in various ways to stay de jure 

12 Accordingtoavailablestatistics,therighttohaveamatteradjudicatedbythecourtfollowinganissuedmisdemeanourwarranthas
beenclaimedbyoneineverytencitizens,whichpointstoafactthatauthorizedpersonshaveproperlyusedtheirpowerstoissue
warrantsinahighpercentageofcases.

13 Accordingtoinformationobtainedfromthe“Centre”PoliceStationinBanjaLuka,during2011,195requestswereforwardedtothe
RSTaxAdministrationtocommenceenforcedcollectionoffinesimposedbyvirtueofmisdemeanourwarrantswhichhadnotbeen
paidwithinthetimelimitprovidedforinthelaw.TheAdministrationexecutednomorethantenforwardedmisdemeanourwarrants,
orinotherwords,enforcedcollectionfortenmisdemeanourwarrantsbywhichfineswereimposed.
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without any property, while de facto owning property of great value or other tangible assets); f) 
when misdemeanour warrants are issued against defendants falling into the category of people 
who do not have permanent residence in Bosnia and Herzegovina, a problem arises the moment 
they state that they do not have any financial assets to pay their fines and g) since misdemeano-
ur warrants are printed on A4 sheets of paper, their content and format present a problem for an 
enormous number of authorized persons, in the first place policemen, in terms of their day-to-
day practical use, carrying and filling out.

According to official data, in the period January 1, 2009 – April 30, 2011, authorized officers of 
the BiH Indirect Taxation Authority issued a total of 31,666 misdemeanour warrants and filed 
1,281 motions to institute misdemeanour proceedings. Until now, the Authority has filed a total 
of 125 appeals against rulings made by the competent courts.

According to information from the RS Ministry of the Interior, the number of motions to insti-
tute misdemeanour proceedings was as follows:

а)  public peace and order: 2007 – 4,319; 2008 – 3,887; 2009 – 3,392; 2010 – 3,108; 
2011 – 2,931; 

b)  traffic violations: 2007 – 12,028; 2008 – 11,428; 2009 – 8,777; 2010 – 5,708; 2011 – 5,603;
c)  firearms and ammunition: 2007 – 216; 2008 – 248; 2009 – 243; 2010 – 338; 2011 – 193. 

During 2011, 681 motions to institute misdemeanour proceedings were filed for domestic violence 
offences (a total of 1,047 individual misdemeanours), 41 motions were brought on account of vio-
lence at sporting events (a total of 69 individual misdemeanours), 4 motions were brought on acco-
unt of violations of the Public Gatherings Act (a total of 14 individual misdemeanours), 9 for viola-
tions of the Protection of Persons and Property Act (a total of 27 individual misdemeanours), and 
196 motions to institute misdemeanour proceedings were brought in other cases which were wit-
hin the jurisdiction of the police authorities (a total of 274 individual misdemeanours).

According to information from the RS Ministry of the Interior, the number of misdemeanour 
warrants was as follows:

а)  public peace and order:  2007 – 3,448; 2008 – 3,905; 2009 – 4,523; 2010 – 4,671; 
2011 – 5,424; 

b)  traffic violations: 2007 – 156,377; 2008 – 199,059; 2009 – 236,344; 2010 – 211,800; 
2011 – 243,774; 

c)  firearms and ammunition: 2007 – 37; 2008 – 79; 2009 – 92; 2010 – 146 и 2011 – 112.

According to information from the Federal Police Administration of the BiH Federation, in 2010 
there were 10,603 motions to institute misdemeanour proceedings and 441,114 misdemeanour 
warrants were issued for traffic violations, while 7,730 motions to institute misdemeanour pro-
ceedings were filed and 12,906 misdemeanour warrants were issued for violations of public pe-
ace and order.
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Final remarks

Having considered and analysed the presented statistical indicators on the number of issued misde-
meanour warrants, particularly with regard to the proportion of the number of issued misdemea-
nour warrants to the number of motions to institute misdemeanour proceedings and having stated 
the positive (and negative) aspects of this type of proceedings conducted in misdemeanour cases, 
after more that six years since the latest RS Misdemeanour Act began to be applied, it can most cer-
tainly be said that the idea of the misdemeanour warrant has achieved its primary aim. Because it is 
clear that by having introduced the misdemeanour warrant we have obtained an exceptionally ef-
ficient and purposeful misdemeanour and procedural instrument, which contributes to achieving 
judicial economy. On the other hand, introducing the misdemeanour warrant has resulted in the 
elimination of the previous procedure for levying fines at the place of the commission which was as 
a special type of procedure followed by authorities in charge of misdemeanour proceedings and it 
used to be very common in the region; certainly, it had a number of faults and a range of objections 
were made to it, the most important one being widespread corruption among those who were in 
charge of levying such fines. Naturally, after the introduction of the misdemeanour warrant, “ready 
money” has no longer been made available to authorized persons who work for authorized bodies 
(in other words, policemen and inspectors in the first place) and actions of a penalized person after 
they have been issued with a misdemeanour warrant and possible choices they are presented with, 
above all to file for their case to be adjudicated by the court, provide a guarantee that their funda-
mental rights and freedoms can be exercised.
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1. The Seizure of Proceeds from Crime and Criminal Legislation in BiH

One of the objectives of the provisions of the criminal legislation in RS and BiH3 is to ensure the obser-
vance of the fundamental principle of the criminal law which states that no one is allowed to retain the 
material gain acquired through the commission of a criminal offence. Seizure of proceeds from crime 
implies the seizure of precisely determined material gain defined by the place and time of the commi-
ssion of a certain criminal offence, except in cases in which the extended seizure of proceeds from cri-
me is applied. The legal provisions related to the seizure of proceeds from crime in the Criminal Code 
of BiH may be found in a separate chapter (Chapter XII) under articles 110, 110a, 111 and 112. The 
provisions related to substantive law on the seizure of proceeds from crime are listed in the Criminal 
Code of RS, CC of the Federation of BiH and Brčko District BiH. CC RS regulates this matter in 

1 IPAProjectCoordinator(ComponentIV)forBiH
2 HeadoftheDepartmentforFinancialInvestigationsandDetectionofAssetsAcquiredthroughtheCommissionofaCriminalOffence

inBiH-RS
3 Criminal Code of Republika Srpska (Official Gazette of Republika Srpska, no 49/03; 37/06 ; 70/06 and 73/10), Criminal Code

of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina, no. 3/03; 32/03; 37/03; 54/04; 61/04; 30/05; 53/06;
55/06;32/07and8/10);CriminalProcedureCodeofRepublikaSrpska (OfficialGazetteno.100/09–ConsolidatedText);Criminal
Procedure Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina 3/03, 32/03, 36/03, 26/04, 63/04, 63/04, 13/05, 46/05, 48/05, 76/06, 27/07, 32/07,
53/07, 76/07, 15/08, 58/08, 12/09, 16/09); Criminal Code of FBiH (Official Gazette no. 36/03, 37/03, 21/04, 69/04, 18/05, 42/10,
42/11);CriminalProcedureCodeofFBiH(OfficialGazetteofFbiHno.35/03,37/03,56/03,78/04,28/05,55/06,27/07,53/07,09/09,
12/10); Criminal Code of BD (Official Gazette of BD no.10/03, 45/04, 06/05, 21/10); Criminal Procedure Code (Official Gazette
of BD no. 10/03, 48/04, 06/05, 12/07, 14/07, 21/07); Criminal Code of the Federation of BiH (Official Gazette of FbiH no. 36/03,
37/03,21/04,69/04,18/05and42/10);CriminalCodeofBrčkoDistrict (OfficialGazetteofBDno.10/03,45/04,06/05and21/10).
Hereinafter:CriminalCodeofRepublikaSrpskaCriminal–CCRS;CriminalCodeoftheFederationofBosniaandHerzegovina–CC
FBiH;CriminalCodeofBrčkoDistrict–CCBD;CriminalProcedureCodeofRepublikaSrpska–CPCRS;CriminalProcedureCodeofthe
FederationofBosniaandHerzegovina-CPCFBiH;CriminalProcedureCodeofBrčkoDistrict–CPCBD;CriminalProcedureCodeof
BosniaandHerzegovina–CPCBiH
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Chapter VII, under articles 94, 95 and 96. CC of the Federation of BiH deals with this subject matter 
in Chapter XII, under articles 114, 115, 116;  and CC of Brčko District in Chapter XII under articles 
114, 115, 116. Upon closer inspection of the aforementioned codes certain distinctions may be identi-
fied when it comes to regulating this institute under criminal law compared to CC RS. Specifically, in 
terms of substantive prerequisites for the seizure of proceeds from crime there is a difference between 
the CC BiH, CC FBiH and CC BD and CC RS. The first three Codes have introduced an innovation 
– a provision in the substantive criminal legislation which refers to the “extended seizure of proceeds 
from crime” with a reversed burden of proof, “reduction of the standard of proof” (CC BiH, Art. 110, 
Par. 3, CC FBiH and CC BD, Art. 114, Par 3). CC RS4 is an exception in this case since it does not con-
tain such provisions. Such an approach complies with the international documents which have been 
signed and ratified by BiH.5 This provision introduces legal prerequisites as a result of particular factu-
al circumstances, as well as a transfer of the burden of proof.

According to the previous provision of the Article 110, Par. 3 CC BiH (Official Gazette BiH no. 03/03 
it is stipulated that the court may seize the proceeds pursuant to Paragraph 1 “in separate proceedings 
if there are valid reasons to believe that the said proceeds have been acquired through the commissi-
on of a criminal offence, while the owner or the beneficiary is not capable of providing evidence pro-
ving the proceeds have been acquired legally”. If interpreted consistently, this article of the Code whi-
ch states that no one is allowed to retain the proceeds from crime fully justifies the introduction of the 
said legal provision which allows the seizure of proceeds from crime even when the criminal procee-
dings could not have been conducted and the decision could not have been reached establishing the 
criminal offence has been committed which in turn resulted in the proceeds in question. The provi-
sion under Paragraph 3, although according to the wording of the provision it refers to the proceeds 
under Paragraph 1 (the proceeds for which it has been determined that they are the result of a crime), 
offers the possibility of seizure of proceeds for which there is only “a valid reason to believe they result 
from a crime”. The burden of proof that the said proceeds have been acquired legally is transferred to 
the owner or the beneficiary, who does not have to be the same individual reasonably suspected of ha-
ving committed the said offence which resulted in the said proceeds.

The Criminal Procedure Code of BiH does not contain the provisions which would apply to a sepa-
rate procedure of seizing the proceeds pursuant to Par. 3 of the Art. 110 of CC BiH, which has caused 
these provisions under the said article not to be applied in the judicial practice. The courts have not 
been applying the extended seizure of proceeds  in cases in which, based on the particular facts, it is 
established that the proceeds in question are derived from the criminal activities of the convicted per-
son in the period prior to the judgment declaring him guilty of the criminal offence in question or if 
there is no judgment on his guilt, based on the criminal activities of the said person which the court 
would deem reasonable under the specific circumstances of the case in question, also in cases in whi-
ch the value of the determined assets is incompatible with legal income. Judicial practice of this region 

4 UntiltheadoptionofthenewLawontheSeizureofAssetsAcquiredthroughtheCommissionofaCriminalOffence(OfficialGazette
ofRepublikaSrpska,no.12/10)inwhichseparateproceedings,withthereversedburdenofproof,areregulated.

5 Theexistenceofknowledge,intent,orpurposewhichconstituteanelementofthecriminaloffenceofmoneylaunderingorthe
offenceinquestion,maybeassumedonthebasisofparticularfactualcircumstances(Art.6,Par.2,itemcoftheStrasbourgConvention
1999;Art.9,Par.2,itemcoftheWarsawConvention,theRecommendationsofFATF–Recommendation2)

 Thereversaloftheburdenofproof–reductionofthestandardofproofisstipulatedinaseriesofthesaidinternationaldocuments.
(Vienna Convention of 2003; the EU Strategy for the Prevention and Control of Organised Crime 2000, recommendation 19;
Recommendation3ofFATF;FrameworkDecisionoftheCouncilofEuropefrom2005introducedtheobligationofextendedseizure;
UNModelLaw)
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is not in compliance with the judgments of ECHR which are based on the international documents 
and standards.

The provision under Art. 110, Par. 3 of CC BiH (as well as CC FBiH and CC BD) only establishes the 
legal grounds for the proceedings that are not criminal to be conducted during which the guilt of the 
offender is not being determined, but the (il)legality of the proceeds in question. It may be conclu-
ded that this is not related to the principle of the presumption of innocence since the criminal liabi-
lity is not being determined in such proceedings but the origin of assets. In terms of the current pro-
cedural provisions of the CPC, it may be said that it is not possible to conduct separate proceedings. 
Procedural provisions on the seizure of proceeds from crime refer exclusively to the situation when 
criminal proceedings are already in progress, i.e. when the court decision has been passed – which is 
contrary to CC of BiH, Art. 110, Par. 3.

The grounds for the seizure of material gain are a relevant court decisions.

The Amending Law to the CC BiH (Official Gazette of BiH, no. 8/10)  has changed the provision on 
the extended seizure of proceeds from crime. Instead of Art. 110, Par. 3 a new article 110a has been 
adopted “the extended seizure of proceeds from crime”, applicable to the criminal proceedings under 
chapters XVII, XVIII, XIX, XXI, XXI A, and XXII of the Criminal Code6, “the court may pass a de-
cision pursuant to Art. 110, Par. 2 to also seize the proceeds for which the prosecutor secures suffici-
ent evidence proving the said proceeds are reasonably believed to be the result of the said criminal of-
fences, while the offender has not been able to provide evidence to the contrary”. The amendments to 
the CC omit in the provision the phrase “in separate proceedings”, which is a setback, considering the 
aforementioned international standards and provisions under comparative law of European countri-
es aiming to combat crime through the proceedings which are not about establishing criminal liabili-
ty but the legality of the acquired assets.

The legal provision of the Art. 110, Par. 3 from 2003 allowed the extended seizure of illegal assets from 
the owners and beneficiaries, whereas in the amendments to the Code in 2010, under Art. 110a it is 
specified that the seizure is applied to the perpetrator of a criminal offence. Such a solution, it must be 
said, is also a setback in terms of the international standards.

Upon further analysis of the provision 111 of the CC BiH7, it may be noted that with regard to the se-
izure of proceeds from crime the provision is legally binding, which follows from the phrase “from the 
perpetrator shall seize”, whereas the said provision is optional with regard to the individuals they are 

6 (a)crimesagainsthumanityandvaluesprotectedunderinternationallaw,(b)criminaloffencesagainsteconomyandsinglemarket,
criminaloffencesrelatedtocustoms,(c)criminaloffencesofcorruption,criminaloffencesagainstofficialorotherduty,(d)criminal
offencesagainstarmedforcesofBiH,criminaloffencesreferredtounderaseparatechapterofCCentitled“conspiracy,preparation,
associationandorganisedcrime”.

7 Art. 111 of the CC BiH regulates the method of seizure of proceeds from crime.These provisions show that the law does not
specifywhatproceeds fromcrimemeans, so there isnodefinitionof it, it justdefineswhat itmayconsistof. Inadditionto the
aforementionedPar.2and3oftheArt.111oftheCCBiH,Par.1ofthesaidarticlestipulatethatmoney,objectsofvalueandany
otherproceedsfromcrimemaybeseizedfromtheperpetrator,andiftheseizureisnotanoption,theperpetratorshallundertaketo
effectapaymentcommensuratetotheacquiredmaterialgain.Proceedsfromcrimemaybeseizedfromthepersonstheproceeds
havebeentransferredtowithoutanycharge,orwithachargethatdoesnotmatchtheactualvalueobtained,ifsuchapersonhad
knownorcouldhaveknownthesaidproceedswereobtainedthroughthecommissionofacrime.UnderPar.1ofthisarticle,the
termproceedsfromcrimeisnotdefined,onlywhatitconsistsof.Specifically,itmaybecomprisedofmoney,objectsofvalueandany
otherproceeds.Thisprovisionisformulatedquitebroadlyanditmaybeconcludedthattheproceedsfromcrimemayconsistofany
typeofassets,i.e.itmayincludeobjectsorrights,itmaybemovableorrealproperty,oritmayconsistoflegaldeedsordocuments
whichprovethetitleorrighttosuchproperty.
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transferred to. The aforementioned gives rise to a certain dilemma in practice as to whether the norm 
is imperative due to the phrase “may seize”. Pursuant to Art. 392 of the CPC, proceeds from crime are 
determined in the criminal proceedings ex officio. Consequently, the motion does not need to be filed 
by the prosecutor or the injured party in order to determine the said proceeds in the criminal procee-
dings, while the court must act on this matter ex officio. Paragraph 2 of this article states that the pro-
secutor must collect evidence during the proceedings and investigate the circumstances which are of 
importance for the determination of the material gain obtained through a criminal offence. In prac-
tice, the prosecutor and the court do not collect the potential evidence on the exact sum of material 
gain and the material gain is established ex officio without any pre-trial actions, which results in over-
turned judgments on appeal due to incomplete establishment of facts of the case or violations of the 
provisions of the criminal procedure.

The first instance judgment may not be overturned only in the part relating to the measure of seizure 
of proceeds from crime, since such a measure is imposed in a decision which determines whether the 
accused has committed the criminal offence he is charged with, and especially not by a special ruling 
after the decision becomes final on the criminal offence in connection to which the measure in questi-
on has been imposed. When the first instance court fails to pass a decision on the seizure of proceeds 
from crime, although it was under an obligation to do so, such an omission means that the court has 
overstepped the authority which has been vested in it by law. The second instance court must remedy 
such a violation of the Criminal Code by upholding the appeal filed by the prosecutor and impose the 
measure of seizure of proceeds. However, if the decision has become final, the violation of the code 
may be remedied by filing the request for the protection of legality. After the decision has become fi-
nal, in which the seizure of proceeds from crime has been omitted, the said proceeds cannot be seized 
by a special ruling at a later time. It is also not allowed to partially overturn the judgment for the adju-
dicated criminal offence only due to the decision on the seizure of proceeds.8  

In certain cases the juvenile offender is given neither a disposition order nor a penalty according to the 
principle of prosecutorial discretion,9 although the court has determined that the offender has com-
mitted the criminal offence thus obtaining material gain. Since there is no disposition order imposed 
on the juvenile offender, the question is whether it is possible to impose a measure of seizure of mate-
rial gain against the said offender if the said gain is acquired through the commission of the criminal 
offence. We hold that the juvenile offender in such a situation during the proceedings may be subject 
to the said measure in view of the provision stating that no one is allowed to retain the proceeds from 
crime and that such proceeds shall be seized.

When the court passes a judgment establishing that the accused has committed a criminal offence 
while in a state of mental incompetence or of significantly diminished capacity (Art. 383, Par.3 of the 
CPC RS) the judgment represents legal grounds for imposing on the accused the measure of seizure 
of the proceeds if they have been acquired through the commission of the criminal offence.

Material gain may not be seized in the event of the defendant’s or suspect’s death, also if the perpe-
trator is taken permanently ill, if he flees or the statute of limitation expires for the prosecution of the 
said offence. In addition, if the suspect i.e. the defendant has been given immunity from criminal 

8 Ikanović,V.,presentation,internationalscientificconference“SeizureofIllegallyGainedAssetsinBosniaandHerzegovina–Present
andChallengesfortheFuture”,BanjaLuka,15-16Nov2012.

9 Art.113,Par.2oftheLawonProtectionandTreatmentofChildrenandJuvenilesinCriminalProceedings(OfficialGazetteofRepublika
Srpska”,no.13/10of25Jan2010)
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prosecution, such a person cannot be subject to seizure of proceeds from crime according to the cu-
rrent provision. Such provisions are not in compliance with the international standards in terms of 
specifying “negative procedural prerequisites”.

2. Plea  Agreement and the Extended Seizure of Proceeds from Crime

In the part of the Code which regulates the conclusion of plea agreements, it is prescribed, inter alia, 
that the court must make sure that the accused has understood the potential repercussions related 
to the seizure of proceeds from crime when deciding on the plea agreement (Art. 231 of CPC BiH).

Judgment based on the plea agreement specifies the penalty – a criminal sanction, and a measure is 
imposed on the accused seizing the proceeds obtained through the commission of the criminal offen-
ce in question. The enforcement of such a measure is not specified or secured by the agreement, i.e. 
by the judgment, instead the accused is under an obligation in principle to effect the payment in the 
specified amount within a certain period of time that starts running from the day the judgment be-
comes final into the account of budgetary funds, under the threat of enforced payment. In these cases 
as well, if the courts find that the person in question has not effected the said measure, they only have 
an option to submit (or not) the case to the Public Attorney’s Office for the purpose of enforcement, 
however, in most cases the convicted persons do not own the assets (it has been alienated) on which 
the measure could be applied. Failure to enforce the measure of seizure of proceeds from crime defeats 
the purpose and affects fairness and impartiality of the imposed sanction under the plea agreement.10 
In the judicial practice one can find cases in which the person was convicted for committing a crimi-
nal offence based on a plea agreement and exempt from sanction, but the measure of seizure of pro-
ceeds from crime has been imposed. The enforcement of the said measure is not specified and secured 
by the agreement, so the imposed measure has not been enforced according to the available data,11 or 
based on the agreement a suspended sentence and a fine or just the fine, with the seizure of proceeds 
from crime have been imposed, but the enforcement of the said measures has not been secured by the 
agreement – i.e. judgment. Furthermore, in the judicial practice there are “faulty” plea agreements in 
which the measure for seizure of proceeds from crime (and the proceeds have been obtained) has not 
been included, such agreements do not have the statement of the accused stating that he has been in-
formed of the potential repercussions related to the seizure of proceeds from crime prior to signing 
the agreement which is expressly prescribed as a condition for the acceptance of the plea agreement. 
By granting such faulty agreements the court has excluded the option of seizure of proceeds from cri-
me committed by the accused in the judgment passed based on such a plea agreement.12 

In accordance with the aforementioned, based on the statistical indicators and the analysis of court 
decisions, it may be concluded that the application of the plea agreement in the territory of BiH when 

10 Zelenika,Branko,no.0110K00467310K-p,of3Sept2010
11 Seethejudgment:SeadAkeljićKPV-09/05of14Oct2005
12 “SincetheFirstInstanceCourthaspassedadecisionontheseizureofproceedsfromcrimefromtheaccusedunderthecontested

judgment in the amount of 16, 160.00 KM, such a decision considering the facts related to the content of the concluded plea
agreement,subsequentlygrantedbytheCourt,isfoundtobeerroneous.Sincethisisanerrorwhichcannotberemediedbythe
overturningofthecontestedjudgmentduetothefactthatthecauseofthesaiderrorisinafaultypleaagreementwhichwasgranted
bytheCourtdespitethefactthattheCourthadnotmadesurethattheaccusedhadbeeninformedoftherepercussionstheplea
agreementwouldhavewithregardtotheseizureofproceedsfromcrimepriortothesigning,thisCourtupholdstheappealofthe
DefenceCounselpursuanttoArt.329oftheCPCFBiHandpassesthejudgmentcommutingthecontestedjudgmentbyreversing
thedecisionontheseizureofproceedsofcrimecontainedintheFirstInstanceJudgment.”TheJudgmentoftheSupremeCourtof
FBiH,no.070К00430910Kžof10Nov2010.
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it comes to the measure of seizing the proceeds obtained through the criminal offence established by 
the court as an element of the plea agreement is erroneous and inadequate.

In such a context, it is interesting to note the case Kž-45/06 of 26 Oct 2006. The convicted person in 
the said case filed an appeal with the Constitutional Court of BiH against the judgments rendered by 
the Court of BiH. Namely, the first instance judgment declared the appellant guilty of a continued cri-
minal offence of human trafficking sentencing him to serve a single term of 11 years and 6 months in 
prison. Pursuant to Art. 110a with regard to Art. 111, Par. 1 of the CC BiH, the appellant’s proceeds 
from crime were seized, specifically, a flat of 82 m2 in floor space, valued at 61,481.55 KM as a part of 
proceeds from crime. The appellant was also obliged to pay 45, 000 KM by way of compensating the 
proceeds obtained by the commission of a criminal offence. In his request the appellant has cited, in-
ter alia, that his right to property under Art. II/3 of the Constitution of BiH and Art. 1 of the Protocol 1 
of the European Convention, and the right to protection from retroactive application of the law under 
Art. 7 of the European Convention have been violated by the said judgments. The appellant cites that 
the seized flat was built in 2002, which means prior to the date the CC of BiH entered into force. He in-
vokes the court’s obligation to apply the law which is more favourable for the accused. In addition, the 
appellant is appealing the decision which ordered the seizure of proceeds from crime, namely a flat in 
Mostar and financial gain resulting from the said criminal offence, claiming that it has violated his ri-
ght to property and that the prosecutor has not been able to establish a link between the said proceeds 
and the offences he is charged with. In response to the appeal the Court of BiH has upheld the jud-
gment in its entirety and the established fact that the appellant has been registered at the Employment 
Agency from 2001 to 2006 while still obtaining a permit and building a flat in Mostar. Due to the lack 
of evidence (which was not provided by the appellant under Art. 110, Par. 3) that the appellant and his 
wife have had legal income, the Court reached a conclusion that the funding for the construction of 
the flat had come from prostitution, and that the accused has not offered any relevant evidence of le-
gal sources of income which could have financed the said construction works on the flat.13 With re-
gard to this the Constitutional Court has concluded that there are no violations of the appellant’s right 
to property from the Art. II/3 of the Constitution of BiH and Art. 1 of the Protocol 1 of the European 
Convention (since the interference with the appellant’s property was in accordance with the law and 
that it was executed in the public interest and the principle of proportionality was observed).

13 InthedecisionoftheConstitutionalCourtitiscitedthatoutoftherelevantregulations,amongothers,Art.110,Par.1,2and3of
theCCBiHwereapplied(Par.3stipulatesthatproceedsmaybeseizediftherearereasonablegroundstobelievethattheyarethe
resultofthecommissionofacriminaloffence;theownerorthebeneficiaryisunabletoprovidetheevidencetothecontrary).With
regardtotherighttopropertyandrighttopeacefulenjoymentofproperty,theConstitutionalCourtfindsthattheseizedflatis
undoubtedlyproperty.Thecontestedjudgmentshaveledtotheseizureoftheappellant’sproperty.TheConstitutionalCourthas
examinedwhethertheseizureoftheappellant’spropertywasjustified.Inorderfortheinfringementoftherighttopropertytobe
justifiedithasto:a)beprescribedbylaw;b)havealegitimateobjectivewhichisinthepublicinterest;c)complywiththeprincipleof
proportionality.InthisparticularcasetheConstitutionalCourtfindsthatthepropertywasseizedpursuanttoArt.110oftheCPCBiH
aswellaspursuanttoArt.II/3(e)oftheConstitutionofBiH,andArt.6,Par.1oftheEuropeanConvention.TheConstitutionalCourtalso
holdsthatitisinthegeneralinterestofthestatetopunishtheperpetratorsofcriminaloffences.Thesanctionshavearestrictiveeffect
ontheperpetrators,whilethepotentialoffendersaredeterredbyit.TheConstitutionalCourtholdsthattheprovisionsunderArt.110
oftheCCBiHstipulatemandatoryseizureofproceedsfromcrimefromtheoffenders,sotheobjectiveistopreventtheoffenderfrom
“enjoyingtheresults”ofthecommittedoffence,i.e.theunlawfulgain.Therefore,theAppellantisdeprivedofhispropertyinthepublic
interest.TheConstitutionalCourthasconcludedinthisparticularcasethattheburdenimposedontheappellantisproportionateto
thesetobjective.TheConstitutionalCourthasupheldthepositionoftheCourtofBiHinthecitedjudgmentsthattheaccuseddid
notofferanyrelevantevidenceoflegalsourcesofincomeprovingthatthepropertyinquestionhadbeenacquiredlegally.
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3. Seizure of Proceeds without a Criminal Conviction

This refers to the standard stating that if the requirements for the conduct of the criminal proceedin-
gs are not met due to death or absence (absconding) of the suspect, i.e. the accused, or other circum-
stances which preclude criminal prosecution, including the circumstance of granting the immunity, 
while the grounds for suspicion exist that the commission of the criminal offence has resulted in obta-
ining material gain or property, separate proceedings may be initiated for the seizure of such gain (also 
known as Confiscation without a Criminal Conviction). Several of the international agreements14 im-
pose such an obligation. Recommendations of FATF (Recommendation 3) suggest the seizure of pro-
ceeds without a criminal conviction (the person in question is granted immunity), whereas the bur-
den of proof of the legal origin of the assets in question is transferred to the accused. According to the 
new EU Directive15, as well, a new binding standard is established of “the absence of a criminal con-
viction” with the extended application of the measure ordering seizure of proceeds where criminal ac-
tivity is suspected and the prevention of introducing criminal activity into legal economic flows. The 
Directive sets a minimal standard on basic principles:

a) Illegally acquired assets should be subject to seizure,
b) This principle should be applied as a minimal standard at least under special circumstances 

(when current criminal prosecution or any other future criminal prosecution of the suspect or 
the accused is precluded due to permanent illness of the person in question, due to illness or 
flight from criminal prosecution or from serving the sentence which has prevented effective 
criminal prosecution or when due to illness or flight the statute of limitation expires thus 
precluding efficient criminal prosecution, due to death of the suspect or the accused, if the 
immunity has been granted to the individual in question or when criminal prosecution is not 
possible in cases involving minors).

c) The methods of attaining the set objective may vary and the member states may pass regulations 
on the seizure of assets without the court judgments before the criminal courts or any other courts.

 
Sweden, as the current presiding state in the EU, has led the initiative to raise the minimal standard in 
this document as well to the civil seizure of assets.16 

4. The Law on Seizure of Assets Acquired by the Commission of a Criminal Offence of 
Republika Srpska and the Simplified Criminal Proceedings

Prior to the analysis of the Law on Seizure of Assets Acquired through the Commission of a 
Criminal Offence17, it is necessary to explain the difference between the two institutes that have 
similarities but are essentially different: the institute of proceeds from crime prescribed by the 
Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code in the territory of BiH and the institute of seizure 
of assets acquired by the commission of a criminal offence prescribed by the Law on Seizure of 
Assets Acquired through the Commission of a Criminal Offence.

14 Forinstance,UNConventionagainstCorruption–NewYorkConvention,Art.54,Par.1c.
15 On13March2012EuropeanCommissionsubmittedforadoptiontotheEuropeanParliamentandtheCouncilofEuropetheProposal

fortheDirectiveontheTemporarySeizureandConfiscationofProceedsofCrimeintheEU,Art.3;Art.4;andArt.5oftheDirective.
16 See:Govedarica,M.,Oduzimanje imovine stečene izvršenjem krivičnog djela (preventivni - represivni aspekt),InternalAffairsCollege,Banja

Luka,2013,pp.51-52
17 TheLawonSeizureofAssetsAcquiredbytheCommissionofaCriminalOffence,OfficialGazetteofRepublikaSrpska,no.12/10.

Hereinafter:LawonSeizureofAssets
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In order to seize the proceeds from crime it is necessary to prove cause and effect relationship between 
the particular criminal offence and the proceeds obtained. In cases of seizure of assets acquired thro-
ugh the commission of a criminal offence, criminal origin of the assets is assumed due to the evident 
discrepancy between the legal and illegal assets. It is essential that the committed criminal offence is 
listed in the Law on Seizure of Assets and it has no relevance when or through means of which parti-
cular criminal offence the said assets have been obtained. Assets included under the provisions of the 
said Law also refer to the period prior to the commission of the criminal offence in question which has 
led to the institution of the criminal proceedings.

The Court leaves the owner a portion of the assets obtained through the commission of a crimi-
nal offence by a ruling if the owner’s ability to support himself or a person he is responsible for wo-
uld otherwise be compromised. The proceeds from crime are seized in their entirety and the co-
urt is not allowed to leave a part of the proceeds to the convicted person regardless of his financial 
circumstances.

The seizure of assets is not mandatory when prosecuting a criminal offence in the criminal procee-
dings, whereas no one is allowed to retain proceeds from crime which are determined at the court’s 
discretion ex officio.

The seizure of proceeds from crime does not have a statute of limitation, which is not the case with the 
assets acquired through the commission of a criminal offence (the request for permanent seizure of 
the assets acquired through the commission of a criminal offence must be filed within a year from the 
day the judgment on the committed criminal offence becomes final at the latest).

When seizing the assets obtained by a criminal offence, only the object under ownership rights may 
be seized, not the ownership rights itself. The ownership right itself may be subject to seizure of pro-
ceeds from crime. 

The assets acquired by the commission of a criminal offence are seized by a ruling passed by the court  
and they may be seized from the legal successors of the testator if it has been established that the te-
stator is the owner of the property acquired by the commission of a criminal offence, and the testator 
is a person against whom criminal proceedings have neither been initiated nor suspended due to his 
death, but in the criminal proceedings against other individuals it has been established that he owned 
property acquired through the commission of a criminal offence. Proceeds from crime are seized by 
a judgment which declares the accused guilty. The measure of seizure of proceeds from crime is exe-
cuted according to the enforcement procedure; the ruling on the seizure of assets acquired through 
the commission of a criminal offence (temporary or permanent) is enforced by the Directorate for the 
Management of Seized Assets.18 

The difference is not just in terminology, but in the substance as well. The first is the seizure of the 
concrete material gain, precisely determined and specified by the time and place of the commissi-
on of a certain criminal offence. The second is the seizure of all assets acquired prior to the commi-
ssion of a particular offence, which are not proportionate to the income regardless of the particulars 
of the actions in a certain period of time and the amount obtained at that time. We hold that it is first 

18 See:Govedarica,M.,Oduzimanjeimovinestečeneizvršenjemkrivičnogdjela(preventivni-represivniaspekt),InternalAffairsCollege,
BanjaLuka,2013,pp.173-176
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necessary to overcome the apparent confusion when distinguishing between these provisions whi-
ch are substantially different with regard to the proceeds and the assets which are being seized. Only 
when the legal terms are accurately judged is it possible for the court to perform its role fully in the 
proceedings.19   

By introducing the use of legal prerequisites and by transferring the burden of proof to the perpetra-
tor of the criminal offence – in extended seizure, the Law on the Seizure of Assets has radically impro-
ved the previous system of seizure of proceeds from crime20 since the determination of the origin of 
all assets in total has been made easier, as the prosecutor does not have to prove the cause and effect 
relationship between the committed criminal offence and the assets that are being seized. The system 
of seizure includes the assets that are not a direct result of the criminal offence for the commission of 
which the accused in question has been declared guilty. A conviction for one of the criminal offences 
stipulated under Art. 2 of the Law on Seizure of Assets does not mean that the assets are the result of 
that particular criminal offence, but that the existence of the said assets represents a prerequisite for 
the criminal origin of the assets, i.e. that it results from the commission of any other criminal offen-
ce which does not have to be proven. Such a provision paves the way for the efficient fight against or-
ganised crime, corruption and other serious criminal offences. This measure of seizure of assets ser-
ves as a deterrent rather than a punishment, considering that the said measure imposes the seizure of 
source of income from the person in question in order to prevent such assets from being used for cri-
minal purposes. It is true that the use of these institutes requires great caution and assessment of the 
prerequisites for their use, but it is not restricted by the time of the commission of a criminal offence.

According to the new legal provisions, the efficiency of the seizure of assets in the plea agreement pro-
ceedings has been significantly increased. Primarily due to the timely securing of the assets. The cri-
minal proceedings conducted against the perpetrator of the criminal offence stipulated under Art. 2 of 
the Law on Seizure, while a parallel financial investigation is being conducted (a report on the financi-
al investigation is submitted and a clear discrepancy is established) may be concluded in a plea agree-
ment according to CPC. A plea agreement must contain a decision – an agreement on assets. The Law 
on the Seizure of Assets and Criminal Procedure Code are applied mutatis mutandis. In a particular 
criminal case the acting prosecutor issues an order to conduct an investigation and simultaneously an 
order on the financial investigation. Among others, special investigative actions have been used whi-
ch constituted the basis of the Report on the financial investigation (assets were transferred fictitiou-
sly to the third party or related persons). In that case, due to urgency, the prosecutor estimated that it 
is better to request from the competent court pursuant to Art. 138 of CPC a temporary measure to be 
imposed banning the use, abalienation or disposal of financial assets of the suspects and other persons 
in their accounts, held in several banks, and over their real property. The competent court granted the 
agreement and the assets valued at about 500,000.00 KM21 which have been transferred to third par-

19 Ikanović,V.,presentation,internationalscientificconference“SeizureofIllegallyGainedAssetsinBosniaandHerzegovina–Present
andChallengesforthefuture”,BanjaLuka,15-16Nov2012

20 Moreonthis:Govedarica,M.,Oduzimanjeimovinskekoristiiusaglašenostsameđunarodnimstandardima,Pravoipravda,Sarajevo,
no.1/2012

21 Since1Sept2010whentheDepartmentforFinancialInvestigationsandDetectionofAssetsAcquiredthroughtheCommissionof
aCriminalOffenceactingaccordingtothelaw(until31Dec2012),48reportsonfinancialinvestigationshavebeensubmittedto
thecompetentprosecutor’soffices,basedonwhichtherequestswerefiledaccordingtowhichthepresidingcourtstemporarily
seizedor frozeassetsvaluedat38,375,575KM.Outof thisamount,19,314,970KMhasbeenseizedtemporarilybythedecisions
ofcompetentcourtsandturnedovertotheDirectorateforAdministration.Assetsvaluedat500,000KMhavebeenpermanently
seizedandthoseassets(cars,computers,motorbikesetc.)bythedecisionoftheGovernmentofRepublikaSrpskahavebecomethe
propertyoftheMinistryofInteriorofRepublikaSrpska.Ifstatisticalindicatorsareborninmind,thedecisionsofcompetentcourts,
executedcases,thedecisionsimposingtheseizureofproceedsfromcrimeintheterritoryofBiHfrom2003untiltheendof2011
(735,914.24KMseized)thepracticaleffectsoftheLawonSeizureofAssetsareevident.
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ties as well, have been seized permanently and turned over to the Directorate for the Management of 
Seized Assets according to the Law on Seizure.22  

According to the current provisions of the Law on Seizure of Assets (as well as under criminal legisla-
tion in the territory of BiH), due to negative procedural prerequisites i.e. inability to conduct criminal 
proceedings against the suspect or the defendant because immunity has been granted, the assets ca-
nnot be seized from such persons.

Conclusion

The plea agreement which includes the measure of the seizure of proceeds from crime which has been 
adjudicated is applied inadequately and erroneously. Judgments based on the plea agreements speci-
fy the sanction and the accused is subject to the measure of seizure of proceeds from crime he is char-
ged with but its enforcement is not precisely defined and secured by the agreement so the defendant is 
obliged in principle to effect payment in the said amount within a certain period of time from the day 
the decision becomes final into the account of budgetary funds under the threat of enforced payment. 
In such cases, when it is determined that the person in question has not executed the imposed mea-
sure, the courts are just left with the option to refer the case to the Public Attorney’s Office for enfor-
cement, however, in most cases the convicted parties do not own any assets which could be subject 
to the said measure (they have alienated them). Failure to enforce the measure of seizure of proceeds 
from crime defeats the purpose and affects the fairness and impartiality of the imposed sanction un-
der the plea agreement – judgment, while the sanction is minimal or below the minimum prescribed.

Bearing in mind the aforementioned, upon signing the plea agreement which includes the measure of 
seizure of proceeds from crime, it is necessary to specify and secure the enforcement of the said me-
asure on which the finality of the plea agreement – the judgment shall depend. For instance, a speci-
al contract certified by a notary as an integral part of the agreement could specify the contractual re-
lationship, e.g. transfer of ownership over real property, or an annotation on the enforcement in the 
event the convicted party fails to execute the imposed measure within a certain period of time. Only 
under such conditions shall the plea agreement – judgment imposing the measure of seizure of pro-
ceeds from crime become final under the pronounced sentence.

The four jurisdictions in Bosnia and Herzegovina should harmonise its legislation with the standard 
of “negative procedural prerequisites” and enable seizure of assets acquired through commission of 
criminal offence also in cases when criminal proceedings have been discontinued - before confirmati-
on of indictment or during the criminal proceedings -  due to death, permanent ailment, absconding, 
due to statute of limitation, or granting immunity from prosecution when there is probable cause that 
assets have been acquired through crime.

22 ThejudgmentoftheDistrictCourtofBanjaLukano.110K00946412Kps-pof26June2012.BythedecisionoftheGovernmentof
RepublikaSrpskapermanentlyseizedassetshavebecomethepropertyoftheMoIofRS.
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